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Environmental Effects (367) ..................................................................................................... 543
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Yang Liu (Harbin Institute of Technology, China), Shengtao Zhou (Harbin Institute
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Monitoring of Steel Bridges (325) ............................................................................................ 570
Xiangxiong Kong (University of Kansas, USA), Jong-Hyun Jeong (University of
Arizona, USA), Parisa Adadollahi (University of Kansas, USA), Yuguang Fu
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abstract provided (491).............................................................................................................. 576
Fukuo Chang (Stanford University, USA)
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Artificial Intelligence (482) ....................................................................................................... 577
Hongwei Huang and D.M. Zhang (Tongji University, China)
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Ian F.C. Smith (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Switzerland)
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Active Excitation (368) ............................................................................................................. 590
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Using Approximately Synchronised Accelerometers to Identify Mode Shapes:
A Case Study (402) ................................................................................................................... 596
Wai Kei Ao, David Hester and Connor O'Higgins (Queen’s University Belfast,
United Kingdom)
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Falsification Based on Computational and Engineering Considerations (406) ......................... 602
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Structural Modeling (272) ......................................................................................................... 608
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Programmable Gate Array (277) ............................................................................................... 614
Junjie Tao, Yuanfeng Duan and Yi Fang (Zhejiang University, China), Hongmei
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Romoaldo, José Alberto Escobar Sánchez and Roberto Gómez Martínez (National
Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico)
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Post-Event Surveys (193) .......................................................................................................... 626
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Moving-Vehicle-Excited Bridge Impact Test and Related Structural
Identification Theory (159) ....................................................................................................... 632
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Anna C. Blyth, Rebecca Napolitano and Branko Glisic (Princeton University, USA)
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Impact-Optic Technique (450) .................................................................................................. 646
Ying Xu and Hongguang Zu (Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen, China)
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Evaluation of Bridges Using Sensors, Civionics and SHM - 1 (Room: Grand C)
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Fibre Optic Sensing (10) ........................................................................................................... 653
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Monitoring on Tendon Force Distribution in Prestressed Concrete Bridge by
Brillouin-Based Optical Fiber Sensor (28) ................................................................................ 659
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Effects of Vehicle Mass and Excitation on the Modal Frequencies of Girder Bridges in
Structural Health Monitoring (116) ........................................................................................... 665
Wen-Hwa Wu, Chien-Chou Chen, Yu-Jie Chen and Gwolong Lai (National Yunlin
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Field Test Load Rating Procedure for Performance-Based Design of Highway Bridges (132) ....... 671
Renxiang Lu, Johnn Judd and Michael Barker (University of Wyoming, USA)
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Monitoring for Safety Evaluation of Existing Conditions - 1 (Room: Mills 1)
Research on Piezoelectric Monitoring Method of Working Stress of Concrete Structures (464) .... 683
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Institute of Technology (Shenzhen), China)
Investigations on Increase and Decrease of Frequencies of a Steel Plate Girder Bridge Due to
Artificial Cracks (280)............................................................................................................... 689
Chul-Woo Kim, Takuya Mimasu, Yoshinao Goi and Gen Hayashi (Kyoto
University, Japan)
Concrete Deformation Sensors Positioning Optimization for Radioactive Waste Structure
Monitoring (213) ....................................................................................................................... 695
Elodie Chapoulade, Aurélie Talon, Alaa Chateauneuf and Pierre Breul (Clermont
Auvergne University - Pascal Institute UMR CNRS, France), Guillaume Hermand
and Marc Leconte (Andra, France)
Analytical Study of a Degraded Concrete Bridge for Structural Health Monitoring (73) ................ 701
Md Niamul Islam (Nagaoka University of Technology, Japan), Kenta Takeda
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Technology, Japan), Saiji Fukada (Kanazawa University, Japan), Atsuhiro Takasu
(National Institute of Informatics, Japan)
Study on Health Monitoring Technology of Oil and Gas Pipelines During the
Soil Freeze-Thaw Process (49).................................................................................................. 708
Liang Ren, Jiajian Wang, Hongnan Li, Suyan Wang and Baorong Chang (Dalian
University of Technology, China)

10:00 AM

SHM towards Smart, Resilient and Sustainable Civil Infrastructures - 3
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BDLM-Based Prediction of Temperature-Induced Strain Response of a Long-Span
Cable-Stayed Bridge Using Structural Health Monitoring Data (437) ...................................... 714
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Polytechnic University, China), Jianxiao Mao, Tianyou Tao and Qingxin Zhu
(Southeast University, China)
Design and Application of a Wind Pressure Field Monitoring System Based on
Wireless Sensor Network (381)................................................................................................. 720
Yaozhi Luo, Yucheng Wang, Yanbin Shen and Xian Xu (Zhejiang University,
China)
Reliability-Based Topology Optimization Approach for Protection of Seismically
Excited Structures (408) ............................................................................................................ 727
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Acceleration-Feedback Control for a Base-Isolation Structure Regarding a
Comprehensive Structural Performance Evaluation (423) ........................................................ 732
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(University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, USA), Jiazeng Shan (Tongji University,
China)
Rapid Damage Assessment System of Buildings After Seismic Events Using
Artificial Neural Network (427) ................................................................................................ 738
Koji Tsuchimoto and Billie F. Spencer (University of Illinois, USA)

10:00 AM

Robotic/UAV Platform for Structural Inspection and Preservation
(Room: Mills 5)
Learning Structural Damage Through Hyperspectral Images (47)................................................... 745
Sameer Aryal, Shimin Tang and Zhi-Qiang Chen (University of Missouri-Kansas
City, USA)
Deep Learning-Based Defect Detection of Bridge Bearings Using Convolutional
Neural Networks (100) .............................................................................................................. 751
Mida Cui, Gang Wu and Huile Li (Southeast University, China)
Deep Learning with 3D Reality Modeling for Crack Detection and Evaluation (149) .................... 757
Rony Kalfarisi (Bentley Aystems, USA), Z.Y. Wu (Bentley Systems Inc., USA)
Condition and Deterioration Assessment of Bridge Elements Using Advanced
Digital Imaging Technologies (171) ......................................................................................... 763
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Automatic Bolt Loose Detection Based on Digital Image Processing Technology (177) ................ 771
Linsheng Huo, Yu Liu and Hongnan Li (Dalian University of Technology, China)
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Bridge Inspection (281) ............................................................................................................. 843
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Load Identification (301)........................................................................................................... 849
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Bridge Inspection (219) ............................................................................................................. 882
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Structure (64)............................................................................................................................. 934
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Possible Prospects (395)............................................................................................................ 940
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New I-35W Bridge Instrumentation and Data Interpretation for Engineering
Ben Jilk1, Lauren Linderman1
University of Minnesota, USA

Abstract
The I-35W Saint Anthony Falls Bridge, opened in September 2008, includes instrumentation for
long-term monitoring of the structural behavior of the bridge. Data from the over 500 sensors
deployed on the structure, including vibrating wire strain gages, fiber-optic strain gages,
thermistors, linear potentiometers, and accelerometers, has been collected since the bridge’s
opening. This large-scale, long-term deployment offers insight on monitoring of bridges and a
unique data-set to investigate structural behavior. In this presentation, the monitoring system will
be introduced and key results will be reviewed. The original motivation and value of the
information for asset management will be discussed from a MnDOT perspective. Of particular
interest are the temperature-dependent and long-term time-dependent behavior of the posttensioned concrete bridge. A data analysis approach that leverages temperature, strain, and
displacement sensors distributed throughout the structure to capture the time-dependent behavior
will be described. For a structure that sees significant temperature loading and gradients, the
temperature captured by the thermistors is essential to capture the temperature-dependent
behavior used in evaluating time-dependent deflections and can account for significant strains.
The potential impact of these analysis results on concrete bridge design practice and lessons
learned for monitoring deployments will be summarized.

1

Bayesian Machine Learning for Structural Health Monitoring of Rail Transit System
Yi-Qing Ni
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Abstract
Operational safety is the most important issue for rail transit in view of its mass transportation
volume and high running speed. Developing smart rail systems by integrating sensing,
communication, computing and information technologies is becoming an urgent need to satisfy
the safety and reliability requirements in modern rail industry. Sensory systems have been
increasingly implemented on railway infrastructure and rail vehicles for online and on-board
monitoring to ensure the operational safety. In addition to innovative sensing technology, there is
an urgent need to develop advanced analytic tools which enable data-driven fault diagnosis and
prognosis in a real-time or near real-time manner. Probabilistic machine learning (PML) has
currently emerged as one of the principal theoretical and practical approaches for designing
machines that learn from data acquired through sensing. The PML paradigm, which is capable of
describing how to represent and manipulate uncertainty in modelling and prediction, has a
central role in massive data analytics. In particular, probabilistic approaches developed in the
framework of Bayesian machine learning (BML) provide an efficient means to interpret the
heterogeneous monitoring data with different sources of uncertainty. Not only it allows for the
consideration of uncertainties inherent in monitoring data in characterization and modelling, it
also enables quantification of uncertainties in prediction and forecast. This presentation outlines
the applications of key BML methods, such as sparse Bayesian learning, Bayesian compressive
sensing, and Gaussian process regression to fault diagnosis and prognosis of railway systems
with the use of online and on-board monitoring data. Illustrative examples of using real-world
data for data-driven fault diagnosis and prognosis of rail transit system in the BML context are
provided

2

Environmental effects on cepstral coefficients and their removal for structural
performance assessment
1

E.M. Tronci1, R. Betti 2, M.Q. Feng 2, M. De Angelis1
Sapienza University – Italy, eleonoram.tronci@uniroma1.it: lead author only
2
Columbia University - USA

Abstract
Low-cost and effective information on performance assessment of civil constructions can be
gained by continuously tracking damage sensitive features extracted from the structural vibration
response. However, to have a reliable description of the health condition, the effects of changes in
environmental conditions need to be investigated and accurately removed from the parameters.
This research addresses Cepstral Coefficients (CCs) as new effective damage sensitive features for
civil engineering structures. These indices offer an extremely easy extracting process with a few
user-defined parameters and a low computational burden, moreover they have shown to be a
consistent alternative to other features for damage detection problems.
This paper investigates how CCs are affected by changes in temperature, and it focuses on their
ability of discriminating operational fluctuations from damage occurrence. In order to test the
reliability for structural condition assessment analysis, this work focuses on the case study of the
highway bridge Z24 in Switzerland. This structure, equipped with a long-term monitoring set of
sensors, has been continuously monitored for almost a year before introducing realistic damage in
a controlled way. At first the dependence of CC from the temperature variation in absence of
damage is addressed. In a second stage the different sensitivity of these parameters to temperature
with respect to damage is analyzed in detail, with a comparison with more common features
(frequencies). Finally the Cointegration technique, a tool for the analysis of non-stationary time
series, is used to remove the environmental trends included in the monitored features.
1.

Introduction

The aim of vibration-based structural health-monitoring (SHM) methods is to implement a strategy
to correctly detect damage through the assessment of changes in the identified vibration response
of civil structures [1]. Identifying damage scenarios can be addressed following different
methodologies. An efficient way is to apply Statistical Patter Recognition approaches to SHM [1]
and define a framework which allows the users to make more informed decisions about lifecycle
management of structures. The ability of correctly choosing and extracting the damage sensitive
features (DSFs) from the vibration measurements is the key point of the framework itself. An
optimal DSF carries different kind of information about the structure and it is strongly correlated
with damage but, at the same time, needs to be insensitive to operational and environmental
variability and measurement noise. Among the family of all possible DSFs, modal parameters are
the most commonly used for structural damage detection purposes in civil structures [2]. Their
extraction process often require heavy computational burden and highly depends on the user
3
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expertise. These are all qualities that do not characterize an optimal DSF, which, on the contrary,
should offer just a few computational requirements and a simple extraction process.
Often the so-called DSFs, employed in these damage detection techniques, are not sensitive only
to damage, but they could be influenced also by external effects, particularly by changes in
environmental and operational conditions of the structures [3]. This high dependence of the
monitored DSFs from the operational and environmental conditions could affect negatively the
vibration-based damage detection approach, obscuring the damage presence or leading to a false
positive damage detection.
In this project relevance is given to a particular set of features: Cepstral Coefficients (CCs). These
parameters comes from an adaptation of the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which
are features extremely known in the speech and speaker recognition research field. Nevertheless
their modification and use as DSFs for damage detection in civil structures is relatively knew [4].
The CCs present several interesting characteristics and above all their extraction process, built over
simple means of digital signal processing operations, differs enormously from the complex
structural identification algorithms adopted to extract the modal parameters of structures.
The performance of CCs towards damage and temperature variation is investigated and compared.
The results are obtained using the measurement response of the Z24 bridge, performed in the
framework of the European Brite EuRam research project BE-3157, System Identification to
Monitor Civil Engineering Structures" (SIMCES). One of the main objectives of the SIMCES
project was to deliver a proof of feasibility for vibration-based structural health monitoring of civil
engineering structures by full scale, long-term tests and progressive failure tests of a representative
structure, the Z24 Bridge. Within this aim the extraction of CCs is presented to show the accuracy
of these coefficients as DSF for data coming from a real structure. The results are additionally
compared with frequencies, the most common modal parameters adopted for in SHM problems.
Moreover the cointegration technique [6] is here adopted to remove the environmental trend from
the monitored damage sensitive features.
2. Cepstral Coefficients
The CCs can be extracted from a sampled signal x[n] applying the procedure defined in the flow
chart in Figure 1; the reader is referred to [4] for a detailed treatment of the subject.

Figure 1 Extraction Process Flow Chart

In the preliminary step each one of the time histories is framed into segments, long enough to be
considered stationary, to which is then applied an Hamming window. Subsequently, applying the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the power spectrum is evaluated for each single frame.
To emphasize the parts of the spectrum that are more likely to be expressing the structural behavior
a frequency warping procedure is performed. It allows to modify and scale the linear frequency
scale with the objective of weighing more the area of the spectrum with the greatest energy content.
The new modified frequency scale and the linear frequency scale are almost equivalent up to a
cutoff frequency fc, after which their relation becomes logarithmic. The frequency warping step is
performed by grouping together the PS values into M frequency bands and weighting each group
by a triangular weighting function. The cepstral coefficients extraction procedure is completed
4
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applying to the logarithm of the modified spectra a D-points Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
(IDCT) which gives back a vector of dimension D of CCs for each analyzed frame. The parameters
defined by the user are: the cutoff frequency fc, the number of frequency bands M and the number
of Cepstral Coefficients D. Usually the number of CCs D, is set equal to the number of frequency
bands M.
3. Results
3.1.Bridge Description
The Z24 bridge was a post-tensioned concrete two-cell boxgirder bridge located in Switzerland. It
was built in 1963 and it connected the villages of Koppigen and Utzenstorf, over-passing the A1
highway between Bern and Zurich. The bridge presented a main span of 30 m and two side spans
of 14 m (Figure 2(a)). The bridge was demolished at the end of 1998, because a new railway next
to the highway required a bridge with a larger side span. A year before the demolition, a long-term
environmental monitoring system (EMS) was installed and the bridge was monitored from 11
November 1997 till 11 September 1998 [5].
The EMS consists in the installation of different sensors to measure different environmental
parameters: air temperature, air humidity, rain true or false, wind speed, and wind direction.
Particular attention was given to the temperature factor. At the middle of the three spans, the
temperature was measured at eight points on the girder. To monitor the bridge, 16 accelerations
(Figure 2(b)) have been measured on the bridge at different points and in different directions.
Every hour, 10 scans of environmental data, sampled at 48 sensors, and 8 averages of 8192
acceleration samples, taken at 16 sensors, were collected and stored after compression.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 Z-24 Bridge: (a) Front and Plan View, (b) Sensor Disposition

A series of progressive damage tests have been carried out during the summer of 1998, before the
complete demolition of the bridge. A total of 65536 samples was collected at a sampling rate of
100 Hz, using an anti-aliasing filter with a 30-Hz cutoff frequency.
In Figure 3 the four structural frequencies extracted from the acceleration response of the structure
are presented. It can be noticed how all four these frequencies are affected by the variation in
temperature, while the damage is visible only in the second frequency (damage start indicated by
the red vertical line). Moreover, even if this frequency shows more the presence of damage with
respect to the other frequencies, the magnitude of these changes is small with respect to the
5
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variation due to temperature, and then in a blind damage search it would be impossible to
discriminate the two.

Figure 3 First Four Frequencies of Z-24

Before applying the extraction procedure discussed in Section 1, the number of triangular filters
must be selected with the value for the cutoff frequency. The number of filters can be set according
to the Fraile et al. criterion [6], and it set equal to 13 and the cutoff frequency is chosen equal to
20 Hz. At the end of the extraction process, for each sensor and each realization, a vector C of
dimension Dx1 is computed.
The CCs extracted from the Z-24 bridge acceleration measurements are noisy, nevertheless it is
possible to underline some trends in the data. In order to overcome this variability a simple moving
average is introduced and the averaged coefficients are adopted as the new features.
Comparing the temperature variation with the time history of the CCs (Figure 4), it can be noticed
that some of the coefficients are quite insensitive to temperature (c 1 (s1)); while others (c2 (s7) and
c1 (s14)) shows a clear match with the temperature drop around the 2000th observation (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Temperature and Cepstral Coefficients variation
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The variation due to the environmental conditions and the one caused by the introduction of
damage (damaged starts after the red line) are comparable and consequently, the presence of
damage can be hidden for the coefficients affected by the environmental fluctuation. This is an
important observation because it could impair the effectiveness of the damage assessment
procedure. It is in this case that the cointegration technique could be extremely helpful, in this real
tests, in removing any trend in the data induced by environmental data and highlighting instead
the variations induced by damage. The reader is referred to [7] for a detailed treatment of the
cointegration technique.
The cointegration presented in this section (Figure 5) is carried out considering the Support Vector
Machine method for the computation of the cointegrating vector. This methodology is
implemented considering a Gaussian Kernel and 10 Folds for the Cross Validation.

Figure 5 Cointegration Technique applied for Cepstral Coefficient 1: (a) for sensor 5, (b) for sensor 7

The model is trained over a specimen of 1000 data points. The data are normalized and the
coefficients are considered with their absolute value. From the analysis of the residuals, it is clear
the appearance of the structural damage while the fluctuations induced by temperature variations
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have been removed. In fact, it is only after the red dotted line (damage occurrence) that the
residuals between cointegrated cepstral coefficients show a clear departure from the 3 standard
deviation error band.
The application of the cointegration technique on the CCs in this real case is indispensable to detect
the damage for the coefficients for which the damage presents the same magnitude variation of
environmental fluctuations (Figure 5). Applying this procedure the damage is well identified and
the residuals coming from time histories with environmental trends are totally cleaned up.
4. Conclusions
In this work, the results of a study investigating the possibility of using a speaker recognition
approach to structural health monitoring have been presented. In particular, this study focused on
the use of particular features used in speaker recognition as damage sensitive features and on the
effects that environmental conditions can have on such coefficients.
From the results of this study, it appears that the following conclusions can be drawn: 1) the
cepstral coefficients have the potential to become quite useful damage sensitive features that can
be used on bridge structures: they are compact features, easy to obtain, and require little input from
the user, and 2) the cointegration technique appears to be a very effective technique to remove
non-stationary effects such as those induced by the temperature. The analyses conducted on the
Z24 data show great potential for both techniques and warrants further investigation.
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Abstract
Civil infrastructure is vital linking component whose behavior is necessary to be monitored
continuously since any fault in performance will cause significant risks. Recently, structural health
monitoring (SHM) has obtained a significant contribution in preparing information related to
structural behavior during functional life. Though, determining real infrastructure's behavior is
intricate, since it relies on structural parameters that cannot be obtained directly from observed
data and such identification is prone to uncertainties. Finite element model updating (FEMU) is an
approach to address this issue. The current study employs a Modular Bayesian approach (MBA)
to update a finite element model (FEM) of a lab-scaled box girder bridge applying natural
frequencies. This approach is performed in two stages as undamaged and damaged. These stages
can be denoted as the change in structural parameters due to incidences such as impact or fatigue
effect. The performed MBA deals with uncertainties thoroughly in all steps. In this study, a
discrepancy function is applied to detect the discrepancy in natural frequencies between the FEM
and the experimental counterpart. A Gaussian process (GP) is used as a metamodel for the
simulated model and the model discrepancy function. In this research, updating the initial FEM of
the lab-scale Box Girder Bridge (BGB) by calibrating multi parameters is highlighted. Results
specify a considerable drop in stiffness of concrete in damaged phase which is well matched with
the cracks observed on the structure's body. Also, discrepancy records reach satisfying range in
both stages which implies the structure's properties are predicted accurately.
1. Introduction
Recently, monitoring structural behavior over their lifespans through information granted by SHM
technique has been highly recommended by many researchers such as Frangopol (2011) and Li et
al. (2016). One of the qualified approaches to deal with this objective is FEMU which attempts to
develop an accurate FEM of real structures. Providing a trustable FEM of structures is efficient in
many features such as reliability analysis, assessment of structural performance, damage detection,
load carrying capacity assessment (Moravej et al., 2017). One important concern in the field of
FEMU is the burdensome computation particularly in case of complex structures which makes this
procedure time-consuming and not appropriate in practice (Nishio et al., 2012). While some
methods have been presented as computationally efficient such as Response Surface method
9
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(Shahidi and Pakzad, 2013) and substructure technique (Weng et al., 2012), it is still essential to
address this issue further. Another significant challenge is dealing with different source of
uncertainties throughout an updating process of a structural model. So, in most cases, probabilistic
methodologies are more realistic than deterministic ones (Jesus et al., 2014; Jesus et al., 2018; Lam
et al., 2015; Erdogan et al., 2014). Beck et al. (1998 & 2002) is eminent in utilizing Bayesian
approach in SHM. Based on the distinguished study by Kennedy and O'Hagan (2001a), different
sources of uncertainty in model prediction have been examined. Higdon et al. (2008) applied a
comprehensive MBA, developed earlier by Kennedy and O'Hagan (2001a), but was not generally
effective by reason of lack of identifiability (Arendt et al., 2012a; Yuen, 2010). Arendt et al. (2012b)
offered a development to the Kennedy and O'Hagan original formulation to conquer the
identifiability issue, through using measured data with various responses. In this technique, FEM
is swapped with a GP metamodel, which considerably decreases the computational work
(Lophaven et al., 2002; Wan et al., 2014; Spiridonakos et al., 2015; Jesus et al., 2017).
Consequently, this formulation is comprehensive enough to consider existing uncertainties and
superior to the previous attempts in model updating due to comprising all types of uncertainty and
accordingly obtain the more trustworthy result.
Based on such a significant efficiency of MBA, this study investigates its practical performance in
FEMU with use of measured vibration data to tune multiple parameters whereas most of the former
studies in MBA applied only single parameter. The goal of the study is to examine the applicability
of the algorithm on a lab-scaled reinforced concrete BGB, a common operating bridge in Australia,
in two stages as undamaged and damaged settings. The damaged phase in this study, generated by
applying a point load and a cyclic load, is a representation of changes in structural parameters as
a result of significant incidences such as impact and fatigue, and this study intends to detect these
changes and deliver an updated model at each step which can be considered as a tool to identify
the capacity of structure in each stage and observe its performance. This test is the first practical
application of this approach in model updating in two settings as undamaged and damaged. Besides,
in this study, multiple parameters are calibrated while the previous studies mostly focused on a
single parameter.
2. Methodology
The comprehensive equation of model updating is presented in Eq (1) which indicates the output
of a numerical model within a domain of calibrated parameters θ = θ* has an appropriate fit with
the experimental data.
Ye = Ym(θ *) + δ + ε

(1)

Where Ye is the observed responses, εT= [ε1, …, εn ] is the observation error vector, Ym(θ*) is the
model output and θ* are a r-dimensional vector of structural parameters, and δ is the discrepancy
function that interprets the difference between the model and the true process. In this research, the
discrepancy function and the numerical model will be replaced with multiple response Gaussian
process MRGP. Each MRGP has specific hyperparameters that define it and they should be
estimated.
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2.1 Gaussian Process
GP modeling is a method for interpolation with addressing uncertainty (Kennedy and O'Hagan.,
2001a; Sacks et al., 1989; Rasmussen et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2001). To produce this GP, it is
required to obtain the mean function at every design input point. If the measured data is located
outside or between the design input points, MRGP must find a possible extrapolation or
interpolation from the existing data. In MRGP, the prior mean function is considered as a member
of a hierarchical structure of linear functions in a generalized form of M = Hβ. Herein, matrix H
comprises N polynomial constant regression functions and the matrix of regression coefficient β,
for each term included in matrix H and each fitted response in Y. In the other word, H is a row
vector of regression functions and β is a column vector of regression functions. The prior
covariance function of MRGP which defines the model and discrepancy function can be
formulated as Eq (2).
𝑉=Σ2 𝑅

(2)

Where Σ𝟐 ∈ ℝ𝑞×𝑞 is a spatial variance matrix, 𝑹 ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝑁 is a correlation matrix. The matrix R
includes a correlation function for each of its entries which must be approximated. In the current
work, the model has been expected to follow a linear function as mentioned in (Lophaven et al.,
2002), because it fits better to the data and is numerically more stable. Each GP modeling is
identified by its specific hyperparameters. After providing a certain amount of data Y to the MRGP,
the posterior distribution of the response should be obtained and the hyperparameters must be
estimated. As a reason of providing better computational efficiency, the hyperparameters are
calculated with the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) in this study.
2.2 Modular Bayesian approach (MBA)
The MBA divides the progression of updating into four modules, and hyperparameters of the
MRGP are estimated apart each other and consecutively (Kennedy and O'Hagan, 2001b). As it is
shown in the study by Arendt et al., (2012a), at each stage, the hyperparameters of metamodels are
estimated and fixed. This act of estimating and fixing the hyperparameters is carried out
successively when passing on from module 1 to module 2 and from module 2 to module 3.
Estimation is directed through numerical optimization methods by matching the likelihood among
the MRGP and the obtained data. In the current work, a MATLAB genetic algorithm (GA) routine
was used to estimate the parameters of a GP which approximates the discrepancy function. This is
carried out by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which indicates that the fitness function of
the GA is the likelihood function. In module 3, Bayes' theorem is applied to approximate the
posterior distribution of parameters and its likelihood function contains the two MRGP
approximated in modules 1 and 2. This research applied MBA for multiple calibration parameters
with using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method.
3. Finite element model updating of the structure
A six metre long reinforced concrete BGB, built in Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
laboratory, was considered in this study, the structure was cast in three parts subsequently as top
11
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slab, web and bottom slab. The BGB's dimensions are illustrated in Fig 1. More details about
casting of the structure can be found in (Pathirage, 2017).

Figure 1. The BGB dimensions

The BGB was relocated from its initial place which was on the ground, onto two simple supports
as pin and roller. This platform denotes the first stage (undamaged stage), despite minor cracks
existed beneath the soffit slab the relocation. In the second stage (damaged stage), a point load and
a cyclic load were applied at the mid-span of the BGB which lead to some significant cracks under
the soffit slab and the web of the BGB.
3.1 Numerical model
In this study, nominal values of the parameters from the design step were used, since the
information about the current state of the structure is not available. The first BGB's finite element
model was constructed in ABAQUS 2017 software package as shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2. FE model of BGB built in ABAQUS

In the simulated model, C3D8R solid element and T3D2 truss element were selected for concrete
and reinforcement elements, respectively. The initial material properties based on available design
information are demonstrated in Table 1. Furthermore, for both supports, the boundary condition
was assigned as fixed in vertical translation.
Table 1. Material properties used in FE model of BGB

Parameter
Young Modulus E (GPa)
Mass Density ρ (Kg/m3)
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Material
Concrete
Reinforcement
Concrete
Reinforcement

Nominal values as designed
32
200
2400
7850
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In this work, four natural frequencies of the FE model as the 1 st vertical bending, 2nd vertical
bending, 1st lateral bending, and 3rd vertical bending modes are considered for the updating
process.
3.2 Modal data measurement
The vibration responses of the structure in both undamaged and damaged stages were measured
by accelerometers and used in the FEMU process. To select the correct position for attaching the
sensors, various aspects were considered with respect to the excitation source, maximum modal
displacement points, and available type and number of sensors. Captured acceleration responses
were applied in a modal analysis practice, Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) method
embedded in the ARTeMIS Modal software package. The four natural frequencies as the 1st
vertical bending, 2nd vertical bending, 1st lateral bending and 3rd vertical bending modes in order
were used for the updating process since they were detectable in both stages. The natural
frequencies in first numerical model and experimental in both stages are shown in Table. 2.
Mode No

1
2
3
4

Table 2. Frequency in the initially designed model and measured data in two stages
Freq as designed
Freq measured in Error (%)
Freq measured in
Error (%)
(Hz)
Undamaged case
Damaged case (Hz)
(Hz) (Mean value)
(Mean value)
24.339
21.65
-12.42
18.78
-29.60
81.29
67.06
-21.22
63.06
-28.9
92.108
84.32
-9.24
80.73
-14.09
109.75
98.21
-11.75
95.74
-14.6

In this study, a sensitivity analysis was run for selecting appropriate parameters which are sensitive
enough to the four selected natural frequencies by using FEMtools software package (DDS, 2012).
After selecting various types of parameters, the parameter selection was ended up with five most
sensitive parameters to the responses as Young's modulus values of the concrete bottom slab, web
and top slab (EcBot, EcWeb & Ectop) and vertical Spring Stiffness of both simply supports
(Kroller & Kpin).
4. Result and discussion
The FE model of the BGB was calibrated in two stages by using MBA. In this study, the prior PDF
for the parameters are selected according to previous studies and codes of practice (Darmawan and
Stewart, 2007; Mirza et al., 1979; Mirza et al., 1980) and (AS 5104). So the Young’s modulus of
concrete for all parts was considered as a normal distribution with a Mean value of 32 GPa,
Coefficient of Variation equals 7.13, and for both boundary conditions, vertical spring stiffness
was considered as a normal distribution with mean of 5*10 7 N/m and Coefficient of Variation
equals 9*1013. After obtaining the hyperparameters of MRGP to approximate numerical model
and the discrepancy function in module 1 and 2, which represents the GPs, the results for calibrated
parameters after applying MBA in the undamaged stage are obtained in module 3, as illustrated in
Fig 3.
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Figure 3. Prior, Max Likelihood and Posterior PDF for calibrated parameters in undamaged stage

In the current work, the likelihood determines the updated parameters according to the measured
data. The posterior may need more data to represent the calibrated parameters reliably. As can be
seen in Fig. 3, there are no significant changes in likelihood against with priors in Young's moduli
of the web and the top slab. The considerable change can be noted as the decrease in the bottom
slab's Young's modulus which is matched with the observed minor cracks underneath the BGB.
The most noticeable change would be the drop in vertical spring stiffness at roller support which
represents the overestimation of vertical fixity of roller support before updating. It is found that
the discrepancy function in the undamaged stage for four natural frequencies reaches the responses
with a deviation of less than 6% compared to the measured ones. In the next step, the damaged
structure is updated. The parameters of Young modulus of all three parts reduced in the damaged
stage. The calibrated parameters distribution as Prior, Likelihood and Posterior are illustrated in
Fig 4.

Figure 4. Prior, Max Likelihood and Posterior PDF for calibrated parameters in damaged stage
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As it is illustrated in this figure, the substantial change is targeted at the likelihood in Young's
modulus for the bottom slab which reduces to 20 GPa, representing a drop of 37%. In addition, the
reduction in Young's modulus in the web is noticeable showing 27 GPa of its likelihood mean.
Meanwhile, the top slab was not much affected, and its Young's modulus is very close to its prior.
The reduction in Young's moduli of the bottom slab and the web are well matched with the cracks
observed in the damaged stage. It is found that the discrepancy in damaged stage arised,
particularly for the 2nd and 3rd vertical bending modes. It could be described as the cracks may
produce nonlinearities in structural materials as well as in structure's response mechanism.
5. Conclusions
In this study, performance of the developed MBA on a BGB was examined by means of vibration
data. MRGP as a metamodel was used to approximate the whole numerical model and it expedited
the computational process more than other probabilistic updating techniques. This advantage
makes this method remarkable, especially in case of complicated structures. Furthermore, it is the
first time in applying MBA on two stages as damaged and undamaged which can be represented
as a structure's state during its life period and the result could be applied to reliability analysis,
performance monitoring, and damage severity estimation. On the contrary to most of the previous
studies which applied MBA for a single parameter, this study is an extreme example of model
updating with five parameters at the same time, and changes of these parameters were well fitted
with the observed evidence in both stages. The model has been updated and the updated model
was adequately matched with physics of damaged beam. Also, the results in the damaged stage
illustrated, the rise of discrepancy function. This observation can be concluded as a significant
point for designers and indicates that the FE model requires to be refined by considering more
aspects such as modelling cracks with the change of cross section area. Although, modal
frequencies has been applied to calibrate the model in this study, other types of responses such as
mode shapes can be used in the future works. Furthermore, the approach has the capability to
consider various ambient variables as temperature, humidity, and wind speed to decrease the
degree of uncertainty in model calibration and in turn reach the more reliable outcome.
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Abstract
Scour is the leading cause of bridge failures worldwide. In the United States, 22 bridges fail every
year, whereas in the UK scour contributed significantly to the 138 bridge collapses recorded in the
last century. Monitoring an entire infrastructure network against scour is not economically feasible.
This limitation can be overcome by installing monitoring systems at critical locations, and then
extend the pieces of information gained to the entire asset through a probabilistic approach. This
paper proposes a Decision Support System (DSS) for bridge scour management that exploits
information from a limited number of scour monitoring systems (SMSs) to achieve a more confined
2
A wake zone behind the structure with eddies of different rotating direction and size.
estimate
of the scour risk for a bridge network. A Bayesian network (BN) is used to describe
3
A mixing zone in between them.
conditional dependencies among the involved random variables, and it allows estimating the scour
Figure 2.8 illustrates the flow patterns around a bridge abutment.
depth
distributions using information from monitoring of scour depth and river flow characteristics.
Data collected by SMSs and BN’s outcomes are then used to inform a decision model and thus
support transport agencies’ decision frameworks. A case study consisting of several road bridges in
Scotland is considered to demonstrate the functioning of the DSS. The BN is found to estimate
accurately the scour depth at unmonitored bridges, and the decision model provides higher values
of scour thresholds compared to the ones implicitly chosen by the transport agencies.

1
2
3

1 Introduction & background

4

Bridge scour is the removal of sediment from around bridge abutments and piers (Kirby et al., 2015).
The
total
scour at a bridge site results from the combination of different types of scour, namely
Figure 2.8
Flow structure around an abutment (after Sturm et al, 2011)
natural, constriction and local scour. While the first type is due to the natural evolution of the river
2.2.4the Total
scour between the bridge and the water flow causes the other two. Constriction scour
bed,
interaction
The total scour depth associated with a particular structure is the sum of:
is the result of confining river channel width between bridge abutments and piers, while local scour
any applicable natural scour (such as channel migration scour, degradation, confluence scour or
is caused
by the interference of structural elements with water flow. When the scour depth becomes
bend scour)
significant,
the(ifbridge
the contraction scour
applicable) stability may be compromised, leading to structural instability and failure.

5

zz

6

zz
zz

the local scour.

Scour is the principal cause of bridge failures worldwide. In the UK, there are around 95,000 bridge
In this manual, each of these components of the total scour is evaluated separately, with the local bed
spans
susceptible to scour processes, and, according to van Leeuwen & Lamb (2014), scour was
elevation resulting from each component being taken as the starting condition for the estimation of the
next component (Figure
identified
as 2.9).
the most common cause of 138 bridge failures in 1846-2013. Briaud et al., (2007)
shows that scour was the cause of 58% of the 1,502 bridge
failures recorded in the USA in 1966-2005. Network Rail
(NR) owns 19,000 bridges nationally: 45% are held in a
National Scour Database. In Scotland, 1,750 railway
bridges are inspected for scour, and 58 are at high risk.
Transport Scotland (TS) manages the Scottish road
network including 1,567 bridges over water. Around 8%
need scour monitoring and protection measures.

A1

A2
A3

illustrating
scour (Kirby et al., 2015)
Figure Schematic
1: Types
of total
scour

A4

Figure 2.9
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Each of the factors that contribute to scour (flow rates, channel and sediment characteristics, position
and type of structure) is subject to a significant degree of uncertainty or difficulty in making long-term
predictions. Information available on major floods at the design stage may be limited and, during the
life of a structure, the flow conditions may be altered by changes in catchment use or climate. The
responses of natural channels to erosion in short-term floods and over longer periods are hard to predict
accurately, partly because of an incomplete understanding of the physical processes involved and partly
because they interact in a complex way and are affected by random factors. Although potential failure

A5
A6
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The scour risk assessment is an important component of any bridge scour management system. This
assessment should combine information on the scour hazard, the bridge vulnerability, and the
consequences of failure. It should involve a probabilistic approach due to the many uncertainties
inherent to the future flood occurrence and intensity, the bridge state, and capability to withstand
the effects of the scour action (Tubaldi et al., 2017). Structural health monitoring (SHM) can be very
helpful in supporting decision-makers involved in bridge management. SHM and decision-making
are two separate processes, occurring one downstream of the other. Monitoring is about acquiring
information on the bridge state while decision-making is about choosing the best action to undertake
based on the structural state assessed via SHM and the estimated risk.
The current practice for bridge scour inspection depends on visual checks carried out at regular
intervals. TS and NR assess the scour risk using the Procedures BD 97/12 (Department of Transport,
2012) and EX2502 (HR Wallingford, 1993), respectively. The decision frameworks followed by TS
and NR are defined by their own plan (Transport Scotland, 2018; Network Rail, 2016). They provide
a framework for the management of bridges after an extreme weather event.
In this paper, the prototype of a DSS for bridge scour management is presented; it consists of a scour
hazard model and a decision model. The former model is based on a Bayesian network (BN) able to
estimate the scour depth in the surrounding of bridge foundations. In particular, the BN can estimate,
and update, the scour depth using information from a scour monitoring system (SMS) and river flow
characteristics. The latter model can update the scour threshold after which bridges are closed by
exploiting BN’s outcomes and data collected by a SMS. Section 2 illustrates the BN for scour
estimation and the decision model. Section 3 describes the network built to demonstrate the
functioning of the DSS. Three bridges located over the same river are considered, with only one
instrumented with a SMS. Section 4 shows the results obtained by applying the proposed framework.
2 Methodology
Monitoring scour at any location of a bridge stock is not economically feasible. One way to
overcome this issue is to install SMS only at critical locations and use a probabilistic approach to
extend the information to the entire asset. A Bayesian network can be used for this purpose. A BN
is a probabilistic graphical model describing a set of random variables and their conditional
dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (Jensen & Nielsen, 2007). In BN terminology, a node is
a parent of a child if there is a link from the former to the latter. Probabilistic inference in BNs takes
two forms: predictive analysis that is based on evidence on
parent nodes and Bayesian learning where observations
enter into the BN through child nodes (Ben Gal, 2007). BNs
started to be used for Bayesian modelling in engineering risk
analysis due to their ability to deal with uncertainties in
complex systems (Faber et al., 2002).

Figure 2: BN for scour estimation at a
single bridge location

The BN employed in the scour hazard model is developed
according to the BD 97/12 (Department of Transport, 2012).
Starting from the river flow characteristics, the total scour
depth DT (Figure 2) is estimated by summing the effects of
constriction scour (DC) and local scour (DL). Model
uncertainties are added to reproduce the randomness of the
estimation processes.
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Manning equation is used to describe the relationship between river flow Q and upstream river level
yU. Two model uncertainties are employed: eM is the correlated error of the Manning equation and
(j)
eM is the uncorrelated error in the jth bridge. Q, yU and the bed material grain size d are the input of
a nonlinear system consisting of 3 equations - the Colebrook-White (C-W) equation (Kirby et al.,
2015), the conservation of fluid mass, and the Bernoulli equation - uses to evaluate the average
constriction scour Dc,ave, the water level through the bridge yB, and the threshold velocity vB,c. Model
errors, evB,c and (j)evB,c, are added to the C-W equation alone. The mechanism causing local scour at
piers is the formation of vortices at their base, primarily controlled by the pier width WP. Two model
uncertainties are again added: the correlated one, eDL and the uncorrelated one, (j)eDL.
With reference to the presented BN, three quantities are monitored: yU, DT and the constriction scour
D*C measured in the middle of the channel. Environmental agencies can provide water level data
from gauging stations while SHM sensors to detect scour exist in the market (Prendergast & Gavin,
2014). When new observations become available, the BN model allows propagating information
through the network to update probabilities (Jensen & Nielsen, 2007). The BN solution can be
broken down into three steps: (i) defining the prior probability distribution functions (pdfs) of the
parent nodes; (ii) splitting the BN into three sub-networks to have three different updating: yU
updates eM; D*C and yU update evB,c and d; DT, yU and D*C update eDL; and (iii) updating the
descendant nodes.
The BN can be extended to a second bridge with N piers because the scour estimation is based on
the same models; therefore, the correlated model errors are the same ones. These connections allow
the BN to spread information gained from a SMS to each sub-network (i.e., unmonitored bridge).
2.1

Decision model

The actions to be taken by TS and NR after a flooding event are defined by their plans (Transport
Scotland, 2018; Network Rail, 2016). They provide the triggers that determine what actions needs
to take place and a “visual” decision scheme based on water level markers. TS defines a red marker
in correspondence of the 1 in 200-year flood level whereas NR as the water level associated with a
Priority Score≥16. The transport agencies fix these thresholds by choosing a level of risk they are
willing to accept, such that the losses due to the bridge closure equal those due to bridge failure.
The idea behind the proposed decision model is to use the updated scour depth to inform decision
about bridge scour management. In particular, the relative scour depth DR (i.e., ratio between DT and
the foundation depth DF), employed by transport agencies to categorise bridges at high risk of scour,
is used as quantity to trigger actions.
The scour failure probability PF is the probability that the relative scour demand is greater than the
relative scour capacity of the bridge. The prior relative scour demand DPr (Figure 4) can be expressed
as a Normal distribution:
DPr ~ N (D0 , σD )
(1)
! 0 is the prior threshold of DR corresponding to a high risk of scour according to transport
where D
agencies, and σD0 is the prior standard deviation of DR obtained with the BN. A fragility function
FC, consistent with the risk class given by BD97/12 (Figure 4), relates DR to the probability of failure
PF, and the unconditional prior probability of failure PF,D0 can be written as:
0

PF,D = ∫ N (D0 , σD ,DR ) FC (DR ) dDR
0

0

DR
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Eq. (2) expresses the failure probability implicitly
chosen by transport agencies when they fix their
thresholds (i.e., the mean value of the prior scour
demand DPr is the agency’s threshold). The BN
provides an updating of the DT distribution (i.e.,
posterior pdf in Figure 4). This BN’s outcome can
be used to express the posterior scour demand DP:

D

DM

D0

DP ~ N (D, σP )

(3)
! is the posterior scour threshold and σP is the
where D
posterior standard deviation updated by the BN. The
probability of failure must remain equal to the one
“a priori”, shown in Eq. (2), to be consistent with the
threshold defined by transport agencies. Thus:

Figure 4: Scour demand pdfs

4

3

2

1

Risk
Rating

Figure 4: Fragility function for the scour capacity FC

PF,D = ∫ N (D, σP ,DR ) FC (DR ) dD = PF,D

0

DR

(4)

where PF,D0 is expressed in Eq. (2). The updated
demand threshold corresponding to a high risk of
! that satisfies Eq. (4).
scour is the value of D

3 Case study
A small bridge network, consisting of bridges managed by TS in south-west Scotland (Figure 5), is
used to test the functioning of the DSS. The three bridges have experienced significant scour in the
past. They cross the same river (River Nith), and only the first one is instrumented with a PSMS:
§ Bridge 1: A76 200 bridge in New Cumnock. It is a 3-span stone-masonry arch bridge, with two
piers in the riverbed founded on spread footings.
§ Bridge 2: A76 120 Guildhall bridge in Kirkconnel. It is a 3-span masonry arch bridge, with one
pier in the riverbed founded on spread footings.
§ Bridge 3: A75 300 Dalscone bridge in Dumfries. It is a 7-span steel-concrete composite bridge,
with one pier in the riverbed founded on pile foundations.
The final BN for the estimation of the total scour at every pier of the three bridges is depicted in
Figure 6; each subnetwork related to each bridge is identifiable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: (a) Map; (b) A76 200 bridge; (c) A76 120 Guildhall bridge; and (d) A75 300 Dalscone bridge

4 Results
Normal pdfs are employed for every variable except for river flows described with a log-normal pdf.
The prior pdfs of the model errors are set as Normal distributions defined by a zero mean and a
coefficient of variation (CoV). The parameters of the log-normal pdf are based on the SEPA’s
gauging station data of the last ten years.
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Figure 6: BN developed for the case study

The predictive analysis is carried out by running a Monte Carlo method. The outcomes are displayed
in grey in the second column of Figure 7. The accuracy of the estimation at unmonitored piers is not
satisfactory (i.e., σ ≈ 75 cm). The Transitional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC) algorithm
(Ching & Wang, 2016) is used to perform the Bayesian learning analysis and update the parent
nodes. The peak value of yU is chosen to simulate a heavy river flood condition and scour data are
assumed to represent a critical situation: 20 cm for constriction scour depth D*C and 45 cm for total
scour depth DT at pier 1 of A76 200 bridge. The algorithm estimates a mean value of DT on pier 2
that is equal to the one measured at pier 1. It is the most probable result since the piers belong to the
same bridge, their geometry and the bed material are the same. However, it is an uncertain variable,
with a standard deviation of 17 cm. It is noteworthy that the standard deviation has reduced from 76
cm to 17 cm, which is a decrease of around 80%, due to the added information. The total scour DT
at the unmonitored bridges can also be evaluated. A value of standard deviation close to 21 cm is
obtained. This constitutes an increase (more than 70%) in the accuracy compared to the prior results.

pDT

PF

pDT

PF

pDT

PF

The third column of Figure 7 shows the outcomes of the scour threshold updating by exploiting the
results obtained from the BN. The graphs depict the plotting of Eq. (4) by varying the value of

Total Scour DT [m]
Relative Scour DR [-]
Figure 7: Updating of the scour threshold from BN's outcomes of unmonitored components
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! . The failure probability PF,D0 is a constant value because the threshold was chosen “a
threshold D
priori”. The intersection of the straight lines provides the updated threshold that satisfies Eq. (4).
! 0 is chosen equal
According to the scour risk classification performed by TS, the prior threshold D
to 2.3, the one that defines the boundary between class 3 and class 2, by assuming a priority factor
! 0=2.3, the posterior estimation of the scour depth
equal to 2. Figure 7 shows that, starting from D
! =2.66.
updated by the BN allowed increasing the scour threshold to a value of around D
5 Conclusion
In this paper, a prototype of a DSS for scour risk management for rail and road bridges is presented.
It consists of a scour hazard model and a decision model. The former model is based on a BN, which
can estimate the scour depth using information from a SMS and river flow characteristics. The latter
model can update the scour threshold after which the bridge is closed by exploiting BN’s outcomes
and observations collected by a SMS. Case study consisting of three bridges managed by TS in
South-West Scotland is used to demonstrate the functioning of the DSS.
The probabilistic framework shows that data from SMSs increase the accuracy on scour estimation
of unmonitored, but correlated bridges. This increase is in the order of 70% (from 76 cm to 17 cm).
BN’s outcomes and observations of the PSMS are used to update the scour threshold that triggers
the bridge closure. The outcomes present an increase of the scour threshold that could help transport
agencies in reducing the times that bridges might be closed unnecessarily as a precautionary action.
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Abstract
To perform finite element model updating of a structure, an optimization problem is usually
formulated to minimize the difference between experimental and simulated modal properties. This
paper investigates a few example structures to reveal the issue of non-convexity that exists in FE
model updating problems. Three different model updating formulations are studied. MATLAB
code and data for this work can be found at https://github.com/ywang-structures/Structural-ModelUpdating.
1. Introduction
Finite element (FE) model updating is known to fine-tune parameter values of an FE model so that
the model generates properties close to these from field measurements. In order to perform
updating, an optimization problem is usually formulated to minimize the difference between the
simulated properties and the measured properties. While FE model updating has been widely
applied for decades, little research studied the non-convexity of the associated optimization
problems. When an optimization problem is non-convex and has unknown number of local
minima, solution algorithms in general cannot guarantee finding the global optimum. A local
minimum is usually taken as the solution, without providing any knowledge on how close the local
minimum is to the global minimum.
This paper investigates a few example structures to reveal the issue of non-convexity that exists in
FE model updating problems. Three different model updating formulations are studied, namely
the MAC (modal assurance criterion) formulation, the eigenvector difference formulation, and the
modal dynamic residual formulation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the three optimization formulations for model updating. Section 3 presents the results
applying the formulations to simulated and experimental data of example structures.
2. Optimization Formulations for FE Model Updating
For brevity, this paper considers stiffness updating only and assumes real-valued mode shape
vectors of the structure. A vector variable, 𝛂 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝛂 , is formed to contain the corresponding
updating variables. The j-th (𝑗 = 1 … 𝑛𝛂 ) entry of 𝛂, 𝛼𝑗 , corresponds to a parameter such as
Young's modulus, or support spring stiffness. Each 𝛼𝑗 is scaled to represent the relative change
percentage from initial/nominal value of the stiffness parameter. We use N to denote the number
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of structural degrees of freedom (DOFs). The stiffness matrix 𝐊(𝛂): ℝ𝑛𝛂 → ℝ𝑁×𝑁 can be
𝑛𝛂
formulated as an affine matrix function of α, expressed as 𝐊(𝛂) = 𝐊 𝟎 + ∑𝑗=1
𝛼𝑗 𝐊𝑗 . Here 𝐊 0 is
the nominal stiffness matrix prior to model updating, usually generated based on design drawings
and nominal material properties; 𝐊𝑗 is a constant influence matrix of the j-th updating parameter.
2.1 MAC (modal assurance criterion) formulation
Using dynamic testing data collected from an as-built structure, usually the first few resonance
frequencies, 𝜔𝑖EXP , 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑛modes , and the corresponding mode shapes can be extracted. Here
𝑛modes denotes the number of experimentally measured modes. For each 𝜔𝑖EXP , an “experimental
2

eigenvalue” is easily calculated as 𝜆EXP
= (𝜔𝑖EXP ) . The experimental data only provides mode
𝑖
shape entries at the DOFs with sensor instrumentation. Using 𝑛m for number of
measurements/sensor channels, 𝛙EXP,m
∈ ℝ𝑛m represents 𝑖 -th measured mode shape. On the
𝑖
other hand, the simulated modal properties (𝜆𝑖 and 𝛙𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑁 ) are generated by the FE model; both
𝜆𝑖 and 𝛙𝑖 are thus regarded as a function of 𝛂. The optimization formulation is based on the modal
assurance criterion defined to quantify the similarity between experimental and simulated mode
T

EXP,m
shapes as √MAC𝑖 (𝛂) = ((𝛙EXP,m
) 𝛙m
‖‖𝛙m
𝑖 (𝛂))⁄(‖𝛙𝑖
𝑖 (𝛂)‖) , 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑛modes .
𝑖
𝑛modes

minimize
𝛂

subject to

2

2

𝜆EXP
− 𝜆𝑖 (𝛂)
1 − √MAC𝑖 (𝛂)
𝑖
∑ {(
∙ 𝑤𝜆𝑖 ) + (
∙ 𝑤𝛙𝑖 ) }
EXP
𝜆𝑖
√MAC𝑖 (𝛂)

(1a)

𝑖=1

𝑳 𝛂 ≤ 𝛂 ≤ 𝑼𝛂

(1b)

Here 𝑤𝜆𝑖 and 𝑤𝛙𝑖 represent the weighting factor of the eigenvalue difference and eigenvector
difference, respectively; 𝑳𝛂 and 𝑼𝛂 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝛂 denote the lower and upper bounds for the optimization
variable 𝛂, respectively. The sign “≤” is overloaded to represent element-wise inequality.
2.2 Eigenvector difference formulation
The second objective function of modal property difference formulation is directly based upon the
differences between the mode shape/eigenvector entries at the measured DOFs. It is assumed that
EXP,m
𝑞𝑖 is the entry where both ψEXP,m
and ψm
= 𝜓𝑞m𝑖 ,𝑖 (𝛂) =
𝑖 (𝛂) are normalized to be one, i.e. 𝜓𝑞𝑖 ,𝑖
𝑖
𝐈𝑞𝑖 −1
𝟎(𝑞𝑖 −1)×1 𝟎(𝑞𝑖 −1)×(𝑛m −𝑞𝑖)
1. We define a selection matrix 𝐐𝑖 = [
]
.
𝟎(𝑛m −𝑞𝑖)×(𝑞𝑖 −1) 𝟎(𝑛m −𝑞𝑖 )×1
𝐈𝑛m −𝑞𝑖
(𝑛
m −1)×𝑛m

The optimization formulation is as follows.
𝑛modes

minimize
𝛂

subject to

2

𝜆EXP
− 𝜆𝑖 (𝛂)
2
𝑖
EXP,m
m
(𝛂)}
∑ {(
∙
𝑤
)
+
‖𝐐
{𝛙
−
𝛙
∙
𝑤
‖
}
𝜆
𝑖
𝛙
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖 2
𝜆EXP
𝑖

(2a)

𝑳 𝛂 ≤ 𝛂 ≤ 𝑼𝛂

(2b)

𝑖=1
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2.3 Modal dynamic residual formulation
We define 𝚿u = [𝛙1u 𝛙u2 … 𝛙u𝑛modes ]T ∈ ℝ𝑛u∙𝑛modes that corresponds to the unmeasured
DOFs of the simulated eigenvector. In the optimization problem of the modal dynamic residual
formulation, both 𝛂 and 𝚿 u are treated as the optimization variables. We use 𝑤𝑖 to represent the
weighting factor for the i-th modal residuals; 𝑳𝚿u and 𝑼𝚿u ∈ ℝ𝑛u∙𝑛modes denote the lower and
upper bounds for the optimization variable 𝚿u , respectively.
𝑛modes

minimize
∑ ‖[𝐊(𝛂) −
u
𝛂,𝚿

𝑖=1

𝛙EXP,m
𝑖
𝜆EXP
𝐌]
{
}
𝑖
𝛙u𝑖

2

∙ 𝑤𝑖 ‖

(3a)
2

subject to 𝑳𝛂 ≤ 𝛂 ≤ 𝑼𝛂
𝑳 𝚿 u ≤ 𝚿 u ≤ 𝑼𝚿 u

(3b)
(3c)

3. Numerical Studies
This section studies the non-convexity of the model updating formulations
using three structural examples.

=

in

=1 0
= 10

3.1 Four-Story Analytical Structure - Simulated Data

in

=1 0
2=

10

in

A four-story shear frame structure is first simulated. Details of the
=1 0
structure can be found in Li et al. (2018). To construct an “as-built”
= 10
in
structure, the stiffness value of the fourth story is reduced by 10% to 9
=1 0
lbf/in. However, the initial value of all story stiffness is assumed to be 10
lbf/in. It is assumed that the 4th DOF is not instrumented and the first Figure 1. 4-story structure
mode is measured and available for model updating. It
is also assumed that only the stiffness parameter change
of the fourth story needs to be updated, denoted as 𝛼
(whose ideal correct value should be −0.1).
2

1

1

3.1.1 Updating Results of MAC Value Formulation The
interior-point optimization algorithm implemented in
the MATLAB fmincon solver is adopted to solve the
optimization problem in Eq. (1). A total of 1,000 search
starting points of the updating variable 𝛼 are uniformly
randomly generated within bounds [−1,1]. Figure 2
plots the relative error of the updated stiffness
parameter 𝛼 solved from all starting points. The figure
demonstrates that although the MAC value formulation
is non-convex, all optimization processes converge at
the actual value of the stiffness parameter with the
relative error less than 3 × 10−12 %.
3.1.2 Updating Results of Eigenvector Difference
Formulation The interior-point algorithm is also
adopted to solve the eigenvector difference formulation
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Figure 2. 4-story: MAC formulation results

Figure 3. 4-story: eigenvector difference

Figure 4. 4-story: modal dynamic residual
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in Eq. (2) from 1,000 random starting points. Figure 3 plots the
relative error of the updated stiffness parameter 𝛼 solved from
1,000 starting points. The figure demonstrates that although the
eigenvector difference formulation is non-convex, all results
converge at the actual value of the stiffness parameter with the
relative error less than 3 × 10−12 %.

Saddle point:
𝛼 = −0
3, 𝜓 = 1 0

3.1.3 Updating Results of Modal Dynamic Residual Formulation
𝜓
𝜓
The interior-point algorithm is also adopted to solve the modal
𝛼
dynamic residual formulation in Eq. (3) from 1,000 search
Figure 5. Saddle point
starting points of the updating variables 𝛼 and 𝜓 . Figure 4 plots
the relative error of the updated stiffness parameter 𝛼 solved from 1,000
Function generator
random starting points. Although most optimization processes converge at
Acc. #3
the actual value of the stiffness parameter, six starting points fail to find the
correct value of the stiffness parameter. The updating results clearly show the
Acc. #2
non-convexity of the optimization problem. In addition, the 3D plot in Figure
Modal
shaker
5 demonstrates a saddle point of the objective function of two variables.
Acc. #1

3.2 Four-Story Laboratory Structure - Experimental Data
Acc. #0

The second example uses experimental data from a laboratory 4-story shear
frame structure (Figure 6). Floor masses are accurately weighed, but all four Base excitation
inter-story stiffness values require updating. The structure is mounted on a Figure 6. Lab 4-story
shake table which provides base excitation for the structure.
Accelerometers are installed on the base (#0) and floors
(#1~#3). Modal properties of the four-story structure are
then extracted from the experimental data. The first and the
second extracted modes are used for model updating, i.e.
𝑛modes = .
(a) MAC formulation results
Similar to Section 3.1, interior-point algorithm is used to
solve all three optimization formulations for model
updating, each from 1,000 random starting points. The
“ideal”/ “true” value of the experimental structure is
unknown, therefore relative updating error of stiffness
(b) eigenvector difference results
parameters cannot be plotted like in Section 3.1. Instead,
Figure 7(a) plots the final objective function values from the
1,000 searches using the MAC value formulation. Except
for 21 searches, all others converge at the same solution
point. The results confirm the non-convexity of the
optimization problem in Eq. (2). Figure 7(b) shows the
(c) modal dynamic residual results
Figure
7. Model updating of lab 4-story
results of the eigenvector difference formulation, where all
searches converge to the same solution point. This may
indicate the relatively lower non-convexity of the eigenvector difference formulation. Finally,
Figure 7(c) shows 106 starting points converge to a solution point different from most others.
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3.3 Pedestrian Bridge - Experimental Data
The third example uses experimental data from a pedestrian
bridge on Georgia Tech campus (Figure 8). The main frame
of the pedestrian bridge is made of steel, and the bridge deck
is made of concrete. A total of 𝑛m = 58 acceleration
channels are measured (Figure 9). To obtain the resonance
frequencies and mode shapes, hammer impact is applied. In
total, five vibration modes are extracted from the
Figure 8. Pedestrian bridge
experimental measurement, i.e. 𝑛modes = 5. The weighting
factor in Eqs. (1) and (2), i.e. 𝑤𝜆𝑖 and 𝑤𝛙𝑖 , are calculated
based on the statistical properties of the modal analysis
z
results. An FE model of the pedestrian bridge, with 946
DOFs, is constructed in SAP2000 (Figure 10). The main
Figure 9. Measurement channels
frame of the bridge is modelled with frame elements. The
segmental diagonal bracings in top plane and two
ky1
side planes are truss elements. The moduli of
ET
k
z1
these two element types are denoted as EF and ET,
EF
Ec11
their corresponding updating variables as α1 and
Ec9 Ec10
E Ec8
ky2
α2. The concrete deck is modelled as thin-shell
Ec6 c7
E
c5
z
E
c4
kz2
elements. The moduli of 11 segments are denoted
E
Ec2 c3
E
c1
as Ec1~ Ec11, corresponding to α3~α13. Finally,
Figure 10. FE model of the pedestrian bridge
transverse and vertical springs are allocated at
both ends of the bridge to simulate non-ideal boundary conditions, while the longitudinal (xdirection) DOF of two left end nodes are constrained. The four updating variables corresponding
to ky1, kz1, ky2, kz2 are α14~α17. Lower and upper bounds for each αj is assigned. The bounds for the
updating variables of steel members (α1 and α2) are set tighter than the concrete members (α3~α13).
The bounds for α14 ~ α17 of support springs are the loosest. Details of the problem can be found in
(Dong, 2019).
3.3.1 Updating Results of
MAC Value Formulation The
interior-point optimization
algorithm is again adopted to
(a) Objective function values
(b) Updated values (#94)
solve the problem. A total of
Figure 11. Pedestrian bridge: results of MAC value formulation
100 random starting points of
𝛂 are uniformly randomly generated between bounds. Figure
11(a) plots the optimal objective function values of 100
searches. The figure demonstrates that 35 optimization
processes converge at the same solution point. For the result
set with the minimum objective function value among 100 Figure 12. MAC value formulation:
search result sets (#94), Figure 11(b) plots the optimal value
local optimum from search #69
of each updating variable ( 𝛼𝑖∗ ). For display purpose, the
optimal values of 𝛼15 and 𝛼17 shown in the figure are divided by 10. The figure shows that among
all the updating variables, the updating variables related to vertical support spring stiffness, i.e.
𝛼15 for kz1 and 𝛼17 for kz2 have the largest increase from the nominal value. In addition, a local
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optimum from search #69 are displayed in Figure 12. The objective function equals 0.2419, and
the optimal values for 𝛼12 and 𝛼15 are most different from the best solution set shown in Figure
11(b).
3.3.2 Updating Results of
Eigenvector
Difference
Formulation The eigenvector
difference formulation is also
solved with the interior-point
(a) Objective function values
(b) Updated values (#9)
algorithm from 100 random
Figure 13 Pedestrian bridge: results of eigenvector difference formulation
starting points. Figure 13(a)
plots the optimal objective function values of 100 optimal result sets, which demonstrate that 71
optimization processes converge at the same solution point. The figure confirms the nonconvexity of the optimization problem in Eq. (2). Figure 13(b) plots the optimal value of each
updating variable (𝛼𝑖∗ ) for a best solution set (#21). The solution point happens to be near the
results shown in Figure 12, i.e. search #69 from the MAC formulation results.
3.3.3 Updating Results of Modal Dynamic Residual Formulation The trust-region-reflective
algorithm is adopted to solve the modal dynamic residual formulation from 100 starting points. In
this preliminary study, 𝑤𝑖 in Eq. (3) is set as 𝑤𝜆𝑖 ∙ 𝑤𝛙𝒊 in Eq. (1). Figure 14(a) plots the optimal
objective function values of 100 optimal result sets. The figure shows that three optimization
processes fail to converge to the minimum objective function value. Figure 14(b) plots the optimal
value of each updating variable (𝛼𝑖∗ ) for a best solution set (#98). The figure demonstrates that
∗
except for 𝛼1∗ , the optimal values for all other updating variables decrease. Especially for 𝛼15
and
∗
𝛼16 , the optimal values are both equal to -1. In other words, the boundary springs, z1 and y2 , are
removed in the updated
model,
which
is
not
reasonable.
The results
demonstrate the challenges in
applying the modal dynamic
residual
formulation
to
(a) Objective function values
(b) Updating values (#88)
practical model updating with Figure 14. Pedestrian bridge: results of modal dynamic residual formulation
experimental data.
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Abstract
The identification of modal parameters of structures in operational conditions is termed Operational Modal Analysis (OMA). Stick-slip friction is common in many structures, for example
offshore oil and gas platforms. The present OMA techniques are based on the assumption of linearity, and when stick-slip friction is present in a system, it is no longer linear. This study investigates how Random Decrement (RD), which is a technique used in OMA, can be used to identify
stick-slip friction in a single degree of freedom system. The RD technique can be applied in a set
of triggering levels in the same response signal, to calculate RD signatures, each representing the
system vibrating at different amplitudes. From RD signatures, the modal parameters can be estimated using time-domain parameter estimation methods. From the changes in modal parameters,
associated with the respective amplitude level in the response signal, the nonlinearity is characterized. Two RD triggering conditions are investigated to examine the applicability in identifying
the stick-slip nonlinearity. A numerical study is compared with an experimental study of a single
degree of freedom system with stick-slip friction.
1. Introduction
The Random Decrement (RD) technique was introduced by Cole (1968) as a method of obtaining a signature of how a structure vibrates, while the vibration occurs. Now, RD is an established
technique in the field of Operational Modal Analysis (OMA), Brincker and Ventura (2015).
Time-domain parameter estimation methods are used to extract modal parameters from the RD
signature matrix. From the beginning, when H. A. Cole proposed this method, it has been suggested that the technique would be applicable when identifying nonlinearities in mechanical systems. There has been produced research where the RD technique has been successfully applied at
different response amplitudes in order to uncover the amplitude dependencies in modal parameters: Huang and Gu (2016); Jeary (1992); Tamura and Suganuma (1996); Vesterholm et al.
(2018, 2019). In this study the RD technique is applied at multiple amplitude levels in the response of an single degree of freedom (SDOF) stick-slip system. This is done to characterize the
amplitude dependency of its modal parameters. A numerical SDOF system with a stick-slip nonlinearity is investigated and the results are verified with the harmonic balance method. These results are then compared to an experimental setup of a similar system. Two triggering conditions
(TC) are used to investigate their applicability in this regard. To the authors’ knowledge, a numerical and experimental system with a stick-slip nonlinearity has not been analyzed with RD to
uncover the amplitude dependency of the modal parameters.
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2. Random Decrement
The RD technique is the method of obtaining RD signatures. The technique consists of calculating an average of 𝑁 signal segments extracted from the response signal 𝑦(𝑡), Asmussen (1997).
𝑁

̂𝑦,𝑦 (𝜏) = 1 ∑ 𝑦(𝑡𝑖 +𝜏)|𝑇𝑦(𝑡 )
𝐷
𝑖
𝑁

(1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑁 is the number of time points 𝑡𝑖 in 𝑦(𝑡) that satisfy the TC 𝑇𝑦(𝑡𝑖 ) , and 𝜏 is the lag of the
RD signature. In this study local extremum (LE) presented by Tamura and Suganuma (1996),
and an adjusted version of envelope (ENV) originally presented by Huang and Gu (2016) and
adjusted by Vesterholm et al. (2018) are investigated. LE identifies triggering points (TP) in 𝑦(𝑡)
that are between 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 , and in a local extremum. LE is defined as
𝐿𝐸
𝑇𝑦(𝑡)
= {𝑎1 ≤ 𝑦(𝑡) < 𝑎2 , 𝑦̇ (𝑡) = 0}

(2)

ENV identifies TP in 𝑦(𝑡) where the amplitude envelope 𝐴(𝑡) of 𝑦(𝑡) is between 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 .
𝐴(𝑡) = |𝑦(𝑡) + 𝑗𝑦̃(𝑡)|

(3)

Where 𝑦̃(𝑡) is the Hilbert transform of 𝑦(𝑡), Bendat and Piersol (2011). ENV is defined as
𝐸𝑁𝑉
𝑇𝑦(𝑡)
= {𝑎1 ≤ 𝐴(𝑡) < 𝑎2 }

(4)

Once the RD signature has been obtained, it is treated as a correlation function.
2.3 Stick-slip nonlinearity
A system that has a stick-slip nonlinearity will not exhibit nonlinear behavior for all response
levels, see Figure 1. It is dependent on the level of displacement response. The motion of equation governing the SDOF stick-slip system is
𝑘 𝑦, for |𝑦| < 𝐹𝑑 /𝑘𝑑
𝑚𝑦̈ + 𝑐𝑦̇ + 𝑘𝑦 + 𝑓𝑑 = 𝐹, where 𝑓𝑑 = { 𝑑
𝐹𝑑 , for |𝑦| ≥ 𝐹𝑑 /𝑘𝑑

(5)

When the displacement response is very large compared to 𝐹𝑑 /𝑘𝑑 , the system will mainly be in
the slip phase. Here, the friction will behave similar to Coulomb friction, and 𝑘𝑑 will have little
influence on the system. When the displacement response is comparable to 𝐹𝑑 /𝑘𝑑 the system is
in the stick-slip phase. Here, both 𝑐 and 𝐹𝑑 contributes to the energy dissipation, resulting in a
high relative damping 𝜁. 𝑘𝑑 is affecting the system in the stick-slip phase, and the system has a
total stiffness of 𝑘 plus a part of 𝑘𝑑 , depending on the response level. This means that both the
eigenfrequency 𝑓𝑛 and 𝜁 of the system are exhibiting amplitude dependent behavior in the stickslip phase. When the displacement response is smaller than 𝐹𝑑 /𝑘𝑑 , the system behaves linearly,
with a total stiffness of 𝑘 + 𝑘𝑑 , and damping is only determined by 𝑐, the system is now in the
stick phase. In this study, the input force is kept constant, and 𝐹𝑑 is increased from zero, both for
the numerical and the experimental cases.
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Figure 1: Single degree of freedom system with stick-slip friction, also kwon as a Jenkins element

2.4 Equivalent linear stiffness and damping using the harmonic balance method
As a reference for the experimentally obtained damping and frequency estimates corresponding
to different triggering levels, equivalent viscous damping and linear stiffness approximations are
employed. The equivalent linear parameters are calculated using the Harmonic Balance Method
(HB), for stick-slip friction, Böswald and Link (2005); Reuss et al. (2012). HB is used to linearize the nonlinear function 𝑓𝑑 (𝑦, 𝑡), describing the stick-slip forces, by decomposing it into an in
phase part (stiffness, 𝑘𝑒𝑞 ) and out of phase part (damping, 𝜁𝑒𝑞 ), which can simply be added to the
existing linear parameters considering a steady-state response of the system subjected to external
harmonic excitation.
3 Case study
In this study a numerical and an experimental case are investigated. The numerical case will
form the baseline for the analysis and the results are compared with HB to verify the analysis
method. The experimental test case is investigated with the purpose of characterizing its nonlinearity. The characteristics from the numerical and experimental cases are compared, to determine
if the nonlinearity in the experimental setup is stick-slip friction.
3.1 Numerical case
A simulation of an SDOF system with a stick-slip nonlinearity is performed using a digital filter
based method presented by Ahlin et al. (2006). The simulated system is illustrated in Figure 1,
and is performed with a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz, with the following parameters, 𝑚 =
0.23 kg, 𝑐 = 0.13 N/(m/s), 𝑘 = 1650 N/m, 𝑘𝑑 = 1900 N/m. 𝐹𝑑 is being varied logarithmically
from 0.05 N to 20 N between simulation runs, to match the parameter being changed in the experimental case. A run with 𝐹𝑑 = 0 N is also performed. For all test cases investigated, the excitation force is a zero mean Gaussian signal with a standard deviation of 5 N. This is done to easily
compare with the experimental test case, where only one excitation force level is available.
3.2 Experimental case
The experimental setup presented in Figures 2 and 3, is assumed to behave as an SDOF system
in the direction of the accelerometer. It consists of a, 120 mm long M4 threaded rod bolted to a
steel base plate, and a 30 mm x 30 mm x 30 mm cube of steel bolted to the other end. The base
plate is clamped to a vibration isolated workbench. This constitutes an SDOF system, where the
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steel cube is the mass, the threaded rod is the spring, and the damping stems from the two bolted
joints. The stick-slip nonlinearity is introduced by gluing a 25 mm diameter (⌀), and 6 mm thick
disc of felt on the block of steel and attaching a 16.5 mm ⌀ cylinder made from polyoxymethylene (POM) to a 128 mm long M4 threaded rod clamped to a fixture above the cube of steel.
The friction force is then controlled by turning the second threaded rod, such that the POM
makes contact with the felt, and can have varying degree of friction force, depending on the gap
size between the POM and the steel block. The system was excited by brushing the steel with a
paint brush. Data acquisition consisted of recording acceleration data at sampling frequency
2048 Hz, and the measurement time is 600 seconds.

Figure 2: Overview of experimental setup

4. Analysis procedure

Figure 3: Steel mass with felt glued on top, that
has contact with block of POM

Figure 4: Schematic of analysis procedure

The analysis performed in the numerical and experimental test cases follow the block diagram
in Figure 4. The TC is applied at 8 linearly spaced amplitudes, from 1.2 to 2.3 standard deviations in each response signal. When using LE, 𝑎2 is the amplitude level to be analyzed, and 𝑎1 is
chosen such that 𝑎2 − 𝑎1 is equal to 2% of the amplitude range in 𝑦(𝑡). When using ENV, 𝑎2 is
the amplitude level to be analyzed, and 𝑎1 is chosen such that 𝑎2 − 𝑎1 is equal to 1% of the amplitude range in 𝐴(𝑡). The OMA parameter estimation will produce estimates of eigenfrequencies 𝑓̂𝑛 and relative damping 𝜁̂, through stabilization diagrams using Least Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE), Brown et al. (1979). The results from the simulation will be compared with
the equivalent linear modal parameters from HB. Further, they will form the baseline as characteristic of how the modal parameters depend on the response amplitude, such that it can be compared with the results from the experimental test case.
5. Results and discussion
The results using ENV as TC did not produce results as good as LE, and in the following we
therefore only present results for LE. Results from analyzing the simulated stick-slip system are
compared with the equivalent linear damping and stiffness obtained using HB. This comparison
is done to verify the applicability of the RD analysis on this type of nonlinearity. A comparison
of the estimated and the linearized parameters as a function of displacement response amplitude
is presented in Figure 5. The estimated parameters follow the HB curves to some degree, and the
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two are considered to have the same characteristics. RD is least accurate for 𝐹𝑑 = 0.37 N to 1.39
N. These are the test cases where the system exhibits the largest range in modal parameters, and
where LSCE has most difficulties obtaining stable poles.

Figure 5: Solid line is equivalent linear modal parameters found using HB, and the lines with markers are results
from the RD analysis. The colors signify the friction force 𝐹𝑑 in Newton

Results from the RD analysis of the experimental system are discussed, and it is evaluated
whether the nonlinearity has the characteristics of stick-slip friction, based on the characteristics
of the simulated system.

Figure 6: Left: estimated 𝑓 as a function of response amplitude. Right: estimated 𝜁 as a function of response amplitude. Each plot line represents a different gap size in mm between POM and steel

In Figure 6, 𝑓̂𝑛 and 𝜁̂ as function of response amplitude from the experimental test case are presented. As the gap size is decreased, from infinity to 4.38 mm, Fd is increasing with some unknown proportionality. The characteristics of the amplitude dependency is not exactly that of a
stick-slip nonlinearity, but it has similarities. As Fd is increasing, 𝑓̂𝑛 and 𝜁̂starts to show amplitude dependencies, that are similar to those found in the simulation test case. As Fd is saturated,
𝑓̂𝑛 and 𝜁̂ now appear to represent a linear system again, just as it appears in the simulated test
case, in Figure 5. The reason why the characteristics of the estimates are not exactly those of a
stick-slip nonlinearity, is most likely because the experimental setup does not exhibit a pure
stick-slip nonlinearity, but something similar to.
6. Conclusions
An analysis procedure that characterizes a stick-slip nonlinearity in an SDOF system has been
investigated for a numerical and an experimental test case. When investigating the amplitude
dependency of the modal parameters of a simulated SDOF stick-slip system, the RD analysis
corresponds to some degree with the equivalent linear parameters obtained using HB. This indicates that RD with LE together with the LSCE is a viable method of characterizing a simulated
SDOF system with a stick-slip nonlinearity. Based on the comparison with the simulated test
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case, it is possible to characterize the amplitude dependent modal parameters of the experimental
test case as a SDOF system with a stick-slip nonlinearity with reasonable agreement. The system
is not characterized as a pure stick-slip, most likely because the test setup did not produce those
exact properties.
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1. Abstract
Steel corrosion is a fundamental parameter to consider in assessing the design life of reinforced
concrete structures, and in arid environments, the suppression of steel corrosion factors
positiv ely to extend the design life of bridge elements. A thirty nine year old post tensioned
reinforced concrete bridge in Riyadh was selected for installation of a structural health
monitoring system. Access restrictions at some spans limited the use of non destructive testing
techniques. The bridge was inspected visually and, catering to concerns on the hazard of
corrosion, with tests such as half cell potential and chloride content. An instrumentation plan was
developed to complement the design life analysis by characterizing traffic and assessing
vibration of critical spans over a five year period. The aim of vibration monitoring at the longest
spans is to acquire a vibration baseline for comparison with future measurements to assess
variation of the baseline from any causes, including relaxation of post tensioned cables. The
instrumentation plan relies primarily on strain gages, accelerometers, and is further supported by
thermocouples, LVDTs, and tiltmeters. The lack of deterioration caused by corrosion due to the
arid climate allays many concerns surrounding monitoring of post tensioned bridges, allowing a
confident assessment of the bridge condition.
2. Introduction
Development of rehabilitation plans and the required funding from constrained budgets is a
challenge as existing infrastructure progressively ages. Bridges in particular require attention due
to their cost, complexity, importance in transportation networks, and long design life. Bridge
management systems (BMS) provide a framework for budget planning, and are useful aids in
estimating future maintenance and repair costs, as described by Moomen et al. (2016). In parallel,
the use of instrumentation continues to increase in popularity as a tool to assess variation in
structural performance from intended design and to evaluate the sensitivity to deterioration. The
shift to so called intelligent infrastructure can be attributed in part to the progressive decrease in
the relative cost of electronic acquisition and sensors as well as growing familiarity within the
engineering community of such technologies. In fact, new construction has incorporated such
instrumentation with a long term view of condition monitoring, no small feat for structures with a
lifetime defined by decades, such as applied at the St. Anthony Falls Bridge and described by
Collins et. al. (2014).
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The Ministry of Transportation of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is developing a BMS for all
national bridges, and this includes selection of deterioration models for different types of bridges
and bridge elements. The benefits a structural health monitoring system could provide as a
supplement to the BMS was a subject of interest, and a selection process was initiated to identify
a suitable bridge as a candidate for trial of a structural health monitoring system. After a lengthy
study, a bridge in the city of Riyadh, designated B01-0273, was selected based on several factors.
The bridge is a post tensioned reinforced concrete bridge with a voided slab deck, and is
approaching forty years of service. Constructed in 1979, the bridge has progressed a significant
portion through its life cycle. The bridge consists of twenty one spans and is divided at expansion
joints into four sections. The center to center span distance between piers is generally 25m, and
at the two longest spans that cross the Northern Ring Road, the center to center span distance
increases to 40m and 46m. These latter two spans were referred to collectively as critical spans.
The bridge is a flyover that connects the Eastern Ring Road, the major thoroughfare to Riyadh
international airport, to the Northern Ring Road at a major interchange and as such is a vital
component of the transportation network, shown in Figure 1. Riyadh, a city of two million at the
time of the bridge construction has swelled to exceed five million inhabitants. Design parameters
for traffic data have been continually revised upwards since 1979 and 2016. Annual Daily Traffic
is estimated to have increased from 10,000 to 20,000 vehicles per day, with an increase in truck
traffic from 10% to 30%. Furthermore, the bridge condition is complex, as it has been struck by
truck traffic violating permissible height clearance limits, and repaired on a previous occasion
using carbon fiber composite wrap.

Figure 1. Bridge Vicinity Map

3. Background Review
The aims of the instrumentation plan were outlined after reviewing the literature summarized
below.
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Duke (2002) describes mounting criticism of construction methods relying on post tensioned
tendons, due to the risk of brittle and catastrophic failure, particularly when corrosion of tendons
is a concern. Allaying these concerns using techniques such as grouting post tensioned cable
ducts has been undermined by the challenges of good workmanship required by the technique.
Duke further details a comprehensive summary of nondestructive techniques to monitor post
tensioned bridges.
Grimson et. al. (2008) describes the extraordinary case of monitoring the transit of a Superload
across both a reinforced concrete bridge as well as a prestressed concrete girder bridge. Beyond
documenting the application of surface mounted electrical resistance strain gages in a successful
bridge monitoring program, Grimson highlights that bridge structures, while designed for
infinite fatigue life at normal vehicle loads, must be closely regulated for the hazard of
extraordinary traffic loads that, even at rare occurrences, can permanently damage a deck
structure. Traffic and load characterization, beyond the relationship with vibration monitoring,
is a significant parameter to assess with a view to further evaluating restrictions on heavy loads
as discussed above.
Gaebler et. al. (2017) uses accelerometers to characterize bridge vibration, and has been shown
to be useful if a vibration baseline can be determined and variations to the baseline detected as
damage accrues during the design life. Gaebler notes that vibration magnitude varies due to
traffic loads, but notably due to environmental conditions caused by the annual variation in
ambient temperature. He further notes the difficulty in distinguishing forced vibrations
generated by traffic when masked by large ambient structural vibrations.
With the experience of these authors in mind, an assessment was planned relying first on visual
inspection of the concrete superstructure with particular attention to determining the extent of
corrosion. The assessment is further continued by instrumenting the bridge with an array of strain
gages to characterize the traffic load and volume, and to evaluate the magnitude of strain any
given axle load will induce in various structural elements. Vibration monitoring was an appealing
option in light of the complex structural and material properties present at the critical spans to
directly observe response from a range of causes, including the effect of tendon relaxation.
Finally, the difficulties in access necessitating traffic interruption, is a drawback of NDE
techniques and underlines the usefulness of structural health monitoring in this application.
4. Assessment of Corrosion
A visual inspection was carried out at B01-0273 in accordance with AASHTO guidelines (2015)
and the condition documented by photographs. The bridge condition was summarized as requiring
minor structural repairs and having moderate safety concerns. The majority of elements
comprising the concrete structure, namely the top flange, floor beam, pier cap, and pier wall were
rated as Condition State 1 (CS1), the best condition on a scale ranging between CS1 and CS4.
Exceptions to the prevailing state of CS 1 were studied in greater detail. Abutment # 2 was rated
as Condition State 2, with deterioration such as spalls, delamination, unsound patch areas,
efflorescence, rust stains, and hairline cracks. The condition state at the abutment triggered an
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investigation for mechanisms of corrosion, which made use of non destructive evaluation
techniques consisting of, in conjunction with other tests, undertaking half cell tests at a soffit and
at both abutments. The half cell test was performed on a one meter wide and two meter high
vertical strip at the center of the abutment and starting at grade elevation, and observed potential
between 200 and 350 mV across the test strip with an exception of higher potential closer to
grade, and lower voltages at the center of the test strip. The potential cause of the corrosion was
evaluated using chloride and sulphate profile on dust samples acquired by drilling a 16 mm
diameter bore at various points on the abutment. The tests for corrosion were performed in
accordance with ASTM standards, namely ASTM C-114, C-876, C-1084, C-1218. CIRIA Special
Publication (2002) recommends limits of chloride and sulphate contents of 0.3% and 4%,
respectively, by weight of cement. Three dust samples were extracted at depth intervals of 2.5cm
from the abutment surface, and found to have sulphate contents ranging between 3.3% and 4.2%,
and chloride contents of 0.30% to 0.36%. The chloride content exceeds the recommended limit,
and the sulphate content was similarly high. Half cell testing at other locations, namely the
remaining abutment and a location on the bridge soffit did not indicate corrosion had initiated and
similar chemical tests did not present the same high ion contents. It is difficult to ascertain the
origin of the chloride and sulphate ions, and while they may have been present in the original
concrete mix, the abutment surface shows signs of water stains that originate in the earthworks
behind the abutment retaining wall. These earthworks will retain moisture for extended periods of
time or may leach ions onto the abutment surface. Other mechanisms for raising ion concentration
have been suggested include pumping of ions from cycles of wetting by capillary action of
landscape irrigation followed by rapid drying in the arid climate.
The general absence of corrosion is not surprising. Climatic data for Riyadh, based on the King
Khalid International Airport weather station for the years 2009 through 2016, shows the relative
humidity varies between 10% to 50%, from the months of July to January, respectively. The arid
weather is accompanied by the temperatures that range between a monthly maximum of 43 o C
during the months of July and August, and a monthly minimum of 10 o C during the month of
January.
The arid climate of Riyadh, and lack of evident corrosion in the inspection program, allays these
concerns, and is fundamental in planning the extent of the instrumentation plan.
5. Instrumentation Plan
Plan, sectional, and cross sectional drawings are shown in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c, respectively.
The deck is thirteen meters wide supporting two lanes with a combined width of eight meters.
The remaining periphery consists of railing and precast cladding structures. The deck thickness
at critical spans is 1.6m with five circular voids of 1200mm diameter.
Instrumentation was focused on the critical spans presented in Figure 2a. A total of four strain
gages were surface mounted on the upchainage and down chainage faces of the piers at both
sides of the deck (Piers 2 &4). A total of four strain gages were surface mounted at the soffit
under the centerline of each of the two lanes. A further two strain gages were mounted on the
deck topside adjacent to Pier 3 between the two critical spans. An accelerometer was surface
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mounted on the soffit of the bridge midspan and along the centerline of the deck at both of the
critical spans. An additional temporary accelerometer was surface mounted on the on the soffit
of the cantilever section during the trial period, to acquire measurements at a total of three
accelerometers.

Figure 2. Bridge drawings in a) plan view b) sectional view and c) cross sectional view

6. Instrumentation Results
The strain time history was inspected at each of the gage locations. A sample of results is
presented in Figures 3a) and b). In Figure 3a), two trucks can be observed traversing the bridge
as registered at the downchainage face strain gages at Piers 2 and 4, as well as a strain gage
mounted on a pier downchainage to the critical spans and closer to the abutment (Pier 14). The
consistent pulse amplitude indicates the repeatability of the measurement generated by a truck
axle. The time lag between the maxima of the pulses, as well as the width of the pulse, are both
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related to the velocity of trucks traversing the bridge. A comparison of the strain observations at
the same gages on Piers 2 and 4 with observations from gages on the deck topside and deck soffit
is shown in Figure 3b). For a given axle load, the strain magnitude is greatest at the deck topside,
followed by the deck midspan, and finally, the pier faces.

Figure 3. Observation of strain induced by truck traffic on 26/04/2019
at a) Three piers and b) Two piers, the deck soffit, and the deck top

Sample results from the accelerometers are shown in Figure 4. The strain gages clearly record
truck traffic that results in forced vibration at the cantilever section, as seen in Figure 4.
Displacements have been computed for various AASHTO load cases. Displacements computed
from the acceleration time history have been lower than these computed values. The predicted
displacements serve as a threshold for allowable displacements, and the recorded vibration
time histories serve as a baseline for comparison with future measurements.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Concurrent Strain and Cantilever Acceleration Observations

Further supplementary information is obtained by placing a pair of thermocouples, the first on
the bridge deck and the second on the soffit below in order to measure ambient temperatures as
well as the temperature gradient through the deck. As the condition state of the joints warrant
attention, LVDTs were planned across expansion joints to monitor their function as the visual
inspection showed a range of results, with some joints appearing free and unobstructed and
other paved over during resurfacing.
7. Conclusion
The study relies on three types of assessment in order to confidently assess the bridge condition.
First and foremost, determination of initiation of corrosion and its extent, is important,
particularly at elements that are fracture critical or brittle. The arid climate of Riyadh and the
absence of corrosion allays this concern, and periodic visual inspections remains an integral part
of the MOT asset management program. Eurocode EN 1990:2002 design code would consider a
design life for concrete structures of one hundred years, and the UK National Annex to the code
would permit a further twenty years under certain conditions. Good concrete workmanship at the
time of construction, coupled with consistent maintenance and patching of concrete defects that
manifest with time, will render a design life of this magnitude achievable. A shorter design life
determined by ACI Code provisions applicable at the time of construction should be taken into
consideration.The overall good condition after nearly forty years of service at the majority of the
concrete superstructure indicates deterioration is gradual and any limitation to the design life
remains indefinite pending further study and observations.
Secondly, good traffic characterization is needed to interpret later results of vibration
measurements, and confirm that very large loads are not traversing the bridge. Lastly, vibration
monitoring of the critical spans will acquire vertical accelerations and computed displacements
generated by the range of loads. The response is expected to vary as changes occur in the deck
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section structural and material properties over time. The latter two assessments will rely on data
from the structural health monitoring system over a period of five years.
The authors would like to acknowledge the support of Ministry of Transportation, Engineering &
Research International (ERI), King Saud University, and National Instruments for the support
provided in this study.
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Abstract
With the widespread development of structural health monitoring technologies, vibration-based
structural damage detection becomes a crucial task in both of academic and industrial
communities. For decades, lots of damage detection approaches have been released to identify,
localize and classify damages based on the conventional supervised machine learning and
statistical pattern recognition algorithms. Following the noteworthy trends of deep learning, this
paper presents a novel Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network based
damage detection framework. First, the information gain ratio of input multivariable time-series
data is applied to select principal features. Second, inspired by the ideas of Auto-Regressive and
Moving Average model, auto-correlation and partial auto correlation coefficients of selected
features are computed to determine the time steps. Finally, a Bidirectional LSTM network model
with Softmax output layer is constructed to implement damage detection in time domain. The
experimental results show that the proposed approach can achieve better accuracy than classical
Multi-Layer Perceptron and simple LSTM classifiers.
1. Introduction
With the innovation of sensing data acquisition, signal processing and data analysis technologies,
structural health monitoring (SHM) systems are widely used in the fields of civil and mechanical
engineering (Ou et al, 2010). How to analyze and assess the structure state always be a hot topic
in the field of SHM. Based on the large-scaled monitoring data, especially the high-frequency
vibration data obtained from accelerometers, lots of structural damage detection approaches has
been proposed in recent years.
Generally, the existing solutions implemented in structural damage detection can be essentially
divided into model-based and data-driven approaches (Neves et al, 2017). The traditional modelbased approaches are built on top of the finite element model of the target structure. However,
due to complexity and noisy working conditions, such an accurate model is often unavailable,
and it is difficult to update the model parameters in real-time (Zhao et al, 2017). On the contrary,
the data-driven approaches, which use historical measured data and train a model to predict the
structural damage, have received more attentions in both academic and industrial communities.
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For example, Sohn et al (2000) used principal component analysis and statistical process control
technologies to detect structural damage. Khoa et al (2014) used random projection for
dimensionality reduction on the vibration feature data, and then healthy and damaged patterns of
bridge components are learned using supervised and unsupervised support vector machine.
According to the time-series features of vibration data, Zang et al (2004) adopted independent
component analysis to reduce the dimension in time domain signal and used neural networks for
damage detection. Recent years, since Hinton et al (2006) presented the deep “auto-encoder”
neural network, the deep learning approaches have gained great interests in the fields of image
processing, speech recognition and natural language understanding (LeCun et al, 2015).
Following on the trends, Guo et al (2014) proposed a sparse coding-based deep learning
algorithm to extract vibration features using unlabeled data and chose a neural network to build a
classifier for supervised damage detection. However, the long-range dependencies of sequential
vibration data are not fully considered by these reported efforts.
To date, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), especially the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
and bi-directional LSTM (Schmidhuber, 2015), have emerged as the most popular model to
handle long-range dependencies of sequential data (Langkvist et al, 2014). This type of RNNbased neural network models are able to encode the temporal information different from
traditional statistical machine learning and multilayer perceptron classifers. For instance, Tian et
al (2018) proposed a LSTM-based approach for traffic flow prediction. In addition, Kim et al
(2018) applied LSTM neural network to implement web traffic anomaly detection. Inspired by
these works, we employ the bidirectional LSTM model into the field of structural health
monitoring, and propose a novel damage detection approach in term of the sequential features of
raw sensor data. This paper is organized as follows. The proposed Bidirectional LSTM-based
structural damage detection framework is presented in Section 2. In the following Section 3,
experimental setup and results are illustrated. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. The Proposed Bidirectional LSTM-based Structural Damage Detection Framework
According to the general idea of structural health monitoring, in this paper, the vibration-based
damage detection is transformed into a supervised classification problem for multiple variables
time series data. From the machine learning perspective, the basic architecture of a data-driven
damage detection solution consists of four building blocks: sensor data acquistion, feature
selection or extraction, model training and model evaluaion.

Raw
Sensory
Data
X={xn}

Feature Selection

Timesteps Determination

Bidirectional LSTM

Data Discretizing

Stationary Processing

Hyperparameters Setting

Computing Information
Gain Rate

Computing ACF and
PACF

Parameters Initializing
BiLSTM Model Training

Select Features based on
Threshold Value

Determine Timestep
based on AR or MA

Damage Detection

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed bidirectional LSTM-based damage detection framework
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Fig. 1 shows the overview components of the proposed Bidirectional LSTM-based framework.
Taking the raw sensory data as input, our proposed framework consists of three major phases.
Instead of directly feeding raw vibration data into the bidirectional LSTM-based classifier,
damage sensitive or key features should be selected or extracted firstly to reduce dimensions of
observed data, because these structures with complex material and constructional properties are
often monitored by large amount of sensors.
Assume that the raw sensory data 𝑋𝑖 = {𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } denotes the vibration data for the i-th damage
condition which is labeled with 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑛 is the number of input features or installed sensors. Each
(1)
(𝑡)
(𝑙)
vector 𝑥𝑘 ∈ 𝑋𝑖 , (1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛), 𝑥𝑘 = [𝑣𝑘 , … , 𝑣𝑘 ]𝑇 , represents a series of data, 𝑣𝑘 is the data
point observed by sensor 𝑘 at time step 𝑡, 𝑙 is the length of input sensory signal. In order to
determine the impact of different features or sensors from these raw data, we use the idea of
information gain ratio (Shannon, 1948) as the index of feature selection.
Because the information gain ratio is only fit for discretized features, for each feature 𝑥𝑘 in 𝑋𝑖 ,
all the sequential data in 𝑥𝑘 is discretized firstly based on the idea of C4.5 algortihm of decision
tree (Li, 2018), and the corresponding GainRation(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑘) is computed as (1), Gain(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑘) and
IV(𝑘) can be computed as (2):
GainRatio(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑘) = Gain(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑘)/IV(𝑘)
(𝑗)

Gain(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑘) = Ent(𝑋𝑖 ) − ∑𝑚
𝑗=1

|𝑋𝑖 |

(𝑗)
Ent (𝑋𝑖 ),
|𝑋𝑖 |

(1)
(𝑗)

IV(𝑘) = − ∑𝑚
𝑗=1

|𝑋𝑖 |
|𝑋𝑖 |

(𝑗)

log 2

|𝑋𝑖 |
|𝑋𝑖 |

(2)
(𝑗)

Ent(𝑋𝑖 ) is the information entropy of 𝑋𝑖 , 𝑚 is the total number of different values in 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑋𝑖
denotes the 𝑗-th dataset of 𝑋𝑖 divided according to the 𝑗-th data point in 𝑥𝑘 . If the information
gain ratio is larger than the threshold value φ, the corresponding feature is selected. After that,
the features in input data 𝑋𝑖 can be extracted as 𝑋𝑖′ = {𝑥𝑎 , … , 𝑥(𝑎+𝑏) }, 𝑎 ≥ 1, 𝑎 + 𝑏 ≤ 𝑛.
Unlike natural language processing, structural monitoring data have obvious characteristics of
non-spacing and continuity. Therefore, the second important task of the proposed framework is
to determine the time step of continuous vibration data and use it as the hyper-parameter of
recurrent neural network. To achieve that, we use the Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) and
Partial Auto-Correlation Function (PACF) in order determination method of Auto-Regressive
and Moving Average (ARMA) model.
(1)

(𝑙)

Suppose 𝑥𝑚 = [𝑣𝑚 , … , 𝑣𝑚 ]𝑇 is the selected feature which has the maximum information gain
ratio in 𝑋𝑖′ . Due to the non-stationary and periodicity characteristic of vibration data, the time
steps determination method includes the following steps: 1) 𝑥𝑚 is normalized and stabilized with
′
first-order difference and seasonal difference, the result is denoted as 𝑥𝑚
. 2) The runs test is used
′
′
to verifiy the stationary of 𝑥𝑚 . 3) Compute the auto-correlation coefficient ACF(𝑥𝑚
) and partial
′
auto-correlation coefficient PACF(𝑥𝑚 ), respectively. 4) According to the truncating and trailing
′
′
characteristics of ACF(𝑥𝑚
) and PACF(𝑥𝑚
), choose the corresponding AR model or MA model to
be used. 5) Generate timestep 𝑡𝑠 based on the AR(𝑝) or MA(𝑞) ordering determining methods
and hypothesis verification.
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Finally, taking the feature selected data with timesteps 𝑡𝑠 as input, the Bidirectional LSTM
nerual network is constructed to encode temporal patterns, along with adopting a softmax layer
to implement supervised classification or damage detection. Several optimation ways of neural
network such as the Batch Normalization (Wang et al, 2019), the Adam optimizer (Jiang et al,
2018) and the Dropout (Zhang et al, 2018) can be used in the model training processes.
3. Experiments
In this section, we empirically evalutate the performance of the proposed framework by using the
bookshelf dataset (Los Alamos National Laboratory, 2000). The vibration data are obtained from
a three-story building structure constructed of Unistrut columns and aluminium floor plates. The
structure is instrumented with 24 piezoelectric single axis accelerometers. The damage levels in
the bookshelf dataset, such as “D00”, “DB0”, “DBB”, “DHT” and “D05”, are used as damage
labels. 80% of time-series signal are used as training data, 20% of them as testing data.

Information Gain Ratio

The information gain ratio of each features are computed firstly, Fig. 2 shows the corresponding
results for the 24 input features. For this particular case, we set the threshold value φ = 0.005,
and select 14 features from “3BP” to “1BP”. Then, since the feature “3BP” has the maximum
gain ratio value, we choose it as the input of time steps determination. According to the ACF and
PACF values of “3BP”, as shown in Fig.3, the AR model is used and the time step 𝑡𝑠 is set to 15.

Fig. 2. The gain ratio of the 24 input features

Fig. 3. The ACF and PACF values of “3BP”

In order to evaluate the accuracy of damage detection, three types of neural networks: Multiple
Layer Perceptron (MLP), LSTM and Bidirectional LSTM are compared. The softmax classifer is
used as the output. Table 1 lists several hyper-parameters that used in these models.
Table 1. Hyper-parameters used in the experimental models
Hyper-Parameters
MLP
LSTM
Optimizer
Adam
Adam
Time Steps
/
15
Batch size
512
128
Hidden Layers
[30, 15, 15]
[30, 20]
Active Fun. In Hidden
ReLu
ReLu
RMSProp
0.999
0.999
DropOut
0.2
0.2

BiLSTM
Adam
15
128
[30, 20]
ReLu
0.999
0.2
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Since MLP cannot address sequential data, feature extraction is conducted. Some measures, such
as quartiles, variance, mean, maximum and minimum values, were extracted from the selected
sensory data. Fig. 4 and Table 2 shows the confusion matrix, accuracy, micro AUC and macro
AUC on the test data. The experimental results state with the help of information gain ratiobased feature selection and ARMA-based time-step determination, the bi-directional LSTM
model achieves better detecting performance.

Fig 4. The Confusion Matrix for MLP, LSTM and BiLSTM models

Accuracy
Micro AUC
Macro AUC

Table 2. Experimental Results
MLP
LSTM
0.9468
0.9791
0.8869
0.9979
0.9966
0.9980

BiLSTM
0.9896
0.9998
0.9996

4. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we proposed a novel damage detection framework based on the Bidirectional
LSTM neural network. The information gain ratio is used to select features from raw data. The
ordering determination method in the ARMA model is utilized to decide the time steps. The bidirectional LSTM neural network with softmax output layer is used to encode temporal patterns
from two directions of vibration data. The experimental results show that bi-directional LSTM
based approach outperforms MLP and simple LSTM, because of its better sequential pattern
learning capability. Since labeled data are not always available in practice, the semi-supervised
or unsupervised manner should be considered and integrated in the proposed framework in the
future.
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Abstract
This paper presents a practical and reliable method based on an Liquid level sensing system
(LLSS) that involves measuring bridge static and dynamic deflections. A dynamic pressure
equation for the correction of dynamic deflection is proposed by considering the effects of
structural vibrations on liquid in the pipeline. According to the proposed method, pressure
changes and acceleration data on measurement points must be collected synchronously to make
corrections for dynamic deflection. In experimental and practical tests (static and dynamic load
tests of a bridge), the results show that the proposed method can be used to precisely measure
both static and dynamic deflections of bridges. A deflection threshold system of two levels is
proposed to evaluate the conditions of a bridge. Vehicle loading effect deflection was used as a
first-level threshold to assess the vertical stiffness of a bridge, and long-term deflection was used
as a second-level threshold to assess the bearing capacity of the bridge. The results of practical
application show that the proposed threshold system can be effectively applied to assess bridges'
condition.
1. Introduction
Deflection is a descriptive form that can be used to evaluate the operation conditions and
stiffness of a bridge. Dynamic deflection in particular, the best real time response of bridge
rigidity, is the optimal real reaction that can occur under vehicle loads. Given the importance of
dynamic deflection, many measurement methods of bridge dynamic deflection have been
developed, including global positioning systems (GPS), indirect measurement systems, visionbased systems, distributed fibre optic strain sensing technologies and liquid level sensing
systems (LLSSs), and each measurement method offers its own features and scopes of
application [1,2].
Numerous feasibility studies have proven that GPS-based structural monitoring systems can
be used for structural health monitoring. However, due to their high maintenance costs and low
measurement accuracy levels, they are typically applied to longer bridges or high-rise structures
[3-5]. Inclinometers are widely used indirect measurement systems for bridge deflection
monitoring [6-7]. Inclinometers are highly precise, cover a broad range, easy to install and
maintain, and thus can be used for the deflection measurement of large continuous beam bridges.
However, when applied in the field the method involves significant hardware requirements (e.g.,
the phase difference between inclinometers, transient responses and zero drift), leading to the
generation of unsatisfactory measurement results. Vision-based systems for dynamic deflection
measurement such as photogrammetric methods, laser scanning and laser Doppler tools are able
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to interface well with the Internet and to generate long-term remote and automatic measurements
of bridge deflections [8-10]. Although vision-based systems can efficiently generate highly
accurate dynamic deflection measurements, due to the high cost of hardware, the need to use
complex algorithms, and limitations of imaging principles (the farther the distance the lower the
measurement accuracy), the method’s use is greatly limited.
Liquid level sensing systems (LLSSs) consist of pipes, liquids and pressure transmitters.
Structural deflection is achieved by measuring changes in liquid levels determined at
measurement points through the use of pressure transmitters in the pipeline. Such changes in
liquid levels are detected by pressure transmitters and are then converted into deflections. Due to
their precision, resistance to multi-directional deformation and cost effectiveness and durability,
LLSSs have been widely used for large-scale bridge deflection monitoring in recent years in
China [11-13]. In previous studies, LLSSs have mostly been used for static deflection
measurement. For dynamic deflection measurements, forced vibrations of liquid in the pipeline
occur due to the effects of structural vibrations, which create additional pressure in the pipeline.
Some applications show that this additional pressure is closely related with the vibration mode
and layout of a given pipeline [14-15]. Therefore, dynamic deflection cannot be directly derived
according to the static measurement principle of an LLSS. It is necessary to derive a dynamic
pressure equation for an LLSS by considering the influence of structural vibrations. Additionally,
many studies have focused on test methods. However, when using large volumes of monitoring
data, the extraction of useful information and the evaluation of bridge conditions from
professional knowledge are central.
2. Dynamic deflection monitoring based on the LLSS
2.1 Basic principle
The LLSS is constructed of a liquid tank, pipelines, pressure transmitters and a data acquisition
system, as shown in Figure 1(a). A pipeline is arranged along the girder of the bridge, and
pressure transmitters were set at each measuring point. Under the action of vehicle loads, the
liquid level at each measurement point will changes along with the vertical deflection of girder
of the bridge. The changes of liquid levels were measured by pressure transmitters and then
converted to deflections.

(a) Basic principle of LLSS for deflection measurement (b) Acceleration distributed along the X-axis

Figure 1 Dynamic deflection monitoring based on the LLSS
2.2 Dynamic pressure equation
For long-span bridge, longitudinal slope (0~4%) is usually set. Therefore, the pipeline should be
fixed along the main girder with inclination. As shown in Figure 1(b), the inclination angle
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between the pipe line and horizontal direction is defined as ϕ . In this coordinate, original point
lies on the lowest point of the pipeline, X-axis coincides with the pipe line.
As previously described, forced vibration of the liquid in the pipeline will occur due to the
influence of the structural vibration, which would leads to additional pressure in the pipeline.
The function of acceleration distributed along the X-axis is defined as u ( x ) , which is in vertical
direction. When in the mode of vibration, the pipe will exert vertical pressure p ( x ) on the liquid
in the pipeline and force the liquid to move synchronously with the pipeline. According to
Newton's second law, the magnitude of the force applied on the liquid in the pipeline is
proportional to its mass
p ( x )= m ⋅ u ( x )
(1)
Equation (6) is a vector expression, whose component along the X-axis is
(2)
px ( x ) =⋅
m u ( x ) ⋅ sin (ϕ )
Hence, the pressure change of the ith measurement point along the X-axis, which is due to the
acceleration ui ,T ( x ) at T moment (time = T), in vertical direction, is obtained as
1 x2
∆Pi ,aT =∫ ui ,T ( x ) sin (ϕ )dm
(3)
A x1
where x1 is the distance between original point and the ith measurement point; x2 is distance
between original point and the middle of the pipe line; A is the section area of pipe; dm is the
water mass of the length of dx, which can be defined as
(4)
dm = Aρ dx
Equation (8) can be expressed as

∆Pi ,aT =
ρ sin (ϕ ) ∫ ui ,T ( x )dx
x2

(5)

x1

When the measured acceleration values are substituted to Equation (10), the additional
pressure due to structural vibration will be obtained. Correction of dynamic deflection due to
structural vibration and pipe inclination can be written as

ρ sin (ϕ ) ∫ ui ,T ( x )dx
x2

∆Dia,T =

x1

ρg
Hence, combined with equation (5), the total relative deflection in field measurement is
a
=
D Di ,T + ∆D=
i ,T

∆Pi ,T − ∆Pi ,0

sin (ϕ ) ∫ ui ,T ( x )dx

(6)

x2

+

x1

(7)
ρg
g
In equation (12), the first part is the static deflection derived according to the static
measurement principle of LLSS; the second part is the correction of dynamic deflection deduced
by considering additional pressure due to structural vibration, which is related to the acceleration
of vibration of the measurement point and the inclination angle of the pipeline. Pressure change
and acceleration data of measurement points were needed to be collected synchronously to make
correction to dynamic deflection.
3. Deflection monitoring and condition assessment of a continuous box girder bridge
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3.1 Monitoring scheme
As shown in Figure 2, the Hanxi Bridge is a prestressed continuous box girder bridge with the
span combination of 100m+160m+160m+100m. The bridge was open to traffic in 2012, and has
been operating for more than five years. The grade-I lane load of highway, which is defined in
General Specifications for Design of Highway Bridges and Culverts (GSDHBC) [16], was
applied as the design vehicle load. Through regular inspection, it is found that the deflection of
the main span is increasing by time, and skew cracks appeared in webs of the box girder. In order
to have a better understanding of the condition of the bridge during operating period, in 2015, a
LLSS was installed to monitor the deflections and environmental temperatures in real time.

Figure 2 Monitoring scheme (Unit: m)
3.2 Practical verification of LLSS in dynamic deflection measurement
In this step, a truck weighted 400kN was used to run over the bridge from one end to the other at
a speed of 10km/h. Acceleration data was collected at the sampling frequency of 8Hz and then
was used to calculate the measured total relative deflection according to equation (7). In addition,
an automatic calibration dynamic measurement instrument named BJQN-5B, who has the
resolution of 1‰ of measurement range and accuracy of ±0.02mm, was adopted to measure the
dynamic deflection of point 3# with the sampling frequency of 16 Hz. The monitoring data of the
two methods was then used to evaluate the capacity of monitoring dynamic deflections under
dynamic loads, which was shown in Figure and Table 1. When the truck travel in the second
span, the deflection of point 3# is negative, this means a downward deformation tendency of the
second span. The maximum/minimum value of deflections of the two methods appeared at the
same moment. The measured maximum value of deflections of LLSS and BJQ-5B were -10.5
and -11.4 mm, respectively. The difference of deflection between them was 0.9mm, at a relative
error of 7.8%.
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Figure 3 Dynamic deflection measured by LLSS and BJQN-5B: 1 loading truck, 10km/h
3.3 Condition assessment of Hanxi Bridge
This method involves three steps:
(1) The separation of bridge temperature deflection effects. Using the algorithm of
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Empirical Mode Decomposition coupled with Independent Component Analysis (EMD-ICA)
[17], real time deflection measured after removing temperature effects is obtained.
(2) The two-level deflection threshold system. According to the finite element analysis and
the Code for Design of Highway Reinforced Concrete and Prestressed Concrete Bridges and
Culverts (CDHRCPCBC) [18], a two-level deflection threshold system is established to assess
bridge conditions.
(3) Condition assessment by vertical deflection. the conditions of a bridge are judged from
the two-level deflection thresholds. When the measured deflection of a vehicle load effect
exceeds the first-level deflection threshold, the corresponding bridge is classified with the term
“Alert”. Under such conditions, it is necessary to close certain lanes to reduce vehicle load
effects and to carefully inspect key sections; when the measured actual long-term deflection
value exceeds the second-level deflection threshold, the status of the bridge is to be classified as
“Dangerous”, and all lanes must be closed. The technical conditions and bearing capacity of the
bridge must be assessed through careful inspection and load testing, respectively.

Figure 4 Scheme of condition assessment
4. Conclusions
This paper presents a two-step approach to assessing the conditions of a bridge based on the
LLSS. First, a dynamic pressure equation for the correction of dynamic deflection is proposed.
Through practical verification, the maximum error between LLSS and BJQ-5B is specified as
7.8%, which is also within the acceptable range. Second, a two-level deflection threshold system
is established. Deflection resulting from design vehicle loading effects and allowable long-term
deflection specified by CDHRCPCBC are defined as two threshold levels. The proposed
threshold system can be used to assess the state of a PC continuous box girder bridge.
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Abstract
In order to develop a method to identify invisible damage of structures, a vibration-based
structural state identification method through a 1-D convolutional neural network (CNN) has been
studied by the authors, and it already showed very high accuracy to identify tiny local structural
state changes on a T-shaped steel beam if the structural states have been trained. However, the
proposed classification CNN model has an obvious limitation that an accurate prediction of a CNN
requires sufficient labeled training data in the identical category to the test data. Lacking of labeled
training data in a certain structural state would directly cause the failure of prediction of the data
in the certain structural state. For structural damage detection, establishing a database which
contains the data in all the damaged structural states is impossible. Thus it is necessary to
investigate the performance of the CNN to predict the data in untrained structural state cases. Then
a regression CNN model was developed and the robustness analysis of the performance of a CNNbased structural state identification method was investigated on a T-shaped steel beam, by testing
the capacity of detecting structural states in untrained categories. The results of the CNN predicting
the data in untrained categories are shown and discussed.
1. Introduction
Neural networks are widely used in solving tough problems which are difficult to establish
mappings directly from data to result by applying domain knowledge, since neural networks are
pure data-driven methodology, with no requirement of domain knowledge. Thus, in civil
engineering field, neural networks show potential to deal with the vibration-based structural
damage detection (SDD) issue with no request of high-level knowledge.
It has already been validated that by applying CNNs (LeCun and Bengio 1995), which have
been well trained through supervised learning algorithms by feeding one-to-one matched structural
vibration data and labels with damage information into the CNNs and updating the inner
parameters in sufficient iterations, structural damages such as stiffness and mass drop in a beam
structure (Lin et al. 2017), loosen bolt of steel frame (Abdeljaber et al. 2017), and so on, can be
identified with very high accuracies. The achievements show feasibility of the CNN-based SDD
method. However, there is an obvious limitation of the supervised classification models that only
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limited number of damaged patterns (limited locations and scales) of training data can be prepared.
Considering time and labor costs, it is impossible to establish a database which contains all damage
patterns of a structure. Thus, the result of predicting structural state in an untrained category by
using a classification CNN model is unknown. The robustness of the CNN-based SDD method
need to be investigated. Therefore, in this paper, robustness tests of a CNN-based SDD method
were carried out and discussed based on two databases of vibration data acquired from a T-shaped
steel beam.
2. Vibration Experiments
The vibration experiments were conducted on a T-shape steel beam, as shown in Fig. 1. The
steel beam is 2090 mm long, with 360 mm width flange. The thicknesses of the web and flange
are 10 mm and 20 mm respectively. The height of the web is 390 mm. The beam is fixed by 8 bolts
on both left and right ends (4 bolts on each side). Local structural damages were simulated by
attaching a magnet in different locations to change local structural states slightly.

Fig.1. T-shape steel beam

In total two vibration experiments were conducted on the beam to establish 2 databases. The 1st
experiment is designed for validating the performance of the classification CNN model to identify
different trained structural states, and the 2nd experiment is used for test the robustness of the CNN
model when predicting data in untrained categories. The 1st and 2nd experiments contain 16670
and 2151 vibration tests respectively. The layout of the experiments is shown in Fig. 2. In total 9
accelerometers are installed on the surface of the flange to measure the vertical vibration, with
10000 Hz sampling frequency. The sampling period is set to 1.0 second. Thus, the data shape of
each datum is 9 Ch. × 10000. A magnet, weight of 1.37 kg, is attached on the web in different
positions to change the local structural mass slightly. Comparing to the weight of the beam (182.11
kg), the local mass change is 0.75% (1.37/182.11).
In the 1st experiment, the magnet was attached in 8 different positions to create 9 different
structural states (S0: original state with no magnet attached, and S1 - S8: states with the magnet
attached on the web between two adjacent accelerometers). In every structural state, more than
1800 vibration tests were conducted to generate the acceleration data. The detailed data
distribution is show in Table 1. In the 2nd experiment, the locations of the magnet in each structural
state were horizontally shifted to the locations below the accelerometers, and the corresponding
structural states are named as S1’ - S9’. The detailed data distribution is shown in Table 2. There
are about 240 data in each structural state. In total, 2151 tests were conducted in the 2nd experiment.
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Fig. 2. Layout of the vibration experiments
Table 1. Data distribution of Database 1
Category
Amount
Category Amount
State 0
1894
State 5
1861
State 1
1833
State 6
1858
State 2
1849
State 7
1831
State 3
1859
State 8
1825
State 4
1860
In total
16670

Table 2. Data distribution of Database 2
Category
Amount
Category Amount
State 1’
238
State 6’
239
State 2’
239
State 7’
239
State 3’
239
State 8’
238
State 4’
239
State 9’
240
State 5’
240
In total
2151

Hammer hitting was chosen as the excitation method in the experiments. After impacting the
beam, free damped vibration of the beam was measured. There are 8 different excitation positions
between every two adjacent accelerometers, as shown in Fig. 2. Data in every structural state
contains the data impacted in all 8 positions from E1 to E8. The inputs are in a range between 100
Gal to 1200 Gal to keep the variety of the database.
3. CNN Models, Trainings, and Validations
To validate that CNN is able to classify different structural states by using only raw vibration
data, a simple classification CNN was designed as Table 3, including only one 1-D convolutional
layer and one 1-D max pooling layer. The labels of the data for the classification CNN model are
in one-hot encoding, representing different structural states. Categorical cross entropy and Adam
are loss function and optimizer of the CNN respectively. As we know, classification neural
networks are not able to predict data in untrained categories correctly. Thus, for the proposed CNN
classification model for SDD in this paper, authors expected that the prediction of the data in
untrained structural damage cases should be the closest trained structural states.
To obtain better expression of the damage locations than the classification CNN model, a
regression CNN model was proposed. The labels and output layer of the CNN were updated. The
new label consists 2 units. The first unit is a value is in a range within 0 to 1 for the confidence of
damage. The second unit is a value which is greater than 0 and less than 1 representing relative
damaged location of the beam. The far left and the far right of the beam are 0 and 1. The updated
output layer has only 2 units corresponding to the new labels, excited by the sigmoid function.
Meanwhile, the loss function of the new regression CNN is changed to mean square error.
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Layer Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 (Classification)
8’ (Regression)

Table 3. Configuration of the classification and regression CNNs
Layers
Output Shape
Parameter
Activation
Input Layer
10000×9
None
None
Kernel number: 5;
Kernel size: 10×9;
Convolution 1-D
9991×5
Linear
Stride: 1;
Padding: Valid
Batch normalization
9991×5
None
None
Kernel number: 3;
Max Pooling 1-D
3330×5
None
Stride: 1
Flatten
16650
None
None
Dropout
16650
Rate: 0.25
None
Dense
40
None
ReLU
Output: Dense
18
None
Softmax
Output’: Dense
2
None
Sigmoid

Variables
0
455
20
0
0
0
666,040
738
82

The trainings and validations of the proposed CNNs are conducted as following steps. Firstly,
80% of the Database 1 are used for training the classification CNN model, and the other 20% of
the Database 1 is applied to validate the performance of the CNN when predicting data in trained
categories. Secondly, the classification CNN model is trained with the Database 1, and validated
with the Database 2 to investigate the performance of the classification CNN model when
predicting data in untrained categories. Finally, the regression CNN model is trained by the
Database 1, and validated by the Database 2, validating the performance of the regression CNN
model when predicting data in untrained categories. Above 3 steps are summarized in Table 4.
Step
1
2
3

Model
Classification
Classification
Regression

Table 4. Experimental flawchart
Training data
Validation data
80% of Database 1
Other 20% of Database 1
Database 1
Database 2
Database 1
Database 2

4 Results

In the second step, the classification CNN
model was trained and validated with the
Database 1 and Database 2 respectively.
The confusion matrix of the test result is
shown in Table 5, and only structural states
of S1’ - S9’ are in the vertical axis.
Meanwhile, only structural states S0 - S8 are
in the horizontal axis since the predictions
of a classification CNN model can only in a
trained category. Predictions were expected

Label

The results consist of 3 parts corresponding to the 3 steps as introduced in Table 4. In the first
step, 100% training accuracy and 99.8% validation accuracy are obtained, respectively. There are
5 wrong predictions of the test data. The result shows that the classification CNN model is able to
define a clear boundary between data in each trained category and have a very good performance
to identify the data in trained categories.
Table 5. Confusion matrix of the validation results
Prediction
S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7
S1'
5
1
0 49
1
5
0 177
S2'
0
13 35 2
90
0 91
0
S3' 143 0
0 74
2
0
0
18
S4'
0
9
0
0 227 1
0
1
S5' 164 1
0 70
1
2
0
0
S6' 34
2
0 88 19 45 51
0
S7' 11
0
1
2
0
0
0
28
S8' 237 0
0
0
0
0
0
1
S9' 30
1
0
8
0
0
0 201

S8
0
8
2
1
2
0
197
0
0
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in the diagonal or the secondary diagonal in the confusion matrix (marked with underbars in Table
5) which could show an approximate damage location. However, in Table 5, only data in S4’ are
mainly predicted in expected positions. One third of the data in S3’ are predicted in S3, and the
other two third are determined in S0 (intact). Predictions of data in S7’ have small error which are
predicted in S8, and predictions of S9’ data show small error which are mainly in S7. All other
structural states (S1’, S2’, S5’, S6’, and S8’) show very large error. In total, there are 482 accurate
predictions in the diagonal or the secondary diagonal in the confusion matrix. The overall accuracy
of the prediction is only 22.2% (478/2151). Therefore, the classification CNN model is not feasible
to predict the structural state when vibration data is in untrained structural state owning to the low
accuracy of the validation.
In the third step, the regression CNN model was trained and validated with the Database 1 and
Database 2, respectively. The training and validation results are shown in Figs. 3-4. Fig. 3 is the
predictions of the training data, which shows that the regression CNN model has learned the
features from the training data, since in Fig. 3 only values close to 0 or 1 are outputted in the Unit
1, and in the Unit 2 all the predicted damage locations are close to the actual locations.

Fig. 3. Prediction of the training data

Fig. 4 shows the validation result of the regression CNN model. Generally, most data were
correctly predicted as damaged cases. However, a large number of data in S8’ are wrong predicted
in the intact state S0. The mean error of the Unit 1 predictions is 0.15, which is calculated by Eq.
1. In the case of Unit 2 prediction, relative locations of the structural damage in S3’, S4’, and S7’
show very good result that the predictions are mainly in the areas of the labels. It indicates that for
the validation data in S3’, S4’, and S7’, the regression CNN model can predict the correct damage
locations even though those cases are not trained. The error of the Unit 2 of the predictions of the
validation data in S6’ and S5’ are about 0.2 and 0.4 which are obviously higher than validation
results of data in S3’, S4’, and S7’. The large errors of the predictions are in S1’, S2’, S8’, and S9’
corresponding to the structural damages on the 2 ends of the beam. The mean error of the
predictions of relative damage location is 0.31 which is also computed by Eq. 1.
E = mean (|Prediction – Label|)

(1)

Comparing the predictions of the classification to the regression CNN models, firstly, it is found
that the classification model tends to predict more data as S0 (intact) state than the regression
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model; secondly, regression model has more correct predicted states than the classification model.
Overall, the regression model shows higher robustness than the classification model when
predicting data in untrained states. Moreover, on both models, an interesting phenomenon is
presented that the data in S1’ tends to be predicted as S7 or S7’ on other side of the beam, which
needs to be solved its reason.

Fig. 4. Prediction of the test data

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the robustness of a vibration-based SDD method though CNN models are
discussed. Classification CNN model can hardly predict the structural damage locations which are
in untrained categories. The regression CNN model can predict the approximate damage locations
when the structural damages are in the inner area of the beam. However, the structural damages in
the two ends of the beam tend to be predicted with big error. Overall, regression CNN model has
higher robustness than the classification CNN model when predicted data is in untrained categories.
Meanwhile, the phenomenon of that the predictions of data in S1’ tend to be S7 or S7’ on other
side of the beam, may give hints of the special relationship between the vibration data and
structural changes that cannot be ignored. In future works, to increase the robustness of the CNNbased SDD method, other architectures of the neural networks need to be investigated and updated.
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Abstract
With the rapid development of urban infrastructure, the maintenance and security requirements
of urban subway tunnels are increasing year by year. Shield tunnel leakage area is an important
indicator reflecting structural health and required quantitative calculation. Traditional methods
are far from satisfying engineering demand because of the complexity of tunnel background.
Inspired by the state-of-the-art instance segmentation algorithm Mask R-CNN, this paper
proposes a method with achieving high accuracy in calculating leakage area. The shield tunnel
structural defect images, collected using a fast mobile tunnel inspection device(MTI-200), are
labeled and masked to establish a deep learning training and test set. A defect segmentation
model based on Mask R-CNN was constructed and trained with 810 images. The model, tested
using 270 images with a test time of 3.24 seconds per image, has reached the average precision
rate of 91.88%. The results show that the method has strong robustness in overcoming the
defects of cable shielding and avoids the interference of segments, bolt holes, cables, and
brackets.
1. Introduction
As the rapid development of urban rail transit, the focus on subway tunnels is gradually changing
from construction to maintenance. However, owing to poor geological conditions, lack of timely
maintenance and damage incurred by humans, subway tunnels very often suffer from the surface
and internal structural damage with operation time. The primary defects that affect the health of
tunnel structure include cracks, leakage, spalling and so on. It is necessary to find a way to detect
and quantify them precisely.
Traditional tunnel structure defects detection mainly relies on manual methods such as sketching
and taking pictures, which are time-consuming. Coupling with the rise of computer vision
technology, a variety of researchers has developed different types of tunnel detection devices.
For example, an automatic crack detection system based on a linear array charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera has been designed for detection of structural cracks (YU et al, 2007).
Complementary-metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) industrial cameras have been used
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in machine vision for detection of defects (Zhang et al, 2014). Huang et al (2017) invented an
advanced Movable Tunnel Inspection (MTI-200) system to acquire shield tunnel lining images
automatically. But how to timely identify and accurately quantify the defects from a great ton of
origin images becomes a new problem.
Various traditional image processing methods, such as Adaptive Threshold Algorithm (ATA)
(Shafait et al, 2008) and Region Growing Algorithm (RGA) (Tremeau and Borel, 1997), are
difficult to be used in engineering for their low precision (Huang and Li, 2017). Deep learning
has recently been at the forefront of machine learning and computer sciences, especially
computer vision. Xue and Li (2018) have used Faster R-CNN (Ren et al, 2017) to realize realtime detection of shield tunnel defects such as leakage and cracks. Huang and Li (2017) have
utilized Fully Convolution Network (FCN) (Bing et al, 2016) to obtain semantic segmentation of
the leakage image with an average error detection rate 0.9%. However, there still isn’t a
satisfying quantitative method for detecting the area of leakage water.
In this paper, a method for quantifying leakage water area was studied and the content is
structured as follows. Section 2 presents the training and test data sets selected from the data
source. Section 3 shows the model based on Mask R-CNN. Section 4 gives the training results.
Section 5 lists the test results evaluated with precision rate and computing time. Section 6
expounds the conclusion and future study.
2. Data Sets
It is well known that deep learning requires large data samples. As the first step in instance
segmentation, it is necessary to achieve a high-quality image set. In order to collect a mass of
sufficient data for this research, MTI-200, which is shown in Figure 1, was used to acquire
tunnel lining surface images. The MTI system equipped with 6 high-resolution linear CCD
cameras and 19 light emitting diodes (LEDs) as sources of light, could scan over 13 meters of a
tunnel’s surface at a time. Some detection tasks were conducted in the Shanghai Metro Line
1,2,4,7,8,10 and 12. These tunnels were built in different geological conditions and lining defect
conditions are different.

Fig. 1 MTI-200

Fig. 2 the images for training and testing
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Data is “food” for deep learning. The more high-quality “food” the better the performance of the
model. In this article, 1080 images were carefully selected from over 10000 origin images and
some of them are listed in Figure 2. The entire image set was divided into two subsets: the
training set and the test set. There are 810 images labeled for training and 270 images for testing,
part of them are shown in Figure 3. All of them are labeled through software called labelme and
the blue represents the ground-truth.

Fig. 3 The labeled images with ground-truth mask

3. The Model Based on Mask R-CNN
Deep learning, a branch of machine learning, has been a hot-spot in recent years and shows
powerful ability in many fields such as natural language processing, computer vision. Mask RCNN, upgraded from Faster R-CNN, can achieve classification, detection and predicting object
pixels at the same time. The details about this algorithm can be obtained in He et al (2017) and
the model structure is displayed in Figure 4. The area of leakage can be calculated combining
relevant parameters of the camera after the masked image is acquired with this model.

Fig. 4 The model structure

4. Training
The train and test environment were conducted on a computer with one Intel Core i7-5820K
CPU, 64 GB Random Access Memory and three GeForce GTX 1080 GPU (24GB graphics
memory). A total of 50 epochs were conducted in this training and each epoch includes 200
iterations. The cross-validation set is used to determine whether the model is over-fitting. The
relevant loss function curves are listed in Figures 6-8 and the results show that the model isn’t
over-fitting and converges after 50 epochs.
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Fig. 5 Total loss function

Fig. 6 Classification loss function

Fig. 7 Bounding-box Regression loss function

Fig. 8 Mask Prediction loss function

5. Test Results
In the field of deep learning, the most convincing evaluation indicator is the precision rate, which
is defined in Equation 1. In order to compare the results with Huang and Li (2017), the error
detection rate is defined in Equation 2.
Pp 

Si
100%
S pre

(1)

Se
(2)
100%
Sp
The intuitive explanations about relevant parameters are shown in Figure 9, where Si, Spre , Se ,
Sp , Sgrd respectively represents the orange intersection area, the red and orange prediction area,
the red error prediction area, the area of images, the green and orange ground-truth area. The Pp
represents the rate of precision and the Pi represents the rate of error detection.
Pi 
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Fig. 9 The meaning of each symbol in the equation

A total of 270 images were tested with a speed of 3.24s per image. Figure 10 shows the
intersection area of the ground truth and the prediction. The green is Sgrd, the red is Se and the
orange is Si. The average precision rate was 91.88% and the error detection rate was 0.5%.

Fig. 10 The intersection area of the ground truth and the prediction

6. Conclusion and Future Study
A method for quantizing the area of leakage water is proposed in the paper. The source code of
our model is available at https://github.com/xytjcxy/mask-rcnn-civil.
The main conclusions are listed as follows:
 The high-quality leakage data set is built from the original image set, which was obtained
using the MTI-200 with six high-resolution linear CCD cameras.
 A method of detecting leakage area based on Mask R-CNN is proposed, which has
achieved the precision rate of 91.88% with a test-time speed of 3.24s per image.
 The area of leakage can be calculated combining relevant camera parameters after the
masked image is acquired.
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The proposed method has achieved satisfying results. However, there still exist some problems.
The effect of instance segmentation is related to the quality and quantity of training set. The
number of pictures that meet the training conditions is only 1080, which are selected from more
than 10000 images. Sharing data set is the best way to increase the number of data sets, which
will be bounded to improve the algorithm performance. Plenty of images with complex
backgrounds, such as lights, dried-up leakage, cement, are unavailable for the potential to reduce
the accuracy of the model. So how to enhance the image quality is an urgent problem.
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Abstract
A kind of mass damper, the accelerated oscillator damper (AOD) was proposed recently to
improve the performance of bridges under seismic loading. The basic idea of AOD system is to
transfer kinetic energy from the primary structure to the secondary mass by the transmission device.
The transmission is a rack and pinion system which convert linear motion into rotational motion,
and the pinion or gear set amplifies the speed and then transfers to the secondary mass by another
rack. Investigations show that the AOD system is superior to the Tuned Mass Damper (TMD)
system for short input durations and the maximum seismic response, even adopting significantly
small mass ratio. The AOD system requires that the transmission, the secondary mass and its
springs must be fixed on foundations. Rather than the anchors of suspension bridge and the towers
of cable-stayed bridge, multiple-span bridge has no more space to accommodate both the
transmission and the secondary mass at the piers. This paper proposed a parallel accelerated
oscillator damper (PAOD) system, in which, the transmission, the secondary mass and its springs
can be placed on the primary structure (main girder). Although the motion equations are quite
different from those of the AOD system, numerical analysis shows that the proposed parallel
accelerated oscillator damper has approximate effectiveness of vibration reduction. Consequently,
the PAOD system is a competitive energy absorber in seismic mitigation of multiple-span bridges.
1. Introduction
Multi-span bridge is one of the most widely used type in bridge engineering, and its great stiffness
and good riding comfort are its significant advantages. The common shock absorption measures
for multi-span bridges are seismic isolation bearings and viscous dampers (Buckle and Mayes
1990; Wang and Ge 2006). The laminated rubber bearings has good shock absorption and isolation
effects (Kelly 1997), but it is easy to age and is not easy to replace. Viscous dampers originated in
the military and aerospace fields and can effectively protect the primary structure (Lee and Taylor
2001), but the viscous dampers are prone to oil leakage and cause failure, and oil leakage is not
easy to find (Chen 2008). In contrast, the tuned mass damper (TMD) does not have this problem
and is relatively free to install. The concept of TMD was proposed by the German Frahm in 1909
(Rana and Soong 1998), but the control effect was not remarkable for seismic loading (Sladek and
Klingner 1983). In order to improve the control effect of TMD, Tan proposed the accelerated
oscillator damper (AOD) system (Tan, Guan et al. 2018). Based on the AOD system, this paper
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proposes a parallel acceleration oscillator damper (PAOD) system, which can be used for multispan bridge damping while preserving the control effect of AODs. In this paper, the multi-degreeof-freedom equations of motion of PAODs are derived by Lagrange principle. Simulation method
and finite element method are used to study the vibration reduction rate of the PAOD due to
different transmission ratio and mass ratio. Numerical analysis results also show that the PAODs
has a significant effect on the structural protection of multi-span bridges.
2. Motion Equations of Parallel Accelerated Oscillator Damper System
As shown in Figure 1, m1, x1, k1, c1, and f(t) are the primary mass (main girder), displacement,
spring stiffness, damping constant and external load, respectively. Where m2, x2, k2, and c2 are
secondary mass (appendix mass), displacement, spring stiffness and damping constant,
respectively. Similarly, m3, x3, k3, and c3 are the third mass (piers), displacement, spring stiffness
and damping constant, respectively.

Figure 1. Schematic demonstration of structure-PAOD system

The proposed PAODs is an improved type of AODs with its transmission installed at the primary
structure m1 instead of connecting to the foundations directly as it is for the AODs, but the motion
equations of PAODs are quite different from those of the AODs. The AODs can be considered as
a generalized single degree of freedom system, whereas the PAODs must be expressed at least two
degrees of freedom system.
The vibration reduction principle of the PAODs is similar to the AODs for that when the primary
structure is excited by the external load, the vibration of the primary structure is transmitted to the
secondary structure m2 through the transmission device. Since the transmission device has an
amplification factor of r (r > 1), the vibration of the mass m2 will be larger than that of the m1, and
the velocity and acceleration of the mass m2 will be enlarged. According to the law of conservation
of energy, when the energy of the seismic inputting m1 is constant, the greater the velocity of the
m2, the more energy is lost for m1, thus achieving better damping effect.
2.1 Equations of Motion of the PAODs
The following derivations are based on the assumptions as: The primary structure is a single degree
of freedom system; the friction of the transmission device and support constraint can be neglected;
the structure and damping are linear elastic. The constraint equation between m1, m2 and m3 can be
expressed as follow:
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Finally, the Simulink modules of MATLAB was used to solve Eq. 2, and the process is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simulation diagram

2.2 Effect of Transmission Ratio and Mass Ratio on Damping
The parameters of the PAOD’s such as r, m, k, and c affect the character of damping. Let 𝜔 = √𝑚𝑘 ,
when the natural frequency of the damper is close to the nature frequency of the primary structure,
it is easy to cause resonance. Therefore, while discussing the relationship between r and the
damping effect, the vibration frequency of the damper is close to the natural frequency of the
primary structure. This paper mainly studies the influence of r and mass ratio 𝜇 on the control
effect. Different transmission ratios r (from 1 to 7) and mass ratios 𝜇 (from 1% to 4%) are selected
for numerical simulation, respectively. The parameters of the PAODs are listed in Table 1.
Items
Primary structure parameters
Secondary structure parameters
Three-stage structure parameters

Table 1. Simulation data
Mass(kg) Spring stiffness (N/m)
1000
100000
1000* 𝜇
100000* 𝜇
100
100000

Damping ratio
0.05
0.1
0.05

External load (N)
2000sin(15t)
0
0

In general, the maximum seismic response reduction rate 𝛽 (Yang, Chen et al. 2011) is defined as:
𝛽=
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where 𝑒0 and 𝑒1 are the maximum seismic displacement of m1 without damper and with PAOD,
respectively. The relationship of r and 𝜇 to the maximum seismic response reduction rate 𝛽 of
m1 is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Relationship of r and 𝜇 to the maximum seismic response reduction rate 𝛽 of m1

According to Figure 3, it is not difficult to find that both r and 𝜇 have an effect on 𝛽. It can be
found that when 𝜇 equals 1%, the 𝛽 at r=7 is 11.96 times that of r=1, which shows that r has a
great influence on 𝛽. Moreover, when 𝜇 is within a certain range, the 𝛽 does not increase with the
increase of r, which means that there exists an optimal solution for the system.
3 Engineering Case Analysis
3.1 Engineering Background
Vibration reduction properties of the proposed PAODs were investigated by the analysis of a threespan continuous girder bridge in the Liandao Bridge Project in China. The bridge span arrangement
is 30m+30m+30m, with its girder and piers using C50 concrete. The layout of the bridge is shown
in Figure 4:

Figure 4. General layout of Liandao Bridge

The pier is in variable cross section, and the main section of the main gird is of equal section, and
the structural parameters of this bridge are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of Liandao Bridge
Items

Sectional area(m2)

Section of the main girder
Top section of Pier No. 1a,2a,3a,4a
Lower section of Pier No. 1a,2a
Lower section of Pier No. 3a
Lower section of Pier No. 4a

8.6935
1.0400
2.8680
2.7374
2.0846

Inertia moment (m4)
Izz
Iyy
60.8273
5.2583
0.0901
0.0901
0.6807
0.6807
0.6162
0.6162
0.3509
0.3509
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3.2 Numerical Analysis
The PAOD devices can be simulated by displacement compatibility equations in the FE model, in
which x1, x2, x3 of Eq. 1 represent the displacements of the main girder, the appendix mass and the
piers, respectively. The constraints of the original bridge are shown in Figure 4, with two PAOD
devices installed at pier 2a and pier 2b, parameters r and 𝜇 specified as 7 and 1%, respectively. For
comparation of effectiveness between the girder controlled by PAOD and optimal TMD,
conventional TMDs with same mass ratio are considered in another FE model. As for multi-span
bridges, the lower part of the piers is likely to be damaged due to the large bending moment under
seismic load (Kawashima, Takahashi et al. 2009). According to the calculation, under the action
of EI Centro Site, 1940, 180 Deg, the lower part bending moment of pier 3a with PAOD and
without damper is shown in Figure. 5a. The maximum bending moment of pier 3a with PAOD and
TMD is shown in Figure. 5b, which shows that the reduction rate of PAOD for the maximum
bending moment of piers is superior to TMDs.
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Figure 5a. Bending moment of pier 3a
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Figure 5b. Bending moment of pier 3a
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Figure 6. The maximum bending moment reduction rate of pier 3a
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More investigations, with different seismic waves such as the El Centro Site, 1940, 270 Deg
(Condition 1), 1989, Loma Prieta, Oakland Outer Wharf, 270 Deg (Condition 2), the San Fernando,
1971, 159 Deg (Condition 3) and the El Centro Site, 1940, 180 Deg (Condition 4), also show that
the PAODs is more effective than TMDs for maximum bending moment reduction rate of piers
(Figure 6).
4 Conclusions
The proposed PAODs is an improved type of AODs with its transmission installed at the primary
structure instead of connecting to the foundations directly as it for the AODs, but the motion
equations of PAODs are quite different from those of the AODs. The AODs can be considered as
a generalized single degree of freedom system, whereas the PAODs must be expressed as a two
degrees of freedom system. Numerical analysis shows that the PAOD is effective and is superior
to TMDs in vibration reduction when transmission ratio and mass ratio are well selected, but mass
ratio and transmission ratio of PAODs are not the larger the better as it is for the AODs, which
means that there exists an optimal solution for the system. Consequently, the PAODs can be
properly arranged at multiple-span bridges and optimal parameters can be obtained to effectively
reduce vibrations of the girder under seismic loads.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an innovative method of monitoring structural safety,
integrity, and performance without affecting the structure itself. Wireless sensor Networks (WSN)
have demonstrated their potential for structural Health Monitoring: flexible, easy to deploy,
lightweight and cost-effective. However, in many monitoring system, the conventional usages of
WSNs are cases with low data rate, small data size, low duty cycle, and low power consumption.
Structural health monitoring requires high data rate, time-synchronization, large data size,
measurement stability and a relatively high Sampling rate. There are few studies about clock
distribution in WSN for data fusion and modal analysis.
In this study, we outline the synchronization requirements of wireless sensor networks and present
how clock-drift, network aggregation capacity and measurement stability issues are solved.
1. Introduction
SHM (Structural Health Monitoring) is the continuous, autonomous in-service monitoring of the
physical condition of a structure by means of embedded or attached sensors with a minimum
manual intervention, to monitor the structural integrity of any kind of structure (Aircraft, Bridge,
Dam, Tunnel, Stadium….). The basic is the application of permanent mounted sensors on the
structure. SHM includes all monitoring aspects related to damages, loads, conditions, etc…,
which have a direct influence on the structure. The sources are resulting from fatigue, corrosion,
impacts, excessive loads, unforeseen conditions, etc. Structural health monitoring should give
answers to the following questions:
Is there damage present in the structure?
What is the location of the damage?
What is the severity of the damage?
What is the remaining useful lifetime of the structure?
The complexity of the monitoring task increases with each question. Much research is focused
on the development of methods to answer these questions. Among other techniques, vibrationbased techniques are widely studied for this purpose. However, large structures require a sensor
network with a large number of sensors for vibration/tilt/deformation monitoring. Traditional
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approaches with wired sensors and a central processing unit can raise scaling problems with
respect to data processing and cabling. Wireless sensors solve the cabling issues, but due to
limited communication bandwidth not all the data can be communicated, so the data processing
has to be decentralized. Important work progress was done on energy management (mostly
energy harvesting), wireless range (LoraWan and Sigfox are used as Metropolitan Network),
operation frequencies (from sub-Ghz to 5GHz), Network topology (Mesh, Cluster-Tree, Star).
Time-synchronized data collection for a data fusion and modal analysis is still not reliable on
WSN.
Section 1 introduces challenges of WSN for SHM, section 2 describes vibration monitoring in
SHM, section 3 describes two SHM case studies where WSN were deployed. The paper ends
with discussion and conclusions.
2. CHALLENGES OF WSN FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
Various kinds of sensors and
solutions have been developed to
ensure the safety, integrity and
serviceability of existing
infrastructure. Most of these solutions
are based on wired sensors (Fiber
Brag Rating, Laser scanning…). As
discussed in our introduction, the key
Figure 1: Typical deployment of WSN on a bridge structure
problems to develop such a SHM
system in conjunction with WSN are
summarized as follows: the problem
of compatibility between different sensors, their sampling frequencies, and operational modes,
the problem of transmission bandwidth and real-time ability variance, the selection of a wireless
transmission frequency, topology choice, data fusion method, and the contrast between the
energy consumption requirements of different applications to that of each different device.
2.1 Why bringing time-synchronization over a Wireless Sensor Network ?
In structural health monitoring, there are many requirements regarding synchronous and realtime data acquisition of the vibration information, which are distributed over different parts of an
installation. It is especially important for the vibration model analysis of bridge structures,
structural stability, and life assessments, which contain many sensor nodes that are distributed
over different positions, with different topology structures. The signals must be sampled
synchronously by the nodes; otherwise there will be incorrect information (due to samples
grouped together coming from different times) of the vibration phase, resulting in an incorrect
vibration model judgement. In applications in which sampling frequencies usually exceed 1 KHz,
the delay of the sensor nodes synchronization is usually required to be less than 10 μs. This
results in a higher requirement of synchronization in an SHM WSN.
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2.2 Accurate technique of clock synchronization
An extreme accuracy on clocksynchronization is achievable by bringing a
two-way ranging (TWR) mechanism:
No need of common clock reference
Two-way ranging eliminates the error
due to imperfect synchronization
between nodes, relative clock drift
still affects ranging accuracy.
(function of treplyB duration because of
the clock drift error accumulation)
o tp is in ns unit
o treplyB should be in µs unit

Figure 2: Two-way ranging mechanism

In this scheme ranging capable device A (RDEV) begins the session by sending a range request
packet to device B. Then device B waits a time treplyB, known to both devices, to send a request
back to device A. Based on that packet, device A can measure the round-trip time troundA = 2tp +
treplyB and extract the one-way time-of-flight, tp, with respect to its own reference time.
When implemented over IR-UWB (Impulse-Radio Ultra-Wide-Band), the large bandwidth of the
UWB signals enable accurate ranging estimations of less than 3 ns.
Clock source can be based on NTP (Net Time Protocol, a networking protocol for clock
synchronization between computer systems over packet-switched, variable-latency data network)
or GPS Clock implemented on the backbone network or WSN coordinator.
During the WSN operation, clock-drift can be observed, a re-synchronization will be needed.
It can be managed by bringing a time-triggered on-demand synchronization, it allows to obtain
sensor data from multiple sensor nodes for a specific time.
This means that there is no event that triggers the sensor nodes, but the nodes should take a
sample at precisely the right time. This can be achieved via immediate synchronization (where
sensor nodes receive the order to immediately take a sample and time-stamp it) or anticipated
synchronization (where the order is to take the sample at some future time, the target time).
Anticipated synchronization is necessary if it cannot be guaranteed that the order can be
transmitted rapidly and simultaneously to all involved sensor nodes. This is especially the case if
sensor nodes are more than one hop away from the node giving the order (mesh or cluster-tree
networks).
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2.2 Network bottleneck and aggregation capacity of a wireless sensor networks
A review of recent wireless
sensor deployments for
structural health monitoring of
bridges [1-3] reveals that the
networks have generally relied
on either local data logging and
post-sampling transmission of
sensor data or on low sampling
rates and/or limited numbers of
sensors in order to address
WSN bandwidth limitations.
Figure 3: A network architecture with several WSN operating at the same
Such concessions severely limit
the versatility and capability of a structural health monitoring system in terms of sampling
duration, data acquisition rates, and spatial resolution as well as quality of the derived mode
shapes.
This problem was solved by bringing several WSN operating at the same time and managed by a
unique supervision system.
3. CASE STUDIES: DIFFERENT SHM CHALLENGES
3.1 Solving the problem of aggregation capacity: Example of SHM on a Freeway
Interchange in Montreal (Canada)
The Turcot Interchange is a three-level
stack freeway interchange within the city
of Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Located
southwest of downtown, the interchange
provides access to the Champlain
Bridge. Turcot is the largest interchange in
the province and the third busiest
interchange of Montreal
(after Décarie and Anjou Interchanges,
respectively) as of 2010, with numbers
averaging a north-southbound flow of
278,000 approximate daily drivers, and
Figure 4: Underside of the various overpasses comprising the
over 350,000 west-eastbound in total.
Turcot Interchange.
Moreover, Turcot is an occasional spot for
road accidents as speed is only limited to 70
km/h on any of the interchange's directions
(and the limit is often likely to be disregarded by the night drivers going over 100 km/h). In June
2007, the Quebec government announced the demolition and reconstruction of the structure,
projected to be complete in 2016. The announcement came four years after a study on the
interchange showed the Turcot structure was crumbling, with reports of concrete slabs up to one
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square meter falling from the overpasses. In
addition to a new interchange built lower to
the ground, a large segment of Autoroute 20
would be rebuilt more to the north.
Reconstruction of the interchange is expected
to cost between $1.2 billion and $1.5 billion.
Beanair WSN was deployed for assessing the
impact of construction-related activities and
evaluating the effect of structural retrofitting.
Additionally, inherent monitoring of
Figure 5: Wireless Vibration monitoring on steel
environmental loads and influences,
structure
operational loads, and traffic patterns and
densities were used to collect a database of
field measurements for providing feedback during the interchange structure extension.
A total of 280-300 wireless sensors were deployed for monitoring vibration, inclination and
deformation on the interchange structure:
Vibration response of the bridge from ambient
excitation was measured by using an accurate wireless
accelerometer mounted on the interchange pillar. A
sampling rate of 100 Hz was configured on concrete
structure and 400 Hz on the streel structure;
Wireless inclinometers with an accuracy of ±0.05° and
a measurement range of ±15° were used to monitor
structure sinking during the construction work.
Several wireless crack meters (LVDT technology) with
a maximum stroke of 20mm were mounted on
interchange pillars. Crack meter can only be used on
existing cracks and cracks evolution were compared to
Figure 6: Wireless Tilt monitoring
the resonance frequencies observed on the interchange
on the concrete structure
pillars
More than 25 wireless networks with the same NTP clock source (provided by a 3G/4G modem)
were deployed on the monitoring site. Wireless Sensor nodes were synchronized by using a twoway ranging technique
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3.2 Managing Clock-drift: Example of SHM on the Great Mosque of Mecca (Saudi Arabia)
The Great Mosque of Mecca., also
called Grand Mosque, is the largest
mosque in the world and surrounds
holiest place, the Kabaa, in the city of
Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
In 2007, the mosque underwent a fourth
extension project which is estimated to
last until 2020. King Abdullah Ibn
Figure 7 : A view of the ongoing construction in the Mataaf
and the temporary structure for tawaf surrounding the
Abdulaziz planned to increase the
mosque's capacity to 2 million; although Kaabah in August 2014
the King died in 2015, his
successor, King Salman, is likely to continue renovations. In 2016 it was estimated that Great
Mosque had cost 100 billion dollars. Northern expansion of the mosque began in August 2011
and was expected to be completed in one and a half years. The area of the mosque will be
expanded from the current
356,000 m2 (3,830,000 sq ft) to
400,000 m2 (4,300,000 sq ft). A new gate named
after King Abdullah will be built together with
two new minarets, bringing their total to eleven.
The cost of the project is $10.6 billion and after
completion the mosque will house over 2.5 million
worshipers.
On 11 September 2015, at least 111 people died
and 394 were injured when a crane collapsed onto
the mosque.

Figure 8: Crane collapsed in 2015 – Great Mosque of
Mecca site

A total of 120 wireless sensors were deployed on different structures:
Wireless inclinometers were deployed on cranes for preventing from collapse
Wireless accelerometers were used for vibration monitoring on the Maataf soil and the
surrounding wall during the construction. DIN4150-3 (German standard for ground
vibration on construction) method was used to build automatic weekly reports for the
end-user.
Due to the high diurnal temperature variation, a clock-drift of 2-3 minutes/week was observed on
the WSN. A NTP server was implemented on the backbone network and a time-triggered ondemand synchronization function was implemented on the wireless sensors. Most of the time the
sensors are in sleep mode, and clock was synchronized during the wake-up process.
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3.3 Wireless Sensor network for monitoring a launch vehicle structure. Example of the
European Launch vehicle Program -Ariane 6
The clear majority of existing
wireless protocols are not
designed to meet avionics and
spacecraft design
specifications. Factors such as
low bandwidth, non-selfsynchronized wireless
network, non-existing lost
data recovery mechanisms,
Figure 9 : Deployment of Time-Synchronized WSN inside a launch vehicle
overlapping band frequencies
(2.4Ghz) and non-adapted modulation techniques to spacecraft environment call for the
introduction of innovative technological platforms based on newer standards. Such platforms are
already being designed and tested by Beanair Research laboratories in conjunction with major
partners and operators. The main task of the newly designed SpaceWireless® technology is to
challenge existing technologies by introducing a reliable, ultra-low power and time-synchronized
(accuracy < 5μs) wireless network particularly adapted to dynamic measurement (10-32 KHz).
Thanks to UWB Radio Technology and Time-of-Flight algorithms developed by Beanair,
Spacewireless® can reach a time-synchronization less than 5 µs over the WSN.
Clock source is provided by the GNSS (time precision ±20ns) module available on the Wireless
coordinator.
4. Conclusions
Wireless sensor networks are one of the supporting technologies in structural health monitoring.
Through intelligent, self-organizing means, they connect sensor nodes, with a variety of different
test objects and working principles into a network along with functions of data processing and
integration. Structural health monitoring is a convergence area, with a variety of sensor and
information processing technologies. In this study, we considered clock-synchronization over a
WSN and how clock-drift issue was solved on the monitoring site.
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Abstract
Bridges are key components in transportation networks. A loss in functionality or failure in bridge
components would lead to significant consequences to the transportation network operators and
users. In this context, structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques are often employed to collect
data on strains, accelerations, and deformations necessary to quantify the performance of a given
component and validate design assumptions. A major challenge that faces SHM practitioners and
researchers is measuring the bridge deflections and vibration amplitudes at the locations of interest.
The ideal method is to use conventional displacement transducers such as the linear variable
differential transformers (LVDTs), which can achieve superior measurement accuracy. However,
measuring the displacement using LVDTs can be impractical in some cases. Several approaches
have been recently proposed to address this need including the use of GPS sensors, radar
interferometry, laser vibrometers, and image-based displacement systems. However, most of these
approaches either require expensive equipment or cannot achieve the desired accuracy under
different environment conditions. This paper proposes an innovative and cost-effective technique
that utilizes visible light sensing to measure displacements and vibrational characteristics of bridge
components under static or dynamic loading. The paper summarizes the results of an indoor
experimental investigation and compares the results of the proposed approach to LVDT results.
1. Introduction
Several approaches have been recently proposed to accurately measure bridge displacement
without the need for a stationary point. These approaches include the use of GPS sensors, radar
interferometry, laser vibrometers, and vision-based displacement systems. The GPS-based
methods are simple but have limited accuracy that can only reach 0.2 inches (Feng et al. 2015).
Radar-based systems have a satisfactory accuracy but they either require expensive equipment or
are subjected to radio frequency (RF) interference and noise (Guan et al. 2014). Laser vibrometers
offer excellent accuracy; however, the use of high-intensity laser beam poses risks to human health.
Vision-based techniques, i.e., digital image correlation (DIC), are promising; however, the
measurement can be significantly impacted by weather conditions and/or vibrations due to passing
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traffic and humans (Guan et al. 2014). Moreover, the high-precision cameras and optical
equipment needed to construct the system can be expensive. This discussion shows that there exists
a need to develop a displacement measurement system that is accurate, practical, and inexpensive
to implement. This paper addresses this need by developing an innovative displacement
measurement concept that possesses the aforementioned qualities and can be constructed using
readily available hardware.
This proposed approach utilizes visible light sensing (VLS) to measure displacements and
vibrational characteristics of bridge components under static or dynamic loading. The VLS is a
new technique that is currently being utilized for speed estimation in vehicles (Abuella et al. 2017)
and monitoring human vitals (Ekin et al. 2017). The proposed methodology uses a light emitting
diode (LED), a photodetector (PD), reflective material, and a data acquisition unit (DAQ). For
deflection measurement, the light source is to be attached to the structure at the point of interest,
while the photodetector would capture the changes in light intensity occurring when the light
source vibrates with the structure under loading. The same result can be achieved by attaching the
reflective material to the structure while the light source would be optimally positioned to aim the
light directly to the photodetector. The light intensity signal is recorded using the data acquisition
module. Next, the recorded signal is filtered and processed to calculate the vibration characteristics
of the bridge component. The signal amplitude is converted to change in distance using a
calibration process that is developed within this proposed work.
2. Methodology and Experimental Validation
An experimental setup consisting of two hydraulic actuators, two LVDTs and a transverse steel
beam was used to validate the proposed approach. The transverse beam can be lowered or raised
using a servo controller at a desired rate and up to a maximum displacement value. As shown in
Figure 1, a photodetector (PD) was attached to the laboratory floor and a LED light source was
attached to the lower flange of the beam. Four tests were conducted where the steel beam was
lowered at a constant rate (governed by the controller and the LVDT signal) and the PD data was
recorded. The maximum displacement of the beam in the four tests was four, three, two, and one
inch, respectively, while the displacement rate was 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.2 inch per minute, respectively.
2.1 Photodetector Data Analysis
The system utilizes the change of the power received at the PD to calculate the small variations
of distance. The relation between the power and distance can be explained further in the
simplified model. This model relates Pr, the received signal power at the PD in watts, to the
distance D between the light source and the PD as:
𝑃𝑟 = 𝐾D−𝛾

(1)

where 𝐷 is the distance between the transmitter (i.e., LED light source) and receiver (PD) in meters,
𝐾 is a constant that depends on the PD settings (gain, area, angle, and field-of-view), 𝛾 is the pathloss exponent which depends on the environmental conditions (reflectiveness of materials,
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humidity, etc.). Typically, the range of path-loss exponent lies between 1 and 7. In order to
linearize the relation between power received and distance Equation (1) can be expressed as
𝑃𝑟 𝑑𝐵 = K dB − 10 𝛾log10 (𝐷)

(2)

where 𝑃𝑟 𝑑𝐵 = 10 log10 (𝑃𝑟 ) and K dB = 10 log10 (𝐾).

Figure 1. Setup used to collect the data and the LVDT system.
Measurements of the light intensity received by the PD are taken at known incremental distances
(𝐷1 , 𝐷2 , … , 𝐷𝑛 ) between the PD and light source in the range. The calibration data can be expressed
as
𝒚 = 𝑨𝒃

where

(3)

1 −10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐷1 )
𝑃𝑟 (𝐷1 )𝑑𝐵
K
1 −10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐷2 )
𝑃 (𝐷 )
𝑨=(
), 𝒃 = ( dB ) and 𝒚 = ( 𝑟 2 𝑑𝐵 )
𝛾
.
.
.
1 −10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐷𝑛 )
𝑃𝑟 (𝐷𝑛 )𝑑𝐵

Least square (LS) estimation is applied to determine the values of the channel model parameters
as follows:
𝐛 = [𝑨𝑇 𝑨]−1 𝑨𝑇 𝐲

(4)

In the calibration process, seven different displacements were used to collect signal power reading
necessary for estimating the channel model parameters. The signal power was collected at
distances ranging from 27.5 to 30.5 inches between the LED transmitter and the PD. After applying
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Equation (2) to the collected data, the channel parameters were estimated as 𝐾𝑑𝐵 = -53.04 dB and
𝛾 = 6.1401. Figure 1 shows the power received by the PD in relation to the distance.

Figure 2. Power received by the PD in relation to the distance
In order to estimate change in distance, a least square (LS) algorithm is used to fit the Pr samples
collected over a time step duration (Δ𝑡) to a straight line whose slope is considered to be equivalent
𝛿𝑑
to the change in distance ( 𝛿𝑡 ) (i.e., displacement rate). In this study, two estimation methods were
used to compute the change in distance: (a) single time-window and (b) multiple time-windows
(Δ𝑡).
(a) Single time-window
In this method, the data collected during the entire test is used to estimate the change of distance
𝛿𝑑
(or displacement rate) ( 𝛿𝑡 ) over time, then the displacement during the test is calculated as
𝛿𝑑

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 = Δ𝑡 ∗ 𝛿𝑡

(5)

(b) Multiple time-windows
Herein, the Pr data collected is divided into n small 1 or 3 seconds windows each with 100 or 300
samples, respectively. The number of samples in each window depends on the analog to digital
convertor (ADC) acquisition frequency (i.e., number of samples digitalized every second from the
analog signal).
𝛿𝑑

After estimating the n values of change in distances ( 𝛿𝑡 ) for each (Δ𝑡 ) window over the
measurement time, the change in distance is calculated by using best linear unbiased estimator
(BLUE) as
𝑁

𝛿𝑑

{ 𝛿𝑡 }
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𝛿𝑑

𝑘=0 𝛿𝑡

(𝑘)

(6)
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Finally, the displacement (𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) is calculated by
𝛿𝑑

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑛 ∗ Δ𝑡 ∗ { 𝛿𝑡 }

(7)

𝑎𝑣𝑔

Four tests were conducted where the accuracy of the VLS system was compared to the LVDT
readings using the two analysis methods. The measurement error was calculated by
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (%) = ‖

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓

‖ ∗ 100

(8)

Table 1 summarized the results of the comparison. As the displacement rate decreases, the error
associated with Method (a) increases to reach 7%. However, by using multiple time-windows (i.e.,
Method (b)) the error is maintained within 1.5%. Figure 3 shows the PD signal during Test 2 and
the computed change in displacement using Equation (5).
Table 1. Comparison between LVDT and VLS results
Test 1
LVDT
Readings

VLS
Results

Actual Displacement Rate
(inch per minute)
Total Displacement
(𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) (inch)
Method (a) Total Displacement
(𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) (inch)
Method (a) Error
(%)
Method (b) Total Displacement
(𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) (inch)
Method (b) Error
(%)

Test Number
Test 2
Test 3

Test 4

2

1

0.5

0.2

4

3

2

1

4.0132

2.9687

2.0796

0.9283

0.33%

1.04%

3.96%

7.17%

3.9863

2.9672

2.0275

1.0031

0.34%

1.09%

1.37%

0.31%

Figure 3. Relative distance and received power during Test 2.
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3. Conclusions
The paper presented an approach for measuring bridge deflections using visible light sensing. The
approach relies on a photo detector and an LED source and computes the change in displacement
by quantifying the change in the power received by a photodetector. The feasibility of the approach
was validated using a hydraulic testing setup under monotonically increasing displacement and
high frequency vibrations. This paper discusses the results of the experimental validation under
monotonic loading. The cost of this system is less than $500 using off-the-shelf components with
the photodetector representing 72% at $360. The remaining cost covers the LED light source ($50),
the DAQ (RaspberryPi mini-computer 36$), and the ADC (50$). Overall, the system provides an
accuracy better than GPS-based systems. However, more testing, analysis and optimization of
estimation algorithms are still required to validate the feasibility of the system for use in outdoor
environments. To overcome the additional challenges in real-world environments and to obtain
higher performance, it is necessary to build an advanced VLS system that needs to work well under
a wider range of optical frequencies and intensities. For example, in order to decrease the time
required to estimate the displacement, a higher speed ADC unit needs to be used to acquire more
samples within the estimation duration.
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Abstract
Stress Measurement is one of the means to detect the health conditions of prestressed concrete
structures. However, nondestructive measurement of stress for in-service large-scale structures
such as long-span bridges is still a challenging task. In this paper, the proposed method based on
LC oscillation is able to detect stress only by linking two terminals of a steel strand. A set of steel
strands with length of 1.2m are adopted to test the change regulation of stress and oscillation
frequency. The experimental results verified that the oscillation frequency decreases with the
increase of stress, and the frequency of the incomplete unloading test is smaller than that of the
complete unloading test under the same stress condition.
1. Introduction
Prestressed concrete structures have been widely used as a cost-effective and efficient method of
bridge construction. To explore new methods is very important for non-destructive testing of
prestressed structures. Acoustic emission technology is widely used in the detection of prestressed
concrete. Mohamed K. ElBatanouny et al.[1] have used the acoustic emission to detect the early
corrosion of the prestressed reinforcement. The result show that intensity analysis can enable
detection and classification of corrosion damage using empirical charts for corrosion levels. Jesé
Mangua et al.[2] found that providing an overview of the capabilities of AE sensing toward
effectively detecting damage due to corrosion in concrete elements with an embedded prestressing
strand. The parameter of AE cumulative signal strength proved reliable for detecting early stages
of corrosion, and quantification was achieved via implementation of the intensity analysis. What’s
more, the performance of the steel strands can be monitored by analyzing the mechanical
properties of the corroded steel. But this technology is easily affected by the environmental. A
technique[3] relies on the ultrasonic leakage into the anchorages as the phenomenon enabling the
monitoring of load levels in the strand. And the interwire leakage can detect a complete loss of
stress and quantify the level of applied stress in the 400–500 kHz range.
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In addition, Cho K. et al.[4] verified the possibility to assume normal distribution for the prestress
force distribution per anchor head, and a method computing the mean and standard deviation
defining the normal distribution is proposed. With the emergence of intelligent technology and
materials, the monitoring of the steel strand will be more convenient in the future. Moreover, a
new study[5] has found the steel strand specimens adopting the new FBG sensing system, in which
the optical fiber was recoated with polyimide and the FBG sensor was protected by the polyimide
tube, showed higher maximum strain measurement ranges which exceeded 1.0%, which is the
yield strain of the steel strands used, with measurement possible up to a strain level of 2.36%. It is
a good method to study the stress state of the steel strand by using the sensor at present.
The purpose of this work is to measure the stress of the prestressed concrete structures. According
to the magnetoelastic effect, it can be known that the magnetic of the ferro-magnetic material can
change with the change of the stress. The variety of the magnetic permeability will change the
frequency of the oscillation circuit, and then the stress in the steel strand can be obtained by
measuring the change of the frequency. In the circuit, the steel strand is considered as an inductor.
In order to detect the effectiveness of the method, a series of experiments have been carried out in
the laboratory. The experimental results (when the stress x < 180 MPa) show that the frequency
decreases with the increase of stress, and the frequency of the incomplete unloading test is smaller
than that of the complete unloading test under the same stress condition.
2. LC Oscillation Principle
LC sine oscillating circuit is an oscillating circuit that uses inductor L and capacitance C to form
a selecting frequency network, which is used to produce high frequency sine wave signals. The
physical model must satisfy the following three conditions: (1) The resistance R of the whole
circuit is 0 (including coils, wires), and there is no other form of energy conversion from the energy
angle to the internal energy, that is, the heat loss is zero. (2) The inductance coil L concentrates
the inductance of all the circuits, and the capacitor C concentrates the capacitance of all the circuits,
and there is no potential distribution capacitor. (3) The LC oscillating circuit does not radiate
electromagnetic waves to the outside space when an electromagnetic oscillation occurs, and it is a
closed circuit in the strict sense. In the LC circuit, only the mutual transformation between the coil
magnetic field energy and the capacitor electric field energy occurs. Even if the electric field is
generated within the capacitor, the changing magnetic field generated in the coil does not excite
the corresponding magnetic field and electric field according to Maxwell's electromagnetic field
theory.
In the process of generating an oscillating current in an oscillating circuit, the charge on the
capacitor plate, the current passing through the coil, and the magnetic field and the electric field
associated with the current and the charge all undergo cyclical changes. This phenomenon is called
electromagnetic oscillation.
After the LC oscillation circuit starts to oscillate, it will generate an oscillation frequency in the
circuit. And the frequency calculation formula can be expressed as:
𝑓
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Where f is the oscillation frequency, L is the strand inductance, and C
is the oscillator capacitance.
The principle of LC oscillating circuit is shown in Figure 1, which connects the steel strand as an
inductor L to the oscillating circuit. The change of the length of the steel strand when subjected to
the axial load causes a variation in the inductance value, which in turn changes the oscillation
frequency of the circuit. The relationships can be expressed as follows[6],
𝑓

(2)

Where μ0, m , M0, NA , m0 , I , r , l0, E and C are known parameters.

Figure 1. Oscillation principle.
3 Experiments
Due to the limitations of the jaw spacing and the piston stroke of the hydraulic universal testing
machine, the short steel strands which have the length of 1.2m were produced for tensile test. And
comparing the data of completely unloading tests and residual stress tests.
3.1. Manufacture of Steel Strand Sample
The two ends of the cut strand specimens are roughened and then welded at both ends and drawn
in the same direction as the wires leading to the circuit. If the tensile test is performed directly on
the steel strand which was used as an inductive component, the hydraulic universal testing machine
will serve as a conductor shield circuit oscillating frequency, so that the frequency cannot be
measured. Therefore, it is necessary to insulate both ends of the short steel strands that are in direct
contact with the jaws of the hydraulic universal testing machine. As shown in Figure 2 is a sample
of steel wire that has been made, and the steel strand used in the test is a common 1×7 strand
structure whose parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2. The short steel strand sample.
Table 1: Parameters of steel strand
Structure of
steel strand

1×7

Nominal
diameter of
steel strand
D
mm
15.2

Nominal area Ultimate tensile
of steel strand
strength
S
mm2
139

Rm
MPa
No less than
1720

Maximum
tension

NonMaximum
proportional
elongation
extension force
Fm
FP0.2
AGT
KN
KN
%
No less than
No less than
No less than
241
217
3.5

Stress
relaxation rate
after 1000h
r
%
No more than
4.5

3.2 The Experiment of Completely Unloading
If a large load is applied to the strand specimen, relative slipping will occur between the jaws of
the hydraulic universal tester and the specimen. Therefore, the maximum load imposed on the steel
strands is 8 kN under the conditions allowed by the test.
The test procedure is as follows: First, enter the parameters such as the cross-sectional area of the
strand, the effective length of the specimen, and the loading rate in the software. Then the steel
strand as an inductor is connected to the oscillating circuit, and the hydraulic universal testing
machine is controlled to preload the steel strands for three times, and check whether the circuit
works normally and load uniformly at a rate of 10mm/min.
During the test, one group of people observe the deformation and stress-strain curve of the
specimen, and the other group is responsible for observing the accuracy of the frequency data and
the trend of change. The frequency meter collects a frequency data per second and transfers it to
the mobile device, and a test loading is taken to collect a set of complete data. After one load is
completed, the universal testing machine is controlled to unload the load to 0 and release the jaws.
In the next group of tests, the universal testing machine is re-controlled to hold the steel strand.
Then, repeatedly to obtain six sets of completely unloading test data.
3.3 The Experiment of Incompletely Unloading
The incomplete unloading test is similar to the complete unloading test, and the difference is that
after the completion of one load, the universal test machine is controlled to unload the load to zero
but the jaws are not released. When carrying out the next set of tests, it is only necessary to apply
the load directly to the specimen. Repeatedly to obtain six groups of incompletely unloading test
data. And the experimental infrastructure is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The experimental infrastructure.
4 Experimental Results and Data Analysis
4.1 Experimental Results
Under the same experimental conditions, 6 completely unloading tests and 6 load incomplete
unloading tests were completed successively. The effective data and calculated data were shown
in Table 2 and Table 3. The invalid data is eliminated by observation and analysis, and the median
frequency, frequency repeatability error and frequency standard deviation are calculated according
to the effective frequency data.
Table 2: Experimental data of complete unloading
Median
stress
/MPa
14.4384
19.3985
23.3869
28.7584
32.4413
37.1084
42.5904
47.8693
51.2246
56.8841

Median
strain
/10-4
0.7404
0.9948
1.1993
1.4748
1.6937
1.9313
2.2841
2.6148
2.8369
3.2371

Loading
1
f/KHz
74.9338
74.9346
74.9330
74.9316
74.9306
74.9293
74.9295
74.9288
74.9284
74.9276

Loading
2
f/KHz
74.9334
74.9326
74.9319
74.9311
74.9304
74.9308
74.9292
74.9281
74.9277
74.9271

Measurement times
Loading
Loading
3
4
f/KHz
f/KHz
74.9336
74.9334
74.9335
74.9326
74.9329
74.9326
74.9313
74.9313
74.9301
74.9301
74.9291
74.9291
74.9295
74.9293
74.9287
74.9289
74.9274
74.9284
74.9274
74.9278

Loading
5
f/KHz
74.9335
74.9338
74.9334
74.9318
74.9297
74.9285
74.9262
74.9278
74.9283
74.9297

Loading
6
f/KHz
74.9336
74.9326
74.9317
74.9309
74.9303
74.9305
74.9296
74.9288
74.9284
74.9273

Repeatability
error

Standard
deviation

0.0002%
0.0011%
0.0009%
0.0004%
0.0004%
0.0012%
0.0018%
0.0006%
0.0006%
0.0008%

0.00015
0.00083
0.00066
0.00033
0.00031
0.00090
0.00132
0.00045
0.00044
0.00057

Median
frequency
/KHz
74.9336
74.9333
74.9326
74.9313
74.9302
74.9296
74.9289
74.9285
74.9281
74.9277

Table 3: Experimental data of residual stress
Median stress Median strain
/MPa
/10-4
14.3885
19.7842
25.3237
31.2230
37.2662
42.1583
46.6906
50.9353
54.1727
57.5540

0.7379
1.0146
1.2987
1.6012
1.9111
2.162
2.4682
2.7449
3.0142
3.2835

Loading
1
f/KHz
74.9339
74.9348
74.9348
74.9340
74.9325
74.9325
74.9314
74.9302
74.9281
74.9281

Loading
2
f/KHz
74.9270
74.9256
74.9241
74.9230
74.9219
74.9213
74.9211
74.9205
74.9199
74.9185

Measurement times
Loading
Loading
3
4
f/KHz
f/KHz
74.9168
74.9084
74.9168
74.9081
74.9158
74.9080
74.9147
74.9078
74.9139
74.9077
74.9134
74.9072
74.9137
74.9066
74.9139
74.9064
74.9139
74.9068
74.9134
74.9075

Loading
5
f/KHz
74.9078
74.9076
74.9070
74.9063
74.9050
74.9050
74.9042
74.9035
74.9026
74.9017

Loading Repeatability
error
6
f/KHz
74.9007
0.0169%
74.8999
0.0173%
74.8986
0.0175%
74.8977
0.0174%
74.8969
0.0170%
74.8962
0.0172%
74.8955
0.0171%
74.8949
0.0169%
74.8949
0.0161%
74.8947
0.0160%

Standard
deviation
0.0127
0.0129
0.0131
0.0130
0.0127
0.0129
0.0128
0.0127
0.0121
0.0120

Median
frequency
/KHz
74.9158
74.9155
74.9147
74.9139
74.913
74.9126
74.9121
74.9116
74.9110
74.9107

4.2 Data Analysis
As shown in Figure 4, the two sets of experimental test data show that the oscillation frequency
decreases with the increase of the stress of the steel strand and presents a satisfied linear
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relationship and this conclusion is the same as the previous study[6]. In the completely unloading
test, the median frequency and median stress calibration equation is y = −0.0002x + 74.936, and in
the residual stress test, the median frequency and median stress calibration equation is y=
−0.0001x+74. 9 1 8. Under the six tests, the difference between the calibration equations of the
complete unloading test and the incomplete unloading test is 0.018 kHz. When the load is
completely unloaded, the difference between the maximum value and the minimum value of the
median frequency is 0.0065 kHz; in the case of incompletely unloaded, the difference between the
maximum and minimum values of the median frequency is 0.0051 kHz. It can be seen that whether
the stress is completely unloaded has a great influence on the test results, and it is calculated
according to the calibration equation:
1. When the stress x = 180MPa, the two sets of test calibration frequency are the same.
2. When the stress x > 180 MPa, the frequency value of the calibration equation for the
complete unloading test is less than the frequency value for the residual stress test. The
bigger the external load, the bigger the difference in frequency between the two groups of
tests. And, as the number of trials accumulates, the difference between the two sets of test
frequencies will also increase.
3. When the stress x < 180 MPa, the frequency value of the calibration equation for the
complete unloading test is greater than the frequency value for the incomplete unloading
test.
Due to the limitation of test conditions, the loading stress is less than 180 MPa, and the frequency
value in the calibration equation of the complete unloading test is greater than that in the
incomplete unloading test.

Figure 4. The relationship between median and median stress.
5. Conclusion
The short steel strand stress was measured by the principle of LC oscillation and some progress
was made in this paper. Both the complete unloading test and incomplete unloading test data show
that the oscillation frequency decreases with the stress of the steel strand. There is a difference in
the data obtained from the two groups of experiments, and extra attention is required in future
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studies. According to the 17-15.2mm 1860 low-relaxation prestressed steel strand in the actual
engineering working condition, the difference between the complete unloading test and the
incomplete unloading test is about 0.013kHz, which is converted to the error of 130MPa and has
a great influence on the evaluation of structural safety. Therefore, choosing different loading
methods according to the actual situation is of great significance to the accuracy of steel strand
stress detection.
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Abstract
Stress monitoring of steel cables and tendons of structures is challenging but crucial to the
evaluation of structural safety. Traditional invasive stress monitoring methods are inapplicable,
or unable to measure the actual stress (not the relative variation of stress). A smart elastomagneto-electric (EME) sensor proposed by the authors for stress monitoring of steel
components has shown great promise. As an innovation part of the EME sensor, the magnetoelectric (ME) sensing unit, made of ME laminated composites, displays great potential to be used
to design the novel sensor with significant advantages such as small size, large magnetic
conversion coefficient, fast response, high magnetic-sensitivity, and low cost. In this work, the
intelligent stress monitoring for steel cables in the Second Jiaojiang Bridge and prestressing
tendons in the Quanzhou Bay Bridge of China using the developed EME sensory system is
introduced, including the full-scale experiment, factory calibration, and in-situ verification for
engineering application.
1. Introduction
The distinct advantages such as large span, high flexibility, cost-effectiveness and aesthetics
make cable-stayed and suspension bridges important forms of modern bridges. Precisely stress
monitoring of steel cables and tendons is important not only in the construction stage, but also in
the structural service life, which provides valuable information for structural health monitoring
(SHM) of these structures. But these components are usually helically wrapped around other
steel bars or core materials to make a singular wire rope. Especially, it is challenging to monitor
their actual stress, when meeting with the prestressing tendons which do not expose to outside of
girder, or the steel cables which contain tens or hundreds of wires sheathed in a plastic protective
cover or ﬁlled with cement grout. Moreover, coating with lubricating compounds of the wires
also brings much trouble for their stress/force monitoring. Therefore, invasive stress monitoring
methods such as strain-based gauges are inapplicable, or unable to measure the actual stress (not
the relative variation of stress). Alternatively, the EM effect based method (e.g. Sumitro et al.
(2005), Tang et al. (2008)), has been receiving increasing attention, with superiorities of
noncontact measurement, corrosion resistance, actual-stress measurement, low cost, long
service-life and so on. Nevertheless, some drawbacks resulted from using a secondary coil as the
sensing unit, keep from their engineering applications.
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A smart EME sensor for stress monitoring of steel cables and tendons was proposed by the
authors for the first time (Duan et al. (2011), (2012), Zhang et al. (2014)). The EME sensor uses
the ME sensing unit made of laminated composites to take the place of the secondary coil as the
magnetic detector. Two typical examples, the application of the developed EME sensory system
for intelligent stress monitoring for steel cables in the Second Jiaojiang Bridge and prestressing
tendons in the Quanzhou Bay Bridge of China, are introduced in this article.
2. Working Principle of EME Sensors
2.1 Theoretical Background
The magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic material change with the application of stress, and
the extent of the change is a function of the stress and the material itself, namely EM effect
(Bozorth (1951)). From the view of energy, the general expression of the magnetic strain energy
density for the isotropic magnetostriction materials is (Bozorth (1951)):
E 

3
si sin 2 
2

(1)

where si is the bulk magneto-restriction strain that is induced when an unmagnetized material is
magnetized to saturation magnetization,  denotes the applied stress, and  represents the angle
between the magnetization vector and the applied stress. It is possible to measure the stress level
in ferromagnetic materials by developing the relationship between magnetic induction and stress.
The ME effect is the polarization P response to an applied magnetic field H (Landau and Lifshitz
(1960)). It is noticed that the ME materials in forms of laminated composites have been a hot
research topic in virtue of their stronger ME effect characterized by larger ME voltage
coefficient and higher detection sensitivity, and thus potential applications in making solid-state,
self-powered and smart ME devices (Wang et al. (2008). Using the ME sensing unit made of
such laminated composites to take the place of the secondary coil as the magnetic detector, the
smart EME sensor displays great advantages.
2.2 EME Sensor
As illustrated in Figure 1, the manufactured EME sensor is mainly composed of a magnetic
excitation part and smart ME sensing units. The magnetic excitation part can be served by the
magnetic coil wound on the bobbin. The smart ME sensing unit(s) is/are inserted in the pre-set
slot of the bobbin. Due to the EM coupling effect, the action of the stress on the steel member
would result in changes in the magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic materials and thus in the
distribution of magnetic field of the related area. The ME sensing unit converts the change of the
magnetic field into easily measured electrical signal represented by voltage, as the function of
the ME coupling effect. A typical ME sensing unit (Duan et al. (2011)) is made of TerfenolD/PMN-PT/Terfenol-D (TD/PMNT/TD) ME laminated composites.
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Numerous laboratory tests have been conducted on various steel components of different
materials, such as steel bars, steel wire, and strands to verify the capability of the EME sensors
(Duan et al. (2011), (2012)).

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Structure of an EME sensor. (a) Vertical section view, (b) Cross-section view.

3. In-service Stress Monitoring for Steel Cables
3.1 Full-scale Experiment
To verify the capability of the EME sensory system for the large-diameter steel cable, a full-scale
experiment (Duan et al. (2016)) was firstly carried out on the steel cable PES(C)7-151. Figure
2(a) shows the experimental setup. As seen from Figure 2(b), the normalized magnetic signal
XEME varies with the increasing force levels T in a good linearity through its operating range with
the linear regression equation y = 811.96 x + 988.64 and a correlation coefficient of R = 0.9864.
This also indicates that the large steel cable has good magnetic reaction with tensile force.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: The full-scale experiment on large steel cables. (a) Experimental setup, and (b) Experimental result.

3.2 Factory Calibration
In order to utilize EME sensor technology in field application, the factory calibration for
engineering applications was carried out in the cable factory (Duan et al. (2016)). The calibrated
steel cables were the ones to be deployed in the actual bridge, labeled with A8-3, A8-4, J8-3, and
J8-4, respectively. The calibration results are averaged across the four steel cables to obtain a
unified calibration curve for the tested type of steel cable PES(C)7-151, as shown in Figure 3. It
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can be concluded that different cables of the same material can be calibrated using the same
equation, without the need of calibrating each cable separately. The results can be directly
employed in the following in-situ measurement.

Figure 3: Results of factory calibration for the typical steel cable PES(C)7-151.

3.3 In-situ Verification in the Second Jiaojiang Bridge
As shown in Figure 4(a), the Second Jiaojiang Bridge is a twin-tower dual-cable-plane cablestayed bridge of symmetrical geometry, which is an important highway and city bridge in
Taizhou city of China. The EME sensors were manufactured in our laboratory, shipped to cable
factory for calibration, and then to the bridge construction site attached together with the cable.
Figure 4(b) shows the EME sensor during the construction, Figure 4(c) is the finished one
performing the role of long-term monitoring, and Figure 4(d) shows the SRM used in this
engineering.
(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4: Stress monitoring in the Second Jiaojiang Bridge. (a) The Second Jiaojiang Bridge, (b) EME sensor during
the construction, (c) EME sensor for long-term monitoring, and (d) The signal regulating module (SRM).

4. In-service Stress Monitoring for Prestressing Tendons
4.1 Calibration Experiments for Engineering Applications
The same research laboratory tests have also been conducted on the prestressing tendons. And
the results successfully verified the capability and reliability of the EME sensors. Seven-wire
steel strands are widely used in various types of prestressed concrete structures due to their high
strength-to-weight ratio and high efficient use of the material. The test component was the filled
epoxy-coated seven-wire prestressing steel strand, 15.2 mm in diameter, manufactured by
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Jiangyin FASTEN SUMIDEN New Material Co., Ltd, the same as used in Quanzhou Bay Bridge.
As shown in Figure 5(a), axial stress below the yield strength was applied through the testing
machine, with the loading and unloading process step by step. Figure 5(b) shows that there is
also a good linearity between normalized magnetic signal XEME and force levels T through its
operating range, with the linear regression equation y = 69.33 x + 121.4 and a correlation
coefficient of R = 0.9989. This also indicates that this prestressing tendon has good magnetic
reaction with tensile force. This result can be directly used for the engineering application.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Calibration experiment of prestressing tendons for engineering applications. (a) Experimental setup, and (b)
Experimental results.

4.2 In-service Stress Monitoring in the Quanzhou Bay Bridge
The Quanzhou Bay Bridge is one of the important freeways around city located in Quanzhou
City of China, with the main bridge three-column portal-framed type tower, as shown in Figure
6(a). Figure 6(b) plots the used external prestressing cables, each consisting of 27 steel strands.
Enough steel strands were selected to monitor based on their structure and mechanical
characteristics. For instance, three steel strands are monitored corresponding to the strand holes
of anchorage as shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). It can be concluded that the EME sensor is of
simple structure, high measuring accuracy, and easy installation. No obvious interference was
found during the whole process. The EME sensory system has been performing well since its
installation on the bridge.
(c)

(a)
(b)
(d)
Figure 6: Stress monitoring in the Quanzhou Bay Bridge. (a) The Quanzhou Bay Bridge, (b) External prestressing
strands, (c) Layout of monitoring points, and (d) EME sensors during the construction.

5 Conclusions
A smart EME sensor for in-service stress monitoring of steel structures was proposed by the
authors using the ME sensing unit as the magnetic field detector. By observing the results of the
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full-scale experiment, factory calibration, and in-situ verification, it is confirmed that EME
sensor is feasible for stress monitoring of steel cables and tendons with high sensitivity, fast
response, and ease of installation, apart from the advantages of traditional EM sensor. It is also
found that steel cables and prestressing tendons have good EM characteristics. It is a reliable,
accurate, easy-to-operate system to measure actual stress of steel members and generally
applicable to various structural monitoring situations
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Abstract
This paper presents an integrated computational platform for optimum inspection and monitoring
planning based on multi-objective optimization and decision making. The presented computational
platform consists of (a) probabilistic prediction of damage propagation; (b) multi-objective
optimization and decision making for application of inspection and monitoring plans; and (c)
updating based on the information from inspection and monitoring. Based on the probabilistic
prediction of damage propagation, the objectives for optimum inspection and monitoring planning
are formulated. The multi-objective optimization is solved to find the Pareto optimal sets, which
represent the optimum inspection and monitoring application times. Through the decision making
process, the most appropriate inspection and monitoring strategy from the Pareto set is determined.
The updating process integrates information obtained from inspection and monitoring, and can
lead to improve the accuracy of the damage propagation prediction under uncertainty. The
proposed computational framework can be applied to deteriorating civil and marine infrastructure
systems under various performance degradation mechanisms such as corrosion and fatigue.
1. Introduction
Over the past decades, significant advances have been accomplished in developing inspection and
SHM techniques to detect the existing damages in deteriorating structures, and maintenance
techniques to extend the service life (Chang et al. 2003, Brownjohn 2007). The application of
inspection and SHM can lead to more accurate damage detection and identification. By using the
information obtained from inspection and SHM, the uncertainties associated with structural
performance assessment and prediction can be reduced (Biondini and Frangopol 2016, Frangopol
and Soliman 2016). Furthermore, if the advanced SHM and maintenance techniques for service
life management are integrated, the efficiency and effectiveness of service life management can
be maximized.
In this paper, an integrated computational platform for optimum inspection and monitoring
planning based on multi-objective optimization (MOOP) and decision making is presented. The
elements integrated in this computational platform include (a) probabilistic prediction of damage
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Probabilistic Prediction of
Damage Propagation (Figure 2)

Updating with Information
from Inspection and
Monitoring

Multi-objective
Optimization and Decision
Making Process
(Figure 3)

Application of Inspection and
Monitoring Plans

Figure 1. Schematic of computational platform for probabilistic multi-objective optimum service life
management integrating inspection and monitoring.

propagation; (b) MOOP and decision making for application of inspection and monitoring plans;
and (c) updating based on the information from inspection and monitoring. Figure 1 shows the
schematic of the computational platform. Based on the probabilistic prediction of damage
propagation, the service life extension and life-cycle cost are estimated, and the objectives for
optimum inspection and monitoring planning are formulated. Through the MOOP and decision
making, the best inspection and monitoring plan is found. The updating process integrates
information obtained from inspection and monitoring to improve the accuracy of the damage
propagation prediction under uncertainty and to establish the next inspection and monitoring plan.
The following sections provide the detailed phases of the proposed computational platform.
2. Probabilistic Prediction of Damage Propagation
The structural performance continuously deteriorates with an increase in the degree of damage
under uncertainty. The probabilistic prediction of damage propagation is the first phase of the
optimum service life management as indicated Figure 1. The detailed computational procedure for
prediction of damage propagation is illustrated in Figure 2. In order to predict the structural
performance of deteriorating structures, the critical damage processes (e.g., fatigue and corrosion)
and locations affecting the structural performance need to be identified. The appropriate damage
prediction model with the associated deterministic and probabilistic parameters should be
indentified. For a given time, the degree of damage under uncertainty can be expressed by the
probability density function (PDF). The uncertainty associated with the time when the damage
reaches a specific degree of damage can be also represented by the PDF. For example, based on
Paris’ law (Paris and Erdogan 1963), the fatigue crack size at can be estimated at time t as
2
(
)
2−m
(1)
at [a0 (2− m ) / 2 + (
=
) ⋅ C ⋅ S r m ⋅ Y m ⋅ π m / 2 ⋅ ( N an ⋅ t ) ] 2− m
for m ≠ 2
2
where a0 = initial crack size, Sr = stress range; and Y = geometry constant, Nan = annual number of
cycles. C and m are material crack propagation parameters, respectively. Furthermore, the time t
to reach at is predicted as
−m
at
1
 Y π ⋅ a  da
=
⋅
t
(2)

N an ⋅ C ⋅ S r m ∫ a0 
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Start

Identify critical damage processes and
locations affecting structural performance

Establish damage prediction model

Loop in time
do t = t_start : t_interval : t_target
• t_start = starting time
• t_interval = predefined time interval
• t_target = target service life

Loop in degree of damage
do d = d_start : d_interval : d_target
• d_start = starting degree of damage
• d_period= predefined damage interval
• d_target = target degree of damage

Estimate time-dependent variables and
associated probabilistic parameters of
the damage prediction model

Estimate variables and associated probabilistic
parameters of the damage prediction model
according to the degree of damage

Generate random variables for damage
prediction using Monte Carlo simulation
or Latin hypercube sampling

Generate random variables for the damage
prediction using Monte Carlo simulation or
Latin hypercube sampling

Compute degree of damage at this time

Compute time when damage reaches
specific degree of damage

Compute PDF of degree of damage
at each time

Compute PDF of time at each degree of
damage

Yes

t ≤ t_target

d ≤ d_target

No

Yes

No
End

Figure 2. Detailed computational procedure for damage propagation prediction under uncertainty.

By treating the parameters in Eqs. (1) and (2) as random variables, the PDF of the crack size for a
given time and PDF of the time for a given crack size can be obtained. These PDFs are used to
formulate the objectives for optimum inspection and monitoring planning.
3. Multi-Objective Optimization and Decision Making
The computational procedure for the MOOP and decision making process is illustrated in Figure
3. The objectives for optimum inspection and monitoring planning include minimizing the
expected damaged detection delay, minimizing the expected maintenance delay, maximizing the
damage detection-based reliability, maximizing the expected service life extension, and
minimizing the expected life-cycle cost. The formulations of these six objectives are presented in
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Start

Formulate objectives for inspection and
monitoring planning

•
•
•
•

Formulate single or multiple optimization problem
Objectives
Minimizing the expected damage detection delay E(tdel_d)
Minimizing the expected maintenance delay E(tdel_m)
Maximizing the damage detection-based reliability index βdt
Maximizing the expected service life extension E(tex)
Minimizing the expected life-cycle cost Clcc
Design variables: inspection time (or monitoring starting time)
Constraints: time interval between inspections (or monitorings)
Given conditions
- Inspection planning: inspection type*, number of inspections* and inspection cost
- Monitoring planning: monitoring duration*, number of monitorings*, monitoring cost
- Maintenance types*, maintenance costs, and failure cost
(Note: given conditions with * can be treated as design variables)

Consider all objectives
simultaneously ?

Compute a optimal solution using single
optimization tool (e.g., constrained
nonlinear minimization algorithm, GA)

No

Yes
Converting multiple
objectives into single
objective

Yes

Determine weights of objectives using
subjective weight determination methods
(e.g., rating and paired comparison methods)

No
Compute Pareto optimal solution set using
multi-optimization tool (e.g., GA)

Convert multiple objectives into
single objective

Identify essential and redundant objectives
using the dominance relation-based
objective reduction approach

Determine weights of the essential objectives
using objective weight determination methods
(e.g., SD, CRITIC, and CCSD methods)

Select the best Pareto optimal solution
using multiple attribute decision making
(e.g., SAW, TOPSIS and ELECTRE methods)
End

Figure 3. Detailed computational procedure for multi-objective optimization and decision making process.

Kim and Frangopol (2011a, 2011b, 2012), and Kim et al. (2011, 2013). The design variables are
the inspection and monitoring application times.
By selecting one of these objectives, a single objective optimization problem can be formulated.
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On the other hand, all the objectives can be considered simultaneously through the MOOP
formulation. When the MOOP formulation is applied, there are two decision alternatives to
determine the best optimal solution for inspection and monitoring planning: decision making
before and after solving MOOP. The decision making before MOOP results in weights of
objectives, which are computed using the subjective weight determination methods (e.g., rating
and paired comparison methods). With the weights of the objectives, the multiple objectives are
converted into a single objective, and finally a best optimal solution for inspection and monitoring
planning can be obtained. In the decision making after MOOP, the Pareto optimal solution set is
obtained without converting the multiple objectives into a single objective. Using the dominance
relation-based objective reduction approach, the essential objectives can be identified. The weights
of the essential objectives are computed using the objective weight determination methods (e.g.,
the standard deviation (SD), criteria importance through the inter-criteria correlation (CRITIC),
and correlation coefficient and standard deviation (CCSD) methods). The multiple attribute
decision making approaches (e.g., the simple additive weighting (SAW), the technique for order
preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), and the elimination and choice expressing the
reality (ELECTRE) methods) provide the best inspection and monitoring plan. The details of the
decision making for optimum inspection and monitoring planning are provided in Kim and
Frangopol (2017, 2018a and 2018b).
4. Updating Based on Information from Inspection and Monitoring
Updating based on the information from inspection and monitoring is essential to improve the
accuracy and reliability in the structural performance prediction and service life management
under uncertainty (Frangopol & Soliman 2016). Figure 1 shows the continuous updating process
after each inspection and monitoring. For example, if the fatigue crack is detected by an inspection
method, the detected crack size can be used to update the probabilistic parameters for crack
propagation prediction, and the next optimum inspection time will be determined through the
process presented in Figures 2 and 3. For the updating in the presented computational platform,
the Markov chain Monte Carlo methods such as the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm (Robert and
Cassella 2004) and the slice sampling algorithm (Neal 2003) can be employed.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, an integrated computational platform for optimum inspection and monitoring
planning is presented. This platform consists of three components: (a) probabilistic prediction of
damage propagation; (b) multi-objective optimization and decision making for application of
inspection and monitoring plans; and (c) updating with the information from inspection and
monitoring. The details of these components have been developed in Kim and Frangopol (2011a,
2011b, 2012, 2017, 2018a and 2018b), and Kim et al. (2011, 2013). This paper shows these
developments and their integration into a computational platform for optimum service life
management of deteriorating structures.
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Abstract
The concrete compressive strength is an utmost important parameter of material properties for
assessing seismic performance of reinforced concrete (RC) structures, which has a certain level of
uncertainty due to its inherent variability. The feasibility of smart aggregate (SA) – based seismic
stress monitoring and related concrete strength monitoring for RC structures have been verified in
the previously study. In this paper, taking the uncertainty of the concrete compressive strength into
account, the finite element (FE) model updating based on the concrete compressive strength
monitored by SA has been conducted. The FE model was established using Open System for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSEES) platform, considering the bond-slip between
concrete and longitudinal steel bar. The concrete strengths obtained from the material test and that
monitored by SA was employed for model updating. The lateral displacement and vertical axial
load monitored in the experiment were applied on the numerical model. By comparing the global
response (i.e. hysteretic loop), local response (i.e. concrete stress) obtained from experiment and
numerical analysis, the capabilities of SA for concrete strength monitoring and its application in
model updating were demonstrated.
1. Introduction
The concrete compressive strength is an utmost important material properties, which directly
influence the durability and strength of RC structure. However, the concrete strength is also an
inherent variable due to the randomness of concrete. The concrete strength might be reduced in
several extreme conditions, such as freezing and thawing, chemical attack and fire hazard and so
on (Shang and Song, 2006; Glasser et al., 2008). Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the
concrete strength for evaluating the seismic performance of RC structure.
Non-destructive evaluation (NDT) provides a promising way towards concrete strength
prediction due to the fact that many NDT parameters are sensitive to variations of concrete
strength. The two major NDT methods are hardness test and ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV).
However, the former method only reflects limited depth closed to the concrete surface (Amini et
al., 2016), furthermore, the concrete properties such as smoothness, carbonation, size and type of
aggregate will significantly affect the test results (Szilágyi et al., 2011). UPV method faces the
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problem of the unstable coupling between external transducer and concrete surface. Smart
aggregate (SA) is a multi-functional transducer, which can act as both actuator that generates
ultrasonic stress wave and sensor that senses the waves or forces. The SA has been successfully
used for crack monitoring, damage detection and early concrete strength monitoring (Feng et al.,
2015; Song et al., 2008), and concrete stress or strength monitoring (Zhang et al., 2018).
In this paper, a feasibility study of SA-based concrete compressive strength monitoring for FE
model updating was verified. The FE model was established using the platform of Open System
for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSEES). The experimental and simulated hysteretic
response and concrete stress response were compared.
2. Smart Aggregate
The schematic and photo of SA was shown in Figure 1. The SA consists of PZT, granite cube,
cable, and epoxy. The PZT is 15 mm in length and 0.3 mm in thickness. The SA is a cube with a
side of 25 mm. The detail material properties was reported in the literature (Hou et al., 2012).

Figure 1 Schematic and photo of smart aggregate

3. Experiment of RC Column
As shown in Figure 2, the specimen composed of a 1600 mm × 400 mm × 400 mm column
integrally cast with a 1500 mm × 650 mm × 600 mm footing. A cap with the dimension of 700
mm × 650 mm × 400 mm was on the top of the column for connecting to the actuator. The detail
of reinforcement was also shown in Figure 2. The test setup is presented in Figure 3.The lateral
cyclic displacement combined with variable amplitude vertical load was applied on the top of the
specimen, as shown in Figure 4(a) and (b). The loading scheme for FE analysis is same with that
of experiment.
4. Simulation of RC Column
The finite element model established using OpenSEES platform is shown in Figure 5 (a). Totally
seven nodes were used. A zero-length section element was employed at the bottom of model,
considering the bond-slip behavior between steel bar and concrete. The footing of the column
was assumed to be rigid. Five elements were divided between node 2 and node 7 using
displacement-based nonlinear beam-column element with five Gauss-Legendre integration points
for each element. The division of cross-section A-A at the middle integration point is present in
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Figure 5 (b), which is 140 mm away from the node 2. Stresses at ten points that have the same
coordinate with SAs were recorded. As the stress have same x coordinate are equivalent, only
five points with passive y were employed to compare with the experimental results, which
denoted as I, II, III, IV and V, respectively.
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Nonlinear model of Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto modified by Filippou et al (Filippou et al.,
1983)was used for describing the reinforced steel bar as shown in Figure 6. The elastic modulus,
yield strength, and corresponding yield strain is 210GPa, 460 MPa, and 2190. The strainhardening ratio b=0.02. The parameter R0 that controls the curvature of the transition from the
elastic to plastic-hardening branch is 20. To further improve the simulated efficiency and capture
the major behavior of concrete, Kent-Scott-Park model with no tension stiffening was used for
modelling concrete behavior as presented in Figure 6(b). In which, fu, 0, u, E is the ultimate
residual strength, strain at peak strength, ultimate strain, and elastic modulus of concrete
STEEL

CONCRETE





1 1
B r ,r

02,02 A  y

u

0



E1 =b E0
R0

fu
E0

(a)

 

2 2
r , r

y


fc

01,01

(b)

E=2

fc

0

Figure 6. Material constitutive models: (a) Steel; (b) Concrete

Three concrete strength was employed for model updating based on the material test and RC
column test aforementioned. The corresponding parameters are presented in Table 1. In
which, the concrete cube strength was converted into axial compressive strength.
Table 1. Parameters of concrete constitutive relationship
parameter

Lower limit of
Average of concrete
Monitored peak
concrete cube
cube
stress of SA
(FEA-1)
(FEA-2)
(FEA-3)
23.0
26.5
36.5
fcu
26.0
29.7
39.4
fcc
4.6
5.3
7.3
fuu
20.8
23.7
31.5
fuc
0.00153
0.00158
0.00174
0u
0.00173
0.00177
0.00188
0c
0.0042
0.0038
0.0037
uu
0.02
0.02
0.02
uc
Note: The unit of fcu, fcc, fuu and fuc are MPa. The first subscript ‘c’ and ‘u’ stand for concrete strength and ultimate
residual strength. The second subscript ‘c’ and ‘u’ stand for confined and unconfined of concrete.

5. Results
5.1 Hysteretic Loop
The hysteretic loop and envelop curves in experiment are in good consistent with simulated
results (See Figure 7). The curves obtained from FEA-3 that used peak stress of SA is much
closer with experimental results than the FE analysis results that use the concrete cube strength.
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Figure 7 Hysteretic responses of the specimens: (a) Hysteretic loops; (b) Envelop curves

5.2 Concrete Stress

Stress (MPa)

The comparison of stress-histories of five typical locations between experiment and simulation
are shown in Figure 8. The model FEA-3 provided a better prediction compared with FEA-1 and
FEA-2 model and captured the trend of stress time-histories. The amplitude of the stress at the
locations (Point I and V) is larger than that of Point II, III, and IV, due to the larger bending
moment. The stress time-history at Point III is very complicated, resulting from the combined
effects of the variation of axial load and transformation of neutral axial. The phase of SAs which
located at the symmetry positions along the central axial of the cross-section are about 180o due.
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6. Conclusions
This paper proposed smart aggregate (SA) -based finite element (FE) model updating method.
The concrete strength obtained from material test and RC column test were employed. The FE
models were established using OpenSEES platform. The global and local response of RC column
for experimental and simulated results were compared. It can be concluded that the concrete
compressive strength obtained from material test provides a conservative estimation. The
compressive strength can be gained using SA-based stress monitoring method. The model
updating method based on SA stress monitoring has been demonstrated.
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Abstract: It is quite important to study long term heat preservation and crack prevention
methods to ensure the durability and safety of dams. In this paper, model tests are carried out on
Xianghongdian concrete gravity dam whose height is 87.50m. Distributions laws, change laws of
temperature field and horizontal displacement before and after setting polyurethane heat
preservation layer are compared and analyzed, based on temperature and deformation monitoring
data. Results show that the polyurethane heat preservation layer generally decreases heat change
of concrete dam body over 30% in all cases and even 90% at some points. Accordingly, the
horizontal displacement component, caused by dam temperature, decreases greatly from
10.80mm to 2.34mm and its ratio to yearly horizontal displacement decreases from 75.11% to
36.23%. The heat preservation layer broken would result in a sharp difference of dam
temperature in the corresponding area, with the combination influences of low temperature.
1 Introduction
The arch dam is a complex statically indeterminate structure, and its stress state is obviously
affected by the outside air temperature and water temperature. The construction of concrete dams
in severe cold areas with poor climatic conditions, and the annual minimum and maximum
temperature variations may reach 80 °C. In this case, the effect of temperature load on the stress
and internal forces of the arch dam generally exceeds the water load on it, especially for the thin
arch dam. Therefore, the study of long-term thermal insulation of concrete arch dams in severe
cold regions is of great significance for effectively controlling the temperature field of the
structure, preventing the formation and development of temperature cracks, and ensuring
structural safety and durability. In terms of structural health monitoring researches on
temperature and its load effects of concrete dams, Su and Chen et al (Su, 2018; Chen, 2018; Tatin,
2018; Mata, 2014) demonstrate intensive studies on establishing statistical models considering
prototype monitoring data. On the basis of excavating their mutual time-varying characteristic,
time-varying and early-warning models are established by introducing time-varying factors into
temperature components, hydrostatic pressure components and irreversible components (creep,
swelling, etc.). Many intelligent optimization algorithms (Huang, 2015; Zheng, 2018) are
introduced to enhance the modelling robustness and accuracy, including genetic algorithm,
neural network algorithm, support vector regression, etc. However, in order to drive these welldeveloped monitoring models on dams in severely cold regions, additional field monitoring work
should be carried out to obtain the prototype monitoring data in these structures.
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2 Field Insulation Test
In order to demonstrate the reduction effect of temperature load on concrete dams by
polyurethane thermal insulation layer, the Xianghongdian concrete gravity arch dam, with a
maximum dam height of 87.5m, is used as the testing object. In 2009, the dam surface insulation
layer was set by spraying foamed polyurethane insulation material to adjust the temperature field
and optimize the working behavior of the dam. The total spraying area of polyurethane insulation
material is 24180m2. The spraying thickness is 5cm on the upstream dam surface from 118m
elevation, which is the water level change zone, to the dam crest wall. The downstream dam
surface is from the dam foot to the dam crest. The spraying thickness is 5cm from the dam foot
to 118.0m elevation, and 3.5cm from 118.0m elevation to the dam crest, as shown in Figure 1.
In order to continuously and synchronously measure the temperature changes inside and on the
surface of concrete, 15# dam is taken as a typical section. Twenty-two thermometers were
arranged at 6 different elevations to quantify the temperature load changes of the dam. Three
concrete thermometers were arranged at 141.5m, 132.5m, 117.5m and 102.5m elevation, and five
thermometers were arranged at 87.5m and 70.5m elevation respectively. The thermometer
numbered T3-2 indicates the second thermometer from the upstream to the downstream from the
dam foundation of third row. Nanrui NZWD resistance thermometer is selected as the
thermometer, which can be used to monitor the temperature inside the dam concrete, and the
temperature of water and air. The main technical indexes are -30℃~+70℃ for range, ±0.3℃ for
measurement accuracy, 5℃/Ω for resistance temperature coefficient and 0.5 MPa for water
pressure. Monitoring frequency of the thermometer is measured once every day at 8 o'clock. At
the same time, the vertical device is installed in the 15# dam block to observe the offset along the
dam axis direction and perpendicular to the dam axis direction, so as to quantify the horizontal
displacement of the dam, that is, the
T T
141.50
deformation effect change caused by the
T
temperature load. The vertical device
Spraying 3.5cm Polyurethane
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T T T
elevation to the top of the dam
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2.1 Temperature of dam body
The temperature monitoring data of dam body from January 1, 2001 to May 30, 2017 were
obtained by using 22 thermometers. Among those, T2-1~T2-4 at 87.50m elevation, T3-3 at
102.50m elevation don’t work due to instrumental faults, and no effective monitoring data were
obtained from them. Affected by the long-term durability of polyurethane materials, the upper
134.00m elevation was partially damaged due to the long-term fluctuation of water level and the
surge action in front of the dam, while the lower 118.00m elevation inspection platform was
partially damaged due to structural irregularity and personnel labour. The hydrographs of
monitoring temperature of dam body are shown in Fig. 2, and the distribution contour map of
typical high-temperature and low-temperature are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

(a)The monitored temperature at 70.5m elevation

(b)The monitored temperature at 87.5m elevation

(c)The monitored temperature at 102.5m elevation

(d)The monitored temperature at 117.5m elevation

(e)The monitored temperature at 132.5m elevation

(f)The monitored temperature at 141.5m elevation

Fig. 2. The hydrographs of monitoring temperature of dam body

It can be seen from Fig 2 that: the temperature of dam body is mainly affected by weather
temperature and water temperature; compared with the law of weather temperature variation,
there is a certain lag in monitoring temperature of dam body, and the lag time varies with the
location of the thermometer; the temperature variation at low elevation is small, while the
temperature variation at high elevation is large, and temperature variation at outside monitoring
point of the same elevation is larger than that at inside; the temperature of dam body varies
periodically, and the maximum temperature generally occurs in summer, and the lowest
temperature generally occurs in winter. The temperature of dam body tends to stable quickly
after adding thermal insulation layer, and the temperature variation amplitude of most monitoring
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points decreases significantly.
In order to show the change of temperature distribution of dam body more clearly before and
after reinforcement, February 15, 2006 and August 16, 2006 are selected as the typical days of
winter and summer before reinforcement, and February 15, 2016 and August 15, 2016 are
selected as the typical days of winter and summer after reinforcement. The contour maps of
monitoring temperature of dam body are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.It can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4
that:
(1) Before adding insulation layer, the temperature field of dam body generally shows the
following regularities: on typical winter day (February 15, 2006), the temperature of dam body
decreases gradually from inside to outside. The temperature of dam body middle reaches the
highest, about 18.5 ℃, followed by the temperature of upstream and downstream dam surface,
about 10-14 ℃, the lowest temperature occurs in dam crest, as low as 5-6 ℃; on typical summer
day (August 15, 2006), the temperature of dam body decreases gradually from dam crest and
downstream surface to dam heel. The temperature of dam crest and downstream surface is the
highest, about 34℃. The temperature in the deep water of the dam heel is the lowest, which is
close to the reservoir water temperature, about 11℃.
(2) After adding insulation layer, the temperature field of dam body generally shows the
following regularities: on typical winter day (February 15, 2016), the lowest temperature area of
dam body distributes in the vicinity of the damage area of upper elevation thermal insulation
layer, which is about 9.5℃, slightly higher than the external temperature and the reservoir water
temperature at the top; the highest temperature area of dam body distributes in the lower dam toe
area, which is about 22℃, mainly because this part is equipped with a basic inspection corridor
connecting the outside. Except for the above areas, the temperature of other parts of dam body is
basically similar; on typical summer day (August 15, 2016), the temperature of dam body
gradually decreases from dam toe of downstream surface and damage area of thermal insulation
layer of upstream surface to dam crest and deep water area of dam heel. The lowest temperature
area occurs in deep water area of dam heel, which is about 13℃, followed by middle of dam
body and dam crest, and the highest temperature occurs in the damage area of dam toe area of
downstream surface and thermal insulation layer of upstream surface, which is about 30℃.

（a）February 15, 2006
（b）August 15, 2006
Fig. 3. The contour maps of monitoring temperature of dam body in typical days before adding insulation layer
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（a）February 15, 2016
（b）August 15, 2016
Fig. 4. The contour maps of monitoring temperature of dam body in typical days before adding insulation layer

In order to quantify the temperature variation of dam body before and after reinforcement, the
maximum, minimum and maximum annual variation values before and after reinforcement at
each monitoring point in Fig. 2 are summarized in Table 1. From Table 1, it can be seen that the
maximum annual variation of dam body temperature of T4-3, T5-1 and T5-2 located in the
damaged parts changes from 17.50℃, 23.05℃and 20.30℃, respectively, to 15.53℃, 22.55℃
and 22.75 ℃ after reinforcement. The reduction effect is not obvious, which indicates that
maintaining the integrity and durability of polyurethane insulation layer is the key to the
maintenance of insulation layer layout. Except for the above three monitoring points, the
temperature variation of thermometers in other parts is reduced by more than 30%, and the
reduction of some monitoring points (T1-3 and T6-1) is up to 90%. The temperature of dam
concrete is significantly reduced by the influence of weather temperature.
Table 1. Statistical values of temperature of dam body before and after reinforcement

Thermometers
T1-1
T1-2
T1-3
T1-4
T1-5
T2-5
T3-1
T3-2
T4-1
T4-2
T4-3
T5-1
T5-2
T5-3
T6-1
T6-2
T6-3
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before reinforcement(℃)
maximum
maximum minimum
annual
variation
15.45
13.75
16.35
20.25
28.15
29.75
23.25
20.35
29.80
23.55
26.40
28.20
27.75
28.85
30.00
31.95
32.05

8.05
10.05
14.30
14.25
6.40
7.90
9.40
15.85
7.80
13.60
8.90
3.10
6.90
8.65
0.95
3.55
4.15

6.35
3.60
2.05
5.35
18.95
20.60
13.10
4.00
20.65
9.75
17.50
23.05
20.30
18.60
27.65
26.55
26.30

after reinforcement(℃)
maximum
maximum minimum
annual
variation
15.95
14.77
18.59
23.83
29.66
29.19
22.90
17.64
26.58
21.45
32.25
31.62
31.86
23.25
17.77
25.56
24.11

11.91
14.09
18.29
20.63
17.13
15.52
13.57
14.67
18.69
15.02
16.25
8.45
8.31
14.01
15.48
14.98
14.80

3.83
0.63
0.21
2.91
12.53
13.38
9.08
2.91
7.54
6.43
15.53
22.55
22.75
8.58
2.17
9.95
8.75
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2.2 Separation of influence of temperature load on radial displacement
Because there are many factors affecting the horizontal displacement of arch dam, a statistical
regression model is established, using the monitoring the radial horizontal displacement at the
arch crown of dam section 15, and the temperature factor is stripped, so the effect of temperature
change on the deformation of the dam is reduced, and the reinforcement effect of the insulation
layer is accurately evaluated.
The main factors affecting the horizontal displacement of the dam are water level, temperature
and aging, so the statistical model used in the analysis can be expressed as the adding of water
pressure component W , temperature component  T and time component  , that is fitting value of
horizontal displacement   W  T   . In this case, 1701 groups monitoring data of vertical
radial displacement before and after reinforcement before 2009.8.31 and reinforcement after
2011.6.1 were selected for fitting, and the monitoring data were pre-processed (noise reduction,
etc.) to reduce the influence of observation errors on the samples. Statistical model of arch dam
deformation is established by using time-periodic function as temperature component (Chen,
2017).
After regression analysis, the complex correlation coefficients of the two statistical models
before and after reinforcement are 0.962 and 0.921, respectively. The fitting accuracy is high.
The fitting effect of arch dam deformation is shown in Fig. 6, and the fitting models before and
after reinforcement are as follows:



2 t
2 t 
4 t
 0.524 cos
 0.052t  0.163ln t
  2.804sin
365
365 
365
2 t
2 t 

 1.819  1.651sin
 0.603cos
  3.246 ln t
365
365



 before  0.0013H   6.035sin

 after

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that: the radial displacement of the dam body changes annually before
and after reinforcement, and is mainly affected by temperature change. However, with the
addition of polyurethane insulation layer, the influence of temperature component on radial
displacement decreases significantly. The contribution of temperature component to radial
displacement of dam body decreases from 10.80 mm to 2.34 mm, and the proportion of
temperature component to annual variation of radial displacement of dam body decreases from
75.11% to 36.23%.

Fig. 5. Monitoring data and fitted values of radial displacement of arch crown before and after reinforcement
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3 Conclusions
According to the results of engineering prototype monitoring test, polyurethane insulation

materials can significantly reduce the temperature load and temperature deformation of largevolume concrete structures such as arch dams in severe cold regions, and alleviate the adverse
effects of low temperature and cold wave on structural stress in winter. It has a positive effect on
avoiding cracking and damage of water storage projects such as dams. The durability of
polyurethane insulation is a key factor affecting the use of this insulation. The damage of the
insulation board in the water level change zone and the work-intensive area will greatly reduce
the weakening effect of the temperature load and temperature stress in the local small area, but
the insulation effect of other areas is basically not affected by the damage of the nearby
insulation material.
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Abstract
Reinforcement corrosion is the main reason of durability failure of concrete structures, which
includs three main process as steel bar depassivation, steel bar corrosion and to concrete cracking.
In this paper, the mechanism of reinforcement corrosion in concrete was presented by using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy technique. Three different type corrosion monitoring
technology were developed to check the health state of concrete structures. First, the steel bar
depassivation monitor technolodgy was built on the fast polarization method, and a corrosion
sensor monitoring chloride penetration was developed. Second, the steel bar corrosion monitor
technolodgy was developed on monitoring the temperature and relative humidity inside concrete
and reinforcement corrosion current testing. A theoretical model of dynamic prediction of steel
corrosion output was proposed. Through indoor accelerated test, the relationship between
temperature and relative humidity inside concrete and corrosion current density was established.
The test error of linear polarization method was modified, which verified the feasibility of this
theoretical model of dynamic prediction. Finally, the concrete cracking monitoring technology was
presented on mechanical principles of concrete expansion cracking. The optical fiber was
embedded around the steel bar to monitor the concrete expansion and cracking. The performance
of the three sensors were learned by electrical accelerate corrosion experiment. The three kinds of
sensors above were installed into the Hangzhou Bay Bridge for concrete durability monitoring,
which was the longest cross-sea bridge in world.
Keywords: Monitoring technology, Concrete durability, Steel bar depassivation, Steel bar
corrosion, Concrete cracking
1 Introduction
Reinforcement corrosion has become the major reason for the failure of concrete durability.
The occurrence and development of reinforcement corrosion has adverse effects on both
serviceability and safety aspects of concrete performance. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the
progression of reinforcement corrosion in order to guarantee the safety of the reinforced concrete
structures. Cao (2008) had conclusion that the de-passivation of anodes at different depths is
determined according to the macro-cell corrosion principle in electrochemistry. Gan (2010)
recently developed the anode ladder sensor and Sudarshan (2013) of Queen’s University of Belfast
developed the electrode array sensor, both of them facilitate the monitoring of reinforcement
corrosion. Macro current measurement is only applicable for general humidity condition.
Especially when the corrosion monitoring is performed on concrete under the water where the
sensor anode in concrete is in high humidity and oxygen deficit. The macro-cell corrosion sensors,
which operate by measuring the electrochemical characteristics of steels, can indicate the
occurrence of reinforcement corrosion but cannot assess the degree of corrosion. Huang(1998)
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found that Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensor and Distributed Optical Fiber Sensors (BOTDA or
BOTDR) could be extensively adopted as new non-destructive evaluation technique for
monitoring strain in structures under corrosive conditions. Zhao (2011) demonstrated that BOTDA
is feasible for realizing durability monitoring, in which a sensing fiber is wound around the steel
rebar. Mao(2014) also carried out experimental research on reinforced concrete corrosion
monitoring based on BOTDA.
According to the analysis above, a new corrosion sensor based on three-electrode
electrochemical test architecture is designed in this paper. It also proposes an anodic polarization
current method to determine the corrosion of reinforcement based on electrochemical polarization
and quantify the relation between relevant evaluation index and corrosion current. In order to
monitor the progression of expansion and cracking induced by reinforcement corrosion, optical
fiber sensors are also developed in this paper. The performance of the three sensors were learned
by electrical accelerate corrosion experiment.
2 Background technology
2.1 Anodic polarization Current
In general, the cathode reaction includes both electrochemical polarization and concentration
polarization, i.e. the hybrid control of cathodic process. The Equation (1) is the polarization curve
equation when the corroding metal electrode is in weak polarization region. In the equation, I is
the polarization current; I corr is the corrosion current; ΔE  E  E corr is the polarization value
of corroding metal electrode;  a , c are the Tafel slopes of anode and cathode; I L is the limit
diffusion current of cathodic reaction.


  E
I  I corr exp
  a




 E 

exp 



 c 
 





I
E 

 
1  corr 1  exp 
I L 
  c  

(1)

If the polarization overpotential  E is kept constant, the anodic polarization current will
increase distinctly as  a reduces sharply and I corr increases during the depassivation of
reinforcement. In this case, despite of a possible slight increase in c , the rise of anodic
polarization current still cannot be reversed due to the big drop of  a . Therefore, the sharp increase
of anodic polarization current can be used as a criterion of depassivation.
2.2 Principle of BOTDA sensors
When the strain or temperature varies, the Brillouin frequency will shift. The frequency shift
has a linear relationship with both strain and temperature. Kwon (2003) got the relationship among
strain variation, temperature change, and Brillouin frequency shift:
dv (T )
dv ( )
vB ( , T )  B
T  B

(2)
dT
d
The Brillouin frequency shift ΔvB(ε,T) has a relationship with both temperature change (ΔT)
and strain variation (Δε), but there is no coupling relationship between them.
2.3 Principle of FBG sensors
Othonos (1999) notice that FBG is a periodic and permanent modification of the core
refractive index value along the optical fiber axis. The FBG sensor operates by measuring the
changes in reflective signal from the grating, which is influenced by the external parameters of the
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surrounding material. The relationship between the reflective Bragg wavelength shift (ΔλB) and
the changes of strain and temperature at the grating region (εg) can be expressed as
B
 (1   ) g      T
(3)

B

where ρε is the effective light pressure coefficient, ν is Poisson's ratio, and α and β represent
the thermal expansion and thermo-optic coefficients, respectively. Any changes in external
parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure, etc.) would alter the grating characteristics and result in a
shift of the reflected Bragg wavelength.
3 Corrosion monitoring sensors design and its performance
3.1 Steel bar depassivation and corrosion monitoring sensor
In Figure 1(a), Q235 steel bars with a diameter of 8 mm are used to monitor the corrosion
fronts as working electrodes (marked as W1, W2, W3 and W4). Titanium bars with a diameter of
6 mm are used as reference electrodes (marked as R1, R2, R3 and R4). Stainless steel bars with a
diameter of 10 mm are used as counter electrodes (marked as C1 and C2). During measurements,
the counter electrode C1 is used to polarize working electrodes W1 and W2 and the counter
electrode C2 is used to polarize working electrodes W3 and W4. A concrete block with a size of
50 cm×50 cm×10 cm is prepared. A piece of 12 mm long reinforcement is placed at 10 cm intervals
in one direction of the block, and the thickness of protective layer is set at 4 cm. The sensor is put
on the upper reinforcement, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Then the sensor angle is changed by adjusting
the screw length on one side of the sensor. The thickness of protective layer at adjusted monitoring
points is 0.9 cm, 1.6 cm, 2.3 cm and 3 cm, as shown in Figure 1 (b).
The concrete block were cured for 28 days at an ambient temperature of 20 ± 1 °C and a
relative humidity (RH) of 95%. The block is placed indoor for one month of air drying, and then
placed in a closed box with 5% NaCl solution. By dry-wet circulation with soaking in NaCl
solution for 5 days and air drying for 2 days, chloride can ingress into concrete more faster.

(a) Sructure of the sensors

(b) Sensor performance experiment

Figure 1 Steel bar depassivation and corrosion monitoring sensor

Figure 2 shows the change of anodic polarization current IAPC at each monitoring point. At
the monitoring point W1, starting from the third test, the anodic polarization current begins to
increase gradually (from 60 nA in stable passivation state to 268 nA), showing that the passivation
membrane of reinforcement gradually becomes instable. In the fifth test, the anodic polarization
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current increases sharply to 6.56 uA, showing that reinforcement begins to rust. During the threeday air drying after corrosion, the anodic polarization current changes significantly.
In contrast with the results of macro current test, the macro current at W1 also increases
sharply to 3.1 uA in the fifth test, as shown in Figure 3, indicating that the reinforcement began to
rust and the result is consistent with the determined result of anodic polarization current. But in
previous tests, no signs of reinforcement corrosion appear, and the test value is even lower than
those at other monitoring points. In addition, during the three-day air drying, the macro currents at
all monitoring points reduce to a similar value, making it hard to distinguish the rusted monitoring
point W1.
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Figure 2 Anodic polarization current

Figure 3 Macro current

The above analysis shows that compared with macro current criterion, the anodic polarization
current method can be used to both determine whether the monitoring point rusts or not, and
characterize the whole development of corrosion; after corrosion, even if the monitoring point is
in the dry state, it remains significantly different from the sable passivation state.
3.2 Corrosion-induced concrete cracking monitoring sensor
According to elastic mechanics theory, the mechanical equation for a circular ring bearing
uniform internal stress is described in equations (4) ~ (6).


a2 p b2
(  1)
b  a2 r 2

(4)

2

 d '   d (1   )
d  d   d


E



2

(5)
2

a pd
b
( 2  1)
2
(b  a ) E r
2

(6)

where σ is the hoop stress of concrete, p is the internal pressure, b is the external diameter of
the circular ring, a is the internal diameter of the circular ring, r is the distance from the analysis
point to the centre,  is the hoop strain at the analysis point; and E is the elastic modulus of concrete.
From the equations above, it is clear that there is a linear relationship between corrosion-induced
expansion (Δd) and concrete strain ().
The concrete sample employed in the electrical accelerated test was a cubic specimen with
dimensions 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm. The specification of the steel bar was HRB335 with 20
mm diameter. A distributed optical fiber sensor and bare Bragg grating were embedded into the
concrete simultaneously. The parameters for the electrical accelerated corrosion test are set as
follows: specimen NaCl concentration, 5%; density of direct current, 4000μA/cm2.
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(a) Sructure of the sensors

(b) Sensor performance experiment

Figure 4 Corrosion-induced concrete cracking monitoring sensor

A DITEST STA-R BOTDA was used to monitor the strain of the distributed optical fiber.
The parameters used were the same as that of the water-pressure loading simulation experiment.
A MOI 125 static FBG was used to monitor the wavelength variation of the bare Bragg grating.
The results are shown in Figure 4(a).
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Figure 5 Corrosion monitoring data from FBG and BOTDA

Data from the four bare Bragg gratings were quite different. For the sensor in the back, the
wavelength increased over time (with the exception of the time period between 1200 and 1380
minutes), and the degree of change was larger than that of the other three sensors. For the sensors
located at the front, left, and right, data variation trends were fairly similar prior to 1200 minutes,
as corrosion products permeated into the concrete pores and produced sustained concrete
expansion. However, between 1200 and 1380 minutes, the wavelength decreased or remained
constant. The decrease in wavelength was especially significant for the front sensor. Cracks
appeared at the front surface during this stage, which may be the main cause of this large decrease
in wavelength. The decreased amplitude of the wavelength is related to the distance between the
sensor and cracks, and this phenomenon would be the criterion for recognizing cracking positions.
The results above provide a method to recognize cracking positions. Bare Bragg grating embedded
in the concrete around the steel bar allowed us to identify cracking positions by analyzing the
degree of wavelength decrease.
The strain of the distributed optical fiber and crack width are compared in Figure 4(b). Figure
4(b) shows similar increasing trends for both optical fiber strain and crack width. Although some
fluctuations were present in the optical fiber data, the experimental coefficient of strain/crack
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obtained through mathematical fitting was roughly equal to 2000. The theoretical and experiment
coefficients were very close, suggesting that it is reasonable to estimate corrosion crack width by
monitoring optical fiber strain
4 Conclusions
This paper designs a new corrosion sensor based on three-electrode electrochemical test
architecture, and proposes an anodic polarization current method to determine the corrosion of
reinforcement based on electrochemical polarization. The features of anodic polarization curve
can effectively characterize the oxygen supply at the monitoring points in concrete. Due to the
negative shift of equilibrium potential at the monitoring point caused by oxygen deficit, anodic
polarization curve has the characteristics of cathodic polarization. But the corrosion condition at
each point can still be determined by anodic polarization current IAPC.
Optical fibers are characteristically anti-corrosive and stable, rendering them suitable as
candidates for sensors in corrosive environments. Corrosion-induced initial cracking can be
recognized by FBG. Using a bare Bragg grating embedded in concrete around the steel bar,
cracking positions could be determined by analyzing the degree of wavelength decrease.
Corrosion-induced crack width can be detected. The coefficient between optical fiber strain and
crack width can be obtained using theoretical equations and experimental parameters. Corrosion
crack width can be estimated by analyzing the optical fiber strain from BOTDA.
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Foundation of P.R. China via Grant No. 51878610, 51820105012, 51638013 and Natural Science
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Abstract
Modal parameters, such as frequency, damping ratio and modal shape, play a key role to reflect
the structural behavior. Eigensystem realization algorithm (ERA) has been effectively utilized to
many applications to identify the modal parameters. However, the noises in practical
environment can influent the effectiveness of ERA, which can introduce spurious modes. This
paper proposes a modified ERA to distinguish the spurious modes. It is first proved that any two
Hankel matrices with one time step shift used in ERA can obtain the state matrix. The singular
values in the singular value matrix obtained by singular value decomposition of Hankel matrix
are populated by noises. The truncated order for the singular value matrix cannot be de-termined.
It is proposed that singular value changing can be observed through moving data, which help to
identify the spurious mode. The stabilization diagram is employed to obtain the interested modes.
Then the proposed moving data diagram can demonstrate the singular value changing which is
spurious. Finally, the performance of the proposed method is verified through a numerical
example.
1. Introduction
The modal identification for civil engineering has attracted many researchers, which can be used
for evaluation of structural safety, sensor optimal placement, structural response estimation and
model updating. Yi et al. (2015) improved the immune monkey algorithm to optimize the sensor
position of Canton Tower. Among these modal parameters, the natural frequencies are
recognized as the most reliable parameters to reflect the dynamics. As the development of
technology, more and more structural health monitoring systems have been designed for
practical bridges to permanently monitor the bridge performance (Zhou et al., 2016). Therefore,
the natural frequency is available to be obtained and considered as one tool to describe the bridge
behavior. As one of the modal parameters, the natural frequencies have been used to detect the
bridge damage, bridge model updating and so on. Papadimitriou et al. (2016) estimated the
tension of an arch bridge hanger using identified modal frequencies. Yu and Ou (2016) took the
natural frequency as one of the parameters to update model for a practical suspension bridge.
Kong et al. (2017) reviewed the procedures of the damage identification, which contains four
levels, i.e. damage determination, damage location, damage quantification, evaluation of service
life and decision making.
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Due to the complicate environment of practical engineering, the measurement always
contains noise, which can introduce spurious modes during modal identification process. To
reduce the spurious mode effect, the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique is always
used to estimate system order in identification process because the property of SVD can filter
noises to some extent (Mevel et al., 2002). Magalhaes mentioned stabilization diagram is the
most popular approach to separate the physical and spurious modes (Magalhaes et al., 2009). P.
LI chose the close number of block-rows and block-columns of Hankel matrix in ERA to
separate signal and noise matrices (Li et al., 2011). F.S.V analyzed the sensitivity of poles and
provided estimates for the pole error in ERA (Bazan, 2004). Y. Zhang et al. gave the component
energy index and used stabilization diagram to indicate spurious modes (Zhang et al., 2005).
Cara presented expectation maximization algorithm to identify modes with the parameters
estimated by SSI, which is useful to discard the spurious modes (Cara et al., 2012). Marchesiello
investigated on the effect of spurious poles on nonlinear dynamics (Marchesiello et al., 2016).
However, two problems still have not been solved. First, the noises can affect all the singular
values such that the real singular value is hard to be extracted. Second, due to the effect of noises,
it is hard to find the stable modes from stabilization diagram clearly.
This paper presents an improved stabilization diagram method in ERA to distinguish the
spurious modes, which adds an additional process after stabilization diagram to determine which
mode is spurious. The proposed process is achieved by changing the choice of hankel matrices.
According to the formulation about the similar state matrix calculation, the noise effect on SVD
and structural eigenvalues are illustrated. Finally, the proposed method is investigated by a
practical engineering with structural health monitoring (SHM) system.
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2. ERA and Stabilization Diagram
2.1 Eigensystem Realization Algorithm
In order to present clearly the spurious mode identification problem, first ERA (Juang and Pappa,
1985) and the stabilization diagram (Peeters and Roeck, 2001) are reviewed briefly. ERA is
performed under the condition of impulse input. The formulation of the free pulse response is
utilized to deduce the state matrix.
Considering an n degree-of-freedom (DOF) system, the dynamics in discrete time domain is:
x k 1  Ax k  Bu k
(1)
y k  Cx k  Du k
where k means k-th time step; A, B, C, D are state matrix, input matrix, output matrix and feedthrough matrix in discrete time domain, respectively; xk , y k , uk are state vector, output
measurement vector and input vector, respectively. For the impulse input, which means u0  1
and uk  0,  k  0  ，the measurement y k can be used to generate Hankel matrix H  k  1 as
follows:
 C 


CA  k 1
H  k  1  
A  B AB



p 1 
 CA 

A k  q 1B   O p A k 1Cq

(2)

where O p , Cq are the observability and controllability matrices, respectively.

H  k  1 and H  k  1 can be decomposed by SVD as follows:
H  k  1  PA k 1Q
H  k   PA k Q
The SVD for Eq.(3) is expressed as,

(3)

H  k  1  PTT1Ak 1R 1RQ  UΓ2 VT

(4)

U  PT, V  QT R T , Γ2  T1Ak 1R 1

(5)

where

UT U   PT  PT  TT P T PT  1
T

V T V  RQ  RQ   RQQT R T  1
Due to Eq.(5) and Eq.(6), the following can be obtain,
T

Γ1UT H  k  VΓ1  Γ1T-1A k 1R -1RAR -1Γ1
ˆ
 ΓRAR -1Γ1  A

(6)

(7)
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where Â is also minimization realization state matrix which has the same eigenvalue of A.
Therefore, it is obvious that the SVD of H  k  1 can be used into H  k  to get the minimization
realization state matrix.
2.2 Improved Stabilization Diagram
It is obvious that the property of eigenvalue changing with different k can be utilized to
distinguish whether the eigenvalue is affected by noise or not. If the eigenvalue is not changed a
lot along k rising, it means that the noise does not affect the eigenvalue too much. While the
eigenvalue is varying obviously, it means that the noise affects the eigenvalue a lot. Then k is
still rising, and the eigenvalue should be stable, which means that the eigenvalue has been all
polluted by noise.
Another important problem is the truncated order of Γ 2 . If the concerned order is chosen as nt ,
then U , Γ , V in Eq.(4) are truncated as,
U nt  U k 1 :,1: nt 

Vnt  Vk 1 :,1: nt 

(8)

Γ nt  Γ k 1 1: nt ,1: nt 
Then the order nt is fixed and the power k is changed, which is used to check whether the
ˆ is stable or not. So the improved stabilization diagram is formed by the
eigenvalue of A
k
frequency horizontal axis and the power k vertical axis with fixed order k . The truncated order
is determined by the component energy index (CEI) proposed by reference (Zhang et al.,
2005).The procedure can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Determine the truncated order nt by CEI.
Step 2: Fixed nt , set k =1, initialize the upper limit for k .

Step 3: Form H  k  1 and H  k  , do the SVD of H  k  1 , and obtain U nt , Vnt , Γ nt in Eq.(8).
Step 4: Obtain the state matrix as shown in Eq.(7).
Step 5: Calculate the frequencies, damping ratios, and modal shapes
Step 6: Plot the stable point in the improved stabilization diagram with power k and frequencies.
Step 7: If the power k does not reach the upper limit, go back to Step 3; If it does, go to Step 8.
Step 8: Find the vertical straight lines formed by the stable points, which are physical mode;
Others are spurious.
3. Numerical Example
In order to prove the propose method, a numerical example is investigated. To illustrate the
spurious mode problem clearly, the example is revised from the reference (Qu et al., 2017)
simulation example to be 8 DOF in-plane lumped-mass model. The mass and stiffness for each
floor are list in Table 1. It should be noted that the structural damping employs the Rayleigh
damping, which utilizes first two damping ratios to construct the damping matrix.
Table 1 Model parameters
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Floor No.
Mass ( 106 kg)
Stiffness ( 106 N/m)
Damping

1
2~5
6~8
1.126
1.100
1.100
862.07
862.07
554.17
Rayleigh damping with first two damping ratios are 5%

The example structure is excited by an impulse at the beginning time. The sensors are supposed
to collect the relative displacements for all the floors. The measurement noises are assumed to be
20% of the variance for the structural free pulse response. Although this noise level is dependent
on the length of the time record, the level in this example is only used for validation of the
proposed method. First, k is set to be 1. es ,lim , e ,lim and eDMAC,lim in Eq.(15) are set to be 0.01, 0.05
and 0.02, respectively. The traditional stabilization diagram can be drawn as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Traditional stabilization diagram for k = 1.
In Fig. 1, the symbol “  ” means that the points with the corresponding frequency s j , damping
 j and DMAC are satisfied the Eq.(15). It is obvious that there are almost 8 stable modes, where

mode 7 and mode 8 may not be physical modes. To verify it, moving data diagram is
implemented after determining the truncated order nt . From Fig.1, there are 8 modes concerned.
It is founded that mode 7 is affected when k is larger, while mode 8 is almost polluted at the
beginning. Along k is rising, the points are not stable, which means that the noises introduce
spurious modes. To display the spurious modes, the mode comparisons are shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, all the modes are identified with the truncated order nt , which is concerned order
determined by tradition stabilization diagram in Fig. 1. Figs. 2(a)-(h) represent the 1st mode to
8th mode. In Fig. 2(a), the legend “MD1” means “Moving Data” diagram for k =1. So “MD5”,
“MD10” and “MD15” are for k =5, k =10 and k =15. The red color modes are the physical
modes. It is obvious that Figs. 2(a)~(e) ( 1st to 5th modes) are almost not affected by noises. From
Figs. 2(f)-(h), it is found that the green modes, purple modes and blue modes have more
difference than the yellow and red ones. It means that along rising power k , the modes can be
polluted more easily. The yellow modes are a little different with the red ones, which means that
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even for k =1, the modes can be affected a little. From Fig. 2(f), the difference of different color
modes illustrates that the 6th mode is a little spurious. For Figs. 2 (g)-(h), especially Fig. 2(h), the
modes with different colors are so different, which means that 7 th mode and 8th mode are
spurious modes and not suggested to be used.
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(c) 3rd mode

(d) 4th mode

(e) 5th mode
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(g) 7 th mode

(h) 8th mode

Fig. 2. Mode comparisons with different k.
All figure captions should be typed below the figures and table heads should appear above the
tables. Insert figures and tables immediately after they are cited in the text. Figure captions and
table headings should clearly explain the figure/table without needing to refer to the text and
should be typed with 10-point Times New Roman font. Figures and tables that are not mentioned
in the text should not be presented.
4. Conclusions
This paper presents an improved stabilization diagram in the ERA to distinguish spurious modes.
The different choice of two Hankel matrices with one time step shift is used in the ERA. The
truncated order nt is determined by component energy index. The improved stabilization
diagram can be performed by determining truncated order nt first and plotting the diagram with
different power k to distinguish the spurious modes. The proposed method is finally investigated
by a numerical example. The results show that the proposed method can distinguish the physical
modes and spurious modes clearly.
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Abstract
The prediction of the long-term deflection of concrete bridges is not easy because it is induced
by several complex physical phenomena such as creep and shrinkage. Several physics-based
equations have been suggested in various standards. However, the predictions based on these
equations can be different from actual measurements owing to various uncertainty sources
including material properties, traffic loads, and temperature. In this study, a probabilistic method
is proposed to provide a reliable probabilistic prediction on the long-term vertical deflection of
bridges. The proposed method adopts Finite Element (FE) analysis model based on a
conventional physics-based equation as a basis function and introduces a Gaussian process to
construct a probabilistic prediction model. Based on the actual measurements of bridge vertical
deflection, the parameters of the Gaussian process model are determined through optimization to
maximize the probability of observing the given measurement data. The constructed Gaussian
process model can provide 95% and 99% prediction intervals as well as the predictive mean on
bridge vertical deflection. The proposed method is applied to an actual bridge in the Republic of
Korea, and the prediction results show good agreement with the actual measurements.
1. Introduction
The long-term deflection of concrete bridges is induced by several physical phenomena such as
creep and shrinkage, which makes prediction difficult. Therefore, studies have attempted to
suggest physics-based equations, such as CEB-FIP, ACI, KCI, and B3 models (CEB-FIP, 1999;
ACI-209, 2008; KCI, 2012; Bažant and Baweza, 2000). However, even though existing physicsbased equations often fit measured deflections closely, they may have errors (Bažant et al., 2010).
It was shown that physics-based predictions could underestimate or overestimate deflections
(Barr and Angomas, 2010). Similarly, it was compared the predictions of long-term midspan
deflection with field measurements and observed errors in all predictions (Kamatchi et al., 2014).
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These errors may occur owing to several uncertainty sources including material properties,
traffic loads, temperature, and the creep coefficient, and this study aims to overcome the
limitation by utilizing a Gaussian process model with FE analysis.
2. Problem description
The target bridge of this study is a prestressed concrete railroad bridge under construction (Lee et
al., 2018b) in the Republic of Korea. Four prestressed concrete girders (G1, G2, G3, and G4) are
constructed with trivet-shaped cross sections (shown in Figure 1). Among them, G1 is the target
girder used to predict the midspan deflection in this study. The construction began with concrete
casting for the girder on September 18th, 2017, and slabs and protective walls were placed in
January and February 2018, respectively.

Figure 1. Target bridge: a prestressed concrete railroad bridge under construction
Vertical deflection has been measured since December 2017, i.e., three months after the
construction began, using two sensors: a vision-based measuring system and light detection and
ranging (LiDAR), as shown in Figure 2 (Lee et al., Under Review). The vision-based system
utilizes camera images (Lee et al., 2017), and LiDAR collects the three-dimensional coordinates
of surroundings. In addition, bridge temperature is measured.
30
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Figure 2. Comparison between the prediction from the FE model (green line) and the actual
measurements
Long-term vertical deflection was calculated using a finite element (FE) model built using
MIDAS, an FE analysis software package. Construction stages, such as slab placement, and
time-dependent concrete behavior based on the KCI-USD12 equations (KCI, 2012) were
considered in the FE model. However, differences exist between the prediction results from the
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FE model and the actual measurements, as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, a positive vertical
deflection represents an upward displacement (i.e., camber). It is not easy to build a reliable FE
prediction model of vertical deflection, particularly in the construction stage. For this reason,
probabilistic prediction models can be constructed using both of the FE model and sensor data.
3. Proposed method
In this study, Gaussian process regression (GPR) is introduced to probabilistically predict the
vertical deflection of the target bridge. GPR is a machine learning-based method for building a
flexible Bayesian model (Lee et al., 2018a; Lee et al., 2018b; Rasmussen and Williams, 2006).
GPR aims to construct a probabilistic prediction model based on the assumption that all data are
multivariate normally distributed. That is, any subvector of multivariate data is a Gaussian
random vector. Only a brief introduction of this method is given in this paper; the details can be
found in Ramussen and Williams (2006) and Lee et al. (2018a).
When a noisy training dataset of ND observations, which consists of training input matrix X and
training output vector y, is given with test input matrix X*, the multivariate normality assumption
is utilized to determine an optimal corresponding output vector, ∗ .
2
y  m(X)


 K   noise

I
K*

  N  O, Σ   N  O, 

2
T

 fˆ* X* , θˆ  m(X* ) 
K**   noiseI  
  K*







(1)

where m( ) is an explicit basis function, which is the result of the FE analysis employing MIDAS,
N denotes the multivariate Gaussian distribution, O is the zero matrix, which is frequently
introduced as a prior mean function for numerical simplicity, ∑ is the symmetric and positive
semidefinite covariance matrix, K is the covariance matrix of training input matrix X, K* is the
covariance matrix between training (X) and test (X*) inputs, K** is the covariance matrix of test
input matrix X*, and σnoise2 is the variance of noise. Once a covariance matrix is constructed for
all inputs (e.g., training and test inputs), the optimal prediction output vector for the given test
inputs can be calculated by the property of the multivariate Gaussian distribution, as given by
(Muirhead, 2009).











-1
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2
2
fˆ*    m(X* ) y  m(X), X, X* ~ N Κ*T Κ   noise
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(2)

Here, the covariance matrix is modeled using a kernel. In this study, the squared exponential
kernel, which is widely used, is introduced (Lee et al., 2018a).
Nx

2 
 xa 1, i   xb 1, i   


1 i 1

kSE (xa , xb )   2f exp  
(3)

2
l2






is the variance hyperparameter of inputs that controls the vertical scale of the function
where
change and l is a length-scale hyperparameter that is associated with the horizontal scale of the
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function change (Murphy, 2014). Optimizing these hyperparameters in GPR is extremely
important for obtaining an accurate prediction model. The concept of maximum likelihood is
frequently employed for the aforementioned optimization (Rasmussen, 2003). Regarding
Equation (2), the likelihood of observing training output vector y given training input X can be
expressed as a conditional probability using the multivariate normal distribution. For numerical
convenience, the natural logarithm is introduced for conditional probability and multiplied by
minus one.

1
2
I
L   ln p( y X ) = yT K   noise
2





1

1
N
2
y  ln K   noise
I  D ln  2 
2
2

(4)

where L is the minus log-likelihood function. Then, the best hyperparameters can be determined
through optimization minimizing L, which means maximizing the likelihood of observing the
given training data.
4. Analysis results
For the target bridge described in Section 2, the probabilistic vertical deflection is predicted with
the predictive mean and the prediction intervals (PIs) with 95% and 99% confidence levels by
utilizing GPR with the FE model, and Figure 3 shows the prediction results for two different
periods. The Gaussian process model in Figure 3(a) was trained by the actual measurement data
from days 0 to 144, before the slab placement on day 145. Although the slab placement induced
excessive downward deflection, the prediction result shows a good agreement with the actual
measurement. Meanwhile, when additional measurement data are available for training the
model, the probabilistic prediction model can be updated. Figure 3(b) shows the prediction
results from an updated model with the additional data in a time range of days 144 to 230.
Although the prediction was made for the period after day 280, which is approximately 50 days
after the last day of the measurement, the prediction result also shows a good agreement with the
actual measurement.
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Figure 3. Probabilistic prediction on the vertical deflection from the proposed method
Furthermore, the proposed method has a promising advantage in terms of bridge management.
Figure 4 shows the prediction results based on the measurement data from days 0 to 144 (right
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before the slab placement). When the slab placement was not considered in the FE analysis, the
predictive mean and standard deviation of the vertical displacement were estimated to be 20.849
mm and 2.099 mm for day 145, respectively. However, the measured displacement was 12.64
mm, and the probability of observing a deflection larger than or equal to the value was estimated
to be 9.249 × 10−5 indicating a very rare event. On the other hand, if the slab placement was
considered in the FE analysis, the predictive mean and standard deviation were respectively
updated to be 12.639 mm and 2.364 mm for the same day, and the observance probability was
changed to 0.9996, indicating a probable event. This shows that, even though an event is known
afterward, it can be reflected in the FE analysis for more reliable predictions.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Probabilistic prediction results (a) not considering and (b) considering the slab
placement in the FE analysis
5. Conclusion
This study proposes a new probabilistic prediction method using GPR with FE analysis for the
vertical deflection of concrete bridges. The proposed method adopts FE analysis model as a basis
function and introduces GPR with a kernel and hyperparameters. Once the hyperparameters are
optimized using training data, the time-variant predictive mean and the prediction bounds with
95% and 99% confidence levels are obtained. The proposed method was applied to an actual
bridge under construction in the Republic of Korea, and the prediction results on the vertical
deflection showed a good agreement with the actual measurements. In addition, it was shown
that the prediction could be updated with additional data. The analysis results also showed that
the proposed method had a promising advantage in terms of bridge management, because an
event can be reflected in the FE analysis for reliable predictions, even though it is known
afterward.
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Abstract
Long-term bridge deflection, which is generally caused by concrete creep, shrinkage, structural
damage, and loss of tendon forces, can be used as an indicator of structural integrity and safety.
Nonetheless, the long-term deflection has been rarely used for bridge maintenance purposes in
practice, because measuring bridge deflection for a long time is quite challenging particularly in
full-scale bridges. Conventional deflection measurement approaches have limitations for longterm measurement. A typical way is to use Linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) with
a temporary supporting structure such as scaffold, which can be a source of substantial error.
Global Positioning System (GPS) and computer vision-based approaches, which have been
recently studied, have critical issues related to measurement accuracy and equipment movement
in the long-term measurement. Indeed, a feasible means for long-term displacement measurement
is desired. This study introduces three different types of long-term displacement measurement
approaches: (1) Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), (2) strain-based indirect estimation, and
(3) computer vision method using a double camera system. These methods are carefully developed
to handle possible long-term errors such as sensor movement. The three displacement
measurement methods are applied to a railway bridge in Korea, acquiring displacement for about
six months in the construction stage. The performance, advantages, and disadvantages of each
method learned from the experiment are discussed.
1. Introduction
Long-term displacement of bridges is a key information for safe construction, design verification,
and structural maintenance, as displacement comprehensively can reflect current state of the
structural condition. Bridge structures deflects during their entire lifetime due to various causes
such as concrete creep and shrinkage, tendon loss, and fatigue. Thus, displacement information of
a bridge can be used to verify construction and structural design as well as check structural safety
in service. Indeed, displacement is a versatile structural response for various purposes.
Measuring long-term displacement of full-scale bridges is quite challenging. Conventional
displacement sensors such as LVDT and draw-wire sensors require a supporting structure under
the bridge, where the sensors are difficult to be secured for a long time. Although GPS can be
installed at an arbitrary position on a bridge for displacement measurement (Fujino et al., 2000;
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Kijewski-Correa and Kochly, 2007; Jo et al., 2013), measurement accuracy of GPS is insufficient
for general small and medium-sized bridges. Computer vision-based methods provide sufficient
accuracy, whereas extremely small camera movement over time and environmental effects such
as light conditions can result in a large error in the measured displacement (Lee et al., 2017).
Indirect estimation approaches using acceleration and strain have been developed and validated
for short-term displacement (Rapp et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010; Shin et al., 2012; Park et al., 2013a;
Park et al., 2013b; Cho et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2016). As such, displacement measurement
methods in the literature are mostly developed for short-term deflection; effective means for longterm measurement is desired.
This study introduces three different types of long-term displacement measurement approaches
using LiDAR, strain, and computer vision. The LiDAR-based method can measure displacement
independent of LiDAR positions, which allows LiDAR to be used only when displacement
information is desired. The strain-based indirect estimation is a low-cost method for displacement
measurement. This strain-based estimation utilizes computer-vision for error compensation in
determining the strain-displacement relationship. The computer vision-based method is developed
to compensate error induced by the camera body motion that generally takes place slowly in the
long-term measurement. These three methods are cross-validated in a railway bridge located in
Korea for about six months during the construction stage
2. Long-term Displacement Measurement Methods
2.1 LiDAR-based Displacement Measurement
The LiDAR-based method employs a novel reflector topology to provide quick and accurate longterm displacement measurement. The reflectors are divided into reference and measurement
groups. The reflectors in the reference group are attached to fixed points such as the bridge pier.
The measurement reflector group is placed under the deck. Displacement of the deck relative to
the reference can be quickly acquired by scanning the reflectors only with high spatial resolution.
As the measured displacement is relative to the fixed reference (i.e., the reference group), each
measurement is independent of the LiDAR position, which allows on-demand measurement. This
is particularly important because permanent deployment of expensive LiDAR equipment is
generally not favored.
2.2 Strain-based Indirect Displacement Estimation
The strain-based displacement estimation is based on the relationship between strain and
displacement that can be obtained by using a finite element model or assumed mode shapes. As
the discrepancy between the actual physical structure and the numerical model is not negligible in
general, short-term displacement measured by the computer vision-based method is utilized to
compensate the error in the numerical model.
2.3 Computer Vision-based Displacement Measurement
A new computer vision-based displacement measurement method is developed to handle possible
long-term errors induced by the camera motion (Lee et al., 2018). Because the camera is generally
placed far from the target marker attached to a bridge, a small motion in the camera due to
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temperature change and self-weight can induce considerable error in the measured displacement.
In this study, a secondary camera is introduced to obtain the position of the main camera. By
rigidly attaching the sub-camera to the main-camera, the error in the measured displacement
induced by the camera motion can be estimated and used to obtain accurate long-term displacement.
3. Long-term Displacement Measurement Test for a Railway Bridge
The three long-term displacement measurement methods are cross-validated in a railway bridge, a
40 m prestressed concrete (PSC) girder bridge located in Korea. The overall experimental setup
is shown in Figure 1. A total of 10 reflectors are attached to both piers and bottom of the deck.
LiDAR is installed in the field as shown in Figure 1, measuring displacement once in week. Three
strain gauges are attached to the bottom of the deck at the mid and quarter span. A target marker
for the computer vision-based method is attached at the midspan. The camera system consisting
the main and secondary cameras is installed at one of the piers as shown in Figure 1.
Displacements measured for about 6 months during the construction of the bridge are shown in
Figure 2. Note that the positive displacement indicates the upward deformation of the deck. The
three different methods show good agreement with each other. On the 145th day when the concrete
slab is placed on the PSC girders, the downward displacement of about 6 mm are observed due to
the self-weight of the slab. Subsequently, additional displacement of about 10 mm are slowly
developed due to concrete creep until the 230th day. As such, the three methods exhibit the
consistent displacement measurements for 6 months, validating their efficacy and performance in
field testing.
Strain

Target

LiDAR

Camera system

Figure 1. Experimental setup

Figure 2. Experiment results

4. Conclusions
The three long-term displacement measurement methods using LiDAR, strain gages, and computer
vision are demonstrated using the PSC girder bridge. Each measurement method is carefully
developed to enable long-term measurement in full-scale bridges. The methods are cross-validated
in the railway bridge during the construction stage for about 6 months. Short-term and long-term
displacements, induced by the slab placement and concrete creep, are consistently observed from
all three methods. Thus, the developed methods are expected to be practical means of long-term
displacement measurement.
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Abstract
A road profile estimation method based on vehicle responses measured by a smartphone is
proposed. A half-car model, which can represent vehicle bouncing and pitching motions, is
employed; the road profiles at the tire locations are included as state variables in the augmented
state vector; these variables are estimated by the combination of a Kalman filter, the RTS
smoothing, and Robbins Monro Algorithm. Because the estimation accuracy depends on the
vehicle modeling accuracy, an algorithm to calibrate the model is also proposed. The algorithm
optimizes the vehicle parameters by minimizing the difference between identified road profiles at
the front and rear tire locations. The two profiles are estimates of one physical profile while they
are dealt as two independent state variables. Drive tests with three rental cars showed that the
proposed algorithm can compensate the difference between vehicles and drive speed and estimate
International roughness index (IRI); the estimated IRI values are consistent among the three
vehicles and with reference profiler.
1. Introduction
Recently, maintaining and monitoring road conditions have attracted much attention due to the
fact that roads are becoming the key part of people daily life as the number of private vehicles
have increased. The paved road surface directly affected by the vehicle load should be repaired
rapidly otherwise it will reduce the drive comfort, pose the traffic safety and additional costs will
be incurred if the road is completely damaged (Sayers and Karamihas (1998)). Although high
accurate laser-based profiler and high-speed inertia profiler have been developed for the road
profile estimation, it is not practical to frequently evaluate the road network due to its high cost
and installation constrains. The vehicle-smartphone-based road profile measurement framework
that combines GPS measurements and INS (inertial measurement unit) is a promising alternative
because of its low cost and fast communication as well as its potentially broad population coverage
as common devices. Not only can the smartphones measure the vehicle responses using built-in
accelerations and gyroscopes during the vehicle driving, it can also record the speed, altitude and
latitude for positioning. Moreover, smartphones have the advantage to transmit the measured data
over communication network, which make it easier to gather large number of information from
different vehicles.
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Direct road profile estimation and indirect road index assessment are commonly used in the
response-based road condition evaluation. In direct profile estimation, observers are utilized to
estimate the road profile using vehicle responses (Doumiati et al (2017)). While road roughness
indices are generally used to evaluate the road condition in indirect road condition estimation
methods (Zhao et al (2017)). In fact, vehicle model type and model parameters are significant
information in the response-based road roughness estimation not only in the direct profile
estimation but also in the indirect situations. For most studies, the parameters are obtained from
vehicle manufacturer or from laboratory tests, which is time-consuming and may not provide
expected results since the parameters may not be suitable for the proposed algorithms when the
vehicle is driving on the road.
To overcome these issues, this paper presents a road profile estimation method using multiple
vehicle body responses measured by a smartphone. The vehicle is modelled as a half car model
and the parameters are identified by an output-only algorithm. By including the front and rear tire
excitations into the augmented state vector, road profiles are estimated by a combination of the
augmented Kalman filter (AKF), the Robbins Monro (RM) algorithm, and the Rauch-TungStriebel (RTS) smoothing. The output-only algorithm optimizes the vehicle parameters by
minimizing the difference between identified road profiles at the front and rear tire locations within
a short road segment using genetic algorithm (GA).
2. Road Profile Estimation
In the system of Fig. 1, 𝑚 is the sprung mass, whereas 𝑚 and 𝑚 are the front and rear unsprung
masses, respectively, and the corresponding vertical displacement of these masses are 𝑥 , 𝑥 and
𝑥 , respectively. The damping and stiffness of the front and rear suspension are denoted as 𝑐 , 𝑐 ,
𝑘 and 𝑘 , respectively. Similarly, 𝑘 and 𝑘 are the respective front and rear stiffness of the tires.
To evaluate the road-excited vibration of this model, road profiles at the front and rear wheels are
given by 𝑦 and 𝑦 , respectively. The model has a wheelbase of 𝐿
𝐿 and has the center of
gravity at distance 𝐿 from the front tire. Also, 𝐼 is the moment of inertia of the sprung mass and
𝑉 is the speed of the vehicle model. The smartphone is put at distance 𝑑 from the left side of the
front tire.

Fig. 1. The half car model
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Defining the vector of displacement as 𝐱
equation of the motion can be written as,

𝑥 𝜃𝑥 𝑥

and the input vector as 𝐲

𝑦 𝑦

, the
(1)

(t )  Cx (t )  Kx(t )  Py (t )
Mx

𝐱 𝑦 𝑦 𝑦 𝑦 , then an augmented state-space
Defining an augmented state vector 𝐱 𝒂
representation including model error and measurement noise for the half car model can be
described as (Wang et al (2017)),
x a (t )  A ca x a (t )  ζ

(2)

u c (t )  Cca x a (t )  ν

where 𝛇 and 𝛎 are system and measurement zero-mean Gaussian white noises. To estimate the road
profile by smartphone, the output vector is defined as 𝐮𝒄
𝑥 𝜃 𝑥 𝜃 . To apply the discrete
Kalman filter to the augmented system, Eq. (2) should be converted to their corresponding discrete
version as,
x a  dis ( k  1)  A ca  dis x a  dis (k )  ζ dis (k )

(3)

u dis (k )  Cca  dis x a  dis ( k )  ν dis ( k )

Assuming the posterior state estimate 𝐱 𝑘 and the posteriori error covariance matrix 𝐏 𝑘 are
initialized at time step 𝑘 0, the discrete Kalman filter is operated as (Kalman et al (1960)),
xˆ a  (k  1)  A ca  dis xˆ a (k )
P  (k  1)  A ca  dis P(k ) A ca  disT  Q(k)
G (k  1)  P  (k  1)Cca  disT Cca  dis P  (k  1)Cca  disT  R (k  1) 
xˆ a (k  1)  xˆ a  (k  1)  G (k  1)  u(k  1)  Cca  dis xˆ a  (k  1) 

1

(4)

P(k  1)   I  G (k  1)Cca  dis  P  (k  1)

In this Kalman filter process, the profiles 𝑦 𝑡 and 𝑦 𝑡 are both obtained as functions of time
as a part of the state vector.
By assuming that the covariance matrices are diagonal and are initialized at time step 𝑘 0, the
estimation of the 𝐐 and 𝐑 using Robbins Monro approximation scheme at time step 𝑘 can be
formulated as (Robbins and Monro (1985)),
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Q RM (k)  (1   Q )Q RM (k  1)   Q G (k )(u dis (k )  u dis  ( k ))(u dis ( k )  u dis  (k ))T G (k ) T
R RM (k)  (1   R ) R RM (k  1)   R G (k )(u dis (k )  u dis  ( k ))(u dis (k )  u dis  (k ))T

(5)



u dis ( k )  Cca  dis xˆ a (k )

where the forgetting parameters 𝛼 and 𝛼 are both constants smaller than 1.
𝑁
The RTS smoothing is started from the last time step 𝑁 of the Kalman filter, with 𝐱
𝑁
𝐏 𝑁 , then the smoother propagates backward from 𝑘 𝑁 1 as (Rauch
𝐱 𝑁 and 𝐏
et al (1965)),
xˆ  ( k  1)  A ca  dis xˆ ( k )
P  (k  1)  A ca  dis P (k ) A ca  disT  Q RM ( k )

(6)

G RTS (k )  P (k ) A ca  disT P  ( k  1) 1
xˆ RTS (k )  xˆ (k )  G RTS (k )  xˆ RTS (k  1)  xˆ ( k  1) 


PRTS (k )  P (k )  G RTS (k )  PRTS (k  1)  P  (k  1)  G RTS ( k )T

where 𝐆
is the gain of the RTS smoother. Since the velocity of the model is measured by the
smartphone GPS, the profiles are then converted to the spatial domain using relationship between
the time and the distance.
3. Output-only half car model identification
Instead of experimentally measuring all the system parameters of Fig. 1, they are estimated offline using the selected responses when the vehicle is driving on a normal road. Here, ‘normal’
means that the picked road section does not contain distinct irregularities such as pole-holes or
bumps such that the assumption of homogeneous and Gaussian distribution can be satisfied.
Through AKF, RM and RTS smoothing, the road profiles of the selected road segment at the front
and rear tires are estimated as state variables in time domain, and then converted into spatial
domain using the GPS speed information. Here, it is assumed that these two profiles are estimated
as one physical profile but differed by the length of the wheelbase and after wheelbase
compensation, the unknown parameters are estimated through the minimization of the difference
between the estimated PSD at the front and rear tires using the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The
objective function is defined as,
F

N PSD

 PSD
i 1
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where 𝑃𝑆𝐷 and 𝑃𝑆𝐷 are the front and rear IRI estimations. 𝑁
is the total number of spatial
frequencies within the band-pass filter range 𝜔 𝜔 . Several constrains should be defined on the
estimated PSD of the front and rear profiles during or after the GA optimization, as,
slope f  sloper  1
R2 f   2
R

2
r

(8)

 3

where 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 and 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 are the slopes of the fitted PSD, 𝑅 and 𝑅 are the corresponding
Coefficients of Determination to judge the fitness between the estimated PSD and the linear fitted
PSD of the front and rear tires, respectively.
4. Experimental validation
The 6th-generation iPod Touch was selected as the measurement instrument, since there is no builtin GPS, the Bad-elf GPS for Lightening Connector was used to provide the GPS signal. In general,
the sampling frequency of the acceleration and angular velocity measurements of the smartphone
is not accurate and therefore resampling algorithm is necessary to correct the sampling frequency.

Fig. 2. Experimental vehicles and profiler

Field test was conducted on a 13km ordinary road in Chiba city, Japan. Three different cars shown
in Fig. 2 were tested to verify the application of the proposed road estimation algorithm. For each
vehicle, one smartphone was installed on the left side of the dashboard to measure the responses
during the test. The profile estimation accuracy of the proposed method was examined by
comparing the estimates with a reference obtained by a laser profiler of Fig. 2.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the results of the PSD and IRI comparison between the three vehicles and the
laser profiler. It is observed that the PSD of the three vehicles are similar while different from the
profiler. This is reasonable because naturally it is unlikely that drivers can cover the same trajectory.
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Also, the sensor was mounted on the left side of the vehicle which was running on the left lane of
the road, since the left path profile is usually bad than the right path, the profile estimation of the
left path relative to the true one will be underestimated. Fig. 5 gives the comparison of the
estimated PSD with the profiler for the course of 7.5km-9.5km, where the road condition is good
and therefore the left path and right path profiles are almost the same. It is seen that the PSD
performed similar in this case. In terms of IRI of Fig. 4, good agreement can be observed even
though the speed fluctuation is large during the driving.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the estimated IRI of three
vehicles with the profiler

Fig. 3. Comparison of the estimated PSD of three
vehicles with the profiler
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the estimated PSD of three vehicles with the profiler (7.5km-9.5km)

5 Conclusions
An output-only half car model identification and road profile estimation have been proposed. By
using the vehicle body acceleration and angular velocity responses as well as the vehicle speed
measured by a single smartphone, the road profile is estimated by combining AKF, RM and RTS
smoothing if the parameters of the HC model are known. For the model parameter identification,
two profiles at the front and rear tires are assumed as one physical profile and the unknown
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parameters are estimated through the minimization of the difference between the PSD of the
estimated road using the GA.
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Abstract
Because of their competitive advantages (e.g. cost and ease of installation), wireless smart sensors
(WSS) have gained increasing attention for structural health monitoring applications. Various
strategies have been developed to improve wireless data acquisition, in which measurement data
is usually sent back in either centralized or decentralized way after data is completely acquired.
However, inherent challenges remain for WSS to perform real-time data acquisition applications
(e.g. real-time visualization of structural response). Although some efforts have been made to
explore the strategies to address the challenges, obstacles still exist for high-throughput real-time
data acquisition over large-scale network. Specifically, the event-driven operating systems
(TinyOS) employed in most WSSs lack real-time scheduling support, imposing significant
difficulties and limitations of real-time data acquisition. To address this obstacle, we consider the
use of a real-time operating system, FreeRTOS, commonly used for industrial control systems, as
an alternative solution. A framework of real-time data acquisition is presented and designed for
high-throughput applications. In particular, preemptive multitasking was adopted to realize live
streaming of a single sensor node, and Time Division Multiple Access was implemented to
coordinate multiple sensor nodes within in a network. Lab tests were carried out to demonstrate
that the developed framework can achieve high data-throughput for real-time applications.
1. Introduction
Due to expanding needs and inadequate investment, many structures are overburdened and
suffered from deterioration and damage. Various structural failure and collapse, as well as potential
danger or service interruptions due to extreme events, highlight the importance of structural health
monitoring (SHM) systems. Traditional SHM systems use wired sensors, however, they are
prohibitive for many large-scale structures due to significant initial installation cost. Wireless
smart sensors (WSS) offer tremendous opportunity to dramatically reduce costs. However, several
inherent constraints, e.g. limited recourses, in WSSs impose limitations to outperform the wired
counterparts for traditional monitoring. One important aspect of traditional monitoring is real-time
data acquisition, which is critical for applications (e.g. real-time data visualization) with tight
timing requirement. Due to limited bandwidth and constraints in operating systems (OS), real-time
data acquisition is a big challenge for wireless smart sensor networks.
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Some efforts have been made to address the challenges of real-time data acquisition using WSSN.
Wang et al. (2007) developed a wireless real-time monitoring system using multithreaded OS. The
system was estimated to achieve near-synchronized 16-bit data acquisition of up to 24 sensing
channels at a sampling rate of 50Hz in real-time, which has yet been validated. Based on
transmission scheduling, the system developed by Whelan & Janoyan (2009) was validated to
support real-time data acquisition of 12-bit 40 channels at a sampling rate of 128Hz. The
scheduling of transmission is based on time synchronization, which is however only precisely
maintained for several minutes. After comprehensive timing analysis, Linderman et al. (2013)
implemented TDMA on iMote2s to enable high-throughput real-time data acquisition with
throughput of up to 7.68kbps. The framework was based on TinyOS which imposed limits for
throughput, and the system does not guarantee data lossless transfer. Linderman et al. (2015)
designed a SHM-SAR board to further reduce the latency of filter from 30ms to approximate 200us
for real-time data acquisition. Kane et al. (2014) developed a dual-core wireless sensing node,
supporting not only real-time data acquisition but also structural control. The maximum throughput
of the node was not reported.
This paper reports the development of FreeRTOS-based real-time data acquisition framework. The
throughput is significantly increased by utilizing real-time scheduling support of the RTOS.
TDMA is further implemented to reduce the packet collisions between multiple nodes. The
proposed framework is validated in a lab test.
2. Wireless Sensor Platform
To address the aforementioned challenges, the Xnode, developed by Embedor Technology
(Spencer, et al., 2016), is leveraged, because of its powerful processor, large memory, and efficient
radio. The relevant hardware, software, and the associated benefits are discussed in this section.
The standard Xnode consists of three printed circuit boards (PCB), including the processor board,
the radio/power board, and the sensor board (Fig. 1). Its processor is the 32-bit NXP LPC4357,
based on dual-core ARM Cortex M4F/M0 architecture, which can operate at frequencies up to
204MHz suitable for data intensive applications. The memory includes 320kB of SRAM, 32MB
of SDRAM, 128MB of on-board NAND flash, and external SD memory up to 4GB. The Xnode’s
low power radio, Atmel RF233, is combined with a front-end radio booster, which can increase its
wireless transmission range to over 2km under ideal conditions over the 2.4 GHz wireless band.
The data transfer rate of the Xnode’s radio can be up to 1000kbps.

Figure 1. Xnode smart sensor
The Xnode adopts a real-time operating system (FreeRTOS). The OS features preemptive
multitasking, which ensures the execution of critical program in real time. In addition, the Xnode
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retains much of the successful SOA-based middleware functionality of the Illinois SHM Services
Toolsuite Project (ISHMP) developed for the Imote2. Typical middleware services include reliable
communication, time synchronization, and remotecommand, which can be used to facilitate the
development of real-time data acquisition. The wireless communication protocol enables highly
accurate time synchronization, with around 10us precision. Furthermore, the Xnode offers opensource engineer-friendly environment, based on standard C programming language and separation
of concerns in a whole program.
3. Real-Time Data Acquisition Framework
The primary issues that must be overcome for real-time data acquisition are: (i) a leaf node must
complete the data process and transmission within a sampling interval, (ii) multiple leaf nodes
must transmit the data to the gateway node with minimal packet loss, and (iii) the entire data
acquisition process must be robust for a network of WSS. This section describes an efficient realtime data acquisition framework that can address these issues.
3.1 Preemptive multitasking application
To ensure that a leaf node can perform data transmission without interrupting the sampling process,
the strategy of preemptive multitasking is implemented in each leaf node. As shown in Fig. 2, the
operations of a leaf node are well-organized in four tasks with different priorities. A scheduler is
used to manage task sequencing at run time, and different tasks execute/block based on the
priorities. In particular, Sensing Task is created to handle the data from the sensor driver. The
highest priority is assigned to Sensing Task to avoid the data loss obtained from the sensor driver.
Transmission Task, with lower priority, is aimed to send the data which has been processed in the
Sensing Task. The transmission time of a single data packet is actually larger than the sampling
interval of raw data in the Xnode. Instead of splitting transmission operation carefully among
multiple sampling intervals if using TinyOS, the preemptive multitasking can avoid the
interruption of the sensing process with reduced programming efforts and more efficient usage of
time schedule. Moreover, a semaphore tool in FreeRTOS is applied to coordinate the sensor driver
and radio driver, both of which share the same Serial Peripheral Interface.

Figure 2. Flowchart of preemptive multitasking application
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3.2 Time-division multiple access protocol
To allow multiple leaf nodes to transmit data back to the gateway node, the common TDMA
protocol is implemented. Specifically, each node is allocated with a specific time slot to send data.
As a result, the radio interference is minimized, and high packet reception rate thus can be achieved.
In particular, TDMA scheme should consider the time of three different operations: process in data
the leaf node, send data from the leaf node to the gateway node, and process data in the gateway
node (Linderman et al., 2013). A timing analysis was conducted on leaf nodes to estimate the time
required for each of the three operations. The test results are presented in Table 1 and compared
against the iMote2 from the paper (Linderman et al., 2013). The time for sending and processing
in gateway node is much smaller than the iMote2. Furthermore, time variations for each operation
is negligible, presenting the potential to realize high-throughput data acquisition. Finally, the
timing analysis results are used to determine the TDMA scheme, as shown in Fig. 3. More
precisely, on the gateway node, each sampling interval is divided into several time slots, each of
which is set for a leaf node to send data and then process data in the gateway node. Additional
spare time is reserved in case the sending data initiated in the leaf node has delays. On the leaf
node, a timer with high priority is created to schedule the sending process periodically. Mostly,
the data process completes before the scheduled time to send data (Scenario 1). Sometimes, the
data process may complete a little late than the expected. Hence, a short allowable slot is allocated
right after the time to send data. If the latency is smaller than the allowable time, sending time will
be postponed accordingly (Scenario 2), otherwise cancelled (Scenario 3).
Table 1. Timing analysis for three operations in WSS (ms)
Process in leaf node
Send time
Process in gateway node
Xnode
iMote2
Xnode
iMote2
Xnode
iMote2
0.60*
0.50
1.30
6.55
0.08
1.5
97th
Mean
0.60*
0.37
1.30
4.17
0.08
1.27
Std
0.0009*
0.09
0.0014
1.48
0.0008
0.20
*it depends on sampling frequency, the data listed here is for 100Hz measurement
Time

Figure 3. Time-division multiple access in WSSN
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3.3 Robust application framework
To realize a robust real-time data acquisition within a network of wireless smart sensors, a
complete application framework is required to synchronize and coordinate multiple leaf nodes. Fig.
4 shows the flowchart of the entire application. At the beginning, sensing parameters (e.g.
sampling frequency, sensor channels, measurement time, and time to start sensing) are specified
on the gateway node and sent to all the designated leaf nodes to initialize the application. Then,
global timestamps are broadcasted to synchronize the local clocks on leaf nodes. Afterwards, the
gateway node counts the number of responsive leaf nodes, and then determine the time schedule
for each responsive node. The schedule information is sent to leaf nodes to start both measurement
and scheduling of data transmission. Finally, leaf nodes sample and transmit data in real-time until
the sensing time expires. The two commands are transmitted on the basis of reliable
communication to ensure their successful delivery, whilst the sensor data transmission is carried
out using unreliable communication to reduce the workload of radio by eliminating
acknowledgements and resends.

Figure 4. Real-time data acquisition application flowchart
4. Performance Validation of Real-Time Data Acquisition Framework
To evaluate the proposed framework of real-time data acquisition, multiple repeated lab tests were
conducted involving several leaf nodes and one gateway node, as shown in Fig. 5. The radio power
level is reduced, and the distance between leaf nodes are increased, in order to mitigate radio
interference between the leaf nodes. The resulting performance is listed in Table 2. Using a single
leaf node, the proposed framework can achieve real-time data acquisition at a sampling rate of up
to 500Hz, which is more than 4 times over the TinyOS-based application using a iMote2. The
corresponding maximum throughput is also increased by over 6 times. The maximum sampling
rate and throughput decreases, as the network size increases to four. In addition, packet reception
rate (PRR) offers an indicator of data loss during acquisition. The range of PRR for 5 repeated
tests is recorded, which also validate the excellent performance of the proposed framework.
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Figure 5. Test set-up for real-time data acquisition
Table 2. Performance of real-time data acquisition
Network size
(leaf nodes)
1
2
4

Max sampling rate
(Hz)
500
200
100

Max. data throughput
(kbps)
48
38.4
39.8

Packet reception rate
range
100%
97.2%~97.7%
97.4%~98.2%

5. Conclusion
This paper presents the development and implementation of real-time data acquisition framework
on the Xnode platform. The proposed framework addresses the challenges of WSS by employing
preemptive multitasking, TDMA, and a robust application framework. The excellent performance
was validated through lab tests, in terms of maximum sampling rate and maximum throughput.
The framework will be improved by enabling reliable communication and extended node
synchronization in the future work.
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Abstract
Shake tables are used to study the behavior of structures under earthquakes. However, the inherent
dynamic properties of the shake tables add unwanted behaviors to the desired earthquake time
history. Systematic control techniques are thus adopted to compensate for the unwanted behavior
by manipulating the signal sent to the shake table. Model-based control methods have proven
useful for compensation of structure and shake table dynamics. However, increases in the control
authority of model-based techniques tend to destablize the shake table. These methods lack
predictability in terms of both performance and stability. In this paper, a Modified Model-based
Control technique is introduced with improved performance and stability robustness. A numerical
example is analyzed using closed-loop sensitivity functions to illustrate performance. Algebraic
norms are also used to illustrate the stability-guarantee property of this new control technique. An
acceleration tracking numerical simulation is conducted and the superior performance and stability
properties of the new controller are demonstrated and compared to traditional techniques.
1. Introduction
Shake tables are frequently used to study the performance of structures. Shake tables need to be
able to accurately reproduce representative ground motions. Accurate tracking of these
acceleration time histories is necessary for capturing important ground motion properties. This
task is challenging, because of the inherent shake table dynamics. Researchers have proposed
numerous techniques to control shake tables, compensating for these dynamics, as well as controltable-structure interaction.
Tracking an acceleration trajectory is achieved by manipulating the reference acceleration and
conversion to a displacement signal for shake tables to track. Early acceleration-tracking
techniques involved double integration of acceleration to displacement data and use of
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers for regulation of unwanted dynamics.
Displacement control however does not lead to desirable acceleration performance. PID
techniques are also not suited when dynamical characteristics like control-structure interaction
(CSI) is present. CSI is relevant when the dynamics of the structure and shake table are coupled
per Dyke et al. (1995) and Zhao et al. (2005). This phenomenon is best explained using frequencydomain means.
The model-based control techniques are a class of frequency-domain compensators which have
proven useful in actuator control. The experiment setup is ideally system identified with low
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amplitude signals and a model is fitted to the frequency-domain data. The model of the experiment
is usually inverted to prefilter a desired time history. The Transfer Function Iteration (TFI) method
discussed in Fletcher (1990), is the industry standard model-based controller. Spencer and Yang
(1998) present the iterative procedure for TFI. This approach however is only useful when the
structure is in the linear phase (e.g. durability and fatigue testing). Nonlinearities and uncertainties
involved changing of the structural dynamics and require real-time compensation.
Feedforward and feedback methods have been proposed by researchers to compensate for
nonlinearities and uncertainties in structure-shake table experiments. Twitchell and Symans (2003)
used a feedforward controller to prefilter acceleration and displacement data. Phillips et al. (2014)
included an additional feedback controller to formulate the Model-based Controller (MBC).
Nakata (2010) proposed an acceleration trajectory architecture with a time delay filter for faster
tracking. Despite offering good tracking abilities, these procedures tend toward instability as the
control authority is increased for faster tracking. Hence, a control algorithm is necessary with both
excellent tracking performance and stability robustness guarantees.
In this paper, a modified Model-based Control (mMBC) method is introduced which offers
improved performance and stability robustness. The new architecture is based on classical control
approaches used in other model-based techniques. The mMBC can be designed in a numerical
simulation as it offers predictability and then employed in physical experiments. The performance
of mMBC is analyzed through sensitivity functions, and its stability is evaluated using a finitegain sufficient stability condition. Numerical simulation results are also presented and discussed.
The mMBC is shown to have improved performance and stability robustness.
2. Modified Model-Based Control
The objective in the mMBC is for the output signal 𝑎(𝑡) to quickly and accurately track the input
signal 𝑟(𝑡). The mMBC is formulated following an input-output system identification of the
shaking table system. Low-amplitude bandlimited white noise is used for the identification task.
The combined shake table and structure dynamics, hereinafter referred to as plant, is used in the
development of feedforward and feedback filters.
Feedforward control is designed by inverting the plant transfer function, cascaded with a lowpass
filter to ensure a proper realization. The lowpass filters attenuates high-frequency contents
generated by the feedforward control as well. The feedforward control is obtained as:
−1
𝐺𝐹𝐹 (𝑠) = 𝐿(𝑠)𝐺𝑎𝑢
(𝑠)

(1)

Feedback control is used to ensure robustness and fast cancellation of disturbances. The algorithm
proposed uses a linear-quadratic-gaussian (LQG) output feedback controller. The steps necessary
to design and implement an LQG controller are described by Phillips et al. (2014). The control
architecture of mMBC is presented in Fig. 1. The architecture of the mMBC is next compared to
that of the original MBC. The feedback controller in the mMBC is designed by cascading the
feedforward controller and plant into a new augmented plant. The feedback signal in mMBC is
also added to the reference signal per Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 Modified Model-based Control Architecture

For some input and output acceleration 𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) and 𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑡), 𝐹(𝑠) is a stable feedforward controller,
𝑃(𝑠) is a stable plant, and 𝐾(𝑠) is a stable feedback controller. The new architecture produces a
different closed-loop transfer function where the feedforward controller plays a part in the stability
action. The closed-loop stability is assessed via the denominator (i.e., poles) of the system.

Fig. 2 Original and Modified Model-based Controllers
𝐺𝑀𝐵𝐶 (𝑠) =

𝐺𝑚𝑀𝐵𝐶 (𝑠) =

𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑠) 𝑃(𝑠)(𝐹(𝑠) + 𝐾(𝑠))
=
𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑠)
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)
𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑠) 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)(1 + 𝐾(𝑠))
=
𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑠)
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

(2)

(3)

The closed-loop transfer functions in (2) and (3) are analyzed in the next section.
3. Tracking Performance
Shake tables need to closely track the acceleration motion of earthquakes for accurate experimental
reproduction of the earthquake. Several performance issues need to be considered for excellent
tracking behavior. Noise sensitivity, disturbance sensitivity and the error closed-loop functions of
each architecture are evaluated for performance assessment. The second-order plant in (4),
depicting the typical voltage to acceleration behavior of a shake table, is considered for this
purpose. The properties assigned to (4) are: 𝜔𝑛 = 10 and 𝜁 = 0.5.
𝑃(𝑠) =

𝜔𝑛2 𝑠 2
𝑠 2 + 2𝜁𝜔𝑛 𝑠 + 𝜔𝑛2

(4)

In (5) and (6), the transfer function between the reference signal 𝑟(𝑡) and error signal 𝑒(𝑡) is the
closed-loop error function. The transfer function between the noise signal 𝑛(𝑡) and error signal is
the noise sensitivity function. Lastly, the transfer function between the disturbance signal 𝑑(𝑡) and
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error signal is the disturbance sensitivity function. The gain and phase plots for the closed-loop
transfer functions and sensitivity functions are presented in Fig. 3.
Table 1 Sensitivity Transfer Functions
Input-Output Error
𝑒𝑀𝐵𝐶
𝑒𝑚𝑀𝐵𝐶

Noise Sensitivity
Function
1
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

Disturbance Sensitivity
Function
𝑃(𝑠)
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

Closed-loop Error
Function
1 − 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

1
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

𝑃(𝑠)
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

1 − 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)
1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐹(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)

Fig. 3 Performance Transfer Functions for MBC and mMBC

The closed-loop transfer function for ground motion tracking should be a unity gain and zerophase, over the bandwidth of interest, for excellent tracking. The mMBC achieves unity gain at
low frequencies better than the MBC method per Fig. 3 (a). Measurement noise is typically present
at higher frequencies and the noise sensitivity function should have a small gain at high frequencies
for successful noise cancellation. The mMBC demonstrates satisfactory noise sensitivity at high
frequencies, while the MBC amplifies the noise in the mid-to-high frequency range, per Fig. 3 (b).
Disturbances typically impact low-frequency bandwidths. While both controllers attenuate lowfrequency disturbances, the original MBC tends to amplify mid-frequency range disturbances, in
Fig. 3 (c). Lastly, the closed-loop error function must be minimized at low-frequency contents
where excellent tracking is achievable. The mMBC rigorously minimizes error gains at low
frequencies, whereas in the MBC, despite achieving similar results, a mid-frequency peak is
inherited, shown in Fig. 3 (d).
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3. Stability Performance
A stable closed-loop system should perform in a negative feedback manner, where fluctuations in
the system are reduced to zero. The stability performance in this paper is assessed in terms of a
sufficient finite-gain stability condition. The stability of the closed-loop denominator (i.e., poles)
is used for stability analysis. The infinity norm is calculated per the below equation:
‖𝐺‖∞ = sup|𝐺(𝑗𝜔)|

(7)

𝜔

where 𝐺 is a transfer function. For some transfer function bounded by ‖𝐺‖∞ < 1, the relation
(𝐼 − 𝐺)−1 is nonsingular. The following norm property is called the Submultiplicative Inequality:
‖𝐴𝐵‖∞ ≤ ‖𝐴‖∞ ‖𝐵‖∞

(8)

The proof for (8) is described by Dullerud and Paganini (2000). Next, the feedback controllers
𝐾(𝑠) in (2) and (3) are bounded to ‖𝐾(𝑠)‖∞ < 1. By combining the above nonsingularity
condition with (8), the following results are reached: (i) The Model-based Controller is stable when
−1
(1 + 𝑃(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)) is nonsingular. However, since ‖𝑃‖∞ can have any arbitrary gain, the stability
condition ‖𝑃(𝑠)‖∞ ‖𝐾(𝑠)‖∞ < 1 is not guaranteed. (ii) The modified Model-based Controller is
−1
stable when (1 + 𝐿(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠)) is nonsingular, and since ‖𝐿(𝑠)‖∞ = 1, the stability condition
‖𝐿(𝑠)‖∞ ‖𝐾(𝑠)‖∞ < 1 is guaranteed.
4. Results
The plant in (4) was simulated with several ground motions, including: (i) El-Centro, (ii) Kobe,
and (iii) Northridge. Three control techniques were employed to acceleration tracking, including:
(i) feedforward, (ii) model-based, and (iii) modified model-based control. The tracking
performances for these control techniques have been summarized in Table 2. A visual illustration
of each controller’s tracking ability is also provided in Fig. 4.
Table 2 RMSE (%) for Acceleration Tracking
Ground Motion
El-Centro
Kobe
Northridge

Feedforward
29.58
20.60
20.26

MBC
28.94
19.89
19.17

mMBC
10.44
6.95
6.79

The modified model-based controller provides the faster tracking performance. Because the
original MBC is prone to instability, feedback signals are limited to small gains, thus
compromising tracking performance. The mMBC provides faster tracking while maintaining
robustness.
4. Conclusion
Shake table testing on new materials and structural systems involves reproduction of historic
ground motions. Repeating a ground motion accurately is typically hindered by the dynamics of
the shake table and the onboard structure. A necessary element of any shake table testing is the
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inclusion of a controller to compensate for the unwanted dynamics. In this paper, a modified
model-based control (mMBC) technique was introduced which made use of classical control tools.
The new controller offers a unique architecture which by design offers excellent tracking
performance and stability robustness. Through mathematical analysis and a numerical example,
the capabilities of the mMBC were demonstrated and analyzed. It was shown that mMBC has
superior tracking and robustness abilities.

Fig. 4 El-Centro Acceleration Tracking Performance
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Abstract
In recent years, there has been a growing interest into the monitoring of vibrations in bridges
induced by moving vehicles or earthquakes, which results in deterioration and influences bridge
deck cracking. The most widely used technique in structural health monitoring (SHM) for
assessing bridge vibration characteristics is the use of accelerometers to measure natural
frequencies and mode shapes. When inspecting long span bridges, the cost for this method is
relatively high and requires specialized installation and data acquisition systems for acquiring the
bridge data from various locations on the bridge deck.
This paper presents methods and results of an experimental study to investigate the feasibility of
using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), known as drones, to extract vibration characteristics in
cantilever beams with different lengths, using computer vision methods. Using the drone to
measure vibrations presents several challenges, including displacement stabilization and more
specifically, the extraction of frequencies in beams. The vibration characteristics of the beams are
captured using the camera mounted to the drone and the natural frequencies of the tested specimens
are extracted using image processing algorithms. Accelerometer sensors are mounted to the beams,
while a high-speed camera is also used to compare the frequencies. This study integrates sensors,
data acquisition, UAVs and computer vision methods to investigate the potential use of unmanned
aerial vehicles for measuring vibrations in bridge structures.
Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Measurements, Computer vision methods, Vibrations
1. Introduction
Bridges and civil infrastructure are often exposed to multiple environmental and natural hazards,
such as earthquakes, tornados, winds and accidental impact loadings which may result in
unavoidable structural condition deterioration or catastrophic failure (Li et al 2014). Structural
health monitoring (SHM) has become one of the most crucial research areas for continuous
condition assessment and evaluation for ensuring safe operation and structural integrity (Polydorou
et al 2018). Structural health monitoring systems rely mainly on the integration of cost effective
sensing strategies, system identification methods, damage diagnosis algorithms and improved
decision-making systems to sustain the functional operation of infrastructure. Such conditions may
include system maintenance inspections, repair strategies, or even replacement of structural
components (Fraser et al 2010).
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Vibration based damage detection methods have been used for the continuous condition
assessment of bridge structures (i.e. frequencies, mode shapes etc.) to ensure structural integrity
(Xia et al 2007). In fact, the development of technological systems to remotely obtain vibration
data to detect damage at an early stage can result in a significant reduction in cost associated with
maintenance and repair of locations with critical damage.
The most commonly used technique in dynamic monitoring systems is the use of accelerometer
sensors, installed in various locations on the bridge deck to measure the accelerations and
frequency responses of the bridge movement (Magalhaes et al 2012). Even though accelerometer
sensors may be a direct method to obtain the acceleration response of a bridge, the use of multiple
accelerometers across the span of the bridge will increase the cost and installation time to
instrument the bridge. Recently, the use of non-contact measurement methods for condition
assessment of structures has gained interest in the field of civil engineering, due to the advantages
over conventional accelerometers. Video-based systems used to measure the displacement
histories in various locations in bridges, have the potential for future structural condition
assessment (Lydon et al 2017; Xu and Brownjohn 2017). In this way, the acceleration responses
can be obtained by applying numerical integration techniques. However, there are numerous
challenges involved in the use of non-contact vision methods using cameras, including video
acquisition, frame rates and even physical obstacles such as rivers and inaccessible places.
Recently, the use of aerial vehicles, known as drones, have been underway to be used in civil
infrastructure to undertake visual bridge inspections. The use of drones compared to traditional
methods used in structural health monitoring possess significant advantages, including
accessibility in hazardous and confined areas and use of high resolution cameras to capture
displacements in bridge structures. However, the use of drones has not been yet investigated in
this research area, due to the multiple challenges involved including stabilization of the video
frames, image processing of the videos and essentially the ability to capture the vibration
characteristics in bridges.
The significance of this research paper is to demonstrate a new technique developed to capture
vibration characteristics of beams using a drone camera-based method. The proposed technique is
able to post-stabilize the movement of the drone, which is combined with digital image processing
algorithms to track small subpixel displacements and consequently, to derive the acceleration
versus time histories and natural frequencies. Experimental tests were carried out in cantilever
beams with different lengths of 2.5m, 3.0m and 3.5m to assess the efficiency of the proposed
method. The analysis of the frequencies using the drone, are validated with measurements obtained
by using accelerometer sensors and a high-speed camera. Methods for improving the tracking of
displacements with a specific type of speckle pattern at low resolution using image processing
algorithms are discussed. The proposed technique demonstrates the efficient use of drones to
capture vibration characteristics at low resolution, in comparison to accelerometers or cameras
which can involve high cost and laborious time.
2. Experimental setup and procedures
The experimental setup consisted of a cantilever timber beam with dimensions of 76 mm deep, 74
mm width and three different lengths of 2.5 m, 3.0 m and 3.5 m. The cantilever beam was clamped
at one end, ensuring fixed boundary conditions, whereas the other end was left un-clamped.
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Clamping was obtained by using two steel grips, which confined the beam between the flanges of
two steel beams. The acceleration versus time history of the beams was measured by attaching a
Kistler type accelerometer with 0.516 mV/g sensitivity on top of the un-clamped end of the beam,
which operated at 5 kHz sampling frequency. The fixture of the accelerometer consisted of a small
mounting steel bracket, which was glued on the cantilever beam using an epoxy. Furthermore, the
displacement versus time history for all beam lengths was obtained using an SA4-type high speed
camera, supplied by Photron. The high-speed camera operated at a frame rate of 250 frames per
second (fps) at a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels and was fixed at a stationary platform to eliminate
any possible noise. The measurements recorded by the accelerometer sensor and the high-speed
camera were triggered and synchronized using a data acquisition algorithm code using LabVIEW.
The drone used to measure the displacement versus time history of the beams, was a commercially
available Phantom 4 Professional, operated at a frame rate of 120 fps at a resolution of 1920x1080
pixels. The cantilever beam was excited by deflecting the free end approximately 30 mm
downwards and allowing it to freely vibrate. The experimental setup of the vibration tests is shown
in Figure 1.
Speckle pattern
Accelerometer

Cantilever beam

Phantom 4 Pro
High speed camera

Figure 1: Experimental test setup for vibration tests

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analysis technique was used to extract the displacement versus
time histories of the beams, obtained using the high-speed camera and the drone. Prior to testing,
two white layers of paint were applied onto the measurement surface of the timber beam, covering
an area of 76 mm x 160 mm. Once the paint had dried, a fine random speckle pattern was created
using spray paint. This technique showed significant aliasing in the images, which caused
distortion due to the small speckle dots by acquiring the images at 120 fps. To overcome aliasing,
black dots were created on the surface using a sharpie marker to form a high contrast, isotropic,
randomly distributed speckle pattern. This technique allows the formation of a controlled speckle
pattern, allowing the measurement of displacements, strains and rotations of the measurement
surface, with elimination of bias errors in the measurements. The videos recorded using the drone
were stabilized, converted to 8-bit digital images and transferred in ViC-2D for image analysis.
An area of interest (AOI) was considered for the execution of the analysis, consisting of 29x29
squared pixels as well as a step size of 3 pixels, as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Speckle pattern on cantilever beam and area of interest (AOI)

3. Results and discussion
The acceleration versus time histories representing the response of the cantilever beam, which was
obtained using the accelerometer, were filtered using a low pass Butterworth filter at 33 Hz and
converted into the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). In this way, the
signal spectrum in the frequency domain could be studied to investigate the dominant frequencies.
Figure 3 shows the raw and filtered acceleration responses of the cantilever beam, with 2.5 m
length, and the corresponding spectrum frequencies.

Figure 3: a) Raw and filtered acceleration versus time history of cantilever beam obtained using the accelerometer
and b) FFT spectrum of raw and filtered signals (2.5 m long)

By observing Figure 3a, it can be seen that the un-filtered acceleration response of the beam
contained distinctive frequency responses, indicating vibration components with frequencies
higher than the natural frequency that is of interest (Figure 3b confirms this). The un-filtered
frequency spectrum analysis indicated two distinct frequency peaks in the range between 0 – 60
Hz, representing the first two vibration modes, 7.91 Hz for the first mode and 51.86 Hz for the
second mode, with electronic noise also appearing as a peak at 49.89 Hz. The frequencies were
also validated using analytical calculations, with the first two frequency modes to be 8 Hz and 52
Hz respectively. Only the first peak corresponding to the dominant mode of the cantilever beam
remains once the filter was applied to the acceleration signal.
The acceleration versus time history of the drone, obtained using digital image processing
techniques, is shown in Figure 4a. The acceleration response was calculated after filtering and
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double differentiation techniques were applied on the displacement versus time history. The FFT
graph of 60 Hz corresponds to the Nyquist frequency, considering that the drone was operating at
a rate of 120 Hz (Figure 4b). For a cantilever beam with length of 2.5 m, it can be observed that
the first dominant mode of the beam was efficiently measured using the drone, which was found
to be 7.84 Hz. Therefore, there was a difference of 0.88% compared to the frequency analysis
obtained using the accelerometer.
a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Acceleration versus time history of cantilever beam obtained using the drone and
b) FFT spectrum of the signal (2.5 m long)

Figure 5 shows the frequency response comparison graphs between the accelerometer, high speed
camera and the drone using different cantilever lengths. For a length of 2.5 m, the difference of
the accelerometer and high-speed camera compared to the drone for the indentified first natural
frequency was found to be 0.76% and 3.50% respectively. In the case of a cantilever length of 3.0
m, the difference of the accelerometer and high-seed camera compared to the drone was observed
to be 1.64% and 1.43%. Moreover, for a cantilever length of 3.5m, the difference of the
accelerometer and high-speed camera compared to the drone was observed to be 3.53% and 0.93%.
2.5 m

3.0 m

3.5 m

Figure 5: Comparison of natural frequency responses for different lengths of cantilever beams for 2.5 m, 3.0 m and
3.5m
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3. Conclusions
The significance of this study was to demonstrate a new non-contact method, using drones to
measure the dominant mode of cantilever beams, combined with the use of imaging techniques. In
this paper, the vibration test results of cantilever beams with three different lengths, measured
using drones were studied, analysed and presented. Tracking and inverse analysis techniques were
used to stabilize the video recorded using the drone, and digital image correlation algorithms were
implemented to analyse the displacement versus time histories of the video frames. A comparison
of the natural frequencies between the accelerometer sensors, high-speed camera and drone were
made. The experimental test techniques and results demonstrated that the new method of using
drones in conjunction with stabilization and image processing algorithms, can be efficiently
implemented to measure the natural frequencies in beams. The natural frequencies measured using
the drones were further validated using accelerometers and a high-speed camera. The
measurements were found to be in a satisfactory agreement, with a maximum difference of 3.53%.
Additionally, the speckle pattern technique was found to be effective in tracking and analysing the
displacement versus time histories of the beam, using the drone and the high-speed camera at
relatively low frame rates, without any loss in the data set. The new non-contact method of using
drones combined with image processing algorithms to measure the vibration characteristics of
cantilever beams, could lead to the potential replacement of conventional accelerometers as a
monitoring technique, to evaluate the vibration characteristics of bridge structures. Further studies
are planned to be conducted into the assessment of bridge structures in the field, to further evaluate
the frequency measurements. In turn, this could lead to a new non-destructive, non-contact
technique, using drone for measuring the vibration characteristics in bridges, and structures in
general.
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Abstract
This paper develops a method for bridge damage detection based on a Bridge Weigh-in-Motion
(BWIM) system using bridge accelerations. Conventional BWIM systems use strain gauges to
monitor the bridge, but strain response is influenced by damage only if the sensor is located close
to the damaged point. A bridge’s acceleration response on the other hand, is influenced by damage
at all locations. Therefore, this paper focuses on the use of an accelerometer-based BWIM concept
to infer Gross Vehicle Weights (GVWs), and statistical analysis of the results is performed to
monitor bridge condition. Bridge damage is indicated by any change in the standard deviation of
inferred GVW. This approach has been found to be very effective in detecting bridge damage by
showing reasonable change in the standard deviation of the inferred GVW with different damage
percentage of the bridge.
1. Introduction
Road and railway bridges are crucial structures within infrastructure systems, which require
adequate monitoring to assess their health condition. Bridge structures are prone to deterioration
with the passage of time due to heavy traffic loading, adverse environmental exposure,
reinforcement corosion and micro-cracking (Richardson et al., 2014). There are various methods
of Bridge Health Monitoring (BHM), which include: visual inspection, direct instrumentation and
indirect instrumentation methods. The most common approach is the visual inspection method
which relies on the judgement of the inspector who monitors the bridge. The process of visual
inspection is time-consuming, may be disruptive to traffic and subjectively biased due to human
factor (Malekjafarian et al., 2015). In the direct instrumentation approach, bridge responses, e.g.,
strain, deflection or acceleration of the bridge, are analysed to assess any change in the bridge
condition. Strain gauges are the most commonly used sensor for response measurement, but bridge
strains are not damage sensitive unless the location of the sensor is at or near to the location of
bridge damage (Cantero and González, 2014). For this reason, multiple strain gauges are required
to monitor the bridge, however this can be difficult to manage and time-consuming to install.
Bridge responses can also be analysed using the Bride Weigh-in-Motion (BWIM) concept which
estimates the axle weights and corresponding gross vehicle weight (GVW) of the passing vehicles.
The concept works on a principle proposed by Moses (1979), that minimizes the sum of squared
differences between the theoretical and the measured bridge responses to passing vehicle (Moses,
1979). The bridge condition affects the inferred GVW (using the BWIM concept), and the resulting
change in inferred GVW helps in the monitoring of the bridge condition. The idea of accelerationbased BWIM system was proposed by Sekiya et. al. (2017) who used the bridge accelerations to
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derive bridge displacements by taking the double integral of the acceleration signal (Sekiya et al.,
2017). In this process, bridge initial conditions are assumed for the integration which can be biased
and inaccurate. For that reason, a new BWIM approach is proposed in this paper which uses the
bridge acceleration responses (without integrating the signal) to estimate the axle weights.
This paper studies an innovative approach of BHM using statistics of traffic data and the inferred
GVWs from an acceleration-based BWIM system. Since, the statistical properties of traffic (for
example, mean GVW of 3-axle trucks) tend to be consistent; therefore the statistical approach is
applied oto the BWIM results. Histograms of inferred GVWs with various bridge health conditions
are used in this paper to measure the bridge damage. Damage is simulated as a loss of local stiffness
of one of the finite elements of the bridge (Sinha et al., 2002). In this paper, variation of the
histograms due to change in bridge conditions is studied to develop an effective approach of BHM.
2. Numerical Model
In this paper, a half-car model is programmed in MATLAB, as a 2-axle vehicle, passing over a
bridge. The half-car model contains four degrees of freedom: sprung mass bounce translation (ys),
sprung mass pitch rotation (θ) and axle hop translations of the unsprung masses (yu,i) (see Fig. 1).
The mechanical properties of the half-car model are mentioned in Table 1 (Keenahan et al., 2014).
FE model of a simply supported bridge is used in this study with properties mentioned in Table 2.
A road profile, generated randomly according to the ISO standards (Tyan et al., 2009, ISO, 1995),
is added to the bridge model with class A roughness and geometric spatial mean of 16×10 -6
m3/cycle.

Fig. 1: Section of the vehicle-bridge interaction system

The Wilson-Theta integration approach is applied to the system to calculate each elements’
displacment, velocity and acceleration. Pre-existing vibrations are added to the bridge for each
simulation run , using free vibrations caused by a previous vehicle, to allow more realistic initial
conditions of the bridge. Bridge damage is modelled using the Sinha’s crack damage model (Sinha
et al., 2002). Different percentages of loss in stiffness of one (the 10th) element of the bridge is
used in this analysis and the approach of BHM is tested using midspan accleration response of the
bridge.
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Table 1: Properties of the half-car model
Half-car Property
Notation
Value
Unsprung mass
Mu,1
750 kg
Mu,2
1100 kg
Tyre stiffness
Kt,1
1.75×106
N/m
Kt,2
3.5×106 N/m
Suspension Stiffness Ks,1
4×105 N/m
Ks,2
1×105 N/m
Suspension Damping Cs,1
104 Ns/m
Cs,2
2x104 Ns/m

Table 2: Properties of the FE beam model
Bridge Property
Notation
Value
Length of Bridge
L
20 m
Number of elements
N
20
Young's Modulus
E
3.5×1010 N/m2
2nd moment of area
J
1.26 m4
Mass per unit length
µ
37500 kg/m
Damping
ξ
3%
1st natural frequency
f1
4.26 Hz
Frequency
fs
100 Hz
Approach Length
Lapp
100 m

3. Acceleration-based BWIM system
In this paper, the bridge acceleration response to passing vehicle is used to develop a BWIM
system. For successful implementation of this method, the bridge accelerations responses must be
scalable. Scaling of the response is referred to the ability of bridge response amplitude to increase
linearly with an increase in the axle weight. This principle makes it feasible to take the product of
axle weights and the influence line for the theoretical response. To assess this principle, the
relationship between the acceleration response and axle weights is considered. Acceleration
responses to a single quarter-car model are simulated with axle weights varying from 5 t to 30 t with quartercar velocity is fixed at 80 km/h. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the mid-span bridge acceleration responses for different
quarter-car weights using the same initial conditions and road profile in all cases. The first positive peak of
the responses, which is the highest peak amplitude, is used to calculate ratio of amplitudes to a 5-tonne
response amplitude. Fig. 2 (b) shows a linear increase in amplitude with axle weight suggesting that the
acceleration responses are scalable with the help of influence line response. Therefore, it is feasible to
develop an acceleration-based BWIM system.

(b)
(a)
Fig. 2: (a). Mid-span acceleration response to a single quarter-car with different weights; (b). Relationship of
normalised first peak ratio and the GVW of a single quarter-car

An acceleration-based BWIM system is developed in this study using a half-car vehicle model crossing the
bridge. The axle weights of 500 vehicle models with randomly chosen GVW, vehicle velocity and axlespacing. The concept of Moses’ algorithm, i.e., to minimize the sum of squared differences between the
measured and the theoretical response (O) (see Eq. 1) (Moses, 1979). The accuracy of the BWIM system
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is calculated using the percentage mean of difference between the actual and the inferred GVW. The
histograms of the actual and the inferred GVWs from the acceleration-based BWIM system for healthy
bridge are plotted in Fig. 3(a).

𝑂 = ∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑅𝑚 (𝑡) − (𝑊1 𝐼(𝑡) + 𝑊2 𝐼(𝑡 − 𝑑)))2

(1)

where: Rm(t) is the measured acceleration response at time ordinate t; I(t) is the 1st axle influence
line ordinate at time scan t; Wn is the nth axle weight; d is time scans difference due to axle-spacing
and n is the total number of time scans.
4. BHM using acceleration-based BWIM system
As mentioned earlier, the bridge accelerations are sensitive to change in bridge condition. This
means that any damage in the bridge affects the accuracy of the acceleration-based BWIM system.
To develop a BHM method using acceleration-based BWIM system, a statistical approach is
applied to the BWIM results. Histograms of inferred GVWs and simulated actual GVWs are fitted
to assess the BWIM system and, by implication, the bridge condition. Here, 500 half-car trucks of
random GVWs, velocities and axle-spacings are simulated for different bridge conditions and
normal distribution curves are fitted. Loss of stiffness is simulated for the manifestation of the
bridge damage (Sinha et al., 2002) and the BWIM system is assessed for 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and
25% of mid-span element stiffness loss. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the normal distribution curves for
actual simulated GVWs and inferred GVWs of groups of 500 trucks for different bridge damage
percentages. In Fig. 3(b), the histogram fits of inferred GVWs for the mean have reduced compared
to the true GVW and also changed for the percentage increase in damage.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: BWIM statistical results using a half-car model: (a). Histograms of actual simulated GVWs and inferred
GVWs (healthy bridge); (b). Normal distribution curves fitted to inferred GVWs with different bridge conditions

5. Results and discussion
It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that the acceleration-based BWIM system is feasible and significantly
underestimates the GVWs. The mean accuracy of the BWIM results of 500 simulated half-car
trucks is calculated to be -57%, which is not very effective, (class E) as per the “COST 323”
classification for WIM systems (Jacob et al., 2000). The reason for this inaccuracy can be
explained by the road surface profile which affects the vehicle and the bridge accelerations. Fig. 4
illustrates the effect of changing roughness coefficient () of road profile on the slope of the linear
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relationship between the axle weights and the normalized amplitude of 1st peak of bridge
acceleration response. The BWIM system developed in the previous section has used no slope
and=0, i.e., smooth profile. However, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the slope of the line of GVW
and normalized 1st peak amplitude linearly decreases with the increase in . As a rough profile
(0) is used in the development of the BWIM system, the inferred GVWs are consistently
underestimated.






Fig. 4: Relationship between GVW and the 1st peak amplitude normalised with respect to the 5t axle response for
different profiles ( values)

Although the acceleration-based BWIM system is not very accurate at inferring GVWs, it shows
a prominent change in the histograms of inferred weights with different bridge damage conditions
as shown in Fig. 6. The inferred GVWs histogram fits show a prominent change in the mean and
the standard deviation, indicating that the bridge acceleration response is sensitive to damage. The
relationship of the mean inferred GVW and damage percentage is found to be non-linear, but the
standard deviation is increasing almost linearly with increase in the damage percentage. Fig. 5
illustrates the change in standard deviation of the inferred weights with the change in damage
percentage. This suggests that the extent of damage in the bridge can be estimated using the change
in the standard deviation of the inferred GVWs. Even though this method does not predict the
location of the damage, it does provide a measure of the extent of bridge damage.

Fig. 5: Variation of standard deviation of inferred GVWs from half-car model with damage

6. Conclusion
This paper develops an acceleration-based BWIM system and assesses the sensitivity of the BWIM
results with bridge damage to monitor bridge condition. The acceleration-based BWIM system has
been demonstrated to be ineffective for inferring axle weights, however statistical analysis,
especially the standard deviation, of the BWIM results has shown a good relationship with
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increasing bridge damage percentage. The effect of pre-existing vibrations, profile roughness and
variable properties for each truck are considered in the numerical analysis. The results have shown
a linear relationship between the standard deviation of inferred GVWs and bridge damage
percentage exists. Therefore, the method makes it possible to quantify the extent of the bridge
damage. The acceleration response of the bridge is also affected by the road profile and the
roughness coefficient () which increases the inaccuracy of the system. Therefore, further study is
required to understand the relationship of  and acceleration response for different axle weights.
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Abstract
The application of unmanned aerial vehicle technology to bridge structural health monitoring has
become a hot research topic due to its low cost, safety and high energy efficiency. However, flight
duration and battery life are substantial technical limitations. Is a short data burst sufficient for
damage detection? This paper intends to answer this question by developing a novel approach
based on frequency domain decomposition to obtain the mode shapes from a short data burst. Then,
the modal assurance criterion is used as an indicator of the differences between the estimated mode
shapes from the short data burst and the exact eigenvectors from finite element analysis. Here, the
short data burst is obtained from the simulated acceleration response of a bridge beam model due
to the crossing of two quarter-cars. A new damage indicator based on the modal assurance criterion
profile along the beam is proposed to locate and quantify damage.
1. Introduction
The use of unmanned aerial vehicle technology for damage detection has been attracting more and
more attention over the past few years for its outstanding advantages (Chen et al. 2016). However,
there are still some disadvantages, such as flight duration and battery life, which hinder its further
development. In some scenarios, only short amounts of data may be available due to these
drawbacks, and there is need to clarify the potential of a short data burst for damage detection.
A Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system may be able to reach one of the following four
levels: Level 1) identification of damage; Level 2) Level 1 and localization of damage; 3) Level 2
and quantification of damage and; Level 4) Level 3 and prediction of remaining life. So far, many
attempts have been made for achieving levels 1 and 2 successfully, but achieving levels 3 and 4 is
still challenging, even more for a short data burst. Dynamic properties are often used for SHM
purposes, i.e., natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping ratios. For example, Dahak et al.
(2019) locate damage using only the changes in measured natural frequencies and the curvature
mode shapes vectors. OBrien and Malekjafarian (2016) develop a damage index based on mode
shape squares extracted by applying Short Time FDD on a 4.0 s long acceleration signal, which
proves to work efficiently in a theoretical simulation. Cao et al. (2017) review the use of damping
for structural damage detection.
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This paper proposes an innovative damage indicator based on the Modal Assurance Criterion
(MAC) profile, to detect damage location and quantify damage severity from a short data burst.
For a given Vehicle-Bridge Interaction (VBI) system and damage model, there is a unique MAC
profile in terms of damage location and severity for each mode. By combining the first three
modes, it is expected that only one combination of values for damage location and severity, will
satisfy a given set of MAC values. The principle behind this approach is investigated using the
theoretical acceleration response of a bridge beam model to two Quarter-Cars (QCs).
2. Numerical simulation
Figure 1 shows the two QCs crossing the simply supported bridge beam model under investigation.
The finite element bridge model is discretized into 20 beam elements. The acceleration response
of the bridge is obtained with a scanning frequency of 1000 Hz at 17 nodes, spaced every 1 m, for
the purpose of extracting the mode shapes. The road surface of the bridge is assumed to be very
good (class ‘A’ according to ISO standards). Each QC consists of two masses, including the axle,
mu, and body of a vehicle, ms. Vehicle suspensions are represented by a spring, Ks, and damper,
Cs, system, whereas tires are modelled by means of a spring, Kt. Tables 1 and 2 give the properties
of the bridge and vehicle, respectively, based on Cantero et al. (2008). In a practical situation, it
may not be possible to choose the more ideal free vibration, and only forced vibration is considered
here with a total signal duration of 1.08 s.
ms
Ks
Kt

x

ms

Cs Ks
mu

Kt

Cs
mu

v

d
L

Figure 1: VBI system.
Table 1: Properties of the bridge.
Symbol
Value
Parameter
Length
L
20
Depth
h
1
Width
b
15
Mass per unit
m
37500
2nd moment of area
I
1.25
Modulus of elasticity
E
3.5×1010
Damping ratio
ζ
0.03
Approach length at both ends
Lapp
100
1st Frequency
f1
4.24

Unit
m
m
m
kg/m
m4
MPa
Ns/m
m
Hz

Table 2: Properties of the vehicle.
Symbol
Value
Parameter
Sprung mass
ms
13875
Unsprung mass
mu
1125
Suspension stiffness
Ks
7.5×105

Unit
kg
kg
N/m
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Suspension damping
Tyre stiffness
Velocity
Vehicle Spacing
1st Frequency
2nd Frequency

10×103
3.5×106
80
4
1.06
9.79

Cs
Kt
v
d
f1
f2

Ns/m
N/m
km/h
m
Hz
Hz

3. Modal technique for analysis of short data burst
Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD), introduced by Brincker et al. (2001), is one of the most
popular operational modal analysis techniques. The relationship between the unknown input m and
the measured response n can be defined as:
𝐺

𝑗𝜔

𝐻 𝑗𝜔

𝐺

𝑗𝜔

𝐻 𝑗𝜔

(1)

where [Gmm(jω)] is the Power Spectral Density (PSD) matrix of the input m, [Gnn(jω)] is the PSD
matrix of the response n and [H(jω)] is the frequency response function matrix. The superscript
“T” indicates the transpose of the matrix, whereas the superscript “H” indicates the complex
conjugate of the matrix. The MAC value is calculated as the normalized scalar product of two
vectors {φest} and {φeig} as shown by Equation (2), where {φest} and {φeig} represent the mode
shape extracted by FDD from the signal and the mode shape obtained from eigenvalue analysis of
the healthy structure, respectively. The MAC values lay between 0 and 1, with 0 representing no
consistent and 1 indicating fully consistent mode shapes. The MAC value is very sensitive to
differences in the mode shapes (Pastor et al. 2012).
MAC

(2)

4. Damage model and damage detection method
4.1 Damage model
Various approaches for crack modelling are available in the literature. This paper uses the stiffness
reduction for a single crack proposed by Sinha et al. (2002). For a given beam depth, ℎ, the
damaged depth, ℎ , takes a value of ℎ
𝜆ℎ, where 𝜆 is the damage level. Following Sinha’s
approach, the effective length, 𝑙 , is equal to 1.5ℎ, over which stiffness varies linearly until
reaching a maximum loss at the crack location. Figure 2 illustrates an example, where the crack is
located between elements 4 and 5 of the bridge model.
1

2

4

3

5

6

7

h
le
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4.2 Method to locate and quantify damage

3 rd MAC Profile

1 st MAC Profile

2 nd MAC Profile

Figure 3 shows the 3D MAC profile versus damage location and severity for the first three modes.
The x- and y-axes represent the damage location and damage severity, respectively. Damage
severity is varied from 0% to 50% with a 5% increment. The z-axis represents the MAC values.
As severity increases, changes in MAC values are more significant the higher the mode order.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3: MAC profile vs crack location and severity: (a) 1st, (b) 2nd and (c) 3rd mode.

A function is assumed to represent the relationship between the MAC value and another two
independent real variables, damage location and damage severity, as shown in Equation (3). Then,
for a given damage location, u, and damage severity, v, there is a unique value of the MAC for
each mode.
𝑀𝐴𝐶

𝑓 𝑢, 𝑣

(3)

However, it is clear from Figure 3 that there can be several solutions 𝑢, 𝑣 in each mode for a
given MAC value, i.e., the inverse problem does not have a unique solution. Therefore, MAC values
from more than one mode are needed to find the combination of values 𝑢, 𝑣 that solve all
equations simultaneously (Equation (4)).
𝑀𝐴𝐶
𝑀𝐴𝐶
𝑀𝐴𝐶

𝑓 𝑢, 𝑣
𝑓 𝑢, 𝑣
𝑓 𝑢, 𝑣

(4)

where, 𝑓 , 𝑓 and 𝑓 represent the MAC profile for the first three modes. There will be one
combination of values 𝑢 , 𝑣 for given values of MAC1, MAC2 and MAC3, that will satisfy the
system of Equations (4).
5. Results and discussion
A simple case study is used to demonstrate how the method works. In this case, the crack is located
at element number 4 with 30% damage, i.e., u = 4 m, v = 30%. The first three MAC values are
0.9992 (MAC1), 0.9928 (MAC2), and 0.9757 (MAC3). Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the horizontal
planes corresponding to these MAC values plotted over the isometric view of Figure 3. All possible
solutions 𝑢, 𝑣 will be contained in the intersection of the horizontal planes with the 3D MAC
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profiles. The views in Figures 4(d), (e) and (f) clearly show the combinations of location and
severity where the horizontal plane (i.e., a horizontal line in this view) will intersect the MAC
profile. If there is not intersection for a given location, this means damage is not possible there. If
there was intersection for a given location, this location must be intersected in the MAC profiles
for the other two modes with the same value of damage severity to truly represent damage.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 4: Damage localization and severity quantification for a given MAC1, MAC2 and MAC3:
(a, d) 1st, (b, e) 2nd and (c, f) 3rd mode.

Severity

The results from Figure 4 support that there can be several solutions 𝑢, 𝑣 for a given MAC value
when considering only a single mode. Figure 5 presents all potential solutions for the given MAC
values. By cross-checking the potential solutions obtained for each of the three modes, it is possible
to find the only pair of values u0 = 4 m, v0 = 30%, that solves the system of Equations (4).

Figure 5: Solutions for given MAC values.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, the FDD has been applied to extract mode shapes from a short data burst (i.e., 1.08
s) in forced vibration. The short data burst has been obtained from the bridge acceleration response
of a VBI system consisting of two QCs and a damped beam finite element model. MAC has been
used to assess the differences between the mode shapes of the damaged beam estimated by FDD,
and the healthy beam obtained from eigenvalue analysis. Based on the MAC profile, a new damage
indicator that locates and quantifies damage has been proposed. For a given VBI system and
damage model, there is a unique MAC profile for each mode. The MAC profiles for the first three
modes have been used to obtain the only values of damage location and severity that satisfy a given
set of MAC values. The new method has been demonstrated on the theoretical response of a finite
element beam with a single-crack damage successfully. Multiple-crack damages, various damage
models, changes in excitation forces or the impact of noise need to be assessed next.
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Abstract
Bridge Weigh-in-Motion (B-WIM) is the concept of using measured strains on a bridge to calculate
the axle weights of trucks as they pass overhead at full highway speed. There exist a consensus that
conventional instrumentation faces substantial practical problems that halts the feasibility of this
theory, namely cost, installation time and complexity. This article will go through a new concept
by moving toward the first Portable Bridge Weigh-In-Motion (P-B-WIM) system. The system
introduce flying sensor concept which consist of a swarm of drones that have accelerometers and
able to latch bridge girders to record acceleration data. Some perching mechanisms have been
introduce in this paper to allow drones to latch bridges girders. At the same time, a new
algorithm is developed to allow the B-WIM system to use the acceleration data to estimate the
truck weigh instead of the strain measurements. The algorithm uses the kalman-filter-based
estimation algorithm to estimate the state vectors (displacement and velocities) using limited
measured acceleration response (from drones). The estimated state vector is used to feed a
moving force identification (MFI) algorithm that shows good results in estimating a quarter car
model weight.

Keywords: Acceleration, B-WIM, Kalman Filter, Strain, Measurements, Portable, Drone, UAV.
1. Introduction
The axle load and gross weight of vehicles are important information for the design of new
bridges and pavements, the rating and fatigue life assessments of existing bridges and
pavements, design code calibration and the control of overweight vehicles to highway
regulations (Asnachinda, Pinkaew et al. 2008). Therefore, the dynamic moving forces produced
by the vehicles on the bridge structure must be determined by adopting the estimation method or
measurement techniques. In the late 1970s in the United States, Moses (Moses 1979) first
introduced the Bridge Weigh-In-Motion (B-WIM) system, which is the concept of using
measured strains on a bridge to calculate the axle weights as they pass overhead at full highway
speed. Then Zhu, and Law extend the theory for the multi-span continuous bridge (Zhu and Law
1999). In more recent years, the field of moving force identification (MFI) has been developed
by Chan, Law, and others (Chan and O'Connor 1990, Chan, Law et al. 2000, Law and Fang
2001, Jiang, Au et al. 2003, Pinkaew 2006, Mohammed and Uddin 2017, Mohammed and Uddin
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2018, Mohammed and Uddin 2018, Mohammed and Uddin 2018). Law and Fang (Law and Fang
2001) have applied the dynamic programming method to the MFI problem using zero order
regularization. Then González (González, Rowley et al. 2008) extended the algorithm with first
order regularization, which improved the solution accuracy (O’Brien, Znidaric et al. 2008,
Rowley, OBrien et al. 2009). Recently, Mohammed (Mohammed, Uddin et al. 2019) reduced the
algorithm computational time specially when using 3D bridge models which allow for real time
B-WIM system.
The main drawback of the B-WIM system is the installation time and cost, especially for the
high elevation bridges, which need huge equipment and trained labors to install strain sensors. A
wide variety of engineering applications employ acceleration to identify desired information
because acceleration sensors are generally cost-effective, convenient to install, have relatively
low noise (Park, Sim et al. 2013), and recently can easily attach to the bridge girders using
drones (Na and Baek 2016) .
In this study, a possible application concept of UAV, combined with a vibration-based nondestructive health monitoring method, is proposed. The idea is the accelerometer will be inserted
on the drone which temporarily will attach onto a specific region of the bridge to collect the
vibration data. Then, a procedure is developed to estimate the moving loads on bridges using
limited measured acceleration responses. This system will be called Portable B-WIM system.
1

Perching Mechanisms

There are several perching mechanisms that have been proposed the last few years, Hawkes
(Hawkes, Christensen et al. 2013, Jiang, Pope et al. 2014, Hawkes 2017) proposes a perching
mechanism for micro air vehicles (MAVs) that allow perching for wall or ceiling using
directional adhesive. The perching mechanism used in this study is consist of double- sided
restickable tab Figure 1-a, which allow small drone to attach on the bridge just for one or two
times (Figure 1-c). This tape measures 25.4 x25.4 mm, the thickness of 2mm, and is suitable for
bonding with many kinds of material with a flat surface like wood, metals, etc.
The drone used in this paper is called Crazyflie 2.0 (Figure 1-b) manufactured by Bitcraze.
Crazyflie 2.0 is a versatile open source flying development platform that fits in the palm of your
hand. Crazyflie 2.0 is equipped with low-latency/long-range radio as well as Bluetooth LE. The
drone can be controlled by user mobile device or it can be programed to reach specific location.
Double
side tape

(a)
(c)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Double side tape, (b) Light weight drone, and (c) Drone attaching to wood.
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2

Accelerometer Performance

To test the accelerometer performance when inserted on a drone and the drone has been
attaching on a bridge, a free vibration test on the simply supported wood bridge has been
performed. The bridge has 2.40 m span and cross section of 0.235m x 0.04m. The accelerometer
used in this study has 500 HZ scanning frequency (Figure 2-a). A comparison between two cases
has been studied; the first case, the accelerometer has been install at the bridge mid-span and the
acceleration data due to free vibration test has been collected. The second case, the same
accelerometer has inserted on the drone and the drone has attached to the same bridge mid-span
to collect the vibration data Figure 2-b. The FFT for both cases has been shown that the two
cases have detected the same first bridge frequency which is 14.57 HZ (Figure 2-c). It should be
noted that, for this experiment and after the drone has been attached on the bridge it wired to a
computer to transfer the acceleration data.
Double side tape

Accelerometer
(b)
(a)
(c)
Figure 2. (a) Accelerometer, (b) Drone attach to the wood bridge and carry the accelerometer, and (c) Frequency
spectrum for the acceleration collect for the drone case and without drone case.

3. Moving Force Identification (MFI) Algorithm using Acceleration Data
The main idea to use acceleration data instead of strain data to estimate the moving force is to
use kalman-filter-based estimation algorithm to estimate the state vector (displacements and
velocities), and then applying the MFI algorithm to estimate the moving forces.
2.1 STRUCTURAL RESPONSE ESTIMATION USING KALMAN FILTER
2.1.1 State space equation
The force-induced vibration of a bridge can be represented by the following equation of motion:
𝑀𝑈̈ + 𝐶𝑈̇ + 𝐾𝑈 = 𝐹

(1)

Where U, 𝑈̇, and 𝑈̈ denote the vectors of displacement, velocity, and acceleration, respectively.
M, C, and K are the bridge mass matrix, damping matrix, and stiffness matrix, respectively. F is
the time history vector of vehicle load. Using the modal response of stthe ructure, Equation (1)
can be transformed to modal space (Equation(2)).
𝑍̈𝑖 + 2𝜉𝑖 𝜔𝑖 𝑍̇𝑖 + 𝜔𝑖2 𝑍𝑖 = Φ𝑖𝑇 𝐹 = 𝑓𝑖
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Where Φ𝑖 denoted the modal shape of the i th mode. 𝑍𝑖 , 𝑍̇𝑖 , 𝑍̈𝑖 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑖 are the modal
displacement, velocity, acceleration and moving force of the i th mode, respectively. N is the
total number of modes, 𝜉𝑖 , and 𝜔𝑖 are the damping ration and natural frequency of the i the
mode. The modal acceleration response can be approximately calculated from limited measured
acceleration response using the pseudoinverse of the mode shape matrix (Equation (3)).
𝑍̈𝑞𝑥1 = (Φ𝑝𝑥𝑞 )+ 𝑈̈𝑝𝑥1

(3)

Where P denotes the number of measurements, and q is the number of modes considered. The
error between the exact and estimated modal acceleration responses can be minimized by
choosing the measurements number P exceeding the number of modes governing the structural
responses (Hwang, Kareem et al. 2009).
In the modal space, the state space equation and the modal output (Y) obtained from the
acceleration response can be represented using Equation (4).
𝜆̇𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑖 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐵𝑖 𝑓𝑖
𝑌𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐻𝑖 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐷𝑖 𝑓𝑖

(4.1)
(4.2)

Where the system matrix 𝐴𝑖 , 𝜆𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐵𝑖 𝑎𝑟𝑒
0
𝐴𝑖 = [− 𝐾𝑖
𝑀𝑖

1
0
𝐶𝑖
− ] = [−𝜔𝑖2
𝑀𝑖

1
],
−2𝜉𝑖 𝜔𝑖

𝜆𝑖 = [𝑍𝑖

𝑍̇𝑖 ]𝑇 , 𝑓𝑖 =

𝐹𝑖
,
𝑀𝑖

𝐵𝑖 = [0

1]𝑇

For acceleration measurements, 𝐻𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 matrices are defined as [−𝜔𝑖2 −2𝜉𝑖 𝜔𝑖 ], and [1]
respectively. Equation (4), discretized over time intervals of length Δt (Equation (5)).
𝜆𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = Ψ𝑖 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡) + Γ𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑌𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐻 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐷𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡)

(5.1)
(5.2)

Where Ψ𝑖 denotes the state transition matrix and equal to 𝑒 𝐴𝑖 Δ𝑡 . Γ𝑖 represents the process noise
matrix and can be calculated using equation (6).
Γ𝑖 = [Ψ𝑖 − I]𝐴−1
𝑖 𝐵𝑖

(6)

2.1.2. State Vector estimation using Kalman Filter
Based on the Kalman filter for the discrete-time state space system of Equations (5), the state
vector 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡) can be estimated by the following equations (Equations 7-12) (Chui and Chen 1989,
Simon 2006, Bell 2010).
𝜆̂(𝑡/𝑡 − 1) = Ψ 𝜆̂(𝑡 − 1) + 𝐽(𝑡 − 1)[𝑌(𝑡 − 1) − 𝐻 𝜆̂(𝑡 − 1)]
𝜆̂(𝑡) = 𝜆(𝑡/𝑡 − 1) + 𝐺(𝑡)[𝑌(𝑡) − 𝐻 𝜆̂(𝑡/𝑡 − 1)]
𝐽(𝑡 − 1) = Γ𝑄(𝑡 − 1)𝐷 𝑇 [𝐷 𝑄(𝑡 − 1)𝐷𝑇 + 𝑅(𝑡 − 1)]−1
𝑃(𝑡/𝑡 − 1) = [Ψ − 𝐽(𝑡 − 1)𝐻]𝑃(𝑡 − 1) [Ψ − 𝐽(𝑡 − 1)𝐻]^𝑇 + Γ 𝑄(𝑡 − 1) Γ^𝑇 − 𝐽(𝑡 − 1)𝐷𝑄(𝑡
− 1) Γ^𝑇
𝐺(𝑡) = 𝑃(𝑡/𝑡 − 1)𝐻[𝐻𝑃(𝑡/𝑡 − 1)𝐻𝑇 + 𝐷𝑄(𝑡)𝐷 𝑇 + 𝑅(𝑡)]−1
𝑃(𝑡) = [𝐼 − 𝐺(𝑡)𝐻]𝑃(𝑡/𝑡 − 1)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
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where 𝐺(𝑡) is the Kalman filter gain matrix at time instant t. 𝑃(𝑡) denotes the filter’s error
covariance matrix, 𝐽(𝑡)is the a priori gain matrix.
The displacement and velocities time history (state vector) are identified as
𝑈𝑛𝑥1 = 𝜙𝑛𝑥𝑞 𝑍̂𝑞𝑥1
𝑈̇𝑛𝑥1 = 𝜙𝑛𝑥𝑞 𝑍̂̇𝑞𝑥1

(17)
(18)

Where n is the number of estimated DOFs.
2.1
Moving Force Identification (MFI) Algorithm
The algorithm adopted in this paper is that used by González et al. (González, Rowley et al.
2008) who improve the work of Law et al. (Law and Fang 2001) by applying the first-order
regularization technique.
The change in the moving force {𝑟}𝑗 can be define from the following last square minimization
with Tikhonov regularization (Equation (19)).
𝑚

∑({{𝑑𝑚𝑒 }𝑗 − [𝑄]{𝑋}𝑗 }, [𝑊]{{𝑑𝑚𝑒 }𝑗 − [𝑄]{𝑋}𝑗 } + {𝑟}𝑗 , [𝐵]{𝑟}𝑗 )

(19)

𝑗=1

where 𝑑𝑚𝑒 is the measurement vector (usually strain), [Q] is a vector to relate the measurements
to the degree of freedom, (x, y) denotes the vector product of x and y, [W] is an m×m identity
matrix in the least squares error. [B] is a regularized matrix equal to 𝜆[𝐼], where 𝜆 is the optimum
regularization parameter, and its value is usually obtained using the L-curve method (Hansen
1992, Hansen 1994, Lawson and Hanson 1995, Hansen 2005). It should be mentioned that the
MFI algorithm require a calibrated FE model.
3

Numerical Simulation

Figure 3. Theoretical quarter car model on simply supported beam

As shown in Figure 3, a simply supported bridge subject to a moving quarter-car model is taken
as an example for numerical simulation. The quarter-car travels with the constant speed of 15.0
m/s crossing a 20-m approach distance followed by a 15-m simply supported finite element (FE)
bridge. The bridge is modeled with 1D Euler–Bernoulli finite beam elements with two degrees of
freedom per node, vertical translation, and rotation. The vehicle masses are represented by a
sprung mass, ms, and un-sprung mass, ma represents the vehicle axle mass and body mass
respectively. The Degrees of Freedoms (DOFs) that correspond to the bouncing of the sprung
and the axle masses are, us, and ua, respectively. The properties of the quarter-car and the bridge
are listed in Table 1 and based upon the work of Cebon (1999) and Harris, OBrien et al. (2007).
The dynamic interaction between the vehicle and the bridge that showing how bridge and vehicle
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properties affect the response is implemented in MATLAB (Elhattab, Uddin et al. 2015,
Elhattab, Uddin et al. 2016, Mohammed and Uddin 2019) based on the contact force concept
adopted by Yang et al (Yang, Yau et al. 2004). and Gonzalez (González 2010). Unless otherwise
mentioned, the used scanning frequency is 1000 Hz. The acceleration response at the bridge mispan has been extacted and plotted in Figure 4-a. the estimated displacement at the bridge midspan vs. the actual displacement is plotted in Figure 4-b. the estimated displacement has been
used as input to the MFI algorithm and the force history has been plotted to compare with the
actual force in Figure 4-c.
Table 1. Vehicle and Bridge properties.
ms
ma
ks
Ka
ca

Vehicle properties
14000 kg
1000 kg
2e5 N/m
2.75e6 N/m
1e4 N s/m

Bridge properties
Span
Density
Width
Depth
Modulus

15m
4800 kg/m3
4.0 m
0.8 m
2.75×1010 N/m2

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4. (a) Acceleration at mid-span, (b) estimated vs. actual displacement using the kalman filter, and (c)
actual vs. estimated force history.

4

Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper proposes a portable B-WIM system. The system is mainly focused on:
firstly; replacing the strain measurements with the acceleration ones as the main input to the BWIM algorithm. Secondly, insert accelerometers in the drone and use it as flying sensors that can
attach to the bridge. In this paper a simple perching mechanism has been tested and proven a
good catching to the bridge frequency. Also, a new Moving force Identification algorithm has
been developed based on the kalman-filter-based estimation algorithm to use the acceleration
measurements instead of the strain to calculate the weight of the moving vehicle.
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Abstract
Cracks of civil infrastructures, including bridges, dams, roads, and skyscrapers, potentially reduce
local stiffness and cause material discontinuities, so as to lose their designed functions and threaten
public safety. This inevitable process signifier urgent maintenance issues. Early detection can take
preventive measures to prevent damage and possible failure. With the increasing size of image
data, machine/deep learning based method have become an important branch in detecting cracks
from images. This study is to build an automatic crack detector using the state-of-the-art technique
referred to as Mask Regional Convolution Neural Network (R-CNN), which is kind of deep
learning. Mask R-CNN technique is a recently proposed algorithm not only for object detection
and object localization but also for object instance segmentation of natural images. It is found that
the built crack detector is able to perform highly effective and efficient automatic segmentation of
a wide range of images of cracks. In addition, this proposed automatic detector could work on
videos as well; indicating that this detector based on Mask R-CNN provides a robust and feasible
ability on detecting cracks exist and their shapes in real time on-site.
1. Introduction
Cracks of civil infrastructures, including bridges, dams, roads, and skyscrapers, potentially reduce
local stiffness and cause material discontinuities, so as to lose their designed functions and threaten
the public safety (Budiansky and O'connell 1976; Kinra et al. 2006). This inevitable process
signifier urgent maintenance issues. Early inspection and detection can take preventive measures
to prevent damage and possible failure (Dhital and Lee 2012). Manual inspection is the most
traditional approach for crack inspection, which highly depends on the specialist’s knowledge and
experience, lacking objectivity in the quantitative. In the manual inspection, the sketch of the crack
is prepared manually and the conditions of the irregularities are noted, leading to labor-intensive,
time-consuming and even dangerous (Mohan and Poobal 2017; Shi et al. 2016).
For fast and reliable surface defect detection, automatic detection is expected to develop instead
of the slower and subjective traditional human inspection. Thereby there is increasing interest in
vision-based crack detection using image-processing techniques (IPTs) for Non-destructive
inspection or structural health monitoring (SHM). IPTs has a significant advantage of that all
superficial defects are almost likely identifiable (Cha et al. 2017). In early studies, the cracks on
a concrete surface generally are considered to possess two key properties i.e. it has low luminance
and their structure shape is thinner and different with the other textural patterns (Sankarasrinivasan
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et al. 2015). However, edge detection actually is an ill-posed problem, because the results are
substantially affected by the noises with no optimal solution (Ziou and Tabbone 1998).
Recently, image-processing algorithms based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have led
to dramatic advances in computer vision for feature extraction (He et al. 2016). This feature
extraction technique based on CNN have been adopted to learn the cracks features and then detect
them (Cha et al. 2017; Yokoyama and Matsumoto 2017). However, cracks in real-world situations
vary extensively leading to learning hardly at the global view, meaning that both procedures of
crack characteristic learning and detection are based on small tokens (small piece pixel) as
mentioned above rather than a whole picture. As shown in Figure 1, the sliding window technique
was applied to help detect cracks on the entire picture. Strictly speaking, these approaches only
use CNN to classify crack or uncrack via every small piece pixel of a picture, rather than detect
cracks location and the shape directly at a global view. Hence, this proposed methods cannot detect
crack in real-time on site.

Figure 1 Schematic of CNN crack detector
In this study, we investigate to build a real-time automatic crack detector using state-of-the-art
technique of Mask R-CNN to detect crack from image datasets. Mask R-CNN technique is a
recently proposed algorithm for object detection, object localization, and object instance
segmentation of natural images (He et al. 2017). We defined a new threshold value for decision
final output mask leading to good performance of instance segmentation on irregular long-thin
object. Extensively varying images were applied to training the Mask R-CNN based detector and
the trained detector offers good results in extensively varying images and even video datasets.
2. Mask R-CNN

Figure 2. Convolution neural network
A convolution neural network (CNN) is a typical machine learning method especially for image
recognition. By convolution, it is possible to extract every feature of images. Figure 2 shows the
key architectures of CNN, which mainly includes convolution layer, activate layer, pooling layer,
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fully connected layer and softmax layer. The convolution process performs the convolution of
features. Patten in images is to be detected by the convolution of the feature, where is automatically
acquired by training/learning. Output of each convolution process is called feature map. For more
mechanisms of abovementioned layers, here refer readers to references (Wu 2017; Yokoyama and
Matsumoto 2017). Recently, “very deep” CNNs have significantly improved image feature
extraction and image classification (Krizhevsky et al. 2012).
In Comparison to image classification, object detection from images is a more challenging task
that requires more complex methods to solve. R-CNN is one of the most basic models for
implementing object detection (Girshick et al. 2014). A region proposal method such as selective
search (SS) and edge boxes(EB) (Girshick et al. 2014; Uijlings et al. 2013) will be applied on input
images to extract around 2000 bottom-up region proposals, and then each region of interest (ROI)
is computed feature with CNN. Later, Girshick (2015) and Ren et al. (2015) added the way of
generating ROI into network to improve the calculation efficiency and accuracy, which are
referred to as fast R-CNN and faster R-CNN respectively.

Figure 3. The Mask R-CNN framework for instance segmentation
The Mask R-CNN model was developed by Facebook AI team in 2017 and significantly extends
the Faster R-CNN model for object localization, semantic segmentation, and object instance
segmentation of natural images (He et al. 2017). It is described as providing a ‘simple, flexible and
general framework for object instance segmentation’ as shown in Figure 3 (Johnson 2018). Mask
R-CNN follows the Faster R-CNN model of a feature extractor followed by an operation known
as ROI-Pooling to produce standard-sized outputs suitable for input to a classifier, with three
important modifications (Johnson 2018). (1) Mask R-CNN replaces the imprecise ROI-Pooling
operation applied in Faster R-CNN to an ROIAlign operaion that allows very precise instance
segmentation masks to be created. (2) Mask R-CNN adds a network head that is also a small fully
convolutional neural network to produce the desired instance segmentations. (3) Mask and class
predictions are decoupled, meaning that the mask network head predicts the mask independently
from the network head predicting the class (Figure 3).
3. Application
Dataset: The data used for these experiments consist of 352 crack images and corresponding
annotations for crack in each image; 118 crack images and their crack ground truths are from the
open resource in reference (Shi et al. 2016). The remaining crack images are randomly downloaded
online and their crack ground truths are created manually with Matlab tools (2018). Of these 352
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images in the dataset, 286 images were used for training; 36 images were used for validating the
model and 30 images were held out for testing. Figure 4 illustrates the examples of training images
with crack ground truth.

Figure 4. Examples of training images with crack ground truth

Figure 5. The total loss function versus each epoch (x axis represents epoch; y axis represents
function)
Training: The Mask R-CNN backbone applied in this paper uses a “very deep’ CNN of ResNet101 (He et al. 2016). The implementation used is based on an existing implementation by
Matterport Inc. released under an MIT License, and which is itself based on the open-source
libraries Keras and Tensorflow (2017; 2018; 2018). For this experiment, rather than training the
network end-to-end from the start, we initialize the model using the known weights obtained from
pre-training on the MSCOCO dataset (Lin et al. 2014). All CNN layers was trained in three stages:
(1) training only the network heads, which are randomly initialized; (2) training the upper layers
of the network (from stage 4 and up in the ResNet-101 model); (3) reducing the learning rate by a
factor of 10 and training end to end. The total train epochs are 100 using stochastic gradient descent
with the momentum of 0.9, starting with a learning rate of 0.001 and ending with a learning rate
of 0.0001. We use a batch size of two on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 16GB GPUs. Gradients are
clipped to 5.0 and weights are decayed by 0.0001 for each epoch. To help avoid over fitting, the
dataset was augmented using Gaussian blurring, random rotations, and random horizontal and
vertical flips. The total loss functions are illustrated in Figure 5.
Results: Figure 6 shows some excellent examples on the test images. Although the test images
vary extensively, the developed crack detector is still able to find and mark the cracks, unaffected
by the strong nature noises of images such as dirt, oil spills, staining, shadow and other object
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interferences etc. Furthermore, the trained Mask R-CNN model was applied to a video for crack
detecting. As expected, it performs the excellent result as well, although the predict masks are
mostly fatter than the ground truth. In addition, it was demonstrated that the Mask R-CNN based
crack detector is feasible on detecting cracks exist, location and their shapes in real time on-site.

Figure 6. Examples of crack detection on test images
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we build an effective and fast automatic crack detection method based on Mask RCNN, which can suppress noises efficiently by learning inherent feature of cracks from a ‘very
deep’ CNN. Comparing to only CNN based method working on small batch of images, it can
detect the crack of images in a global view providing a bound box for the crack exist and location.
In addition, it offers mask for the predict crack showing shape of cracks simultaneously. Mask RCNN works very fast and performs excellent on video dataset for crack detection, which can
become a real-time crack detector on site equipped to the advanced UAVs.
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Abstract
Detecting surface defects from 3D point clouds has gained attention in recent years. Previous
studies have demonstrated that extracting one or two attributes including geometric-based, colorbased, or intensity-based features can lead to the identification of surface defects (e.g., cracking
or spalling). However, a discrepancy in point density within point clouds due to equipment
limitations (e.g., laser beam scatter effect at the free edge of objects) or preprocessing step errors
(e.g., multiple scan alignments) can reduce the accuracy in detection and the resultant
quantification step. Color-based methods are dependent on lighting (including shadows) and
environmental conditions can lead to false detections. Similarly, intensity-based methods are
less sensitive to lighting conditions; however, in the presence of multiple lidar scans, the
intensity values require calibration and customized preprocessing. Consequently, to increase the
detection accuracy as well as the flexibility in terms of deployment and scalability to analyze
large point clouds of civil infrastructure, a method is developed to evaluate variation of points
based on three damage sensitive feature descriptors to identify the surface defects. The method
exploits the local geometrical variations of each point with respect to its neighbors to identify
and quantify the location of potential surface defects, with minimal preprocessing. Ultimately,
the final results of the developed are demonstrated using real-world points of civil infrastructure.
1. Introduction
With the recent advances in the three-dimensional (3D) sensing technologies and the increased
availability of affordable 3D data acquisition devices such as ground-based lidar (GBL) or
methods such as the 3D reconstruction of the scene using a series of 2D images, the collection of
point clouds within civil engineering has tremendously increased. In particular, the availability of
accurate as-built 3D point cloud representation of structures has led to the introduction of new
surveying methods for structural assessments or health monitoring of civil infrastructure. Point
cloud data can be used not only to create as-built models for BIM applications but also can be
created to analyze the surface of objects and quantify the surface defects. The goal of this paper
is to present an objective and scalable method to detect and localize surface defects from point
cloud representations irrespective of the under-laying point cloud geometry, color, and intensity
return values. The developed method analyzes the point cloud surfaces based solely on geometric
variations through computing a series of spatial invariant and direction-wise features.
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2. Related Work
Several studies have investigated defect detection from point clouds using various point cloud
properties including geometrical features, lidar beam intensity return values, and color
information to detect surface defects (e.g., Olsen et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2014; Kashani et al.
2015, Erkal and Hajjar 2017; Hou et al. 2017). These studies can be classified into three broad
groups based on the properties used to detect defects including methods using color or intensity
information, geometric properties, and an ensemble approach via combination of two or more
features classes to detect defects.
The first group of studies used color and/or intensity return values to detect surface defects from
3D point clouds. Generally, in these studies color and/or intensity data was used directly or was
combined to create a new set of new features to provide a more robust set of discriminative
features. For example, Kashani and Graettinger (2015) developed an automatic damage detection
method through using intensity information and computing various color-based features from
RGB data and implementing k-mean clustering algorithm with varying criteria. Kashani and
Graettinger (2015) have concluded that using a combination of intensity information with
features computed from RGB data resulted in accurate detections with success rate of
approximately 80%. Similarly, Hou et al. (2017) used a comparable class of features to identify
surface defects including metal corrosion, loss of section within walls or structural elements, and
water staining marks on the walls. To detect damage, the developed method uses a combination
of various clustering algorithms including k-means, fuzzy c-means, subtract, and density-based
spatial clustering algorithms. The authors concluded that the results of k-means and fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithms outperformed other clustering methods in terms of accuracy. In
addition, Hou et al. (2017) reported that the intensity data were proven to be more reliable
dataset in comparison to color information as intensity return values are less influenced by
lighting conditions.
The second group of studies performed defect detection using geometrical features. These
studies initially compute one or a few geometrical features before classifying the points based on
a selected threshold value. For instance, Torok et al. (2013) developed a crack detection
algorithm using a point cloud data created from a 3D reconstruction of scene using 2D images.
Within this study, the point cloud data was initially meshed through the Poisson surface
reconstruction method. In the next step, the object was rotated such that the object’s vertical
direction is aligned with the vertical direction of the global coordinate system. Then, the relative
angle between each mesh element normal vector with respect to the reference vector was
computed, and the meshes were flagged as a damaged region if each computed relative angle
was within the predefined threshold limit. Similar to the previous study, Kim et al. (2014)
presented a method to localize and quantify spalling of a flat concrete block. The proposed
workflow initially computes a normal vector for each point through Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) approach, and then it was compared with a reference vector as a first feature.
Afterward, the distance of all the points with respect to a reference plane was also computed as
the second feature. Then, the workflow combines the results of each point’s features to identify
the defect locations. Kim et al. (2014) found that the developed method can detect the location
and spalling volume of a flat concrete test specimen.
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The third group of studies used a combination of two or more feature classes to detect defects.
The framework proposed by these studies is similar to those of studies used geometrical features,
however the result geometric based damage detection are supplemented with the result of
damage detection based on color and/or intensity information. Valenca et al. (2017) introduced
such workflow to detect cracks on a concrete surface via utilizing an image processing workflow
and evaluation of a surface discontinuity based on a distance variation of points to a reference
plane. To identify a surface discontinuity, the proposed workflow computes the distance of each
point with respect to a reference plane. In addition, images collected by a GBL and an unmanned
aerial system (UAS) are orthorectified based on the 3D geometry extracted from the point cloud
data, and then the results of image-based damage analysis were supplemented to the results of
surface discontinuity. Likewise, Erkal and Hajjar (2017) presented a workflow to identify
structural damage through various methods including the variation of point normal vectors as
well as supplementing the geometric detection results with color or intensity information. To
identify defected areas using a geometric feature, similar to Kim et al. (2014), Erkal and Hajjar
(2017) computed the angle between the estimated normal vector of each point and the reference
vector and then selected a threshold angle to classify points. However, the reference vector
within Erkal and Hajjar (2017) workflow can be determined through three different methods
which provide more flexibility in comparison to previous studies. The damage identification
using intensity values are conducted via thresholding the intensity values of the selected
neighbors of each point. However, Erkal and Hajjar (2017) reported that the intensity-based
method approach may fail to identify all defects (e.g., a series point that represents a crack in a
surface has a similar intensity value to the undamaged concrete).
While previous studies have developed various methods to exploit various point cloud properties
to detect damage, some factors may limit these algorithms for detection, efficiency, flexibility,
and scalability for real-world applications. Firstly, the color information may not be a reliable
damage sensitive feature due to environmental and lighting conditions. To combat this, intensity
return values have proven to be more robust to lighting conditions, however in the case of
multiple lidar scans, the intensity information can have a different value for the same object, and
therefore it requires a calibration process. Moreover, intensity values are only available from
lidar scanners. Furthermore, numerous methods share a similar approach for estimating
geometrical features, and therefore these methods are limited to evaluate only simple surfaces
(e.g., planar surfaces), despite such cases are not common in real-world conditions. In addition,
point cloud density varies throughout a dataset, and this may introduce some false positive
detections and reduce the overall accuracy. However, this can be alleviated through a
hyperparameter.
3. Defect Detection Methodology
The detection method presented in this study follows a pipeline of operation. Initially, the pointto-point spacing within the point cloud data is regularized through a voxelated approach and
inherent noise is reduced through a statistical approach. Afterward, the method exploits the local
spatial distribution of each point with respect to its neighboring points in the 3D space using two
spatially invariant and a direction-wise feature. This is because the points in the damaged areas
of the point cloud will have a different orientation compared to the undamaged areas. Then,
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points are classified as likely damage and undamaged classes based each computed feature. At
the final step, each point is considered as damage if and only if it was classified as damaged by
each computed feature. The following section will provide more detailed information about the
developed workflow.
3.1 Input Data and Preprocessing
The workflow is developed such that it accepts scattered and an unordered point cloud data (a
non-Euclidean 3D representation) in the form of ASCII format. In the first step, the point-topoint spacing within the point cloud data is regulated. This process is performed through a
voxelated process where the points are voxelated into many small cubes of a selected dimension.
For each voxel, a representative centroidal point is computed and used to represent all the points
falling within the voxel. As a result, this process can reduce the point cloud point density
variation and uniform the spacing throughout the dataset. In the next step, the developed method
uses a statistical outlier removal process to eliminate sparse points within the inputted dataset
based on Euclidean distances of each point with respect to its 31 nearest neighboring points
(Rusu et al. 2008).
3.2 Describe Defect Sensitive Features
Within this study, three independent local geometrical surface descriptors are computed. The
first feature computed is surface variation. To compute this feature, for each point and its eight
neighboring vertices, the algorithm performs the eigenvalue decomposition of its covariance
matrix and compute the corresponding eigenvalues. Then, the ratio of the smallest eigenvalue
with respect to the summation of all eigenvalues are computed and reported as the surface
variation value (Pauly et al. 2002).
The second feature computed within the developed method is the computation of the point
normal vector. Within this algorithm, for each point, a normal vector was computed based on the
weighted average method where the weights are computed according to the area of adjacent
triangles (Jin et al. 2005). Afterward, a local reference vector is established for each point based
on the smallest eigenvector resulting from the covariance matrix eigenvalue decomposition of
identical neighboring size. Finally, each weighted point normal is compared with the reference
normal vector and its comparison result is reported as the second feature (Mohammadi and
Wood 2017; 2019). The third feature computed within this study is the computation of mean
curvature for each point with respect to its selected neighboring points. To achieve this task,
initially, the vertical and horizontal directions of the global coordinate system are selected as the
principal directions, and then the point cloud data is grouped into a series of segments parallel to
each principal direction based on selected grid steps (which match with the voxelating cube
dimensions). Afterward, for each point and its eight neighbors within each segment, the
algorithm identifies the osculating circle and estimates the curvature corresponding to each point
(Grinspun et al. 2006). As a result, for each point, the algorithm will estimate two curvature
values (per each principal direction). At the final step, the average of these two curvature values
is reported as the third feature (Mohammadi and Wood 2019).
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3.3 Feature Classification and Defect Detection
Once the three features are computed, the algorithm constructs a Kernel probability distribution
function (pdf) for each corresponding geometric feature (Shaliza 2013). Then, based on the pdf
for each feature, points can be classified given a selected threshold value (e.g., percentile) as
undamaged and potential damaged points (Mohammadi and Wood 2017). Once the pdf is
computed and the points are classified into undamaged and likely damaged classes, the algorithm
evaluates points damage classification and report a point as likely damaged point if it is
considered as damaged by all three features.
4 Case study
To demonstrate the algorithm performance in analyzing complex geometries and its scalability, a
case study is conducted on an example bridge. The selected case study represents a point cloud
of a typical bridge prier which consisted of a circular column supporting a rectangular transverse
beam (Figure 1). To evaluate the developed method for detection flexibility and scalability, a
region of interest (ROI) within the case study point cloud with a complex geometry, circular
vertical column and rectangular bream, was selected (Figure 1b and 1c).

o
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1. The pier and beam case study: (a) image, (b) colored point cloud of northern face, and
(c) southern face.
As shown in Figure 1b and c, the selected ROI comprised of a multiplanar surface on top and a
curved surface. As illustrated, the column sustained large spalling at its bottom as well as minor
edge defects at the bottom of the transverse beam. The selected region of interest had a total of
640,000 points. The selected case study was analyzed for defects of size 2 cm or larger; as a
result, the cloud was initially voxelated using 2 cm dimension cubes. Figure 2 depicts the
detected defects where the method was able to detect the loss of concrete cover at the bottom of
the column, minor edge defects at the top, and further identify the formwork imperfections due
to construction at the bottom of the transverse beam likely caused by the formwork chamfer.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. The highlighted detected defects in red for the case study: (a) northern and (b) southern
face.
5 Conclusion
This paper introduced two spatially invariant and a direction wise feature to detect surface
defects from the point clouds. The method combines these three surface feature descriptors that
are invariant to the underlying geometry of the point cloud. Furthermore, each presented feature
only exploits the spatial orientations and its distribution of a point with respect to the local points
to detect damage. This results in a more reliable and efficient damage detection algorithm that
does not rely on color or intensity data from a lidar scanner or supplemental sources. To validate
the performance and scalability of the algorithm, a point cloud example dataset with a complex
geometry containing a large number of vertices were analyzed. The analysis results demonstrate
the validity of the developed algorithm to detect likely surface defects including spalling, and
other surface nonuniformities (e.g., construction imperfections).
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Abstract
The use of LiDAR in the realm of bridge assessment has been primarily limited to measuring largescale bridge dimensions (greater than 2m), which have been successfully captured with relatively
small errors (< 1%). The objective of this paper is to explore the capability of LiDAR technology
to estimate smaller dimensions such as flange thickness, flange width, and girder depth. To satisfy
these objectives, an eleven-span steel girder bridge carrying a highly transited highway was
subjected to a series of LiDAR scans under normal operating conditions. Various dimensional
quantities were then extracted from the data both directly from the point cloud and through a
standard plane-fitting approach. The direct point cloud approach resulted on percent errors of up
to 30% (compared to bridge plans) while the plane fitting method resulted on percent errors of up
to 17%. The ability of LiDAR sensors to accurately characterize geometric information opens up
new opportunities for their use as a means for in bridge surveying and structural health monitoring.
Introduction
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) technology has been proven to have high accuracy and fast
speed on data gathering. Because of this capability, LiDAR technology has attracted the attention
of researchers to investigate its ability to perform surface damage quantification of concrete
members (Tang, Akinci, & Huber, 2009), post blast assessment (Chen, 2012), bridge clearance
evaluation (Liu, Chen, & Hasuer, n.d.), and as a surveying tool to measure span length, bridge
width and girder spacing. The objective of this research is to compare two deferent data processing
methods, Direct Point Cloud and Plane Fitting, on their ability to properly estimate small
dimensions of the cross section of girders, as are the flange width, flange thickness, and girder
depth, since their variabilities have a great influence on bridge capacity.
Overview of Test Bridge
The tested structure was a steel multi-girder bridge with a cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck.
In total, the bridge is composed of 11 spans including four 2-span-continuous segments and three
simple spans. The cross section is composed of two, independent superstructures of four girders
each, laterally braced by X and K-shaped cross frames. The two superstructures are supported by
steel box-girders that run transverse to traffic and are supported by single-column concrete piers
(see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Cross section and road dimensions.

Field Data Collection
To satisfy the objectives of this study, geometric data were acquired from the test bridge during
normal operations. The sensor employed was a Faro Focus 3D LiDAR. The scans were performed
with an outdoor 20-meter scan profile, a sampling frequency of 244 kHz, and an angular step size
of 0.009° (1.57E-4 rad). The vertical and horizontal field views of the scanner were 305° and 360°,
respectively. In total, 16 scans were performed at different locations under the bridge to capture
the test structure. These locations corresponded to the 1/3-span and 2/3-span under the first 8 spans.
The transverse position of the scanner was alternated under each of the independent
superstructures, as seen on Fig. 2, to ensure sufficient data overlapping and to cover the whole
bottom surface of the bridge. Three spherical targets were used and arrange conveniently under
each scan to facilitate the registration of individual scans.

Fig. 2. Typical LiDAR scanning locations.
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Direct Point Cloud Approach
The direct point cloud approach consisted of pulling measurements manually selecting data points
from the point cloud and calculating the distance between them. The location of these selected
points can be seen in

(a)

Transverse
View
Z

(d)

X
Y

(b)

(e)

(c)

Fig. 3. First, the global coordinates were aligned to the longitudinal direction of the girders, which
resulted in having the Y coordinate parallel to the girder’s orientation. The girder spacing was
measured by the X coordinate difference of a point located at the edge of a girder, and a point with
the same Y coordinate located at the adjacent girder. The span length was measured by the
difference between Y coordinates of a point located on the internal face of the first support, and a
point with the same X coordinate located at the subsequent bearing. The bottom flange width was
measured by the difference between X coordinates of a data point located at the edge of the flange,
and a point with the same Y coordinate located at the opposite edge of the same flange. The bottom
flange thickness was measured by the difference of Z coordinates of a point located at the top edge
of the bottom flange, and a point with the same Y coordinate located at the bottom of the bottom
flange. Finally, the web depth was taken as the difference between Z coordinates of a data point
located at the bottom of the top flange, and a point with the same Y coordinate located at the top
edge of the of the bottom flange. Five different readings were taken for each dimension following
the steps mentioned before.
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Fig. 3. Location of data selected on the Point by Point Measurements. (a) Girder spacing, (b) Web depth, (c) Bottom
flange width, (d) Bottom flange thickness, and (e) Span length.

Plane Fitting Approach
To investigate the ability for plane fitting to overcome some of the shortcomings associated with
the direct use of the point cloud data, a second, plane fitting approach was used to extract the same
geometric information. In addition to fitting planes associated with faces of girder elements, this
approach also fits the planes observed in the data that associated with edge effects. That is, planes
of data points that do not conform the geometry of the bridge, but rather the partial reflection that
occurs in the vicinity of an edge.
Once all data points were assigned to their corresponding cross section component, as seen in Fig.
4, planes were fit to each dataset using a linear least square method. Planes were intersected to
define the edge lines of the cross section of the girder and the dimensions of interest were
determined by calculating the distance between the relevant lines.
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Fig. 4. Point cloud data. Points identified with girder's geometry. Green: Web. Yellow: Edge effect. Blue: Bottom
flange edge. Red: Bottom of bottom flange.

Results
Table 1 summarizes the results gathered from the direct point cloud approach. For a set of five
measurements done for each cross section dimension the mean, delta (Mean-Original), standard
deviation, and percent error ((Mean-Original)/Original) are presented. Table 2 summarizes and
compares the measurements taken from the direct point cloud approach with the plane fitting
method, and their percent error when compared to the Original measurements from the drawings.
Table 1. Measurement results using the Direct Point Cloud Approach [cm]

Direct Point
Cloud Approach
bf Mid-span
tf Mid-span
bf End
tf End
Web Depth
Girder Spacing
Span Length

Mean

Delta

S

% Error

45.45
2.81
44.76
2.01
173.59
304.77
3357.3

-0.27
-0.68
-0.96
-0.85
0.87
-0.03
0.21

0.13
0.08
0.35
0.04
0.24
0.09
0.52

-0.59%
-19.54%
-2.09%
-29.69%
0.51%
-0.01%
0.01%

Table 2. Results of measurements calculated using Direct Point Cloud Approach and Plane Fitting Method [cm].

Data
Extraction
Method
Original

Bottom Flange
Mid-span
bf
tf
45.72
3.49

Bottom Flange
Ends
bf
Tf
45.72
2.86

Web
dw
172.72

Girder
Spacing

Span
Length

304.80

3357.1
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Direct
Point
Cloud
Plane
Fitting

45.45
(-0.59%)

2.81
(-19.54%)

44.76
(-2.09%)

2.01
(-29.69%)

173.59
(0.51%)

304.77
(-0.01%)

3357.3
(0.01%)

45.49
(-0.49%)

3.13
(-10.25%)

46.05
( 0.72%)

2.39
(-16.5%)

173.10
(0.22%)

304.74
(-0.02%)

3357.62
(0.02%)

Table 2 shows in most cases that the implementation of the plane fitting approach reduced the
percent error to half compared to the direct point cloud method, this can be due to the amount of
data involved on each methodology. Dimensions gathered from the direct point cloud approach
only consider two points at a time and many repetitions must be done to stablish an acceptable
read, while the plane fitting approach considers hundreds of points at once. The results gathered
from the analysis at the mid-span have smaller percent error than the analysis of data belonging to
the end of the girders.
Conclusions
Based on the results presented above, the following conclusions are drawn:
- The accuracy of LiDAR’s point cloud data in developing as-built dimensions for span
length, girder spacing, web depth, and flange width were generally under 1% and thus
appear appropriate to support simulation modeling.
- In the case of smaller dimensions such as flange thickness, the LiDAR data had far more
significant errors in the range of 10% to 30%.
- The plane fitting approach to dimension extraction resulted in approximately half the
percent errors associated with the direct dimension extraction approach.
- The primary sources of error were edge effects, distance to target, incidence angle,
vibration, and shielding. Therefore, lower percent error can be found on data gathered
closer to the scanner, as was the mid-span section.
- The greater amount of points available during the implementation of the analysis method
reduced the percent error.
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Abstract
Satellite-based Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) technology was applied to
monitor bridge displacements over time. The TerraSAR-X radar satellite, orbiting at 515 km
above the Earth, acquired data in the Staring Spotlight mode at 11-day intervals over a period of
16 months. The data were processed with the SqueeSAR algorithm, resulting in the millimeter
range precision of time-displacement series. The results indicate that implementing a viable
bridge performance monitoring program through the use of satellite radar remote sensing is
feasible.
1. Introduction
Recent development of various sensing technologies and analysis methods has provided new
opportunities for their deployment in the field of infrastructure health monitoring. This study
points to the applicability of the high resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data, acquired
by an Earth-orbiting satellite, to sense bridge deformations remotely at periodic time intervals
without the need to install any equipment on a bridge. Satellite-based interferometric techniques
have already proven useful for detecting minute displacements of the Earth’s surface over a wide
range of applications (Ferretti 2014).
2. Area of Interest
The study focused on two concrete bridges linking the town of West Point, Virginia, with
neighboring counties, as shown in Figure 1. The Eltham Bridge over the Pamunkey River,
completed in 2007, is 1,629 m long with 49 spans. The Lord Delaware Bridge over the
Mattaponi River, built in 2006, is 1,080 m long, with 28 spans. Both bridges are 20.7 m wide
(face to face of curbs) and include two post-tensioned spliced girder units comprised of four
spans with approximate lengths of 61, 73, 73, and 61 m, constructed with bonded internal
tendons. Lightweight concrete was used to cast spans longer than 36 m, including all posttensioned spans.
Traffic volume measurements for 2017 indicate an annual average daily traffic (AADT) of
19,000 with 9% trucks and an AADT of 17,000 with 7% trucks for the Eltham and Lord
Delaware bridges, respectively. The two bridges provide vital transportation corridor that serves
many commercial interests and local communities.
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Fig. 1. Aerial view of the West Point bridges

3. Problem Statement
Structural problems with the West Point bridges were discovered purely by accident. Routine
safety inspections conducted in the spring of 2015, following a period of prolonged sub-freezing
temperatures, revealed extensive cracking and spalling at the webs of post-tensioned concrete
girders at both bridges. The most likely cause was the freezing and the resulting expansion of
bleed water trapped in the internal post-tensioning ducts. Subsequent non-destructive tests and
field drilling of test holes into some post-tensioning steel ducts revealed widespread problems
traced to the inadequate quality of tendon grouting, as evidenced by the presence of voids, soft
grout, and free water, resulting in a partially bonded condition. Elevated levels of iron and
sulfate were detected in the free water. Potential tendon corrosion stemming from inadequate
grouting is the primary forward concern. Tendon inspection is further complicated by steel ducts
used in construction. The problem is compounded by the lack of adequate access to some tendon
sections. Neither bridge is currently classified as being in poor condition, but safety inspections
are performed more frequently.
4. Purpose and Scope
VDOT is currently exploring various options for long-term performance monitoring of West
Point bridges. This study was designed to assess the feasibility of using a non-contact technique
to monitor bridge deformations over time and provide early warning of excessive displacements
due to structural deterioration. The main focus was to develop the ability to monitor bridge
deformation along the entire structure with adequate precision. This is usually a challenging task
for long bridges where the location and extent of the suspected damage has not been delineated.
It was recognized that the potential impact of tendon corrosion on permanent deformations was
not likely to manifest itself during the relatively short study period, considering that both bridges
have been in service for only 10 years. The scope of the study was limited to evaluating the
practicality of applying the remote sensing method to determine post-tensioned bridge
deformations and measurement coverage.
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5. Methodology
Although the SAR technology has been around since the 1950s (invented in the US by Carl
Wiley of Goodyear Aircraft Corporation), recently there has been an explosive growth in the
signal processing research regarding differential interferometry and displacement detection,
focusing on the phase component of the return signal. In the early 2000s, the Polytechnic
University of Milan advanced the concept of the permanent scatterer (PS) technique (Ferretti et
al. 2001). This technique is based on the idea of analyzing a relatively long sequence of
consecutive SAR images (at least 15 frames) to identify potential targets that do not change their
electromagnetic signature throughout the entire dataset
For the purposes of this study the researchers selected the TerraSAR-X radar imaging satellite to
collect remote sensing data (DLR 2014; Scheuchl et al. 2009). It operates in Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) at an altitude of 515 km, using X-band SAR (9.6 GHz). Data collection over the West
Point bridges started in October 2016 and ended in February 2018. Both ascending and
descending images were collected in the Staring Spotlight mode every 11 days.
6. Results
There were 37 and 38 images collected from the ascending and descending tracks, respectively.
Radar data obtained from the TerraSAR-X satellite were processed by TRE Altamira using the
SqueeSAR™ algorithm (Ferretti et al. 2011). Figure 2 shows the distribution of resulting PS
points as determined separately from the ascending and descending geometries and co-registered
on the topographic basemap consisting of high-resolution aerial orthoimage (TIF file) provided
by VDOT. All results are available in the ESRI shapefile format and through an online webGIS
portal developed for this study.

Fig. 2. Distribution of ascending and descending PS points in the area of interest
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The SqueeSAR analyses performed on the Staring Spotlight data provided an exceptionally high
density of measurement points within the area of interest, including very comprehensive
coverage of both bridges. In this respect, the results contrast markedly with some previous
studies using C-band SAR and Stripmap mode of acquisition. There were 1,228,464 distinct
points with associated time series of displacements identified from the ascending geometry and
1,025,768 points obtained from the descending one. The resulting point density per square
kilometer was 164,233 and 137,134 for the ascending and descending tracks, respectively.
Since most of the observed bridge displacements are expected to be thermally induced (primarily
in the longitudinal direction), it is informative to analyze the structure during the period of a
strong thermal bias. Figure 3 shows color-coded deformation rates at the post-tensioned segment
on Eltham Bridge for the June 2017 through January 2018 time period, corresponding to
approximately 37°C ambient air temperature differential, with all displacements referenced to
June 12, 2017. Representative surface profiles of LOS displacements along the outside girder,
and extending beyond both expansion joints, are shown in the upper left. Each curve represents
an oblique displacement profile on a particular date, with the horizontal axis being the reference
for the June 2017 acquisition. The displacement time series of representative PS points at each
end of the span are also shown in the lower right of Figure 3. These results are indicative of the
net thermal contraction of the post-tensioning segment during the summer-winter period, as the
western end moves away from the satellite (red shades) and the eastern end contracts toward it
(blue shades). The oblique displacements of PS points were obtained from the ascending data,
with the satellite passing over southwest Virginia, near the town of Blacksburg, at the time of
each acquisition.

Fig. 3. Ascending orbit LOS displacements at the Eltham Bridge post-tensioned segment
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Several data processing steps were required to isolate measurement points corresponding to the
bridge deck surface. These steps included geospatial alignment using high resolution
orthophotos and LiDAR elevation data. Figure 3 shows that the resulting individual PS points
are distributed irregularly on the bridge deck surface, but their spatial coverage and density are
sufficient to evaluate global displacement behavior of the structure. There are 13,784 distinct
measurement points, with individual time-displacement histories, identified in Figure 3.
In summary, no permanent deformations were detected at the West Point bridges over the period
of analysis. Seasonal bridge LOS deflections were approximately 24.0 mm and 22.0 mm at
Eltham and Lord Delaware bridges, respectively. InSAR results generated by TRE Altamira
with the SqueeSAR algorithm were provided with the nominal precision of ±5.0 mm for any
single individual measurement and the annual deformation rate precision of ±1.0 mm/year.
7. Discussion
Earth-orbiting radar satellites provide attractive observation platform with a consistent and
reliable monitoring schedule. What makes the InSAR technology particularly attractive for longterm infrastructure monitoring is the increased accuracy of results over time, as random
atmospheric errors become progressively minimized with the increasing number of acquisitions.
These errors are usually resolved with a 25-30 frame dataset. Acquiring radar data in the Staring
Spotlight mode can provide remarkably high density of measurement points on the
superstructure.
There have been several exploratory attempts to utilize satellite-based InSAR technology for
bridge performance monitoring using C-band and X-band radar. Although the operational
limitations have yet to be established, the interim results appear promising. Cusson et al. (2017)
demonstrated the applicability of spaceborne monitoring to a major highway bridge in Canada
where displacement data were found to compare favorably with the numerical modeling of
ambient thermal data. Lazecky et al. (2017) provided case studies of using TerraSAR-X images
acquired in the Stripmap mode to monitor deformations at several bridges in the Czech Republic.
The need for accurate thermal expansion modeling was identified as a significant obstacle
needed to be resolved before implementation. Zhao et al. (2017) applied InSAR technology to
monitor deformations at the Lupu Bridge in Shanghai.
It should be emphasized that bridge displacement monitoring using satellite remote sensing
should only be considered in cases where a gradual structural deterioration resulting in a
measurable and distinct surface expression is expected. In the case of post-tensioned bridge
remote sensing, the results would be compared to the estimates obtained from the numerical
modeling of progressive tendon failure. The spaceborne monitoring approach should be
regarded as unsuitable for structures that may undergo sudden and catastrophic failure.
8. Conclusions


Satellite-based InSAR technology can be effectively applied to long-term bridge
deformation monitoring and advanced modeling.
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TerraSAR-X Staring Spotlight remote sensing mode can provide significantly higher
measurement point density the conventional Stripmap mode.
The results of satellite monitoring over West Point, performed between October 2016 and
February 2018, indicate no evidence of permanent bridge deformations.
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Abstract
Applications of computer vision are becoming prevalent in measuring bridge response. Response
can be calculated when tracking structural features such as bolts or connections in video frames
while the bridge is subjected to loadings. Usually static and dynamic responses are measured.
During routine bridge inspections cameras could be used to monitor structural deformations,
however, the challenge is to make sure that the camera is placed in the same location during the
subsequent inspection to allow accurate comparison response. This study explores if videos
capturing a bridge subjected to loading from multiple angles/locations can be analysed to derive
accurate and comparable response. Smartphones placed at different positions to the bridge are
used to capture its dynamic response. Structural feature are selected, and their location are
calculated in video frames. Feature locations from both smartphones are transformed to a
reference coordinate system (obtained from structural drawings). Results show that locations of
features can be accurately transformed to the reference coordinate system. Obtained structural
response can be compared and analysed.
1. Introduction
Our aging infrastructure is in need of quick and reliable methods for the condition assessment of
their components. Bridges are important assets to the transportation system aiming to provide
uninterrupted traffic (vehicular and pedestrian) flow. In general, bridges are undergoing visual
(regular) inspections every two years (Road Liason Group 2005). Visual inspections are
frequently subjective and rely on inspectors’ decisions (Brownjohn 2007). Very few bridges are
equipped with sensing systems, which monitor their response and applied loads. This
information is valuable to bridge owners, especially when planning for interventions.
Installations of conventional sensor systems for short term inspections would be difficult,
expensive, disruptive and involve risks related to the access of sensor locations and working at
heights (Jahanshahi et al. 2011). However, non-intrusive laser or vision-based technologies such
as cameras are easy to use, can cause no disruptions and carry little risk (Khan et al. 2016).
Stationary cameras or unmanned aircraft system could be considered (Feng & Feng 2017; Gillins
et al. 2016), however, these can be expensive and difficult to use/operate. Therefore low-cost,
easy to use and available technologies, such as smartphones, that can collect structural response
during inspection, are attracting attention of bridge owners and inspectors.
Visual inspections involve engineers going on site checking the structure and looking for signs of
damage or aging. However, less obvious problems such as internal defects, metal fatigue, or
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hidden damage may be missed or even impossible to detect via a visual inspection. Structural
response must remain the same under known loads unless conditions of the structure have
changed. Therefore, simple and low-cost methods of acquiring response data to known loads
while out on site are desired. Measured data is less subjective to human errors and
misinterpretations and would add validity to any inspection results. Captured data can also be
stored for future comparisons allowing structural health to be assessed over long periods.
The main drivers affecting bridge performance are large traffic loads and environmental effects
(Catbas et al. 2008). Static (ideally of a known weight such as an AASHTO HS-20 truck
(Saydam & Frangopol 2011)) and dynamic response (e.g. a train travelling across a bridge (Ye et
al. 2013)) can be collected during inspections. However, the influence of temperature loads
which in long-term are governing the structural response (Kromanis et al. 2015), could be
excluded in short term inspections.
Structural response such as vertical deformation can be estimated using photogrammetry tools.
They work well when collecting static and dynamic response over a period of few hours where
the camera can be left at the same position (Khuc & Catbas 2017). Challenges arise attempting to
use a fixed position for the camera, when installing it repeatedly and trying to capture exact
extends of the structure (Xu & Brownjohn 2017). This study proposes a camera position
independent approach for vision-based measurement collection and analysis using smartphone
cameras. The latest smartphones can record ultra-high definition (UHD) 4k (3840 x 2160 pixels)
videos at 60 frames per second. Besides, smartphones have the capability to capture images
comparable to professional cameras, thus opening opportunities to explore their use in the
structural monitoring field.
The paper expands authors’ previous work on a position independent multi-epoch imaging
approach (Kromanis & Liang 2018) and applies it to a real life structure – a pedestrian
suspension bridges. Two smartphones are located on opposite sides of the river, which the bridge
crosses. UHD videos are record while the bridge is subjected to forced vibrations. Structural
response is obtained and converted to a defined coordinate system. Response from both
smartphones is compared and analysed. The study presents (i) smartphone applications for the
collection of dynamic response and (ii) an approach for an accurate transformation of collected
response from different camera locations to a single reference coordinate system.
2. Multi-angle measurement collection approach
When looking at structures, which are three-dimensional (3D), from different angles some
structural component are hidden by others components. Besides extracting 3D information from
an image is very difficult. However, taking structural components that lay within the same plane,
preferably one that faces the camera, can enable measuring structural displacements accurately
from multiple-angles and avoid the parallax effect. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the
proposed multi-angle measurement collection approach, which consists of three phases:
(i) Image collection. Videos of a bridge are recorded in loaded and unloaded conditions.
The recordings are made during regular inspections. It is anticipated that a camera is not
placed in the exact location and having the exact zoom and focus.
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(ii) Bridge coordinate acquisition. Structural plans are usually available for bridge
inspectors. From the plans, distances between at least four structural features such as
joints, which are set as far from each other as possible, but within the rage of the video
frame, are selected as reference control points. New control points (the same structural
features) are identified from video frames captured during inspections.
(iii) Coordinate transformation. Reference and new control points are input in a geometric
transformation method. It creates a transformation function that converts any new points
to the reference coordinate system. These new points could be any structural joints from
which structural response is obtained, usually ones having the largest displacements. The
points should be kept the same for subsequent inspections.

Figure 1 Multi-angle measurement collection approach
2.1 Structural response
In order to reduce computational time a region of interest (ROI), within which leys one or more
objects of interest (OOIs) such as bolts and joints, is identified in the first video frame. OOIs are
selected in a ROI. A range of feature detection algorithms such as minimum eigenvalue and
maximally stable extremal regions can be considered to express OOIs in mathematical terms.
The OOIs are then sought in the consecutive frames, in corresponding ROIs. The arithmetic
average of points identifying an OOI is calculated. As a result, a single point (in 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦
coordinates), which represents the OOI and its location in each video frame, is derive. Extracted
points are transformed to a reference coordinate system. Therefore requiring no scaling from
pixels to engineering units. The structural response is the derivative of displacements of an OOI
or a combination of OOIs such as vertical deformation or tilt (from two OOIs).
3. Evaluation of the approach
The Wilford Suspension Bridge crosses the River Trent and is both a footbridge and aqueduct
bridge. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the bridge with its principal dimensions and the first frame of
videos recorded with two smartphones (S1 and S2). The provided dimensions are used to extract
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coordinates of reference points. Both phones are placed at an angle approximately 60 m away
from the mid-span of the bridge, at which they are focused. UHD videos at 30 frames per second
are recorded. The bridge is subjected to forced vibrations (a person jumping at its mid span).

Figure 2 A sketch of the bridge (top) and images collected from S1 (left) and S2 (right). Green
and blue crosses represent locations of structural joints in the sketch/drawing (reference points)
and images collected at different angles, respectively.
Reference points in terms of (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) are set to (0, 0), (0, 6), (65,0) and (65,6) meters. Figure 2
shows the reference points on the sketch (control points) and video frames (new points) of the
bridge with green and blue crosses, respectively. A single ROI that contain a section of mid-span
of the bridge is chosen (see Figure 3 (top)). A single OOIs, which is a hanger end going through
an I-beam supporting the deck, is selected to demonstrate the application of the proposed
approach (Figure 3 (bottom)).

Figure 3 Selected (i) ROI in the drawing (top right) and frame (top left) from S1 and (ii) OOI
(bottom left). Mathematical features of the OOI and their arithmetic average (bottom right).
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A projective geometric transformation method gives the most accurate results. Figure 4 (a)
shows transformed reference points and centre of the OOI. A closer look at centres of OOI
obtained with S1 and S2 (Figure 4 (b)) reveals a 1.4 mm and 345 mm difference in 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 axes,
respectively. The large difference in the location on 𝑥𝑥-axis could be attributed to the position of
cameras and selection of reference points. In this scenario, the cameras should have been
positioned on the same side of the river. A part of time history of raw vertical deformations at the
mid-span or vertical displacements of OOI captured with S1 is plotted in Figure 4 (c).
Deformations collected with S1 and S2 between 10 and 25 s are shown in Figure 4 (d). Though
for some movements peaks and troughs deviate significantly, examples are at 17 and 24 s, trends
of time histories are similar. The root mean square deviation for the reference period shown in
Figure 4 (c) is 0.03 mm. The first modal frequency, which is extracted from the reference period,
for both smartphones is 1.67 Hz. Yu et al. (2014) detected 1.69 Hz frequency using a GNSS and
accelerometers. Discrepancies between the measured frequencies could be attributed to the
ambient temperature, which was unusually high on the day when measurements were collected,
and slight loosening of hangers since 2013, when testing by Yu et al. (2014) took place.

Figure 4 Transformed coordinates of reference points and OOI (a) and zoomed in view of
OOI (b). Time histories of vertical deformations captured with S1 (c) and both smartphones (d).
4. Conclusions
This study introduces a position independent measurement collection approach using
smartphones. The approach is validated on videos collected with two smartphones placed on
opposite banks of the river which a footbridge crosses. The bridge is subjected to forced
vibrations, which are captured with smartphones. From the data collection and analysis the
following conclusions are drawn:
• The latest smartphones offer very good quality and high resolution videos. These can be
analysed using image processing algorithms to obtain accurate structural response.
• Accurate transformation matrices are generated when selecting four widely distributed
control points. Coordinates of transformed OOIs are within an agreeable range. For better
results, it is advised to keep camera locations at the same side of the bridge.
• Reliable dynamic response can be obtained using smartphones and proposed measurement
collection approach.
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Abstract
Subway transportation is adopted by many cities to alleviate the pressure of traffic congestion.
Some problems of existing tunnels are gradually appearing in the operation process, especially
the uneven settlement of shield tunnel in soft soil areas. The uneven settlement will cause
deformation of shield tunnels, resulting in defects such as cracking of segments, misalignment of
annular seams, yielding of bolts, etc. enlarge the dynamic effect between subway trains and rails.
Therefore, it is very important to monitor the uneven settlement of tunnels to give the
corresponding safety warning for maintenance of the tunnel. The monitoring system for uneven
settlement based on MEMS sensors is proposed in this paper and the details of the system and
the installation of the sensors are also described. The track-vehicle model is used to find out the
accepted value of uneven settlement. According to the corresponding index limits, a
performance-based warning plan is established. Finally, the trial indicates the feasibility and
advantages of the system which can be further applied.
1. Introduction
With the development of urbanization, population swelling and traffic congestion problems have
been more and more serious. Metro line is the major transportation tool today because of its
advantages of large transportation capacity and minor impact on the environment (Yuan et al,
2015). Shanghai has been undergoing a metro tunnel building boom over the past two decades.
The shield tunneling technology has also developed quickly and used widely these years to meet
the demands of large scale tunneling projects and has achieved good results featuring high speed,
safety, small disturbance to ground surface (Liao et al, 2009). However, metro tunnels in the soft
soils often suffer from differential settlement during long-term operation.
The traditional monitoring methods, such as total station, mainly rely on manual, which is heavy
in workload, low in efficiency and easy to make mistakes due to human factors. Therefore, it is
extremely urgent and necessary to monitor the settlement of the tunnel in a real time and
effective way. Although many scholars have great interest in the uneven settlement of shield
tunnel during its operation, few monitoring systems have been applied in practice. Yin and
Huang (2015) pointed out that there is still blank in the research on longitudinal settlement
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monitoring of shield tunnel based on WSN ( Wireless Sensor Network ) and MEMS (MicroElectro-Mechanic System).
This paper describes the installation and operation of a real-time monitoring system for the
uneven settlement of metro shield tunnels in Shanghai. The system uses inclinometers based on
MEMS technology to the measure the angle variation of the tunnel rings. The installation method
of sensors ensures the accuracy of the calculation of uneven settlement.
2. Establishment of Monitoring System
2.1 Site Description
The investigated project is the second phase of metro line 13, which located at the Middle
Huaxia Road Station, metro line 13, Pudong, Shanghai. The monitored tunnel length is 1100
meters, and the turning radius is the smallest in Shanghai subway. Moreover, the monitoring
section lies in the centre region of metro line 16, elevated road and maglev lines, it is imperative
to ensure the safety of both shield tunnel and train operation in this zone, and settlement
monitoring is more representative under such complex conditions. Figure 1 illustrates a sketch of
the monitoring site. The shield tunnel is composed of six pieces of precast reinforced concrete
segments, see figure 2. The external diameter, the inner diameter, the thickness, and the width of
the shield tunnel are 6.2, 5.5, 0.35, 1.2m respectively.

Middle Huaxia Road
Station
Maglev

Top
Block

Line 13

Standard
Block

Standard
Block
Bottom
Block

Line 16

Figure 1 the monitoring site ( from Baidu Maps)

Figure 2 shield tunnel ring

2.2 Monitoring Principle
Shield tunnel is composed of multiple rings connected by bolts. Therefore, the total settlement of
shield tunnel within a certain range can be regarded as the sum of settlement of each ring. For
each ring, the settlement amount is small, it can be considered that the settlement amount is equal
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to the angle change before and after the settlement of each ring times the width of the ring.
Therefore, the monitoring of the tunnel settlement is transformed into the measurement of the
angle variation of the tunnel rings, as shown in figure 3.

i

li
Figure 3 schematic of settlement calculation

The calculation of settlement can be expressed,
(1)
where is the settlement amount, mm; is the ring width, mm;
is the initial value of angle of
the i-th ring segment, rad; is the measurement value of angle of the i-th ring segment, rad;
is settlement value of reference point, mm, usually the reference point is located on the subway
platform and obtained by artificial observation.
2.3 Sensor Installation
The tilt sensor chip used for monitoring can measure the angle in both horizontal and vertical
directions. The integrated electronic circuit has the characteristics of miniaturization and low
power consumption. The shape size of the sensor module is 36mm×38mm×25mm, see figure 4.
In order to achieve the purpose of deep waterproof, the power supply and signal contacts of the
sensor module are drawn out by cable and then sealed directly into the module mounting box
with high-strength electronic sealing glue. The module mounting box is made of ABS material
and designed with up and down guide slots, which can be fixed tightly on the inclined pipe insert.
Its size is 42mm×42mm×50mm, see figure 5.
Aluminium profile with an interface size of 45mm×45mm was selected as the carrier of the
sensor, because this material has a large cross-section inertia moment and is highly resistant to
corrosion in the underground environment. The creep of the material is small, which has little
influence on the measurement results in the long-term settlement monitoring. At the selected
appropriate position, fixed the T-shaped bolts on the concave chute reserved on the tunnel lining
ring to hold the aluminium profile (figure 6), and then the sensing modules were fixed on the
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aluminium profile (figure 7). At this point, the installation of the data acquisition system was
complete.

Figure 4 the tilt sensor module

Figure 6 sensor holders fixed by T-shaped bolts

Figure 5 the module mounting box

Figure 7 fixing the sensing modules

Through the introduction of aluminium profile as an assistant, the design of the sensor module
fully takes into account the multiple modes of tunnel longitudinal settlement, which can
effectively monitor the settlement caused by the dislocation, and effectively improve the
accuracy of monitoring.
2.4 Data Transmission and Storage
The inclinometer sensors were connected by RS-485 bus for data transmission and power supply.
The monitoring nodes were divided into groups, and usually each group contained 50 nodes. The
RS-485 bus communication technology was used to access the Zigbee terminal gateway to form
a monitoring subnet. Each group of Zigbee terminal gateways accessed the main gateway
through the Zigbee wireless communication technology. The main gateway was placed at the end
of the tunnel with GPRS signal, so the monitoring data could be uploaded and stored to the cloud
server in real time. The schematic diagram of monitoring system network is shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8 the schematic diagram of monitoring system network

3. Monitoring Data Analysis
The monitoring system introduced above is used to locate, install and debug the sensing
equipment of the shield tunnel. Finally, the data of different lining rings obtained in the first
month after installation are presented in Fig. 9. It can be seen from the figure that the maximum
settlement value of the tunnel section is 25.0mm, and there is no large settlement mutation point
in the meantime.
30
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Figure 9 Settlement value of tunnel in monitoring section
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After the uneven settlement data are obtained, the results need to be evaluated. The author
established the two-dimensional train model in figure 10, and gave an early warning for the
uneven settlement value based on the comfort of train operation. It was calculated that when the
uneven settlement range was less than 5m, the early warning value was 8mm, and when the
uneven settlement range was between 5 and 20m, the early warning value was 16mm.

Car body

Bogie

Wheel Set

Figure 10 Settlement value of tunnel in monitoring section

4. Conclusions
In this study, a monitoring system is proposed to monitor the uneven settlement of shield tunnels
and was successfully applied in Shanghai metro line 13. The principle of monitoring, installation
of sensors, data transmission and storage, and data processing are introduced and discussed in
detail. The results show that the monitoring system is reliable and reasonable, but further
investigation is also needed to evaluate its long-term performance.
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Abstract
Structural nonlinearity is seldom considered in traditional vibration based identification
approaches even structure is excited by ground motion including earthquakes. Post-event
condition identification of engineering structures after earthquake is a challenging task because
structural nonlinear behavior should be considered. Structural nonlinear restoring force (NRF)
after earthquakes provides a direct description on the initiation and development of structural
damage and can be used for the quantitative evaluation of energy consumption during vibration.
Due to the complexity and individuality of construction materials and structure types, it is hard to
establish proper parametric models describing structural nonlinear behavior. Moreover, only
partial structural responses and mass information can be obtained in practice. In this study, a
model free extended Kalman filter with weighted global iteration method (EKF-WGI) approach
for NRF and mass identification using partially available acceleration measurements and without
using any parametric models for NRF is proposed and numerically validated with a multi degrees
of freedom (DOFs) chain-like structure equipped with a Magentorhelogical (MR) damper. Firstly,
the time history of ground motion and mass are identified with partially available dynamic
acceleration response measurement at limited DOFs. Secondly, complete structural responses
and mass are obtained with the proposed EKF-WGI approach. Then, a power series polynomial
(PSP) is employed to model structural NRF in a nonparametric way. The effect of measurement
noise on the identification results is also studied.
Keywords: Model free identification; structural nonlinear restoring force; mass; ground
excitations; acceleration response; Magentorhelogical (MR) damper; extended Kalman filter
with weighted global iteration (EKF -WGI)
1. Introduction
It is inevitable for damage to initiate and develop in engineering structures under strong dynamic
loadings, such as earthquake and strong wind. According to measured structural excitation and
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dynamic response to asset structural health conditions, and then to forecast the remaining loadcarrying capacity and remining life are the primary purposes of Structure Health Assessment
(SHA). Therefore, the development of effective system identification (SI) method for structural
nonlinear behavior estimation is significant and a challenging task for damage prognosis (DP). In
the past decades, many vibration-based damage detection and system identification approaches
have been proposed (Wu et al., 2003). It has been widely recognized that the most of the
currently available vibration-based identification methods are only suitable for linear systems, or
nonlinear system with assumed nonlinear restoring models. However, nonlinearity exits widely
in engineering structures under strong dynamic loadings, and it is difficult to establish exact
mathematic or parametric nonlinear behavior models for complex structures.
Aiming at the development of identification of nonlinear dynamic systems with individual
nonlinearity, Masri and Caughey (1979) firstly proposed the restoring force surface (RFS)
method for to identify the structural parameters of the single degree of freedom nonlinear
structure successfully in 1970s. No parametric model of nonlinear restoring force (NRF) was
required in the method. Based on equivalent linear theory or power series polynomial (PSP), Xu
et al. (2011, 2015a, 2015b) proposed model-free method to identify structural mass and nonlinear
restoring force, and experimentally validated with a 4-story shear building equipped with
magneto-rheological (MR) damper or shape memory alloy (SMA).
Nevertheless, structural complete responses and applied external excitations were required in
above methods. In response to partial output, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and many
improved methods were introduced into system identification field (Jazwinski, 1970). Hoshiya
and Saito (1984) proposed an improved EKF algorithm incorporated a weighted global iteration
(WGI) procedure with an objective function, named as EKF-WGI. Considering the fact that
structural mass sometimes cannot be obtain exactly, Wang et al. (2017) proposed a method for
mass and structural physical parameters identification by means of iterative EKF and double
Chebyshev polynomial.
Structural nonlinearity is seldom considered in the field of earthquake dynamic inverse analysis.
Das and Haldar (2011) identified the defect-free and defective frames using modified iterative
least-squares with unknown input (MILS-UI) and generalized iterative least-squares extended
Kalman filter with unknown input (GILS-EKF-UI) techniques under unknown seismic
excitations. Feng et al. (2002) proposed a two-step method and identified the unknown ground
acceleration and physical parameters of a linear numerical model. The seismic excitation can be
identified by using only the responses of the top three floors.
In this study, to realize the identification of nonlinear system, a model free structural NRF and
mass identification approach for MDOF structures under unknown ground excitation with power
series polynomial and EKF-WGI method is proposed. Only partial acceleration responses and
mass are used in the method. A 7-story chain-like numerical structure equipped with two MR
dampers is established to verify the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method.
2. Formulation and approach for NRF and mass identification under unknown earthquake
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2.1 Expression of power series polynomial for NRF
For a nonlinear system with a discrete n-DOF structure under seismic excitation, the motion of
this system can be governed by the following equation:
Mx(t )  Rnon (t )  Mxg (t )
(1)
where M is the mass matrix, x(t ) is the acceleration response, R non (t ) is the nonlinear restoring
force, and xg (t ) is the ground acceleration. In this paper, the NRF between two DOFs is
expressed in a general power series polynomial (PSP) function as follows:




non
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where x(t ), x(t ) is the velocity and displacement responses, respectively. Rinon
,i 1 (t ) is the NRF
non
between the i and i-1 DOF. ri ,i 1, j ,q is the coefficient of the power series polynomial,  and  are
integers which depend on the nature and extent of the nonlinearity of the system, and
   3(   0) in this paper. Vi ,i 1 and Si ,i 1 are relative velocity and relative displacement
between two adjacent DOFs of i and i+1.
According to the equations (1) and (2), the motion of the i-th DOF can be governed by the
following equation:
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The coefficients of PSP can be identified by least square method when complete information
including responses, mass and earthquake acceleration are available and then the NRF can be
obtained.
2.2 Earthquake acceleration identification of nonlinear system
In practice, it is always hard to gain the complete responses and mass of all DOFs. Drawing
lessons from the ground excitation identification method proposed by Feng et al (2002), an Nstory shear-type model is studied, where the outputs oo the top three floors and the mass of the
top two floors are assumed to be known. Then the equations of motion can be shown as follows:
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Hence, the follow equation can be obtained that:
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The coefficients of PSP can be identified by least square method, and then the ground
acceleration xg can be identified by equation (5).
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2.3 The EKF-WGI method with equivalent linear theory
In order to ascertain the locations of damages or nonlinearities, an equivalent linear theory and
mass matrix are introduce into the EKF to implement the identification of mass matrix and
damage locations. Meanwhile, the precision and rate of convergence is increased using EKFWGI. According to the equivalent linear theory, Equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:
(8)
M E x(t )  CE x(t )  K E x(t )  M E xg (t )
where ME, CE and KE are constant matrixes that characterize the linearized mass, damping and
stiffness forces, respectively. It is generally accepted that the mass matrix does not change
significantly when nonlinear behavior appears, and therefore, ME = M.
The state vector of EKF can be defined as follows:
T
T
(9)
X (t )   X1 (t), X 2 (t), X 3 (t), X 4 (t), X 5 (t)   x(t), x(t), K E , CE , M 
With the definition of extended state vector, the EKF-WGI method can be used to identify
unknown displacement and velocity responses and unknown mass matrix. The global iteration is
repeated until the error of identified mass between two iterations is less than 1kg in this study.
3. Numerical Simulation Validation for the Proposed Identification Approach
To illustrate the accuracy of the method under discussion, a 7-DOF chain-like nonlinear structure
is considered as an example. Each story of the model is associated with one horizontal DOF. The
properties of the structure are mi=300kg, ki=24kN/m and ci=200N·s/m (i=1, 2, 3,…,7). To mimic
nonlinear behavior, two MR dampers are introduced on the 4th and 7th floors of the structure,
respectively. Only the complete outputs of the top three floors, acceleration of the 1st, 3th and
the mass of the top two floors are known. Friuli earthquake wave shown in Figure 1 is selected
as the ground excitation in this simulation. The dynamic response of the nonlinear 7-DOF model
is determined with Runge-Kutta integration method. In this paper, the initial error of unknown
mass is assumed as 30% of the true value. The weight coefficient w of EKF-WGI is set to be
100. Modified Dahl model of MR damper (Zhou et al., 2002) given by the following equations is
used in this simulation.
Dh
(10)
Fnon
 K0 si ,i 1  C0vi ,i 1  Fd Z  f 0

Z   vi ,i 1 (1  Z sgn(vi ,i 1 ))

(11)

where F is the nonlinear restoring force of the MR damper, K0, C0 are the stiffness coefficient
and damper coefficient receptively. Fd is the coulomb frictional force determined by the current
intensity. y and y are the displacement and velocity of the MR damper, f0 is the initial force and
usually be zero. Z is a dimensionless hysteretic performance. In this study, K0  0.03 kN / m ,
C0  0.6 kN  s / m , Fd  0.050 kN ,   200s / m , f 0  0 N .
Dh
non

With the known complete outputs and mass of top three floors, the ground acceleration can be
identified and the identified result is shown in Figure 2. From comparison, it is obvious that the
identified ground acceleration is very close to the real value. Based on identified ground
acceleration, the unknown structural mass and responses can be obtained by EKF-WGI. The
results of identified structural mass and equivalent linear parameters are shown in Table 1. It is
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obvious that the identified structural mass is very close to its real value and the maximum error is
only 2.20%. In addition, there are obvious difference between the identified equivalent stiffness
and structural linear stiffness on 4th and 7th floors, which implies that nonlinearities occur on the
4th and 7th floors.

2
0
-2
-4
0.0

7.5

15.0

Time/s

Figure. 1 Friuli earthquake wave

4

Ground acceleration /(m·s-2)

Acceleration/(m·s-2)

4

Simulated

Identified

2
0
-2
-4
0.0

7.5

15.0

Time/s

Figure. 2 Identified result of ground acceleration

Table. 1 Identified mass and equivalent linear parameters
1st floor

2nd floor

3rd floor

4th floor

5th floor

6th floor

7th floor

Identified

299.66

297.15

293.39

300.51

296.22

-

-

Error (%)

0.11

0.95

2.20

0.17

1.26

-

-

K E (kN / m)

23.9

23.8

23.7

23.9

23.5

23.7

24.7

CE (kN  s / m)

0.21

0.20

0.21

1.08

0.17

0.18

1.03

M i (kg )

Based on identified structural responses, the NRF of the structure can be identified by the PSP.
The NRF on the 4th and the 7th floors can be identified. The identified NRF is the sum of elastic
restoring force, the damping force of the structure and the nonlinear restoring force provided by
the MR dampers. So the MR damper force can be determined by subtracting the linear elastic
restoring force and damping force of the structure. The comparisons of the identified NRF of
MR dampers with the simulated MR forces are shown in Figure 3. It is obvious that the
identified MR damper force is close to the actual one in the numerical model even the mass has
a 30% initial error. Results indicate that the proposed approach is capable of identifying
structural nonlinear performance with reasonable accuracy.
Simulated

Identified

100

MR damper force /N

MR damper force /N

100
50
0
-50

-100
-0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03
Inter-stroy shift on the 4 th floor /m

Simulated

Identified

50
0
-50

-100
-0.015
0.000
0.015
Inter-stroy shift on the 7th floor /m

(a)
(b)
Fig 3 Identified MR damper forces: (a) the 4th floor; (b) the 7th floor
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4. Concluding remarks
Based on partially available output and mass information, a general time-domain, model free
structure nonlinear restoring force, mass and seismic excitation identification approach is
proposed in this paper. The proposed method is capable of identifying structural mass and NRF
under unknown seismic excitation and the performance of the proposed approach is verified via a
7-DOF numerical model with two MR dampers. The results show that the proposed approach is
capable of identifying NRF under unknown ground excitation, which is very meaningful for
post-earthquake damage evaulation of structures, where the parametric model of the restoring
force and the accurate estimation on mass are usually unknown.
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Abstract
Structural nonlinear restoring force (NRF) of structural members or substructures describes the
damage initiation and development procedure directly. Most of the current available
identification approaches for nonlinear structures identify the parameters of assumed parametric
models, and structural mass is usually treated as known. However, it is hard to know the exact
parametric model of NRF under strong dynamic excitation in prior. Structural parameters
identification results are dependent on mass and variation in mass may lead to errors in structural
parameters. In this paper, a nonparametric two-step structural nonlinearity and mass
identification approach based on Legendre polynomial is proposed using limited acceleration
measurements. Firstly, to reduce computation costs, the memory fading extended Kalman filter
(MF-EKF) combined with the equivalent linear theory was used to identify the location of
nonlinearity. Secondly, a Legendre polynomial model is employed to describe structural NRF
and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is applied to identify structural nonlinearity including
structural parameters, unknown responses, NRF and mass with limited acceleration
measurements. Numerical and experimental investigations with a four-story frame structure
equipped with a Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) damper are carried out to validate the performance
of the proposed approach. Results show that the proposed method is capable of identifying both
structural NRF and mass with acceptable accuracy even with a very rough initial mass
estimation.
Keywords: Nonlinear restoring force; Model free; Unscented Kalman filter (UKF); Legendre
polynomial model; SMA dampers; Mass identification; Memory Fading;
1. Introduction
With the development of advanced sensing technologies, structural health monitoring (SHM) for
large-scale and complicated engineering structures has become a significant research field in
civil engineering (Olivier and Smyth, 2017). Generally speaking, structural damage usually
results in changes in structural parameters such as stiffness and damping. Because structural
vibration frequencies and modal shapes extracted from dynamic response measurement depend
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on stiffness, lots of vibration based structural damage approaches have been proposed, where
structural damage is represented by a decrease in identified stiffness from the measured
structural frequencies and/or modal shapes (Wu et al., 2003). Strictly speaking, most of the
identification approaches based on eigenvalues and/or modal shapes are only applicable for
linear elastic systems. Meanwhile, time domain identification approaches show their ability in
damage identification (Das et al., 2016).
Aiming at the identification for nonlinear structures and the difficulties in modeling the NRF of
engineering structures in a parametric way, Masri and Caughey (1982) proposed a restoring force
surface method (RFSM) to identify a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system. Xu et al. (2012,
2014, 2015) proposed several model-free nonparametric nonlinear behavior identification
methods with Chebyshev polynomial and power polynomial to express structural NRF. These
methods were also validated via several experiments using different kinds of dampers to mimic
the nonlinearity of the structure. However, these identification methods usually require all the
structural displacement and velocity responses as known variables. Practically, it is hard to
measure the structural dynamic responses at all degree-of-freedom. So it is critical to develop
approaches realizing the nonlinear behavior identification with limited output information.
To solve this problem, many researchers using Kalman filter (KF) to identify the structural state
with limited responses. The KF series algorithms are estimation methods using the recursive
minimum variance based on state space, including the classical KF, the extended Kalman filter
(EKF) and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF). Wu and Smyth identified the parameters of the
Bouc-Wen model using the UKF method (Wu and Smyth, 2007). Liu et al. proposed a two-stage
identification method for nonlinear structural systems with unknown models using partial
acceleration responses and known mass (Liu et al., 2015). In practice, it is difficult to estimate
the mass of engineering structures accurately because of the variation in both live and dead
loads, and the error in the estimation of mass directly affects structural identification results.
Therefore, it is very important to identify structural mass and nonlinear behavior simultaneously.
In this study, an NRF and mass identification approach using limited acceleration measurements
without using parametric model of the NRF is proposed and verified numerically and
experimentally. The results show that the proposed method has a good ability to identify the
structural NRF and mass. This study is of great significance for the post-disaster performance
evaluation of civil engineering structures under strong dynamic load where structural nonlinear
behavior should be identified and mass is usually unknown.
2. Two-step structural nonlinearity and mass nonparametric identification approach
In physical science and mathematics, Legendre polynomials are a system of complete and
orthogonal polynomials, with a vast number of beautiful properties, and innumerable
applications. Given any piecewise continuous function z( x) with finitely many discontinuities
in the interval [-1,1], the sequence of sums can be shown as follows,
N

M

z ( x, y )   cnm Ln ( x) Lm ( y )
n 0 m  0

The recursive relationship as shown in equation (2) can be determined,
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2n  1
n
（n =1，2，……） (2)
xLn ( x ) 
Ln 1 ( x )
n 1
n 1
In this study, without using any parametric models for structural nonlinear behavior, the NRF
could be described in the form of the double Legendre polynomial of structural relative velocity,
relative displacement as shown in the equation (3),
Ln 1 ( x ) 

k

q



Ri ,i 1[ x (t), x(t), ]   cinon
,i 1, h , j Lh (vi ,i 1 ) L j ( si ,i 1 )

(3)

h 0 j  0

where Ri ,i 1[ x (t), x(t), ] is the NRF between the ith DOF and the i-1th DOF, vi, i−1 and si, i−1 are
relative velocity and relative displacement vectors, cinon
,i 1, h , j is the coefficient of the polynomial, k
and q are integers which depend on the nature and extent of the nonlinearity. Lh (v i' ,i 1 ) and
L j (s i' ,i 1 ) are Legendre polynomials.
The EKF is an infinite memory filter. To avoid filtering divergence, the memory fading (MF)
technique is introduced to increase the weight of the new measured data and decrease the weight
of the old data. The details of memory fading EKF (MF-EKF) method and mass identification
method were shown in reference (Xu et al., 2018). The proposed NRF and mass identification
approach can be carried out in the following steps as shown in Figure 1.
START
Modelling the NRF using Chebyshev
polynomial and establishing the extended
state vector

Assuming the initial mass m0

Identifying the displacement, velocity,
unknown acceleration, coefficients of the
Chebyshev polynomial and mass using
UKF algorithm

By means of the MFEKF combining with
equivalent linear theory, the location of
nonlinear floor as well as the preidentified mass(m1) can be identified

Determining NRF using the identified
displacement, velocity response and the
coefficients of Chebyshev polynomial

STEP ONE
END

STEP TWO

Figure 1 Flow chart of the iterative algorithm

3. Numerical Simulation Validation with a 4-DOF Nonlinear Structure with SMA dampers
To illustrate the accuracy of the proposed method under discussion, a 4-DOF nonlinear structure
is considered as an example as shown in Figure 2. Each story of the model is associated with one
horizontal DOF. The properties of the structure are mi=300kg, ki=240kN/m and ci=180N·s/m
(i=1, 2, 3,…,7). One SMA damper was established on the 4th floor of the structure to mimic the
nonlinear behavior as shown in Figure 2. SMA is a novel functional material and can be used for
passive, active, and semi-active control of civil structures. In this study, a piecewise linear
pseudoelasticity model (Li and Mao, 2001) shown in Figure 3 is utilized to mimic the hysteretic
performance and shown in equation (4),
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k4 c4

SMA

k3 c3

m4
m3

k2 c2

m2

k1 c1

m1

F

Figure. 2 Numerical model

Figure. 3 Hysteretic model of SMA damper

k1SMA  S
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(
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(
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S
)

sgn(
S
)

k

S
(cd , c ' d ')
1
2
b
c
1
 SMA
SMA
SMA
(da, d ' a ')
(k1  k2 )  S a  sgn( S )  k2  S

(4)

A random excitation was applied to the third floor of the model, and the dynamic response of the
nonlinear 4-DOF model is determined with Runge-Kutta integration method. Only three
accelerations were observed in this numerical model, and they were mixed with a 5% noise-tosignal ratio in terms of root-mean-square (RMS).
Two numerical cases including the initial estimation of the stiffness, damping and mass were
40% have been simulated to illustrate the performance of the proposed method. Only
acceleration responses on the first, second and third floors were used in the proposed method.
The parameter identified results after step one were shown in Table 1. It is obvious that the
identified stiffness of the 4th floor is different between the others. Moreover, the location of
nonlinearities is easy to get in this way. After step two, the structural parameters, responses and
the NRF could be identified. The maximum identified error of mass, stiffness and damping is
3.3%, 4.2% and 8.7% respectively. The parameter identification accuracy is acceptable. The
identification of the unknown acceleration and the NRF were shown in Figure 4. The identified
results match well with the real values.
Table.2 Identified numerical model parameters by MF-EKF
Structure
parameters

k1
(N/ m)

k2
(N/ m)

k3
(N/ m)

k4
(N/ m)

c1
(N s/ m)

c2
(N s/ m)

c3
(N s/ m)

c4
(N s/ m)

Case -40%
Case +40%

312
312

311
312

312
312

400
400

224
225

256
256

203
203

272
272

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure. 4 Identified results: (a) Acceleration of the second floor; (b) Hysteretic of SMA damper; (c) Time history of
SMA damper restoring force
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4. Experimental validation with a four-story frame model with SMA dampers
An experiment was also developed to validate the proposed method. A 4-DOF steel frame was
established in the laboratory which was shown in Figure 5. An independently designed SMA
damper was established in the 4th floor of the model as shown in Figure 6 for details.

Figure. 5 Experimental structure model

Figure. 6 Details of the SMA damper

Only three acceleration responses on the first, second and third floors were used in the proposed
method and the initial estimation of stiffness, damping and mass were 80% of the real values.
The maximum identified error of mass, stiffness and damping is 9.1%, 8.2% and 13.1%
respectively. The identified results of the unknown acceleration and the hysteretic of SMA
damper were shown in Figure 7. As can be shown, the accuracy of the identification is
acceptable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 7 Identified results: (a) Acceleration of the second floor; (b) Hysteretic of SMA damper; (c) Time history of
SMA damper restoring force

5. Conclusions
In this study, a time-domain structural NRF and mass identification approach for MDOF
nonlinear structures using limited acceleration measurement without using any known parametric
models of structural NRF was proposed. The Legendre polynomial was used to express the
structural NRF. The numerical simulation and experimental study results showed that the
proposed approach is capable of identifying structural nonlinearity using a very rough estimation
of structural parameters even without using mass. The proposed approach is potential for
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structural nonlinearity identification, which plays key roles in post-event damage prognosis of
engineering structures, where the remaining load-carrying capacity forecasting is important.
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Abstract
Isolated building can effectively reduce the horizontal earthquake input to the super-structure by
introducing the rubber bearing between foundation and the super-structure. Many isolated
structures experienced the recent major earthquakes occurred in different part of the world, and
the effectiveness of isolation technique not only in mitigating structural damage, but also in
protecting the equipment inside the building are widely recognized. However, with the number
of applications of isolation buildings in the world become more and more, the concern on the
performance of isolated building became increasingly stronger. Isolation technique has found
wide application in western part of China, some of them have experienced recent strong
earthquakes and exhibited good performance, promoting further popularization of isolation
technique. On the other hand, the service condition in western China is unfavorable, such as
large temperature fluctuation, dry climate, as well as frequent earthquake. In order to identify the
change of performance of isolation building in service after earthquake, strong wind and sharp
temperature drop so as to avoid strong, implicit degrading of structural performance, long-term
structural health monitoring system was designed and installed in a group of teaching and
hospital buildings to test the structural parameters of isolated buildings in service. This paper
presents the principle of design and realization of structural health monitoring system, and
explains the method of modal parameter identification based on improved Morlet wavelet. Some
of major results of the identification of isolated buildings due to some nearby earthquakes and
human excitation have been shown.
1. Introduction
In recent years, with the frequency of earthquakes, isolation structure becomes the main damping
structure (Du et al. 2015). Under the earthquake excitation, horizontal displacement of isolated
structures concentrates on the isolated layer due to low stiffness and weak restraint to upper
structure. The input energy of earthquake was absorbed by isolated bearings. The isolation
performance of isolated structure was related to the mechanical property of isolated bearings,
many researchers studied the time-varying nonlinear characteristics of isolated structures (Yin et
al. 2010; Lei et al. 2013; Du et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2016.). Under severe earthquake or pulsetype near-fault earthquake, stiffness degeneration or strength degeneration may occur at upper
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structure and time-varying behavior appears on structures due to repetitive action. To investigate
the time-varying law of structural parameters under external excitation, researchers carried out
identification of structural parameters based on monitoring data (Chen et al. 2013; Loh et al.
2015; Ventura et al. 2003; Shi et al. 2012). In service stage, the nonlinear characteristic of
isolated layer and the time-varying parameters of upper structure were identified accurately by
effective algorithm. That can provides reference to the design and safety monitoring assessment
of isolated structures.
This paper focuses on the time-varying and nonlinear mechanical behavior of isolated structures
under external seismic excitation. Firstly, the identification method was employed based on
wavelet multiresolution theory. The accuracy of the method was verified by simulation.
Secondly, a long term health monitoring system was designed and installed in a middle school
isolated structure in Gansu province. Wavelet method is used for parameter identification by
under earthquake and environmental. The research achievement provides reference for mastering
the performance state in construction and service stage.
2. Identification method based on Wavelet multiresolution analysis
Any continuous signal f (t ) can be expressed as a wavelet multiresolution approximation (Yang
1999),

f (t ) 







 c j0,k  j0,k (t )  

k 

d

j  j0 k 

j ,k

 j ,k (t )

(1)

j /2
j
j/2
j
Where,  j ,k (t ) = 2  (2 t - k ) and  j,k (t ) = 2  (2 t - k ) is translation and scaling of function
clusters of scale function  (t ) and parent wavelet function  (t ) , respectively. c j0 ,k 和 d j ,k is
0

0

0

expansion coefficient on scale j0 和 and j , respectively .
Motion equation of the foundation isolation structure as follows
mbub (t )  rb [ub (t ), ub (t ), t ]  (c1u1 (t )  k1u1 (t ))  mb xg (t )

(miu1  miu1  ...miui )  ciui  ci 1ui 1  kiui  ki 1ui 1  mi xg (t )
n

m u  c u
i 1

n i

n n

(2)

 knun  mi xg (t )

Where, u (t ) , u (t ) and u (t ) are structure acceleration, velocity and displacement , n is the number of
layers, the restoring force of isolation layer can be expressed rb  cbu(t )   kbu(t )  (1   )kb zb ,
zb is Bouc-Wen nonlinear model. c , k and r are structure damping, stiffness and restoring force.
The above parameters were expressed approximately using wavelet multi-resolution analysis
from the perspective of the function space subdivision, and the vibration differential equation can
be transformed into a multiple linear regression equation. The structural parameters identification
can be transformed into time-invariant wavelet reconstruction coefficient estimation in
multivariable linear regression model.
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3. Numerical analyses
To study the parameter identification of isolated layer and upper structure under earthquake
excitation. A two-story isolated structure was used to carry out numerical analysis and numerical
simulation software MATLAB is adopted. the upper structure was assumed as linear structure,
the structural damage was simulated by changing the structural parameters. Bouc-Wen model
was employed to simulate the mechanical property of isolated bearing. The mass, damping and
stiffness of upper structure and isolated layer was set as 125.53 kg, 0.07 kN·s/m, 24.5 kN/m and
125.53 kg, 0.07 kN·s/m, 24.5 kN/m, respectively.
The structure parameter identification of upper structures and isolated layer was carried out
under earthquake excitation. The stiffness of upper structure was suddenly decreased from 24.5
kN/m to 19.6 kN/m to simulate the damage of upper structure due to some reasons at 15 s. The
mass and damping kept constant during the excitation process, noise of 50dB （ SNR=10l o g

S
N

,

S and N are average power of noise and signal）was added to the measured response to study
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Fig. 1 theoretical and identification values of structural parameters of each layer
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Fig. 2 theoretical value and identification value of hysteresis loop of each layer
Fig. 1 shows the identification of structural parameters in upper structure and isolated layer
under stiffness mutation. The results showed the identification method track the change of
stiffness accurately, the damping identification value oscillates near the real value, there is error
in identification of isolation layer damping. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of hysteretic curve
between theory and simulation. After the stiffness nutation, the hysteretic curve of upper
structure was still like a straight line due to the linear assumption. Under the earthquake
excitation, the isolated layer effective dissipated energy according to the full hysteretic loop.
After the stiffness mutation, the shape of hysteretic loop was changed. Little influence was
shown on the energy-dissipation capacity of isolated layer. The results show that the identified
values are in good agreement with theoretical values. The wavelet multiresolution method
effectively tracked the time-varying parameters of upper structure and the nonlinear
characteristic of isolated layer.
4. The engineering application
To study the time-varying parameters of the basic isolation structure, a health monitoring system
was installed in a middle school in Gansu province, as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 picture of the teach building
The long term health monitoring system has detected five earthquakes successfully since it was
installed. The magnitudes were between 3.0 and 6.5, the monitoring data are used to identify the
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variation of modal parameters using the wavelet multiresolution recognition method, as fig.4 and
5 shown.

Fig. 4 variation of modal frequency

Fig. 5 variation of damping ratio
Under micro seismic excitation, as the excitation amplitude increases, the modal frequency
decreases and the damping ratio increases until the maximum amplitude of acceleration. After
that, the excitation amplitude decreased, the modal frequency and the damping ratio oppositely
changed comparing to the former stage. The intensity of ground motion significantly affects the
parameters of isolated structure. Comprehensive figure 4~5, a variety of factors contribute to the
variation of modal parameters, the main reason is energy dissipation, the vibration amplitude of
building structure is small under micro seismic excitation. The energy dissipation mechanism of
rubber isolation bearing has not yet work, with the increase of excitation amplitude, the isolation
bearings start to work, gradually, the modal frequency and damping ratio of structure varies with
the intensity of vibration.
Conclusion
The wavelet multi-resolution analysis method can accurately identify the nonlinear parameter
values of isolation bearing and accurately track time-varying characteristics. Thus, it can also
provide a theoretical basis for the identification of nonlinear characteristics of structure system
by using the monitoring data of actual isolation project.
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A long-term monitoring system was installed in the actual isolation engineering. The results
show that under micro seismic excitation, the modal frequency decreased with the increasing
excitation amplitude while the damping ratio showed contrary law. The intensity of ground
motion significantly affects the parameters of isolated structure.
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Abstract
Nonlinearity exists widely in civil engineering structures. To date, for the purpose of structural
evaluation and better understanding nonlinear characteristics of complicated structures, a number
of parametric and nonparametric methods have been developed for the identification of nonlinear
restoring force (NRF). However, due to the highly individualistic nature of nonlinear systems, it
would be inefficient to attempt to express the structural NRF in a general parametric form. For
many nonparametric techniques, their nonparametric models or approximations may result in
undesirable results or oscillations around unsmooth points. In this paper, on the basis of extended
Kalman filter (EKF), a model-free NRF identification approach is proposed to circumvent the
limitations mentioned above. The NRF to be identified is treated as ‘unknown fictitious input’,
and thus no prior assumptions or approximations for the NRF model are required. With the aid of
a projection matrix, a modified version of observation equation is obtained. Based on the
principle of EKF, the recursive solution of the proposed approach is analytically derived. The
NRFs provided by the nonlinear components are identified by means of least squares estimation
(LSE) at each time step. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is numerically verified via a
building structure equipped with shape memory alloy (SMA) damper.
1. Introduction
Civil engineering structures are prone to deterioration or damage due to some factors, such as
strong dynamic loadings and material fatigue accumulation. To date, a variety of vibration-based
damage detection and system identification methods have been developed (Xu and He 2017).
Most of them are applicable when the structure of interest is linear. However, nonlinearity is
generic in nature, and linear behavior is an exception. The occurrence of a fault in an initially
linear structure will, in many cases, result in nonlinear behavior. Therefore, it is highly desirable
to develop nonlinear identification algorithms to facilitate the evaluation of the structural
performance and condition for the purpose of prevention of potentially catastrophic events.
Since the restoring force can act as an indicator of the extent of the nonlinearity and be used to
quantitatively evaluate the absorbed energy during vibration, the research on NRF identification
has been actively conducted over years and the comprehensive literature reviews can be found
(Kerschen and Noël 2017). Broadly speaking, the existing NRF identification methods can be
divided into two groups, i.e. parametric identification and nonparametric identification. In
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parametric identification methods, a model structure is specified, whereas the primary quantities
obtained from the nonparametric identification methods do not directly specify equations of
motion (Worden and Tomlinson 2001). Once the structural model is fixed, the nonlinear
identification problem is reduced to parameter estimation as only the coefficients of the model
terms remain unspecified. However, it is sometimes difficult to define a specific physicallymotivated model to precisely describe the encountered nonlinear phenomena such as the
initiation and development of crack. The lack of high-fidelity, physics-based, robust models that
could accurately reflect the multidimensional behavior of these nonlinear systems would hinder
the application of the computational tools or methods in identifying the complex nonlinearities in
the design stage. Thus, nonparametric nonlinear identification solely using input and output data
is necessary. The subject of parametric or nonparametric NRF identification is extremely broad,
and an extensive literature exists. It is not intended to provide a comprehensive overview of the
past and current approaches for NRF identification in this paper. Instead, some relevant research
regarding nonparametric NRF identification methods is introduced herein. Early contributions to
nonparametric nonlinear identification can be traced back to the 1980s when Prof. Masri and his
co-workers developed their famous restoring force surface (RFS) methods by using Chebyshev
polynomial (Masri et al. 1979). By using a power series polynomial to represent the NRF, a databased approach was proposed for the identification of chain-like structure equipped with
magneto-rheological (MR) damper (Xu et al. 2012; He et al. 2012) and SMA damper (Xu et al.
2015a). A data-based nonlinear identification approach was proposed by Xu et al. (2015b) for
mass and NRF identification under incomplete loadings. By introducing an equivalent linear
structural system and a power series polynomial, Lei et al. (2017) proposed an EKF-based
model-free NRF identification approach for the identification of the unknown coefficients of the
power series polynomials and other structural parameters. Su et al. (2018) proposed a two-step
approach to identify the nonlinearities of model-free MR damper with partial response data.
Based on the Hilbert transform, two novel nonparametric identification approaches were
proposed by Yuan et al. (2018) for nonlinear piezoelectric mechanical systems.
Most of the aforementioned nonparametric identification methods are based on the usage of
some specific nonparametric expressions to describe or approximate the nonlinear properties.
The key of these methods is to properly determine the values of the coefficients in their
nonparametric expressions basing on the input and output data. Such approximations may,
however, result in undesirable oscillations or inaccurate results around unsmooth points. In this
paper, an EKF-based model-free nonlinear identification approach is proposed for the
identification of NRFs and other structural parameters. By using a projection matrix, a modified
version of observation equation is obtained. The NRF is treated as ‘unknown fictitious input’ and
identified by means of LSE. Based on the principle of EKF, the recursive solution of the
proposed approach is analytically derived. The proposed approach requires input and output data
only, without knowledge or intuitive assumptions of any nonlinear model class in advance.
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2. Formulation of the proposed approach.
T

Considering the extended state vector Z(t) =  x(t)T , x (t)T , θT  , the state equation can be found as,
x (t )


Z(t )   M 1 Cx(t )+Kx(t )+ηu R non (t )  φf(t )   = g  Z(t ) ,R non (t ),t   w (t )







0



(1)

in which M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrix, respectively; x(t ) , x (t ) and x(t)
are acceleration, velocity and displacement responses, respectively; R non (t ) is the vector of NRF;
f(t) is the external excitation; ηu and φ are the influence matrix; w(t) is model noise vector with
zero mean and a covariance matrix Q(t) . The NRF is not available and treated as ‘unknown
fictitious inputs’. Eq. (1) can be then linearized as,
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The acceleration

responses are assumed to be measured. The discretized observation equation can be then given as
y k  M 1 C k x k +K k x k +ηu R non
 φfk   v k
k

(3)

where vk is the measurement noise vector assumed to be a Gaussian white noise vector with zero
mean and a covariance matrix R k . The re-arrangement of Eq. (3) leads to the following equation,
(4)

DR non
k = h(Z k )  y k  v k

where h(Zk ) =  M 1 Ck x k +K k x k  φfk  ; D  M1ηu . The closest solution of R non
k can be then given as
T
T
R non
k ,LSE   D D  D  h(Z k )  y k  v k 
1

(5)

The error of the aforementioned solution can be calculated as





T
T
err  DR non
 DR non
 h(Z k )  y k  v k 
k
k ,LSE  I  D  D D  D
1

(6)

where I is an identity matrix; D  DT D  DT is known as projection matrix. As a limit, the error
1

shown in Eq. (6) should tend to be zero, leading to
Φy k = Φh(Z k )  Φv k

(7)
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1
in which Φ  I  D  DT D  DT .Then, the priori state estimate Zˆ k 1|k can be given as,
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The priori estimate error covariance matrix can be determined as,
Pk 1|k  A1Pk|k A1T  A 2R k AT2  t 2Qk
 0 

0

 0 

 0 

where A1 = I  tU k|k  t  Hk|k  , A 2 = t  I  , Hk|k 

h(Zk )
Zk Z

(9)

. The posteriori state estimate
ˆ
k  Z k|k

ˆ
Z
k 1| k 1 herein can be calculated as
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ


Z
k 1| k 1 = Z k 1| k  G k 1 Φy k 1  Φh(Z k 1| k ) 

(10)

Once the posteriori state estimate Zˆ k 1|k 1 is determined, the unknown NRF can be determined
according to Eq. (5). The posteriori estimate error covariance matrix can be obtained as,
Pk 1| k 1   I  G k 1ΦH k 1| k  Pk 1| k  I  G k 1ΦH k 1| k   G k 1ΦR k +1ΦT GTk 1
T

(11)

The gain matrix can be determined as
Gk 1  Pk 1| k HTk 1| k ΦT Φ  H k 1| k Pk 1|k HTk 1|k  R k +1  ΦT 

1

(12)

3. Numerical Investigation
Here, a 6-story shear building structure with an SMA damper on the 2nd floor is employed. The
structural parameters are assumed as mi =300 kg, ki=1.8×105 N/m (i = 1, 2, …, 6). The Rayleigh
damping assumption is adopted with α=0.2644 and β=2.578×10-3. A random excitation is applied
to the top floor of the structure. The covariance matrices of measurement noise and model noise
are set to be R k = 100×I and Qk = 10-3×I. All the measured signals are contaminated by 5 %
noise. The SMA damper is model in a double-flag form as expressed by Eq. (13).

non
R SMA

1
 kSMA
s
 1
2
2
(
k
 kSMA
)  sb  sgn(s)  kSMA
s

  SMA
1
2
1
( kSMA  kSMA )  (sb  sc )  sgn(s)  kSMA  s
( k1  k 2 )  s  sgn(s)  k 2  s
a
SMA
 SMA SMA

(oab, o ' a ' b ')
(bc, b ' c ')
(cd, c ' d ')
(da, d ' a ')

1
2
where the definition of kSMA
and kSMA
sa, sb, sc and sd can be found in Fig. 1. The following
1
5
2
1
=0.5  kSMA
parameters are selected: kSMA =1.0 10 N/m, kSMA
, sa = 4×10-3 m and sb = 8×10-3 m.
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Figure 1. NRF provided by SMA damper
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Figure 2. Comparison of SMA damper force: (a) Hysteretic loop; (b) Time history of the identified error
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Table 1. The identified results of building structure equipped with SMA damper
Error(%)
Parameters
Actual
Identified
Actual
Identified
180.00
179.92
-0.05
k5 (kN/m)
180.00
179.94
180.00
179.88
-0.06
k6 (kN/m)
180.00
179.83
180.00
179.84
-0.09
α
0.2644
0.2643
180.00
179.90
-0.06
β
2.578×10-3
2.591×10-3

Error(%)
-0.04
-0.10
-0.04
0.55

By using the proposed approach, the unknown structural parameters can be identified as shown
in Table 1. Obviously, the relative error of the identified parameters is very small. Besides the
identification of structural parameters, the NRF provided by SMA damper can be simultaneously
identified as well. Moreover, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach around
the unsmooth points, another nonparametric NRF identification method basing on power series
polynomial model (PSPM) is employed (He et al. 2012). The identified results by using the
proposed approach and PSPM method are compared in Fig. 2. It can be found from Fig. 2(a) that
more accurate results can be obtained by using the proposed approach especially around the
unsmooth points. Fig. 2(b) gives the comparison of time histories of the identified error. Because
the initial values of the structural parameters are 50% of the actual ones, the identified NRF error
of the proposed approach is larger than that of PSPM method at the beginning. As the parameters
being identified promptly and accurately, the identified error of the proposed approach becomes
much smaller than the error obtained from PSPM method.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, an EKF-based model-free NRF identification approach is proposed. The NRFs
provided by the nonlinear components such as SMA damper are treated as ‘unknown fictitious
input’, and thus no prior assumptions or approximations for the NRF model are required. A
modified version of observation equation is obtained with the usage of a projection matrix. The
structural parameters and NRFs are simultaneously identified at each time step. The
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach is numerically validated. A further
comparison of the proposed approach with the PSPM method is made to demonstrate the
reliability of the proposed approach for the identification of NRFs around the unsmooth points.
Results show that the proposed approach is capable of satisfactorily identifying the structural
parameters and unknown NRFs provided by the nonlinear components.
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Abstract
Bridge load rating is an important approach to assessing the load-carrying capacity of bridges.
Current approaches rely on empirically fitted models that do not require the measurement of live
loads and bridge responses; this can lead to rating factors that are conservative. More accurate and
bridge-specific load rating methods could be valuable in managing the safety of bridges. In this
study, a data-driven load rating approach is proposed based on data collected from a highway
corridor with bridge monitoring systems, traffic cameras and weigh-in-motion (WIM) stations
linked together in a cohesive cyber-physical system (CPS) architecture. The CPS architecture is
designed to capture and track trucks in the corridor so that bridge excitations can be attributed to
measured truck weight parameters. Computer vision algorithms, namely convolutional neural
networks, are embedded with traffic cameras to automate the identification of trucks using edge
computing. This allows bridge responses to a given truck to be conclusively linked to truck weight
parameters measured by a WIM station that is not collocated with the bridge. Based on truck
weight and bridge strain response data, essential load rating parameters such as the dynamic load
allowance are estimated and investigated under various loading scenarios. This can lead to more
accurate load ratings specific to the monitored bridge. The I-275 north bound corridor between
Newport, Michigan and Romulus, Michigan is instrumented as a testbed to validate the proposed
data-drive load rating framework.
1. Introduction
Bridges require proper inspection and assessment to ensure they operate safely. Bridges are
inspected regularly to confirm the bridge condition is safe and the bridge system is operating as
designed. For safe operations, the load demand imposed on bridge components must be below the
structural capacity of those components. Bridge load rating provides a rational basis for assessing
the safe load capacity of a bridge. Current load rating methods in the United States follow the
Manual for Bridge Evaluation (MBE) published by American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO); the MBE provides a framework for assessing the bridge
capacity based on existing structural conditions, material properties, and loading scenarios, among
other considerations (AASHTO 2018). Two load rating methods are recommended by the MBE:
analytical and empirical. The analytical method is based on a mechanics-based model but is known
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to be unnecessarily conservative due to the use of simplifying assumption (e.g. line girder analysis)
and model calibration parameters empirically derived that neglect the systematic behavior of the
specific bridge being analyzed (Sanayei et al. 2015). The empirical method is based on in situ load
testing where controlled loads are placed on the bridge and the bridge response is measured. Load
testing allows for proper adjustment of the rating factor obtained from the analytical method. The
analytical method is most common due to the high costs and logistical complexities (e.g., road
closure) associated with load testing.
New approaches to bridge load rating are being explored using finite element method (FEM)
modeling and structural monitoring. For example, bridge load rating using a calibrated FEM model
has been studied with FEM models better reflecting the systematic behavior of a bridge as
compared to the simplistic modeling approach taken in the MBE analytical approach (Alipour et
al. 2016; Bell et al. 2013; Deng and Phares 2016; Ndong et al. 2019; Sanayei et al. 2015). These
methods are even more accurate when the FEM model is calibrated using either modal properties
extracted from: bridge vibration measurements (Alipour et al. 2016; Ndong et al. 2019) or strain
measurements during controlled truck loading (Bell et al. 2013; Deng and Phares 2016; Sanayei
et al. 2015). An alternative approach is to measure bridge responses to heavy trucks whose
trajectories on the bridges are tracked using cameras; assuming the bridges is a linear system, the
unit influence line (UIL) can be estimated using measured strain responses (Catbas et al. 2012). A
limitation of such an approach is the uncertainties associated with estimating vehicle axle spacing
and weights, leading to uncertainty in the final rating factor. Finally, some researchers have
explored the use of long-term monitoring data to extract maximum bridge strain responses under
the actual bridge traffic for use within the analytical MBE model (Al-Khateeb et al. 2018). A
challenge of this approach is that the truck loads are not measured and hence, there is no basis for
comparing the observed loads with design loads. This makes the rating factors difficult to be
compared with those using classical design loads.
The goal of this study is to develop a data-driven load rating method consistent with the MBE
analytical approach based on measured bridge responses corresponding to known (measured) truck
loads. Specifically, the study shows that it is feasible to link measured bridge responses to truck
axle weights measured using a weigh-in-motion (WIM) station by identifying the truck through
computer vision. A cyber-physical system (CPS) framework is proposed that collects the data from
bridge monitoring systems, cameras and WIM stations, and uses the data collected to link bridge
responses to truck measurements. Over time, an abundance of coupled vehicle load and bridge
response data can be collected from which load rating parameters can be extracted including the
dynamic load allowance (DLA) and UILs. By doing so, the final rating factors from the MBE
analytical method reflect the true behavior of the bridge under real load conditions leading to a
more accurate assessment of the bridge load capacity. The CPS architecture has been installed on
a 20-mile segment of the north-bound I-275 corridor between Newport and Romulus, Michigan
which includes two instrumented bridges and a WIMS station. In this paper, the three interior
girders of the Newburg Road Bridge are rated following the Load and Resistance Factor Rating
(LRFR) criteria for design load rating (AASHTO 2018). To evaluate the proposed data-driven load
rating method, the rating factors obtained by the data-driven method are compared with those
obtained by conventional analytical and FEM-based methods.
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Figure 1. (a) Views of the Newburg Road Bridge; (b) instrumentation design of the Newburg Road Bridge
monitoring system.

2. Corridor-based Cyber-Physical System
2.1 Newburg Road Bridge
The Newburg Road Bridge (NRB) is a single-span composite slab-on-steel girder bridge that
carries I-275 north bound traffic over the East Newburg Road in Monroe, Michigan (Figure 1(a)).
The bridge was built in 1973 and is owned by the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT). It spans 105 feet (32.00 m) and has a skew angle of 59 degrees. The bridge consists of
seven girder lines (deep I-beam sections). Based on prior inspection, the bridge structural
components (e.g., deck, girders, abutments) are generally rated in good condition. For the purpose
of long-term SHM, three interior girders (girder lines 2, 4 and 6 in Figure 1b) were instrumented
with Narada wireless sensor nodes measuring bridge strain and acceleration in 2016 (Hou et al.
2017); the sensor layout is depicted in Figure 1(b). A total of 10 sensors are installed including
one vertical accelerometer, one thermometer, four weldable strain gages, and four BDI transducers
(full bridge strain sensors). In this study, the sensors used for load rating are the weldable strain
gages (Hitec HBWF-35-125-6-10GP-TR) placed 3 inches (7.62 cm) above the bottom flange on
the I-section web. These strain sensors measure the flexural strain response of the span on girder
line 2, 4 and 6 at sensor S1, S2 and S3, respectively (Figure 1(b)). Figure 2(a) shows a typical
sensor installation on the girder while Figure 2(b) shows the mid-span composite cross section of
an interior girder with key dimensions and strain gage position illustrated. The sampling frequency
of the strain gages is set at 100 Hz. The NRB monitoring system collects data from the Narada
nodes using a base station computer which communicates data to the Internet via a cellular modem.
2.2 Cyber-Physical System (CPS) Design
Besides the NRB bridge monitoring system, the I-275 corridor has other data collecting elements
within the CPS architecture including three traffic cameras and a WIM station (Figure 3). The
WIM station is located 7 miles (11.3 km) north of the NRB and is managed by MDOT. It is a twolane type II quartz station that measures vehicle gross weight, speed, number of axles, axle spacing,
and axle weights. Each traffic camera is a Logitech C930e webcam controlled by a GPU-enabled
embedded computing device (Nvidia Jetson TX2) which is connected to the Internet through a
cellular modem. Each camera is programmed to capture traffic images at a frame rate of 10 FPS
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Figure 2. (left) Strain gage installation on the Newburg Road Bridge; (right) cross section of an interior girder
with dimension and sensor location illustrated.

Figure 3. Locations of the cyber-physical system components along the I-275 north bound corridor.

with a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. A vehicle detection program, namely YOLOv3-tiny
(Redmon and Farhadi 2018), is embedded in each TX2 for real-time truck detection using captured
images. Cam-1 (Figure 3) is 6.5 miles (10.5 km) upstream from the NRB acting as a trigger of the
entire CPS architecture. Cam-2 and Cam-3 are installed at the NRB and WIM station to capture
truck images synchronized with bridge response data and truck weight data, respectively. Bridge
response data, WIMS truck weight data and the corresponding truck images (taken from Cam-1,
Cam-2, and Cam-3) are communicated to a cloud-based data management system developed for
data storage and computing (Jeong et al. 2018).
After a truck is detected by Cam-1, it messages the other downstream CPS elements (Cam-2, Cam3 and the NRB monitoring system) via the Internet to begin their data acquisition processes starting
at a time based on the approximate travel time of the truck. The NRB bridge monitoring system
and Cam-2 are programmed to collect data for 120 seconds with a delay of 300 seconds
(corresponding to 6.5-mile driving distance at 65 mph) after a positive detection of a truck at Cam1. By the same logic, Cam-3 collects images for 200 seconds with a delay of 630 seconds from
detection at Cam-1. Operated by MDOT, the WIM station is collecting data at all times and
communicating it to a WIMS database that the CPS architecture has access to. Following this
coordinated data collection process, the CPS architecture is capable of tracking the same truck
along the instrumented highway corridor.
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Figure 4. Paired weigh-in-motion and structural monitoring data: (a) time history of bridge strain responses
measured by strain gages S1, S2 and S3 with a picture of the truck; (b) measured weight configuration at the
WIM station with a picture of the same truck.

All data collected (i.e., bridge strains, camera frames, and WIM record) within the same data
collection cycle are automatically uploaded to a server hosted in the cloud. When uploading is
completed, a program on the CPS sever automatically detects and synchronizes truck events
between the different types of data at each location (i.e., the NRB and the WIM station), after
which each detected truck event is segmented from the original data set as a set of truck images
plus either the bridge monitoring data (Figure 4(a)) or truck weight data (Figure 4(b)). The truck
images are key to linking the bridge responses to the WIM recording of the same truck. To reidentify the truck at the NRB and the WIM station, a learning-based re-identification algorithm is
adopted to match the trucks (Hou et al. 2019). This is critical because the gross vehicle weight and
the axle weight distributions for the truck can be used to interpret the strain response of the bridge.
This provides an input-output data set similar to what would be obtained in a traditional field load
test. However, the CPS approach does not require any interruption in traffic and has the potential
to collect a large number of truck events. A sample of paired data corresponding to a 5-axle truck
is shown in Figure 4. Totally, 6092 matched data pairs collected from November 2017 to
September 2018 are utilized in this study to demonstrate the proposed data-driven load rating
method. While only a single truck travels on the bridge at the same time in this data set, there could
be the presence of small vehicles (e.g., cars) in a few of the data sets.
3. Data-Driven Load Rating Procedure
3.1 General Load Rating Equation and Items
This paper showcases the proposed data-driven load rating method by performing a design load
rating following the LRFR method presented in the MBE (AASHTO 2018). The legal load rating
and the permit load rating can be performed in a similar manner. According to the latest MBE, the
general load rating equation for each component subjected to a single force effect (i.e., flexure)
can be expressed as follows (AASHTO 2018),
𝑅𝐹 =

𝐶 − (𝛾𝐷𝐶 )(𝐷𝐶) − (𝛾𝐷𝑊 )(𝐷𝑊) ± (𝛾𝑃 )(𝑃)
(𝛾𝐿𝐿 )(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐼𝑀)

(1)
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where RF is the rating factor of a structural component, C is its capacity given its current condition,
DC is the dead load effect due to structural components and attachments, DW is the dead load
effects due to wearing surface and utilities, P is permanent load effects other than those from the
dead loads, LL is the live load effect, and IM represents additional live load effects produced by
DLA. All of the γ-values are scaling load factors defined in the Load and Resistance Factor Design
(LRFD) bridge design specifications (AASHTO 2017). All capacity and load effects are presented
herein with respect to strain responses presented in micro-strain. As the structural components to
be rated in this paper are three interior steel girders, the capacity of the girder is calculated based
on the nominal resistance, R, of the girder cross section (Figure 2(b)) at the sensing location under
flexural moment and scaled by LRFD factors (e.g., condition, system and resistance factors)
(AASHTO 2018). The values of DC, DW and P are determined as per the bridge design drawings
and a calibrated finite element model which is discussed in Section 3.2. The three dead load factors
(𝛾𝐷𝐶 , 𝛾𝐷𝑊 , 𝛾𝑃 ) are determined according to the LRFD specifications. As both inventory-and
operating-level ratings under the Strength I limit state are reported, the live load factor, 𝛾𝐿𝐿 , has
two values: 1.75 and 1.35 for the inventory- and operating-levels, respectively (AASHTO 2018).
In this paper, the HL-93 design live load is used for the design load rating with all combinations
of different load scenarios (e.g., single-lane and multiple-lane loads) explicitly considered to
generate the maximum live load effect (AASHTO 2017). The major contribution of this paper is
on how to efficiently compute an accurate live load effect considering both the systematic behavior
of the bridge and the current condition of its structural elements. This objective is achieved by
extracting UILs and DLA from the multi-source data set collected by the instrumented CPS. The
data processing procedures for extracting the DLAs and UILs are discussed in Sections 3.3 and
3.4, respectively.
3.2 Finite Element Modelling
A finite element model of the NRB is created in the commercial FEM package CSiBridge 2016
using the engineering drawings and materials test results of the bridge. The concrete deck and steel
girders are modelled using shell elements while the bridge bracings and stiffeners are modelled
using frame elements. The reinforcement effect of the slab reinforcement bars on the deck stiffness
is included by setting a deck stiffness amplification factor in CSiBridge. Bridge boundary
conditions are modelled using translational and rotational springs. The model is calibrated by
tuning the coefficients of these boundary springs by matching modal features (e.g., modal
frequencies) of the model with those extracted from the monitoring data and based on minimizing
the difference between predicted and measured strains under truck loading. The CSiBridge model
is also used for computing all dead load effects.
3.3 Dynamic Load Allowance
DLA is in effect an amplification of the live load effect induced by moving vehicle wheel loads as
compared to static wheel loads. The DLA value recommended by the MBE for steel girders in the
load rating cases considered in this paper is 33%. (AASHTO 2018). It has been widely studied that
the DLA of a bridge is strongly influence by many factors including the type of bridge and its
geometry. Also influencing the DLA are the vehicle properties including its speed, weight and
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suspension system (Deng et al. 2015b; a; Paultre et al. 1992). This results in a high variation in
the DLA for a specific bridge (Carey et al. 2017). In this study, DLA is extracted from the
measured vehicle weight and bridge response data based on the use of low-pass filtering of the
measured bridge strain (Paultre et al. 1992). The filter needs a cut-off frequency lower than the
bridge’s first natural frequency and a passband of v/L Hz, where v is the speed of passing vehicles
and L is the bridge span length. The NRB exhibits its first mode at 4.2 Hz; the vehicle passing
frequency can range from 0.77 Hz to 1.11 Hz assuming vehicle speed ranging from 55 mph to 80
mph, respectively. Consequently, a low-pass filter with a 3.5 Hz cut-off frequency is used to filter
the measured dynamic strain response to derive the bridge static responses. Figure 4(a) overlaps
the measured raw data with the low-pass filtered data to illustrate the process. The DLA can then
be calculated as follows,
𝐷𝐿𝐴 =

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑅𝑑𝑦𝑛 − 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎 )
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎 )

(2)

where Rdyn is the dynamic response and Rsta is the static (i.e., low-pass filtered) response.
The scatter plots of extracted DLA values versus vehicle gross weight under different loading
scenarios are shown in Figure 5. As labelled in Figure 5, each subplot corresponds to a girder
sensor location (S1, S2 or S3) and a truck lane assignment (slow, middle or fast lane). It should be
noted that the number of samples corresponding to trucks in the fast lane is small as few trucks
choose to use the fast lane when crossing the bridge. As can be seen, the extracted DLA values
vary widely with generally more variation at lower vehicle weights. This is expected as lower
weight vehicles induce a smaller static strain response leading to the DLA calculation being
strongly influenced by signal noise. Hence, the DLA extraction process focuses on DCA values
that correspond to truck weights corresponding to the dominating HL-93 load pattern. For the
NCB, the dominant HL-93 load pattern corresponds to an HS-20 truck with the uniform design
lane load. The gross weight of the HS-20 design truck, 72 kips, is notated using a vertical solid
green line in each subplot. A region of interest (ROI) is established around 72 kips to account for
the maximum 15% error of the WIM station in terms of vehicle gross weight. All samples within
this region are considered for the extraction of DLA values for the HS-20 design truck load. The
mean, μ, and standard deviation, σ, of all the DCA samples in the ROI are calculated, and the
estimated DLA (shown as the solid black horizontal line in Figure 5) is taken as μ+3σ to screen
out extreme values (outliers) which might be caused by either sensor noise or a faulty WIM
measurement. The MBE recommended DLA value (0.33) is presented as the red dashed line in
each subplot for reference. It can be observed that the DLA values tend to be smaller for heavier
trucks. The relative position of the truck relative to the girder line is important. Specifically, the
DLA value of a girder tends to be smaller (usually below 0.33) when the vehicular loads are on
the lane right above the girder and a larger portion of the vehicular load is distributed to it. For
example, the DLA value of S1 is smaller when the truck is assigned to the slow lane. This can be
due to the load distribution in the bridge section with the girder closest to the truck lane taking a
larger share of the live load response leading to improved signal-to-noise ratios. Taking the DLA
for the loads above the sensor, the data suggests the MBE over estimates the DLA value for a
bridge like the NRB. The obtained DLA values are used to compute the worst loading scenario
with the HL-93 design load.
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Figure 5. Dynamic load allowance (DLA) values extracted from NCB strain data under different loading
scenarios (truck in slow, middle of fast lane) for the three sensing locations (S1, S2, and S3). Solid vertical green
line corresponds to 72-kip HS-20 load, shaded green region is the region of interest (ROI), red horizontal line
corresponds to the AASHTO DLA (0.33) and the black line is the μ+3σ DLA for samples in the ROI.

Figure 6. Extracted unit influence lines for sensor S2 when trucks travel along the NCB middle lane.

3.4 Unit Influence Line
A UIL represents the load effect (defined here using strain) induced at a specific bridge location
caused by a unit axle load (one kip) traversing the bridge over a defined certain lane. While being
continuous in theory, the lane positions along the bridge length are usually discretized so that the
UIL can be conveniently expressed as a vector. For each pair of measured bridge strain and truck
load configuration (particularly axle spacings and weights), a unit load influence line can be
extracted at each sensor location by solving a series of linear equations formulated based on
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fundamental input-output relations of Equation (3) where εt is the strain measurement at timestamp
t, wi is the ith axle weight at timestamp t, and Iit is the UIL entry corresponding to the position of
ith axle at timestamp t that is being solved for (O’Brien et al. 2006):
𝑁

𝜀𝑡 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝐼𝑖𝑡

(3)

𝑖

The algorithm proposed by O’Brien et al. (2006) is used to extract Iit. The static (low-pass filtered)
strain responses are used as the input strain for the extraction of the UIL. With over 6,000 bridgetruck data sets available for this study, thousands of influence lines can be extracted for each
sensing location and truck lane assignment. Like the DLA extraction case, there will be fewer UILs
for the case of trucks assigned to the fast lane. Considering that the sampling frequency of the
strain gage is 100 Hz and the truck speed limit is 65 mph along the I-275 corridor, the UILs is
discretized with a resolution of 11.4 inches (28.9 cm). While the UIL is supposed to be a 105-entry
vector given the proposed discretization, the obtained UIL vectors are larger since it is impossible
to determine the exact timestamps when trucks enter and exit the bridge and redundant tiny entries
are added to the head and tail of calculated UILs (O’Brien et al. 2006). Those values are very close
to zero and thus won’t influence of the final predicted responses. The entries at the tail are usually
larger than those at the head due to free vibration after trucks leave the bridge.
A total of 2621 UILs are extracted for S2 when the axle load is moving on the middle lane as
plotted in Figure 6. It can be observed that the extracted influence lines have similar shapes but
vary in amplitude. This variation can be attributed to many factors such as varying truck speeds,
varying truck location within the lane, different load configurations of the trucks, WIM data error,
bridge response error, presence of small vehicles, and signal noise. In this study, the magnitude of
the final UIL is selected to be the mean value at each position. The final extracted UIL for all three
sensors with different loading lanes are plotted in Figure 7. They are used to generate the
maximum vehicular live load effect combined with the extracted DLA values.
4. Load Rating Evaluation
Given the extracted DLA values and UIL vectors under different loading scenarios, the maximum
live load effect caused by the HL-93 design load can be calculated for all three girders. The results
are listed in Table 1 along with results obtained from the FEM simulations in CSiBridge. It can be
observed that both methods obtain the maximum live load effect under the same load conditions.
The results by the data-driven method are higher than that from FEM. To evaluate the proposed
data-driven load rating method, the resultant rating factors are compared with those obtained by
the FEM-based method in Table 2. Included is the conventional analytical method following the
logic of Equation (1). The results, as listed in Table 2, show that the rating factors calculated using
the data-driven approach lie between the conventional and the FEM-based rating factors.
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Figure 7. Unit influence lines (UIL) extracted for the NRB three sensing locations with different loading lanes.
Table 1. Maximum live load effects computed using the proposed data-driven method and the FEM-based method

Live Load Effect
(Data-driven Method)
Live Load Effect
(FEM-based Method)
Worst Load
Case

Girder 2 (S1)

Girder 4 (S2)

Girder 6 (S3)

88.97 με

164.26 με

152.34 με

78.88 με

134.87 με

108.55 με

HL-93 load on slow and
middle lane

HL-93 load on slow,
middle and fast lane

HL-93 load on middle
and fast lane

Table 2. Load rating factors calculated by three different methods

Inventory Level
Rating Factor
Operating Level
Rating Factor

Conventional
FEM-based
Data-driven
Conventional
FEM-based
Data-driven

Girder 2 (S1)
1.45
4.66
4.14
1.88
6.05
5.19

Girder 4 (S2)
1.45
2.66
2.17
1.88
3.43
2.81

Girder 6 (S3)
1.45
3.42
2.34
1.88
4.43
3.03

5. Conclusions
Accurate load ratings are critical for effective bridge management. In this study, a cyber-physical
system that consists of bridge health monitoring system, cameras and a WIM are integrated within
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a single CPS architecture to collect and integrate bridge and truck measurement data. By doing so,
a vast collection of bridge response data paired with vehicular weight data can be collected at
minimal cost and effort. Taking advantage of the data, realistic parameters under different loading
conditions such as dynamic load allowance and unit influence lines can be calculated to produce a
more accurate data-driven rating factor reflecting the bridge’s actual load-carrying capacity. Future
research will focus on investigating the factors that influence the quality of the extracted UILs and
testing the generalizability of the proposed method on another multiple-span bridge located on the
same highway corridor.
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UAV-Based Autonomous and Instantaneous Bridge Diagnosis
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Abstract
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has been widely utilized in various engineering fields. This
paper provides an overview of an UAV based bridge inspection project sponsored by Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport in South Korea. This project aims to complement existing
bridge inspection practices by integrating UAV, non-destructive testing sensing and big data
analytics. The specific objectives of the project consist of (1) development of a UAV hardware
platform capable of close-range flight near a bridge and flight-to-attach operation onto the bridge
(40 minutes flight time with 4.5 kg of payload under 2 m/sec wind speed); (2) autonomous UAV
operation using a vision based SLAM algorithm (under 50 mm location error) for localization
and&nbsp; a line-of-sight path control algorithm under gust wind conditions (less than 4m/s); (3)
hybrid imaging system combining infrared and vision-based cameras for visualization and
quantification of various defects (micro-crack, spalling, bolt loosening and coating thickness
variation); (4) automatic generation of 3D BIM model and overlapping with bridge inspection
results; and (5) development of UAV-based bridge inspection guideline and regulations.
Component level validation tests were performed on concrete and steel bridge structures, and
testing of the entire integrated system is underway.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring technology is an essential supplement to traditional manual
detection methods. The application of structural health monitoring technology for constructing a
bridge neural system is helpful for early detection of structural damage and hidden dangers, and
to ensure the safety and health of bridges. This paper mainly introduces the application of
structural health monitoring technology in China in recent years, especially in long-span cablesupported bridges in Jiangsu Province, China. This article discussed the timely alarm system,
cumulative damage trend deduction, manual inspection workload reduction, verification of
existing design and guidance of future design of the structural health monitoring technology
through specific engineering cases. This paper covered the current technical stage of structural
health monitoring technology and main technical bottlenecks, as well as recent technical
breakthroughs in areas such as distributed sensing technology and automatic identification of
anomalous data.
1. Introduction
The achievements in the field of bridge engineering in the 20th century are not only reflected in
the development of prestress technology, the construction of long-span cable-supported bridges
and the exploration of super long-span bridges, but also reflected in the assumptions and efforts
of intelligent control and monitoring of bridge constructions. Over the past 100 years, the
researches of bridges in the field of wind and earthquake resistance and the development of new
materials and new technologies have promoted the development of long-span bridges. At the
same time, with the increasing attention to the safety, durability and normal functions of vital
long-span bridges, the research and application of bridge health monitoring systems are
developing rapidly (Housner, G. W., Bergman, L. A., Caughey, T. K., et al., 1997).
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2. The Significance of Bridge Structural Health Monitoring
In recent years, bridge construction has achieved rapid development in China. According to
statistics, since the 1990s, the total number of new bridges in China has accounted for 47% in the
world. More than 10,000 bridges have been built per year. By the end of 2017, the total number
of highway bridges in China has reached more than 830,000, which makes China becomes the
top one in the world. Many super long-span bridges with world records have been constructed.
However, on one hand, bridges are becoming longer and softer with the improvement of the
design and construction level of modern long-span bridges. The structural forms and functions
are becoming more and more complex. Although scientific research work such as structural
performance simulation tests has been carried out at the design stage, due to the mechanical and
structural characteristics of the long-span bridges as well as specific climates, it is difficult to
fully grasp and predict the bridge behavior under various environmental and operational
conditions at the design stage. On the other hand, the completion of the bridge is only the start
for exerting its value. Only by ensuring health and safety can it fully play its due role. During the
service period, the coupling effect of load fatigue, environmental corrosion and material aging
will inevitably lead to the cumulative damage to the bridge structure and the resistance decay,
which reduces the ability to resist catastrophes. It directly affects driving safety and shortens the
service life of the bridge with the cumulative damage undiscovered or un-repaired, which may
cause sudden injure and even collapse of the bridge.
Therefore, it is essential to assess bridge health level by applying real-time monitoring to
forecast the performance of the bridge structure, timely discovering and estimating the location
and level of internal damage of the bridge structure, especially after experiencing a special event
that causes structural damage. By this means, we are able to ensure the structural safety of the
bridge, implement economic and reasonable maintenance plans, achieve safe and economical
operation, and identify unacceptable response reasons.
Traditionally, bridge structural health assessments have been performed by manual visual
inspection or by information measured using portable instruments. However, due to its subjective
and poor real-time problems, it has become increasingly difficult to meet the needs of modern
bridge maintenance. Under this circumstance, since the 1980s, structural health monitoring
technology has gradually expanded from the aviation, aerospace and mechanical fields to civil
engineering, especially in the area of bridges. In essence, the structural health monitoring
technology is similar to the human body's neural sensing system. The information is collected by
the sensors installed on the main components of the bridge, transmitted back to the background
computer through a wired or wireless network. Then professionals process the data with analysis
software and make technical judgments. Different from the traditional manual detection methods
(including many non-destructive testing techniques), the structural health monitoring of large
bridges has evolved from inspecting injury after its existence to evaluating the conditions and
environmental factors that may cause structural damage. The assessment of signs and trends in
structural performance degradation helps take timely maintenance and repair measures. Because
of the rapid development of transportation and the higher requirements for the health and safety
of large bridges, the connotation of bridge structure health monitoring has been revolutionized.
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Fig. 1 Analogy diagram of health monitoring system and human nervous system

Compared with traditional manual detection methods, structural health monitoring technology
improves the discovery speed of sudden damage and abnormal events, making it possible to
derive the development trend of cumulative damage. It can realize the observation of hidden
components. It also acts like an on-site laboratory to help verify the existing design and guide
future plans (Zhang Yufeng, Li Xianqi, 2018).
3. Research and application status of bridge structural health monitoring
Since the wind-damage accident happened to the Tacoma suspension bridge in the United States
in 1940, the importance of bridge structure monitoring has attracted people's attention. However,
due to the limitations of science and technology as well as people's understanding of nature, old
monitoring methods are relatively backward, and have not been well developed in engineering
applications. In the mid-to-late 1980s, some countries in Europe and the United States clearly
proposed a new concept of structural health monitoring, and established health monitoring
systems on many significant bridges with long-spans or novel designs.
From the current theoretical research, many research papers have emerged in the field of
structural health monitoring in recent years. The research contents of these papers include
intelligent sensors, optimized placement of monitoring points, wireless data transmission,
damage identification methods, bridge status assessment, bridge life cycle management and
maintenance. In addition, many international conferences on the theme of structural health
monitoring have been organized, such as International Workshop on Structural Health
Monitoring, International Conference on Structural Health Monitoring and Intelligent
Infrastructure. Also, conferences like International Modal Analysis Conference, SPIE, European
Conferences on Smart Structures & Materials, World Conference on Structural Control and
Monitoring, etc. involve topics on structural health monitoring and damage identification. The
compilation and release of a series of bridge health monitoring technical standards such as
Chinese National Standard "Technical Code for Monitoring of Building and Bridge Structures"
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(GB50982-2014 Technical Code for Monitoring of Building and Bridge Structures, 2014),
Transportation Industry Standards "Technical Specification for Structural Safety Monitoring
Systems of Highway Bridges" (JT/T1037-2016 Technical Specification for Structural Safety
Monitoring Systems of Highway Bridges, 2016), Chinese Engineering Construction Association
Standard "Design Standard for Structural Health Monitoring System" (CECS333:2012 Design
Standard for Structural Health Monitoring System, 2012), "Early Warning Threshold Standard
for Structural Health Monitoring System of Long-Span Bridge" (T/CECS 529: 2018 Early
Warning Threshold Standard for Structural Health Monitoring System of Long-Span Bridge,
2018) indicate that health monitoring technologies are gradually maturing. Technical standards
for bridge health monitoring in provinces like Jiangsu and Tianjin have also been released.
From the practical application point of view, in the mid-to-late 1980s, European countries and
America began to deploy monitoring sensors on many bridges. China started to research on the
bridge health monitoring since the mid-1990s. Now structural health monitoring systems of
different scales have been established on many long-span bridges such as Jiangyin Yangtze
River Bridge, Nanjing Second Yangtze River Bridge, Zhengzhou Yellow River Bridge,
Qianjiang Fourth Bridge, Maanshan Yangtze River Bridge and Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao
Bridge. According to incomplete statistics, at least 140 cable-stayed bridges and suspension
bridges with the span of more than 300m in China have installed structural health monitoring
systems. Besides, at least 300 conventional bridges have installed structural health systems.
The bridge health monitoring system has played an essential role after its application.
1) With the health monitoring system, the trend of cumulative damage could be deducted,
which is impossible with traditional detection methods.
Taking the assessment of the expansion joint damage on Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge and
Runyang Yangtze River Bridge as an example (Zhang Yufeng, Chen Xiongfei, Zhang Litao, et
al., 2013). Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge (a single-span suspension bridge with the 1385m main
span, as shown in Figure 2a) was completed in 1999. It equipped with Maurer's massive
displacement modular expansion joints (as shown in Figure 2b). The design life for the
expansion joints was 40 years. However, in 2003, some parts of the expansion joint were found
to be damaged. At that time, the management unit installed a staff gauge at the end of the main
beam and arranged regular inspection. But the cause was not found. In 2005, when the old
Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge health monitoring system (designed by James Jam Limited in the
United Kingdom and constructed by Strainstall Engineering Services Limited) was re-designed
and upgraded. The implementation unit of the renovation project (Jiangsu Transportation
Institute, now renamed to the JSTI Group) installed a displacement meter at the end of the main
beam (as shown in Figure 3). Through the analysis of the displacement data, it is found that the
motion pattern is very different from the design unit and the expansion joint manufacturer's
hypothesis. The daily displacement time-history curve of the main beam along the bridge
direction of Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge is shown in Figure 4. The horizontal axis is time (in
seconds), the "0" point corresponds to 12 o'clock in the middle of the night. The vertical axis is
the displacement (in meters). It can be seen from the figure that the longitudinal displacement of
the bridge can be decomposed into two parts including high frequency and low frequency. The
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low frequency part is approximated by the daily cycle. From the overall trend, there is a good
correspondence with the temperature. The high frequency part reflects the short-period motion of
about 2 to 4 minutes generated by wind and vehicle impact. It can be seen from the figure that
the time-history curves in the evening and early morning are intensive and the magnitude change
is significant, which is consistent with the fact that there are a large number of heavy trucks
passing through Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge at night. These high-frequency parts of the
motion that design units and manufacturers are not fully aware of, have a relatively small
amplitude but an amazing cumulative amount of displacement. With an average of 93.36 m/day,
it is two orders of magnitude higher than the cumulative longitudinal displacement caused by
temperature. It’s also more substantial than the length of the box girder between the expansion
joints (the distance between the two expansion joints of the main bridge is 2088m). Compared
with Sutong Yangtze River Bridge with a cable-stayed structural system (the average cumulative
travel of the expansion joint is 7.38 m/day), it is one order of magnitude higher. According to the
material parameters of the expansion joint slider given by the manufacturer, it will be smoothed
in about two years, resulting in reduced movement and damage. At the same time, this shortcycle movement will also bring a significant impact acceleration, which will further aggravate
the injury of the expansion joint. These are not found using traditional manual inspection method
because it is impossible to inspect and record with such a high frequency. After seeing the cause,
we can guide the adoption of targeted measures. Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge adopts the
installation of longitudinal dampers (as shown in Figure 5) and the replacement of high wearresistant sliders. In 2006, the expansion joints were replaced. Since the alternative, the expansion
joint has been working well. The above results also expertly guided the maintenance and repair
of the main bridge expansion joints on Runyang Yangtze River Bridge (a single-span suspension
bridge with the 1490m main span) and Xihoumen Bridge (a single-span suspension bridge with
the 1490m main span). Runyang Yangtze River Bridge was constructed in 2003, similar
problems were found with the special inspection and monitoring of the expansion joints (the
expansion joints using Mageba products, the average cumulative stroke is 80.96 m/day). Since
the damage was light, it was unnecessary to make the replacement. The limiter device (as shown
in Figure 6) + the high wear-resistant slider solution has solved the problem well. After the
expansion joint repaired in 2006, it has been working well.

Fig. 2 Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge and its main beam expansion joints
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Fig. 3 Displacement meter installed on the beam end on Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge

Fig. 4 Daily displacement monitored on Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge

Fig. 5 Beam end longitudinal damper installed on
Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge

Fig. 6 Expansion joint flexible limiter device installed
on Runyang Yangtze River Bridge

2) Using structural health monitoring systems to improve the discovery speed for abnormal
events such as earthquakes, ship collision, and sudden structural damage.
For example, with the structural health monitoring system, we recorded the structural vibration
response of Sutong Yangtze River Bridge ( (100+100+300)+1088+(300+100+100) m) which is
about 1660 km away from the seismic focus during the Wenchuan earthquake (as shown in Fig.
7). We found that the center of gravity of the main beam has a residual displacement of about 7
mm southward after the earthquake (as shown in Fig. 8) (Zhang Yufeng, 2018).
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Fig. 7. The acceleration time-history curve of the
midspan

Fig. 8. The longitudinal floating trend of the girder

Taking the ship collision on Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge main beam as an example (Zhang
Yufeng, 2018). The ship collision alarm could not be realized by the traditional video
surveillance method. The three ship collision data currently recorded by the health monitoring
system (all three are ship hitting the main beam, the one that happened in 2009 is shown in
Figure 9.) We realized that simply using the amplitude overrun alarm will generate a large
number of false alarms (as shown in Figure 10). Thus we constructed a three-indicatorfingerprint system: (1) characteristic index A: beam end horizontal rotation angle amplitude: 2e;
(2) characteristic index B: the peak and valley value of the beam-end horizontal rotation angle in
first vibration period after amplitude alarm is trigger; (3) characteristic index C: amplitude of
self-power spectral density of the beam-end horizontal rotation angle corresponding to the firstorder frequency of the cross-bridge. The alarm can be implemented within 1 minute after the
ship collision occurs.

a) Ship collisions with Jiangyin Bridge

b) The girder damage at the ship hit point

Fig. 9 The ship collision on Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge in 2009
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a) 2 June 2005 00:00~24:00

b) 2 June 2005 20:13~20:18(Average shift to zero)

Fig. 10 Signal record of the beam-end rotation angle of Jiangyin Bridge

Such an abnormal event alarm function is also of great value for daily maintenance. Taking the
bridge deck temperature monitoring as an example, generally compared with the steel bridge
deck temperature. In summer, the management unit should sprinkle water to cool down the deck
temperature when it approaches 60℃( for gussasphalt decks), pre-spraying snow-melting agent
should be considered during rainy and snowy days in winter when temperature is close to 0℃.
This requires the bridge maintenance personnel to take the temperature gun at the coldest and
hottest time and go on the bridge to measure the temperature. Not only the working environment
is terrible, the labor is expensive, but also the safety risk exists. Now, using the far-infrared
surface temperature sensor in the health monitoring system, the maintenance actions mentioned
above can be guided in the office according to the alarm of the health monitoring system.
3) The health monitoring system also helps to assist in routine testing and verification as
well as rapid assessment.
Taking the load test of Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge during the operation period as an example.
It is the first test of the suspension bridge during the operation period in China. The whole
experiment involved 60 vehicles and over 100 people on site. It was prepared for nearly one
month and the bridge was closed for two nights. During the load test, the health monitoring
system provided environmental impact observations for the analysis, collected data for similar
measurement points, supplemented the data of some measurement points, and estimated the
measurement by deformation observation. Error. Moreover, the influence line of the leading
indicators of the bridge was directly measured by the health monitoring system. By this means,
we have gotten the analysis results similar to the complicated load test only for half an hour with
six vehicles, which provides a good idea for quick assessment of long-span Bridge during
operation period.
4) It is also an excellent way to verify the bridge design and guide the similar design in the
future by using the health monitoring system, which is especially crucial for long-span
bridges with complex structures.
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Taking the wind field analysis as an example (Wang
Hao, Cheng Huaiyu, Li Aiqun, Zhang Yufeng, 2014),
based on the monitoring systems of Jiangyin Yangtze
River Bridge, Runyang Yangtze River Bridge, and
Sutong Yangtze River Bridge, we collected a total of 15
strong typhoon data from 2005 to 2012. A strong
typhoon spectrum in Jiangsu coastal areas based on
long-term measurement was established (as shown in
Figure 11). Compared with the general spectrum, it’s
more consistent with the actual situation, which not only
helps to more accurately carry out the influence analysis
and possible damage analysis of long-span cable-stayed
bridges under the impact of strong wind/typhoon, but
also helps wind-resistant design of similar bridges in the
future. The large amount of wind field test data provided
by health monitoring technology is becoming the fourth
driving force for bridge technology advancement which
is tied to basic theory, computer simulation and model
testing.

Fig. 11 Strong typhoon spectrum in the coastal areas of
Jiangsu Province

4. Development of bridge structural health monitoring technology
From the perspective of the development trend, the bridge structure health monitoring system has
gradually becoming one part of the bridge construction project. In the respect of application, the
bridge structure health monitoring system is expanding progressively from the super long-span
bridge to the conventional bridge. In the respect of application function, the bridge structure
health monitoring system is gradually integrated with the electronic manual inspection system
and the maintenance system. It is foreseeable that it will play an increasingly important role in
bridge management. A digital era of bridge is coming.
However, since the bridge health monitoring is a new research field, it involves many
technologies such as modern sensing, network communication, signal processing and analysis,
data management methods, computer vision, knowledge mining, prediction technology,
structural analysis theory and decision theory. The implementation of a successful bridge health
monitoring system requires the joint efforts of structural engineers, sensor engineers, network
engineers, database engineers, information technology engineers, computer engineers and bridge
management engineers, as well as sensor manufacturers, government agencies and research
institutions. Therefore, the design, construction, maintenance of the system and the data analysis
are complicated. Like many new technologies, the bridge structure health monitoring technology
has also experienced a development history. It generated with high expectations. The adverse
effects appeared after it failed to meet the requirement. Then the application of technology sank
into a trough. From the perspective of technological development at present, it should be in the
second generation product stage (beyond the development trough, the expectation becomes
rational, and the technology tends to mature).
From the current technical bottlenecks of health monitoring technology and the future
technological breakthroughs:
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Fig. 12 Main technical bottlenecks and breakthroughs of bridge structural health monitoring technology

In the traditional sensing field, the accuracy, stability and durability of the sensor have been
significantly improved in recent years. But there is still a particular gap between the expectations
of the engineering community and the current situation. The core problem in the future is to
improve the service life of the sensor or cut the cost. It is difficult to solve the contradiction
between the limited number of sensors and the randomness of damage by using traditional point
type sensors. Local point sensing like strain sensors is difficult to cover the position where
damage may occur, such as cracks. Dynamic characteristics as well as displacement are too
macroscopic, which makes it difficult to identify small damages. Therefore, in recent years,
distributed sensing technology, regional sensing technology and its corresponding analytical
theory system have developed rapidly, which provides new damage detection and dramatically
reduces system cost. This useful tool becomes one of the research hot-spots. For example, the
research results of the team led by Professor Wu Zhishen from Southeast University have
simultaneously improved the sampling frequency and measurement accuracy of the distributed
optical fiber (BOTDR) monitoring system based on Brillouin scattering. They constructed a
regional sensing technology system with long gauge FBG sensor as the core. A single long gauge
FBG sensor can realize crack detection, strain measurement, displacement measurement, the
calculation and analysis of structural dynamic characteristics which enables one type of sensor to
achieve multiple functions. At present, this technology has been widely used in a large number
of long-span bridge projects such as Sutong Yangtze River Bridge. Through the cooperation with
the PLA University of Science and Technology, JSTI Group has developed a flexible conductive
coating technology that can now monitoring the crack of 0.05mm and set an alarm. It has been
successfully applied to long-span continuous rigid frame bridge such as Kunming East Ring
Road.
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In the field of data acquisition and transmission, the accuracy of data acquisition has been rapidly
improved in recent years. The sensing and collection have become increasingly integrated. The
rapid development of communication technology has greatly enhanced the real-time transmission
capability of health monitoring data. As far as current demand is concerned, the technical
bottleneck has been fundarmentally broken which makes the establishment of the data center
possible. From the perspective of development trend, due to the application of health monitoring
technology in China in recent years, it has been continuously extended from long-span bridges to
conventional bridges. Compared with the large-scale health monitoring systems established in
the past for long-span bridges, systems for conventional bridges tend to be smaller and more
decentralized. It may have problems with power supply and wired communication conditions.
The management unit is more sensitive to the system cost, and have more maintenance-free or
less maintenance requirements after the system establishment. These facts require a more
decentralized system can combine A/D conversion and communication modules with sensors, to
equip wireless communication technology, and to minimize energy consumption with batterypowered or wind-solar hybridization. Therefore, distributed acquisition systems, low-power
acquisition and communication systems, and improving the stability and synchronization of
wireless transmission without significantly increasing the cost may be the key issues to be faced
in the next few years.
In the field of data storage and processing, the development of electronic storage technology
makes the storage of massive data no longer a bottleneck restricting the development of health
monitoring technology. The development of computer technology provides a high-speed
computing platform for real-time data processing. The development of non-relational databases
and cloud technologies makes health monitoring rapid data retrieval and query technology more
and more mature. However, in the face of the massive data brought by these advanced
technologies (high-dimensional, massive, raw data with a lot of noise and uncertainties from
long-term online monitoring systems containing hundreds of sensors), greatly surpassed people's
ability to process. The traditional data processing and understanding in the field of structural
engineering have been unable to adapt to the data acquisition capabilities of the online
monitoring system. How to obtain structural state information from a steady stream of online
data has become the key to whether structural health monitoring and state assessment techniques
can play a practical role. The central core issues facing in the future will be how to separate
signals and conduct knowledge mining in a noisy environment, and how to show them as a form
of understanding for bridge engineers with data visualization technology. It is gratifying to note
that in recent years, the development of computer technology and deep learning has dramatically
improved the massive data processing capabilities of health monitoring. For example, using
machine learning algorithms, we can now analyze data form robust homology sensors to build
the signal of the removed or damaged sensor (such as using the temperature sensor data of the
steel box girder roof to predict the temperature of the bottom plate, or using the displacement
data of one pylon to predict the data of the other pylon). Through cooperation with Harbin
Institute of Technology, the abnormal data of deep neural network is automatically detected, and
the accuracy of identifying abnormal data can reach up to 87%. With the increase of data
accumulation, the accuracy is expected to be further increased. Machine learning and big data
analysis technology will be an auspicious technical direction in the field of health monitoring in
the next few years.
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In the field of state assessment, the current technology can realize the evaluation of the direct
monitoring component. For example, if the vibration sensor is installed on the cable, it is
necessary to evaluate the cable force and make an alarm for the overrun. In the indirect
component evaluation (ie, using the peripheral sensor) and even for multi-parameter full-bridge
auspicious, many methods have been theoretically proven and validated with laboratory data. But
many traditional ways have poor anti-noise ability. When the system scale is large, usual
identification cannot be performed. However, due to the complex environment of the bridge,
how to strengthen the practicality facing with multi-source and reliable coupling of the influence
factors is the primary problem. One possible solution is to use statistical methods to find
anomalies. And then combine numerical simulation analysis to explore the causes of defects. In
recent years, the rapid development of artificial intelligence and computer simulation technology
has provided powerful tools and has achieved a series of significant breakthroughs. We are
looking forward to the further progress in this area.
In the field of technical standards, with the maturity of bridge health monitoring technology in
recent years, a series of national, industrial, local and academic (association) rules are being
compiled or published in China. However, at present, a large number of criteria are mainly
concentrated on the design of structural health monitoring systems. The standards on
construction requirements, quality assessment, and post-maintenance of structural health
monitoring systems are involved but not specific enough for data format and processing. We are
currently leading the draft of the "Jiangsu Province Bridge Structural Health Monitoring System
Database Standard" and CHTS "Bridge Structural Health Monitoring System Quality
Assessment Standard", and participated in the draft of CCES "Structural Health Monitoring
Massive Data Processing Standards".
5. Conclusion
In summary, health monitoring technology, as an important emerging research field of bridges,
has developed rapidly in recent years and is becoming a necessary supplement to traditional
manual detection methods, which has a great prospect. The maturity of cloud platforms, big data,
Internet of things and mobile communication technologies has provided significant technical
support to the health monitoring technology. Thus a series of technical bottlenecks are making
breakthroughs. How to use these new technologies to build an integrated detection and
monitoring cloud platform, to mining big data during construction and operation period, to
predict material degradation and component fatigue trends, and to provide decision support for
maintenance management will be our critical efforts in the future.
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Abstract
The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code uses the concept of a target reliability index for
evaluating the load carrying capacity of existing bridges. This index, which is based on risk to
human life, is related to three aspects of uncertainties inherent in a bridge: those related to (a)
element behaviour, (b) system behavior, and (c) inspection level. It is assumed that all bridge
inspections are manual. Citing examples of tests on many instrumented bridges, the paper proposes
another level of inspection, which is done with the help of electronic instruments and tests under
controlled vehicle loads. The paper proposes simple additions to the clauses of the CHBDC, which
can be used to determine the optimum load carrying capacities of existing bridges where structural
health monitoring (SHM) information is available.
1. Introduction
The concept of a target reliability index is used in the evaluation of the load carrying capacity of
existing bridges. It was introduced in the first edition of the CHBDC, CAN/CSA-S6-00 by the
Technical Subcommittee of the section on Evaluation and Rehabilitation. The 9-member
subcommittee was chaired by P.G. Buckland, a distinguished Canadian bridge engineer.
According to the commentary to the CHBDC, S6.1-14, the philosophy behind the concept of a
target reliability index is “to maintain a consistent level of risk to human life for each component
of the bridge.” It is argued that the failure of bridge elements that receive regular inspection, show
warning of failure, and can redistribute load to other elements are less likely to produce a loss of
life than the failure of an element lacking one or all of these traits.
The target reliability index, β, for bridge evaluation was introduced by Allen (1992), and is related
to uncertainties corresponding to four aspects of the evaluation of an existing bridge: (a) load
distribution or force, analysis, (b) system behavior, (c) element behavior, and (d) inspection level.
In order of ascending confidence, the force analysis is graded as (a) the ‘simplified analysis’
specified in the CHBDC, (b) the ‘sophisticated analysis’ such as the finite element analysis, and
(c) the analysis of statically determinate structures. It is implied that statically determinate
structures, such as simple trusses, can be analyzed very accurately.
The system behavior of bridges, in ascending order of confidence, is graded as S1, S2 and S3.
Structures with Category S1 are those, in which the failure of a single element leads to the collapse
of a bridge; single load-path structures such as pony truss bridges fall into this category. Structures
with Category S2 are those in which the failure of a component does not lead to the total collapse
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of the structure, such as multi-girder bridges. Structures with Category S3 are those in which an
element failure is only local, as in concrete deck slabs of girder bridges.
The element behavior, in ascending order of confidence, is graded as E1, E2 and E3. Category E1
elements fail without warning, such as columns failing in buckling. Category E2 elements also fail
suddenly, but retain post-failure capacity. Category E3 elements fail gradually giving plenty of
warning.
The inspection levels, in ascending order of confidence, are INSP1, INSP2 and INSP 3, with
INSP1 relating to components that are not inspectable, such as the internal webs of voided slabs.
INSP2 relates to the inspection which is done to the satisfaction of the evaluator. INSP3 relates to
the inspection of critical components carried out by the evaluator himself, or herself. The values
of β relating to the three aspects of bridge behavior are listed in Table 1 for normal traffic. These
values were obtained partly by using the method proposed by Allen (1992), and partly by using
engineering judgement. It can be seen that β is specified in intervals of 0.25. Table 1 also lists
proposed values of β for another level of inspection, which is discussed later in the paper.
Table 1: values of β for normal traffic
Inspection level
System behavior Element behavior
INSP1 INSP2 INSP3
E1
4.00
3.75
3.75
E2
3.75
3.50
3.25
S1
E3
3.50
3.25
3.00
E1
3.75
3.50
3.50
S2
E2
3.50
3.25
3.00
E3
3.25
3.00
2.75
E1
3.50
3.25
3.25
S3
E2
3.25
3.00
2.75
E3
3.00
2.75
2.50
*Note: The value of β for new bridges is 3.50

INSP4
3.50
3.00
2.75
3.25
2.75
2.50
3.00
2.50
2.50

The life safety criterion that forms the basis for the reliability indices presented in CHBDC Clause
14.12 only considers the loss of life resulting directly from the failure of the structure. The
evaluation of existing bridges is based on the philosophy to maintain a consistent level of risk to
human life for each element of the bridge (Gagnon and Buckland 1996). The failure of bridge
elements that receive regular inspection, show warning of failure, and can redistribute load to other
elements are less likely to result in a loss of life than the failure of an element lacking one or all of
these traits. Therefore, a consistent level of risk to human life is maintained throughout the entire
structure if a higher probability of failure is accepted in elements that are less likely to produce a
loss of life if failure occurs. Figure 1 shows the general relationship used in bridge evaluation, in
which a consistent level of risk to human life is maintained by a combination of structural capacity
and reduced consequences of failure. In figure 1 Bridge in Category C7 will have the safety index
of 2.5 but the Bridge in Category in C1 will have the safety index of 4.
If we draw a line at β=3.5 the target safety index for the design of an element, then from an
evaluation stand point bridges in the categories C1 to C2 are under designed and the categories C4
to C7 are overdesigned.
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Design β (3.5)

Figure. 1- Relationship between target reliability indices, bridge category and probability of loss
of life
Table 2: Bridge Categories identifies C1 to C7
Category
System
Element
Inspection
C1
S1
E1
1
C2
S1, S1, S1, S2
E2, E1, E1, E1
1, 2, 3, 1
C3
S1, S1, S2, S2,S2,S3
E2, E3, E1, E1,E2,E1
2, 1, 2, 3,1,1
C4
S1, S1, S2, S2, S3, S3,S3 E2, E3, E2, E3, E1, E1,E2 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3,1
C5
S1, S2, S2, S3, S3
E3, E2, E3, E2, E3
3, 3, 2, 2, 1
C6
S2, S3, S3
E3, E2, E3
3, 3, 2
C7
S3
E3
3
The various levels of target reliable indices required by the CHBDC are plotted against the
uncertainty to loss of life in Figure 1, in which it can be seen that the spectrum of uncertainty has
at its most uncertain end structures with S1, E1 and INSP1 categories, and at its most certain end
are structures with S3, E3 and INSP3 categories. For convenience, bridges with different system,
element and inspection levels, but having the same value of are grouped into Categories C1 to
C7, as shown in Figure 1. The plotted line represents a consistent probability of loss of life.
It is argued in this paper that another level of inspection category, i.e. INSP4, be added to bridge
evaluation that relates to inspection through structural health monitoring (SHM).
2. CHBDC Provisions for Bridge Evaluation
In the CHBDC, the live load capacity factor F for a component in an existing bridge for the
ultimate limit state is calculated according to Eq. 1, in which force effects due to loads such as
wind and temperature are not included.
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𝐹=

𝑈∅𝑅𝑟 − ∑ 𝛼𝐷 𝐷
𝛼𝐿 𝐿(1 + 𝐼)

(1)

In Eq. 1, U is the resistance adjustment factor being close to 1.00 for most components, φ is the
resistance factor, R is the nominal resistance of the component, 𝛼𝐷 is the dead load factor related
to β, D is the load effect due to dead load, 𝛼𝐿 is the live load factor related to β, L is the load effect
due to live load, and I is the dynamic magnification factor. The CHBDC-specified dead and live
load factors, as they relate to β, are reproduced graphically in Figure 2. Where, D1 is for factory
produced component, D2 is for cast in place concrete and wood, and D3 is for the wearing surface
It is noted that the dotted line portions of the 𝛼𝐿 curves are not specified by the CHBDC.
It is important to note the difference between the safety index for new designs, and the target
reliability index for evaluating the load carrying capacity of an existing bridge. If the former index
is assigned a high value, the resulting bridge has a higher capacity for carrying loads than a bridge
designed for a lower safety index. In contrast, if an existing bridge is found to have a high target
reliability index, then the value of 𝛼𝐿 is also high, as can be seen in Figure 2, with the result that
F, given by Eq. 1, has a smaller value than that for a bridge with a smaller value of the target
reliability index.

Figure. 2- Dead and live load factors for evaluation of load carrying capacities of bridges
If F is equal to or greater than 1.0, the bridge can carry unrestricted traffic. However, if its value
is less than 1.0, the bridge must be posted. The CHBDC provides a chart that relates F to the
posting load factor, which has to be multiplied by W of the CL-W Truck to obtain the posting
loads. Algohi et al. (2018) have determined that the design truck for the Canadian province of
Manitoba is CL-555, for which the chart for the posting load is as shown in Figure 3. Charts such
as those presented in Figure 3 are for triple load postings on bridges. If the posting is for a single
weight limit, then it should correspond to the curve relating to single-unit vehicles.
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Figure. 3- Posting loads for gross vehicle weights for Manitoba, Canada, plotted against F
3. Case Histories of One Hundrad and One Bridges Evaluated by SHM
Bakht and Mufti (2017) have given summaries of evaluations of one hundred and one instrumented
bridges conducted under controlled loads during the past four decades by them and their close
colleagues. Of all the tests conducted with the help of electronic sensors, 3 were ultimate load
tests, 16 were behaviour tests, and 82 were proof tests, in which the bridges were subjected to very
heavy truck loads, so that their load-response behaviour up to the maximum loads remained elastic
and linear. It was found that the posting of 62 of the structurally suspect 82 bridges tested for
evaluation could either be removed or upgraded. The observation that about 75% of the bridges
evaluated by SHM were found to have more load carrying capacity than could be identified by
analytical evaluations conducted without the help of SHM is enough to make a strong case for
adding another category of inspection, INSP4, to Table 1 of the CHBDC. However, for making an
even stronger case, discussion is provided in the following for three categories of bridges. One
category relates to ‘statically determinate’ steel through trusses, which are generally considered to
be very easy to analyse, as discussed earlier. The second category relates to sawn timber stringer
bridges, which are almost impossible to analyse, as discussed by Bakht (1983). The third category
includes concrete rigid frame bridges, which are found to have huge reserve strengths, the source
of which is yet to be rationalised.
3.1 Concrete rigid frame bridges
Notwithstanding the considerable research that has already been conducted to understand the
behaviour of various types of bridge structures, there is at least one type of bridge that has
enormous reserve strength that cannot be identified analytically: the concrete slab rigid frame
bridge, in which the abutments are made integral with the superstructure. One of these bridges, the
Coniston Creek Bridge in a highly deteriorated state, was tested in 1975 by MTO. The bridge
carrying a very high truck load can be seen in Figure 4 (a). Despite its apparent advanced state of
deterioration, the bridge was found to have ample capacity to carry unrestricted traffic.
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Unable to find the reason for the enormous reserve capacity in these bridges, the MTO decided to
investigate their behaviour by instrumenting the steel reinforcing bars of the Mcintyre Bridge, and
testing the bridge after construction. A photograph of the bridge is presented in Figure 4 (b). The
bridge was tested and investigated by Kryzevicius (1984), a very experienced and competent
bridge designer. He could not justify why the strains in the steel bars were so low. To date, the
cause for low strains in the reinforcing bars, and the very high load carrying capacity of concrete
slab rigid frame bridges, have not been established. A part of the reason for not investigating the
behaviour of this kind of bridge could be that it is gone out of vogue, and is no longer constructed.

(a)
(b)
Figure. 4- Concrete rigid frame bridges, (a) a deteriorated bridge, and (b) a brand new bridge
Evaluation of concrete slab rigid frame bridges through SHM can indeed identify their reserve
strengths, which cannot be rationalised by analytical evaluations alone.
4. Proposed Extension to CHBDC Critaria for Evaluation
It is proposed that an additional level of inspection, INSP4, be added to the evaluation section of
the CHBDC; the corresponding values of the target reliability index β, shown in Table 1, were
obtained by using the same procedure and engineering judgment as that used for obtaining the
values of β for other levels of inspection. Dead load factors 𝛼𝐷 are not affected by the proposed
addition, since the CHBDC already provides these factors for the additional values of β. However,
the CHBDC does not provide values of live load factor 𝛼𝐿 for β = 2.5. As can be seen in Figure 2,
these two values of 𝛼𝐿 are obtained by extrapolating the β-𝛼𝐿 curves (shown in dotted lines).
In light of the additional proposed level of inspection, the relationship between the target reliability
index and probability of the loss of life, shown in Figure 1, is now as shown in Figure 5. It can be
seen in this figure that the additional Category C8 has been added to the previous seven categories.
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Design β

Figure. 5- Revised relationship between target reliability indices, bridge category and probability
of loss of life

Table 3: Bridge categories identifies C1 to C8
Category

System

Element

Inspection

C1

S1

E1

1

C2

S1, S1, S1, S2

E2, E1, E1, E1

1, 2, 3, 1

C3

S1, S1, S1,S2, S2,S2,S3

E2, E3, E1,E1, E1,E2,E1

2, 1, 4,2, 3,1,1

C4

S1, S1, S2, S2, S2,S3,
S3,S3,S3

E2, E3, E2, E3,E1, E1, E1,E2

3, 2, 2, 1, 4,2, 3,1

C5

S1, S1,S2, S2, S3, S3,S3

E3,E2, E2, E3, E2, E3, E1

3, 4,3, 2, 2, 1, 4

C6

S2, S3, S3 ,S1,S2

E3, E2, E3,E3,E2

3, 3, 2,4,4

C7

S3,S2,S3

E3,E3,E2

3,4,4

C8

S3

E3

4
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5.Safety Index Calculation for a Steel Girder Bridge
The bridge, shown in Figure 6, was built in 1964 and the deck was renewed on 2005. The bridge
is currently being monitored by the Centre for Structural Innovation and Monitoring Technologies
(SIMTReC), using SHM system.
The bridge is an eight girder bridge (I-shaped steel girder) with 7 spans which 4 of them are
continuous and 3 are simply supported. Figure 7 shows the bridge and girders which are
instrumented with electrical strain gauges on the upper side of the bottom flanges for measuring
longitudinal strains.

Figure. 6- Revised relationship between target reliability indices, bridge category and probability
of loss of life
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In this paper, the safety index (β) for girder G8 (shown in Fig.6) has been calculated based on
CHBDC. Then the live load capacity factor for the girder was calculated for INSP3 and the
proposed INSP 4 values.
5.1 Resistance and Dead Load
The first step in safety index calculation is to calculate the resistance of the section. Considering
the fact that the yield stress of steel was measured to be 198 MPa and the compression strength of
concrete is 35 MPa, the calculated resistance based on clause 10.11.5.2 CHBDC was estimated to
be 10472 KN.m.
The factored moment due to dead load was calculated to be 4130 kN.m.
Assuming the standard deviation of 10% for the dead load and 7.5% for resistance, the normal
distribution of the resistance will be as shown in Figure 7.
5.2 Live Load Calculation Using CHBDC Truck
In order to estimating the live load effect on the steel girder of bridges it is assumed that the design
truck (625 KN) will pass the bridge over the girder. Considering the distribution factor of 47% for
the worst case scenario and a 30% increase for dynamic affect, the factored moment on girder G8
will be calculated to be 2337.1 KN.m. Assuming the standard deviation of 14% for truck load, the
normal distribution of load will be plotted as shown in Figure 7.

L+I

R-D

Figure 7- Load and resistance PDF plots
Having the average and standard deviation of both load and resistance, the safety index will be
calculated using equation (2) (Mufti, Bakht and Jaeger 2008)
𝛽=

𝜇𝑅 − 𝜇𝑠
√𝜎𝑅2 + 𝜎𝑆2

(2)
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𝛽=

(10472 − 4130) − (2337.1)
√11982 + 327.22

= 3.22

(3)

This value can be compared to the design safety index of 3.5.
5.3 Live Load Capacity Factor Calculation of G8
The live load capacity factor for G8 has been calculated and shown in Table 4 for INSP 3 and
proposed INSP 4 values.
Table 4: Live load capacity factor
Inspection level

Evaluation β Value

Live load factor

F

3

2.75

1.42

1.85

4

2.50

1.35

1.97

6.Conclusions
It has been described that the CHBDC uses the concept of target reliability index for evaluating
the load carrying capacities of existing bridges. One of the factors that affects the target reliability
index is the reliability of the level of inspection, which according to the CHBDC is always
conducted manually. With the help of many practical examples, it is proposed that another level
of inspection be added to the CHBDC clauses, in which a bridge is installed with electronic
sensors, and is tested under controlled loads, i.e. through SHM. It is expected that the addition of
this level of inspection will lead to an optimum utilization of the load carrying capacities of existing
bridges.
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Hong Kong Experience in Structural Health Monitoring of
Long-Span Cable-Supported Bridges
You-Lin Xu
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Abstract
Many long-span cable-supported bridges emerge worldwide in recent years. The installation of a
long-term structural health monitoring (SHM) system to the bridge becomes a necessity to
monitor its loading conditions, assess its performance, detect its damage, and guide its
maintenance with the utmost goal of ensuring its functionality, safety and sustainability during
its life time. However, the structural systems, operation conditions, and environments of longspan cable-supported bridges are very different from those of aircrafts and machines. There are
still many challenges in SHM technologies for long-span cable-supported bridges. This
presentation takes the Tsing Ma suspension bridge and the Stonecutters cable-stayed bridge in
Hong Kong as examples and recapitulates the relevant works done by the author and his
colleagues and students in the past twenty years. The SHM systems installed in the two bridges
are briefly introduced first. The characterization of highway loading, railway loading, wind
characteristics, and temperature effects from the data recorded by the SHM system is then
presented. The assessment of bridge performance in terms of identified dynamic characteristics
and recorded structural responses is introduced. Toward fatigue damage prognosis and damage
detection, SHM-based 4M technologies, which involve multiscale modeling, multi-type sensor
placement, multi-level and multi-stage damage detection, is presented. Finally, the SHM-based
bridge rating system for bridge maintenance and the SHM-based life-cycle management of the
bridge are discussed.
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Risk and Stock Management of Civil Infrastructure
Yozo Fujino
Yokohoma National University, Japan

Abstract
In this presentation, two aspects of management of civil infrastructure, typically bridges, are
discussed; namely risk management and stock management. Firstly, risk management for
earthquakes is described with emphasis on lessons from the past earthquakes such as 1989 Loma
Prieta Eq., 1994 Northridge Eq., 1995 Kobe Eq. and 2011 Tohoku Eq. Is will be shown how the
earthquake-induced damage was evolved for the past thirty years. As to stock management, large
governmental project (2013-2019) for infrastructure maintenance in Japan is explained. In this
presentation, new developments and potential applications of nondestructive evaluations, sensing
systems, imaging systems, data analytics, climbing robots, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), will
be introduced and reviewed.
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Integrating Smart Inspection and Monitoring Results Through a Multi-Scale Model
Strategy
Jian Zhang
Jiangsu Key Laboratory of Engineering Mechanics, China

Abstract
The specific objectives of the presentation consist of the following aspects: (a) Smart inspection
technology. A wall-climbing UAV system is developed to acquire structure images which are
transmitted to a smartphone through a developed wireless data transmission system, and an
advanced convolution neural network is employed to image processing and crack detection on a
smartphone software. (b) SHM technology. Experimental Study of Thermal Effects of long span
bridges are studied by processing the long-term monitoring data, and thermal performance
analysis calculating temperature-induced stress is studied, in which the different kinds of thermal
loads including uniform temperature, linear/nonlinear temperature gradient and partial
constraints in axial/rotation directions are considered. (c) A multi-scale FE model strategy is
proposed to integrate the smart inspection and monitoring results for safety evaluation of long
span bridges, especially the uncertainty involved in the structural identification and finite
analysis stages are considered.
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Complementary Use of NDE and SHM in Comprehensive Assessment of Causes of
Deterioration in Concrete Bridge Decks
Nenad Gucunski
Rutgers University, USA

Abstract
Significant advances were made in recent years in NDE technologies’ efficiency for detecting
and characterizing deterioration in bridge decks, including advances in automation of NDE data
collection, analysis, and interpretation. Those advances enable more extensive and more
frequently implemented data collection that will lead to more objective description of the current
condition and more precise prediction of the progression of deterioration. In addition, a
complementary use of multiple NDE technologies may assist in identification of likely causes of
deterioration. As such, the NDE data are becoming essential for effective and economical
management of bridges, concrete bridge decks in particular. It has also been shown that the
bridge deck performance varies widely, even between bridges that are very close in age, and that
have similar traffic loads, designs, and climate conditions. This indicates that deterioration
processes, since they are a result of multiple inputs and actions, are inherently complex.
Therefore, additional influences require examination to provide the most complete answers
regarding disparate bridge deck performance. Complemental use of NDE, SHM, and other
technologies for local and global assessment of bridges open opportunities for providing those
answers.&nbsp; The presentation provides an overview of the benefits stemming multi-NDE
technology surveys, especially those employing rapid and automated data collection and
analysis. It also explores ways we can gain additional knowledge about the bridge performance
through multi-NDE technology surveys, and complemental use of NDE and SHM.
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Classification of Damage in Miter Gates using Hierarchical Clustering to Identify Optimal
Sensing
M. Vega, R. Madarshahian, M. D. Todd*
Department of Structural Engineering, University of California, San Diego, – CA, USA,
*Email: mdtodd@eng.ucsd.edu
Abstract
Miter gates are vital infrastructure assets used intensively in maritime transportation. Many miter
gates in the USA are instrumented with strain gage arrays. A wear-, fatigue, or overload-based
“gap” in the quoin block has been identified as one of the most critical damage scenarios in miter
gates, as they redistribute the load in unfavorable ways for miter gate capacity. Hierarchical
clustering can be used as a tool to identify the group of sensors or sensor groups that are most
valuable for damage classification and subsequently to maintain or repair if there is a malfunction.
This work is a preliminary study on classifying strain gage usefulness considering their sensitivity
to the presence of a “gap”. This work uses an actual sensor placement plan for a miter gate as an
optimal reference and uses strain information related to different loading ang “gap” lengths to form
hierarchical clustering. A Multi-Layer Artificial Neural Network (MANN) that maps sensor
information to damage level is used to interpret the obtained clusters. Results show that different
clusters lead to different levels of accuracy in damage prediction using MANN. Moreover, each
cluster contains the most similar gages and helps to organize strain gage replacement or repair.
1. Introduction
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) owns and operates 236 locks at 191 sites (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Headquarters 2018). Many of them have surpassed their design life of 50 years.
To ensure operational safety and effective maintenance, many lock gates have been instrumented
using strain gages (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Headquarters 2018). Miter gates are the most
common type of locks in the United States with other types being sector, tainter, and vertical lift
(Alexander et al. 2018).
The closure of a miter gate, especially an unscheduled closure, is very costly for the maritime
transportation system. The development of a “gap”, or discontinuity in the material connectivity,
in the quoin block of the miter gate is a primary damage scenario that could cause such an
unscheduled closure. A gap is generated due to the loss of bearing contact between the quoin
attached to the gate and the lock wall. A gap in the quoin block causes load redistribution that leads
to higher stresses on other locations in the lock gate (e.g., the pintle), resulting in operational and/or
structural failure. Data from these strain gages may be used to identify the gap length (which could,
under further analysis, be linked to load capacity criticality) without costly dewatering of the lock.
The same data may also be used to classify sensors. This classification not only gives a better
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understanding of the monitoring system performance, but it also is beneficial when deciding
replacement of malfunctioning or aged sensors, since it reveals sensor sensitivity to clustering
feature parameters. For example, some clusters may indicate insensitivity to parameters of interest,
e.g., there are clearly strain gage subsets that are far more relevant than others at performing the
damage classification, which ranks their own importance in both future sensor investment and
sensor maintenance and replacement.
In this paper, an ABAQUS finite element (FE) model was created for the Greenup lock gate, and
it was used as a surrogate damage simulator (in the absence of true known gap data) to exercise
various load-strain response-gap scenarios. In this sense, the FE model was treated as “ground
truth”, as the model’s basic geometric and material parameters were validated through actual (nondamaging) load-response studies (Eick et al. 2018). The surrogate strain data were extracted at the
deployed locations of the strain gages under different hydrostatic loads, environmental
temperatures, and damage conditions (gap sizes). Then a hierarchical clustering algorithm was
used to classify sensors based on strain gage data. Different clusters are shown based on the sensor
configuration, and their behavior is studied while training the MANN. The MANN itself was
designed using the open-source platform TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016), which has been used for
several real-world applications (Madarshahian, Caicedo, and Haerens 2019; Artero-Guerrero et al.
2018).
2. Hierarchical Clustering
Each sensor contains information at 3000 different loading and damage condition obtained from a
Monte Carlo simulation. Gap length is assumed to be a random number between zero and 180 in.
(Eick et al. 2018) under random loading scenarios defined by two normal distributions for
upstream and downstream hydrostatic loading pressure, hup and hdown. Using this information, a
clustering algorithm (Ward’s method) is used to build nested clusters, denoted by colors, through
merging or splitting the sensors. Figure 1 shows the five nested clusters of strain gages installed
in the Greenup lock.
The Ward's method is a criterion used in hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) to form
hierarchical clusters based on their similarity using an objective function that minimize the sum of
squared differences within all clusters (Ward 1963). Figure 2 shows the location of the sensors that
belongs to the different cluster denoted by the same colors used in each nested cluster.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical clustering of strain gages

Figure 2: Sensor array (46) at Greenup Gate (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Headquarters 2018)
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3. Multi-Layer Artificial Neural Network
As mentioned, multiple load states and damage scenarios were considered in the FE analysis
(Vega, Madarshahian, and Todd 2019). The MANN was designed to consider 18 damage levels
based on the gap length (i.e. increments of 10 in. within a range of 0-180 in.). The MANN’s
architecture consisted in 6 hidden layers (228 neurons) with a decreasing learning rate to improve
the final accuracy. The Softmax function was used for the last layer as an activation function to
reach a value between zero and one for each class, allowing indication of the gap length. As
mentioned before, 3000 data points were obtained using the ABAQUS FE model of the Greenup
gate by varying the value of each random variable.

Figure 3: Gap modeling (Left: No gap, Right: Schematic gap)

A hard contact is used between the lock wall (denoted in orange) and the gate (denoted in gray) as
shown in Figure 3, making this a nonlinear problem. The opposite side of the lock wall uses fixed
boundary conditions. Symmetric boundary conditions are used at the right end (i.e., miter) of the
gate to simulate the right leaf. To study and interpret the different clusters obtained before,
different MANN are trained to assess the importance of each cluster. Similarly to (Alavi et al.
2016), different MANN designs were considered to find the near-optimal design.
4. Ranking Clusters
The testing accuracy is calculated for 6 MANN designs. The first design considers all the strain
values obtained from the FE simulation at the 46 sensor locations. Each of the remaining 5 designs
remove one cluster of sensors from the total 46. This is done to measure the testing accuracy of
the 6 designs. Each design was trained and tested 10 times. Figure 4 shows the median testing
accuracy for all 6 MANN designs. Additionally, noise is added the sensor data as a random variate
from a normal distribution with zero mean and 10 micro-strain standard deviation (characteristic
of the gages). For such relatively small noise, the effect on the cluster configuration is negligible.
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Ranking

Cluster

1

Blue (Cluster 1)

2

Green (Cluster 3)

3

Orange (Cluster 4)

4

Yellow (Cluster 5)

5

Red (Cluster 2)

(left) Figure 4: Testing Accuracy of MANN. (right) Table 1: Cluster ranking

As shown in Figure 4, the critical variation (up to a 14% drop) occurs when cluster 1 (blue) is not
considered in the design of the MANN. Table 1 shows the cluster ranking obtained by ordering
the clusters by their effect in varying the testing accuracy. The results suggest that there is a higher
contribution from the strain gages located at Cluster 1 (blue) and 3 (green) with the bearing gap.
Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix to asses the performance of all the 46 sensors in the presence
of noise. Interestingly, the class misclassifications occur only in the neighborhood of the true class
(e.g., errors are barely off-diagonal); this is meaningful because neighborhing class labels have
physical meaning, since gap size was arbitrarily discretized along a continuum of possible gap
lenghs.

Figure 5: Confusion (Matching) Matrix using 46 sensors with noise.
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5. Conclusions
Hierarchical clustering was shown to be a useful tool to identify the group of sensors or sensor
clusters that are most valuable in performing damage classification. This classification
performance can then inform a hierarchy of sensor importance for the purposes of sensor
deployments, design, or replacement. In the present case, it is found that the sensors most relevant
are, not too surprisingly, ones that are most sensitive to load redistribution. One important idea for
future study is to determine whether increasing damage induces clustering changes, meaning the
ranking of the clusters would also change. This would indicate whether a global design (such as
implied in this study) or an adaptive design is better implemented.
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Abstract
America’s aging infrastructure has elicited the need for reliable and efficient techniques of
evaluating structural health and performance. Investigations of thermal structural behavior are
increasing in popularity as many structural responses from thermal loading have the potential to
provide insight regarding the performance of the structure. In order to explore a temperaturedriven multiple model approach for structural evaluation of bridges, the presented study conducts
an assessment of the Hurricane Bridge, a 545-meter cantilever truss bridge. A structural
monitoring system is designed and installed, measuring structural responses of the bridge during
daily temperature changes. A multiple model approach utilizing probabilistic sample
distributions and Monte Carlo simulations is used to develop a collection of structural models
that represent the thermal behavior of the bridge. These models, in comparison with the
measured responses, are used to analyze the bridge’s structural health and performance. This
study highlights the selection of structural parameters necessary for utilizing the multiple model
approach as well as structural responses appropriate for this method of analysis. Finally, the
presented study illuminates some limitations of the temperature-driven multiple model approach
for the purpose of structural performance evaluation.
1. Introduction
Structural performance evaluations via temperature-driven studies have seen much success over
the last decade. Researchers have utilized thermal responses to provide valuable insight of
bridges in their current condition and environment. Bridge conditions such as suppport reactions
(Kulprapha and Warnitchai 2012), bearing friction and expansion joint performance (Murphy
and Yarnold 2018), deck and substructure cracking, member and connection overstress, and
linearity (Yarnold et al. 2012) have been identified through temperature-driven studies. Also,
bridge type-specific conditions have successfully been investigated including the cable strain of a
suspension bridge (Jesus et al. 2018) and integral abutment behavior (Murphy and Yarnold
2018). The study presented herein illustrates a case study for temperature-driven structural
identification (St-Id) of a long-span cantilever truss bridge utilizing a multiple model approach.
2. Multiple Model Approach of Temperature-Driven Structural Identification
Temperature-driven St-Id is a method of correlating a set of measured responses from a physical
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structure to simulated structural responses from numerical models in order to better understand a
structure’s behavior under thermal loading (Yarnold et al. 2012). This method utilizes an inputoutput relationship between temperature and thermal responses such as strains, displacements,
and rotations of structural members. As the input, daily temperature changes are used as a
forcing function to provide a thermal load to a structure. The structure reacts to the temperature
load and produces an output of thermal responses that are measured and analyzed to assess the
health and performance of the structure. Along with structural behaviors like boundary and
continuity conditions, temperature-driven St-Id provides an opportunity to inquire and predict
structural responses that are not directly measured via sensing equipment. This process can be
completed using a multiple model approach where many structural models are used to
characterize the behavior of the structure.
The multiple model approach used throughout this study (Figure 1) is adapted from Moon
(2008). This approach utilizes two, distinct components: the physical structure and numerical
models. Regarding the physical structure, a monitoring system is designed and installed on a
bridge to gather data from optimum locations. Then, a field experiment is performed to acquire
measured responses. Pertaining to the numerical models, a collection of structural models is
developed by varying model parameters and then conducting finite element analyses. Once
model parameters are identified, the probability distribution of each parameter is determined
based on the level of uncertainty. Probability simulations randomly sample within the
distributions to create a sample space, a collection of model parameter combinations that are
used to define the structural models.

Figure 1: Multiple Model Structural Identification Concept

With the measured responses and structural models, multiple model analysis is conducted using
Bayes Theorem. The Bayesian technique has been used previously for the purpose of structural
identification (Yuen et al. 2004), and recent studies have utilized this method to specifically
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focus on temperature effects (Jesus et al. 2017, 2018). The result of the multiple model analysis
is the identification of candidate models. These models are most probable to simulate responses
similar to measured responses from the physical structure. The characteristics of the candidate
models are then used to predict responses from the bridge that were not directly measured as well
as refine the uncertainty of the bridge conditions associated with the model parameters.
3. Field Experiment
The Hurricane Bridge is a 545-meter cantilever truss bridge located in Tennessee, United States
(Figure 2). The bridge is comprised of two symmetric, independent truss systems: one from Piers
3 to 5 and the other from Piers 5 to 7. The bridge is stabilized by pinned bearings at Piers 4 and 6
as well as rocker bearings at Piers 3, 5, and 7. The two central spans include a cantilever truss
section and a suspended truss section that are pin-connected by means of vertical structural
member. This connection is called the pin and hanger and allows rotation at the pins to
accommodate thermal expansion of the bridge. Due to its location, the Hurricane Bridge was
designed for mild temperatures and has expansion joints in the 178-millimeter concrete deck
above Piers 3, 5, and 7.

Figure 2: Hurricane Bridge Overview

Since the two truss systems are symmetric, only half of the bridge was instrumented from Piers 5
through 7. Longitudinal displacement gages equipped with thermistors were installed at the
deck-level and bearing-level of the truss at the expansive locations of Piers 5 and 7. The
monitoring system included both hardwired and wireless aspects. The sensors were hardwired
into data acquisition boxes located on the bridge that wirelessly sent the data to a ground station
box located at the base of Pier 7 for data storage and retrieval. Further details regarding the
development and installation of this monitoring system can be found in Murphy and Yarnold
(2017).
The monitoring system recorded data once every five minutes for just over one year. Throughout
the duration of the experiment, the average temperature at the bridge site fluctuated from -7 ℃ to
34 ℃. These temperature changes produced daily expansion and contraction responses from the
bridge. Although the bridge experienced some degree of non-linearity as shown in Figure 3,
reasonable linear coefficient of determination (R 2) values justified approximating the
displacement behavior as linear. The rate of linearity at each measurement location was 1.36
mm/℃, 0.89 mm/℃, 1.55 mm/℃, and 1.52 mm/℃, respectively.
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Figure 3: Thermal Displacements: a) Pier 5 Deck, b) Pier 5 Bearing, c) Pier 7 Deck, and d) Pier 7 Bearing

4. Finite Element Analysis
The Hurricane Bridge has many movement mechanisms that affect the thermal displacement of
the bridge. Each of these has a degree of uncertainty and is considered as a variable parameter
within the multiple model approach. The areas of uncertainty were the following: the stiffness of
the rocker bearings and expansion joints located at Piers 5 and 7, the movement of Pier 6 due to
the flexural stiffness of the pier, and the rotational stiffness of the pin and hanger. Also, the
material properties of the structure possess a level of uncertainty. The modulus of elasticity (E)
and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of both the steel of the truss and concrete of the deck
have the potential to affect the thermal displacements.
Steel and concrete properties are regulated within the industry and thus have a lower uncertainty
compared to the boundary or continuity conditions of a bridge after decades of use and exposure.
For this reason, the parameters pertaining to material properties were normally distributed as a
multiplier with a mean of 1.0 and a standard deviation of 0.4. The remaining parameters had
significantly more uncertainty and were uniformly distributed between free and fixed conditions.
The parameters and their distributions were used to develop the sample space. For a multiparameter study, the sample space for the structure becomes an n-th dimensional space, where n
is the number of parameters. The sample space was developed by using Monte Carlo probability
simulations that randomly selected parameter values within their respective bounds according to
their distributions. Although more efficient probability simulations like Markov Chain Monte
Carlo exist, Monte Carlo simulations were used due to their simplicity. The structural models
were created via an application programming interface between a programming software and a
finite element analysis software. A program individually input each parameter combination from
the sample space into the finite element software to create a structural model from those
characteristics. This process was completed for all parameter combinations in order to produce a
collection of 100,000 structural models for comparison of the measured responses.
5. Multiple Model Analysis using Bayes Theorem
The purpose of multiple model analysis is to identify candidate models, the structural models
that most likely simulate the measured results. In this study, this task of identifying these models
is completed by utilizing Bayes Theorem. Bayes Theorem is a method of determining how
likely an outcome is based on some prior knowledge. Bayes Theorem as it pertains to this study
is shown in Equation 1 and explained further below:
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Posterior Probability = (Prior Probability * MLE) / Σ (Prior Probability * MLE)

(1)

The posterior probability is a measure of the likelihood that a model simulates the measured
results. Bayes Theorem computes the posterior probability of each structural model by using
prior probabilities of the model parameters and the degree of correlation between the measured
and model responses called the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). The MLE is determined
by Equation 2 below, where i is the model number, n is the number of responses measured, x is
the measured response, u is the model response, and σ is the measurement error. The models
with the largest posterior probabilities are identified as the candidate models.
1

MLE = ∏nj=1
*e
2πσ2j

( xj -uij )2
2σ2
j

(2)

Once the candidate models were determined, characteristics from these models were used to gain
insight regarding predictive responses. Predictive responses are measurements of interest that are
not directly obtained by the monitoring system but can be identified via the candidate models. In
this study, simulated strain measurements at various locations of the bridge were identified as
predictive responses to better understand the thermal behavior of full cross-sections of the
structure.
The candidate models were also used to reduce the uncertainty of the bridge behavior by refining
the model parameters. This task was completed by investigating if the variations decreased from
the prior distributions to the posterior distributions and by what magnitude. The temperaturedriven multiple model analysis produced a significant uncertainty reduction of several
parameters as shown in Table 1. The parameters at Piers 5 and 7 were reduced by 58% or 68%
indicating that the measured responses were highly sensitive to those parameters. The
uncertainty at Pier 6 reduced by 34% while the steel and concrete properties reduced between
16% and 39%. However, the displacement measurements were not sensitive to the conditions at
the pin and hanger; thus, the uncertainty of these parameters reduced less than 1%.
Table 1: Uncertainty Reduction of Parameters

Mult.

Stiffness
(14.6*10x kN/m)

Parameter
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Pier 5 Deck
Pier 5 Bearing
Pier 6 Bearing
Pier 7 Deck
Pier 7 Bearing
Pin & Hanger Top
Pin & Hanger Bottom
Steel E
Steel CTE
Concrete E
Concrete CTE

Prior Distribution
Mean
Variance
6.50
2.02
6.50
2.02
6.50
2.02
7.00
1.73
7.00
1.73
7.00
1.15
7.00
1.15
1.00
0.20
1.00
0.20
1.00
0.20
1.00
0.20

Posterior Distribution
Mean
Variance
4.43
0.85
4.35
0.85
8.18
1.33
4.85
0.56
5.80
0.72
7.07
1.14
6.97
1.16
1.03
0.15
1.04
0.14
1.00
0.17
1.16
0.12

Uncertainty
Reduction
58%
58%
34%
68%
58%
<1%
<1%
24%
31%
16%
39%
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6. Conclusions
Temperature-driven St-Id in conjunction with multiple modeling is shown to have the capability
of providing valuable insight for evaluating structural performance. The presented case study of
the Hurricane Bridge highlights the method’s ability to utilize the linearity of thermal responses
and probabilistic simulations to reduce the uncertainty associated with several aspects of the
bridge’s performance. Specifically, the uncertainy of the expansion joints and bearings at the
expansive ends of the truss is significantly reduced. The behavior of these parameters highly
influenced the structural displacements measured. This method is also able to reduce the
uncertainty regarding the conditions at Pier 6 as well as the construction materials. While these
parameters initially had less uncertainty, the method is still able to refine the parameters to an
extent. The temperature-driven multiple modeling approach proves successful in many aspects;
however, the method does have some limitations as not all of the parameters experience a
reduction of uncertainty. The uncertainty pertaining to the rotational stiffness of the pin and
hanger is not reduced using this method. One possible explanation is that the number of
measured responses sufficiently sensitive to these parameters is inadequate. In conclusion,
temperature-driven St-Id using a multiple model analysis provides a viable option for structural
performance evaluations and further matures knowledge of the behavior of bridges.
The authors would like to thank the National Science Foundation for support of this project
under Grant No. CMMI-1434373. The authors would also like to thank the Texas A&M
University High Performance Research Computing group.
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Abstract
Time domain finite element model update technique, in which the measurement signals are easy
to be obtaineed, can provide more equations, and it has no intermediate process error and can be
directly applied to the nonlinear dynamic system, which makes the time domain finite element
method more applicable. But the measurement noise bring errors in traditional time domain finite
model update technique, so the time domian response sensitivity enhancement method is
necessary to study. This paper propose an improved time domain response sensitivity
enhancement method based on the multiple singular spectrum analysis method (MSSA), and the
proposed method can deal with high measurment nosie level. The proposed method was
validated by numerical simulation of a two dimensional truss model with 30% measurement
noise, and the model update results were compared with those from the traditional time domain
sensitivity method. The results show that the proposed method is effective, robust, and steady
with high level measurement noise.
1. Introduction
The structural responses due to structural parameter changes are often analyzed with partial
derivatives in inverse structural analysis. The sensitivity method may be an alternative to update
the system parameters with frequency domain data (Chen and Bicanic 2000; Wu and Law 2004)
and time domain data (Wu and Law 2005; Law et al. 2005). The time domain method provides
more equations, and it has no intermediate process error. The time domain method was adopted
in this paper, so the time domain inverse sensitivity analysis for the model updating is re-visited
in this paper at first.
The multiple singular spectrum analysis method (MSSA) is a model free signal process method,
and it can be adopted widely with or without original model. As a signal processing tool, MSSA
can decompose signal set into trend components, periodic components, and structureless
components. This technique has been adopted in smoothing, filtering, trends extraction,
forecasting (Golyandina et al. 2001), and it has been used in many research areas such as weather
analysis and weather forecast. Its versatility and flexibility will be studied with an analytical
structural model in the structural model update in this paper.
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The analytical time domain responses of the structure were analyzed with the MSSA, and the
trend componets were selected to construct the model update equations. With the subspace
projection method(Liu et al. 2014; Liu et al 2015), the original time domain structural model
update equaitons were projected into the subspace constructed by the trend components of the
analytical time domian responses, and the processed equations were adopted to enhance the time
domain response sensitivity.
2. Traditional Time Domain Sensitivity Method
The equation of motion of a damped linear structure with multiple Dofs can be written as
 + Cx + Kx =
Mx
LP ( t )
(1)
where M , C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the structural system,
respectively. P ( t ) is the vector of excitations on the structure and L is the mapping matrix for
the excitations. x , x and x are vectors of the acceleration, velocity and displacement
responses, respectively. The structure is assumed to exhibit Rayleigh damping for discussion as
=
C a1M + a2 K
(2)
where a1 and a2 are the damping coefficients.
Assuming the fractional change of structural parameters as α j , taking the stiffness of the ith
element as an example, a change in the global stiffness matrix can be described as
NE

∆K =
∑ α jK j

(3)

j=1

where K j is the stiffness matrix of the jth intact element with -1.0 ≤ α j ≤ 1.0 , NE is the number
of finite elements of the structure. Performing differentiation to both sides of Eq. (1) with respect
to fractional change of structural parameters, we have
∂
x
∂x
∂x
∂K
∂K
(4)
M
+C
+K
=
−
x − a2
x
∂α j
∂α j
∂α j
∂α j
∂α j
∂x
∂x ∂x
where
,
and
are the sensitivity vectors which can be obtained by solving Eq. (4)
∂α j
∂α j ∂α j
with the Newmark- β method. The sensitivity vector corresponding to a fractional change of
stiffness in the ith element can be rewritten as S α j . All the sensitivity vectors are assembled as
S = S α1  S α j

 S α NE 

(5)

The model update equation for the local stiffness changes of a structure can be represented as

(6)
Sα + o(α 2 ) =−
x c 
xm
The higher order term o(α 2 ) can be omitted in Eq. (6). With an iterative method the fractional
change of stiffness α can be determined from Eq. (6), and Tikhonov regularization is used for
optimizing the following objective function in the kth iteration as:
x c − 
x m ) + λ αk ∆α k
J ( ∆α k , λ αk ) = S∆α k − ( 
2

(7)

where λ αk is the regularization parameter in the kth iteration obtained with the L-curve method
(Hansen 1992).
After Δα k is solved, the structural stiffness matrix is updated. Then after re-calculating the
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structural responses and the sensitivity matrix the vector Δα k+1 for the next iteration is calculated
until the given convergence criterion is me
3. Multiple Singular Spectrum Analysis Method
A given time domain data set is decomposed into a finite number of interpretable components
according to their respective singular values of the corresponding trajectory matrix. A measured
acceleration response set with demention of M╳N is selected as a series of data for the analysis.
(1) Embedding. A given acceleration response X nm in the data set is reshaped with a selected
window length L, in which L is an integer.
 X 1m
 m
X
=
Xm  2
 
 m
 X L

X 2m
X 3m

X Lm+1

X Km 

 X Km+1 
1≤ m ≤ M

 

 X Nm  ,


(8)

And all the acceleration responses in the data set can be transformed into the trajectory matrix as
X =  X1

X 2  X M 

T

(9)

(2) Singular value decomposition. Let S = XX T and S is a square matrix. Find the positive
eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥  ≥ λd of S and the corresponding eigenvector {U1 , U 2 , , U d } , where

λi is the ith eigenvalue of matrix X and U i is the corresponding unit eigenvector of matrix X .
Another unit singular vector calculated by Eq. (10) is referred to as the right singular vector of
matrix X as
Vi = XT U i / λi

(10)

Every eigentriple ( λi , U i , Vi )(i = 1, , d ) of matrix X determines the corresponding
components, and all the eigentriples determine a d-dimensional subspace in R L . It should be
noted that all the left singular vectors compose an orthonormal system, and all the right vectors
also compose an orthonormal system, such that
U iT U j =0 i ≠ j
 T
 U i U j =1 i = j

(11)

ViT=
Vj 0 i ≠ j
 T
i j
Vj 1=
 Vi =

(12)

(3) Grouping. After the desired components ( X1 , , Xs ) are selected from ( X1 , , Xd ) , the
required signal can be reconstructed from these components as
X = X1 + X 2 +  + Xs

(13)

(4) Reconstruction. In the reconstruction of the required signal from the selected components,

X1' ( xi' , j )(i =
+ j l ) will be converted into a Hankel matrix as shown below
each =
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1 l −1 '

∑ xq,l −q
 l − 1 q =1
 1 L '
=
xi' , j 
∑ xq,l −q
 L q =1
L

1
xq' ,l − q

∑
 K + L − l + 1 q = l − K

2 ≤ l ≤ L −1
L ≤ l ≤ K +1

(14)

K +2≤l ≤ K +L

Each Hankel matrix determines a time series that is recognized as the projection of the original
signal in the corresponding direction determined by the corresponding eigentriple
4. Model Update Technique Based on MSSA Method
4.1 Sensitivity Enhancement by MSSA
With M measured acceleration responses, the model update equation (6) can be rewritten as Eq.
(15).
1
 S1,1
 1
 S 2,1
 
 1
 S N ,1


M
 S1,1
 M
 S 2,1
 
 M
 S N ,1

 
x1mr ,1 
 S1,1 NE 
x1ms ,1   
 1   1 

xmr ,2 
 S 2,1 NE 
xms ,2   
 
     

 
  α1   1   1 
1
xmr , N 
 S N , NE  
xms , N   
  
α
 

 2  

 
 −  
=
   
  
M   M 

 S1,MNE  
xms
,1   xmr ,1 


α
  NE 
M
M
M
 

xms ,2   
xmr
 S 2, NE 
,2




    

 


M
 xms
  M 
 S NM, NE 
, N   xmr , N 
 

1
S1,2
1
S 2,2


S N1 ,2

M
S1,2
M
S 2,2


S NM,2

(15)

Let Sα i be the ith row of the sensitivity matrix, we have
NE

α
∑ Sα=
i =1

i

i

 − X

X
ms
mr

(16)

Based on the embedding of MSSA, transform the measured acceleration responses, analytical
responses and sensitivity vectors Sα i into their trajectory matrix form, and rewrite Eq. (16) as
NE

α
∑ Sα=
i =1

∗

i

i

 ∗ − X
 ∗
X
ms
mr

(17)

 ∗ is the unpolluted response which will be subsequently processed by the MSSA
Matrix X
mr
technique using a window length
d

 ∗ = ∑ λ U ( V )T
X
mr
mr ,i
mr ,i
mr ,i

(18)

i =1

Therefore the unpolluted response can be projected into U mr , j direction as
T


X
mr , j = U mr , j ( U mr , j ) X mr

(19)
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Multiplying Eq. (17) with U mr ,i ( U mr ,i ) (i = 1, , d) and substituting Eq. (19), selecting the trend
T

 ∗ , X
 ∗ , , X
 ∗ ) and adding the corresponding equations together to obtain
components ( X
mr ,1
mr ,2
mr , s

Eq. (20)
s
s
 NE
T ∗
T
∗

 ∗ 
=
U
U
S
α
U
U
X
−
X
(20)
(
)
(
)
 ∑ mr , j mr , j
∑
∑
∑
αi i
mr , j
mr , j
ms
mr , j
=j 1 =
=j 1
=j 1
i1

Applying the Hankelization procedure to every matrix in Eq. (20), the following model update
equation in matrix form can be obtained similar to Eq. (6) as

 − X

(21)
=
Sα
X
ms
mr
s

4.2 Numerical Simulation
The plane truss structure as shown in Figure 1 serves for the simulation study. The crosssectional area of all members is 0.0016 m2, and each vertical and horizontal member is of 1.5
meters length. The mass density of material and the elastic modulus of material are respectively
7.8 × 103 kg/m3 and 2.06 GPa. Vertical and horizontal external dynamic forces are applied on the
structure as shown, and they are modeled as
F1 =65sin(30πt)+60sin(60πt)+55sin(80πt)

F2 =60sin(40πt)+55sin(70πt)+50sin(80πt)
The time duration of measurement lasts for 1.0 second and the sampling frequency is 1000 Hz.
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Figure 2 Model update result from the proposed method compared with the traditional method with 30%
measurement noise
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The model update results are shown in Figure 2. With two different window lengths, the
proposed method and the traditional method were used to get the model update result under 30%
measurement noise, respectively, and the errors in results of the proposed method are acceptable.
Compared with the traditional method, the results show that the proposed method performs better
when there is high level noise in the measured response.
Conclusions
A model update method is proposed based on MSSA method. The sensitivity equation for model
update is projected into subspace of the trend components of MSSA. This reduces significantly
the measurement noise effect in the analysis. The proposed method is numerically validated with
highly polluted acceleration responses of a planar truss structure. The proposed method is more
robust to measurement noise than the traditional method.
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Abstract
Empirical equations to predict dynamic characteristics of bridges can be found in technical
literature. These equations relate dynamic properties of bridges, like operational frequencies, with
structural characteristics like maximum span length. Most of these papers perform simple
nonlinear regression analyses where the frequencies and the span length of the bridge or its
material are related. Other information of the structure, like superstructure type or spans number
is not used to be associated with the dynamic properties. In this paper, a multiple regression and
principal component analyses are performed. The multiple regression analysis allowed a model to
be established relating observed structural characteristics with estimated dynamic properties. The
principal component analysis was made to explain the proportions of the variance of the dynamics
variables in function of the structural properties. The bridges’ database used contains information
about structural characteristics and dynamic properties of 451 bridges of Cali, Colombia.
Structural characteristics such as total length, maximum span length, number of spans,
superstructure type and material, and dynamic properties including operational frequencies,
damping ratios and peak accelerations were related. Vibration data were obtained using
smartphones and processed using time domain techniques to obtain the operational dynamic
properties of the structures.
Keywords: Multiple regression analysis, principal component analysis, operational dynamic
properties.
1. Introduction
Santiago de Cali ranks third of the most populated cities of Colombia. The city has a 682 pedestrian
and vehicular bridges network. They show deterioration due to the volume increase of vehicular
traffic, the load capacity of the vehicle fleet (more than those foreseen in the design) and the action
of corrosive agents, thus increasing the need for maintenance, repairs, restrictions and reduction
of useful life, the situation is aggravated by the budgetary situation. Currently this phenomenon
that is experienced in developing countries and in nations that have neglected the maintenance of
such structures.
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The dynamics properties of a system are obtained under ambient vibration or normal operating
conditions. For bridges, the excitation of vehicles crossing is used since the transit over the
structure should not be interrupted. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of bridges is a suitable
tool to follow, effectively and efficiently, the behaviour of these structures. The structural health
information is obtained through a diagnosis for different excitation conditions, allowing to identify
if the structure has experienced damages. SHM uses systems have a high hardware costs,
installation and maintenance, and require high amounts of wiring. Currently, it is possible to adapt
smartphones include accelerometers with high resolution and appropriate range for measuring
flexible structures and, because of their portability, low cost and installation, in the present reserach
this dispositivs have been incluinding to engineering tasks as structural monitoring (Castellanos et
al, 2018).
On the other hand, empirical equations to predict dynamic characteristics of bridges can be found
in technical literature. These equations relate dynamic properties of bridges, like operational
frequencies, with structural characteristics like maximum span length, but other information of the
structure, like superstructure type or spans number is not used to be associated with the dynamic
properties.
2. Metodology
The Operational Modal Analysis of different Cali bridges was carried out through environmental
vibration tests (Castellanos et al, 2018). Records were acquired through smartphone
accelerometers near to the middle of the largest span of the bridge during regular operation
conditions. The vertical operational frequencies of a group of 451 structures were estimated,
consisting of 166 vehicular bridges and 285 pedestrian bridges using time domain analyses:
Natural Excitation Technique with Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (NExT-ERA) (James, G.
et al, 1993); and Stochastic Subspace Identification technique (Van Overschee, 2012). In addition,
the horizontal operational frequencies of 101 pedestrian bridges and 9 vehicular bridges were
determined.
All bridges have different types of structure, cross section, materials and lengths. For this reason,
structural characteristics such as maximum span length, transverse substructuring type (lower arch,
upper arch, lower reinforcement, upper reinforcement, slab with simple support, slab on beams
and box girder), type of use (vehicular, pedestrian, mixed), predominant material (steel, prestressed
concrete, reinforced concrete and wood), longitudinal substructuring type (gantry, cable-stayed
bridge, bridge hanging, beams with simple support, continuous beams), and dynamic properties
including vertical and horizontal operational frequencies were related. Considering that the
distribution of vertical and horizontal frequencies is not normal, the analysis used the median of
the data, nonparametric tests and an asymmetric model.
In addition, the U-Mann Whitney Test (U-MW Test) was used considering the median of the
frequencies, the minimum and maximun frequency, and a confidence level of 95%, there were no
statistically significant differences between the bridges vertical operating ferquencies determined
by the NExT-ERA and SSI techniques and same for bridges horizontal frequencies. Likewise, the
Spearman's correlation coefficient was estimated to establish the relationship between the vertical
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and horizontal frequencies and the maximum span length, and the hypothesis for the significance
of this estimation was evaluated.
On the other hand, the variables were analyzed through box diagrams, the median of the
frequencies, the minimum and maximum frequency, and non-parametric tests. Also, in order to
determine if there are significant differences between the vertical and horizontal frequencies of the
categories of each variable; the variables with two categories were compared using the U-Mann
Whitney test, and for variables with more than two categories, the Kruskall-Wallis test (K-W test)
was used, considering a level of significance of 5% for both tests (Berlanga, V., & Rubio, M.,
2012). Finally, to analyze the relationship of the variables of bridges such as type of use, maximum
span length, predominant material, transversal substructuring and longitudinal substructuring,
together with the vertical and horizontal frequency, Generalized Linear Models of the Gamma
family were adjusted ( equation 1), with identity link function (equation 2), inverse function
(equation 3) and logarithm function (equation 4). The link function depends on the nature of the
explanatory variables that are being considered in the model.
𝑔[𝐸(𝑦)] = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝜀

(1)

𝜇 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝜀

(2)

1
= 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝜀
𝜇

(3)

ln(𝜇) = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝜀

(4)

𝛽0 : Intercept
𝛽𝑗 : Model coefficients
𝜇: Average of the dependent variable
𝑥: Explanatory variables
𝜀: Random error
The Generalized Linear Model of the Gamma family (Johnson, P., 2014) was proposed due to the
asymmetric distribution of vertical and horizontal frequencies. For each type of frequency 31
models were used, where it was evaluated from the simplest model, that is, the model adjusted
with an explanatory variable, to the most complex model, using all the explanatory variables. The
best model was selected through the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the significance of
the estimated parameters (Martínez, D. et al), selecting the model with the lowest AIC value and
significant parameters, which indicates that it lost less information among all the models. With the
coefficients of the variables of the selected model, the relationship of the explanatory variables
with the dependent variables is analyzed. For the interpretation of the coefficients of the adjusted
models with inverse or logarithmic link function, the respective conversion is applied according
to the case: inverse (equation 5), logarithmic (equation 6).
1
𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑗

(5)

𝜇 = 𝑒 (𝛽0+∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑗)

(6)

𝜇=

3. Results
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3.1. Bivariate analysis
The bivariate analysis was performed to establish the relationship of the vertical frequency with
each of the variables considered. First, it was related to the use of the bridge. According to Figure
2 and the K-W Test (p = 0.7335), it was found that there are no significant differences between the
vertical frequencies in two types of bridge use; the value of the median of the vertical frequency
for bridges for vehicular use is 6.34 (min = 1.39, max = 20.4), for pedestrian bridges it is 6.22 (min
= 1.57, max = 22, 6) and for mixed bridges is 6.53 (min = 2.39, max = 13). On the relationship
between the vertical frequency and maximum span length (Figure 1), the Spearman correlation
coefficient was estimated at -0.68, being a significant relationship (p = 2.2e-16), and for horizontal
frequency, the coefficient is -0.31 and it is also significant (p = 0.001), so it can be established that
the longer the maximum span length, the frequency, both vertical and horizontal, decreases
coinciding with the theory.

Figure 1. Correlation analysis of the vertical frequency (left side) and horizontal frequency (right side) with the
longest light length of the bridge

When analyzing the relation between the vertical frequency and the predominant material of the
bridge of the K-W Test (p = 2.2e-16), we have that if there are significant differences between the
vertical frequencies in at least two types of materials, finding that the vertical frequency is higher
in reinforced concrete bridges with respect to the other two materials considered. The median of
reinforced concrete bridges is 9.45 (min = 1.95, max = 22.6), of steel bridges and prestressed
concrete is 5.18 (min = 1.39, max = 20.9) and 5.31 (min = 1.46, max = 13), respectively.
With respect to the horizontal frequency, it has to be according to the K-W Test (p = 0.2338), there
is no statistically significant evidence to indicate that the horizontal frequencies of the bridges are
different in at least two types of material, the value of the median bridge with steel was 4.98 (min
= 1, max = 17.2), with prestressed concrete was 3.64 (min = 1.80, max = 13.9) and with reinforced
concrete it was 6.32 (min = 1.71, max = 17.5).
Analyzing the relationship of the vertical frequency with the transverse substructuring of the bridge,
it was identified with the K-W Test (p = 3.119e-08), if there are significant differences between
the vertical frequencies in at least two types of transverse substructuring, such as slab bridges with
simple support, which has a higher vertical frequency range compared with the other substructures,
with a median frequency of 9.69 (min = 3.07, max = 19.8), followed by bridges with upper
reinforcement with a median of 7.03 (min = 4.70, max = 13.3), the substructure with lower vertical
frequency values are the box beam with a median frequency of 3.11 (min = 1.46, max = 13.7).
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3. 2 Generalized Linear Model Gamma
The generalized linear models of the Gamma family were adjusted, using as a dependent variable
the vertical frequency and the explanatory variables mentioned. Likewise, the models were
adjusted using as a dependent variable the horizontal frequency with the explanatory variables
determined in the analysis. Table 1 shows the selected models, the link function used and the AIC
criterion. The model that best explains the vertical frequency has a logarithmic link function and
has an AIC of 1050. This model is composed of the explanatory variables such as the type of use,
maximum span length, predominant material and longitudinal substructure. In addition, to select
the model of the horizontal frequency, the AIC of each model was evaluated, and the significance
of its estimated parameters, due to the low number of bridges that have information in the five
variables examined. The horizontal frequency is represented by the second model that is composed
only of the variable maximum span length, with a reverse link function and an AIC of 545.58.
Table 1. Generalized Linear Models proposed by vertical and horizontal frequency, and their respective AIC
AIC Dependent
AIC Dependent
Link
No.
Model
variable: Vertical variable: Horizontal
Function
frequency
frequency
Logarithmic
𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 ~ 𝑻𝒚𝒑𝒆 𝒐𝒇 𝒖𝒔𝒆 +
1050
281,85
𝑴𝒂𝒙𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒎 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒏 + 𝑴𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍 +
1
𝑳𝒐𝒏𝒈itudinal substructure
Logarithmic
2
𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒊𝒂 ~ 𝑴𝒂𝒙𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒎 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒏
2095,1
545,58

The estimated coefficients of the model for the vertical frequency are presented in Table 2, it is
necessary to indicate that the parameters must be transformed using the Euler function, so that the
interpretations are in accordance with the scale of the vertical frequency. Considering the
transformation of the parameters, if the bridge is vehicular, hanging and steel, the average vertical
frequency is 12.5494 (e 2.529674) and this coefficient is considered significant (p = 2e-16). If the
type of use of the bridge is pedestrian, this average increase by 0.6840 (e - 0.379832) units and is
significant (p = 5.87e-10); In this case, mixed type bridges were not considered due to the small
amount of data.
With respect to a change in a unit of the bridge's largest light length, the vertical frequency has an
increase of 0.9613 (e - 0.039487) units (p = <2e-16). In addition, if the bridge is made of prestressed
concrete, the average vertical frequency increases by 0.8590 (e - 0.151950), whereas if the
predominant material is reinforced concrete, the average frequency will increase by 1.1868 ( e
0.171266
) units, which confirms the bivariate analysis; both the coefficient of the prestressed concrete
and that of reinforced concrete were significant when evaluating their p-value, 0.0467 and 0.0201
respectively. As for the longitudinal substructure, for bridges with simple support beams the
average vertical frequency increases by 1.3054 (e 0.2666520) units, this coefficient for a level of
significance of 5% is not significant (p = 0, 0558), and finally, in the case of continuous beams,
the increase in the vertical average is 1.4355 (e 0.361481) and is significant (p = 0.0145).
The estimated coefficients of model 2 for the horizontal frequency are shown in Table 3, in which
a reverse link function was used, so this value must be transformed by inverting again, and thus be
able to interpret in the original scale. Thus, it can be established that the average horizontal
frequency is 9.8064 (e 2.283035), this value being significant (p = 2e-16), and that by an increase in
one unit of the maximum span length, the average horizontal frequency will increase by 0.977776
(e - 0.022475) units (p = 0.00164).
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Table 2. Estimation of model coefficients for vertical frequency, standard error and significance
Coefficient

Estimation

Standard error

Value t

Pr(>|t|)

type of use pedestrian
Maximum span length
Material: prestressed concrete
Material: reinforced concrete
Longitudinal substructuring beams with simple support.
Longitudinal substructuring continuous beams

2,529674
-0,379832
-0,039487
-0,151950
0,171266
0,266520
0,361481

0,158876
0,058739
0,003035
0,075992
0,073147
0,138675
0,146691

15,922
-6,466
-13,010
-2,000
2,341
1,922
2,464

2e-16
5,87e-10
<2e-16
0,0467
0,0201
0,0558
0,0145

intercept (length)

***
***
***
*
*
.
*

Table 3. Estimation of model coefficients for horizontal frequency, standard error and significance
Coefficient
Intercept (inverse)
Maximum span length

Estimation

Standard error

Value t

Pr(>|t|)

2,283035
-0,022475

0,155768
0,006949

14,657
-3,234

2e-16
0,00164

***
**

4. Conclusions
In conclution, the multiple regression analysis allowed a model to be established relating observed
structural characteristics with estimated dynamic properties. The equations relate vertical and
horizontal operational frequencies of more than 300 vehicle and pedestrian bridges of the
transportation network of Cali, Colombia whit another Structural characteristics were estimated.
The dynamic propierties of bridges are determined experimentally, by ambient vibration tests
using smartphone applications for the information acquisition.
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Abstract
In this study, complex fluctuation of the dynamic characteristics of a simple structure was
investigated using both vibration tests and numerical analyses. A pre-stressed concrete (PC) beam
was placed outdoors, and its temperature changed from -10 to 30 °C. Vibration tests with
accelerometers were repeated for a year. Cracks were introduced into the beam near one end of the
beam at the next year in which measurement and vibration tests were conducted. The beam was
also modeled using solid elements in finite element (FE) analysys software. The elastic module of
the concrete was estimated by impact testing. Cracks were modeled by deleting elements along the
major cracks, and the elastic module at the end of the beam was decreased to represent hairline
cracks. From vibration tests and analyses, the natural frequencies were found to change 10 to 20%
due to both temperature change and structural damage. On the other hand, the modal shape was
slightly changed due only to structural damage. From these results it can be concluded that
structural damage detection should be taken into account to complex environmental factors. Also,
mode shape can be an indicator for locating structural damage.
1. Introduction
Vibration-based structural health monitoring techniques have been researched for years. The
recent development of sensing technology and data processing technology enhances the possibility
that health monitoring could be successfully conducted using such techniques (Kumar et al. 2012).
On the other hand, recent monitoring studies have revealed that the dynamic response of real
infrastructure is very complicated under the combinational effects of structural damage,
temperature, moisture content of the material, and so on (Xia et al 2006). Recently the number of
bridges equipped with monitoring systems has been increasing, and the dynamic properties of
these real structures have been reported (Zhu 2017). The combinational effects of environmental
fluctuation and structural damage on real structures were also investigated in a numerical analysis
by Yarnold et al. (2017). Further experimental investigations need to be performed in various
environments, such as frozen environments.
In this study, complex fluctuation of the dynamic characteristics of an actual simple structure was
investigated using continuous vibration experiments and FE analysis. A 3 m pre-stressed concrete
(PC) pile was adopted as a test beam. The test beam was placed outdoors and its temperature
changed between -10 and 30°C in a year. Vibration and temperature measurements were repeated
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for a year using accelerometers and thermocouples. Cracks were subsequently introduced into the
beam using silent expansive mortar on one side of the span, and vibration measurements were then
made again. The beam was also modeled using solid elements in FE software. The elastic module
of the concrete was estimated by impact testing. Wide cracks were modeled by deleting elements,
and the elastic module of the damaged part was decreased to represent thin cracks. Vibration tests
and analyses revealed the natural frequencies and modal amplitude changes, and the mechanism
of these changes is discussed in this paper.
2. Vibration and Temperature Measurements of the Simple Supported PC Beam
2.1 Test Beam and Measurement Method
In this study, a PC pile was used as a test beam as shown in Fig. 1. The strength of the concrete
was 50 N/mm2. The PC pile was laid on concrete cylinders to be a 2800 mm simple supported
beam. One concrete cylinder was fixed by crushed stones on the base plate. The other cylinder was
movable in the longitudinal direction.

Ch1

Ch2

Ch3
Accelerometer

Thermocouple
(a) Plan view

(b) Side view

Crushed stones

(c) Section view

Fig. 1 General drawing of the PC beam (Unit: mm)

Three servo type accelerometers (ASQ-D-1) were placed on the beam as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Thermocouple-type temperature sensors (NI USB-TC01K) were also installed at the end of the
beam. One thermocouple was installed into a drilled hole in the center of the beam end to measure
the internal temperature. The other thermocouple was fixed on the top of the beam end to measure
the surface temperature.
The vibration measurements were conducted at arbitrary times depending on the outside
temperature. The first series of vibration measurements of the intact beam was conducted from
September 2016 to January 2017. In December 2017, the same measurements were performed to
ensure that the vibration characteristics had not changed. Thereafter, the second series of
measurements of the damaged beam was conducted from March 2018 to May 2018. In total, 103
samples were obtained.
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In the vibration experiments, damped free vibration was measured by hitting the center of the span
with a hammer to generate the first bending vibration mode. The measured time was 4.095 sec
with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The surface and internal temperatures of the beam were
also recorded at the same time.
2.2 Introducing Cracks into the Test Beam
In order to investigate the combinational effect of damage and thermal changes on the change of
natural vibration characteristics, cracks were introduced by injecting silent expansive mortar into
48 drilled holes as shown Fig. 2. The damage was introduced on one side of the span near the
accelerometer Ch3 to investigate the effect of local damage to the mode shape.
Fig. 3 shows the cracks on the beam surface that appeared after curing for several days. Three
cracks were generated along with the line of injection holes on the surface of the beam, and these
wide cracks were penetrated the upper flange for 500 – 600 mm of its length. Other thin cracks
were distributed on the top surface of the beam in the injected area. Due to the penetrating cracks,
the ends of the upper flange were separated from the web, and this damage caused the geometrical
moment of inertia to decrease by 40%. The estimated concrete strength of the damaged area as
determined using a concrete test hammer was 36 N/mm2.
2mm
15@33mm=495mm

5mm

2@50mm
=100mm
Accelerometer Ch3
Fig. 2 Array of drilled holes

20mm

25mm

100mm
5mm
2mm

2mm

24mm
28mm
10mm 10mm

Fig. 3 Crack distribution and width

3 Experimental Results and Dynamic Characteristics Fluctuation
Based on the vibration measurement data, the natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the first
bending mode were obtained. The natural frequency of each sample was identified by averaging
the peak frequencies of the power spectra of three measured points. The mode shape was obtained
using the amplitude ratio of each channel. In this study a simple structure was adopted to reveal
the complex effect of temperature changes and structural damages, and the 1st bending vibration
mode predominates in a simple beam. Therefore, the following discussion is limited to the primary
bending vibration mode.
The surface and internal temperature of the test beam are shown in Fig. 4. These temperatures were
almost identical, and their correlation coefficient was 0.98. Therefore, the temperature of the beam
could be represented by the internal temperature. The relationship between the internal temperature
and the primary natural frequency of the PC beam is shown in Fig. 5. In the intact beam, the natural
frequency at the maximum temperature (29.7°C) was 39.6 Hz, and the natural frequency at the
minimum temperature (-5.7°C) was 46.4 Hz. Although natural frequencies have some variation,
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the fluctuation of a natural frequency due to temperature differences is 0.5%/°C. This variation
was too large to consider only the thermal strain effect on the span length. Therefore, it must be
considered that the elastic module of the material changed due to the structural temperature. This
thermal dependency of the natural frequencies was also observed in the test beam with cracks, as
shown by the black circles in Fig. 5.
48

Natural frequency (Hz)

Internal temperature (℃)

35
30
20
10
0

−10
−20
−20

−10
10
30 35
0
20
Surface temperature (℃)
Fig. 4 Relation of internal temp. to surface temp.

44

41.8Hz Intact
40

36.6Hz Cracked
36

Intact
Cracked
32
10
30 35
−20 −10
0
20
Internal temperature (℃)
Fig. 5 Relation of natural frequency to internal temp.

1

1

0.93 Cracked

0.76 Cracked
0.5

0
−20

Intact
Cracked
−10
10
30 35
0
20
Internal temperature (℃)

Modal amplitude (ch3)

Modal amplitude (ch1)

0.81 Intact
0.79 Intact

0.5

0
−20

Intact
Cracked
−10
10
30 35
0
20
Internal temperature (℃)

(a) Modal amplitude at Ch1
(b) Modal amplitude at Ch3
Fig. 6 Relation of modal amplitude to internal temp.

Structural deficiency was induced in the test beam at one side of the span, and this damage
decreased the natural frequency. In Fig. 5, the averaged value of the natural frequencies of the
intact beam was 41.8 Hz, and that of the cracked beam was 36.6 Hz. That is, the natural frequency
decreased by 12.4% due to the cracks. There were two causes of the decrease in the natural
frequency. First, the geometrical moment of inertia decreased due to the wide cracks that
penetrated the upper flange. Secondly, the concrete strength itself decreased due to other
distributed thin cracks, and accordingly the elastic modulus also decreased.
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Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the internal temperature and the modal amplitude, which is
the amplitude at sensors Chs1 and 3 normalized to the amplitude at Ch2. In the intact beam, the
modal amplitude of Ch1 fluctuated between 0.6 - 0.9, and the averaged value was 0.81. The
averaged value of the modal amplitude of Ch3 was 0.79, which was almost identical to that of Ch1.
On the other hand, the modal amplitude of Ch3 changed discontinuously at around 8°C. This might
have been caused by small changes in the boundary condition, but a detailed investigation is
needed. From these results, there was no clear relationship between the modal amplitude and
internal temperature of the beam.
The modal amplitude of the cracked beam had different tendencies than that of the intact case. The
averaged modal amplitude at Ch1 decreased 6.2% due to the cracks, and the averaged modal
amplitude at Ch3 increased 17.7%. Since the cracks were introduced between Ch3 and the fixed
support, the partial bending rigidity reduction of the beam influenced the mode shape at Ch3.
4 Numerical Analyses of the Test Beam
Based on the experimental results, the dynamic characteristics of a simple supported PC beam
changed due to temperature and cracks. In order to confirm the mechanism of these changes,
numerical analysis using an FE model was carried out, focusing on the cracks and the temperature.
The four numerical models included the intact beam model, the cracked beam model, the intact
model at low temperature, and the cracked model at low temperature. Natural vibration analyses
of the FE model were carried out, and these dynamic characteristics were compared.
The FE models of the test beam were established by Midas FEA. The concrete was modeled with
solid elements and the PC steel strand wires were modeled with truss elements in the concrete
elements. The general view of the test beam model with cracks is shown in Fig. 7. The physical
properties of these numerical models are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Physical properties
Concrete

Fig.7 General view of cracked model

Intact
(+10°C)

Intact
(-10°C)

Cracked

PC steel
strand
wires

Elastic
module
(kN/mm2)

31.5

34.7

22.0

195.0

Unit
volume
weight
(kN/m3)

25.0

25.0

25.7

77.0

In the cracked parts of the models, solid elements were partly deleted according to the cracks
observed in the real specimen as shown in Fig. 3. The mass of the deleted elements was
redistributed by arranging the unit volume weight of the cracked part to maintain the overall mass.
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In total, 114,000 solid elements were used in the intact model, and 137,038 solid elements were
used in the model with cracks.
As analytical results of the FE models, the natural frequencies of the first bending mode and mode
shapes of each model are shown in Fig. 8. Although the natural frequencies were higher than the
experimental results, thermal dependency was also confirmed in the numerical results. The damage
effect was also evaluated quantitatively. With regard to the mode shapes, the shape did not change
with temperature alone, but the modal amplitude at the Ch3 sensor increased and the modal
amplitude at Ch1 decreased.

(a) Intact model at normal temp.(44.2 Hz)

(b) Cracked model at normal temp.(41.7 Hz)

(c) Intact model at low temp. (46.3 Hz)

(d) Cracked model at low temp. (43.3 Hz)

Fig.8 Mode shape and natural frequency of FE model

5 Conclusions
In this study, vibration tests and numerical analyses of a simply supported PC beam were
conducted, and the complex effect of temperature and damage was investigated. From the vibration
tests and analyses, the natural frequencies changed 10 to 20% due to both internal temperature
changes and structural damage. On the other hand, the modal shape was slightly changed due to
structural damage but not temperature change. These results show the potential to monitor the
structural health of real bridge structures under environmental change through precise
measurements of modal shapes.
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Abstract
Field-measurement-calibrated finite element models are often an essential tool for the condition
evaluation and performance assessments of existing bridges. Such calibrated finite element models
are able to better capture and represent the actual, in-situ behavior characteristics of the structure
than do the highly idealized conceptualizations and analytical models typically employed for their
design. Field-measurement calibrated finite element models are generally updated by the structural
identification framework using static measurements such as strains and displacements from
controlled truck load tests or using dynamic characteristics such as natural frequencies and mode
shapes identified from a number of possible variations of vibration testing of the structure. The
selection of data types employed for the model updating will impact the required computations to
minimize error functions between the experiment and finite element analysis. This study presents
a comparison of the properties from a calibrated finite-element model by using different sets of
static and dynamic measurements. A multi-beam highway bridge instrumented with strain
transducers and accelerometers was subjected to a controlled truck load test and ambient vibration
testing. The static and dynamic bridge characteristics extracted from these field tests were used to
calibrate the same a-priori finite-element of the bridge. Different sets of model parameters were
selected to be updated, including material properties and boundary condition. The updated model
characteristics and prediction results using static and dynamic measurements are compared and
evaluated. Recommendations are provided relative to the differences in the calibrated finite
element models observed from each calibration approaches.
Introduction
Vibration-based damage detection of structures are divided into non-model-based and modelbased techniques (Farrar and Worden 2007; Sanayei et al 2015). While non-model-based
techniques only use available measurements and a data-driven approach to evaluate bridge
condition, model-based techniques use an analytical finite-element (FE) model along with the
measurements to evaluate the condition of a structure with more details which may not be provided
by collected data merely. Although FE models are great analytical tools for understanding the
behavior of structures, there are different sources of uncertainty which may not allow an FE model
to simulate the actual in-situ behavior of the structure well (Friswell and Mottershead 2013,
Schlune et al 2009, Ren et al 2010, Torres et al 2018, Zolghadri 2017). For instance, boundary
condition and material properties are two of the major sources of uncertainty which may have a
significant impact on the outputs of an FE model. While a user must specify these parameters at
the time of analysis, the actual in-situ behavior of the structure may differ considerably since these
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FE model assumptions may not match the actual behavior of the structure well. In order to have a
better representation of the actual behavior of the structure, system identification framework has
been practiced for calibrating a-priori FE models with measurement data and use the calibrated FE
model for condition assessment rather than a pure analytical model (Aktan et al 1997). In the
process of calibration, the selection of parameters to employ model calibration has a considerable
effect on the results.
In this study, the results from an FE model of a simple-span highway bridge were compared with
the measurements from a load test of the bridge and with modal parameters identified from
vibration measurements. The sources of discrepancies identified are discussed in detail and the
effects of different parameter selections, such as boundary condition, on the model calibration
process are investigated. The comparison shows how selection of parameters may result in
different calibrated models which represent the behavior of the structure differently.
Bridge Description
The bridge investigated in this paper was a single span, prestressed concrete multi-beam bridge.
This bridge carries the west-bound traffic of I-84 over Nolin road in Oregon. This bridge is
instrumented with various sensors including strain gages, tilt-meters, displacement transducers,
accelerometers, and a weather station at different locations. In this study, only the strain gages at
mid-span were used (Figure 1). The super structure of the bridge includes 6 AASHTO Type III
girders spaced at 7.4 ft. There are also two concrete diaphragms at approximately one-third and
two-third points. This bridge consists of two 12-ft wide lanes, a right and a left shoulder which are
10 and 6 ft wide consecutively.

Figure 1: Locations of the strain gages evaluated for this study.

Data Collection and Analysis
This bridge was load tested with a truck of known weight and axle configuration. The truck was
statically positioned at various locations on the bridge in both right and left lanes and the beam
strains were recorded. The truck had 3 axles (steer axle and a tandem) with weights of 16,150
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lbs, 16,900 lbs, and 16,350 lbs, respectively. The front and rear axles of the tandem were located
176 in and 228 in from the steer axle, respectively. The static load test positions for each lane
were repeated two times.
One traffic lane remained opened to traffic during the execution of the load test to avoid
disruptions to traffic. Therefore, the data was post-processed to exclude the data points when
there was traffic on the bridge in the open lane. After removing the data points recorded when
there were other trucks on the bridge, the plateu of the strain values for each test truck position
was averaged yielding a single strain value for each test truck position. These final strains for
each test truck position are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Strain values from the truck load test: Top (right lane test positions), Bottom (left lane test positions)
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Finite-Element Model
A FE model of the bridge was created in SAP2000. The girders were modeled with frame
elements and the composite reinforced concrete deck was modeled using 24 in by 24 in shell
elements with a thickness of 8 in. A set of 984 load patterns were defined in the model in which
unit loads were positioned at each of deck nodes to develop an influence surfaces for the girder
moments at mid-span location. The influence surfaces for moment are used to used to calculate
strain values at these locations for the test truck positions. The strain values were computed for
the strain gage locations using basic beam theory with the composite section properties and the
concrete modulus of elasticity.
Figure shows the strain values computed using the test truck positions and the influence
surfaces. The modal properties of the bridge superstructure were also extracted from the FE
model compared with the identified natural frequencies (Table 1). These frequencies were
identified from vibrations measurements on the bridge as described by Grimmelsman (2019).
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Figure 3: Strain values extracted from analysis of the influence surfaces: Left (right lane test truck positions), Right
(left lane test truck positions).
Table 1: Natural Frequencies for First Three Modes from Vibration Measurements and the FE Model.

Mode
1
2
3

Identified Natural
Frequency (Hz)
4.492
6.641
11.133

FE Natural
Frequency (Hz)
4.0607
5.073
9.0326

Difference
(%)
9.6
23.6
18.9

The load test data showed that Girder 4 was carrying the majority of the load when the truck was
positioned in either right or left lane. This was not observed in the FE model and the majority of
the load was carried mostly by two of the girders simultaneously. These discrepancies may need
to be investigated further since the load test measurements may not be calibrated by any analytical
models with physical meaning.
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The comparison of the identified frequencies showed the global stiffness of the model may not be
very different than the actual stiffness of the bridge, but the difference in the magnitudes of strain
measurements showed the actual bridge may behave differently than the FE model. This means
changing material properties is not clearly sufficient for calibrating the FE model with regards to
both dynamic and static measurements and this issue needs a more in-depth analysis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Fundamental frequency mode shape according to modeled support conditions: (a) east side pinned, west
side roller (b) west side roller, east side pinned

Another observation on the FE model was the sensitivity of the mode shapes to the definition of
the boundary conditions. Figure 4(a) shows the mode shapes when the east side boundary condition
was restrained longitudinally (pinned) and the west side was not (roller) while Figure 4(b) shows
the mode shapes when the restraints in the east side were defined as roller and the west side was
pinned. This shows how the skew causes the assymetrical mode shapes which are sensitive to
boundary conditions. Therefore, if mode shapes were to be used for model calibration, the actual
relative fixity of the structure at the supports may need to be updated to obtain calibrated mode
shapes.
Conclusions
Strain measurements and identified natural frequencies of a full-scale pre-stressed multi-girder
concrete bridge were analysed to evaluate the effect of different data types for implementation of
model updating. The identified modal frequencies of the bridge were relatively close to the modal
parameters of the FE model. However, the calculation of the strains from the moments extracted
from the FE model and using composite section properties did not match well with the measured
strain values from the load test. While the close values of modal frequencies showed the global
stiffness of the bridge and the FE model were close, the difference in strain values show the bridge
behaved with more stiffness with regards to strain values. This issue needs to be investigated
further by possibly using other methods for calculating strains or using solid elements for
modelling girders and deck. Although it may not be computationally efficient to use solid
elements, they may provide more accurate stress values at the locations of the sensors. The mode
shapes were not calibrated in this model, but it was shown that mode shaped are very sensitive to
the boundary conditions. This was mainly because of the skew which caused asymmetrical mode
shapes.
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Abstract
The wavelet total energy of the measured points could be calculated after dealing with the
dynamic acceleration response signals at every measured point of structure by using the discrete
wavelet transform. Setting the intact structure as the baseline state, the damage detection method
could be put forward based on relative variation of wavelet total energy. Taking the half-through
steel tubular tied-arch bridge model as the research object, experimental research on damage
detection was conducted. Different levels of hanger damage were simulated by different fracture
strands in steel wire ropes. 4 single damage and 4 double damage sceneries were set for analysis,
and the excitation was imposed by impact and moving load. Damage sensitivity was analyzed.
The experimental results show that the proposed damage detection method can be used to locate
place of the damaged hangers, and be stronger sensitive to damage levels. It can detect the
damage for different load location. If the impact place is away from the damage place, it can be
better to detect the damage place.
1. Introduction
In tied-arch bridges, suspender is connected with arch rib and beam, which transfers the load
(dead load and live load) of the deck in the bridge span to the main arch ring-the main loadbearing component of arch bridge. Corrosion or fatigue fracture of suspender of the arch bridge
will directly affect the safety and overall performance of the whole bridge. It is of great
significance to select the appropriate method for the early detection of the damage of suspender
and take the corresponding preventive and strengthening measures.
According to the data types, the damage identification methods of the tied-arch bridge’s
suspenders can be divided into static-data-based method and dynamic-data-based method. For
the tied-arch bridge, the damage of the suspender will lead to the redistribution of the static cable
tensions of the suspenders and the change of displacement of the deck. The damage
identification method of suspender is proposed based on the change of cable force or
displacement of measuring point (Chen et al (2012), Wu (2015)).
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Static method has the disadvantages of complex test, complete closure of bridge traffic, long test
time and uneconomic, etc., while the dynamic- based structural damage identification method
has become the focus of people's research (Yan et al (2015)). Frequency, flexibility matrix,
modal curvature and wavelet analysis are the representatives of damage identification of bridge
structures based on dynamic characteristics (Chou et al (1995), Hosseinzadeh et al (2016), Jing et
al (2007), Liu (2013), Yu et al (2015)).
Structural dynamic test is a means of obtaining structural dynamic characteristics. It plays an
important role in dynamic analysis and damage identification of structures by stimulating the
vibration of bridges or components and obtaining the dynamic response of structures (Yuan
(2011), Zuo (2006)).
However, there are few systematic studies on the damage identification test of suspender for the
tied-arch bridges in the above studies, especially for the lack of studies on multi-damage and
variable load types. This paper presents the damage identification method of the suspender of the
tied-arch bridges based on the relative change of total energy of wavelet and experimental study.
2. Damage Identification Method of Suspenders
The acceleration sensors are set at the anchorage point where the intersection of the suspenders,
deck system and the longitudinal beam in the tied-arch bridge. The impact load is applied on the
longitudinal beam to obtain the acceleration dynamic response signal at the measuring points.
Generally, the half-through steel tubular tied-arch bridge is a low-frequency structure. In order to
remove the influence of high-order frequency on structural damage identification results,
acceleration signals need to be filtered.
Based on MATLAB platform, one-dimensional discrete wavelet transform toolbox is used to
carry out discrete wavelet transform for the filtered dynamic signal.
=
C [C
=
[cAN , cDN , cDN −1 , , cD1 ]
1 , C2 , C3 , , C N +1 ]

(1)

where, C is the wavelet coefficient matrix obtained after dispersing wavelet transformation, AN is
the approximation of the highest order scale, and Di (i = N, N-1,…,1) is the detail under each
scale.
The total wavelet energy of the signal is the sum of wavelet energy at various scales, it expressed
in equation (2) (Rosso et al (2006)):
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Steel wire fracture and rust are the main types of the suspender damage. In this paper, the
suspender damage is simulated by reducing the cross section area of the suspender, then, the total
wavelet energy of measuring points at the suspender before and after the suspender damage can
be calculated. The suspender damage index DSI was defined as：
=
DSI ( Etot ,dam − Etot ,undam ) / Etot ,undam

(3)

where, Etot, undam and Etot, dam are the total energy of wavelet before and after damage respectively.
The DSI at the damaged suspender is larger than that at the adjacent suspender on both sides, so
the damage location can be accurately determined.
3. Experimental Model of Tied-Arch Bridge
3.1. Model Overview
The experimental model adopts the half-through steel tubular tied-arch bridge, which once
studied by Zhang (2014). The hanger cable is an ordinary steel wire rope with a diameter of 3
mm. There are 7 hanger cables on both sides of the bridge, a total of 14 hanger cables. The track
is arranged on the deck to exert the moving load on it.
3.2. Instrument and Measuring Point Arrangement
3.2.1 Sensor and Data Acquisition
Acceleration sensor adopts KD1300 series sensor. The displacement sensor adopts TEC series
magnetostrictive displacement sensors. TJL-1 S-type tension sensor and single-channel precision
amplifier are used together to dynamically measure the force of each hanger cable. TEST5921
dynamic test and analysis system was used for data collection.
3.2.2 Arrangement of Measuring Points
Considering the existing equipment in the laboratory, test measurement points and sensor layout
are shown in Fig. 1. The seven acceleration sensors are arranged on the suspender on the side of
the bridge, the displacement sensors are arranged on the 5 positions near middle, and 14 tension
sensors are arranged on the suspender cables on the two sides of the bridge. The number of
hanger cables on the one side from east to west is N1 ~ N7. The number of the south another side
from east to west is S1 ~ S7.
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East

North side

West

Fig. 1 Different loading position of impact load
3.3 Damage Test Scheme and Loading Condition
3.3.1 Damage Test Scheme of Hanger Cables
The hanger cables adopt common steel wire rope with 3 mm diameter, which is generally wound
by 7 strands of steel wire rope. Steel wire fracture and rust are the main types of hanger cables
damage. In this paper, the reduction of the cross section area is used to simulate the damage of
the hanger cables. The damage degree α is defined as:

α = Ad A = n d 7

(4)

where, A and Ad are respectively the cross section area of steel wire of the hanger cables under
intact and damaged conditions; nd is the number of strands of broken steel wire.
In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed damage identification method in practical
application, 8 damage schemes were set up, as listed in Table 1. Among them, four type of single
damage cases are SD1 ~ SD4. Another four type of double damage cases are DD1 ~ DD4
respectively. In order to verify the sensitivity of the proposed damage identification index to the
damage degree of the hanger cables, the different damage schemes were set up.
Table 1 Damage scenarios for the hanger cables of tied-arch bridge
Damage type

SD

DD

damage
cases

damage
position

SD1
SD2
SD3
SD4
DD1
DD2
DD3
DD4

N-2
N-4
N-2
N-2
N-2,N-4
N-3,N-5
N-2,N-4
N-2,N-4

damage
degree

0,1/7,3/7
5/7,1

0,1/7,2/7
3/7,4/7

Measure points
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①

②
②
—
②
②
②
—
②

③
③
③
③
③
③
③
③

④
④
④
④
④
④
④
④

⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤

⑥
⑥
⑥
—
⑥
⑥
⑥
—

⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦

Note: “—” means that no acceleration measurement point is set at this point.
3.3.2 Loading Cases
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Aim of this experiment is mainly to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for damage
identification of suspender cable of the tied-arch bridge, and analyze the impact of moving load
at different speeds and impact load at different positions on damage identification results of
different degrees. The loading cases were set as follows:
(1) Moving load. The weight of trolley and load is W = 130kg, and the speeds of moving
load run at 0.2m /s, 0.3m /s and 0.4m /s respectively.(2) Impact loading. The impact load is
applied by LC-02A impact hammer. Four loading positions are set, as shown in Fig. 1.
4. Test results and Analysis
4.1 Determination of Initial Cable Force of Suspender
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200
Cable force /N

Cable force /N

For steel tubular tied-arch bridge, the tensions of suspender cables affect the internal force
distribution of the structure, which is the premise of structural behavior analysis and later
experimental research. In the process of adjusting the cable forces, according to the symmetry of
the structure, the suspender cable forces are adjusted in pairs to make the suspender cable forces
in the symmetrical position as close as possible. The initial cable force of the suspender of the
whole bridge after adjustment is shown in Fig. 2.
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a) Cable forces of hangers in north side
b) Cable forces of hangers in south side
Fig. 2 Initial cable forces of hanger in both side of the tied-arch bridge model
4.2 Damage Identification Results
The sampling frequency is 1 kHz. For the acceleration response under impact load, the impact
load should be normalized and the acceleration data signal should be reduced accordingly.
Elliptic was used as the low-pass filter with the filtering order of 24. The cutoff frequency of
each suspender acceleration signal was determined to be 55 Hz by FFT transformation of
acceleration signal under impact load. The type of wavelet is selected as db2 wavelet with
decomposition scale of 8. Discrete wavelet transform is carried out for acceleration signal.
Damage identification program based on the relative change of total wavelet energy is
programmed to calculate the damage index value at each hanger and judge and evaluate the
identified damage location.
4.2.1 Case of SD1 and SD2
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Fig. 3 Detection result for 1/7 damage of hanger in the case of SD1 or SD2
Fig. 3 shows detection results for 1/7 damage of hanger in the case of SD1 and SD2. In the case
of SD1(Fig.3a), the DSI distribution of the measuring points at each hanger is uneven, which
indicate the existence of damage. The DSI value at the N-2 position of the hanger is obviously
higher than that at the measuring point of other hanger positions. It shows that the damage occurs
at the N-2 position of the hanger, which is the same as the preset damage position. Therefore, the
damage identification method based on the relative change of wavelet total energy can accurately
identify the damage of derrick N-2 in the case of SD1.
In the case of SD2(Fig.3b), the DSI distribution of measuring points at each hanger is uneven,
which indicate the existence of damage. The DSI value of the hanger at N-4 is obviously higher
than that at the measuring point of other hanger positions. It indicates that the damage occurs at
N-4, which is the same as the preset damage position. Therefore, the proposed damage
identification method can also accurately identify the damage of hanger N-4 in case of SD2.
4.2.2 Case of DD1 or DD2
Fig. 4 gives the detection result for 1/7 damage of two hangers in the case of DD2 or DD1. In the
case of DD1(Fig.4a), for the damage case of two suspenders, the DSI values of measuring points
at each suspender are uneven, indicating the existence of damage. The DSI values of the
suspender at N-2 and N-4 are significantly higher than that at the measuring points of other
suspender positions. It indicates that the damage occurs at N-2 and N-4 of the suspender rod
respectively, which is the same as the preset damage position. Therefore, the proposed damage
identification method can also accurately identify the damage of the hangers at N-2 and N-4 in
the case of DD1.
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Fig. 4 Detection result for 1/7 damage of hanger in the case of DD2 and DD1
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In the case of DD2(Fig.4b), for the damage case of two suspenders N-3、N-5, The DSI values of
the suspender at N-3 and N-5 are significantly higher than that at the measuring points of other
suspender positions. It shows that the proposed damage identification method can also accurately
identify the damage of the hangers at N-3 and N-5 in the case of DD2.
4.3 Damage Sensitivity Analysis
In order to verify the sensitivity of the proposed damage identification index of the
suspender to different damage indicators, the damage identification results of N-2 and N-4 at
different damage degrees were analyzed, and the recognition results were shown in Fig. 6. In the
Fig.6, x is the suspender number, y is the damage degree, and DSI is the damage index value.
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a) Damage detection of the hanger N-2
b) Damage detection of the hanger N-4
Fig.5 Damage detection results for the hanger N-2 or N-4 in cases of different damage extent
As shown in Fig.5, for the hanger N-2 or N -4 damage, with the increase of damage degree, in
DSI values in the damaged hangers are also increasing, DSI at the damaged hangers’ points in
are obvious larger than that of other hangers’ points. It shows that the proposed damage
identification index has stronger sensitivity to the damage degree.
5. Conclusions
The damage identification method for the suspenders of tied-arch bridges was proposed based on
the relative change of total energy of wavelet. The analysis and test results of the half-through
steel tubular tied-arch bridge model in different damage degrees of suspenders and cases are
good agreement. It shows the proposed can accurately judge the existence of damage and
identify the damage position of suspenders.
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Abstract
Tomographic reconstruction is an important step toward quantification and identification of
local damage based on available velocity map for the structural elements. For passive sensing
system, the critical step for accurate tomographic reconstruction is to estimate travel path of
detected waves. However, such paths and local velocity distribution are interdependent, thus
computationally complex. In this paper, we will introduce Fast wave tomography as a feasible
approach to address this problem. A way to untangle the travel path from the local velocity field
is first presented. It will then be shown that only certain events carry information of the damaged
region and are thus of higher importance. An apriori ranking system using Power Spectral
Entropy (PSE) is then proposed to identify those waveforms. To validate the proposed method,
physical based numerical investigation was performed on realistic slowness field. The result
shows that Fast wave tomography is >100 times computationally efficient and >50% information
efficient than a conventional non-ranked system.
1. Introduction
Civil Engineering infrastructure such as buildings, pipelines, docks invariably deteriorates over
time but are essential for existence and continuation of the civilization as we know it. Even in
Asian cities where infrastructure is relatively new due to dense population, infrastructure failure
has enormous impact on society. The rate of deterioration is affected by many factors including
the local climatic conditions and environment, the materials used in construction, the quality of
construction, and the use of the infrastructure (N. G. Shrive, 2005) . This is compounded by
ubiquitous tall structures in Asian cities thus, manual identification of damage is dangerous, time
consuming and laborious. Thus, automated, intelligent SHM is a necessity.
In particular, passive and active (stress) wave approaches have been widely used for evaluation
of concrete structures. Acoustic Emission (AE) sensing is foremost amongst the passive wave
based methods (Ohtsu, 2016). The waveforms characteristics (parameters) is correlated with
damage, and coupling parametric results with source localization process ensures detection and
localization of damage in the interrogated structure (Behnia, Chai, & Shiotani, 2014; Das, Avik
Kumar, Suthar, & Leung, 2019). However, these methods can not quantify the damage.
Nonetheless, one way to solve such problem is by using tomography. Tomographic
reconstruction is the process of estimating the specific characteristics of the interrogated
structural element through finite projections. Often, in wave based system local velocity
distribution is estimated using tomographic reconstruction due to direct correlation with material
stiffness. Local velocity maps has become very popular and increasingly being employed for
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internal damage visualization and conditional monitoring in real structures (Shiotani, Osawa,
Momoki, & Ohtsu, 2015; Ohtsu, 2016).
2 Proposed Method
2.1 Tomographic Reconstruction Process
Tomographic reconstruction for local velocity follows the similar paradigm for both ultrasonic
and AE monitoring. The paradigm involves distributing the error (E) in the calculated (Tc) and
measured travel time (Tm) during monitoring, Eq. 1.
𝐸 = ‖𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑚 ‖
1
The error E is then distrusted by changing slowness (Eq. 2) among the segments (Li) of the
estimated travel path using Eq. 3.
𝑆𝑖 = 1/𝑉𝑖
2
Δ𝑆 = 𝐸 ∗ 𝐿𝑖 /(Σ𝐿𝑖 )2
3
Thus, estimating Tc for each sensor is critical for reconstructing the local velocity map. Tc for
each sensor is composed to 2 fractions i.e. source event time (B) and travel time (Tt) as shown in
Eq. 4.
𝑇𝑐 = 𝐵 + 𝑇𝑡
4
where Tt is calculated based on the distance and slowness from AE source given in Eq. 5,
𝑇𝑡 = Σ𝐿𝑖 ∗ 𝑆𝑖
5
For AE based monitoring, waveforms contain the information of B, source location and those
are (inversely) calculated using a (relevant) source localization algorithm (Das, Avik Kumar,
Lai, Chan, & Leung, 2019; Ge, 2003) whereas in ultrasonic testing such information is already
known. Based on the Eq.1-5 to estimate Tc we need to calculate 𝑇𝑡 . The literature (Ohtsu, 2016)
have congregated recent and relevant development in the tomographic reconstruction process
and attempted to standardize the process. The standard method for estimating the 𝑇𝑡 is by
assuming both local distribution and travel path as unknown so estimated iteratively adjusting
the both the variable to get a final map (Kobayashi, 2013; Ohtsu, 2016). Since, travel path and
slowness field are interdependent thus, adjusting each parameter modifies the other and vice
versa consequently, the number of iteration becomes very large before convergence is reached.
Thus, may not be reliably used in situ monitoring due to large delay between data generation and
tomographic image, as will be shown in results section later. In this work we would try to
address the problem by de-convoluting the interdependence of travel path and slowness field.
Apart from that to ensure even faster convergence, we will also develop a preselection criteria
for AE events. Finally, we look into the potential applicability/impact in real life cases through
semi-experimental and numerical approach.
2.2 Travel Path Deconvolution
It is established of first arrival at the sensor is that of the travel path for stress wave is the path
of minimum travel time (Schmerr Jr., 2016) will coincide with path with lowest distance in
homogenous state (Behnia et al., 2014).
Fig. 1, shows a simplest case of the damaged region in which 2 travel paths are shown for a
source and sensor location i.e. blue is travel path with minimum distance with length Lb and
orange is any other travel path with length Lo which could represent a minimum time path when
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the structural member is damaged. Since, structural member damages progressively, thus there
exist an effective slowness (𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 ) along Lb such that Eq. 6 is valid.
𝐿𝑏 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝑜 ∗ 𝑆𝑜

6

Sensor
Source
Damage

Fig 1. Travel Paths in Damaged Member

where, 𝑆𝑜 is effective slowness along Lo
Based on the definition (Eq. 6) the following statements are a) 𝑆𝑏 ≤ 𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 then, Lb is the
minimum time path and when b) 𝑆𝑏 > 𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 the Lo is the minimum time path. However, since 𝑆𝑜
is defined (minimum value for non-damaged section) due to physical structure of the object.
Thus, it is not possible to measure 𝑆𝑏 > 𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 which means Statement b does not exist.
Consequently, Lo is the travel path. By extension of this argument, we can de-convolute the
travel path from slowness field from any such cases, and then selected travel path is always the
shortest distance between a source sensor pair.
2.3 Event Discrimination
In the structural system, it is possible to predict the probable damage location with limited
accuracy. Based on the location the sensing network is designed i.e. the sensor location is fixed
to maximize the coverage of such probable location.
As discussed before the AE event is passive thus, which attenuates exponentially with distance
in the interrogated member. It is very well known that with higher attenuation, SNR value will
go down and inaccuracy will increase in source location thus in tomographic imaging
(RW.ERROR - Unable to find reference:154; Ohtsu, 2016). So, we define the loss function L as
in Eq. 7.
𝐿𝑖 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑑𝑖,𝑠 )𝑑𝑑
7.1
𝐿 = Σ𝐿𝑖
7.2
where, 𝑑𝑖,𝑠 is the distance between ith event and sensor and f is the error introduced in the system
due to attenuation
It has been observed previously demonstrated that (Aggelis & Shiotani, 2007) that attenuation of the
damged section is around an order higher than that of non-damaged section. Assuming all damaged
and non-damaged region have similar attenuation coefficient. Eq. 7 is transformed into Eq. 8.
𝐿 = Σ 𝑓𝑛𝑑 (𝑑𝑖,𝑠 ) ∗ 𝑘 + (1 − 𝑘) ∗ 𝑓𝑑 (𝑑𝑖,𝑠 )
8
where, k is the fraction of the travel distance of ray of event i in non-damaged region
The solution of Eq. 8 suggest that events with events with total minimum of L will occur for
selecting events which has total minimum travel distance in damaged region for the sensing
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network i.e. the event lie inside the damaged region. We have recently developed power spectral
entropy (PSE) as damage indicator and found that PSE is independent of human intervention and
extrinsic noise and AE waveforms corresponding to damaged region have high PSE (Das, A. K.
& Leung, 2018). So, based on the PSE value of the AE waveform the event is prioritized with
high information content, which is also optimal for Eq. 8.
3 Experimental Validation
3.1 Experimental Constants
To ensure that the numerical results represent to a realistic slowness field we have used the
slowness field of area 40x15cm as reported in (RW.ERROR - Unable to find reference:198). On
this slowness field, randomly 8 sensor location was generated on the surface and the time series
modelling of waveform propagation between each source sensor pair is numerically modelled
following the method (Treeby, Cox, Jaros, & Rohrbach, 2014). The boundary condition was set
to multi-axial split-field perfectly matched layer (M-PML) (Treeby et al., 2014) and spatial
resolution was fixed ‘2mm’ (<1/25th of a wavelength) and other relevant physical constants were
same as those reported in (Schmerr Jr., 2016). An evenly spaced and monotonically increasing
time array was used based on the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) (Eq. (9)) number of 0.1.
𝐶𝐹𝐿 = 𝑉 ∗ 𝑑𝑡/𝑑𝑥
9
where, V is the material velocity, and dt and dx are time and space grid size respectively
The TOA of the waveform of each sensor was then identified using (RW.ERROR - Unable to
find reference:154) and location of the source, event time (B) using (RW.ERROR - Unable to
find reference:198). The calculated location, TOA and B was then used for local velocity
reconstruction. Choice of grid size/number of nodes is a trade-off between system complexity
and desired resolution of the reconstructed image.
3.2 Series of Numerical Investigation
For the reconstruction process, we chose square grid shape due to initial slowness field is
rectangular in shape with node location at the edge. We choose a reasonable grid size such that
total area of the grid is at least ~0.25% of the total investigated area. We have performed 2 series
of numerical experiments.
Series A) We vary the length of each side of the grid to [1 0.5 2.5] cm i.e. system complexity to
compare the effect of deconvolution of travel path on overall computational time. In this case,
100 AE events were numerically modelled and convergence criteria were kept the same for both
with and without de-convolution of travel path for consistency.
Series B) To showcase the effectiveness of the PSE based selection, we selected 50 events based
on the highest PSE value from the events in Case A and repeated the tomographic reconstruction,
with de-convoluted travel path.
4 Results and Discussion
The computational time for series A experiments is shown in Table 1. It is not surprising that
since lot of computational power is required to search for minimum time path (in undirectional
slowness map) after every iteration/change in the calaculated slowness field. So as the length of
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grid decreases, the computational time with deconvolution of the increases subtantially as
compared to the case where travel path is deconvoluted. Nevertheless, deconvoluted process in
all cases is atleast >100x faster in all cases. The original image, reconstructed images of series A
after reconstruction is shown in Fig. 2 and that of series B is shown in Fig. 3. It is not surprising
that in the reconstructed images, (Fig 2- Fig 3) in both cases, as number of events increases
reconstructed image becomes more accurate. This is due to increasing number of available
projection of the original image is available. Specifically, with proposed preselection of events
using PSE value we can to get a far better representation with just half of the events thus, this
method is at-least 50% more information efficient as compared to that with no preselection of the
event. When there is no preselection, we may include non-optimal events (Eq. 8) for
reconstruction process which in turn introduces error thus, the process is significantly less
information efficient as compared to one with preselection.
Table 1. Series A: Computational Time Requirement

Length of Grid(cm)
1
0.5
0.33

With Deconvolution (s)
84
95.6
115.2

Without Deconvolution (s)
29064
779184
8171184

Note: The software is Matlab without parallel programming using Intel 7th gen CPU
a

b

c

Fig. 2. Series A: Reconstructed Images a) Original slowness field b) After 50 events c) After 100 events
a

b

c

Fig. 3. Series B: Reconstructed Images a) Original slowness field b) After 35 events c) After 50 events

5 Conclusion
Data mining for purpose intelligent monitoring is becoming increasingly important for safe
modern structures. With ever increasing foot print of available data it is essential to design
algorithms which could produce quantifiable result in a short of time to avoid delay in decision
making. In this work we developed a new method for tomographic inversion called Fast wave
tomography. In this article we presented a way for deconvolution of the travel path and preselect
of AE events, which are optimal for reconstruction. Due to those features Fast wave tomography
is >100x computationally efficient and >50% information efficient than conventional non-ranked
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methodology. The methodology could be implemented in any present systems however, to
generalize results in different conditions further testing and mathematical derivation is ongoing.
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Abstract
The primary objective of this paper is to model acoustic emission(AE) sources and examine
the propagation characteristics of the waveforms generated by these sources in reinforced concrete
(RC) structures using finite element (FE) simulation. In order to model AE source in the form of
tensile and shear cracks, a new simulation technique is developed, where the sudden release of
nodes is introduced at the crack face on a stressed concrete FE model with reinforcements. The
resulting AE waveforms are analyzed using the wave speed and frequency content for
classification of AE sources. It is shown that P waves, S Waves and surface waves are formed due
to a tensile crack at the surface, whereas, a shear crack at the surface, predominantly produces S
waves. Notched four-point bending specimens made with reinforced concrete and post-tensioned
beam were tested under cyclic loading and corresponding AE signals are recorded during
experiments. The results of the experimental investigations are found to be in agreement with those
obtained from the simulated results. Finally, the parametric analysis is adopted for classification
of the source with the help of waveforms received at various sensor positions. The developed
simulation technique and signal processing tools are expected to be helpful for direct correlation
of AE waveforms with the recorded signal and identification of various AE sources for passive
health monitoring of RC beams.
1. Introduction
The structural health monitoring (SHM) is widely acknowledged for enhancing the reliability and
reducing the life-cycle costs of existing and forthcoming infrastructures. Apart from the essential
requirement that SHM systems must be reliable, two important desired features are a graphical
representation and quantitative evaluation of damage response, leads to another chapter of modern
non-destructive testing i.e. “Acoustic emission” (AE). Acoustic emission can be defined as “the
propagation of elastic waves due to the release of localized internal energy”. These are the transient
stress waves generated by an irreversible structural change of material, [Ohstu (1993)]. Nowadays,
AE is a commonly used NDE technique for structural health monitoring of concrete structures and
majorly includes localizing the damage, quantifying the severity of damage and characterizing the
nature of the source, [Behnia et al (2014)]. With the advent of increased computational power and
greater availability of software based on finite element methods, several studies have been done
on this area, which proves that finite element (FE) modelling has a major role in simulating elastic
wave propagation associated with structural vibrations, acoustic phenomena and ultrasound
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problems, [Ohno (2010), Banerjee (2005), Sikdar et al (2019)]. However, there are limited
literature presenting quantitative results for materials like concrete.
The paper presents finite element (FE) modelling of acoustic emission(AE) sources and examines
the propagation characteristics of the waveforms generated by these sources in the concrete
structures. The AE sources are modelled in the form of tensile and shear cracks, with the sudden
release of nodes at the crack face on a stressed concrete FE model. The aim is to develop a direct
correlation of AE waveforms with the recorded signal and the identification of various AE sources
in the experiment conducted. Finally, the parametric analysis is adopted for classification of the
source with the help of waveforms received at various sensor positions.
2. Methodology
The AE source was modelled in the form of tensile and shear cracks with a new simulation
technique, where the sudden release of nodes are introduced at the crack face on a stressed concrete
FE model with reinforcements. The concrete beam (100mm*100mm*500 mm) was modelled in
ABAQUS as two parts of 250 mm long and tied together at the nodes so that required nodes can
be released accordingly. The model is statically loaded to find out the stresses acting on the crack
faces as shown in Figure 1. Pre-calculated stresses (𝜎c) are applied on crack surface
instantaneously without external loads. This approach is able to model the AE waveform
accurately for tensile and shear cracks. This method can be easily adapted for modelling different
modes of fracture. Two mild steel bars of 12 mm diameter provided at the bottom side of the beam
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Schematic representation for AE source modelling

In this study, two modes of fracture are modelled using this technique. In Mode-I, pure tensile
stress is applied at the surface, and for Mode-II, pure shear is applied. For tensile crack
approximate flexural strength of concrete i.e 𝜎 = 0.7√𝑓𝑐𝑘 is applied at the crack surface. For
shear crack, the maximum shear strength of concrete was applied at the crack face as per IS
456:2000. The AE sensor arrangement and reinforcement details are shown in Figure 2. The
support conditions are selected as a roller which restrain the movement in Y (Vertical) direction.
The crack was simulated using application of instantaneous stress at the surface of the crack. The
displacement time history of nodes at different sensor locations are recorded under tensile and
shear cracks. The recorded waveform is also filtered accordingly using elliptical high pass filter in
matlab.
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Figure 1: Geometry of 3D Concrete Model with the flexural test setup

3. Results and Discussion
For the applied pre-calculated stress on the crack surface, the displacement time history at
the bottom and the top sensor (nodes) located at a distance of 100 mm from the midpoint of the
beam is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Recorded and filtered signal with wavelet transform for (a) surface tensile crack and (b) surface shear
crack at the bottom and top sensors

To avoid the effect of reflections from boundaries only first 100 µs of the recorded signals are
considered in each case. Recorded signals are filtered with elliptical high pass filter above 20 kHz
and the corresponding wavelet transforms are plotted. The results are summarized in Table 1 for
both surface tensile and shear cracks. For the bottom sensor (Figure 2-a), high-frequency peak at
60 µs with a velocity around 1666 m/s with major frequency contents at 40 -50 kHz, indicates that
the signal contains predominantly S-Wave and R-Wave in both tensile and shear cracks.
For the top sensor (Figure 2-a), two distinct peaks with different frequency contents are observed
in both tensile and shear cracks. For tensile crack, the higher frequency content of nearly 120 kHz
corresponding to the first peak is observed along with lower frequency content of 60 kHz
corresponding to the later part of the waveform. So we can infer that the first peak corresponds to
P-Wave and second can be S-Wave or surface wave. The same case is observed with surface shear
crack as summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of results for reinforced concrete beam simulation

4. Experimental Results
4.1 Reinforced concrete beam
The experimental validation of the simulation results was carried out while investigating a
reinforced concrete beam with similar dimensions under cyclic loading up to a failure. Flexural
tests were conducted using 0.1 x 0.1 x 0.5 m3 reinforced concrete beams loaded with two point
forces at the distance of 133.33 mm from supports, at the constant rate of loading 0.34 N/s of both
actuators for each loading cycle as shown in Figure 4. Due to quasi-brittle nature of the material,
sudden failure at 35.49 kN was observed as shown in Figure 4 (a).
Acoustic emissions during the experiments were measured using broadband differential AEsensors (R6D) with eight-channel AE board, bundled with AE-win software that enables the
waveform processing and efficient real-time monitoring. The sensor arrangement was similar to
that of used in the simulation model as shown in Figure 2. The AE signals were amplified with a
gain of 40 dB in the preamplifier. In order to suppress the background noise, the threshold value
was set to 40 dB. To improve the accuracy and precision of the recorded signals, three time
parameters namely Hit definition time (HDT), Peak definition time (PDT) and Hit lockout time
(HLT) was considered and was set to 180 μsec, 37 μsec and 300 μsec respectively.

Figure 4: (a) Cyclic loading applied for reinforced concrete beam; (b) cracked specimen

The location plot of AE events with amplitude shows many low energy hits along the length of the
beam due to activities along the reinforcement-concrete interface occur during the experiment.
Hits corresponding to high amplitude is observed at the failure zone as shown in Figure 5. The
cracked specimen after the test as shown in Figure 5 (b). It shows the crack exactly at the point of
high amplitude region. Here, the beam is failed in tension.
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Figure 5: Energy v/s Position of AE Events for a reinforced concrete beam

The wavelet transforms of hits received at the bottom sensor and a top sensor located at 100 mm
from the beam center are shown in Figure 6(a). The bottom sensors receive low frequencies (4050 kHz) with nominal high-frequency content (100 kHz) in the initial part of the waveform. The
top sensor receives high frequencies of (100-120 kHz) indicating body waves similar to simulation
results. The results of the experimental investigations are found to be in agreement with those
obtained from the simulated results.

Figure 6: (a) wavelet transforms; (b) Parametric analysis of the hits received at the bottom sensor and the top sensor

The parametric analysis of signals received at the bottom and top sensors are shown in Figure 6(b).
For the hits received at bottom sensors are having fewer RA values with more average frequencies,
indicating the tensile mode of cracks. Whereas the hits received at the top sensors are mostly
tensile cracks along with few mixed mode cracks. Due to the small sized specimen, tensile cracks
are predominant at the bottom surface with few mixed modes cracks at the failure of the beam.
4.2 Post-tensioned concrete beam
For distinct shear cracks, a post-tensioned beam with 5 m length was subjected to uniformly
distributed load (UDL) applied as cyclic loading tested for AE analysis using sensors placed as
shown in Figure 7 (a). Load control method was adopted with a loading rate of 83.33 N/s and
failure load was at 200 kN. During the experiment, tensile cracks are observed at mid-span in the
initial stage of loading, while shear cracks are formed near support in later stages as shown in
Figure 7 (b). It is also observed that a number of hits are cluster near crack forming zones indicating
failure zones as shown in figure 8.
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Figure 7: a) Posttensioned beam flexural test set up; b) Half span of the beam after failure;

Figure 8: Energy v/s Position of AE Events for the post-tensioned beam

The wavelet transform of the recorded waveform for an event near support is showing lowfrequency content (40–70 kHz) with low velocity indicating S or R waves as shown in Figure 9
(a). Finally, parametric analysis of the experiment data supports the observation that hits
corresponding to the final stage of loading are due to shear cracks as shown in Figure 9(b).

Figure 9: (a) wavelet transform for a hit with shear mode crack; (b) Parametric analysis of the hits received during a
flexural test of the post-tensioned beam

5. Conclusion
The AE sources are modelled in the form of tensile and shear cracks, with the sudden release of
nodes at the crack face on a stressed concrete FE model. For the crack beginning at the bottom
face of the beam, waves received at bottom sensors indicating mainly surface waves, while those
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received at top sensors indicating body waves characteristics. The results of the experimental
investigations are found to be in agreement with those obtained from the simulated results.
Parametric analysis of response obtained through experiments are plotted, which seems too good
correlation with literature. The developed simulation technique and signal processing tools are
expected to be helpful for the identification of various AE sources in an experiment.
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Abstract
Detecting microscopic tensile fracture prior to fracture development can allow engineers to take
proper remedial work. This study investigates the effectiveness of using Distributed Fiber Optic
Strain (DFOS) sensing technique for detecting potential tensile failure in concrete. In the
laboratory-scale test, a continuous fiber optic cable was embedded in multiple layers along a 2 m
long concrete beam. Flexural testing of the beam was performed with incremental loading to
artificially induce gradual fracture propagation. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was
implemented using a series of high-resolution photographs to capture the microscopic strain
development on the beam surface. The strain profiles obtained by DFOS sensing were compared
with the fracture propagation reveled by PIV. The test results show that DFOS sensing captures
initial microscopic strain development (invisible to the naked eye) presented by PIV. From the
peak strain profile obtained by DFOS sensing, the y-intercepts can be correlated to the change in
location of the neutral axis during fracture development in the beam. The deviation of the yintercept from the linearly increasing trend occurred after microscopic fracture initiation can be
considered as an early signature of potential tensile failure of concrete. In conclusion, DFOS
sensing can be a proper monitoring technique for early warning detection of fracture in concrete
structures.
1. Introduction
Historically, visual inspection is the most commonly-used method to diagnose the condition of
concrete structures. However, the conventional sensors for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
such as strain gages, accelerometers, and extensometers have been developed for quantitative
monitoring to overcome the limitations of visual inspections. Nevertheless, high demand for a
more reliable, practical, cost-effective, and early warning detection technology has led to the use
of Distributed Fiber Optic Strain (DFOS) sensing as a possible alternative technology to the
conventional point sensors for SHM. The main advantage of DFOS sensing technology is that
spatially continuous strain data along 5-10 km length can be obtained and capturing the
continuous strain profile is useful to pinpoint localized problem areas such as concrete fracture
(Soga et al., 2019). In this study, the DFOS sensing technique (Brillouin Optical Time-Domain
Analysis, BOTDA) is adopted and investigated as a promising
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tool for early warning detection of potential tensile fracture in a concrete beam. A three-point
bending test of a concrete beam was performed with incremental loads to artificially induce
gradual fracture propagation. During the loading test, sequential high-resolution photographs
were taken for Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to track the microscopic deformations on the
beam surface. The fracture initiation and propagation process revealed by PIV are compared with
the strain profiles obtained by DFOS sensing.
2. Background: DFOS sensing and PIV
DFOS (BOTDA) sensing transmits source light through an optical fiber and receives Brillouin
back scattering light. When a fiber experiences a strain change, causing density variation of a
glass fiber core, this changes the frequency of the back scattered light. The DFOS sensing
technology uses this frequency change to quantify strain development along the optical fiber
cable. By attaching an optical fiber cable to a structure or embedding it inside a structure, it is
possible to detect the strain changes of the monitored object (Soga and Luo, 2018). On the other
hand, the number of studies utilizing PIV has been dramatically increased for laboratory-scale
measurements using photogrammetry-based movement tracking. PIV visualizes microscopic
strain deformation by taking a series of photographs and comparing the velocity field.
3. Experimental Set-Up: Beam Fabrication and Instrumentation
The instrumentation procedure of DFOS sensor and concrete casting is described herein. A
wooden mold as prepared to fabricate a concrete beam of 1980 mm length, 267 mm height, and
127 mm width. A continuous Fiber Optic (FO) sensing cable was placed in six layers inside the
mold, with uniform vertical spacing of 38 mm (refer to Fig. 1 (a)). This aims to investigate
whether the DFOS sensor can detect early microscopic strain development prior to the fracture
initiation by comparing the location of propagating crack with the reading from each cable level.

Fig. 1. Instrumentation of DFOS sensor in a concrete beam: (a) Schematic diagram, (b) sensing cable outside the
mold, (c) inside the mold, (d) concrete casting, (e) air elimination.
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A high-resolution digital camera was installed for PIV to capture the microscopic fracture
propagation on the concrete surface. The continuous FO cable passed through the two side walls
of the mold at both ends and cable glands were used to hold the FO cable in place with tension to
keep the cables straight in order to properly sense horizontal strain changes (Fig. 1 (b) and (c)).
A pair of FO cables were aligned symmetrically at every level for a more reliable strain
monitoring by obtaining two strain profiles per level. After casting the concrete, the air inside the
concrete was eliminated using concrete vibrators (Fig. 1 (d) and (e)). A metal reinforced singlecore optical fiber of 5 mm diameter fabricated by Suzhou Nanzee Sensing Co., Ltd., China was
used for DFOS monitoring. The Omnisens was used as the BOTDA analyzer. Steel hoops were
not installed as they were not necessary for flexural cracks at mid span to govern the beam
behavior. However, two parallel steel reinforcing bars 1/4” in diameter were placed on the
bottom part of the beam to prevent brittle behavior. This is also to check if the DFOS sensors can
capture the early signature of the fracture as the crack propagates gradually during the
incremental stepwise loading. After 28 days of curing, the concrete beam was taken out from the
mold. One side of the beam was coated with white-colored paint and black dots are marked for
PIV.
4. Flexural Test of Concrete Beam
A three-point flexural testing of the concrete beam was designed to induce gradual crack
propagation from the bottom surface of the beam to the top with incremental stepwise loading.
The configuration of the equipment for the flexural test is shown in Fig. 2. Basically, the loading
system for the test controls the displacement of the bottom plate (where the test beam is placed
on) with a constant lifting velocity resulting from hydraulic pressure by controlling flow rate of
oil. This displacement controlled constant lifting system enables gradual crack development. The
load cell was fixed to the rigid steel columns and placed on the beam to measure the reaction
force while the bottom plate is lifted by hydraulic pressure. Table 1 shows the design load steps.
A load of 0.53 kips was added at each step to induce gradual fracture development. The actual
applied load measured by the load cell at each loading step is shown as well. The visible cracks
formed with a breaking sound at loading step 6 while load increased from 2.63 to 2.90 kips.

Fig. 2. Equipment set-up for DFOS monitoring during the flexure test of a concrete beam (left figure
shows side view and right figure shows front view).
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During loading step 6, the load gauge indicated that the applied load dropped suddenly due to
concrete breakage. The aperture size of the cracks were manually measured using a crack width
gauge. After apparent crack formation at loading step 6 ~ 8, the reinforcing bars started to help
resist the applied load because the concrete lost its tensile strength.
Table 1. Incremental loading applied to a concrete beam.

Design
Loading termination
step
load (kips)

Load increment
measured by
load cell (kips)

0
1
2
3
4
5

0
0.53
1.06
1.59
2.12
2.66

0
0 → 0.55
0.55 → 1.07
1.07 → 1.61
1.61 → 2.12
2.12 → 2.63

6

3.19

2.63 → 2.90

7
8

3.72
4.25

2.90 → 2.35
2.35 → 3.18

Note
Initial base line measurement

Microscopic invisible crack initiation (based on PIV)
Apparent crack formation with less than 0.08 mm
width (visible with the naked eye)
Load drop because of concrete tensile strength loss
Steel reinforcing bars resist applied force

5. Fracture Tracking: Comparison PIV and DFOS profile
5.1 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
PIV recognizes the pixel-unit based color changes and yields relative microscopic displacement.
In this study, PIV was carried out using a series of photograph images taken during incremental
loading steps in order to visualize the fracture propagation process. The concrete beam was first
coated with white paint and marked by black dots to enhance the PIV’s performance in
recognizing the color variations of pixels. The photograph taken without loading at step 0 as used
as a reference image. Fig. 3 shows strain variation in the horizontal direction (𝜀𝑥𝑥 ). Local strain
starts to develop from loading step 5 (but still invisible to the naked eye), and then a pair of
cracks develops upward from the loading step 6 in the middle part of the beam as the applied
loading increased. The PIV results of loading step 2 and 3 are omitted in this paper (no local
strain developments are discovered).
Loading step 1
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Loading step 5

Loading step 6

Loading step 7

Loading step 8

Fig. 3. PIV to capture crack initiation and propagation during incremental loading.

5.2 Distributed Fiber Optics Strain (DFOS)
The frequency obtained from the BOTDA analyzer can be converted into strain (ε) using the
following equation:
νB (ε) = νB (0) +

dνB (ε)
dε

ε

(1)

where νB (ε) is the Brillouin frequency under the strain ε, νB (0) is the Brillouin frequency shift
dνB (ε)
without strain, and dε
is strain coefficient. In this experiment, the strain coefficient is
considered as 499.8 Mhz/% (provided by Suzhou Nanzee Sensing Co.). Fig. 4 (a) shows the
converted strain (με) variation from the measured frequency at each loading step. It should be
noted that a continuous single FO cable embedded through all the levels of the concrete beam
and the width of each peak (R1~R6 and L1~L6) shown in Fig. 4 (a) is equivalent to the beam
length of 200.5 cm.
(a)

(b)

2
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Fig. 4. (a) Strain (με) profiles in the beam during incremental loading, (b) peak strain profiles.

Fig. 4 (a) shows that the overall trend of the strain development using DFOS sensing decreases
as the level of placed FO cable increases, because the crack develops from the bottom. Also,
strain increases as the amount of applied loading increase. The microscopic strain development,
which can be considered as microscopic fracture initiation based on PIV, is detected at loading
step 5 by DFOS sensing. This indicates that DFOS sensing is sensitive enough to detect fracture
initiation before it is visible to the naked eye. Fig. 4 (b) shows the highest peak strain profiles
along the height of the beam. The slope of the peak strain profile decreases as the applied load
increases, implying that the peak strains can be correlated to strain development in the concrete
beam section. Also, the y-intercepts of the slope increases during the incremental loading.
6. Result Analysis
The fracture development process with strain-stress profiles and PIV images are presented
together on a moment-curvature diagram (Fig. 5 (a)). The peak strain profile shown in Fig. 4(b)
correlates to the strain (ε) profiles shown in Fig. 5 (a). Also, Fig. 5 (b) shows the y-intercept
variation based on the averaged peak strain from two layers (L2 and L5) as well as the averaged
peak strain from all layers. The initial increasing trend of the y-intercepts noticeably changes
(initial tangent slope decreases) after micro fracture initiation (loading step 5).
(a)

(b)

Loading Step 5

Fig. 5. (a) Fracture development on moment-curvature diagram, (b) y-intercept (neutral line).

7. Conclusions
In this study, a flexural test of a concrete beam with instrumentation of DFOS sensors was
performed. PIV analysis was also implemented to track fracture propagation. From the
comparison between the DFOS profile and the PIV analysis, both techniques successfully
captured the initial microscopic fracture development which is not visible to the naked eye. This
indicates that DFOS sensing is sensitive enough to capture the moment of initial signature of
cracking in concrete. From the y-intercept variation obtained from the peak strain profiles, the
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reduction of slope after micro cracking which is deviated from the initial tangent slope can be
used as a warning signature indicating initial fracture formation in the concrete. In conclusion,
the DFOS sensing can potentially be used as a monitoring technique for early waning detection
prior to visible crack formation which eventually develops into a failure of concrete structures.
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Abstractt
Structuraal damage to
t civil eng
gineering sttructures is intrinsicallyy a local pphenomenonn and
generally
y occurs at a limited num
mber of locaations. Suchh a prior knoowledge of tthe sparse feeature
of damag
ge can be ussed to impro
ove the reliab
bility and acccuracy of ddamage idenntification reesults.
In the meantime,
m
the ability to account forr various soources of unncertainties iis also criticcal to
achieving
g reliable results. The uncertaintiees may com
me from meeasurement noise, moddeling
errors, and limited sensing info
ormation. To
T this end, Sparse Baayesian Learrning (SBL)) that
employs the conceptt of Automaatic Relevan
nce Determinnation (ARD
D) to autom
matically proomote
osterior disttributions off damage pparameters is employedd to identifyy and
sparsenesss in the po
quantify damage in a cable-stay
yed bridge using
u
limitedd and incom
mplete modaal informatioon. In
particularr, to alleviatte the ill-con
nditioning in
n the estimaation of systeem modal pparameters ddue to
limited sensors
s
as well
w as the unmeasurab
ble rotationaal Degree oof Freedomss (DOFs), m
model
reduction
n techniquess such as staatic condenssation and itterated imprroved reduceed system (IIIRS)
techniquee are employ
yed to condeense out the unmeasuredd DOFs from
m the system
m model, enssuring
convergeence in systtem modal parameter estimation. Subsequenttly, a two-sstage SBL-bbased
damage detection algorithm
a
is proposed, in which tthe first staage estimatees system m
modal
propertiees employing the incom
mplete modal data, andd the seconnd stage ideentifies dam
maged
elements by promo
oting modell sparsenesss. The perfformance oof the propposed methood is
h the full finite elemen
nt model off a long-spaan cable-stayyed bridge uusing
investigaated through
simulated
d noisy mod
dal data.
1. Introd
duction
Understaanding the serviceability
s
y and damage conditionn of criticall civil infrasstructure succh as
long-span
n bridges is essential forr the transpo
ortation systeems to continuously provide servicee with
safety. Over
O
the lasst decades, structural daamage ident
ntification haas been extensively stuudied.
Bayesian
n principle has
h also been adopted to account fo
for the effect of uncertaainties in dam
mage
detection
n problems (ee.g. Yuen ett al., 2004; Yuen
Y
et al., 22006). Recenntly, a new sstructural dam
mage
detection
n technique based on Sp
parse Bayessian Learninng (SBL) waas proposedd, under the prior
knowledg
ge that beforre collapse, the
t stiffness loss of a strructure oftenn occurs at liimited numbber of
locationss (Huang et al., 2017a, 2017b). Th
herefore, thee sparsenesss characterisstics of strucctural
damage can
c be usefu
ul regularizattion informaation to imprrove the stifffness loss iddentification.. This
approach
h effectively exploits the sparseness of the stiffneess loss vecttor to reducee the noise efffects
and testing errors, and
a identifies both the location
l
andd severity off damage inn structures. This
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paper proposes an improved algorithm based on SBL in which the optimization problem iterates
between two stages to find the most probable values of structural model parameters. The first
stage is aimed at estimating the system mode shapes and frequencies based on the work in Yuen
et al. (2006). The second stage employs a hierarchical Bayesian model to induce sparseness in
order to improve the robustness of damage detection.
One inherent challenge the SBL-based approach faces is that the convergence in the stiffness loss
inverse problem is highly dependent on the number of measured degrees of freedom (DOFs). In
practice, the number of sensors is always limited compared with the total structural DOFs,
leading to incomplete modal information from the structure. Furthermore, rotational DOFs that
contribute to 50% of the total number of DOFs are usually unmeasurable due to its inherent
difficulty. To tackle the issue of ill-conditioning due to the limited number of measured DOFs, in
this proposed algorithm, static condensation and the iterated improved reduced system (IIRS)
technique are employed to condense the unmeasured DOFs from the structure.

2 Structural Damage Detection Formulation based on Sparse Bayesian learning
2.1 Structural model class and system modal properties
Let ℳ denote a structural model class in which the uncertain stiffness matrix of the structure can
be defined as a linear combination of 𝑁 substructure stiffness matrices 𝐊 𝑗 1,2, … 𝑁 :
∑ 𝜃𝐊
𝐊 𝛉
𝐊
(1)
where 𝐊 is the global stiffness matrix representing the undamaged part of the structure.
𝐊 ∈ℝ
is the contribution of the jth substructure to the global stiffness matrix. 𝛉
𝜃 ,𝜃 ,…,𝜃
∈ℝ
is defined as structural model parameters, which consist of the
corresponding stiffness coefficients of the individual substructures.
Suppose that 𝑁 modes of vibration are identified from 𝑁 sets of modal data from the structure
including identified modal frequency vector: 𝛚 and identified mode shape matrix: 𝛙 . In
practical applications, measured data from a structure only contains information of a part of the
total DOFs, due to the limited number of sensors. In order to avoid the need to perform mode
matching (Beck et al., 2001), this study adopts system frequencies, 𝛚
𝜔 ,…,𝜔
∈
ℝ

and system mode shapes 𝛟

𝛟 ,…,𝛟

∈ℝ

.

2.2 Objective Function for the Inverse Problem
In practice, the system modal properties and a structural model defined by 𝛉 would not satisfy
the eigenvalue equation due to modeling error and measurement noise. Therefore, for each
identified mode of vibration 𝑖 1, … , 𝑁 , the following equation stands:
𝐊 𝛉
𝜔 𝐌 𝛟
𝐞
(2)
where, e ∈ ℝ is called the uncertain eigenvalue equation-error. As a result, solving the inverse
problem of structural model parameters, 𝛉 together with the system modal frequencies, 𝛚 and
system mode shapes, 𝛟 needs to satisfy the following objective function for 𝑖 1, … , 𝑁 :
arg min 𝑠 ‖𝛚
𝛚 ‖
𝛚 , 𝛟, 𝛉
𝛚 ,𝛟,𝛉

𝑠 𝛙

𝚪𝛟

𝑠 ∑

𝐊 𝛉

𝜔 𝐌 𝛟

‖𝛉

𝛉‖

(3)
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This optimization problem is a trade-off between how close are identified modal data and system
modal parameters, the structural stiffness loss in damaged state, and the error in eigenvalue
problem. In solving this optimization problem, challenges include how to minimize the defined
objective function, how to deal with the uncertainty in the structural model, and finally how to
set the coefficients s , s , and s . Bayesian inference is used in this paper to solve the inverse
problem for structural damage identification based on the available data

2.1 Bayesian modeling and Inference
Inspired by Huang et al (2017b), a joint prior probability distribution function (PDF) for
𝛚𝟐 , 𝛟, 𝛉 is defined based on the eigen equation in (2):
⁄
∑
𝑝 𝛟, ω , 𝛉|𝛽
𝑐 2𝜋𝛽
exp
𝐊 𝛉
𝜔 𝐌 𝛟
(4)
𝟐
The Gaussian likelihood function for system modal parameters 𝛚 , 𝛟 based on the modal data
𝛚 , 𝛙 is also defined with precision parameters 𝛒 and 𝜂. Finally, the Gaussian likelihood
function for stiffness parameter 𝛉 is defined as follows (Huang & Beck, 2015):
𝑝 𝛉 |𝛉, 𝛂

𝒩 𝛉 |𝛉, 𝚺𝟎

∏

2𝜋⁄𝛼

exp

𝛼 θ

,

θ

(5)

where the covariance matrix, 𝚺𝟎 diag α , … , α
is a diagonal matrix, and the hyperparameter 𝛼 is the prediction-error precision. The idea behind this likelihood function for
structural model parameters is to use an Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) Gaussian
PDF to model the sparseness of ∆𝛉 𝛉 𝛉 , where 𝛉 and 𝛉 are the stiffness scaling
parameter vectors of the possibly damaged (monitoring stage) and undamaged (calibration stage)
structures, respectively. The MAP (Maximum a Posteriori) estimate 𝛉 of 𝛉 from the
undamaged state is used as pseudo-data for the damaged state.
Bayesian inference is realized by first deriving the posterior PDF for 𝝎 , 𝝓 , 𝝆, 𝜂 given the
modal data 𝝎𝟐 , 𝝍 and equation-error variance 𝜎 , then calculating the posterior PDF for
𝜽 , 𝜶 , 𝜎 given the modal data 𝜽 and 𝝎 , 𝝓 . This process leads to a series of coupled
equations for the MAP estimates of 𝛉 , 𝜶 and 𝜎 . Iteration is therefore needed to reach
convergence.

2.4 Two-stage Sparse Bayesian Learning Procedure for Damage Detection
The above formulation results in a probabilistic inference of damage location and severity in the
structure in two stages. The first stage (STAGE 1) estimates the system modal properties
employing the modal data and the reduced model. The second stage (STAGE 2) introduces
model sparseness in the inferred stiffness reductions. Each stage also includes two steps. Step 1
performs STAGES 1 and 2 just once, and its purpose is to provide proper inputs for step 2. The
proposed method to perform this two-stage SBL-based structural damage detection is described
in this section.
In step 1, MAP estimates of system modal properties and structural stiffness parameters,
𝛚 , 𝛟, 𝛉 are determined in STAGE 1 using 𝛉𝐮 from the calibration stage and the measured
frequencies and mode shapes 𝛚 , 𝛙} of the possibly damaged state. In this step, when iterating
in STAGE 1, the structural stiffness parameters 𝛉 are also updated in order to get more accurate
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A)

system modal
m
propeerties. It sho
ould be also
o noted that it is necesssary to chooose proper iinitial
values fo
or the parameeters σ , 𝝆, 𝜂 as prescribed in (Huaang et al., 20017b).
Step 2 is performed by
b iterationss between ST
TAGES 1 annd 2 until a cconvergencee criterion iss met.
If the co
onvergence criterion
c
is not
n met, ST
TAGE 1 is rrepeated by fixing 𝛉, σ obtained from
STAGE 2. Note thaat in step 2, STAGE 1 correspondss to the upddating of thhe system m
modal
propertiees 𝛚 , 𝛟 an
nd their corrresponding hyper-param
h
meters 𝝆, 𝜂 based on thhe fixed 𝛉 annd σ ,
while ST
TAGE 2 up
pdating 𝛉, σ , 𝛂 based
d on the fixxed 𝛚𝟐 and 𝛟 . In ordeer to ensuree the
minimizaation of all teerms in (19), the converg
gence criteriion is selecteed as follows:
𝛉
𝛉
𝛉
10
(6)
where 𝛉
is the strructural mod
del parameteers from the last iteratioon of STAGE
E 2, while 𝛉 is
the structtural model parameters
p
from
f
the previous iterati on.

2.5 SBL
L-based Damage Deteection Meth
hod incorpoorating Moodel Reducction
To enhan
nce the app
plicability of
o the algoriithm and allleviate the issue of illl-conditioninng in
estimatio
on of system
m modal prroperties, sttatic condennsation (Guyyan, 1965) and the iteerated
improved
d reduced sy
ystem (IIRS)) (Friswell ett al., 1995) aare used in thhis study to condense ouut the
unmeasu
ured DOFs from the FE model, including rotational DOFs andd possibly some
translatio
onal DOFs. Static cond
densation is used hereinn for cases w
when all traanslational D
DOFs
from thee structure are measurred, while IIRS is peerformed forr cases in which som
me of
translatio
onal DOFs are
a not meassured. Rotattional DOFs cannot be m
measured inn both cases. The
model reduction is in
ncorporated in
i STAGE 1 of the algorrithm wheree the system modal properties
are estim
mated.

3. Numeerical Stud
dy on a Cab
ble-stayed Bridge
B
The Jind
do Bridges are
a twin cab
ble-stayed bridges in Soouth Korea, as shown iin Figure 1. The
newer brridge on the left is selectted. Both brridges have tthree spans, with a 344--meter mainn span
and two 70-meter sid
de spans. Th
he FE model of the bridgge, also show
wn in Figuree 1, is constru
ructed
based on the availablle drawings and
a documents.

Figurre 1. Jindo Brridges and fin
nite element model.
m
The brridge on left is the subject of this study.

The FE model
m
of thee bridge is used
u
to invesstigate the pproposed dam
mage detectiion algorithm
m for
different damage sceenarios. Thee pylons aree assumed uundamaged aand their coontribution tto the
global stiiffness matriix 𝐊 is consiidered in 𝐊 . One stiffneess scaling pparameter is assigned too each
girder element, leading to 31 sttiffness scaling parametters in 𝛉 vecctor correspoonding to thhe 31
31 . The calibration stage is nnot performed in this study sincee the
substructtures 𝑁
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undamaged stiffness and mass matrices are extracted from the original FE model. Therefore, the
MAP values of the structural stiffness scaling parameters θ , for the undamaged structure are
all equal to 1.
As listed in Table 1, four damage scenarios are considered with different numbers of damaged
elements. Damage is simulated through stiffness reduction by multiplication of a coefficient to
the damaged substructure stiffness matrices. Two measurement cases are considered, including
case 1: all translational (vertical and lateral) DOFs of the bridge girder are measured 𝑁
64 ,
and case 2: half of translational (vertical and lateral) DOFs of the bridge girder are measured
32 . Note that rotational DOFs are not measured in both cases. Damage cases are named
𝑁
using “a, b, c, d” denoting the number of damaged members, and “1, 2” denoting the
instrumentation scenarios. For instance, a-2 represents a damage case with 5 damaged members
in which half of the girder translational DOFs are measured.
Table 1. Damage scenarios
Damage
Case
Damaged
Substructure
Coefficient

a-1

b-1

c-1

c-2

16

12

21

16

19

25

0.5

0.5

0.75

0.65

0.75

0.8

16

19

0.65 0.75

d-2
25

8

16

17

23

26

0.8

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.65

The likelihood function for system modal parameters is formed by using the simulated noisy
modal data of 6 natural frequencies and mode shapes, which include 3 vertical and 3 lateral
modes 𝑁
6 . To simulate noisy measurements, two noise cases are considered. For both
cases, 2% zero-mean Gaussian random noise is added to mode shapes, while 0.2% and 1%
random noises are considered for frequencies in the two noise cases, respectively. Finally, 20
sets of modal data with random noise are simulated for each scenario 𝑁
20 .
True value
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Case a-1

Case b-1

Substructure

Substructure

Case c-1

Substructure

Case c-2

Substructure

SBL estimation
Case d-2

Substructure

Figure 2. Stiffness reduction ratios for all damage cases with 0.2% frequency and 2% mode shape noise

The SBL-based damage detection algorithm was first applied to the bridge model without model
reduction. Because half of the DOFs are rotational and cannot be measured, estimation of system
modal properties could not achieve convergence even though all translational DOFs in the FE
model are measured. Therefore, for measurement case 1 when all girder translational DOFs are
measured, static condensation was performed to condense out all rotational DOFs of the FE
model. On the other hand, for measurement case 2 when only half of the girder translational
DOFs are measured, IIRS was applied to condense out the unmeasured translational as well as all
rotational DOFs (girder and towers).
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In Figure 2, the estimated stiffness reduction ratios together with their corresponding true values
are plotted using bars. It can be seen from both tables that the damage in members are reliably
located and quantified. The identified values for stiffness scaling parameters for damaged
members are close to their actual values. Note also that there are no false negative damage
detections in both cases. In case 2, there is a false positive damage detection shown for
substructure 17 in case c-2, however, this false detection is very close to the actual damaged
member.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a new two-stage SBL-based algorithm for probabilistic structural damage detection
is proposed to infer damage-induced stiffness reductions in structures from their vibration
responses. The new algorithm is capable of inferring the associated posterior uncertainties of the
stiffness reduction ratios. Most importantly, the proposed algorithm improves the applicability of
structural damage detection techniques based on SBL to bridge structures for which at least half
of the structure (rotational DOFs) cannot be measured through SHM techniques. In our approach,
it is proposed to condense the unmeasured rotational and translational DOFs from the monitored
structure to alleviate ill-conditioning of the stiffness loss inverse problem. Static reduction is
employed to condense the rotational DOFs when all translational DOFs are measured.
Additionally, if there are unmeasured translational DOFs, Iterated improved reduced system
(IIRS) is used to condense all unmeasured DOFs. A numerical investigation on a full-scale FE
model of a large-scale cable-stayed bridge is also performed to validate the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed method.
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Abstract
A destructive test was conducted on a single span concrete slab-on-steel girder bridge by flame
cutting the flange and web of one facia girder and one interior girder. The change in girder strain
due to redistribution of the dead load was recorded during the test. These strains were used to
calibrate a 3D finite element model of the bridge, thereby, locating the damage and providing an
indication of the severity of the damage. The optimized solution was obtained using a genetic
algorithm to minimize the error between the model and test results. The damage is correctly
identified by an increase in the elastic modulus of sections of the damaged girder in the areas
where the cuts were made. In addition, results show a trend of increasing modulus with
increasing severity of the damage.
1. Introduction
A tremendous amount of research has been conducted over the years on both system
identification and Damage Identification (DI) of buildings, bridges, and other civil infrastructure
systems. The literature is flush with reports of system identification of full scale “healthy”
structures, but the same cannot be said for DI of full scale structures. DI algorithms are usually
tested using simulated test data, or using scale model specimens in the lab. This has, and will
always be a hurdle to the wider option of DI in real structures, because there are so few cases
where DI algorithms can be tested and validated on real structures. An early review of research
on structural health monitoring and DI can be found in Doebling, et al (1996); a follow-up
review by Soon, et al (2003); and a recent update by Seo, et al (2016). A subset of static based
techniques relies on the redistribution of dead load in the structure that occurs with damage to the
structure. Examples include the work by Shenton and Hu (2006) and Hua, et al (2009).
Presented in this paper are the preliminary results of DI of a decommisioned concrete slab-onsteel girder bridge that was destructively tested. The girder bridge was instrumented with strain
gages and then damaged by making sequencial cuts to the flange and web of two girders. The
strains caused by redistribution of the dead load in the members were recorded while the cuts
were made. Using this information, the damage is identified by calibrating a 3D finite element
model of the bridge using Bentley’s Darwin Optimization software (Wu, et al, 2013). Section 2
of the paper presents a description of the bridge, the test program, and test results. Section 3
describes the finite element model and calibration procedure. Section 4 presents the results and
discussion.
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2. Description of the Bridge, Test Setup, and Procedure
Bridge 4 is a concrete slab-on-steel girder bridge that was constructed in the late 50’s. It carried
Interstate highway 295 in Delaware, USA, and was generally in good condition. It was removed
from service in July of 2018 as part of a major roadway realignment project. The focus of this
project is on span three, the eastern most of 3 spans. The span had a nominate length of 79 ft, an
out-to-out width of 50 ft, and a skew angle of 65 degrees. It consisted of 7 plate girders with an
average depth of 50 in. The concrete deck had a nominal depth of 8 in and was composite with
the girders. The design included end and intermediate diaphragms. Bearings were “fixed” on the
west end and expansion (rocker) on the east end.
Deconstruction of the bridge involved demolishing half of the bridge by making a longitudinal
cut through the deck and removing the three southern
most girders and the portion of the deck they
supported. What remained to be tested was a single
span, four girder bridge (Fig. 1). The tested span was
unsymmetric about its longitudinal centerline and had a
nominal width of 34 ft.
The overall instrumentation plan for the test included
measuring strains, displacements, tilts, and
accelerations. A subset of strains are the focus of this
paper; the sensor layout is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 1. Bridge 4 Looking Southwest

Figure 2. Sensor layout

Fourteen pairs of Bridge Diagnostics Inc (BDI) strain transducers were attached to the girder
flanges. One transducer was bonded to the bottom of the top flange. Another transducer was
mounted directly below it by clamping it to the bottom of the bottom flange. All transducers
were aligned in the longitudinal direction of the girder to measure primary bending. On girders
S1 and S2, sensor pairs were placed 2 ft on each side of mid-span, at the quarter points, and 6 ft
from the supports. On girders S3 and S4, sensor pairs were placed at mid-span of the girders.
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Damage was induced in the bridge by flame cutting the flange and web of girder S1 and the
flange of girder S2. Five cuts of increasingly greater severity were made to the girders. The cut

Figure 3. Cut sequence (looking west)

Figure 4. Girder S1 after Cut-3

sequence proceeded as follows (Fig. 3). Cut 1: north side, bottom flange of girder S1 was cut
from the edge to the web. Cut 2: south side, bottom flange of girder S1 was cut from the edge to
the web. Cut 3: web of girder S1 was cut from the bottom to mid-height. Cut 4: north side,
bottom flange of girder S2 was cut from the edge to the web. Cut 5: web of girder S1 was cut
from mid-height to the bottom of the top flange. Prior to all cuts being made the strain
transducers were “balanced” so that they read zero at
the start of test. Data collection then commenced,
with strain being recorded at 10 samples per second,
and the contractor was instructed to proceed with the
designated cut. Data recording continued while the
cut was made and for approximately 30 seconds
after the cut was completed. Thus, five separate data
sets were recorded.
A typical time history from one of the strain sensors
Figure 5. Sample Time History of Strain
is shown in Fig. 5. This corresponds to the bottom
flange sensor B292, which is located 2 ft to the east of where the cut was made. The strain starts
at zero and then gradually decreases as the cut is being made. It then shows a very slight increase
after the cut has been completed. The net maximum change in strain is extracted from each of the
strain time histories. Presented in
Table 1. Total Strain Change Following Cut (in microstrain)
Table 1 are the combined strain
Sensor
changes in the six bottom flange
Cut
B2579 B346
B292
B318
B533
B348
gages on girder S1, for each of the
cuts. One can see that each gage
1
7.2
-10.3
-100.0 -116.2
-5.3
-2.5
experiences some change with
2
-0.4
-25.0
-98.2
-147.4
-14.0
-13.0
every cut, the most significant
3
17.6
-55.7
-158.8 -206.9
-30.3
-35.2
changes, however, occur with cuts
4
33.7
-39.7
-148.3 -190.4
-29.6
-34.7
3 and 5. Note that the strain
5
43.9
-68.5
-170.3 -201.6
-45.4
-57.9
change in the bottom flange gages
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are negative, which corresponds to compression. This makes sense, since under dead load the
bottom flange is in tension, and when the cut is made the tensile stress is released which is
measured as compression in the flange.
3. Finite Element Model
A 3D finite element model of the bridge was developed and used to identify the damage induced
in the bridge (Fig. 6). To model the bridge, information related to the bridge were collected such
as geometry, cross-section of the members, material properties, support conditions, and loading
conditions. The model was developed using STAAD Pro (Bentley, 2017), which is the analysis
engine for the calibration software used for DI. The FE model consists of 2439 shell elements
and 617 beam elements. The steel girders were modeled using beam elements and the concrete

Figure 6. Finite Element Model

deck was modeled using shell elements. The west bearings were fully restrained against
translation and the east bearings were left free to displace longitudinally. To model the
composite deck elements were placed at the mid-height of the slab and the girder/beam elements
were placed at the centroid of the girder cross-section. Stiff beam elements connect the girder
elements to the concrete deck. This was done to enforce similar vertical and rotational
deformations. Only the self-weight of the bridge was considered as the loading condition.
4. Damage Identification Through Model Calibration
Damage identification was performed using Bentley’s Darwin SHM Calibration software (Wu, et
al, 2013; Zhao and Wu, 2013). The calibration software employs a genetic algorithm (GA) for
optimization. It searches for a set of model parameters for a given structure such that the
discrepancy between the FE modeled response and the measured response values is minimized.
In this study, the Modulus of Elasticity (E) of girder S1 was used to represent the bridge damage
and calibrated to detect the structural change or damage. Girder S1 was divided into six
parameter groups where the strain measurements were collected (Fig. 6). The initial Ei  29 x106
psi was the same for all six parameters, i.e., the entire girder. The moduli were then allowed to
vary independently during model calibration. Since the actual dead load strain in the members is
not known, and cannot be measured, a dead load analysis was first conducted to estimate the
dead load strains at the sensor locations. The strain that was measured during an induced cut was
then subtracted from the calculated dead load strain to produce the strains that were input to the
calibration procedure. A Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) function was used as the objective
function for the calibration.
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5. Results and Discussion
The results obtained from the calibration of the bridge model are shown in Table 2. The factors
shown in the table represent the ratio of the calibrated modulus (Ec) divided by the initial
modulus (Ei) of the 6 sections of girder S1.
Table 2. RMSE Fit. Values (..) and Calibration Factors for Cuts
Note that parameters 3 and 4, for all the
Cut 1
Cut 2
Cut 3
Cut 4
Cut 5
cuts are greater that one. This occurs
Sensor
(3.972) (4.948) (2.828) (8.272)
(2.728)
because the cut made at mid-span of the
Loc.
girder caused the girder to release the dead
Calibration Factors (Ec/Ei)
load tension in the flange, resulting in a
1
1
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.7
decrease in the dead load strain. This
2
1.1
1.2
1.5
1.4
1.6
requires an increase in the modulus of the
3
1.6
1.6
2.7
2.4
3
girder material from its original value near
4
1.8
2.3
4.3
3.5
4.1
the damaged region. The factors further
5
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.5
from the damage remain close to 1.0.
6
1.1
1.3
1.7
1.7
2.2
Factors 3 and 4 increase with increasing
severity of the damage, up to Cut-3. When
cut-4 was imposed on girder S2; the factors decrease slightly relative to Cut-3. This seems
reasonable as some dead load would have been shed back to girder S1 when the cut was made to
S2, resulting in a slight decrease in the factors for parameters 3 and 4. The factors then increase
again with the final cut to girder S1.
It can be observed that due to the greatest severity of the cut 5 scenario, where the web of the S1
was split completely, the calibration factors increased substantially. This was due to the complete
release of tensile forces on the girder. In other words, the S1 girder after cut 5 did not support the
concrete deck and it stayed as an attachment at the mid-span of the girder. However, at the right
support of the bridge, which is the location of parameter 6, the parameter factor for cut 5 was the
third largest after parameter 4. This occurred due to the layout out of the bridge which was
skewed and then had higher tensile stresses after subsequent cuts, which was greatest for cut 5.
The strain envelope of the target, initial and calibrated strains for cut 3 is shown in Fig. 7. The
line graph shows the percent difference between the target strain and the calibrated strain; the
columns represent strain values. The initial strains correspond to the initial model with equal
modulus over the entire span. The results show that the calibration process produced calibrated
strains that are quite similar to the target strains. In addition, the calibration found the optimum
solution for each parameter that is shown as a factor in Table 2. The factor (multiplier) for
parameters 3 and 4 are largest, since the maximum reduction in strain values was induced in
middle elements of the girder. The results clearly indicate that the elements at the mid-span were
affected substantially as the cut was made exactly at the middle of the girder. This shows that the
actual damage has been detected as the percent difference were minimum and factors are largest
for both middle parameters 3 and 4 as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7.
There are others, however, one possible source of error in the investigation include the uncertain
support conditions (i.e., fixty of the bearings).
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6. Conclusions

Target

Initial

Calibrated

Difference
3%

Micro strain

300
In this study static response results
of a destructively tested bridge are
2%
demonstrated and a calibration
200
1%
approach is presented for detecting
0%
damage in a concrete deck-on-steel
bridge by using measured static
100
-1%
responses from the real structure, a
-2%
FE model of the subject structure
0
-3%
and Darwin Optimization
1
2
3
4
5
6
framework. Based on the results
Sensor Locations
obtained, it can be concluded that (1)
Figure 7. Calibration results
the calibration software (Darwin
SHM Calibrator), using a genetic algorithm, has successfully detected the damage, as indicated
by an increased elastic modulus as damage severity increases in the region of the cut girder; (2)
the software was able to generate a calibrated FE model of the structure that well reflects the
damaged bridge behavior; and (3) this technique is promising, adequate and effective in
identifying the exact location of the artificial damages for all the levels of damage (cuts).
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Abstract
Current structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques focus primarily on maintenance and thus
lack the ability and specificity to provide actionable information in the event of extreme/rare
events or disasters like hurricanes or earthquakes. While battery-powered wireless sensors can
evaluate the condition of the structure at a given instant of time, long-term operation
requirements force these devices to use long-sleep cycles and hence are unable to fully quantify
the extent of the damage. On the other hand, self-powered sensors can continuously monitor the
structural condition without the need for any maintenance; however, the scarcity of power that
can be harvested limits the range at which the sensors could be wirelessly interrogated. In this
paper, we propose a quasi-self-powered sensor that combines the benefits of self-powered
sensing with the benefits of battery-powered wireless transmission. By optimizing both the
functionalities, a complete sensor system can be designed that can continuously operate between
the structure's maintenance life-cycles and can be wirelessly interrogated at distances that
obviates the need for taking the structure out-of-service. We present case studies of environments
where prototypes of the quasi-self-powered sensors have been deployed, including on the
Mackinac Bridge in northern Michigan.
1. Introduction
Infrastructure is vital to the prosperity of a nation, facilitating the transport of people and
resources while serving as a catalyst for economic growth. However, like all things that weather
the elements over long periods of time, infrastructure also experiences continuous cycles of wear
and tear that effect its overall integrity. In addition to this cumulative damage, there is also a
possibility that the infrastructure might experience a high-impact but rare event, such as a
hurricane or earthquake. While these types of events exert massive amounts of force on the
structure, they persist only for short durations relative to the deployment life of the infrastructure.
Any post-disaster repair and prognostication would require detecting and recording information
from these acute events during this short-duration.
A majority of current structural health monitoring modalities focus on long-term sensing to
support routine maintenance procedures. These technologies use different sensing principles to
detect damage in structures, such as some ground penetrating radar (Alani, Aboutalebi, and Kilic
2013) and embedded piezo wafers (Song et al. 2017). To facilitate instrumentation of an entire
infrastructure, like a multi-span bridge, many research groups have proposed battery-powered
wireless sensor networks (WSN) for the purpose of SHM. These WSN’s are composed of a
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sensing modality that measures and records relevant structural parameters such as stress,
acceleration or vibration (Noel et al., 2017) in addition to a wireless telemetry interface. The
major benefits of this technology are their small footprint, low cost, and minimal maintenance,
which allows them to be fully deployed over the structure they monitor. However, the fact that
these systems are battery powered presents a significant tradeoff for the engineers. In order for
the nodes to last for the lifetime of the structure, they can only wake up and sample very
infrequently. This could cause them to miss vital information in determining the health of the
structure if a high impact event were to occur when the node was asleep. It is evident that in
order to combat this deficiency a network needs to be designed that can constantly be sense and
record. Several groups have eliminated a battery by including passive Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags (Zhang et al., 2017), however these passive elements have a limited
communication distance due to their passive nature.
To address these challenges, (Aono et al., 2016) proposed the Infrastructural Internet-of-Things
(i-IoT) for the purpose of structural health monitoring, using a self-powered Piezo Floating-Gate
(PFG) sensor (Chakrabartty, 2010) (Chakrabartty et al., 2011). The operational energy for the
PFG sensor is asynchronously harvested from the sensing signal itself, as a result the sensor can
continuously operate and record events without the need for extrinsic powering. In this paper, we
further exploit the self-powered nature of the PFG sensor to create a quasi-self-powered WSN
that incorporates PFG sensing within the context of i-IoT. A vision of this i-IoT platform for
structural health monitoring can be seen above in Figure 1, where the platform will be embedded
on a structure, continuously monitoring the system and recording its observations, only relaying
the information back to the user when an interrogator modality is present. In the remainder of
this manuscript, we will discuss the basic principles of operation of the PFG sensor core (2) and
the wireless sensor node (3), finally discussing the full i-IoT deployment on the Mackinac Bridge
in northern Michigan.

Figure 1: A potential vision for infrastructural Internet of Things (i-IoT). In Figure 1.A, the structure outfitted
with i-IoT nodes experiences a high impact event, such as a hurricane. However, despite the high forces
affecting the structure, the embedded sensors are still able to collect and record throughout the event due to
their event-driven detection and data recording. Figure 1.B illustrates the ability of multiple platforms to
communicate with and collect data from the nodes once the acute event has ended, allowing for a determination
to be made with regards to the health of the structure.
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2. Piezo Floating Gate (PFG) Sensor: Principles of Operation
The PFG Sensing Platform consists of two major components, a piezoelectric disc and the Piezo
Floating-Gate Sensor core, which are used in conjunction to create a self-powered data logger for
sensing and recording the strains or acceleration applied to infrastructure (Chakrabartty, 2010).
This system takes advantage of several physics principles that allow for it to operate as a selfpowered entirely self-powered fashion. Each of these fundamental principles will be discussed as
they relate to the overall operation of the sensor and the basic operational principles of the
device.
2.1 Piezoelectric Disc
A piezoelectric material is a transducer that allows for the conversion of kinetic to electrical energy
(Jaffe, 2010). This transfer of energy requires no external power source to be applied, thus making
it ideal to be integrated into a self-powered sensing system. The selection of the piezo dimensions
and properties is very important step to ensure optimum functionality of the sensor, particularly
for the data interpretation phase. Depending on the dimensions and type of the transducer, the
harvested voltage can be adjusted to a specific strain level.
2.2 Piezo Floating Gate Sensor Core
The Piezo Floating Gate sensor core operates as a continuous data logger in the nanowatt power
domain due to its ability to operate using the power provided by the signal that it wishes to
measure. The PFG sensor cumulatively records the strains and accelerations affecting a structure
through the principle of Hot Impact Ionized Electron Injection, which is the ability of electrons
that flow through the channel of a Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
(MOSFET) to break through the silicon-silicon dioxide barrier when a sufficient electric
potential is applied across the terminals of the device. Figure 2.A provides a graphical
representation of injection and the electrons ability to jump over an energy barrier. These exited
electrons are then stored on an electrically isolated layer, which traps them indefinitely, which
inherently allows the number of electrons stored on this gate (and the inherent potential it
generates) to serve as a mechanism for the storage of information (Chakrabartty, 2010).
The current deployment version of the PFG sensor core has seven channels, each injecting at a
different input threshold ranging between 8 to 12 Volts. However, when a specific channel is
triggered and begins injecting, all channels with a subsequently lower injection threshold will
also be triggered and inject. As multiple injection cycles occur on each channel as a result of
several strain events, the cumulative history of the strains applied to the piezo is registered on the
floating gates of the PFG, creating a self-powered data logger capable of registering the
cumulative structural health history of a structure throughout the systems deployment (Aono et
al., 2018, Aono, 2018). Using this technology, a precision of 13.3 bits has been reported using
the floating gate (Huang et al., 2013). The rate of injection of each of the sensors can be
modified off-chip, allowing for the user to tune the sensor for a specific task.
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Figure 2: A shows a prototype for the i-IoT sensor node highlighting the i) PFG sensor core, ii) timer and
regulation circuitry, iii) RF MCU, and iv) antenna. B contains an image of the reader system. C contains
several plots illustrating the current consumption of the i-IoT node: i) Overall current consumption over the
user present and user not present wakeups, ii) zoomed in version of a wake up and transmit while the user is
present, iii) zoomed in version of a wake up with no user present, and iv) the transition between the system
being awake as it transitions to being asleep.

3. Quasi-Self-Powered Wireless Sensor Node
In order to allow for the sensors to be read from while the structure is still in operation, a
wireless interface has been integrated with the PFG sensor core and piezoelectric disks to create
a quasi-self-powered wireless sensing system. Each sensor nodes contains a TI CC1310 Wireless
Microcontroller (MCU) and has support to interface with up to three PFG sensors at once. The
system has been optimized to minimize the number of transmissions that are required by only
waking up and collecting data when the user is present to record data from the sensors. When the
user is not present, the node operates in a deep sleep mode, where it only consumes
nanoamps of current. A tunable wake-up circuit is used to change the frequency with which the
sensor node wakes up and checks for the presence of a user. An image of a prototype that
accommodates one PFG sensor core can be seen in Figure 2.A, while its current consumption
profile can be seen in Figure 2.C. Currently, using a standard ½ AA battery (1 Ah) and
transmitting only 3 times a day, our prototype has an operational lifespan of over 23 years
(Aono, 2018). Note that a traditional system cannot leverage this deep sleep mode, lest it lose out
on the ability to perform periodic sampling of a sensor; in the quasi-self-powered system, a selfpowered sensor will continuously remain in operation, storing statistics related to the structure’s
health in nonvolatile memory for the actively-powered wireless telemetry system to transmit.
Several different receiver modules have been designed for the user depending on the specific
requirements of the deployment. These implementations range from systems that interface with a
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laptop to systems that can be interfaced with drone for the collection of data from sensors in
remote locations. Most recently, a system has been designed to be embedded along with the
sensors that can not only record information from the PFG sensors themselves, but also record
information about the environment around the sensors. This system is driven by a Raspberry Pi
3B+ (RPi), which also allows for the possibility of wirelessly interfacing the interrogator node
with the Cloud, allowing for real time evaluation and interpretation of the data collected by the
PFG sensor nodes. While an RPi was used for ease of prototyping, all of these features can be
integrated into a microcontroller driven platform, which can be driven using a significantly
smaller battery. The prototyped RPi system can be seen in Figure 2.B.
4. System Deployments
The Mackinac Bridge is the largest suspension bridge in North America, connecting the upper
and lower peninsulas or Michigan and spanning almost 5 miles. In the spring of 2017, a portion
of the bridge was instrumented with 4 sensor nodes. Several readings were collected from the
sensor nodes in both 2017 and 2018 and compared against a modeled response of the expected
sensor response, determined through laboratory tests and recorded traffic on the bridge. In Figure
3(left), the deviation of the recordings from the model response is shown. A shift is observed on
Sep. 3rd as crews prepared for the annual Labor Day walk (an event that is not modeled in our
traffic data), and a large deviation was observed after the walk on Sep. 5th. Similarly, a model
response (that neglected the Labor Day walk traffic) was compared against the measured sensor
data in 2018, as shown in Figure 3(right), which also registered the event. Although this data
cannot speak to the impact of the event, it does verify that this sensing method is able to capture
that an anomolous event, as compared to a vehicle traffic model, can be captured.

Figure 3: Measurements from Mackinac Bridge 2017(left)(Aono et al., 2018), 2018(right)(Aono et al., 2019).

5. Conclusions
In this paper we described a quasi-self-powered SHM sensor for continuous monitoring of rare
events experienced by a civil infrastructure. The design integrates our previously reported selfpowered PFG sensor module with a battery-powered wireless transmission module in an optimal
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configuration that can achieve continuous operation for durations greater 20 years. We have
validated the operation of the system based on a deployment on the Mackinac Bridge in
Michigan.
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Abstract
In this paper, five tilt sensors were designed and fabricated for the measurement of tilt angle change
inside a slope model. The measurment sensitivity and measurement range were 0.4-0.5° and 055°, respectively. These five sensors were placed at different slope depth for ground movement
measurment, forming a horizontal movement monitoring system unground. Measurement data of
flex sensors indicate that flex sensors can be used for ground tilt angle measurement and large
measurement angle change can be successfully detected by flex based bend sensors. In particular,
flex sensors can be used to measure large bend angle change underground.
1. Introduction
Flex sensors have been widely applied for human machine interface devices, rehabilitation
investigation and security sensing systems (Borges et al., 2009). Flex sensor can be embedded into
gloves forming a smart glove to capture the bend status of different fingers for rehabilitation
research (Anwar et al., 2016). In addition, by placing flex sensors at joint positions, the flex
sensors can be used to monitor the damage condition of different types of joints. Limited studies
have been reported using flex sensors to monitor internal ground movement. This may be due to
the limited resolution of flex sensors. This study presents a typical study using flex sensors to
monitor the relative internal soil displacement.
2. Sensor design and fabrication
A flex sensor is a resistance sensor which is used for the measurement of deflection or bending.
The resistance of flex sensor will change when bending the sensor surface. Figure 1 shows the
basic structure of the tilt sensor fabricated using flex sensors. It is clear that a flex sensor element
is connected to a Bluetooth data collection system to take readings. A joint structure characterized
by two sensing beams connected by a free joint was fabricated to measure the relative angle change
between the two beams as shown in Figure 1. Each time when the relative position between the
two beams is changed, the flex sensor embedded inside the two beams will exhibit a corresponding
single change, indicating the extent of bend angle change between the two beams. A total length
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of each beam is 51 mm with a width of 10 mm and an external thickness of 5 mm. A small internal
slot (3 mm in width and 5 mm in length) was created inside each beam for the placement of flex
sensor. A steel bearing with a diameter of 5 mm is installed between the two beams for controlling
and reflecting the relative rotation movement between two beams as shown in Figure 1. Finally
the whole tilt sensor will be placed vertically inside a slope model for monitoring the tilt angle
change after vertical load is applied on top surface of the slope model.
Sensing beam

Bluetooth system

Flex sensors

Sensing beams
Flex sensor

Bluetooth system
Figure 1. A wireless flex sensor connected to a Bluetooth data collection system.
3. Calibration test
A total of five tilt sensors were designed and fabricated using flex sensor for monitoring the
internal tilt angle change of a slope model. These five sensors namely A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5
were designed according to the designed schematic structure shown in Figure 1. Figure 2
presents calibration test data of five flex sensors in laboratory. It is clear that flex sensor data
vary linearly proportional to the change of flex angle. The maximum bend angles of all five
sensors in calibration test is 55°. Therefore, flex sensors can be used to monitor large tilt angles
occurred inside ground.
750

A1
A5
Linear (A4)

Flex sensor reading
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600

A2
A3
A4
Linear (A1)
Linear (A2)
Linear (A3)
Linear (A5)
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R² = 0.9922 y = -2.0979x + 585.36
R² = 0.9927

550
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R² = 0.9762
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R² = 0.9888
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Figure 2. Calibration data of five flex sensors at different bend angles in calibration tests.
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4. Mmonitoring test and data analysis
4.1 Test setup
A sandy slope model was prepared in laboratory instrumented with flex sensor array. Figure 3 a
and b show a schematic view of the slope model mounted with flex sensing arrary, and photos of
the model slope installed with flex sensors. The sand material use in present test is medium coarse
sand with an average unit weight of 17 kN/m3 and internal friction angle of 32°. The sandy slope
model was characterized by a dimension of 330 mm 390 mm 600 mm (height width length).
Length and height of the slope toe were 80 and 100 mm respectively. Vertical load was
continuously applied on the top of the slope surface at a velocity of 0.8 kN/min unit slope collapse.
Loading area was 3900 mm2, so that the corresponding loading rate was 205 kPa/min.
(a)

170 mm

(b)

Flex sensors
Bluetooth

Flex sensors

Inclinometer

A2

A4

80 mm
100 mm

305 mm

A1

A5
A3
600 mm
Figure 3. (a) A schematic view of the slope model mounted with flex sensing arrary, and (b)
photos of the model slope installed with flex sensors.
4.2 Test data and analysis
All monitoed data were collected by the five flex sensors and their data are shown in Figures 4 a
and b. All obtained real time readings of five tilt sensors are summarized in Figure 4°, and all
calculated tilt angle change are shown in Figure 4b. It is clear that all tilt angles are varied within
a range between -30° and 70°. The tilt sensor A3 which was mounted at the bottom of the slope
model exhibits a maximum tilt angle of around 70°, while occured tilt angles of most other sensors
were found varying within a range between -30° and 10°. The obtained tilt angle change mostly
increases as time elapses. All these tilt angle change can be used to calculate horizontal
displacement change undergorund, and can also be compared with other small size tilt sensor data
if these sensors are small enough to be embedded inside small slope models. These study is just
an example indicating that flex based sensors can be used to monitor ground movement
underground. Since there is no other small size tilt sensors which can be embedded inside small
scale slope models in laboratory, so that the measurement data of flex sensors were not verified
with traditional sensors data.
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Figure 4 (a) The collected flex sensor readings due to loading on the top surface of the slope
model, and (b) calculated tilt angle of the five flex sensors at different positions inside the model
slope.
5 Conclusions
A wireless ground movement monitoring system was established using flex sensors and
performance of this monitoring system was verified in laboratory test. The flex based tilt sensors
were characterized by a measurment sensitivity of 0.4-0.5° and a measurement range 0-55°. These
tilt sensors can be embedded underground for ground movement measurment.
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Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) and ultrasonic testing (UT) methods are passive and active
nondestructive evaluation methods, respectively. While the AE method provides the location of
damage and its initiation/growth, the UT method results in a map of damage with quantitative
information (size, depth etc.). The integration of two NDE methods to test structural state
increases the reliability and the efficiency. In this paper, AE and UT sensors are built on a small
footprint using Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS). The sensors are manufactured
using PiezoMUMPS process by MEMSCAP. The PiezoMUMPs is a 5-mask level SOI (siliconon-insulator) patterning and etching process followed by deposition of 0.5 micron Aluminum
Nitride (AlN) to form piezoelectric layer to form the sensors. AE sensors are tuned to 45 kHz
and 200 kHz while the ultrasonic array is tuned to 1 MHz. The total size of the MEMS device is
4 mm x 4 mm. The sensors are numerically modeled using COMSOL Multiphysics software in
order to optimize the performance before manufacturing. The electrometrical characterization
experiments are presented. The responses of AE and UT PMUTs are compared to the
conventional sensors in terms of power consumption, weight and sensitivity.
1. Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) and ultrasonic (UT) methods are passive and active nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) methods, respectively. Both methods are based on propagating elastic waves
within solids. While AE depends on detecting the transmitted signal generated by active flaws,
UT depends on detecting the transmitted signal generated by another ultrasonic transducer. The
frequency bands of AE and UT are typically in the ranges of 20-500 kHz and 500 kHz-10 MHz,
respectively. The combined use of two methods can enhance the reliability and addresses some
of the uncertainties induced by the NDE methods. However, conventional sensors are bulky and
expensive such that the dual use of two methods in a given monitoring study may not be possible
for weight and cost restricted applications.
Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) sensors have the diverse functionality to
manufacture multiple sensors on a small footprint. Capacitive MEMS sensors are designed for
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acoustic emission sensing (Ozevin et al.,2006; Greve et al., 2007; Saboonchi and Ozevin, 2013;
Saboonchi et al., 2016) as well as ultrasonics (Khuri-Yakub and Oralkan, 2011). The main
disadvantage of capacitive MEMS sensors is the requirement of DC power for wireless
applications. Piezoelectric MEMS sensors gained more interests in recent years. They take the
advantage of vibrating diaphragm through silicon layer and the piezoelectric conversion through
thin deposited piezoelectric layer on silicon diaphragm. For instance, Fenget al. (2016) presented
a MEMS AE sensor with a cantilever sensing structure in which a layer of PZT was deposited on
the cantilever for AE sensing. Smyth et al. (2017) fabricated high performance multi-cell
piezoelectric Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers (pMUT) with high effective
electromagnetic coupling coefficient. In this paper, the MEMS device that accommodates both
AE and UT sensors is presented. After describing the manufacturing and design process,
electromechanical characterization experiments are presented. The performance of each sensor
as AE or UT is demonstrated with simulations. The paper ends with conclusions and future work.
2. Description of Manufacturing Process
The basic principle of MEMS sensors is based on mass-damping-spring system such that the
diaphragm is tuned to the particular resonant frequency. The vibration of the diaphragm layer
made of silicon is converted into electrical signal using piezoelectric layer deposited on the
silicon layer as shown in Figure 1(a). The sensors are manufactured using PiezoMUMPs
(Piezeoelectric Multi-User Manufacturing Processes) by MEMSCAP foundry. The
PiezoMUMPs method is a 5-mask level SOI (Silicon On Insulator) patterning and etching
process, which includes the deposition of 0.5 mm AlN (Aluminum Nitride) to form piezoelectric
layer Cowen et al. (2014).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1 (a) Vibration of silicon diaphragm, (b) sensor layers and materials, and (c) final device
layout.
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Figure 1(b) shows the layers and their thicknesses. Planar geometry is modified to tune AE
sensors near 50 kHz and 200 kHz and ultrasonic sensor near 1 MHz. Figure 1(c) shows the final
device layout, which also accommodates strain sensor using piezoresistivity property of doped
silicon. The UT array is selected to increase signal to noise ratio and phase array applications.
3. Experimental Results
3.1. Electromechanical Experiments
The admittance of each sensor is measured using Agilent Technologies 4294A impedance
analyzer, which sweeps a range of frequencies and measures admittance. At the resonant
frequency of sensor, the admittance is amplified due to electromechanical coupling. Figure 2
shows the results of AE and UT sensors. The resonant frequencies are close to the design values.
They also exhibit low damping, which is an advantage to amplify signal and detect only
particular frequency.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2 Admittance plots for (a) piezoMEMS AE sensor tuned near 200 kHz (Kabir et al. 2018),
and (b) piezoMEMS UT sensor tuned near 1 MHz.
3.2. Simulation Experiments
Once the sensor functionality is verified with impedance analyzer, the AE sensors are tested
using artificially generated source by a conventional piezoelectric sensor as transmitter. The
MEMS package is directly attached to the surface of piezoelectric sensor using vacuum grease.
The sensors are connected to the AE data acquisition system manufactured by Mistras Group Inc.
A function generator (WaveGen manufactured by Mistras Group) is used to generate 5-cycle, 10
V amplitude sine wave near 170 kHz. The time domain signal and its frequency spectrum are
shown in Figure 3. The piezoMEMS AE sensor has good response at the design frequency near
170 kHz. Due to low damping as observed in the impedance measurement, higher ringing than
conventional piezoelectric sensors occurs. This can be reduced by adding backing material or
electrical circuitry. More details about the characterization of piezoMEMS AE sensors can be
found at Kabir et al. (2018). While the signal to noise ratio of MEMS transducers is about
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hundred times less than conventional AE transducers, they perform very well when their size is
considered as a factor.
Two MEMS devices are placed face-to-face for testing piezoMEMS UT as transmitter and
receiver. Figure 4(a) shows the experimental setup. The transmitter and the receiver are
connected to Ultrasonic device manufactured by Mistras Group Inc. They are coupled through
air. Silicon (Z~19) and air (Z~0.4) have better matching acoustic coupling coefficient as
compared to piezoelectric (Z~34) and air. The receiving sensor is connected to a 40 dB preamplifier. The excitation sensor is triggered by 50 V sine wave signal at 1 MHz. Figure 4(b)
shows the received signal and its frequency spectrum. PiezoMEMS UT sensor operates well both
as transmitter and receiver.

Figure 3 Simulation experiments of piezoMEMS AE in time and frequency domains
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4 Simulation experiments of piezoMEMS UT, (a) experimental setup, (b) time domain
signal and its frequency spectrum
5. Conclusions
In this paper, new piezoelectric MEMS device accommodating acoustic emission and ultrasonic
sensors on 5 mm x 5 mm footprint is presented. All the sensors function as designed. Two NDE
methods compliment each other by real-time monitoring (AE) and post-test assessment (UT)
such that more reliable NDE results can be obtained. Including two sensors on the same device
makes the simultaneous use of AE and UT practical especially weight-restricted applications. As
future work, the MEMS device will be tested in an experiment such that damage will be
monitored with piezoMEMS AE sensor and the specimen will be inspected using piezoMEMS
UT sensor periodically based on the AE results.
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Abstract
This work presents the design of a complete open source - low cost wireless sensor network (WSN)
that is specifically intended for SHM applications where sensing low frequency low amplitude
accelerations with high resolution is essential, as well having a flexible system, free of cables that
complicate its installation in the case of short-term measurement campaigns.
The platform consists of a Low Noise, Low Drift, Low Power 3-Axis Accelerometer used to collect
the data from the structure, a mid-range inertial measurement unit (IMU) used to calibrate the
sensor, an ultra-low power Microcontroller used for in loco sampling, transmitting and saving raw
data into a microSD card, an RF module for wireless connectivity and a GPS for synchronization
through different sensors and track the position of each sensor.
Further, TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) method is used to reduce collisions and improve
energy efficiency; data compression algorithm to reduce the bandwidth required for transmission
and storage and try to reduce as much as possible data switching activity; error detection bits are
also inserted to detect and correct any corrupted data. Recover of the corrupted transmission data
that are not resolvable by recover bit is possible in 1-view-mode (real time visualization of only
one sensor) or in offline-data-collection mode.
The implemented system is evaluated through a testbed application. Sensor data are compared to
the one collected through a high-speed camera and analyzed by video recognition technique.

1. Introduction
One of the most important issues in civil and in mechanical engineering is the monitoring and the
detection of structural damages [1] for building safety [2]. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
systems provide a valuable knowledge of the dynamic behavior of monitored structures. These
systems are widely employed in mechanical, aeronautical, and civil engineering [3][4][5], and they
are generally relied on vibration response measurements as primary data and on several post
processing techniques [6][7][8][9]. Within this background, the aim of this research is to propose
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a methodology to perform the SHM in industrial and residential building using a wireless sensor
network (WSN).
The use of wireless sensor networks with different nodes is desirable in a smart environment,
because the network setups can be done without a fixed infrastructure and the difficulties related
to the preparation of the wired connection. The flexibility of the monitoring system is fundamental,
in particular for existing buildings, where the use of a considerable quantity of cables could
compromise the normal exercise, could affect the quality of acquired signal and, finally, may be
very expensive. In this activity, therefore, the setup of the measuring system will be evaluated in
order to solve crucial aspects and to obtain a reliable monitoring system.
The development of low cost and low energy measuring devices, allowed the usage of SHM
techniques, originally developed for relevant buildings as bridges, dams and skyscrapers [10][11],
in the field of common structures as industrial or residential buildings. In fact, in order to
monitoring structures in which a large number of accelerometers is necessary, the cost of each
sensor and the architecture of the acquisition system becomes crucial. A WSN has several critical
aspects to solve: synchronization and and losing of data during the wireless transmission. In such
background, the purpose of this work is to present the preliminary results obtained with a wireless
sensors system for SHM of civil structures synchronized by pulse per second signal generated by
GPS module of each node.
2. Hardware Description
Currently, the evaluation of the building stability and safety is one of the most important features
required to SHM systems. Moreover, it is necessary to have a system that allows to have a
continuous remote control. In detail, it needs a system with sensor nodes which will have the
following features:
 Synchronized Sampling: to use the temporal and spatial correlation of data, all sensor node
performs synchronized sampling, with error no more than 1 ms.
 Indoor application: every node must be installed inside of building.
 Real-Time Data: earthquakes and other natural disasters are not predictable, so real-time
acquisition and storage of data related to each detected event are needed, also by using a
trigger function.
 Wireless Communication: node can be placed in places not easily accessible, so a wireless
communication that allows the programming and data download is needed. The wireless
communication must be low power because of the limitations related to batteries.
Block diagram of WSN is shown in Figure 1.
2.1 Microcontroller
The heart of the wireless sensor node is a Freescale Kinetis KL25Z: it is a ARM Cortex M0 MCU
with 128 kB of internal FLASH, 8 kB of internal RAM and up to 48 MHz core platform clock.
This microcontroller is a very ultra-low power device.
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Figure 1: System Block Diagram
2.2 GPS
To synchronize the nodes, the signal one pulse-per-second (1PPS) generated by GPS receivers is
used. The GPS satellite send the messages and information of navigation through two signals in
L-band. In detail, the L-band operating frequencies are the 1575.46 MHz (L1 frequency) and
1227.6 MHz (L2 frequency). The L1 frequency uses a pseudo-random code sequence known as
the Coarse Acquisition Codes (C/A) at 1023 MHz, as describe in [12]. Both the L1 and L2
frequency are modulated by a Precise code (P code) that it is actually the Modulo-2 addition of a
50 Hz navigation message and the C/A code. The L1 signal is used, by GPS receivers, for generate
the 1PPS signal which is the basis of the synchronism. Each receiver produces two different output:
a 1PPS signal, which has a square-wave form, is obtained by the correlation between the first edge
and the start of the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), as described in[13]. The second output is
an ascii strings defined by National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) in the NMEA-0183
protocol [14] that provides precise time and location information. In this project the NEO-6M GPS
receiver is used: it generates a 1PPS signal with accuracy of 30 ns and produces a time and location
information through UART in NMEA-0183 format.
2.2.1 GPS indoor
The GPS system is usually not able to be used in indoor application since the RF signal will be
attenuated and scattered by walls and objects inside the structure. In such environment, the
synchronism of the sensors is obtained by using the GPS signal re-transmitted by a repeater inside
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the building. The satellite transmits two signals which are transmitted with enough power to ensure
a minimum signal power level about of −160 dBW at the Earth’s surface, as described in [15] .
The outdoor level of power is about of −130 dBm to −140 dBm and, in indoors, it will be attenuated
about 30 dB from the outside, as described in [16]. For the acquisition of GPS signal indoors, it is
possible to implement different techniques of signal processing or use GPS repeater for extending
the coverage.
In the node the U-Blox NEO-6M receiver chips is used. The indoors power level of GPS signal is
about −160 dBm to −170 dBm; but the sensitivity of the NEO-6M is about of −150 dBm to −160
dBm, as write in [17]. As a consequence, it is necessary to extend the indoors coverage of the GPS
signal.
To solve this issue, a second synchronization method has been implemented in both hardware and
software by mean of ultra-wide band Radio Frequency (UWB-RF). The Time Different Of Arrival
(TDOA) implemented in the Decawave DW1000 chip has been used. Such cutting-edge
technology leads to a 80% less energy consumption while still synchronizing the overall WSN.
Practically, among all the sensors in the network, one with a good GPS signal strength is
implemented. This one, and only this one, becomes the master or the reference for the network
synchronization. So, the WSN configures itself automatically; currently, in the first prototype, this
action is completed in 15-20 minute. The other nodes synchronize their sensors’ clock to the UWBRF clock. In other words, the master node correlate the internal WSN clock with the GPS clock
and, therefore, the overall clock is synchronized to GPS one by transitivity. This is a critical aspect
of the WSN for SHM because several nodes “group” in different places can be used guaranteeing
that all of the measurement are temporally correlated by the same clock even if the groups are not
reached by the wireless signals (e.g. for a modal analysis of a large building).
2.3 Wireless communication
For wireless communication, a very low power protocol is IEEE 802.15.4 or ZigBee. In this case
it was chosen a device that implements IEEE 802.15.4 standard, produced by Digi: XBee 802.15.4
Low Power Modules [18]. It allows data transfer via radio frequency communication by using a
normal serial communication, named Transparent Mode. In the proposed solution, a different
mode called API mode is used where every node can communicate with all the others, by using a
structured and stable communication protocol. In the meanwhile, a deeper access into the RF stack
in order to give more flexibility can also be given.
2.3.1 TDMA
Due to the fact that all the nodes are synchronized all together with a reasonable precision, it has
been possible to use the Time Division Multiple Access Technique. It shares same carrier
frequency for transmitting data by dividing signal into different time slots. It is based on a network
with star topology which consisted of many STAs and one multi-AP device, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Star wireless topology and corresponding physical system
The communication between multi-AP access device and STAs is organized by TDMA beacon
frame. TDMA is a set of periodically repeated time slots, and Figure 3(a) shows an example with
one single AP situation. Suppose the length of super-frame is m, AP broadcasts beacon frame in
the first slot, and after m slots, AP once again broadcasts beacon frame indicating the beginning
of the next super-frame. The beacon frame is a broadcast frame which is sent by AP, including
network ID, timestamp and some information about network resource management.
Because of TDMA communication, strict time synchronization is required. In other word, as the
sensor that should be visualized in real time is fixed, the computer allocates to each node a
time frame in which it will reply. By doing so, collisions are avoided, and data are transferred
correctly in real time at full speed.

Figure 3: TDMA example frames
It is obvious that the bandwidth of the actual RF chips can not be increased because it is fixed by
design so, even if hypothetically the bandwidth could be infinite for the zigbee, the system works
reliably and in real time with up to 8 node streaming at the time without any problem, as it has
been proved from preliminary tests.
2.3.2 Error Detection
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The basic idea for achieving error detection is to add some redundancy to a message which
receivers can use to check consistency of the delivered message and to recover data determined
to be erroneous. Error-detection schemes can be either systematic or non-systematic: In a
systematic scheme the transmitter sends the original data and attaches a fixed number of check
bits. That is derived from the data bits by some deterministic algorithm.
The WSN implement the error detection technique that it consists on the detection of errors
caused by Noise or other impairments during transmission from the transmitter to the receiver. It
is taken into consideration for the future release the error correction. This last one is the detection
of errors and reconstruction of the original error free data or signal [19] [20].
The error detection scheme could be chosen by configuring the node at the beginning; They are
available different scheme mode:
 Parity-bit codes: It is a very simple scheme that can be used to detect single or any other
odd number (i.e., three, five, etc.) of errors in the output. An even number of flipped bits
will make the parity bit appear correct [21] [22]
 Cyclic redundancy check codes: CRC is a single-burst-error-detecting cyclic code and
non-secure hash function designed to detect accidental changes to digital data in
computer networks. which is used as the divisor in a polynomial long division over a
finite field taking the input data as the dividend and where the remainder becomes the
result [21] [23] [24].
2.4 Sensors
Each unit of the WSN is equipped with a three-axis accelerometer, a three-axis gyroscope, a
magnetometer and a temperature sensor. The characteristics of each sensor in the sensing unit are
detailed as follow:
 Ultralow noise density accelerometer ([20μg/√Hz]), range ±2/4/8g, resolution ≈4μg, 200
μA in measurement mode, drift 0.15 mg/°C.
 Low noise density gyroscope ([0.01deg/s/√Hz]), sensitivity scale factor 131 LSB/deg/s,
full scale range 250 deg/s.
 The temperature sensor, resolution 0.25°, overall operating range [-40°,+125°], ultra-low
power consumption 125nA@1Hz sample rate.
 Compass, sensitivity scale factor 0.6μT/LSB, full scale range ±4800μT.
The proposed WSN sets a new benchmark for inertial sensor performance with a power
consumption for each unity of about 400μA, while the accelerometer noise performance is 11%
better, gyro noise performance is 3% better and compass full-scale range is over 4% better than
competitive sensors.
3. Camera system
Computer vision-based displacement measurement methods typically consist of hardware and
software components (see Figure 4). The hardware part can be prepared with a commercial camera,
a computer for data acquisition and processing, and a user-defined target marker to build a highly
cost-effective system. The marker’s movements are recorded by the camera and simultaneously
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transferred to the computer that calculates the displacement using image-processing algorithms
and coordinate transforms.

Figure 4: Camera Real to Video Frame comparison
With the detection of the object the centroid position of its area can be computed and recorded.
From the next frame onwards, the movement of centroid can be tracked and measured in terms of
coordinates as pixels positions as a 2D graph. The new centroid position is then recorded. This
process continues until the object disappears from image frame.
After that the total displacement of the object is computed. But this displacement is related to the
image domain in pixel unit only.
To calculate real movements from a camera-captured images the camera properties are needed.
Supposing to have a camera which has a span of θ degree, the coverage area of the camera at a
certain distance can be computed. The distance is assumed as a and the coverage as b.
According to the properties of triangle, from the diagram in Figure 4 the following equation is
obtained:
𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠
𝑏
𝑎
𝑎 ∙ sin 𝜃
=
→
𝑏=
180 − 𝜃
180 − 𝜃
sin 𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛
2
2

Therefore, to compute b the camera span θ and the distance from camera a are needed.
After computing b the movement of an object at distance a can be measured just from the captured
images (video sequence) from the camera. It is known that the w pixel width of the sequential
images corresponds to the coverage area at any distance. So, when the distance of an object from
the camera is also known, it is possible to say that the movement of 1 pixel is equal to the b/w ratio
in real. If the camera record shows a displacement of x’ pixels, then the real displacement x of the
object (at a distance) is:
𝑏
𝑥 = 𝑥′
𝑤
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All the above-mentioned algorithm is implemented in Matlab. This process is done in post
processing, so first the video is recorded and then analyzed. Besides, the camera is synchronized
with the external WSN with the audio port; so, in post processing, the time frame of the recorded
images can be recognized and compared with the sensor measurements.
4. Testing

Figure 5: Testbed Application

Figure 6: Raw Acceleration measurement

The implemented system is evaluated comparing the data collected from the accelerometer to the
data acquired from the camera, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 reports the raw acceleration data
where the analogy between the two measurement can be appreciated. Camera data are collected
only when at the start of the oscillation due to the time consuming computation to detect tag and
displacement. It has been used a 10k frame/s camera with a time frame of 19s, so 190k frame to
analyze. In this first prototype accelerating camera processing is not considered crucial but it will
be taken into consideration for the next release of the system. It consists to accelerate this algorithm
into a FPGA and compare the two data in real time in order to rise a flag at the end of the
measurement if the camera measurement and sensors are compatible. The spectral content of the
two are shown in the Figure 7. The resulting resonance frequency is 1.708 for the sensor acquisition
system and 1.640 Hz for the camera one. The two results are compatible and seems reasonable for
such a structure.
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Figure 7: Spectral content
Conclusion
A WSN system has been proposed as reliable, simple to use and affordable. It has been employed
in a preliminary application for resonance measurements in laboratory within a distributed
configuration of the network using multiple synchronized sensors. The synchronization is
guaranteed even for group of independently node placed far away the one to the others.
It is affordable because has a reduced Bill Of Material (BOM) and the overall component costs
about 60$ per node. It is unique due to the automatic configurability of the WSN and the ability to
synchronize even in places where GPS signal is absent, advantage never found for commercial
IMU sensors. Moreover, it is unique because the system is entirely open-source for the hardware
and the overall software codes, available under GNU license as well. This mean that whoever want
to improve the system can access/download/modify all schematics, or simply take the Gerber files
to replicate it. It is expected to release the system in public domain in the next future.
Nonetheless the system has some disadvantages. First of all, the big circuit size may disturb the
resonance frequency of the structure under test. Furthermore, the system is slow in configuring the
WSN and other minor drawbacks. The current release of the system is now under revision in order
to fix the issues and design a second prototype.
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Abstract
Smart materials which can sense their own strains/stresses have gathered many interests because
of their convenience in service compared with traditional sensory devices. In the present study,
self-sensing cement-based composites containing graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) and carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) were reported with experiment tests on the hydration products, pore structure,
mechanical and piezoresistive properties in micro and macro scales. A four-probe method was
used to quantitatively assess the piezoresistive properties of the nano carbon-modified cement
pastes under different cyclic compressive loads. Results show that the incorporations of nano
carbon materials into cement matrix could significantly improve its flexural strength but depress
the compressive strength. The hybrid blends of GNPs and CNTs in cement can increase the
piezoresistive sensitivity by tuning the microstructure to accelerate the formation of conductive
pathways through the materials that are sensitive to external loads. The results and findings of
this study pave a path for developing self-sensing buildings and infrastructures with the
piezoresistive cement-based materials in the future.
1. Introduction
Nano carbon additives (NCAs) have shed much light on tailoring the mechanical properties of
cement-based materials (Pan et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017), and also have shown promising
perspectives in tuning the piezoresistive properties (Cai et al., 2014; Konsta-Gdoutos and Aza,
2014; Tao et al., 2019). The later issues have attracted great attention because highly sensitive
piezoresistive cement-based materials faciliate the development of self-health buildings.
Todate, numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the piezoresistive properties of
cement-based materials with/without NCAs of different types, such as, graphene (Yoo et al.,
2018), graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) (Tao et al., 2019) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (KonstaGdoutos and Aza, 2014). Each type may enhance the piezoresistive properties of cement-based
composites with appropriate design and processing. Moreover, the researches about optimizing
the piezoresistive properties of composites using hybrid (or more) NCAs have been incresingly
reported recently (Yan et al., 2018). For cement-based composites, the attempts, however, are
rather limited.
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In this study, the hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives in the dosages of 0.1% and 0.5% by cement
weight were used to synthesize cement-based composites. The mechanical properties and
microstructure of the cement-based composites with the hybrid blends of GNP and CNT were
tested by different experiments. The piezoresistive behaviors were measured under cyclic
compressive loads with five different loading levels. The underlined mechanisms for
experimental observations were further discussed. The findings of this study enable us to design
self-sensing cement-based composites with the promising pespectives in developing smart
buildings and infrastructures in the future.
2. Materials and Experiments
A P.I 42.5 cement (corresponding to ASTM type I) was used to prepare the cement matrix.
Commercial GNPs and CNTs with the purity >99.5% (XFNANO Materials Co., Ltd. Nanjing,
China) were used as the NCAs. A type of melamine dispersant (bulk density between 0.5–0.8
g/mL and drying loss less than 4%) was employed to disperse the GNP and CNT agglomerates in
mixing water. Our previous study showed that this dispersant can effectively stabilize GNP
suspensions for synthesizing piezoresistive cement-based composites (Tao et al., 2019).
Table 1 Mix proportions for the cement-based composites

Sample ID
Ref
GNP-CNT-01
GNP-CNT-05

Cement (g)
2700
2700
2700

Water (g)
945
945
945

Dispersant (g)
0
1.35
6.75

GNP (g)
0
1.35
6.75

CNT (g)
0
1.35
6.75

A stable GNP-CNT suspension was first prepared before adding into cement powder. The mass
ratio of the dispersant to the NCAs was 1:2. The precisely weighed dispersant was first mixed
with water in a beaker by hand-stirring to achieve the complete dissolution of the dispersant;
then the GNPs and CNTs with the mass ratios of 1:1 were put into the beaker carefully. Later,
the mixed GNP-CNT solution was vibrated by a high power ultrasonic vibrating rod (JP120ST)
for 60 min followed by a water bath to cool down the suspension for another 10 min. The
vibration-cooling process was repeated 2 times in total to get homogeneous GNP-CNT
suspension. The cement powder and the homogeneously dispersed GNP-CNT suspension were
then mixed together to prepare the fresh paste slurries according to the mix proportions shown in
Table 1. In total, 2 levels of hybrid GNP-CNT blends, i.e., 0.1% and 0.5% by cement weight,
were designed. The well mixed paste slurries were then poured into greased steel molds of 40
mm×40 mm×160 mm followed by sufficient vibrations to avoid the air voids in the paste
matrices. Four copper mesh probes (40 mm×60 mm with the gridding spacing of 6 mm) were
embedded in the set positions of each paste specimen as the electrodes. Some parts of the copper
mesh probes that were uncovered by the paste slurries were then wrapped by the conductive tape
and connected with clips to reduce the contact resistance. After that, the specimens were
wrapped with plastic films to prevent water loss until demolding. Then a standard curing scheme
(i.e., T=20 ℃ and relative humidity >95%) was performed to cure all the specimens.
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The flexural and compressive strengths were measured by a 250 kN high-performance fatigue
testing machine (Type 8802, Instron, USA) according to a Chinese standard GB/T17671–1999.
The loading rates for the flexural and compressive tests were 3 kN/min and 144 kN/min,
respectively. To get representative and reproductive data, at least three independent tests were
performed for each mix.
The piezoresistive properties of the hybrid GNP-CNT cement-based composites were measured
by a four-probe method. Before testing, the specimens were dried at 80 ℃ for 24 h in order to
remove the capillary water that may impact the piezoelectric results. During testing, Teflon
plates were placed on both end surfaces of the specimen to avoid the electrical interference from
the actuator. Then the external forces were applied in a constant loading rate of 0.5 kN/s
following a triangular wave loading scheme with 5 loading levels from 6 to 30 kN with a
stepwise increase of 6 kN. The piezorsistivity of the specimens was measured by an Imc data
acquisition instrument (PL3, Imc Integrated Measurement & Control Co., Ltd. Germany)
synchronistically.
A thermal gravimetric (TG) analysis was performed on the composite particles in a device of
TGA/DSC3 (METTLER TOLEDO, Switzerland). The TG tests were conducted under a
temperature-rising rate of 10 ℃/min from 50 ℃ to 1000 ℃ with the sample purge gas (Nitrogen)
flow of 100 ml/min. The potential chemical interactions between the NCAs and cement matrix
were tested by a Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet5700, Thermo Fisher
Scientific Corporation, USA) with the resolution of 2 cm−1 and the range from 4000 to 400 cm−1.
A mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (Autopore IV 9510, Micromeritics Instrument
Corporation, USA) was used for pore structure test with the intrusion pressures between 0.54 psi
(3.7 kPa) and 60,000 psi (414 MPa) and the equilibrium time of 10 s. The MIP samples were
collected from the undamaged portions of the cuboids after mechanical tests, and then dried at
60 ℃ for 24 h to remove the absorbed water.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Mechanical properties
Figure 1 shows the tested compressive and flexural strengths of the cement-based composites
with the hybrid GNP-CNT blends. Clearly, the hybrid blends have totally different effect on the
compressive and flexural strengths. For compression, the expected strengthening effect that has
been extensively observed (Pan et al., 2015) does not occur. Instead, our results show that the
incorporations of 0.1% and 0.5% hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives into cement can depress the
compressive strength from 66.8 MPa to 66.4 MPa by 3.3% and to 60.3 MPa by 9.8%,
respectively. Indeed, the promotion in compressive strength of cement-based materials by
blending NCAs is conditional, as these additives that are rather small in size thus can absorb
water and consequentially influence the workability of the fresh cement slurries. The fluctuation
in compressive strength for cement-based composites blended with NCAs can be observed in the
literature as well (Liu et al., 2016).
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Figure 1 Compressive (a) and flexural (b) strengths of the cement-based composites and the flexure/compression
ratio (c).

For flexure, by the contrast, the strengths are augmented from 7.1 MPa to 7.3 MPa by 2% and to
9.6 MPa by 33.6% when 0.1% and 0.5% hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives are blended with
cement (Figure 1). The significant promotion in flexural strength may be due to the bridging
effect of the GNPs and CNTs that can obstruct the cracking of the cement matrix under tensile
loads (Han et al., 2017). The flexure/compression (FC) ratios were further calculated to rate the
toughening effect of the hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives. Clearly, with 0.1% and 0.5% hybrid
GNP-CNT nano additives, the FC ratios of the cement-based composites are raised by 5.6% and
48.2%, respectively. The FC ratios displayed in Figure 1 tell that the hybrid GNP-CNT blends
can substantially toughen the cement-based composites.
3.2 Piezoresistive properties
Figure 2 shows the electric resistive responses of the cement-based composites to the cyclic
compressive loads with five different maximum loading levels. Generally, the relative electric
resistivity undergoes a serrated path, which inversely follows the loading path, i.e., the highest
resistivity at the lowest load. This is reasonable, because the conductible paths increase and/or
become shorter under compressive loads. In this general regime, the electric resistivity should
decrease as the load increases, and consequentially the changes in electric resistivity to load have
negative sign.

Figure 2 Changes of electric conductivity with time for the cement-based composites.
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Apparently, the extent of piezoresistive reactions increases as the GNP-CNT content increases.
However, the promotion in piezoresistive reactions does not linearly increase as the applied
pressure level increases. For instance, GNP-CNT-05 sample almost shows the similar
piezoresistive reactions with time once the applied load level is not less than 12 kN (7.5 MPa);
see Figure 2. Similar phenomenon has been documented elsewhere (Liu et al., 2016; Tao et al.,
2019). This observation is associated with the rate of piezoresistive reactions to loads for the
cement-based composites.

Figure 3 (a) Changes in electric resistivity of the cement-based composites under compression loads and (b)
piezoelectric sensitivity.

Figure 3(a) displays the changes in electric resistivity of all three specimens regressed from the
data of all 18 loading cycles, see Tao et al., (2019) for the detailed analyzing method. Obviously,
the relative resistivity decays rapidly at the light stresses (e.g., <10 MPa) followed by the much
slower changes at the heavy stresses. The higher is the content of the hybrid GNP-CNT nano
additives, the faster is the decaying rate. The piezoresistive sensitivity was then analyzed by
performing the first derivation to the curves shown in Figure 3(a), and the results are displayed in
Figure 3(b). Firstly, increasing the GNP-CNT content can raise the piezoresistive sensitivity.
This is reasonably acceptable because of the conductible GNPs and CNTs and their interactions
with the cement matrix (Konsta-Gdoutos and Aza, 2014). Secondly, the piezoresistive sensitivity
is not uniformly distributed with the applied pressure. Instead, it decays as the pressure increases.
Again, at the low pressure interval (e.g., <10 MPa), the decaying rate is much higher, and
progressively becomes stable at the high pressure interval. From Figure 3, it may conclude that
the cement-composite blended with 0.5% GNPs and CNTs can be suitably serviced as a selfsensing material.
3.3 Chemical Analysis and Microstructure
Figure 4 displays the FTIR spectrums of all three materials. Generally, there have no obvious
differences in the FTIR spectrums while the materials contain different dosages of the hybrid
GNP-CNT nano additives. The obvious peak around 3600 cm-1 characterizes the O-H stretching
that may come from the formed calcium hydroxide (CH) (Hughes et al., 1995), while the tiny
peak around 1600 cm-1 denotes the O-H bend from the adsorbed water. The O-Si-O stretching
from the cement hydrates and/or unhydrated cement clinkers is represented by the characteristic
peaks around 500 cm-1 and 1000 cm-1. The C-O stretching at the characteristic peak around 1450
cm-1 is highly likely to be caused by the carbonation of the samples. No obvious C=C stretching
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and C-O stretching from GNPs and CNTs can be observed in the spectrums, which may be due
to the very limited content of the nano additives.

Figure 4 FTIR results of the cement-based composites.

Figure 5 displays the TG results of the cement-based composites. At a first glance, the TG curves
are almost superimposed together. Apparently, they show two stages of heavy mass loss. The
first mass loss takes place at the low temperatures (<200 ℃, phase A in Figure 5). In this
temperature interval, the mass loss comes from (a) the desorption of water confined in thin pores
or absorbed by pore walls and minerals, and (b) the decomposition of ettringite and gypsum
(Zeng et al., 2018). The second significant mass loss occurs at around 450 ℃, a result of CH
decomposition (phase B in Figure 5). There is almost no signal of calcium carbonate in our TG
data. The TG results indicate that the hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives have no obvious
influence on the chemical components of the materials.

Figure 5 TG results of the cement-based composites.

The pore structure results of the cement-based composites determined by MIP are shown in
Figure 6. Again, no obvious differences among the accumulative pore size distribution (PSD)
curves and the differential ones can be observed. For MIP test, mercury first intrudes into macro
space that can be open pores, cracks, cavities, vugs and irregularities on sample surfaces and the
inter gaps between particles (Zeng et al., 2018, 2019), which accounts for the first slow rise in
the accumulative PSDs (mark S in Figure 6). After that, a plateau appears at the size >100 nm, in
which almost no mercury inverses into the pores. Later, the intrusion volume rises rapidly and
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significantly (mark R in Figure 6) with peaks between 10 and 20 nm (Figure 6(b)). The peak
sizes are identical to the threshold pore sizes at which pores can form connected pore networks.

Figure 6 Accumulative (a) and differential (b) pore size distribution of the cement-based composites.

It seems that the hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives can slightly decrease the total intrusion
volume, which means that the material compactness is increased (Tao et al., 2019). Furthermore,
GNP-CNT-05 sample shows the lowest threshold pore size (13 nm versus 17 nm of the other
samples) and the highest peak intensity (0.17 ml/g), suggesting that the incorporation of 0.5%
GNPs and CNTs into cement can truly narrow the pore size.
The results of Figures 4-6 tell that the hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives would not alter the
chemical components of the cement-based composites significantly. Therefore, the obvious
enhancement in piezoresistivity by adding the hybrid blends of GNPs and CNTs into the cement
is out of chemical issues. Generally, the improvement in piezoresistivity of a material by
additives comes from two contributions, i.e., the filling effect and the interfacial effect (Cai et al.,
2014; Tao et al., 2019). Indeed, GNPs and CNTs that are highly electric conductible can partially
form conducting paths in the filling regime, and the interfacial contact areas between the nano
fillers and the cement matrix that will change under external loads can alter the piezoresistive
response in the interfacial region. Note that GNPs and CNTs have different aspect ratios, so the
interfacial effect may be more obvious for GNPs than CNTs. As a matter of fact, our
unpublished data revealed that GNPs dominate the piezoresistive behaviors at low loads, while
CNTs at high loads. However, in the present study, we remain unable to quantify the
contribution of each regime, which of course deserves further rigorous study in the future.
4. Conclusion
In the present study, the cement-based composites with 0.1% and 0.5% hybrid GNP and CNT
blends were synthesized. The hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives can heavilty increase the flexual
strength with obvious toughenning effect, but slightly poison the compressive strength. The
piezoresistivity is significantly augmented as the content of the hybrid GNP-CNT nano additives
increases. The piezoresistivity decays rapidly at low loading pressures. Using the hybrid GNPCNT nano additives would not change the chemical components and microstructure of the
cement-based composites. The overall piezoresistive properties of the cement-based composites
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may be governed by the filling and interfacial effects, whose quantitative contributions are
wanted in the future.
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Abstract
In this paper, a framework based on Value of Information (VoI) theory from pre-posterior
Bayesian decision analysis is applied to the case of post-earthquake emergency management of
traffic restrictions for a bridge. The decision context is the following: the operator of a bridge is
concerned about the use of the structure in post-earthquake scenarios and wishes to know if it is
worth to install a Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system which gives information about the
state of the bridge. The possible choices about traffic restrictions after the seismic event are Open
or Close the bridge. The benefit of SHM is computed based on VoI and the influence of significant
variables involved in the decisional framework is investigated.
1. Introduction
The correct functioning of transportation networks is necessary to avoid isolation of entire
urbanized centers or delays in emergency operations following calamities. However,
transportation networks may be affected by severe events. This is particularly true for the weakest
links of transportation networks such as roadway bridges. The consequences associated to the
decision about traffic restrictions relate to user safety and to the disturbance and economic losses
caused to drivers and rescue vehicles by the loss of functionality of the bridge. Operators of
transportation networks and bridges can base their decision either on prior information they have
on the infrastructure or on new data, including SHM information. Ideally, the cost of new
knowledge should be balanced by the benefit it brings in relations to risk reduction. The VoI from
the Bayesian decision theory (Raiffa & Schlaifer, 1961) is a suitable method to quantify this benefit.
Recently, the attention of the scientific community has been focusing on the quantification of the
VoI from SHM using the pre-posterior Bayesian decision analysis (Faber et al., 2015). The aim of
this work is to carry out a VoI analysis for SHM in the context of emergency management of a
motorway bridge under seismic hazard. The investigated structure is a roadway bridge located in
Sicily, Italy. The VoI is computed for a SHM system that provides information about the maximum
displacement induced by an earthquake at the top of the central pier.
2. Decision scenario and VoI analysis
In the situation considered herein, the decision maker is the bridge operator that has to decide about
the installation of a permanent SHM system on a bridge located in a seismic-prone area. The aim
of the SHM system is to provide information about the state of the bridge after a seismic event and
to support the decision about traffic restriction to issue after the earthquake. Additional
stakeholders are the users of the bridge that are affected by the traffic restriction. The reference
period for the decision about the installation of the SHM system is 50 years whereas the reference
period for the decision about the traffic restriction is 2 weeks. The event of interest is the collapse
of the piers of the bridge due to traffic loads. The probability of failure of each pier depends on its
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structural state after the earthquake. The raffic restriction may generate Direct Consequences (DC)
- due to the collapse of the bridge and to the possible casualties and fatalities - and Indirect
Consequences (IC) - related to the loss of functionality of the bridge such as pollution, downtime,
and fuel consumption. Consequences are expressed as monetary costs. It is noted that IC exist only
in the case of closure of the bridge whereas DC are associated to bridge failure induced by the
traffic loads on the open bridge after the earthquake. The performance indicator chosen to describe
the bridge state is the maximum displacement at the top of the central pier. The decision about the
installation of SHM system able to provide this indicator is made based on a VoI analyses. The
VoI is defined as the difference between the expected consequences of the decision about traffic
restrictions made using a) only prior information and b) with the further knowledge from SHM.
This difference must be evaluated considering the range of possible seismic events at the location
of the bridge. One branch of the decision tree describing the decision problem for one of the
possible seismic events is provided in Figure 1. The entire decision tree is obtained considering
several branches, one for each possible (discretized) intensity of the seismic event, each associated
with its probability of occurrence. The following variables define the decision problem: the set of
actions 𝐴 = {𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛, 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒} related to traffic restrictions; the set of structural states 𝐷 =
{𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , . . . . , 𝑑5 } after the earthquake; the set of actions 𝑀 = {𝐷𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑆𝐻𝑀, 𝑈𝑠𝑒 𝑆𝐻𝑀}
related to selection of SHM strategy; the set of observations 𝑍 = {𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , … } from SHM. The
structural states 𝑑𝑖 have a prior probability 𝑃′[𝑑𝑖 ] and a posterior probability 𝑃′′ [𝑑𝑖 |𝑧𝑘 ]. The latter
is computed by means of the Bayes’ theorem using the likelihood functions 𝑃[𝑧𝑘 |𝑑𝑖 ] that express
the distribution of the SHM output 𝑧 associated to the structural state 𝑑𝑖 . The probability of failure
in the state 𝑑𝑖 under traffic restriction 𝑎𝑗 is indicated as 𝑃(𝐹|𝑑𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ) . The consequences are
indicated as DC and IC in Figure 1. If the action Close is selected, the probability of failure is zero,
since there is no traffic that can induce the collapse, therefore in this case the expected cost is IC.
When the action Open is chosen the bridge keeps its functionality therefore there are only expected
direct costs obtained for each damage state, multiplying DC for the relevant probability of failure.
The following sections describe the computation of the variables characterizing the decision
problem for the considered case study.

Figure 1 Decision tree for the case study

3. Description of the case study
The case study concerns the Cusumano bridge, which is located on the SS114 road between the
cities of Augusta and Catania (southeast Sicily) in a medium-high seismic zone. (Figure 3). The
bridge is part of the national network of the Seismic Observatory of Structures (OSS) of the Italian
Civil Protection Department (Dolce et al., 2015). The mechanical and geometric characteristics of
the materials have been determined through in-situ investigations and are available online in the
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Italian Civil Protection database (Protezione Civile, 2019). A finite element model of the bridge
has been created and calibrated based on the values of natural frequencies and modal shapes
retrieved from ambient vibration test.

Figure 2 West side elevation of the bridge (Protezione Civile, 2019)

Figure 3 Bottom surface of decks
(Protezione Civile, 2019)

4. Components of VoI analysis
The general framework for the calculation of VoI in the case of emergency management of
roadway bridges has been presented in (Limongelli et al., 2018). Five structural states
𝑑𝑖 , corresponding to increasing damage levels, are defined, namely: no damage (𝑑1 ); achievement
of the 2‰ strain in compressed concrete in one pier (𝑑2 ); achievement of the 2‰ strain in
compressed concrete in all pier (𝑑3 ); bending failure of one pier (𝑑4 ); bending failure of all piers
(𝑑5 ). Only structural states that cause loss of resistance, therefore a change of the failure probability,
are considered. Prior probabilities of system states are obtained from fragility functions 𝐹(𝑆𝑎 ) that
have been computed using the method proposed by Mander (Mander, 1999):
𝐹(𝑆𝑎 ) = 𝛷 [

1
𝑆𝑎
𝑙𝑛 ( )]
𝛽𝑐
𝐴𝑖

(1)

where 𝛷[∙] is the standard log-normal cumulative distribution function; 𝑆𝑎 is the spectral
acceleration amplitude at period 𝑇 = 1 sec; 𝐴𝑖 is the median spectral acceleration necessary to
cause the i-th structural state to occur; 𝛽𝑐 normalized composite log-normal standard deviation is
assumed equal to 0.6. 𝑆𝑎 is obtained from the response spectrum at the site of the bridge (NTC,
2018). Given the spectral acceleration, the only unknown parameter is the median acceleration 𝐴𝑖
that induces the i-th structural state. These values of Ai have been obtained from the results of a
pushover analysis in correspondence of the achievement of each structural state 𝑑𝑖 .
Due to P-Δ effects, the post-earthquake traffic load capacity of the bridge is affected by the
magnitude of the residual displacement induced by the seismic event. A value of the residual
displacement ∆𝑟 and of the residual bending moment capacity 𝑀𝑟 are associated with each
structural state 𝑑𝑖 of the bridge. In absence of detailed modeling, 𝑀𝑟 and ∆𝑟 are computed using
simplified empirical relation. Specifically, the residual displacement is assumed equal to 40% of
the maximum displacement and the residual moment is computed assuming that at reload – after
the residual displacement is achieved – the slope of the bending moment-displacement relationship
is equal to the unload branch. The capacity 𝑀𝑟 is assumed as the value of the bending moment
corresponding to an incremental displacement, with respect to the residual value, equal to the
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yielding displacement (Ardakani & Saiidi, 2013). The probability of failure of the bridge is
computed considering the bridge composed by three independent components (three piers) in
series. The probability of collapse of each pier under traffic load depends on its structural state
after the earthquake. The limit state corresponds to the achievement of the bending capacity at the
base of one of the piers. The distribution of the maxima road traffic load on the reference period
(2 weeks) has been assumed as Log-Normal distributed (𝐿𝑁) 𝐿𝑁(0.53𝑇𝑘 , 15%) (Sykora, 2019)
corresponding to a Gumbel distribution of the annual maxima with mean 0.7𝑇𝑘 and coefficient of
variation 7.5% (Fib, 2016) where the characteristic value 𝑇𝑘 is the infrequent load applied
according to Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2003). The likelihood functions 𝑃[𝑧𝑘 |𝑑𝑖 ] of the displacement 𝑧
describe its distribution in the different structural states (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, . . . ,5) accounting for all the
uncertainties that affect this parameter. A deterministic value of the displacement ∆𝑖 for each
structural state has been obtained through the pushover analyses. The value of the displacement
provided by the SHM system is affected by uncertainties that depend on its magnitude (e.g. those
related to the non-linear structural behavior) and others that are independent on it (fixed
uncertainties) such as environmental effects, approximation introduced by signal processing (e.g.
truncation and integration). Model and instrumental (due to sensors) uncertainties may belong to
both classes (Trapani, 2015). In order to account for the two types of uncertainties the following
model is assumed for 𝑃[𝑧𝑘 |𝑑𝑖 ] :
𝑃[𝑧𝑘 |𝑑𝑖 ] = Δ𝑖 + Δ𝑖 𝜎𝐷 𝜀 + 𝜎𝐹 𝜀

(2)

where Δ𝑖 is the displacement associated to the state 𝑑𝑖 , 𝜎𝐷 is the standard deviation of the
uncertainties that depend on the displacement magnitude, 𝜎𝐹 is the standard deviation of the fixed
uncertainties, 𝜀 is a standard Gaussian random noise. As mentioned, the considered structural
states correspond to different magnitudes of the displacement, independent on its sign. Therefore,
the Folded Normal distribution, different from zero only for positive values of the displacement,
has been used hereafter to model the likelihood functions. IC and DC are the indirect and direct
consequences estimated considering pollution, fuel consumption and user time delay (Limongelli
et al., 2018).For the case study considered herein IC and DC are equal to 1.20E+06 € and 1.74E+07
€, respectively based on the assumptions in reported inTable 1.
Table 1 Data used to compute ID and DC
Variable
Value
Variable
Length of the bridge
172 m
Cost of fuel
Daily number of vehicles
11700
Cost of travel time
Mean number of people per vehicle
2
Cost of fatality
Mean velocity of vehicle
80 km/h
Cost of injury (long term assistance)
Cost of demolition and new bridge
16,757,038 € Total number of fatalities
Length of diversion due to limitation 10 km
Fatalities due to delay

Value
1.5 €/l
5.76 €/person/h
1,649,877 €
216,359 €
100
1%

The VoI is computed considering the occurrence of all the possible seismic events – each with its
probability of occurrence - given the reference period (50 years). Assuming independent seismic
events, the VoI is computed as the sum of the VoI computed for each – discretized – magnitude of
the seismic event, times its probability of occurrence. The probabilities of occurrence have been
calculated using the seismic hazard curve of the geographical area where the bridge is located
(Panzera et al., 2011).
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5. Results and discussion
The evolution of the prior expected costs related to the considered traffic restrictions Open and
Close with the intensity of the seismic event (represented by 𝑆𝑎 ) is reported in Figure 4a. The
variation of the VoI with 𝑆𝑎 and with the accuracy of the monitoring system (depending on the
uncertainties 𝜎𝐹 and 𝜎𝐷 ) is reported in Figure 4b. The values of the standard deviations 𝜎𝐹 and 𝜎𝐷
are dependent being both related to model and instrumental uncertainties. In this example, it is
assumed that 𝜎𝐹 = 𝜎𝐷 /2. As expected theVoI increases with the accuracy of the monitoring
system (at the decrease of 𝜎𝐹 and 𝜎𝐷 ).

Figure 4 a) Cost of actions Bridge open and Bridge
close with prior probabilities; b) VoI as a function of
𝑆𝑎 and likelihood uncertainty 𝜎𝐷 .

Figure 5 VoI as a function of IC/DC and likelihood
uncertainty 𝜎𝐷 .

The maximum value of the VoI (Figure 4b) corresponds to the intersection between the curves of
prior expected costs (Figure 4a) relevant to the two actions (Open and Close). This point
corresponds to equal prior expected costs of the two actions which is the situation where the
information provided by SHM can give the highest support to the decision maker. In Figure 5, it
is reported the mean VoI of SHM for all the possible seismic events (each weighted with its
probability of occurrence) as a function of the uncertainty 𝜎𝐷 and of the ratio between indirect IC
and the direct DC consequences. For limit cases (IC=0 or IC>DC) the information from the SHM
does not modify the decision of the operator aimed to achieve the lower consequences, that is
Close for IC=0 and Open for IC>DC. For this reason the VoI from SHM is always zero outside
the range 0<IC/DC<1. The maximum value of the VoI in Figure 5 is reached when the expected
cost of the Action Close (equal to ID) equals the expected cost of the Action Close (that depend
on both DC and on the probabilities of the various damage states and relevant probabilities of
failure).
6. Conclusions
The benefit of permanent SHM for the seismic emergency management has been quantified
resorting to the concept of VoI from Bayesian decision analysis. A roadway bridge in a seismic 404
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prone area in Sicily, Italy, is considered as case study. The methodology presented herein can be
used by operators of transportation systems to estimate the advantage of using a SHM system
before installing it. The critical elements of the VoI analysis are the computation of the prior
probabilities of structural states, the likelihood functions, and the estimation of direct and indirect
consequences. The VoI decreases when the uncertainty associated to the output of SHM increases.
The ratio between Indirect and Direct Consequences has a strong influence on the VoI that
vanishes when one of the two costs exceeds the other, making the information from the SHM
uninfluential on the behavior of the decision maker.
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Abstract
The numerical model of an existing structure with posterior distributions of model parameters,
which are estimated by structural monitoring data, is applicable to the structural reliability analysis
with considering the actual structural condition. The target in this study is the steel plate-girder
bridge that often shows the typical corrosion at the ends of girders and the bearings. It is known
that the local thickness reductions at steel members and the loss of movability at bearings may
reduce the required structural capacities. In this study, a FE model of a typical steel plate-girder
bridge was constructed, and the variations described by the normal distributions were given to
some of model parameters including the ones that relate to the local corroded condition; the
thickness of steel members near the end of girder and the friction coefficient at steel bearings. The
data acquisition for estimating proper posterior distributions of those FE model parameters were
verified in terms of the global sensitivities (GS) based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA). The
posterior distributions estimated by using the artificial measurement data were then evaluated. In
the results, the given variations of FE model parameters were properly reconstructed in the use of
multipoint strain at the web and bottom flange near the end of plate-girder. It was then concluded
that the uncertainties of model parameters related to the corrosions both at steel members and
bearings could be reduced by using the strain distribution data.
1. Introduction
The posterior distributions of finite element (FE) model parameters of structures, which are
updated uncertainties by observation data, can be used for deriving the reliability index β in the
structural reliability analysis (Okasha et al., 2011). The capacity evaluation of existing civil
structures, especially bridges, under the current structural conditions is then realized when the
proper posterior distributions can be obtained (Nishio & Kuroda, 2016). However, there are some
local damages that may affect the capacity of a whole structure. The corrosion occurred near the
ends of girders and bearings on the steel girder bridge is one of those local damages. It is known
that the changes of local properties at the corroded structural members, such as the thickness
reduction of steel plate-girders, may reduce its structural capacities (Kayser & Nowak, 1989). This
study aims to verify the data acquisition to properly obtain the posterior distributions of FE model
parameters that represent those local corrosions with the target of a typical steel plate-girder bridge,
which is the bridge type adopted in the short and middle span bridges with large populations. This
is a numerical study using a detail FE model of a typical steel plate-girder bridge.
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The global sensitivities of FE model parameter uncertainties, which relate to the corroded
condition, both to the purpose measure for the structural reliability analysis and to the possible
measured quantities, such as strains or displacements. The effectiveness of considered data
acquisition is verified by comparing between the posterior distributions of target FE model
parameters, which are estimated by artificial measurement data, and their original probability
distributions that are given to represent their variability.
2. Target Bridge Model and Variability of Model Parameters
2.1 FE Model of a Plate-girder Bridge
For the numerical verification in this study, a finite element (FE) model of a typical simplysupported steel plate-girder bridge was constructed using the Abaqus software (ver. 6.14), as
shown in Fig.1 (a). The bridge has the span of 20.0m and the width of 10.7m, and it consists of
five main I-shaped plate-girders with stiffeners, cross-beams, and a concrete slab. All of those
structural members were described by the shell element, and the nodes at the joint parts of members
were all connected. At the ends of main girders, the steel bearings, which were modeled by the
solid element, as shown in Fig.1 (b), were placed through the steel sole-plates. The bearing, which
is one of typical ones to apply the simply-supported boundary condition to the bridge girders,
consisted of the upper and lower steel members. The friction was thus considered at the contacting
parts; here, the nominal coefficient of friction 0.2 was applied in the initial FE model. Other
material properties of the initial model were also set to the nominal values of steel and concrete.
The input load was the dead load and the static design live load that was determined by following
the Japanese road bridge design standard. The corrosion at the end of steel girder was described
by the increase of friction at the steel bearing and the local thickness reduction in the web and the
bottom flange steel plates, as indicated in Fig.1(c). Notice that the area of thickness reduction here
was determined based on the literature that report the statistical analysis of the corrosions occurred
in actual steel plate-girder bridges in Japan (Tamakoshi et al., 2006). The FE model parameters
that represented the corroded condition were then the friction coefficient of steel bearing and the
thickness of steel members at indicated area in Fig1 (c).
2.2 Uncertainties of FE Model Parameters
The variations of structural properties are often considered in the material properties and the size

(a) full-view of FE model
(b) steel bearing
(c) thickness reduction
Fig.1 FE analysis of a typical steel plate girder bridge under the design live load (unit: mm)
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Table 1 Given FE model parameter uncertainties: mean and COV of the normal distributions
Parameters
Density of slab (kg/m3)
Young’s modulus of girder (N/m2)
Poisson’s ratio of girder
Bearing friction coefficient at corroded bearings
Thickness ratio of steel members to designed values
Thickness reduction at corroded web plate (mm)

Dc
Es
vs
C-d
Ts
Ts-d

Mean
2400
2.0×1011
0.3
0.9
1.0
2.0

COV
1.7 %
4.5 %
9.1 %
3.3 %
1.2 %
9.1 %

of structural members. Those variations are unpreventable uncertainties due to random effects. In
the constructed FE model, this kind of variability was considered in the density of the slab, the
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and the thickness of the steel members. In addition to them,
the friction coefficient at bearings and the thickness of corroded steel members were also treated
as the parameters with variables that were due to the corrosion.
Table 1 shows the given probability distributions that are the variability of those FE model
parameters in this study. Here, some data of statistic, which were reported in the previous
literatures or the official data-sheets of material properties, were adopted, including for the
parameters of the friction coefficient and the thickness reduction of steel members under the
corrosion. All of them were given as the normal distributions with means and coefficients of
variance, as listed in Table 1, without any correlations.
In the verification, the prior uncertainty of each parameter was then applied as the uniform
distribution with lower and upper limits of ±3σ, where σ was the standard deviation, in the given
normal distribution, respectively. These prior uncertainties were expected to be reduced in the
posterior distributions estimated by using measurement data.
3. Verifications for Proper Data Acquisition
3.1 Measured Quantity and Global Sensitivity

(a) Nominal condition
(b) Corroded condition
Fig.2 Comparison of Mises stress distributions at the end of girder
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because the boundary condition at the bearing became close to the fixed-end condition. It can be
said that the bridge capacity related to deflection performance will increase due to the corrosion at
the bearing when we conduct the assessment using the measure of global deflection. To investigate
the structural capacity related to the local effect properly, the maximum stress of steel members
near the ends of girders is a more appropriate measure. This is why the structural reliability analysis
was conducted against the limit condition of steel yield stress in the author’s previous study (Nishio
& Kuroda, 2017). The candidate measured quantities to be considered were then configured by the
local responses, such as multipoint strains, which were all in the longitudinal direction, at the web
and the bottom flange near the end of girder, as shown in Fig.3, and the responses
translational displacement and the rotational angle of the bearing.
Basically, the model parameters cannot be properly identified unless they have sensitivities to the
measurement data. At the same time, there is no point in treating model parameters that do not
have any contributions to the purpose measure for the use in the structural reliability analysis. The
global sensitivity analysis (GSA) based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA) can investigate the
contribution of each parameter uncertainties to the purpose FE analysis outputs. The ANOVA
determines the R2-statistics of level j, as shown in the following equation:
m

Rj2 = 1−

n

 ( yij − y j )
j =1 i =1
n m

 ( yij − y )

2

2

,

(1)

i =1 j =1

where yij is FE analysis output under i-th (i=1-n) data of level j (j=1-m), which means j-th
influential factor, i.e., the model parameter, and y j is mean of the data that belong to level j. The
R2-statistic can be effectively used for extracting model parameters, whose uncertainties do not
show any contributions to the purpose FEA output. In addition, that can also provide
understandings about relative sensitivities of model parameter uncertainties to the output.
Figure 4 (a) and (b) are bar graphs of the relative R2-statistics of the target FE model parameters,
which are indicated in Table 1, to the maximum Mises stress for the structural capacity evaluation,
and to the candidate measured quantities for estimating the posterior distributions, respectively.
Here, the outputs y in Eq. (1) were created by the FEAs under the model parameter sets sampled
by the full-factorial experimental design from the prior distributions. Form the results in Fig.4 (a),

(a) GS to maximum Mises stress
(b) GS to candidate quantities to be measured
Fig.4 Global sensitivities (GS) of FE model parameters uncertainties
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the significant parameters that show high contributions to the maximum Mises stress are the
thickness of corroded area “Ts-d” and the friction coefficient at bearing “C-d”, both of which relate
to the corroded condition. On the other hand, the thickness of steel members except the corroded
area “Ts” do not show the contribution at all. It can be said that the parameter Ts can be removed
from the list of target FE model parameter uncertainties to be reduced by measurement data.
With respect to the measured quantities, the high GSs to the multipoint strains, especially at the
locations #BF, #W1 and #W4−#W6, are significantly recognized in the the friction coefficient of
bearing “C-d”. However, the translation displacement and the rotation angle of bearing do not get
significant sensitivities of model parameters that describe the corroded conditions. The thickness
reduction at the corroded area of steel member “Ts-d” has small sensitivities especially to the
strains at locations of #BF and #W1. It was considered that more strain data near the corroded area
were required to get sensitivities to the parameter of thickness reduction. It was then determined
here that the FE model parameter uncertainties to be considered in the estimation of posterior
distributions were the five parameters except “Ts” in Table 1, and the strains at the web and the
bottom flange were adopted as the measurement data.
3.2 Posterior Distributions

Freq.

The effectiveness of the data acquisition determined based on the GSA was verified by
investigating whether the given probability distributions of model parameters, presented in Table
1, could be reconstructed in the estimated posterior distributions. Ten artificial strain data at seven
locations, #BF−#W6, were created by FE calculations using the parameter sets sampled from the
given distributions. Notice that the 10% random error was applied to the FEA strain outputs in
each parameter sample case to use as the measurement data. The posterior distributions were then
estimated by the Bayesian inference based on the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

2300

2500

2400

1.8

2.0

×1011

(b) Es (N/m2)

0.25

0.3

(c) Vs

Freq.

(a) Dc (kg/m3)

2.0

0.85

0.9

0.95

-2.36

-2

-1.64

(d) C-d
(e) Ts-d (mm)
Fig.5 Posterior distributions of FE model parameters derived by using multiple strain data
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Figure 5 shows the obtained posterior distributions of target FE model parameters; “Dc”, “Es”,
“Vs”, “C-d”, and “Ts-d”. They were the histograms of adopted 50,000 samples with 5000 step
burn-in in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Notice that the range of x-axis in each of five
histograms is equal to the range of each prior uniform distribution, which is ±3σ of the given
variability in Table 1. The given normal distribution, which is the original uncertainty of the model
parameter, is also indicated in each histogram. It can be seen that the posterior distribution became
closer to the given normal distribution compared to the prior uniform distribution. The
uncertainties in all of five parameters were effectively reduced in this case, especially in the model
parameters related to the corroded conditions, “C-d” and “Ts-d”. It can be said that the strain
distribution is worth using as the measurement data to reduce the uncertainties of FE model
parameters that relate to the corroded condition.
4. Conclutions

In this study, a numerical verification was conducted to verify the effective data acquisition to
reduce the uncertainties of model parameters related to the typical local corrosion that may reduce
the capacity of steel plate-girder bridge. Here, it was shown that multipoint strain data, i.e., the
strain distribution, at the web and flange near the end girder were expected to be the effective
measurement data to obtain proper posterior distributions of FE model parameters related to the
corroded condition. However, it is also recognized that it is difficult to conduct the strain
measurement in actual civil structures especially at the place without easy accessibility, such as
near the ends of girders and bearings on the bridge. Furthermore, the strain response level under
actual traffic operation is much smaller than the response under the design load as considered in
this study. The non-contact method to measure the stain distribution, such as the method based on
image-processing, is applicable to realize the uncertainty reduction of local FE model parameters.
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Abstract
The main purpose of structural health monitoring (SHM) is to provide accurate and real-time
information about the state of a structure, which can be used as objective inputs for decisionmaking regarding its management. However, SHM and decision-making occur at various stages.
SHM assesses the state of a structure based on the acquisition and interpretation of data, which is
usually provided by sensors. Conversely, decision-making helps us to identify the optimal
management action to undertake. Generally, the research community recognizes people tend to
use irrational methods for their interpretation of monitoring data, instead of rational algorithms
such as Bayesian inference. People use heuristics as efficient rules to simplify complex problems
and overcome the limits in rationality and computation of the human brain. Even though the results
are typically satisfactory, they can differ from results derived from a rational process;
psychologists call these differences cognitive biases. Many heuristic behaviors have been studied
and demonstrated, with applications in various fields but not yet to SHM-based decision problems.
SHM-based decision making is particularly susceptible to the representativeness heuristic, where
simplified rules for updating probabilities can distort the decision maker’s perception of risk. In
this work, we examine how this heuristic affects the interpretation of data, providing a deeper
understanding of the differences between a heuristic method affected by cognitive biases and the
classical approach. Our study is conducted both theoretically through comparison with formal
Bayesian methods as well as empirically through the application to a real-life case study in the
field of civil engineering.
1. Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is commonly seen as a powerful tool that allows bridge
managers to make decisions on maintenance, reconstruction and repair of their assets. The logic
of making decision based on SHM is formally stated in (Cappello, et al., 2016), under the
assumption that the decision maker is an ideal rational agent, who judges using Bayes’ theorem
(Bolstad, 2010), and decides consistently with Neumann-Morgenstern’s Expected Utility Theory
(EUT) (Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). However, we often observe real-life decision makers
departing from this ideal model of rationality, judging and deciding using common sense and
privileging fast and frugal heuristics to rational analytic thinking. Hence, if we wish to describe
mathematically and predict the choices of a real word bridge manager, we have to accept that their
behavior may not be necessarily fully rational. Biased judgement and decision making have been
widely reported and systematically investigated starting the 1970s in the fields of cognitive
sciences, social sciences and behavioral economics: key papers include the fundamental works by
Kahneman and Tversky (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972). A typical
example of cognitive bias frequently observed in bridge management, is the confusion between
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condition state and safety of a bridge, as reported for example in (Zonta, et al., 2007). We remind
here for clarity that safety is about the capacity of a bridge to withstand the traffic loads and the
other external actions without collapsing, while the condition state expresses the degree of
deterioration of a bridge, or bridge element, respect to its design state. The condition state is usually
apprised through a combination of routing visual inspections, non-destructive evaluation and SHM.
It is expressed in the form of a condition index that depends on the particular management system.
For example, bridge management systems based on AASHTO Commonly Recognized (CoRe)
Standard Element System, such the APT-BMS reported in (Zonta, et al., 2007), classify the state
of an element on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means ‘as per design’ and 5 corresponds to the most
severe observable deterioration state. On the contrary, the safety of a bridge is typically encoded
in its probability of failure PF, reliability index , or safety factor , evaluated through formal
structural analysis. Condition state and safety are obviously correlated (logically, the load-carrying
capacity of a deteriorated bridge is equal or lower than that of the same bridge in undamaged
condition) but are not the same thing. For example, an old bridge can be unsafe, regardless its
preservation state, simply because designed to an old code, which does not comply with the current
load demand. As a counterexample, we may have the case of bridge, severely deteriorated, but still
with enough capacity to safely withstand all the external loads, either because overdesigned or
simply because its deterioration does not affect its load-carrying capacity. In principle, rational
bridge management should target the safety of the bridge stock, and therefore prioritize retrofit of
unsafe bridges, regardless they degree of deterioration. In practice we frequently observe that
bridge managers tend to delay retrofit of substandard bridges which do not show sign of
deterioration, while repair promptly deteriorated bridges as soon as the damage is observed,
regardless their actual residual load-carrying capacity. The biased rationale behind this apparent
behavior is that undamaged bridges ‘look’ safe, while damaged bridges ‘look’ unsafe, simply
because we know that deterioration negatively affects safety. The ambition of this paper is to tackle
mathematically this observed biased judgement, a condition that, we will show, is broadly
described by Kahneman and Tversky’s representativeness heuristic (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972).
We begin reminding, in Section 2, the formal framework of rational decision based on SHM
information. We introduce the concept of heuristic in Section 3, focusing in detail on the
representativeness. In Section 4 we use representativeness models to reproduce the biased
evaluation of the safety of a bridge concrete slab, based on the condition state apprised through
visual inspections. Concluding remarks are presented at the end of the paper.
2. SHM-based decision making rational framework
We refer to the problem of optimal decision based on data provided by visual inspection or SHM.
Generally speaking, this is a two-step process, as shown in Figure 1, which includes the judgement
of the state h based on the observations y, and the decision of the optimal action aopt based on the
uncertain knowledge of the state.

Figure 1. The rational process of an SHM-based decision problem.
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If we restrict the problem to a single-observation case, the first step of the process consists of
judging the state of a structure hj (e.g.: h1 = ’safe’, h2 = ’failure’, …) based on the i-th class
observed Ci (e.g. C1 = ’not damaged’, C2 = ’moderately damaged’, …). In the presence of
uncertainty, the state of the structure after observing the class Ci is probabilistically described by
the posterior P(hj |Ci ), and the inference process followed by a rational agent is mathematically
developed in the Bayes’ rule (Bolstad, 2010): the posterior knowledge of the structural state, which
represents the best estimation after the acquisition of SHM observation, depends on the likelihood
P(Ci |hj ) and on the prior knowledge P(hj ). The second step starts after the assessment of the
posterior probability of the structure, and concerns choosing the ‘best’ action based on Expected
utility theory axioms. EUT, introduced by von Neumann and Morgenstern in 1944 (Neumann &
Morgenstern, 1944) and later developed in the form that we currently know by Raiffa and Schlaifer
in 1961 (Raiffa & Schlaifer, 1961), describes the analysis of decision making under risk and is
considered as a normative model of rational choice (Parmigiani & Inoue, 2009). In conclusion,
Bayes theorem and EUT provide a rational method to solve respectively the two steps of a classical
SHM-based decision process, as shown in Figure 1. However, most people use heuristics (Gilovich,
et al., 2002) to determine their action which does not coincide with the rational decision.
3. The representativeness heuristic
The concept of heuristic has been subject to several definitions during the history and everyone
who made use of the term seemed obliged to give his own interpretation of it. A very important
contribution is the work of Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky in the early 1970s, which
revolutionized the academic research on human judgment (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974)
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1973). They developed the so–called heuristics and biases approach,
challenging the dominance of strictly rational models. The main innovation lays in the analysis of
the descriptive adequacy of ideal models of judgment and in the proposal of a cognitive alternative
that explained human error without invoking motivated irrationality. Evidence displays that
people’s assessments of likelihood and risk do not conform to the laws of probability. Additionally,
each heuristic was associated with a set of biases. In this paper we want to focus on
representativeness, which seems the most affecting heuristic in judgments under uncertainty:
events are ranked according to their representativeness and people consistently judge the more
representative event to be the more likely, whether it is or not (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972). Its
definition was: “A person who follows this heuristic evaluates the probability of an uncertain event,
or a sample, by the degree to which it is: (i) similar in essential properties to its parent population;
and (ii) reflects the salient features of the process by which it is generated”. This means that an
event A is judged more probable than an event B whenever A appears more representative than B,
that is, the ordering of events by their subjective probabilities coincides with their ordering by
representativeness. Therefore, to be representative an uncertain event should not only be similar
to its parent population, but it should also reflect the properties of the uncertain process by which
it is generated, i.e. it should reflect the idea of randomness. There are various models attempting
to explain this heuristic from a mathematical perspective, see for example (Edward, 1968),
(Grether, 1980), (Gigerenzer, 1995), (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2011), (Bordalo, et al., 2016). While
introducing the models, we want to point and analyze the two main aspects regarding the definition
of representativeness and its application: what is the representativeness and how is defined among
the different authors? To what extent and how does the representativeness affect the final judgment
according to the Bayes’ rule?
About the definition of representativeness, all models described in the following propose it as the
ratio between the likelihood of the reference hypothesis hj and its negation −hj , or a set of
alternative hypotheses. This agreement on the representativeness formulation is in line with
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Tversky and Kahneman definition of representativeness; they write that “an attribute is
representative of a class if it is very diagnostic; that is, the relative frequency of this attribute is
much higher in that class than in the relevant reference class.” Bordalo et al. (2016), state the
representativeness that a class Ci observed from a set of data y, such that yk ∈{C1 ,…,Ci ,…,Cm },
provides for the reference hypothesis hj , as follows:
R(Ci , hj ) =

P(Ci |hj )
P(Ci |−hj )

(1)

.

Therefore, they assume that a class Ci is representative for a hypothesis hj , relative to an alternative
hypothesis −hj , if it scores high on the likelihood ratio described by Eq. (1). Edward (1968) and
Gigerenzer (1995) agree on Eq. (1). Tenenbaum and Griffiths (2011) and Grether (1980) measure
it with the same likelihood ratio, but adjusted with a logarithm scale:
R(Ci , hj ) = log

P(Ci |hj )
P(Ci |−hj )

(2)

.

To evaluate how representativeness affects the final judgment of a hypothesis, we must understand
how to calculate the posterior probability of the hypothesis hj , by considering a possible distortion
in the likelihood term due to this heuristic. In general, the above-mentioned authors provide a
specific definition about what representativeness is, but they don’t explain how it affects the
posterior probability. Just Bordalo et al. (2016) and Grether (1980) try to explain how to calculate
this distorted posterior probability. Bordalo et al. (2016) define the following distorted Bayesian
likelihood due to representativeness, which depends on the subjective parameter θ that has to be
calibrated with cognitive tests and could vary considerably among different people:
st

θ

P(Ci |hj ) = P(Ci |hj )∙(R(Ci ,hj )) ,

st

P(Ci |hj ) P(hj )
P(hj |Ci ) =
.
P(Ci )

(3a,b)

Grether (1980) instead suggests a model that provides the final judgment of hj , as follows:
log O(hj |Ci ) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 ∙R(Ci , hj ) + 𝛽2 ∙logO(hj ) ,

(4)

where log𝑂(ℎ𝑗 |𝐶𝑖 ) is the posterior odds, R(Ci , hj ) is the representativeness, logO(hj ) is the prior
odds, while 𝛼, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are subjective parameters that must be calibrated. Thus, the interpretation
of Kahneman and Tversky’s representativeness heuristic suggested by the author is that individuals
place greater weight on the likelihood ratio than on the prior odds: the author proposed β1 > β2
≥ 0 for the representativeness model, in contrast with α = 0, β1 = β2 = >0 of the Bayes’ rule.
4. Reliability-based bridge management: the SP65 bridge on the Maso River
The Autonomous Province of Trento (APT) has the ownership and the management of
approximately 936 bridges. Consequently, APT committed the realization of a Bridge
Management System (BMS) to University of Trento in 2004. The aim was to develop a
management tool which could enable a systematic determination of the present and future need for
maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement of bridges using various scenarios. To combine
simplicity and efficiency, the bridge is broken down into Structural Units (SU), such as deck and
piles, which include a set of Standard Elements (SE), specified in terms of quantity and Condition
State (CS). CS are evaluated based on scheduled inspections according to the APT evaluation
manual, which in turn partially refers to AASHTO (1997) Commonly Recognized (CoRe)
Standard Element System. Five deterioration levels, called Condition States (CS), have been
defined, among which each bridge element is allocated based on the visual observations of an
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inspector (Zonta, et al., 2007). The goal of this work is to estimate how big is the error committed
by a biased manager in judging the state bridge when this is presented under low frequency CS,
i.e. very representative of failure.
The SP65 bridge on the Maso river, presented in Figure 2(a), is a common type of bridge in the
APT stock. To analyze representativeness in visual inspections, we limit our analysis to a single
SU, the slab. The state of the slab is classified on a scale from 1 to 5, where CS1 means ‘as per
design’ and CS5 corresponds to the most severe observable deterioration state. We want to assess
how much representativeness distorts manager’s judgment compared to the Bayesian approach. In
particular, we want to investigate how much high CS, as CS5, are representative for two possible
state of the slab: i) “SAFE= hS ” and ii) “FAIL= hF ”. The description for the CS5 is: deep
deterioration or anomalies; reinforcement corrosion and cross-section loss require a deep analysis
to verify the structural safety of the element. We know that, in average, among all the APT bridges
stock, the percentage of possible failure is very low compared to the safe condition. Consequently,
we chose a prior probability P(hF )=0.001 for the state hypothesis “FAIL” and P(hS )=0.999 for the
“SAFE” one. We want to answer the frequent following questions: “How much CS5 is
representative of bridge failure?”, “How distorted could be the judgment of a biased inspector that
observe the bridge classified in CS5”, “Is his judgment coherent with the Bayes’ rule?”
We have first to define a proper likelihood distribution for each hypothesis P(CSi |hF ) and
P(CSi |ℎ𝑆 ). According to (Melchers, 1999), we employ II level probabilistic methods, which allows
to calculate the reliability index β=4.75 . The likelihood distributions achieved for the two
hypotheses are presented in Figure 3. To be consistent in our case study with these outcomes, we
choose the following values: P(CS𝑖 |hF )=[0,0,0,2,98]%, P(CS𝑖 |hS )=[50,20,15,10,5]%. Once we
know the likelihood distributions, we can calculate how much CS5 is representative of the
hypothesis hF ; Table 1 reports all the results. As we can observe, rational managers, in line with
Bayes’ rule and after observing CS5, would judge the possibility that the bridge could fail as very
unlikely, i.e. P(hF | CS5 )= 1.92% . Contrary, representativeness models provide a significantly
distorted probability: according to Bordalo et al. (2016), the failure probability of the bridge
P(hF |CS5 )=69.74%, is double the probability of a safe state, i.e. P(hS |CS5)=30.26%. According to
Grether’s model, the posterior odds of the failure condition against the safe condition, given CS 5,
are clearly higher than one. CS5 is very representative for the failure condition and all models agree
on that, R(CS5 |hF )≫R(CS5 |hS ). In conclusion, when irrational managers judge the state of a bridge
by observing a high CS, as CS5, they are biased by representativeness: in their posterior judgments
they tend to neglect the prior probability of the failure condition and to weight too much the
likelihood of the observations; so, their final judgments are distorted.

Figure 2. SP65 bridge: (a) overview; (b) plan view,
elevation and cross section of the deck.
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Table 1. Achieved results for each model.
Model

Likelihood P(C𝒊 |h𝒋 ) or
Representativeness R(C𝒊 |h𝒋 )

Posterior (distorted)
probability P(h𝒋 |C𝒊 )

Posterior odds
P(h𝒋 |C𝒊 )/P(h−𝒋 |C𝒊 )

Bayes

P(CS5 |hF ) = 98
P(CS5 |hS ) = 5

P(hF |CS5 ) = 1.92%
P(hS |CS5 ) = 98.08%

P(hF |CS5 )
= 0.20
P(hS |CS5 )

Grether 1980
(α=0; β1=0.8; β2=0.2)

R(CS5 |hF ) = 2.98
R(CS5 |hS ) = -2.98

/

P(hF |CS5 )
= 2.73
P(hS |CS5 )

Bordalo et al. 2016
(θ=0.8)

R(CS5 |hF ) = 19.6
R(CS5 |hS ) = 0.05

P(hF |CS5 ) = 69.74%
P(hS |CS5 ) = 30.26%

P(hF |CS5 )
= 2.30
P(hS |CS5 )

5. Conclusions
Nowadays managers are faced with many competing priorities and must rely on computerized data
processing when managing large infrastructure assets. This “management by data” is only possible
when there is an understanding of what the data represents and a trust in the quality of the data. To
develop this trust and understanding in the data, standards has been created. For collecting bridge
data, it can be used the “Commonly Recognized (CoRe) Elements for Bridge Inspection”, which
allow to classify bridges in a limited number of Condition States (CS). However, questions as:
“How is a single CS representative of the real state of the bridge under exam?”; “Are decision
makers biased by heuristics when they face highest CS?”; “How are posterior probabilities
distorted by representativeness if people behave irrationally?”, have still no answer. We tried to
answer by analyzing how representativeness, the main heuristic by Kahneman and Tversky,
influences the interpretation of data, leading different results in comparison to those achieved with
the classical rational method of Bayes’ rule. After defining and contextualizing representativeness
from a mathematical point of view, we applied existing representativeness models from literature
to the judgment of the state of a concrete bridge, based on visual inspections. Our results
demonstrate the consequential distortions from rational decision making of this heuristic.
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Abstract
The main results of the response of a building instrumented with accelerometers during 31 seismic
events, between 1990 and 2018 are presented. The building is a 17-storey reinforced concrete
structure located in a soft soil of Mexico City. The main purpose of this work is to present the
variations of the most significant vibration frequencies of the building. The analyses of the seismic
records are studied with a simplified model and by using a system identification technique based
on the modal minimization and N4SID subspace methods.
1. Introduction
The building is a 17-storey reinforced concrete structure located in a soft soil of Mexico City. The
foundation consists of an embedded box supported on friction piles. The building is one of the
several structures that were damaged during the earthquake in 1985 (Mw=8.1) and it was later
retrofitted. The base floor has 38 m in the transversal direction (T) and 54 m in the longitudinal
direction (L). The building consists of a mezzanine, five levels for parking, and 12 office stories
with a typical floor of 32 by 40 m in the T and L directions, respectively (Figure 1).
On 1985 earthquakes the structure sustained moderate damage, which mainly occurred in the
transition between the parking levels and the tower. These damages were repaired and additionally
the structure was strengthened by replacing the masonry walls along its height for reinforced
concrete ones (Murià-Vila et al., 2017). Since 1990 an accelerometer network is operating in the
building Nineteen light, eleven intermediate and one high intensity seismic events have been
recorded and analyzed along these 28 years, and some ambient vibration tests have also been
recorded The maximum responses recorded in the building until 2018 in terms of acceleration and
displacement have been 571 Gal and 35 cm, respectively. The maximum drift, calculated between
instrumented stories, has been 0.62%. Seismic records analyses from 1990 to 2018 have shown a
decrease of the fundamental vibrations frequencies of the building. On the other hand, an increase
of dominant vibration frequencies of the site has been observed; this is mainly caused by the great
exploitation of the underground aquifers in Mexico City, originating soil consolidation and the
modification of the subsoil properties (Murià-Vila et al., 2017). The main purpose of this work is
to present the variations of the most significant vibration frequencies of the building. The analyses
of the aforementioned records are studied with a simplified model and by using a system
identification technique based on the modal minimization (MM) and N4SID subspace methods.
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Figure 1. The PC building instrumentation, foundation plans

2. Structural Monitoring
In 1990, an array of 13 triaxial accelerometers was installed in the building (Fig. 1). With this
instrumentation, 31 seismic events have been recorded and analyzed (Table 1). The seismic events
are analyzed with a structural health monitoring system “AlertaE” to estimate the possible global
damage of the building (Murià-Vila et al., 2010). The system is based on two indicators of the
severity (peak ground acceleration-PGA and Arias Intensity-IArias) and three indicators of structural
performance (seismic coefficient-Cs, interstory drift-SD and variation of fundamental horizontal
translation frequencies-VF). The posible structural condition of the building is established by
weighting criterion developed by the five indicators, based on four colors: Green-slight damage,
Yellow-intermediate damage, Orange-severe damage (urgent need to inspect the building) and
Red-is assigned when the inspection suggests evacuating the building. The description of system
“AlertaE” is presented in Murià-Vila et al. (2010).
When applying this system alerts (Table 1), it is determined that eleven of the seismic records
events reached the yellow level (94-3, 95-1, 95-2, 97-1, 99-1, 99-3, 12-1, 14-1, 14-2, 17-1 and
18- 1) and one the orange level (17-2). The event 90-1 is considered as initial state. The earthquake
of September 7, 2017 (event 17-1) was the one with the greatest magnitude recorded but its
intensity where the building is located was similar to events 95-1, 99-3, 12-1, 14-1, 17-1 and 18- 1.
Inspections after the moderate intensity events recorded (Yellow state) revealed damage of nonstructural facades, partition walls and finishing, and also the reopening of cracks found in original
structural elements, but not reaching 1 mm in width. Furthermore, similar size cracks were also
found on the walls built to retrofit the structure. Therefore, the level of damage should be
considerate as intermediate. It is worth mentioning that the April 25, 1989 a seismic event occurred
of moderate intensity and magnitude Mw 6.9 but was not recorded because the instrumentation it
was not yet implemented.
Event 17-2 is the most intense recorded earthquake, the ground motion indicators (PGA and IArias)
were at maximum at the event 17-2. The calculated drift shows that the values exceed the
permissible values, according to the constructions code of Mexico City. In component L its value
reached 0.62%, and in component T it was 0.54% (allowable value 0.60%). The largest distortions
of previous events occurred in events 95-1 and 99-3 whose values were 0.55 and 0.47% both in
component T. These events caused damage to non-structural elements in facades and finishes, as
well as reopening of cracks in original structural elements and rehabilitated with widths less than
1 mm in walls, and up to 1.2 mm in some columns.
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The response spectra calculated with the basement records show that the significant amplitudes of
the horizontal components are between 0.4 and 2.9 s of period. Note that the greater spectral
amplitudes for the events prior to 2000 are concentrated between 2.1 and 2.9 s of period, while for
events after 2007 they are between 1.9 and 2.4 s of period
Table 1. Characteristics of seismic events and estimated structural condition of the building
Event

Date

Mw

90-1
91-1
93-4
93-11
94-1
94-3
95-1
95-2
97-1
97-2
99-1
99-2
99-3
99-4
07-1
11-3
12-1
13-2
13-3
14-1
14-2
14-3
14-4
14-5
15-1
17-1
17-2
17-3
18-1
18-2
18-3

31/05/1990
01/04/1991
15/05/1993
24/10/1993
23/05/1994
10/12/1994
14/09/1995
09/10/1995
11/01/1997
22/05/1997
15/06/1999
21/06/1999
30/09/1999
29/12/1999
13/04/2007
10/12/2011
20/03/2012
16/06/2013
21/08/2013
18/04/2014
08/05/2014
10/05/2014
07/07/2014
29/07/2014
20/03/2015
07/09/2017
19/09/2017
23/09/2017
16/02/2018
17/02/2018
19/02/2018

5.3
5.4
6.1
6.7
6.3
6.5
7.5
7.9
7.1
6.5
6.7
5.8
7.4
5.9
6.3
6.5
7.4
5.8
6
7.2
6.4
6.1
6.9
6.4
5.4
8.2
7.1
6.1
7.2
5.9
6

Ep. Dist. PGA in IArias
2
in km
in cm/s
cm/s
0.8
7
316
0.2
3
384
1.5
10
334
2.9
13
319
0.5
6
215
6.9
17
298
21.4
30
345
9.8
17
586
8.2
18
443
0.4
5
302
17.6
28
223
0.7
6
311
20.9
27
437
0.7
6
304
2.4
14
292
4.6
21
196
29.0
43
359
6.4
25
154
1.5
10
296
30.9
47
329
14.5
37
315
1.6
10
324
0.8
6
868
0.2
5
417
0.3
5
173
32.2
31
749
179.1
98
122
0.2
3
569
15.4
30
370
0.2
3
406
0.5
5
381

Cs
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.02
<0.01
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.05
<0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
<0.01
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.05
0.07
<0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00

SD in %
T
L
0.08 0.15
0.04 0.03
0.05 0.04
0.16 0.17
0.03 0.02
0.20 0.34
0.36 0.55
0.19 0.27
0.39 0.29
0.07 0.07
0.20 0.42
0.05 0.06
0.26 0.47
0.08 0.07
0.07 0.08
0.08 0.12
0.30 0.30
0.11 0.12
0.06 0.07
0.23 0.38
0.20 0.39
0.07 0.11
0.06 0.05
0.03 0.04
0.01 0.02
0.27 0.26
0.62 0.54
0.02 0.02
0.31 0.12
0.01 0.02
0.02 0.03

VF in %
Damage level
T from event 90-1
L
Light
0.0 0.0
Light
-0.9 0.9
Light
-0.6 -0.6
Light
2.0 1.1
Light
-0.8 -0.8
Intermediate
6.3 6.6
Intermediate
10.9 10.0
Intermediate
8.4 5.6
Intermediate
12.7 11.5
Light
4.6 3.6
Intermediate
7.3 5.9
Light
4.8 6.1
Intermediate
9.4 8.2
Light
3.3 3.6
Light
1.1 3.3
Light
1.9 0.9
Intermediate
7.4 5.7
Intermediate
2.2 3.6
Light
2.4 5.0
Intermediate
7.0 11.6
Intermediate
6.6 6.8
Light
9.6 13.3
Light
7.3 5.1
Light
7.3 0.0
Light
7.3 6.2
Intermediate
12.7 9.5
Severe
9.6 18.5
Light
5.6 11.3
Intermediate
11.7 7.5
Light
8.2 4.8
Light
5.6 9.5

Damage level
from event 1989
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

3. Parametric identification analysis
It is appreciated that the dynamic properties of the building are sensitive to the intensity of the
movement of the ground. In order to study the time variation of the dynamic parameters of the
building, each set of seismic records are studied with a 3D simplified model and by using a system
identification technique based on the modal minimization (MM) and N4SID subspace methods.
The MM method is based on the minimization of the differences between the measured
acceleration signals and the ones calculated with a simplified modal superposition model (Beck &
Jennings, 1980). For the identification of the structural parameters, a computer program was used,
in which multiple inputs and outputs signals were established based on the seismic records. By
means of this technique, sequential analyzes are performed for short duration time windows,
allowing the study of the variation of the structural parameters from window to window. The
seismic events were divided into several windows of 5 to 15 s, in each one the frequencies,
damping and the contribution in the response of the significant modes were identified, with which
it is possible to reproduce the measured acceleration response in the building.
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Also, the records of events they have been analyzed with another technique based on the recursive
N4SID subspace method (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1994; Oku and Kimura, 1999) where a
discrete state space model is identified recursively; modal parameters are calculated from this
model. Hankel matrices were constructed with 100 rows and 1000 data. Order models from 12 to
100, intervals of two, were identified; as the order model increase, the accuracy in the identified
model is improved. The 3D model used for the building with this recursive method was such that
it can provide a history of frequencies in intervals of one second or less (García-Illescas et al.,
2019). In this case, the identification was in one second intervals. A common problem by using
subspace identification methods is the presence of spurious modes that appear either by noise
sources or by nonlinearities in the system (Marchesiello et al., 2016). In the studied case, spurious
modes were removed by using criteria based on the identification of pair conjugated eigenvalues
and threshold damping values; most of them are removed with simple criteria. Finally, modal
average values were calculated in each iteration along the identification process.
Figure 2 shows the variations of the frequencies of the first two modes in the T, L and torsion
components, obtained for events 90-1, 99-3, and 17-2 by using both MM and N4SID identification
methods. Table 2 shows the average frequencies of the fundamental modes in the T, L and torsion
components, obtained with the N4SID method for events 90-1, 95-1, 99-1, 99-3, 12-1, 14- 1, 17-2
and 18-1, and the data estimated with the MM method for events 90-1, 95-1, 99-1, 99-3, 12-1 and
14-1. These values corresponding to the initial (fi) and final (ff) phases of low intensity, and to the
phase of high intensity movement (fs). The values differences obtained between the MM and
N4SID methods, which are for the intense and final phase less than 13%.

Fig. 2 – Estimated frequencies in L, T and R (torsion) components of the building

In the same table are included the variations of the average values of the ff of each event with
respect to the value of the final phase of the first recorded earthquake that was of low intensity
(event 90- 1). The variations calculated show reductions of up to 10.6% with the N4SID method.
The values between the events of 1995 and 2014 show a fluctuation and apparent recovery that is
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partly justified by the process of soil consolidation. With the event of 17- 2 the reductions of these
frequencies are up to 14.6% (method N4SID).
Table 2. Summary of variation frequencies of the system from the most significant seismic records
Modal minimization (MM) method
Component L
Event
fi
fs
ff
VFsys

Component T
fi

fs

ff

Torsion
VFsys

fi

fs

ff

90-1
0.446 0.388 0.401 0.0
0.429 0.384 0.388 0.0
0.569 0.417 0.495
95-1
0.451 0.348 0.355 11.6
0.431 0.331 0.357 7.9
0.552 0.376 0.444
99-1
0.408 0.331 0.390 2.7
0.383 0.331 0.372 4.1
0.532 0.415 0.491
99-3
0.412 0.321 0.350 12.6
0.395 0.334 0.352 9.3
0.508 0.404 0.448
12-1
0.404 0.339 0.403 -0.4
0.389 0.311 0.394 -1.5
0.494 0.405 0.459
14-1
0.386 0.298 0.370 7.7
0.356 0.310 0.350 9.7
0.474 0.379 0.465
N4SID method
90-1
0.419 0.377 0.387 0.0
0.441 0.388 0.394 0.0
0.599 0.478 0.479
95-1
0.435 0.324 0.363 6.2
0.558 0.351 0.366 6.9
0.853 0.425 0.442
99-1
0.406 0.335 0.367 5.3
0.478 0.351 0.374 4.9
0.780 0.419 0.446
99-3
0.376 0.337 0.357 7.8
0.397 0.346 0.367 6.8
0.485 0.414 0.435
12-1
0.390 0.331 0.362 6.5
0.457 0.338 0.369 6.3
0.749 0.412 0.444
14-1
0.389 0.323 0.353 8.7
0.452 0.343 0.373 5.4
0.698 0.408 0.429
17-2
0.365 0.266 0.342 11.5
0.385 0.337 0.356 9.5
0.528 0.388 0.409
18-1
0.380 0.295 0.345 10.8
0.460 0.332 0.352 10.5
0.840 0.384 0.410
fi - Frequency of inicial phase, fs - Frequency of intense phase, ff - Frequency of final phase (in Hz)
VFsys- Variation of system frequencies ff of event with respect to the ff of event 90-1, in %

VFsys
0.0
10.3
0.8
9.5
7.2
6.1
0.0
7.7
7.0
9.3
7.4
10.6
14.6
14.5

Regarding the ambient vibration records, the frequencies from measurements after rehabilitation
works for the building in January 1989 (Murià-Vila et al., 2017) are available. In addition,
frequencies from three tests conducted before the events 99-3 (VA2), 07-1 (VA3) and 17-2 (VA4)
were considered, and one other after event 18-1 (VA5). In Table 3 the frequencies obtained from
ambient vibration test and the variation of frequencies VA2 to VA5 relative to VA1 are presented.
The values decreases are similar and up to 26.8% between VA2 and VA4, despite event 99-3
presented a lower intensity than April 25, 1989 earthquake, suggesting that the structure was
damaged prior to its instrumentation in 1989, being the most intense event occurred after
rehabilitation. This means that after the earthquake in April 25, 1989 the level of damage in the
building is intermediate, according to the classification of the structural health monitoring system
“AlertaE” (Murià-Vila et al., 2010). After the event 18-1 the values of frequencies drop up to 33%
and level of structural condition it remain the same.
Table 3. Ambient vibration frequencies and differences respect to test VA1
Frequencies, in Hz
Variation, in %
Tests
Date
L
T
Torsion
L
T
Torsion
VA1
15/01/1989
0.560 0.560
0.800
0.0
0.0
0.0
VA2
25/06/1999
0.490 0.440
0.590
-12.5 -21.4
-26.3
VA3
04/04/2006
0.475 0.440
0.590
-15.2 -21.4
-26.3
VA4
01/03/2017
0.476 0.439
0.586
-15.0 -21.6
-26.8
VA5
21/03/2018
0.439 0.415
0.537
-21.6 -25.9
-32.9
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4. Conclusions
The results obtained for the events analyzed with both methods turned out to be similar. The
estimates with the recursive N4SID subspace method achieve satisfactory estimates mainly in the
intense and final phases of the records. The initial part of the records has significant dispersions,
and some of these values do not appear to be realistic or acceptable. Additional analyzes are being
carried out varying estimation parameters (noise levels, model order, and time window between
other) and by analyzing the use of clustering techniques (Boroschek and Bilbao, 2019).
The structural health monitoring system has operated well. The structural performance of the
building rehabilitated during the high intensity earthquake of September 19, 2017, suggests a
Yellow category of structural health. This category remains the same as before this event. After
the building rehabilitation, main damage was caused by the earthquake April 25, 1989, just before
its instrumentation. However, with this earthquake, the reductions of the frequencies of vibration
was evident, this decrease showed a cumulative damage process after moderate and high intensity
earthquakes; such a process affected the building performance even after its rehabilitation.
For the first time in Mexico, we have records of the structural response of a high intensity
earthquake, which will allow us to carry out studies of its vulnerability with better estimations.
Due to the fact that the building was affected by a large earthquake, it is convenient to perform a
verification of its vulnerability to other intense earthquakes.
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Abstract
Detailed modeling of a complex connection is time demanding and CPU intensive while simplified
modeling of connection zones can lead to an inaccurate performance prediction. Therefore, a
preliminary simplified structural model can be validated through a model updating procedure,
based on optimization algorithms and field collected structural response data to update relevant
structural parameters. An innovative gusset-less connection is used in the Memorial Bridge
superstructure, a vertical lift bridge in Portsmouth, NH. For fabrication of the connection, the
common gusset plates were eliminated, and the truss chords are joined by an integral knuckle
connection. In this paper, the effects of structural damage on the dynamic properties and structural
behavior of this connection are studied based on a modal parameter extraction procedure. A
simplified beam model of the connection is built in SAP2000® which is accompanied by a detailed
solid model developed in Abaqus®. The detailed solid model of the connection is used for
simulating various types of connection damage that may not be captured by the beam model,
including weld defects or fatigue cracks. The output of the solid model would represent the modal
properties of the damaged connection that can be used as the input information for a condition
assessment program which makes appropriate changes to the beam model based on a model
updating procedure through the SAP2000® OAPI. Then, based on the updated parameters, a
stiffness reduction protocol could be established for the beam model of the damage considered for
the gusset-less connection.
1. Introduction
Infrastructure elements, particularly bridges play a crucial role in serving the societies and
development of cities. Hence, great attention needs to be paid to their structural condition and
health. Structural health monitoring as a way for non-destructive evaluation of important structures
is the procedure of ensuring public safety by damage assessment protocols. Thereby, the full
management of the infrastructure and estimation of its residual life is performed. One of the most
important aspects of the stability and safety of steel bridges is the rigidity of their connections. In
steel truss bridges, the structural members are traditionally joined by gusset plates so that the
connections act as pinned joints. Although gusset plate connections have shown good structural
performance for decades, some disadvantages may be listed for them. Gusset plates are inefficient
as they demand a large number of fasteners. Their long-term durability, inspectability and
maintainability are poor, and their fabrication is difficult as well. Furthermore, in some cases, the
failure of gusset plates in steel truss bridges has led to catastrophic collapses. Numerous research
works have been done for failure analysis of gusset plate connections. Huns et al. (2006) developed
a finite element procedure to predict the behavior of tension and shear block failure from initial
yielding of the gusset plate to rupture along the tension face and subsequent rupture along the shear
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faces. Using the finite elements, Rosenstrauch et al. (2013) evaluated the plate capacity and failure
mechanism of Whitmore’s 1952 study based on the Whitmore, block shear, global section shear,
and finite element methods of the gusset plate connections. The drawbacks of gusset plate
connections have motivated bridge engineers to come up with new connections for steel truss
bridges. A novel connection design has been used in the Memorial Bridge which is a three-span
vertical lift steel truss bridge over Piscataqua River between Portsmouth, New Hampshire and
Kittery, Maine. In this joint which is called gusset-less connection, gusset plates have been
eliminated and the connecting members are extended continuously so that a unified connection
zone is formed. The gusset-less connection of the Memorial Bridge and a typical gusset plate
connection are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A typical gusset plate connection (left) and the gusset-less connection of the Memorial Bridge (right)

Unlike the gusset plate joints, the mechanical behavior of the gusset-less connections is not wellknown. Also, the modeling of such complex connections in structural software packages is a
challenging task. In the beam modeling of trusses, gusset plate connections are modeled by only a
pinned structural node, while in the solid modeling all geometric details of the structure are
considered and modeled. However, the detailed solid modeling is usually cumbersome, timeconsuming and computationally intensive, while the beam modeling may be oversimplified and
possibly inaccurate. Therefore, as described by Mehrkash and Santini-Bell (2018a), a modeling
technique should be found for the gusset-less connection that without loss of accuracy avoids the
complexities involved in the detailed solid modeling. A detailed solid model of the truss of the
bridge can be employed for updating its simplified beam model. Further, the effects of potential
damage scenarios for the bridge gusset-less connections can only be verified in the detailed solid
model.
For the structural model updating and damage assessment of the Memorial Bridge, several research
efforts have been made and some other studies are ongoing. Mehrkash and Santini-Bell (2018b)
proposed a connection stiffness parameter estimation methodology for updating the analytical
model of the Memorial Bridge truss. Shahsavari et al. (2018) found the structural members whose
damage could have the most considerable effect on the load carrying capacity of the Memorial
Bridge.
Following the previous research efforts of the authors, this paper addresses the modeling of some
potential damage cases for the gusset-less connection of the Memorial Bridge. Two analytical
models of one face of the bridge truss, a simplified beam model and a detailed solid model, are
developed while the damage cases are simulated in the detailed solid model. The effects of damage
scenarios on the modal behavior of the bridge truss are assessed in a damage detection procedure,
and the possibility of the damage localization through a model updating methodology is verified.
2. The Memorial Bridge: Instrumentation, Health Monitoring, and Damage Concerns
The Memorial Bridge was initially constructed in 1923 and was in service until 2011. It was a
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three-span vertical lift steel truss bridge with gusset plate connections. The bridge was demolished
in 2012 as the structural deterioration signs convinced the bridge engineers that it could no longer
be used. The new Memorial Bridge was built at the same place and over the existing piers, albeit
with gusset-less connections and was opened in 2013. The pictures of the new Memorial Bridge
and its truss layout can be seen in Figure 2. In this study, only the south fixed span (the left truss
of the displayed layout) is investigated.

Fig. 2. The new Memorial Bridge (left) and its truss layout (right)

The bridge was instrumented in 2017 by a network of sensors including strain gages,
accelerometers and tiltmeters. A discussion on the acceleration layout of the bridge can be found
in Mehrkash et al. (2019). Figure 3 shows an instrumented gusset-less connection of the new
Memorial Bridge.

Fig. 3. An instrumented gusset-less joint of the newly reconstructed Memorial Bridge

Although the newly reconstructed Memorial Bridge is assumed to be healthy with no damage, the
potential damage concerns regard the weld defects and fatigue cracks in the connection zone. Such
damage scenarios need to be investigated particularly for the bottom chord connections as they are
subject to tensile stresses. Therefore, some potential damage cases are simulated in this study in a
detailed solid model and detectability of the simulated damage cases is verified by analyzing the
modal parameters of the bridge truss. Also, it is shown how the potential damage could affect the
rigidity of the connection and consequently reduce the stiffness of the truss.
3. Finite Element Modeling: Simulation of Damage
The stiffness of gusset-less connections mainly influences the in-plane vibration behavior of the
bridge trusses of each face in any of the spans. Hence, two finite element models of either truss of
the Memorial Bridge fixed spans are developed. The first model is a simplified beam
representation of the truss developed in SAP2000® software and the second one is its
corresponding detailed solid model built in Abaqus®. The simplified and detailed models are
shown in Figure 4. The length of the truss is about 300 ft and the truss height (depth) is 24.5 ft.
The boundary nodes A, B, C and D are completely fixed in the both models, i.e., all translational
and rotational degrees of freedom are restrained. It is seen that the gusset-less connection is
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modeled with all the geometrical details in the solid model while it is simply represented by a
structural node in the beam counterpart. Therefore, the simulation of damage is feasible in the
detailed model, however, the beam model is analyzed for comparison purposes. It should be noted
that in the real structure, stiffener plates exist in the panel zone of the gusset-less joints, however,
these stiffeners are not modeled in this study for the sake of simplicity.

Fig. 4. The simplified beam (top) and the detailed solid (bottom) models of the bridge truss

3.1 Damage Scenarios
First the effects of the rotational rigidity of the connections on the vibration behavior of the truss
are evaluated. For this purpose, in the beam model, two extreme cases are considered. Once, all
connections are modeled as pinned joints and another time they are modeled as fixed connections.
The first four modes natural frequencies of the truss in these two extreme cases are given in Table
1. The results show that the rotational rigidity of the connections have significant effects on the
overall stiffness of the truss, especially the effects are more considerable in the higher modes.
Particularly, the substantial difference of frequencies in the fourth mode is due to the mode switch
as in the pinned connection case, the fourth mode corresponds to the local vibration of the
diagonals while in the same mode of the fixed model, it is a global vibration mode of the entire
truss.
Table 1. Natural frequencies of the bridge truss in the two extreme stiffness conditions
Mode number
1
2
3
4

Natural frequencies (Hz)
Pinned joints
4.853
10.202
14.854
16.909

Fixed joints
4.920
10.517
16.028
20.725

Therefore, potential damage induced to the gusset-less connection zone that reduces the stiffness
of the truss connections can affect the vibration response of the bridge remarkably. Now three
potential damage cases are simulated in the detailed solid model and it is shown how they impact
the vibration performance of the bridge truss and how detectable they are. In the first damage case,
the flange to web weld remains intact, however, the splice of the gusset-less joint to one of its
connecting diagonals fails. Such a failure could be due to bolts loosening. The second damage case
is a defect in the weld of the web to the top flange of the connection zone in the bottom chord.
This defect is defined as the failure of the weld line along the curved part of the top flange, so that
the flange and web are disconnected completely along the defected length. The third damage case
is a development of the second damage condition in which a vertical fatigue crack is grown in the
panel zone, so that the crack length reaches 6 inches. The location of the mentioned damaged joint,
and the geometric details of the damaged gusset-less connection are illustrated in Figure 5.
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Damaged connection
Failed weld

Failed splice
(loosened bolts)

Failed weld

II

I

Crack

III

IV

Fig. 5. Top; Location of the damaged connection, Bottom; (I) failed splice, (II) failed weld, (III) failed weld and crack,
(IV) cross-section profile of the bottom connection at the damage location

4. Results and Discussion
For each damage scenario the solid model is run in Abaqus® and the natural frequencies are
predicted. The results are given in Table 2 for the first four modes. These results show the stiffness
reduction of the structure due to the damaged connections. In this table, the frequencies correspond
to the intact structure are repeated as well for comparison.
Table 2. Natural frequencies of the bridge truss for the healthy and damaged conditions
Mode number
1
2
3
4

Healthy
4.951
10.580
16.254
21.134

Natural frequencies (Hz)
Damaged Case I
Damaged Case II
4.902
4.950
7.182
10.555
14.992
16.231
17.178
21.098

Damaged Case III
4.950
10.555
16.229
21.095

The natural frequencies of the truss in the second and third damage cases are almost the same. It
shows that the simulated crack does not have a considerable effect on the stiffness reduction of the
truss. However, the splice failure causes a significant reduction in the stiffness of the structure. It
should be noted that such a substantial change in the natural frequencies refers to the mode switch
that occurs when the end of the diagonal is not tied to the gusset-less connection. The other
important point is the little reduction of stiffness in Cases II and III so that the frequencies of the
first four modes are still larger than the frequencies of the healthy beam model. It could already be
seen that the healthy solid model predicts larger natural frequencies than the ones of the healthy
beam model. This may be due to the stiffening effect of the fillet of the gusset-less connection that
are overlooked in the beam modeling. Therefore, the simulated damage Cases II and III do not
affect the structure so much that the natural frequencies of the damaged solid model fall below the
ones of the beam model. Hence, although the damage Cases II and III can be detected based on
the stiffness reduction concept, they cannot be located through model updating procedure,
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applicable to the beam model in SAP2000®. For the first damage case, the damage localization
may be possible based on its severe effects, however, unlike the weld defects, the splice failure
damage may be simply located by visual inspection.
5. Conclusions
The results of this study show how the invisible damage of the connection zone can affect the
natural frequencies of the truss. However, damage localization for the weld defects and fatigue
cracks may not be feasible using the model updating procedure. In fact, the stiffening effect of the
fillet of the gusset-less connections overshadows the stiffness reduction of the structure due to
damaged joints. However, if more gusset-less joints are damaged or more severe damage scenarios
(any damage which reduces the joint stiffness more considerably) occur for the bridge connections,
besides the damage detection, the localization may be possible as well. It should be noted that
despite detectability of the simulated damage scenarios by monitoring the change in the analytical
frequencies, this protocol may not be robust if the frequencies are extracted from monitoring field
noise contaminated data, as the small change in frequencies may be hidden behind noise effects.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring (SHM) technology has advanced over the past several decades.
However, there are few examples of SHM systems guiding decision-making in practice. Damage
diagnosis is difficult to achieve based on current SHM “damage” detection methods, which rely
on modal or time-series methods to monitor changes in structural stiffness. Reliability-based
analysis has gained favor in recent years as a tool that can link monitoring data to asset
management decisions. To this end, a long-term wireless monitoring strategy is implemented on
the Harahan Bridge (Memphis, TN), which is a 100-year-old steel truss railroad bridge. The
Harahan Bridge is potentially exposed to multiple hazards including seismic activity, scour, aging,
and barge impacts. This paper poses structural health as a reliability problem in which the limit
state failure mechanism corresponds to fatigue. Reliability methods are used to calculate the
reliability index and corresponding probability of failure for critical truss members. The proposed
framework is carried out entirely using structural monitoring data and does not rely on finite
element (FE) models for calibration, estimation of train parameters, or controlled loading tests.
1. Introduction
Fatigue is a primary deterioration mechanism that affects the reliability of aging steel bridges. In
particular, fatigue is a major concern for railroad managers due to the high live to dead load ratio
experienced by railroad bridges (Imam et al. 2006). Repeated cycles of high live loads can result
in failure occurring below the allowable stress level. Uncertainty in models, such as uncertainty
associated with variable-amplitude stress, mechanical properties, material properties, and
environmental conditions, greatly impact the results of remaining fatigue life analyses (Kunz et al.
1994). Data-driven probabilistic fatigue analysis using monitoring data can result in a more
accurate estimation of remaining fatigue life (Zhou 2006). Fatigue is a local damage mechanism
and requires local sensing (e.g., strain gages) to quantify fatigue accumulation (Leander et al. 2010).
With over half of United States railroad bridges constructed before 1950, many of these structures
exhibit signs of deterioration (Rakoczy et al. 2016). Consequently, reliability-based fatigue
analysis of railroad bridges is an emerging research topic (Rakoczy et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2012;
Li et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2001). Existing methods rely on FE model simulations, estimation of
train parameters, or controlled loading tests to supplement collected monitoring data, which
hinders scalability. This paper presents a reliability-based fatigue assessment of critical bridge
components carried out entirely using SHM data. The analysis uses 16 months of long-term
monitoring data collected from a wireless sensing system installed on a set of six eyebars within a
steel truss railroad bridge. The fully automated method proposed herein uses a triggering system
to initiate data collection when trains approach the bridge, and the sensing system remains in a
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low-power state in the absence of loading events. A limit state function is formulated based on the
S-N approach and is used in a reliability-based fatigue analysis. Probabilistic fatigue life
assessment requires the treatment of stress range as a random variable. Accordingly, stress range
and corresponding cycle counts are extracted from monitoring data through a rainflow counting
algorithm and used to identify the stress range probability density function (PDF). While the
proposed framework is applied to one set of eyebars, the methodology can be easily extended to
any bridge element.
2. Harahan Bridge Monitoring System
2.1 Harahan Bridge Description
The Harahan Bridge (Figure 1(b)) is a 100-year-old steel five-span cantilever truss railroad bridge
that spans 1497.5 m across the Mississippi River near Memphis, TN. The Harahan Bridge opened
in 1916 and is part of Union Pacific Railroad’s Memphis Subdivision. It carries traffic on two
railroad tracks in addition to a single pedestrian walkway (Figure 1(a)). While the Harahan Bridge
is potentially exposed to multiple external hazards including seismic activity (New Madrid Seismic
Zone), scour, and barge collisions, it is also subject to weather- and load-induced “aging hazards”
such as corrosion and fatigue. Eyebar elements are particularly susceptible to fatigue accumulation
and prone to failure due to the repeated high tensile live loads induced by bridge vehicles (e.g.,
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge eyebar failure (Gostautas et al. 2015; Reid 2010)). Among the
Harahan Bridge’s truss elements are 67 sets of eyebar elements, each of which consists of six
parallel eyebar plates (Figure 1(c)). These eyebar elements exist throughout the bridge as top and
bottom chords, as well as diagonal and vertical truss members.
2.2 Instrumentation Plan
A long-term SHM system was installed on the Harahan Bridge in June 2016. The monitoring
program collects data on an array of local and global structural properties. Only the portion of the
bridge that pertains to the proposed probabilistic fatige analysis will be described in this paper.
Refer to Flanigan et al. (2017) for an overview of the complete instrumentation package installed.
A Hitec HBWF-35-125-6-10GP-TR weldable strain gage is installed at the box-section base of the
US0-LS0 set of vertical eyebars on the north truss to measure strain (Figure 1(c), Figure 2(a)). The

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 1. (a) Eyebar location, (b) view of Harahan Bridge (Machnitzki 2010), and (c) instrumented eyebar.
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strain gage is sampled at 200 Hz using the Narada (Swartz et al. 2005) wireless sensor (Figure
2(b)). The sensing nodes are controlled by a base station installed on the pedestrian walkway
(Figure 2(c)). The base station initiates data collection across the sensing network, receives sensor
data, and transmits all data to a data server at the University of Michigan through a cellular
connection (Figure 3). In order to ensure that the monitoring system collects data during all train
events and minimizes power consumption in the absence of loading events, a GeoSpace Geo-11D
4.5-380 VT geophone is intalled in the base station and continuously measures global vertical
velocity. Approaching trains cause the geophone signal to exceed a predefined threshold before
reaching the bridge which triggers the base station to command the nodes to begin collecting data.
3. Long-Term Reliability-Based Condition Monitoring
3.1 Fatigue Reliability Method
The goal of structural reliability is to quantify the level of safety of a component or system with
respect to a limit state (Nikolaidis et al. 2004). A limit state function (LSF), 𝑔(𝑿) = 𝑅 − 𝑆, is fully
characterized by the resistance, 𝑅, load effect, 𝑆, and a n-dimensional vector of random variables,
𝑿 = [𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑛 ]𝑇 . For the case of single component reliability, the probability of failure is
defined as 𝑃𝑓 = 𝑃(𝑔(𝑿) ≤ 0). Structural safety and performance can be described by the reliability
index, 𝛽, which is the minimum distance between the failure domain, Ω ≡ 𝑔(𝑿) ≤ 0, and the origin
in independent standard normal space. The reliability index is directly related to the probability of
failure through 𝛽 = −𝛷−1 (𝑃𝑓 ), where 𝛷 is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.
Failure due to fatigue can be posed as a reliability problem in which uncertainty is considered in
both the resistance and load effects. The failure domain is defined over 𝐷 ≥ ∆, where 𝐷 is the
fatigue damage accumulation index (Miner 1945) and ∆ is Miner’s critical fatigue damage index.
The LSF describing fatigue as a failure mechanism is defined by,
𝑔(𝑋) = 𝑅 − 𝑆 = ∆ − 𝐷 = ∆ −

𝑁𝑡 ∙𝑆𝑟𝑒 𝑚
𝐴

(1)

where 𝑁𝑡 is the total number of stress cycles that occurs over the monitoring period, 𝑆𝑟𝑒 is the
equivalent stress range, 𝑚 is a material constant, and 𝐴 is the fatigue-strength coefficient. ∆
captures uncertainty in Miner’s rule and is modeled as a lognormal random variable with a mean
of 1.0 and coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.3 (Wirsching et al. 1984). 𝑁𝑡 is deterministic and
calculated from monitoring data. 𝑆𝑟𝑒 is a lognormal random variable with distribution parameters
calculated from the monitoring data stress-range bin histogram. Variables 𝑚 and 𝐴 are derived
from S-N curves that correlate stress-range magnitude to the number of cycles to failure. The
provisions for steel highway and railroad bridge fatigue design are outlined in AASHTO (2012)
and AREMA (2003) specifications, respectively, and both derive S-N curves from the same set of

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. (a) Weldable strain gage, (b) sensing node, and (c) base station installed on pedestrian walkway.
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Figure 3. Monitoring system architecture.

experimental data (Zhou 2006; Keating et al. 1986). Eyebars are classified as Category E members
for which 𝑚 is deterministic and equal to 3.0. The Category E design value of 𝐴, termed 𝐴𝑑 , is
equal to 3.61(1011) MPa with a 95% confidence level (AASHTO 2002). As a result, 𝐴 is modeled
as a lognormal random variable with a mean value, 𝜇𝐴 , standard deviation, 𝜎𝐴 , and COV, 𝛿𝐴 , that
are derived from 𝐴𝑑 = 𝜇𝐴 − 2 ∙ 𝜎𝐴 = 𝜇𝐴 ∙ (1 − 2 ∙ 𝛿𝐴 ) where the COV equals 0.45 (Wirsching et al.
1987; Zhao et al. 1994). A key observation is that all of the random variables described in Table 1
have lognormal distributions. Additionally, two LSFs are equivalent if they have the same failure
surface, 𝑔(𝑋) = 0. As a result, the LSF from Eq. (1) is reformulated to simplify the reliability
analysis and reliability index calculation. Consider 𝑅 and 𝑆 from Eq. (1) governed by 𝑔(𝑋) =
𝑅
ln ( ) = ln(𝑅) − ln(𝑆) as,
𝑆
𝑔(𝑋) = ln(∆ ∙ 𝐴) − ln(𝑁𝑡 ∙ 𝑆𝑟𝑒 𝑚 ) = ln(∆) + ln(𝐴) − (ln(𝑁𝑡 ) + 𝑚 ∙ ln(𝑆𝑟𝑒 )).

(2)

The reliability index is calculated from the mean, 𝜆𝐺 , and standard deviation, 𝜁𝐺 , of Eq. (2) as,
𝛽=

𝜆𝐺
𝜁𝐺

=

𝜆∆ +𝜆𝐴 −(ln(𝑁𝑡 )+𝑚∙𝜆𝑆𝑟𝑒 )
√𝜁∆ 2 +𝜁𝐴 2 +(𝑚∙𝜁𝑆 )
𝑟𝑒

2

.

(3)

3.2 Methodology and Results
As outlined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the US0-LS0 set of eyebars is instrumented with weldable
strain gages. An automatic trigger system activates the monitoring system when trains approach
the bridge to ensure that all train loading events are captured (Section 2.2). Long-term strain data
are collected for 16 months from September 2016 to January 2018.
The distribution parameters for ∆, 𝐴, and 𝑚 are calculated from literature (Section 3.1), and the
primary objective is to characterize 𝑆𝑟𝑒 based on monitoring data. A rainflow counting algorithm
based on the ASTM E 1049 Standard (ASTM 1997) is employed to identify the amplitudes of fully
reversible and half cycles within the collected strain data to account for variable-amplitude stresses.
The rainflow counting algorithm results are compiled into a stress-range bin histogram for the
monitoring period. Mean stress is a secondary factor in fatigue damage. However, the Goodman
Method (Lee et al. 2005) is integrated into the rainflow counting algorithm to account for mean
Table 1. Deterministic and random variable parameters used in probabilistic fatigue assessment.
Parameter
Distribution
Value
Mean
Standard Deviation
Lognormal
–
1.0
0.3
Miner’s critical damage accumulation index, ∆
Lognormal
–
3.61(1012) 1.62(1012)
Fatigue detail coefficient, 𝐴 MPa3
Lognormal
–
4.82
5.99
Equivalent stress range, 𝑆𝑟𝑒 MPa
Deterministic 3.0
–
–
Material constant, 𝑚
Total number of stress cycles (16 months), 𝑁𝑡
Deterministic 1,725,727 –
–
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4. (a) Stress-range bin histogram, (b) stress range PDF, and (c) evolution of the component’s reliability index.

stress due to trains fully loading the span of the Harahan Bridge where the US0-LS0 eyebars are
located. Distribution parameters of the lognormal PDF of 𝑆𝑟𝑒 for a single eyebar (Figure 4(b),
Table 1) are calculated from the resulting single eyebar stress-range bin histogram (Figure 4(a)).
This analysis demonstrates how a scalable long-term monitoring program is used to quantify an
element’s stress range PDF. However, the full lifetime loading history of the structural member
must be known to accurately calculate the reliability index using Eq. (3). For example, long-term
monitoring quantifies a deterministic number of stress cycles that occur between September 2016
and January 2018 (Table 1). Assuming the stress-range PDF in Figure 4(b) accurately characterizes
the past and future loading behavior and that annual traffic increases at a rate, 𝑟, Figure 4(c)
validates that the history and future trajectory of the reliability index depend on the lifetime loading
history. Future work will require obtaining estimates of track usage and loading statistics over the
lifetime of the Harahan Bridge from the bridge owner.
4. Conclusions
Fatigue is a primary concern for railroad managers due to high live to dead load ratios and the high
frequency of repeated stress cycles railroad bridges experience. As infrastructure continues to age,
there is a growing need to quantify the safety of fatigue-critical elements in a scalable way. This
paper presents a reliability-based fatigue assessment of critical bridge components that is carried
out entirely using long-term structural monitoring data. The analysis uses 16 months of strain data
collected from a wireless sensing system installed on a set of six eyebars on the Harahan Bridge.
The vertical eyebars at location US0-LS0 on the north truss are identified as fatigue-critical
elements based on consultation with the bridge owner. An important contribution of this study is
the successful implementation of a fully automated and scalable sensing system that informs
proabilistic fatige life assessment without the need for simulation using FE models, estimation of
train parameters (e.g., speed, gross weight, axle spacing), or controlled loading tests. Monitoring
data is used to identify the stress range PDF in order to capture uncertainty in variable-amplitude
stress, mechanical properties, material properties, and environmental conditions, which cannot be
fully achieved through simulation. Quantifying the reliability index of fatigue-critical members
through structural monitoring is a necessary step in moving towards the authors’ future goal of
creating an explicit linkage between the limit states and railroad bridge condition ratings, which
the bridge owner currently uses to make asset management decisions about infrastructure.
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Abstract
In the field of structural health monitoring, damage detection has been commonly carried out based
on a structural model and engineering features related to the model. However, the structural models
in real-world are often affected by numerous uncertain factors and the extracted features subject
to serious error, which makes the detection of damage pattern still challenging. In this article, a
novel damage detection method using the convolutional neural network (CNN) is presented for
automated operation using raw measurement data without complex procedure for feature
extraction. CNN is a kind of deep neural network which typically consists of convolution layers,
pooling layers, fully connected layers, and normalization layers. A numerical simulation study has
been carried out for damage detection in hangers of a tied-arch bridge using ambient wind vibration
data. The Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) of acceleration responses of the different points on
bridge deck are arranged as a matrix, which contains space-frequency information. Then the
matrix is used as the input to the CNN. After training, the CNN designed in this article appeared
to be good in detecting damage locations and extent. Besides, robustness of the CNN based method
has been proved when noises are intoduced.
1. Introduction
Civil structures always suffer from the material degradation, environmental erosion, man-made
and natural hazards during their service period. In order to detect the damages of those structures,
numerous innovations have been proposed mainly from two aspects: direct damage detection by
innovating new sensors or algorithms for locating damages and indirect damage reorganization by
detecting the change of structures’ vibration parameters. Structure damage detection methods
based on machine learning algorithm are attracting more and more attention. Compared with the
traditional methods, machine learning algorithm stands out for its high accuracy and robustness to
noises. Many works (Yun. et al,2000, 2011, 2014; Meruane. et al, 2015; Abdeljaber. et al, 2017;
Barthorpe. et al, 2017; Lin. et al, 2017; Pathirage. et al, 2018; Rafiei and Hojjat, 2018) have been
conducted and it has been proved that machine learning methods can extract damage sensitive
features automatically from the data obtained in numerical models and real structures.
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In this paper, CNN is used to detect the damage occurred to the hangers of tied-arch bridge.
Numerical models are established with Vector Form Intrinsic Finite-Element (VFIFE) (Duan. et
al, 2014, 2017, 2018; Ting. et al, 2012) and CNN models are written with Python based on
TensorFlow machine learning framework. Both the programming and training process of the CNN
models are conducted on the high-performance cluster of Institute of Transportation Engineering,
Zhejiang University.
2 Convolutional Neural Networks Architecture Designed in This Study
Convolutional neural networks are biologically-inspired variants of MLP (Multi-layer Perceptron).
It is inspired by the animal visual cortex which is sensitive to small sub-regions of the visual field,
called a receptive field (Hubel, 1968). To cover the whole visual field, the sub regions are tiled
and the cells in the cortex operate as local filters. In CNN, the convolutional layer is utilized for
computing the convolution of inputs and kernels, the kernel is a multidimensional tensor of
parameters whose size is much smaller than the input of this layer. The convolution operation in
the CNN is defined as
S (i, j ) = (I * K)(i, j ) =  I(i + m, j + n)K(m, n)
m

(1)

n

where I is the input matrix and K is the 2-D kernel. Working as filters, different convolution kernels
extract different features from the input and those kernels will be updated during training. Pooling
layers in CNN are used to down-sample the output of convolution layers and decrease the
network’s parameters consequently. Then fully connected layers are applied for mapping the
features extracted with previous operations to the label space. The CNN used in this paper is
presented in Fig. 1. There are two convolution layers, one pooling layers and two fully connected
layers.

Fig.1 Designed CNN architecture
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Compared with NN, CNN mainly features in the convolutional layer and the pooling layer.
However, the training procedure is similar to NN and basically contains two steps: forward
propagation (FP) for calculating the loss and back propagation (BP) for computing the gradients
as well as updating the parameters in the network.
3 Sample Generation of Space-Frequency Information
A tied-arch bridge with 9 vertical hangers are considered in the numerical simulation study. The
main span is 70m and rise of arch is 15m. A 2-D structural model was built using the Vector Form
Intrinsic Finite-Element (VFIFE) , which was developed and verified in various example analyses
for large deformation, crack propagation, progressive collapse, and dynamic interaction problems
Damage in a hanger is represented by a decrease in the cross-sectional area. Accordingly, the
elemental-level damage index is defined as the ratio of the decrease in the cross-section. The extent
of damage defined as the reduction of the cross-sectional area ranges among 0%-50%. Wind forces
are applied to the arch bridge. For training sets, damage indices were taken as one of 0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 and three cases of wind with different average wind velocity: 5, 8 and 10m/s are
simulated. For testing sets, damage indices were taken differently from those for training examples
as 0, 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45. Except for newly generated 150 sets of wind force which
features in same average wind velocity with training sets, other 3 cases of wind with different
average wind velocity: 3, 7 and 15m/s, are generated as well. The flow chart of sample generation
is presented in Fig. 2
Simulated wind forces

Structural model by VFIFE

...
Time-history acceleration responses
(9*2048)
Input matrix FAS to CNN
(9*1024)

FAS of acceleration responses
Min-max
Normalization

FFT

Moving windows

Fig. 2 Procedure for generating samples

4 Space-Frequency Information Based CNN Method for Damage Detection
The CNN’s loss during training is computed with Mean Square Error and BP is conducted once in
each iteration. After training for 10000 iterations, the loss decreased to 1.86 10-4 .
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Two testing sets are used to test the error of prediction. Three damage states are proposed in this
paper including minor damage, moderate damage, and severe damage. The damage extent for each
hanger in minor damage is 0-10%. The most severe damage extent for hangers in moderate damage
is 10-30%. The most severe damage extent for hangers in severe damage is 30-50%. The result for
testing sets are presented in Table 1, in which the errors of predictions are computed with following
equation
9

Errori =

( f
j =1
9

ij

− yij ) 2

 (1 − f
j =1

(2)
ij

)2

where yij is the predicted damage index for the jth hanger in the final output of the ith sample,
and f ij is the corresponding label (true) value.
Table. 1 Average prediction error for 3 classes of damage states

Relative error
Damage states
(average wind
velocities)
Ave
Max
Std
Ave
Moderate
Max
damages
Std
Ave
Severe
Max
damages
Std
Average error
Minor
damages

Testing set 1
(5m/s, 8m/s, 10m/）
Without
With noises
noise
0.0144
0.0128
0.0465
0.0516
0.0058
0.0061
0.0147
0.0160
0.0444
0.0507
0.0046
0.0052
0.0133
0.0144
0.0557
0.0682
0.0051
0.0059
0.0141
0.0148

Testing set 2
(3m/s, 7m/s, 10m/s)
Without
With noises
noise
0.0145
0.0130
0.0494
0.0545
0.0061
0.0063
0.0149
0.0164
0.0471
0.0503
0.0049
0.0055
0.0136
0.0147
0.0562
0.0694
0.0053
0.0061
0.0142
0.0152

Among different damage states, the accuracy of predictions is close, which indicates CNN works
well in detecting both minor damage and severe damage. The average related error for testing set
1 is 0.0141 and for testing set 2 is 0.0142, both are small enough for predicting the damage extent.
Fig. 3 shows the prediction samples in two testing sets, which suggests the excellent performance
of CNN in damages identification.
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Fig. 3 Prediction samples without noises

Measurement noise is inevitable in practice. In order to simulate the practical situation more
accurately, White Gaussian Noises are introduced to the acceleration response during the
numerical simulation. The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is 20db. After the training of CNN, the
relative errors of prediction are listed in Table. 1. According to prediction results, the damage
locations and extent can be identified correctly. The robustness of CNN models is proved through
the conditions with measurement noises.
5 Conclusions
A Space-Frequency Information based CNN method for structure damage identification is
proposed in this paper. Through a new method of generating samples, CNN can extract damage
sensitive features from the response of the numerical model efficiently. Based on the study above,
following conclusions can be drawn:
(i) CNN can detect both damage locations and extent for structures with the proposed method
of generating samples.
(ii) The proposed approach with CNN is able to diagnose the damages happened to hangers
under noises, which makes it possible for its application in practice.
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Abstract
This study reports on the estimated modal damping ratio of a parallel cable-stayed bridge by the
use of automated Operational Modal Analysis (OMA). The 1-year monitoring data from a dense
wireless smart sensor network (WSSN) of 113 smart sensors were utilized for damping
estimation. A novel data treatment strategy for sensor fault in WSSN data was proposed to
remove a static trend, recover the unexpected spikes, and exclude the fault measurements
autonomously. The automated covariance driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV)
is determined as the OMA algorithm. In order to achieve more reliable damping estimates, the
three-stages of validations were implemented in SSI-COV for the purpose of eliminating
spurious poles from physical poles. The improvement in the integrated damping estimation
procedure was demonstrated by comparative results of OMA-based damping estimation of the
Jindo Bridge, by using a raw and treated data. The effect of data length on the accuracy of
damping estimates was evaluated statistically.
1. Introduction
Recent advances of autonomous OMA algorithm enable a successful long-term modal analysis
of civil infrastructures, especially on a natural frequency that is the useful indication for damage
detection (Peeters and De Roeck, 2001; Ni et al., 2005 Soyoz and Feng, 2009). However, besides
these successful implementations for frequency tracking, OMA-based long-term damping
estimation has been shown to be a still challenging task due to its large uncertainty (Peeters and
De Roeck, 2001; Soyoz and Feng, 2009; Wang et al., 2008). Meanwhile, the advance of the
wireless smart sensor network (WSSN) has replaced the wired sensor network with strong points
of convenience and cost-effective consideration. A series of full-scale long-term monitoring of
WSSN has been performed successfully on the Jindo Bridge in South Korea (Jang et al. 2010;
`Spencer et al. 2015). Cho et al. (2010) performed OMA using 70 wireless smart sensors and
validated the applicability of WSSN for frequency and mode shape tracking. Asadollahi and Li
(2017) carried out a long-term OMA using 10 gigabytes of the 1-year period of deployment.
Based on those long-term modal properties, the relationship between temperature and natural
frequency and the statistical analysis were also examined. However, the result of estimated
modal damping ratios was unreliable with the coefficient of variance (COV) in a range of 40.9%
to 89.4%, while the COV of natural frequencies only varied from 5.7% to 1.8%.
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This study aims to enhance the accuracy of modal damping estimates of the Jindo Bridge using
the 1-year monitoring data from the WSSN that was previously utilized by Asadollahi and Li
(2017). A new data treatment strategy for sensor fault in WSSN data and automated covariance
driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV) with a three-stage of validations are
implemented. The effectiveness of the proposed procedure is demonstrated by comparing the
estimated damping ratio of the Jindo Bridge by the use of raw and treated data.
2. Jindo Bridge and WSSN
The Jindo Bridges consist of two parallel cable-stayed bridges as shown in Fig. 1 (Cho et al.,
2010). Bridge 2, which is the newer bridge and was opened in 2005 due to the increased traffic
volume, was established as a test-bed for advanced WSSN (Cho et al., 2010) with a total of 70
wireless smart sensor nodes (denoted as ‘leaf nodes’) installed. Among them, 26 nodes on the
west-side of Haenam-side were utilized in this study. Imote2 was installed at each node to
measure 3-axis accelerations (Jang et al., 2010). In general, the ordinary leaf nodes were set to be
in a deep-sleep state, and periodically listen for network alerts. The Sentry nodes send alerts to
wake up the leaf node, then all nodes start to measure the data at predefined times. The alerts
were set to be sent when the wind speed or the acceleration exceeds 3 m/s or 10 mg.
3. Support Vector Machine-based Faulty Data Treatment for WSSN
The measured data by the wireless smart sensor nodes is vulnerable to be corrupted by spike,
connection lost or severe noise-pollution. These faults in a measured response, which are known
to be caused by a low battery, electronic noise or connection failure, have a negative effect on
the accuracy of OMA results (Fu et al., 2019). In this paper, the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
is utilized to classify and recover those sensor faults. SVM operates to find the optimal
boundaries to categorize training data. The training process results in the optimal parameters to
conduct a decision boundary, which enables to classify a new data set. The proper features and
kernel function for SVM are the main keys to provide an accurate classification performance.
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3.1. Spike removal
0.02
0.01
2

Acceleration (m/s )

Kurtosis and Dispersion Rate (DR) are selected
as features to detect spikes. Kurtosis is a
famous statistical indication of tailedness of the
probability distribution, and known to decrease
rapidly after spike removal (Podulka et al.,
2014). DR is a new metric proposed by Davis
et al. (2019) to characterize the strength of the
desired signal compared against environmental
noise. In order to compute DR, the moving
standard deviation () is first calculated. Then, a
standard deviation is calculated as: max 𝜎% /
min (𝜎% ).
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Fig. 2 Example of spike removal

The features of kurtosis, DR, and corresponding
labeled data were used for training and validation of SVM. A total of 4,000 segments were
obtained from numerical simulation of the 9-story shear building subjected to stationary random
excitation. The artificial spikes were combined into half of the segments. The labeled training
data set were randomly utilized as 80% for the training and 20% for the validation. The linear
kernel function is utilized for establishing a hyperplane.
3.2 Elimination of fault measurement
The cases of connection lost and severe noise-pollution are totally different from the other
measurements while a normal measurement is similar to each other. Thus, it can be expected that
these fault measurements may be detected by comparing the similarity between each signal. A
similarity between simultaneous measurements is evaluated as Maximum Correlation Factor
(MCF) with respect to the time and frequency domain, respectively. At first, the correlation
matrices of the dynamic measurement and the corresponding PSD matrix of measurements are
computed. Then, the maximum values of each row/column of correlation matrices were obtained
except the diagonal term, by the following equation.
MCF/ = max 𝐑 𝒊 − diag(𝐑 𝒊 ) where 𝑖 = 𝑡, 𝑓

(1)

Here, Rt is the correlation matrix of dynamic measurements, Rf is the correlation matrix of PSD,
diag() is the diagonal of the matrix, and the subscript t and f is the indication of the time and
frequency domain, respectively. The high MCF means that the measurement is highly correlated
with other signals, whereas the low MCF the measurement does not similar to other signals.
The training data of MCF and labels were generated by the visual inspection of measured
accelerations from Jindo Bridge. A total of 2,560 measurements from 137 data were manually
categorized into three classes: (i) normal, (ii) dead sensor and (iii) noise-polluted signal. Similar
to spike removal, the training data were randomly utilized as 80% to train and 20% to validate.
High validation accuracies in the range of 99.02% to 100% were achieved for all of 100 trials.
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4. Automated Damping Estimation via SSI-COV
The automated SSI-COV is implemented for OMA-based damping estimation (Peeters and De
Roeck, 2001). The procedure for automation used in this study consists of three steps on the
basis of the proposed method (Magalhaes et al., 2009) as shown in Fig. 3: (i) preliminary
validation based on Modal Phase Collinearity (MPC), (ii) stabilization diagram, (iii) hierarchical
clustering approach with eliminating minor clusters. The detailed theoretical derivation of SSICOV and validation process can be found in the references (Peeters and De Roeck, 2001;
Magalhaes et al., 2009; Zonno et al., 2018).
Preliminary
validation

Stabilization
diagram

Hierarchal
clustering

MPC$ > 80%
0 < f $ < 3Hz
0 < ./ < 10%

12/ < 1%
1./ < 5%
MAC$ > 99%

6/ > 0.769:;
Outlier removal

Median value

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the autonomous damping estimation for WSSN data
5. Application to 1-year monitoring data from WSSN of Jindo Bridge
The proposed method was applied to vertical accelerations collected during a 1-year (from
September 2011 to August 2012) by the WSSN of the Haenam deck of Jindo Bridge (Asadollahi
and Li., 2017). The data length (T) varied from 200 to 1,000 seconds with the sampling
frequency of 25 Hz. A digital high-pass filter was applied to data set in order to reduce the trend
in WSSN data. Based on the fundamental vertical frequency of 0.43Hz, the passband and
stopband frequencies were set to be 0.1 Hz and 0.3Hz, respectively.

Fig. 4. The example of a treated data set (2011-10-06 AM 04:53:17)
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Fig. 4 shows one example of the application to the measured data set. The gray lines indicate the
time histories of raw data, and the blue line denoted those of treated data. The static trends in the
raw were clearly eliminated by the application of high pass filtering, while the huge spike in
channel 116 was recovered as well. The lost connections occurred at channel 18 and 150 were
also detected and eliminated autonomously by the pre-trained SVM.
The distributions of the first vertical modal properties during 1-year from the raw and treated
data are compared in Fig. 5. The both of mean values of the natural frequency from the raw and
treated data were 0.439 Hz, and the standard deviations are 0.005 Hz and 0.004 Hz, respectively.
On the contrary, the reliability of estimated damping ratio was dependent on the presence of
faulty data. The mean values of the damping estimates were 0.598% and 0.762%, the standard
deviations were 0.370% and 0.954%, respectively. It can be said that the proposed faulty data
treatment reduces the uncertainties and error bounds of damping estimates.
Regardless of a reduced error bound, the COV of 61.9% in the first vertical modal damping ratio
is still a high value compared to the previous researches of Jindo Bridge (Kim et al., 2018). This
scattering can be explained by the effect of the length of data. As mentioned earlier, the time
length of recorded data used in this study is categorized as 200, 400 and 1,000 seconds, and the
longer time length is known to reduce the scattering in the damping estimates (Magalhaes et al.,
2009). Actually, as shown in Table 1, the longer time length of 1,000 seconds increased the
number of averages in calculating covariance function and therefore, COV of modal damping
ratio was reduced as the level of 33.2~44.3% accordingly, which represents an acceptable result.
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Fig. 5. The modal parameters of first vertical mode: (a) natural frequency and (b) damping ratio
Table 1. COV of modal damping ratios according to data length (T)
Mode
VM1
VM2
VM3
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T = 200s
141.8%
75.6%
46.6%

T = 400s
66.9%
50.0%
35.4%

T = 1,000s
44.3%
39.2%
33.2%
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6. Conclusion
The proposed fault data treatment process based on SVM provided a good performance to detect
the sensor faults of spikes, connection lost and noise pollution. Automated SSI-COV was
successfully carried out to identify the modal damping ratio during 1-year without any user
intervention. The uncertainty in OMA-based damping estimates was reduced by applying the
fault data treatment process. Nevertheless, further researches are required to explain the
variations of damping estimates with respect to environmental factors or algorithm parameters.
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Abstract
Electromechanical (E/M) impedance testing using piezoceramic (PZT) patches adhered to the
surface of a host structure has been shown to be a promising structural health monitoring (SHM)
technique. E/M impedance testing can detect incipient and local damage in engineering structures
by taking advantage of the coupling between the electrical impedance of the PZT patch and the
mechanical impedance of the host structure. Research in this field so far has largely been laboratory
based in ideal environmental conditions. Moreover, an impedance analyzer is typically used to
make measurements; typically, these analyzers are expensive and not portable, and thus do not
lend themselves to field applications. This paper explores an expansion in the application of E/M
impedance testing that aims to close the critical gap between laboratory development of this SHM
method and its deployment in the field. To reduce the cost associated with this technique, a singleboard computer (SBC) is used to make measurements. The SBC used, called Red Pitaya (RP),
does not require further hardware development, can make high fidelity impedance measurements,
and can wirelessly communicate with a PC. Additionally, the scope of most research conducted to
date has been on structures in a laboratory setting or simple outdoor exposure. Work has not been
done yet on extreme environments, such as under water. To expand the range of environments in
which the E/M impedance technique is employed, damage detection tests are conducted on onedimensional beams submerged under water.
1. Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) has become a vital aspect of the continuing development of
structural engineering. One of the SHM methods termed electromechanical (E/M) impedance
testing employs a piezoelectric patch as collocated actuator and sensor. The patch is typically lead
ziconrate titanate (PZT) and is surface bonded to a structure to detect local and incipient damage.
Several studies have shown that the E/M impedance technique is a viable damage detection
technique for a range of civil and aerospace infrastructures (Sun et al, 1995; Chaudhry et al, 1995).
However, E/M impedance testing is typically done using a bulky and expensive impedance
analyzer, like the HP 4284A or Agilent 4294A, which does not lend itself well to practical use in
the field. Additionally, much of the early research conducted had been based in theory in a
controlled laboratory setting. Over the last two decades, there has been a rise in research to make
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the technique a viable option for damage detection in the field. Several efforts have been made to
develop portable and low-cost impedance analyzers for SHM applications (Peairs et al, 2004;
Lynch et al, 2004; Grisso and Inman, 2005; Min et al, 2009). These eventually progressed sensors
to wireless nodes capable of high precision impedance measurements, data processing and storage,
temperature sensing, energy harvesting, and multiplexing across several PZT patches. Still, wide
spread use of these nodes has still not occurred. Additionally, limited work thus far has been done
to investigate the use of E/M impedance testing in harsh environmental conditions. Yang et al
(2008) investigated the durability of PZT patches in long term exposure to air inside, outside, and
buried in soil both bare and protected by two types of silicone. Lin et al (2010) explored the
durability and survivability of bonded and free PZT patches subjected to extreme temperatures,
outdoor environmental factors, temperature cycling, fatigue loading cycles, and operational fluids.
These studies have shown that the PZT patches and testing technique can last as a long-term
monitoring system.
However, the use of E/M impedance testing to monitor under water infrastructure has yet to be
explored. Navigation lock gates, for example, are routinely subject to heavy blows from ships and
the presence of water makes for a corrosive environment. As these structures age, tracking their
health will be important to know when these extreme events, as well as the more progressive forms
of damage, have greatly affected the integrity of the gate. A robust damage detection system that
does not rely on being able to visually see the monitored structure but can still give operators an
idea of relative damage compared to a baseline is needed for this application.
In this paper, a commercially available single board computer capable of making impedance
measurements is demonstrated to be effective for damage detection measurements. The single
board computer, called Red Pitaya (RP), is validated against a laboratory grade vector network
analyzer during the tests and is shown to give reliable results. Subsequently, experiments are
conducted to explore the potential for use of the E/M impedance testing to monitor submerged
structures. The authors found that despite the underwater signatures not exhibiting the well-defined
prominent peaks typically relied upon in damage detection tests, the E/M impedance method was
still effective at detecting damage.
2. Electromechanical Impedance Technique
In the E/M impedance technique, a piezoceramic patch, typically lead zirconate titanate (PZT), is
adhered to the surface of a host structure in the region of interest. It was shown that the PZT patch’s
electrical impedance is coupled with the host structure’s mechanical impedance (Liang et al, 1994).
The host structure is simplified to a spring-mass-damper system with mechanical impedance. The
expression for electrical admittance (inverse of impedance), of the PZT patch is given in Eq. (1).
Y ( ) = j

wA lA 

hA 

T
33

−

E 
Z s ( )
d322 Y 22 
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where Y ( ) is electrical admittance, wA , lA , hA , are dimensions of the PZT patch,
complex dielectric constant with zero stress, Y

E
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T
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is the complex (dynamic) modulus of the PZT
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patch with zero electric field, Z s ( ) and Z a ( ) are the mechanical impedance of the host
structure and PZT patch, respectively, both of which are functions of driving frequency,  , and
j = −1 . A detailed presentation of the coupled analysis is presented in Liang et al (1994).
A baseline signature, typically in the 20-400 kHz range, of the patch-structure system is taken, and
subsequent signatures across the same frequency range are taken periodically or after a major event.
If the electrical impedance at a particular frequency changes over time, it can be assumed that the
change comes from a change in the mechanical impedance of the structure, as all of the other
constants in Eq. (1) belong to the PZT patch. Therefore, these impedance signatures can be
considered a proxy for the frequency response function of the structure. Both the real and
imaginary parts of Z s ( ) change due to damage, but the real part is more sensitive to damage and
is therefore used for the impedance signatures (Bhalla et al, 2002).
The degree of damage sensed by the PZT patch is typically quantified in a single metric, the most
common of which is the “root-mean-squared-deviation” (RMSD) originally proposed by Sun et al
(1995). The metric, shown in Eq. (2), is a frequency-wise calculation of the change in the
impedance signature from the baseline to a damaged state.
N

RMSD = 
i =1

( Re(Z

i ,1

) − Re( Zi ,2 ) )

Re( Zi ,1 ) 2

2

(2)

where Zi ,1 = impedance at the i th frequency in the signature in the baseline state, Z i ,2 = impedance
at that frequency in the latter (potentially damaged) signature, and N = total number of frequencies
in the signature.
3. Instrumentation
The Red Pitaya, shown in Fig. 1, can be used to measure impedance at frequencies from 1Hz to
60 MHz with 1 Hz resolution. The impedance range the board can measure is 0.1 Ω to 10 MΩ and
it can excite the patch with a maximum voltage of 1 V. Software is available to take impedance
signatures through a range of frequencies. For the purposes of E/M impedance testing, a sine sweep
is used. The user can input a start and end frequency, the number of measurements to make in that
range, the excitation voltage, and whether to space the frequencies in the sweep linearly or
logarithmically.
Signatures were also taken using a Copper Mountain S5048 Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) to
validate the Red Pitaya measurements. A VNA measures s-parameters coefficients, one of which
is S 11 , a measure of how much of a signal is reflected straight back to the device. This reflection
coefficient can be converted to electrical impedance using the relationship given by

Z=
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where Z is complex impedance, Z 0 is a reference impedance, a property of the VNA, and S 11 is
the complex reflection coefficient measured with the VNA.
4. Damage Detection Submerged Under Water
Two beams with dimensions 100mm×12mm×3mm were instrumented with PZT patches of 7mm
×7mm×0.508mm, which were adhered to the beam with adhesive 40 mm from one end of the
beam. The PZT patches were protected using silicone and the lead wires were protected using heat
shrink tubing. A series of three holes were drilled to induce damage on one beam as shown in Fig.
2. The other beam was cycled in and out of water to ensure that the changes in signature as the test
beam was damaged was due to the damage, rather than only the presence of water. For the baseline
and each damage case, the following signatures were taken: a dry signature on foam using Red
Pitaya, a dry signature on foam using the VNA, and a submerged signature using Red Pitaya. Each
of the under-water signatures were taken with the beam suspended in two slings made of fishing
line in a full 5-gallon bucket. The beams were suspended 6 inches under the surface of the water.
This set up, when water was not present, was found to result in very similar to when the specimens
rested on foam, represengting a free-free boundary condition. The experimental set up, without
water for clarity, is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 Red Pitaya

Fig. 2 Underwater damage detection test specimen

Fig. 3 Underwater damage detection experiment setup

The dry signatures from the test specimen using the RP and the VNA, and a comparison between
the two tools, for the third damage case, are shown in Fig. 4. The two tools gather signatures with
near identical behavior. The authors believe that the offset between the RP and VNA signatures
are likely due to differences in calibration schemes and/or differences in temperature, which is
known to result in a shift in the real part of an impedance signature (Bhalla et al, 2002). Overall,
it is apparent that RP well captures this shift in impedance, just as well as the VNA did. It is also
noted that even with the added damping to the mechanical vibration due to the presence of the
silicone for waterproofing, the change in behavior in the impedance signature can still be seen.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 4 Dry signatures of test specimen made by Red Pitaya (a) and VNA (b) and comparison of the two tools (c)

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5: Submerged signatures of test (a) and control (b) specimens made using Red Pitaya and RMSD values (c)

The submerged signatures for the test specimen and the control specimen are shown in Fig. 5(a)
and (b). The authors noted that the signatures lose definition when submerged under water in that
many of the defined peaks are no longer present or have been smoothed over to have more dull
points. Furhtermore, there appears to be an elevated noise floor. The authors believe this added
noise could be present due to pressure waves reflecting from the surface of the water and
boundaries of the bucket. It is also noted that the control specimen signatures seem to drift up or
down in certain frequency bands, but they display the same general frequency response. These
shifts could be removed by simple detrending methods, and again the authors believe could be due
to minor differences in temperature of the water. The RMSD values for these two specimens using
signatures when they were submerged under water during each of the three damage cases is shown
in Fig. 5(c). It is noted that even with the loss in definition of the signature, the RMSD of the
damaged specimen consistently rises while that of the control specimen hovers around the same
value.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a commercially available single board computer, the Red Pitaya was used to explore
the use of electromechanical impedance testing on structures in a harsh environment. The Red
Pitaya has proven to be an inexpensive and still reliable tool to conduct E/M impedance testing,
making measurements that reflect the same behaviour detected by a laboratory grade vector
network analyser. It was found that even with the one-dimensional beam submerged under water
resulting in a general damping in the impedance signatures and increase in noisiness, it was still
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possible to detect damage through standard calculations. These findings serve as a promising start
to the application of E/M impedance testing to underwater infrastructure.
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Abstract
Uncertainty complicates structural health monitoring (SHM) data modelling and forecasting for
high-speed rail (HSR) track slab deformation. Standard Gaussian process (GP) assumes a uniform
noise throughout the input space. However, this assumption can be unrealistic for HSR SHM data
modelling because of its unique heteroscedastic uncertainty induced by dynamic train loading,
electromagnetic interference, large temperature variation and daily maintenance of railway track
infrastructure. This study firstly develops a novel online SHM system enabled by fiber Bragg
grating (FBG) technology to eliminate electromagnetic interference for continuous and long-term
monitoring of track slab deformation, with the capacity of temperature self-compensation. To deal
with different sources of uncertainty, a heteroscedastic GP approach, Variational Heteroscedastic
Gaussian Process (VHGP), is explored for data modelling, estimation of the monitoring data
uncertainty level and data forecasting. Results demonstrate that the VHGP framework yields more
robust regression results and the estimated confidence level can better depict the heteroscedastic
variances of the noise in HSR data. Higher accuracy for both regression and forecasting is gained
through VHGP and the position with maximum noise can be forecasted more accurately.
1. Introduction
The rapid growth in high-speed rail (HSR) has been largely due to its superior economic, social
and environmental benefits in comparison with other transport modes and China has witnessed
significant development of HSR over the past 15 years. For the HSR ballastless track system (Yang
et al, 2017), track slab infrastructure assets are crucial elements and their sustained efficient and
safe operation is essential to ensure the operation safety of high-speed trains. Since there is a rigid
connection between the rail track and track slab, the deformation of track slab will inevitably have
an influence on the track alignment and result in track irregularity, which can undermine the ride
comfort and operation safety of the vehicles. Therefore, this study will firstly develop a novel
online SHM system enabled by FBG technology (immunity to electromagnetic interference in
HSR) for continuous monitoring of track slab deformation.
In terms of railway SHM specifically, the data noise and uncertainty are mainly from (i) the
dynamic train loading and the ground-borne vibration (Ntotsios et al, 2017); (ii) electromagnetic
interference induced by high voltage grid; (iii) large temperature covariance; and (iv) other factors
such as demodulation error of demodulator and the influence of periodic inspection activities
conducted on the high-speed railway. The aforementioned four types of uncertainties will result
in heteroscedastic noise in HSR SHM data at different time periods. Therefore, it is highly desired
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to develop a rational data modelling method to deal with those non-stationary SHM data with
input-dependent noise. Gaussian process (GP) (Caywood et al, 2017) is a powerful statistical
modelling framework to deal with uncertainties. However, a limitation of standard GPs is the
assumption of constant noise power throughout input space, i.e. homoscedastic noise (MunozGonzalez et al, 2011). To release this assumption, Heteroscedastic Gaussian process (HGP),
proposed by Goldberg et al (1998), on the other hand assumes that observation noise can vary and
aims to model the mean and variance distributions. A number of numerical methods have emerged,
including Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Goldberg et al, 1998), most likely HGP (Kersting
et al, 2007), sparse Gaussian Process (referred as GPz) (Almosallam et al, 2016) and maximum a
posteriori (MAP) HGP (Quadrianto et al, 2009). However, MAPHGP provides a point estimate
for noise, while the Variational Heteroscedastic Gaussian Process (VHGP) (Lazaro-Gredilla and
Titsias, 2011) explored in this study is an analytical method and a more fully Bayesian approach
that variationally integrates out the GP for noise term. The computational cost for HGP is reduced
greatly and at the same time a high accuracy can be guaranteed. These features make VHGP
particularly attractive for modelling and forecast of SHM data with uncertainties.
In this paper, an online SHM system is developed for monitoring the lateral deformation of track
slabs by deploying an array of FBG bending gauges. FBG bending gauges with temperature selfcompensation are designed and fabricated, and the sensor array is verified in laboratory
experiments before the implementation of the devised system in an in-service HSR line. To handle
the different sources of uncertainty in SHM data of track slabs, this study explores VHGP approach
with variational Bayesian and Gaussian approximation for data modelling, which measures the
uncertainty level of monitoring data and further makes forecasting on SHM data. The VHGP is
compared with the latest HGP model, i.e. GPz, to illustrate its advantages in dealing with SHM
data.
2. VHGP framework
2.1 Heteroscedastic Gaussian Process model
GP is a supervised nonlinear regression algorithm lying within the class of Bayesian nonparametric models. Given a set of inputs x  xn nN1  R Nd and a set target outputs y  yn nN1 . The
underlying assumption is that y is generated by a function of the input x plus additive noise  i :
y  f ( x)  i . The noise term  i is assumed a zero-mean and σ2-variance Gaussian prior. y has a
Gaussian prior distribution with a zero-mean function and a positive-definite covariance function
k f ( x, x; θ f ) with the hyperparameters θ f . To define the heteroscedastic GP (HGP) model, a
Gaussian prior is placed on the noise term  i :  i ~ N (0, r (xi )) , in which the variance r(x) of the noise
can vary at each input x. r x   e g ( x ) is parametrized to ensure positivity and a GP prior is placed as
g x   GP (  0 , k g ( x, x ; θ g )) .
2.2 MV bound for HGP and optimization
VHGP is more flexible. However, it is analytically intractable. Thus, variational approximation is
proposed to deal with the computational difficulty. While it is impossible to calculate the marginal
log-likelihood analytically, it can be lower bounded by variational approximation. The definition
of standard variational approximation follows:
(1)
F (q( f ), q( g ))  log( p( y ))  KL(q( f )q( g ) p( f , g y ))
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The evidence log( p ( y )) is lower bounded by F for any variational distributions q(f) and q(g). The
objective is to maximize the bound F w.r.t. q(f) and q(g), and it is equivalent to minimize the KL
term. F depends on both q(f) and q(g). For simplification, the Marginalized Variational (MV)
bound will be obtained by marginalizing out the q(f) to remove its dependence. The optimal
distribution q*(f) can be obtained by maximizing F(q(f ), q(g))
p( f )  q ( g ) log p ( y f,g )dg
q * ( f )  arg max F 
e
(2)
q (f )

where Z(q(g)) is a constant, i.e., Z (q( g ))   e 

Z (q( g ))

q ( g ) log p ( y f ,g ) dg

p(f)df

. The MV bound for HGP can be

obtained as
1
(3)
F (μ,Σ)  log N ( y 0, K f  R )  tr ( Σ)  KL ( N(g μ, Σ) N ( g  0 1, K g ))
4
where Kf and Kg represent the covariance matrices of f and g. R is a diagonal matrix with elements
[ R ]ii  e[  ]i [  ]ii / 2 . The MV bound depends on n  n(n  1) / 2 free variational parameters (defining μ

and Σ ). According to Gaussian approximation theory, the stationary equations
F (μ,Σ)
0
Σ

F (μ,Σ)
 0 and
μ

must be satisfied at any local or global maximum, and after manipulation the two

equations are obtained as follows
Λ is a semi-positive definite matrix.

1
1
μ  K g ( Λ  I )1   0 1, Σ 1  K g  Λ
2
Both μ and Σ depend on Λ , and only

(4)

n diagonal elements
are needed to define Λ . Eventually, the MV bound F (μ( Λ),Σ(Λ))  F (Λ) needs to be maximized
w.r.t. the n variational parameters in Λ . This is advantageous both from a computational point of
view and an optimization point of view.
2.3 Predictive posterior distribution for VHGP
Given training data, p( y* x* , D ) represents the predictive distribution for a new test output y* .
q *(f)q(g) is viewed as a good approximation to the posterior distribution p( f,g D) , the mean and
variance of p(y*|x*,D) can be calculated analytically. q * ( f ) can be obtained in the form
q * ( f)  N(f K f α, K f  K f (K f  R ) 1 K f )
(5)
where α  (K f  R) 1 y . The posterior distribution for f*  f ( x* ) is



q( f * )  p( f * x* , x, f )q * ( f)df

(6)

where a*  k Tf* α and c*2  k f**  k Tf* (K f  R) 1 k f* . Similarly, the posterior distribution of g*  g ( x* ) is
obtained by
q ( g * )   p ( g * x* , x, g )q ( g)dg  N ( g *  * , *2 )
(7)
1
2

where *  k Tg* (Λ  I)1   0 and  *2  k g**  k Tg* (K g  Λ 1 ) 1 k g* . Consequently, y* is estimated by
q( y* )    p ( y* g * , f * )q( f * )q( g * )df * dg *   N ( y* a* , c*2  e g* ) N ( g *  * ,  *2 )dg *

(8)

Although it is not analytically tractable. However, the mean and variance can be calculated
2
analytically: Eq [ y* x* , D ]  a* and Vq [ y* x* , D]  c*2  e *  * / 2 .
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3. SHM system for track slab deformation monitoring
The design of an FBG bending gauge is shown in Figure 1, and it consists of two turnable arms
and a pin with one rotational degree of freedom, which allows the two arms to rotate at an angel
within ±1°. Two pre-tensioned FBGs are mounted on opposite sides in regard to the centerline of
the turnable arm, which allows for the measurement of angle change. When there is a rotational
movement, the sensor will experience either tensile or compressive strains which will induce
wavelength changes of two FBGs. The reason for the design with two FBGs is to eliminate the
influence of temperature on FBG by subtracting the two FBG’s wavelength.

Figure 1 FBG bending gauge sensor

Figure 2 Array of FBG bending gauges

In the longitudinal view, the FBG bending gauges are implemented at nearly equal intervals along
the track slabs. These FBG bending gauges are interconnected by rigid rods to form a chain which
stretches in alignment with the track slabs and deforms in the same manner as the track slabs do
(Figure 2). Eventually, a configuration of the chain after deformation can be derived with the aid
of an appropriate algorithm to indicate the displacement profile of the track slabs. Consider a chain
formed with FBG bending gauges at distances denoted as {L1, L2, ..., Ln-1}. The absolute rotation
angles {θ1, θ2, ..., θn}, the displacements {δ1, δ2, ..., δn} and versine at the measuring points can be
derived by using the measured relative rotation angles {α1, α2, ..., αn}.
4. Laboratory test
A test platform is constructed in the laboratory to verify the capability and feasibility of the SHM
system. Five concrete blocks are fixed on the ground to
S1
S2
Laptop
Data acquisition
represent track slabs. An electronic linear module is
S3
attached at each concrete block for generating
S4
transverse movements to simulate different
Interrogator
deformation patterns of track slabs. Five FBG bending
gauges (S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5) are connected by 3m
S5
long rigid rods and mounted on the concrete blocks to
monitor the transverse deformation with the sampling
Bending gauge
Linear module
rate of 1 datum per minute. For the in-situ monitoring,
LVDT
there exists the influence of passing trains, which will
Figure 3 Laboratory test
further introduce non-stationary noise to the data. In
order to simulate the effect of the actual railway train on the data volatility, artificial random white
noise with varying signal to noise ratio (SNR) is added to the data in accordance with the passing
train time schedule. Before 10:00 am, the passing train is less with a low noise level. More trains
will pass after 10:00 am, and thus the SNR is increased accordingly.
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4.1 VHGP regression performance
Figure 4 shows how VHGP performs on the laboratory data (data from S3 on August 17, 2017).
Automatic Relevance Determination Squared Exponential (ARD SE) covariance function is
employed for f(x) and g(x). It is shown that the mean square error (MSE) of the VHGP is
significantly smaller than that of GPz. This conclusion holds for all sensors. The accuracy for
regression is greatly improved by VHGP. The noise in the second half of the data segment (after
10:00 am) is relatively bigger. The estimated confidence interval by VHGP gets wider as shown
in Figure 4(b). The corresponding estimated noise level (VHGP) also increases, shown in Figure
4(c). However, the confidence interval of GPz evaluation did not change much as seen in Figure
4(a). Therefore, VHGP can better capture the heteroscedastic variances of the noise, and the
estimated confidence interval varies accordingly.
VHGP regression result (MSE = 5.1352e-05)

GPz regression result (MSE = 1.2794e-04)
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Figure 4 GPz and VHGP regression results
4.2 VHGP forecasting performance
The verification test is then conducted to compare the forecasting performance of the two methods.
One-step ahead forecast is carried out by using the two methods in the same way: 300 data points
are used as the training set to predict the measurement value for the next data point. The one-step
ahead forecasting will be made repeatedly for 100 times.
GPz result (MSE = 1.8557e-04)
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Figure 5 GPz and VHGP forecasting results
The results (Figure 5) demonstrates that both models, VHGP and GPz, capture the time-varying
nature of the measurement noise. That is, the confidence interval width varies throughout the input
space. However, there is some fundamental difference in the forecasting curves between VHGP
and GPz that can be revealed only when taking a closer look at training data and the forecasting
results. For the maximum noise, the GPz’s forecasting location is at data point 81 marked in Figure
5(a). The maximum noise location estimated by VHGP is at data point 49 marked in Figure 5(b).
By comparing the measuring data before and after adding white noise, it is found that real position
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for the maximum noise is near data point 49. Therefore, VHGP yields more robust forecasting
with more accurate maximum noise position indicated.
5. Conclusions
A novel online SHM system using FBG sensing technology has been developed, tested, and
implemented for HSR track slab deformation monitoring. FBG bending gauges with temperature
self-compensation capacity have been devised specifically for the deformation monitoring task.
To properly deal with the different sources of uncertainty, this study innovatively applied VHGP
for SHM data modelling and forecasting. The uncertainty level of monitoring data is quantified
and a forecasting process based on history data is further carried out. Experimental results show
VHGP has significant improvement in terms of regression compared with GPz and it can better
capture the heteroscedastic variances of the noise. The estimated confidence interval varies
accordingly. In addition, the VHGP framework is more accurate for maximum noise position
prediction and yields more robust forecasting results.
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Abstract
Determination of the most meaningful structural modes and gaining insight into how these modes
evolve in time are important issues for long-term structural health monitoring (SHM) of the longspan bridges. To address these issues, modal parameters identified throughout the life of the bridge
need to be compared and linked with each other, which is the process of mode tracking. The modal
frequencies for a long-span bridge are typically closely-spaced and sensitive to the environment
(e.g., temperature, wind, traffic, etc.), which makes automated tracking of modal parameters a
difficult process, often requiring human intervention. Machine learning methods are well-suited
for uncovering complex underlying relationships between processes and thus have the potential to
realize accurate and automated modal tracking. In this study, Gaussian mixture model (GMM), a
popular unsupervised machine learning method, is employed to automatically determine and
update baseline modal properties from the identified unlabeled modal parameters. On this
foundation, a new mode tracking method is proposed for automated modal tracking for long-span
bridges. A numerical example for a three-degree-of-freedom system is employed to validate the
feasibility of using GMM to automatically determine the baseline modal properties. In future work,
a comprehensive field monitoring study will be presesnted to validate the proposed method so as
to provide a reliable tool for long-term structural health monitoring of the long-span bridge.
1. Introduction
Automated modal analysis, i.e., identifying the structural modal parameters and tracking their
evolution over time without human intervention, is one of the essential techniques for long-term
structural health monitoring (SHM) (Ko and Ni 2005; Peeters and De Roeck 2001; Soyoz and
Feng 2009; Spencer et al. 2015). Generally, automated modal analysis includes two steps, modal
parameter estimation and mode tracking. The former consists of estimation of modal parameters
from a single measured dataset. Numerous studies have been devoted to developing automated
modal identification methods (de Almeida Cardoso et al. 2017; Demarie and Sabia 2018; Reynders
et al. 2012). However, limited efforts have been devoted to the second step, mode tracking.
Mode tracking begins with determining the baseline list, i.e., a list of identifiable modal parameters
including modal frequencies and mode shapes. Subsequently, modal parameters from new datasets
are matched with the baseline list to track their evolution over long-term operation. Selection of
the baseline list is the critical first step of mode tracking, being based on appropriate engineering
data analysis, and is generally assumed to remain unchanged during the system operation. Previous
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studies are generally based on such predefined baseline list based on engineering experience
(Cabboi et al. 2017; El-Kafafy et al. 2017; Verboven et al. 2002). However, the large-amplitude
variation feature of modal parameters due to change of structural condition, e.g., structural damage
(Reynders et al. 2014) and environmental condition (Mao et al. 2018), makes the mode tracking
process manipulation-required, posing significant challenges for long-term SHM of bridge
structures. Therefore, an effective approach for automatically determining and updating the
baseline modal properties of bridge structures is required.
The emerging machine learning methods are proving to be good alternatives to deal with problems
in structural engineering, resulting in significant human time saving and making the decision faster
with less error rates (Salehi and Burgueño 2018). Therefore, in this study, a novel automated mode
tracking method is proposed, where the popular unsupervised machine learning method, Gaussian
mixture model (GMM), is applied to automatically determine and update the baseline modal
properties. Compared with the previous methods, the proposed one seeks to automatically track
the evolution of modal parameters over time without any human participation, such that, one can
obtain the timely information of the structural operating condition, which is a very important issue
for long-term SHM.
2. Methodology
Generally, mode tracking includes two steps: 1) Determine the baseline list, i.e., a list of
identifiable modal parameters including modal frequencies and mode shapes, using the identified
modal parameters during a period. 2) Compare and link the continuously identified modal
parameters to those in the baseline list using similarity indexes i.e. modal assurance criteria (MAC)
and frequency variation (FV). It should be noted that the determined baseline modes provide prior
information and are necessary for the matching process. However, such prior information depends
on engineering data analysis which limits its application for long-term SHM.
Therefore, a novel method for automated mode tracking is proposed in this section. The proposed
method seeks to keep automated track of modal parameters without any user-interaction based on
the following three steps. (Ⅰ) Autonomously identify the modal parameters and save the identified
results in the database. (Ⅱ) Generate the candidates for baseline modes using GMM and update the
baseline list in an automated way. (Ⅲ) Track the currently identified modes using distance metrics,
MAC and FV, with the baseline modes. In the following, each single step of the proposed method
is described in detail.
Set the initial value for the time instant t=0, the time interval ∇t, and the minimum system operation
time To.
(Ⅰ) Update the time instant t = t+∇t, load the vibration data recorded during (t-∇t,t], identify the
structural modal parameters (frequency, damping ratios, and vibration shape) using autonomously
modal parameter identification method (AMPIM), and save the identified Kt modes to the data
base. Repeat this step until t≥To.
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(Ⅱ) Call the identified modes from the database during the last To time, classify the modes into
clusters in an automated way using GMM to obtain the candidates of baseline modes, and update
the baseline modes by comparing the candidate with the previous one.
(Ⅲ) For all the identified Kt modes during (t-∇t,t], calculate their distances with all the baseline
modes using the sum of FV and MAC as shown in Eq. (1). Group each mode to the closest modes
in the baseline list. Save and display the tracked modes.
Repeat step (Ⅰ) to (Ⅲ) until sensor failure or system maintenance for tracking the structural modes
over a long period of time.

 f bj − f ci  
bj* ci
f
MAC

 + 1 − *
d ci ,bj = ( d ci ,bj ) + ( d ci ,bj ) = 
(1)

f bj   (bjbj )(ci* ci ) 

 

where d represents the distance metric, f represents the modal frequency, 𝜑 represents the mode
shape, the subscript ci represents the currently identified ith order modal parameters, subscript bj
represents the jth order modal parameters in the baseline list, and the superscript * represents
complex conjugation.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, few researches on automated determining baseline list for
mode tracking have been carried out. The proposed method in this study utilizes GMM and
Bayesian information criteria (BIC) to automatically determine and update the baseline list. GMM
helps to group identified modal parameters into different clusters and determine the candidate for
baseline list using modal parameter statistics of each group. Besides, the fitted GMM with smallest
BIC value is regarded as the optimal one. For more detailed information about GMM and BIC,
one can refer to Bishop (2006).
3. Numerical Case
Determination of the baseline modal properties is one of the most important part of the proposed
automated mode tracking method. A numerical case of a simply supported beam is presented in
this section to illustrate this issue. According to the lumped mass theory, the simply supported
beam is simulated using a three-degree-of-freedom (3DOF) system as exhibited in Fig. 1. The
lumped mass values of the 3DOF system are m1, m2, and m3, respectively. The vertical shear
stiffness values between different components are denoted as k1, k2, k3, and k4, respectively. The
damping ratios of the vibration system are not considered in this case. Suppose that all the
structural parameters are random variables generated from Gaussian distributions as listed in Table
1. The mass parameters, m1, m2, and m3, are assumed to follow the same distribution, and so do
the stiffness parameters k1, k2, k3, and k4.

Fig. 1 General view of the 3DOF lumped mass model
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Table 1 Distribution parameters for the 3DOF lumped mass model
Gaussian distribution
Notation
Variables
Unit
μ
σ
Mass
m1, m2, and m3
1, 800
18
kg
Stiffness
k1, k2, k3, and k4
17, 500
140
N/m
Suppose that the structural parameters are generated, independent identical distribution, according
to the distribution listed in Table 1. For each structural parameter, 100,000 samples are generated,
hence totally 100,000 models with different structural parameters can be obtained. The theoretical
modal frequencies of the generated 100,000 models are calculated and the 2-dimensional
histograms of modal frequencies of the first 3 orders are exhibited in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Histograms of the modal frequencies of the first 3 orders
Suppose that all the identified modal frequencies are mixed in a group without any labels. Then,
GMM is applied to assign the modes into different clusters and only one kind of modes exist in
one cluster. One of the most difficult issue for the application of GMM is selecting appropriate
number of mixture components. The BIC, indicating the posterior distribution of fitted model
conditional on observed data, is applied to determine the optimal one among series of candidate
models. The fitted model which has the smallest BIC is assumed as the best one. In this numerical
case, different number values from 1 to 9 are applied to fit GMM and the corresponding the BIC
values of the fitted models are shown in Fig. 3. Besides, the BIC values for the fitted GMMs with
different types of covariance matrices (spherical, tied, diagonal, full) are also compared in Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 3, the BIC values corresponding to the GMMs with the different covariance
matrices show the similar variation trend with the change of component number, that is, the BIC
values decrease sharply with the increase of number of components (smaller than 3) and keep
relative stable when the components number is larger than 3. From the zoom up diagram of Fig. 3,
BIC slowly increase with the component number when it is larger than 3. Therefore, the GMM
with 3 mixture components and full covariance matrix are automatically set as the optimal one.
The clustered modal frequencies in each group are shown in Fig. 4. One can see that GMM can
successfully classify the modal frequencies of each order into the same group, based on which the
candidate for the baseline modes can be determined.
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Fig. 3 Variation of BIC with the different numbers of components

Fig. 4 Classified modal frequencies in 3 groups using GMM
4. Conclusions
In this study, an automated mode tracking method for long-term structural health monitoring of
long-span bridge was presented and detailed. The proposed method utilizes Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) and Bayesian information criteria (BIC) to automatically determine the baseline
list of modal properties. A numerical case of 3 degree-of-freedom system was carried out to
validate the feasibility of GMM and BIC. Results showed that GMM and BIC could successfully
obtain the candidate for baseline list from a dozen of unlabeled modal parameters. In future, field
monitoring data are required to further validate the proposed mode tracking method for long-term
monitoring especially for disaster events such as typhoons and earthquakes.
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Abstract
Thermal field characteristics of bridges are important for structural design and safety evaluation.
Hence, the temperature distributions of a steel truss bridge are investigated based on field
measurements in this work. First, the temperature variations of members with different cross
sections were summarized. Then, the K-means method was selected to investigate the
distribution features of the thermal field. Results show that the trends of temperature variations
are fairly similar to sine curves. In addition, the temperature distributions of the H-shaped steel
members are uniform throughout the day. However, a temperature-discrepancy period and a
temperature-concurrency period can be observed from the temperature distributions of the
members with box-shaped cross section. The results are constructive to gain a solid
understanding of the thermal field characteristics of the steel truss bridges.
1 Introduction
Thermal field shows significant effect on the dynamic responses of bridges. The thermal
behaviors of highway bridges are affected by air temperature, wind, humidity, intensity of solar
radiation, material, and structure type of the bridge. Considerable efforts have been devoted to
investigate thermal effect and its distribution on bridges (Barr et al. 2005; Xia et al. 2016; Mao et
al. 2018).
Theoretical investigation and numerical simulation have been widely studied to obtain the
temperature distributions on bridges (Cai et al. 2009; LaFave et al. 2016). Lucas et al. (2003)
statistically investigated the average temperature and thermal gradient of a steel box-girder
bridge, which indicated that steel bridges have a large temperature gradient along the cross
section. Zhou et al. (2015) performed numerical simulation of the temperature effects on a longspan suspension bridge, and the results were compared with the monitoring data.
Recently, with the development of structural health monitoring (SHM) technologies, field
measurements of the temperature distributions and their effect on bridge performance absorb
interests. Xu et al. (2010) analyzed the temperature characteristics of the Tsing Ma Bridge using
the monitoring data, and Xia et al. (2013) investigated the temperature distribution and
associated responses of the bridge.
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However, there is a large difference in the temperature distributions of steel members. This study
investigates the temperature distributions of different steel members based on field
measurements. The main features of the Benniu Bridge and the monitoring system were first
introduced. Then, temperature data from top chord members, bottom chord members, and
diagonal web members were analyzed based on the database. Ultimately, the distribution features
of the thermal field of the Benniu Bridge were analyzed using the K-means method.
2 Benniu Bridge and Structural Health Monitoring System
2.1 Description of the Benniu Bridge
The Benniu Bridge investigated in this work carries a dual two-lane highway over the Great
Canal in Jiangsu Province, China, as shown in Figure 1. The bridge consists of 4 simply
supported bridge spans, and these bridge spans are arranged as 2×16m+108m+16m. The main
span is a simply supported steel truss bridge. In addition, the length, height and width of the main
span are 108.0m, 11.0m and 11.2m, respectively.

Figure 1 An aerial view of the Benniu Bridge

As shown in Figure 2, the main span is composed of chord members with box-shaped cross
section, web members with H-shaped cross section, and web members with box-shaped cross
section (diagonal members at both ends). In addition, the width, height and thickness of boxshaped cross section are 600mm, 640mm and 36mm, respectively. The width, height and
thickness of H-shaped cross section are 560mm, 600mm and 24mm, respectively.
2.2 Structural Health Monitoring System of the Benniu Bridge
To ensure the safety, durability, and serviceability of the bridge, a comprehensive structural
health monitoring system (SHMS) has been installed on the west main span. The SHMS is
devised to carry out the monitoring of environmental status and bridge responses. The
temperature differences along the longitudinal direction of members are generally neglected.
Hence, four sensors were installed on the cross section of chord member. Meanwhile, two
sensors were mounted on the cross section of web member. A total of 32 sensors were installed
on 12 cross sections, as shown in Figure 2. The black dots represent positions in which strain and
temperature sensors are collocated (labelled by Y##-#). For instance, YW1-2 represents the
second sensor on the section numbered W1. The sampling intervals of all sensors were set to 10
minutes. In this work, the monitoring data recorded from September 2015 to June 2016 were
used to investigate the temperature distribution.
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Figure 2 Sensors layout on the Benniu Bridge

3 Thermal Field
The temperatures of the section YN1, YN1’, YN2, YN2’ and YN4 are displayed in Figure 3. The
trends of temperature annual variations and diurnal variations are fairly similar to sine curves.
The lowest values of structural temperature are recorded in January while the highest are in July
or August. Meanwhile, it is observed that the structural temperature decreases slightly in the
early morning before increasing to the maximum in the afternoon at about 13 p.m. In addition,
when the weather is sunny, the temperature differences between different elements vary widely,
with the elements which are exposed to direct sunshine achieving higher temperature than the
shaded members. However, when the weather is overcast and there is little direct solar radiation,
the variations of temperature differences are small.
The temperature difference of the web members with H-shaped cross section varies slightly
throughout the day. Since the bottom plates receive solar radiation directly. However, the
temperature of the top plates of chord members is much higher than that of the bottom plates in
sunny days. In addition, the temperature peaks of the bottom plates have an approximately 2
hours delay in one day. Because the variation of solar radiation is fast and the thermal
conductivity of air is poor. Meanwhile, the peaks of YN4-1 have an approximately 0.5 hour

(a) Top chord members with box-shaped cross section
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(b) Web members with H-shaped cross section

(c) Web members with box-shaped cross section
Figure 3 Measured temperature data

delay, due to the influence of vertical plates. As far as the east surface is concerned, there is no
direct solar radiation in the afternoon because the sun is blocked by the top plates, and only a
small amount of diffuse solar radiation is received. The opposite situation applies to the west
surface. In addition, the difference between the temperatures of YN1’-1 and YN1-1 is slight in
summer. However, the temperature of YN1’-1 is quite different from YN1-1 in winter because of
the variation of solar angle. The YN1-1 was mounted on the plate at the north end where is
shaded in winter. Only diffuse solar radiation can the plate receive.
Based on the K-means method, the measurement points are classified. The variation of errors
corresponding to the number of clusters is shown in Figure 4. Accordingly, the measurement
points are divided into four categories. The results are depicted in Table 1 and Figure 5. The
dashed lines represent the recorded data. Meanwhile, the solid lines represent the average value
of the categories. The data displayed in Figure 5 are composed of the temperature data recorded
in spring, summer and winter. The temperature of Benniu Bridge is mainly affected by the solar
radiation at daytime. Meanwhile, the temperature is mainly affected by the radiation from river
and ground at nighttime. Hence, the temperatures of Cluster1 and Cluster2 are higher than others
at daytime, and the temperatures of Cluster4 are the highest at nighttime.
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Table 1 Categories of measurement points

Category
Cluster1
Cluster2
Cluster3
Cluster4

Measurement points
YN1’-1 YW1’-1
YN1-1 YW1-1 YN3-1 YN3-2 YW3-1 YW3-2
YN1-2 YW1-2 YN1’-2 YW1’-2 YN2-1 YN2-2 YW2-1 YW2-2 YN2’-1 YN2’-2
YW2’-1 YW2’-2 YN3-3 YN3-4 YW3-3 YW3-4 YN4-1 YN4-2 YW4-1 YW4-2
YN4-3 YN4-4 YW4-3 YW4-4
8

Errors

6
4
2
0

0

1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Number of clusters
Figure 4 Errors corresponding to the number of clusters

60

Temperature/℃
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-10
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Day/d
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15

Figure 5 Categories of temperature data

4 Conclusions
The temperature distributions of the Benniu Bridge have been investigated based on the field
measurements. The major conclusions are summarized as follows.
1. The measured temperature data indicate that the trends of temperature variations are fairly
similar to sine curves. In addition, the temperatures of similar members have uniform
variation patterns, which are mainly affected by cross section and solar incidence angle.
2. The temperature distributions of H-shaped steel members are uniform. Meanwhile, the
temperature distributions of box-shaped steel members are uniform at nighttime. However,
they are non-uniform at daytime.
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It should be pointed out that the above conclusions were obtained from the Benniu Bridge. They
may not suit for other types of bridges. However, they do have some implications to other simply
supported steel truss bridges for the monitoring of temperature effect. In addition, the numerical
simulation of thermal behaviour of the Benniu Bridge and the comparison of numerical results
with the measurement results deserve further investigations.
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Abstract
The next generation intelligent infrastructures mandates ubiquitous sensing, monitoring, and
assessment for maintenance, structural health status evaluation, and initiation of preventive actions
for impending dangers. The massive scale of sensor data from an infrastructure creates a burden
to the property owner to process and extract the meaningful information. To tackle this challenge,
a sensor level analog computational platform is proposed in this work using an oscillatory neural
network (ONN) for its increased computational efficiency. In this work, an array of sensors is
considered for structural health monitoring and the sensor outputs affect the coupling weights of
the ONN. The beauty of ONN structure is, it can store a pattern (i.e. sensor output) through the
coupling weights and exhibits a synchronized output for a close-in-match input pattern or sensor
data. Any predefined deviation of sensor outputs result in desynchrony in ONN and indicate the
anomaly in structural health. The inherent computational power in ONN obviates the powerhungry digital processor and facilitates data reduction and reduced computational burden for the
central data center. In this work, a Kuramoto model based ONN consisting of 10 oscillating nodes
is designed and simulated. An array of 10 strain sensors is considered to affect the coupling weights
of the oscillating nodes, and demonstrate network level computation. Based on MATLAB
simulations, the proposed ONN architecture can successfully detect the close-in-match pattern
through synchronization, and differentiate the far-out-match pattern through loss of
synchronization in the oscillating nodes.
1. Introduction
The state of art of the communication technology is constantly evolving benefit from the increased
communication bandwidth and frequency, the scale of the Internet of Things (IoT) has shifted from
a single point-to-point communication to a mesh communication between sensors. [3] However,
the massive sensors serving in the infrastructures create the burden in the energy harvesting, realtime monitoring, self-calibrating and even in the data analyzing.
Sensors act as significant role in intelligent infrastructures for health monitoring, status evaluation
and assessment for maintenance. In conventional sensor detection technology, whether it is an
active sensor or a passive sensor, the sensor works independently in the monitoring scenario. In
the process of rapid development of the IoT, a large number of different sensors communicate as
sensor networks, so the kind of point-to-point sensors has great limitations in redundant data
processing, energy harvesting, and efficiency decreasing [1].
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In wireless sensor network, transmission units are the largest energy consumers. In sensor nodes.
Reducing transmission data between node and base station can prolong the lifetime of the sensor
node significantly [4]. It is necessary to find an efficient, optimized approach to [8]. Oscillatory
neural network (ONN) is a high-efficiency data processing method by simulating neurons [3].
Based on the synchronization phenomenon of the coupled oscillatory network, classification and
pattern recognition can be performed [7]. ONN stores different patterns by coupling weights
between different oscillators. When the coupling weights change, the ONN exhibits pattern
recognition from the synchronous output in each oscillator [6].
In this paper, ten oscillators coupled ONN based on Kuramoto model is presented. The rest of the
paper is organized as follow. Section 2 gives a short overview of the ONN sensing system shown
in Fig.1. The data forming the coupling weights are generated from the infrastructure’s sensor
array. Section 3 shows the simulation results for pattern recognition of synchronization,
asynchronization, and the robustness when different stimulus data from the sensor is performed to
the system. Finally, section 4 provides a discussion and conclusion of the work.
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K11
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K1i

K1j
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K22
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K2i

K2j
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Ki2
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Kii

Kij

Kj1

Kj2
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Kji

Kjj

Oi

Sensor j

Kij

Oj

Fig.1 Schematic showing the connection between each oscillator. The coupling strength Ai and Aj of oscillator i
and oscillator j are getting from the data measured from the sensor i and sensor j.

2. System Architecture
Frequency synchronization between different oscillators is a common phenomenon in nature. This
can be observed when the frequencies between oscillators converge to a single value because of
the weight coupling. This paper proposed an ONN based on the Kuramoto model. The equation of
coupled oscillators using the Kuramoto model [5] is shown as,
𝑑𝜑𝑖
𝑑𝑡

(𝑡) = 2𝜋{𝑓𝑖 + ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐾𝑖𝑗 sin(𝜑𝑗 − 𝜑𝑖 )}

(1)
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Where the 𝜑𝑖 ,𝑓𝑖 are the phase and intrinsic frequency of ith oscillator. The oscillator coupling
weight between two different oscillators represented by Kij ∈ K. The weight between the
oscillator i to j is generated form sensor i and j output. The coupling weight Kij which forms the
weight matrix K is equal to
𝐾𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝐴𝑗
(2)
A is the coupling strength which is affected by the sensor, kij is the coupling constant. In this
proposed ONN system, there are two stimulus oscillators O1 and O2, and eight recognition
oscillators O3, O4, O5, O6, O7, O8, O9, and O10. In this paper, the sensing data 𝜀 comes from the
accelerometer. The values of coupling strength A comes from the sensing data which are
normalized to the range of 1 to 4.
𝜀 = √Δx2 + Δy2 + Δz2

(3)

, Δy , Δz are the difference between the current sensing coordinates values and the stored
coordinates values. The coupling constant between oscillators is kij(i ≠ j). In the stored pattern we
set kij = 1, except k12 = k21 = 0, A = [4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]T, the weight matrix K is shown
below,
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3. Simulation Results
Matlab simulation is designed to simulate the proposed ONN system. The intrinsic frequencies of
the oscillator are chosen from 10 to 30 Hz low frequency to simulate infrastructures. The
simulation result for a stored pattern and two recognition patterns are shown in the top images in
Fig. 2-4. In the bottom of the images in Fig. 2-4, the different color represent the different coupling
strength for each oscillator. The ten oscillators are arranged in 2 rows and 5 columns. The vertical
& horizontal axes are the position of each oscillator.
3.1 Stored Pattern
The stored pattern simulation result is shown in Fig.2. The coupling strength vector is A = [4, 4,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]T , the intrinsic frequency vector of the oscillators f0 = [14, 21, 12, 15, 18, 27.5,
10, 17.5, 17.5, 22.5].
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Fig.2 Synchronous time, frequency (top) and coupling strength diagram for stored pattern (bottom)

As shown in Fig.2, the convergence time of the store pattern is 0.1829 seconds and the synchronous
frequency is 17 Hz. The color diagram is a 2 by 5 matrix represents the weight vector k. Color bar
from blue to yellow represent the coupling strength value from 1 to 4.
3.2 Asynchronous Pattern
As the coupling strength values are normalized to a range of 1 to 4 when a detorted pattern is
performed which means the sensor sensed a significant change compared to the stored pattern. The
ONN system will be involved in a different pattern as shown in Fig.3. When the coupling strength
vector is A = [4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1]T, the intrinsic frequency vector of the oscillators f0 = [14,
21, 12, 15, 18, 27.5, 10, 17.5, 17.5, 22.5].

Fig.3 Asynchronous time, frequency (top) and coupling strength diagram (bottom)
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Fig.3 shows an asynchronous pattern, which ONN is under an asynchronous situation with no
synchronous time and frequency due to the significant change of sensor output.
3.3 Robustness simulation
Robustness detection is one of main detection indicator for ONN anti-interference performance.
In practical scenarios, the excellent robust performance of the system is not only the resistance to
noise signals but also the recognition efficiency of the overall system and the reduction of energy
consumption which is important in a sensor network. In the simulation, a white noise signal vector
is added at the store weight vector k = [4.0498, 4.0960, 1.0340, 1.0585, 1.0224, 1.0751, 1.0255,
1.0506, 1.0699, 1.0891]T, the intrinsic frequency vector of the oscillators f0=[14, 21, 12, 15, 18,
27.5, 10, 17.5, 17.5, 22.5].

Fig.4 Synchronous time, frequency (top) and coupling strength diagram in robustness (bottom)

As shown in Fig.4, the convergence time and synchronous frequency under the coupling strength
added a noise signal is 0.26185 second and 17.2Hz separately. This explains when the sensing data
has a small change, the system is able to restore to steady. This has proved the robustness of this
system.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
In intelligence infrastructures with sensor network applications, quickly and accurately identify
the various states of the sensors to provide a fundament for the recognition of the life state of the
basic facilities. An ONN system based on the Kuramoto model is designed and simulated in this
paper. We showed a coupled approach using Kuramoto model to exhibit the synchronization for
pattern recognition. The convergence time and frequency to synchronization were considered as
the indicator of recognition. Based on MATLAB simulations, the proposed ONN architecture can
successfully detect the close-in-match pattern through synchronization, and differentiate the far476
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out-match pattern through loss of synchronization in the oscillating nodes. In wireless sensor
network, transmission units are the largest energy consumers. By only transmitting the data with
lossing of synchronization, ONN have been shown to have a big benefit on low power
comsumption though data reduction.
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Abstract
Powering of remote sensors (i.e., bridge sensors, drones, etc.) for long term structural health
monitoring is a critical challenge where the electrical power supply is not readily available. Due
to the limited energy density, lack of availability of harvested power (i.e., if the node continues to
perform tasks while the stored energy is low, it will eventually die), and risk of vandalism, energy
harvesting schemes are either unsuitable or applicable for only low data rate sensor applications.
A high performance inductive link and subsequent energy conversion blocks as an integral part of
the wireless power supply unit can effectively eliminate these challenges. This paper reports a high
efficiency inductive power link and follow-up switched-capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter for
wireless power transfer. Unlike conventional two-coil wireless link, multiple coupled inductive
coils in resonance mode can provide higher degrees of freedom, increase transmission distance
and overall power-transfer-efficiency from a transmitter unit to a receiver unit with low coupling
coefficient. A new complementary SC DC-DC converter is proposed to recover the power
efficiently on the receiver side. The proposed complementary SC DC-DC converter can achieve
multiple conversion ratios by changing switching sequence as well as decreases the DC ripple
voltage. The overall power consumption of complementary SC DC-DC converter is only 2.25 μW.
The system has been designed using 0.13-μm standard CMOS process with off-chip opamp, Zener
diode and inductors.
1. Introduction
With the continuous improvement of communication frequency and bandwidth, internet of things
(IOT) has developed rapidly. In such a large-scale application of the IOT, powering of remote
sensors for long term structural health monitoring is a critical challenge where the power supply
is not readily available. Wireless power transfer (WTF) is a non-contact power supply technology,
which effectively solves the problem that some sensor limited to energy density and lack the ability
to harvest power [1].
Inductive power link is the main component in wireless power transfer technology, which helps
wirelessly transfer power from a power source (inductive transmitter) to a power load (inductive
receiver). According to the electromagnetic coupling principle, the inductive transmitter uses an
induction coil to establish an alternating electromagnetic field from the charging base, and at the
same time, a second coil embedded in the portable device receives the electric power from the
electromagnetic field, and then converts it into an electric current for use in either supplies power
to device or charges the battery.
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Inductive power transmission is especially interesting in near-field, where a high efficiency can be
realized. However, the RF power transfer suffers from long distance and poorly coupled coefficient.
And for battery’s fast wireless charging and DC type load driving circuit, the inductive power
transmission lacks the ability to handle DC variability [2][3][4][5].
In this paper, a high efficiency inductive power link is proposed shown in Fig.1. The inductive
power transmission system contains a three-coils loosely coupled architecture with a differential
injection-locked power oscillator to achieve high power-transfer-efficiency (PTE). And a
complementary switched-capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter block achieves multiple conversion
ratios and decreases the DC ripple voltage connected between the rectifier and the load block.
Transmitter Unit

Receiver Unit
k12

Driver Coil

Load

SC DC-DC
converter

Rectifier

Power

Non-contact

Power

Non-contact

Power
Oscillator

k23

Primary Coil

Secondary Coil

Fig.1 System block diagram

2. Proposed System Architecture
The system block diagram of the proposed inductive power link has been shown in Fig.1. The
heart of the inductive power link system is the three resonant link coils and the multiple conversion
ratios SC DC-DC converter. The proposed wireless power link contains a transmitter unit and
receiver unit separately. In the transmitter unit, a differential injection-locked power oscillator as
a driver circuit to improve the PTE connects with the driver coil of the three-coils inductive link.
In the receiver unit, an optimized full integrated SC DC-DC converter circuit connects with a
voltage regulator to power the load circuit.
2.1 Inductive Link Coils
For a three coils power transfer model, the link system manifests a driver coil, a primary or dummy
coil and receiver load coil. Unlike a couple-mode theory, it is much more convenient for the circuit
designer to use circuit theory to track down the currents and voltages [5]. Since the differential
architecture of inductor design offers higher quality factor with compact design area, the proposed
project is intended to implement all the coils with differential architectures. The PTE of a 3-coil
system is:
𝑘 2 𝑄1 𝑄2

η = 1+𝑘122

23 𝑄2 𝑄3

(1)
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when Q2 >> Q3 > Q1, where Q1, Q2 and Q3 represent the quality factors of the driver coil, the
primary coil and the receiver load coil, respectively. k12 and k23 represent the coupling
coefficients between the driver coil and the primary coil, and in between the primary coil and the
receiver load coil, respectively.
2.2 Complementary SC DC-DC Converter
The SC DC-DC converter is one subset of the power DC-DC converter, which is only consisted
of switches and capacitors [5][6]. As there is no inductive component in an SC DC-DC converter,
it is suitable for inductive power link since it does not affect the coupled coefficient. An SC DCDC converter could implement one or several different topologies, where the converter can achieve
multiple conversion purposes. By changing the control signal’s timing sequence, the capacitors
will be into charging state and discharging state alternately. The proposed 3:1 complementary
ladder SC DC-DC converter is shown in Fig. 2, which the output voltage is one-third of the input
voltage.
Vdd

S1
C1

C4

C1'

S2

S2'

S3
C2

C2'

S4

S6

C3 Vout

C3'

C4'

S3'

S4'

C5
S5

S1'

C5'

S5'
S6'

Fig.2 Complementary ladder SC DC-DC converter diagram

The proposed converter circuit controlled by two non-overlapped square wave signals, Ф1 and Ф2.
Switches group S1, S3, S5, S2’, S4’ and S6’ are controlled by Ф1, the other group S2, S4, S6, S1’,
S3’ and S5’ are controlled by Ф2.
3. Simulation results
3.1 Impact of three coils inductive link
Equation (1) is a combinatorial problem and the highest efficiency could come from different
combinations of k12, k23, Q1, Q2 and Q3. Simulation results as shown in Fig. 3 show the effects
of Q1 and Q2 variations for a typical combination of Q3=5, k12 = 0.16 and k23 = 0.45.
Theoretically infinite combinations are possible, but the research question is what option is optimal
for a typical battery wireless power transfer application.
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Fig.3 Effect of Q1 and Q2 on PTE using Eq.1

3.2 Impact of Complementary SC DC-DC Converter
Under a resistive load of 50Ω, input voltage of 1 Volt, and switching frequency of 200 MHz, the
DC output voltage of the complementary converter is 328.7 mV and the ripple voltage is 12.7 mV
under steady state. The SC converter with complementary topology improve the steady-state
output voltage and decrease the DC voltage ripple. The overall power consumption of
complementary SC DC-DC converter is 2.25 μW. The circuit is simulated under Cadence with
IBM cmrf8sf 0.13-μm standard CMOS process.

Fig.4 Output for complementary SC DC-DC converter
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, a high efficiency inductive power link and complementary SC DC-DC converter for
structural health monitoring applications have been presented. In this design, the conventional two
stage inductive coils have been replaced by a high efficiency three stage coils to achieve higher
PTE. The linked power signal is converted to DC signal by a rectifier and an SC DC-DC converter
unit. The SC DC-DC converter achieves multiple conversion ratios by changing the switching
sequence. The system has been designed and simulated using 0.13μm cmrf8sf CMOS process with
off-chip inductors, Zener diode. The proposed inductive link with SC DC-DC converter circuit is
designed and simulated for long term structural health monitoring applications to solve the
difficulties in the energy harvesting and to enhance the power transfer efficiency under large scale
sensors network.
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Abstract
This paper utilizes the Stochastic Resonance filter to extract the fundamental bridge frequencies
from a vibration recorded by a smartphone. Smartphones are equipped with Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) which is designed to record vibrations with high amplitudes such
as human movements. If MEMS sensors are used to record weak vibrations (in this study the
bridge vibration), the signal will be subjected to a substantial noise that masks the properties of
the original signal. This paper investigates applying the Frequency-Independent Under Damped
Pinning Stochastic Resonance method to filter the smartphone vibrations and identify the
fundamental bridge frequencies. Stochastic Resonance (SR) is single degree of freedom filter
that amplifies the weak signal by resonating the noise with the feeble signal. In other word, SR
extracts the signal by using rather than suppressing the noise. Therefore, weak signals are not
weakened or destroyed in the denoising process. In this paper, the FI-UPSR filter succeeded in
identifying the first four fundamental frequencies for a prestressed concrete bridge.
1. Introduction
Stochastic Resonance (SR) is a process of weak response detection in a signal overwhelmed by a
global system response. It is one of the established mathematical models for nonlinear systems
where generally feeble input information (such as a weak signal) can be amplified and optimized
by exploiting the noise in the signal. The approach was proposed in 1981 by Benzi et al. (1981)
as an explanation of the observed periodicity in the ice ages on earth. Since then, the approach
has spurred interest and many researchers have investigated the application of this hypothesis in
different disciplines (Gammaitoni et al. 1998). SR was originally built to work for bistable/overdamped systems. Bi-stable systems are systems in which the feeble information is
oscillating between two stable positions. The overdamped term implies that the observed
system’s stiffness is negligible in comparison with the surrounding domain. To illustrate the
essence of these two underlying terminologies, a common example of SR implementation by
crickets will be discussed. A cricket’s hair cells receive a signal from the surrounding noisy
environment. Then they apply the SR technique to explore the possibility of a bird attack (Levin
et al. 1996). In this example, the feeble information is the periodic air pressure change caused by
the predator’s wings, which varies between two stable positions (positive and negative as the
wings go up and down). Since the influence of the pressure perturbation around the bird’s wing
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on the surrounding domain is negligible, the system is an overdamped one. Several studies have
investigated the cooperative effect of noise in bi-stable/overdamped systems in detecting weak
signals corrupted by a heavy background noise (Jung et al. 1991, Chapeau-Blondeau 1999, He et
al. 2007, Huang et al. 2007, He et al. 2012, Lai et al. 2015, Han et al. 2016, Chen et al. 2018).
Following the publication of these work, researchers have investigated employing SR for tristable (Pollak et al. 2001, Lu et al. 2013, Zhang et al. 2013) and multi-stable (Li et al. 2013)
systems and underdamped/bi-stable systems (Alfonsi et al. 2000, Kang et al. 2003, Ray et al.
2006, Almog et al. 2007, Xu et al. 2012). These methods require a priori definition of the
targeted frequency to extract the weak signal. Wang et al. (2015) introduced the Adaptive
Multiscale Noise Tuning SR (AMSTSR) technique, which does not require prior knowledge of
the targeted frequency. However, the approach is built for bi-stable systems. Recently, Zhang et
al. (2015) introduced an SR model with the capability to detect mono-stable (i.e., the weak
property is stable at one particular point) and bi-stable systems known as Underdamped Pinning
Stochastic Resonance (UPSR). However, the approach requires identifying the frequency of
interest in advance. Recently, Elhattab et al. (2018) presented a Frequency-Independent
Underdamped Pinning Stochastic Resonance by introducing a visual approach to extract the
weak signal. In their approach, the user visually discriminates feeble signals by visualizing a
surface plot for the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), where feeble signals provide peaks in the SNR
surface plot. The approach does not require prior knowledge about the frequency of the targeted
signal. The authors successfully applied the method to extract bridge frequencies from the
responses of an inspection truck that is passing the bridge with the operational road way speed.
The method succeeded in removing the raucous background noise that was produced by the road
roughness.
This paper investigates utilizing the Frequency-Independent Under Damped Pinning Stochastic
Resonance filter in extracting the bridge frequencies from a vibration recorded via smartphone
device. The approach is verified using a full-scale field test data. The first four fundamental
frequencies are extracted successfully.
2. Frequency Independent Underdamped pinning stochastic resonance
The general formula for the Stochastic Resonance filte is
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑥
= −𝑉 ′ (𝑥) − 𝛾
+ {𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)}
𝑑𝑡 2
𝑑𝑡

(1)

where 𝑥(𝑡) is the extracted signal, 𝑠(𝑡) is the original weak signal, 𝑛(𝑡) is the noise, therefore
{𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)} is the input (signal mixed with noise) to the stochastic resonance filter, 𝛾 is a
damping term. The weak signal 𝑥(𝑡) is extracted when it resonates with the input signal
{𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)}. This can be achieved either by tuning the input signal, or by changing the
potential shape (𝑉(𝑥), where 𝑉 ′ (𝑥) is the first derivative for the potential shape function). Since
the input signal is the uncontrollable term, the weak signal is extracted by changing the potential
shape as presented in Figure 1. In the figure, the position of the red particle is the extracted signal
(𝑥(𝑡)). The potential shape is the boundary that confines the particle movement. The input signal
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{𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)} in Equation (1) moves the particle through the potential shape. If the input signal
is weak, the particle movement will be limited as presented in Figure 1 (a). If the input signal is
strong, the particle will strongly hope on the potential shape as presented in Figure 1 (b). If the
potential shape is properly adjusted, the input signal will synchronize the particle hopping on the
potential shape. At this point, resonance is approached between the input signal and the extracted
signal, Figure 1(c).
Potential Shape (V(x))

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Extraction of the weak signal by adjusting the potential shape.
The potential shape for the Underdamped Pinning Stochastic Resonance is
𝑉(𝑥) = 𝑉0 − 𝑉𝑑 (exp (−

(𝑥 + 𝑥0)2
(𝑥 − 𝑥0)2
) + exp (−
))
2
𝐿
𝐿2

(2)

where V0 is a constant and it will not be considered since it will have no effect after the function
is differentiated, Vd , L and x0 are the scaling factors that re-shape the potential shape. More
information about these parameters and their values can be found in the following references
(Zhang et al. 2015, Elhattab et al. 2018). The weak signal is extracted by generating a set of
potential shapes using different potential parameters, then for each shape the signal is extracted
via applying Equation (1). The quality of the extracted signal is judged using the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR), where the optimal signal will provide the highest SNR value. In traditional SR
methods, the SNR is calculated assuming that the frequency of the input signal is known.
In the Frequency Independent Underdamped Pinning Stochastic Resonance (FI-UPSR) the same
process is followed. Except that rather than calculating the SNR using the frequency of the
targeted signal, an SNR surface plot is generated for a range of signal frequencies. The weak
signal should present a high SNR in the plot.
3. Filed Test
The field test was carried out on a skewed pre-stressed bridge consisting of three simply
supported spans. The bridge is located on HWY 113 in Bartow County, Atlanta, Georgia
between Covered Bridge Rd. and Dry Creek Rd. Each span is 21.3 m from the centers of the two
supports. The bridge deck is a reinforced concrete slab integral with five pre-stressed concrete
girders. The roadway facility consists of two-lane one-way traffic and one hard shoulder. Sensors
were installed on the first span of the bridge (from the traffic direction) as shown in Figure 2. All
the recorded data during the test were sent wirelessly to a DAQ station, which lies under the
bridge.
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Figure 2. Field instrumentation, (a) bridge overview, (b) bridge instrumentation
A free vibration was conduted to identify the first four bridge freuqncies. Table 1 presnets the
values for the first four bridge frequiences. Figure 3 illustrates the first four modes of vibrations
for the concrete bridge.

Table 1 Average bridge frequency (Hz).

(a) 7.56 Hz

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

7.56

8.4

11.93

19.04

(b) 8.4 Hz

(a) 11.93 Hz
(b) 19.04 Hz
Figure 3 Natural Frequencies and Mode shapes of the Bridge
4. Extract the Bridge Frequency using an iPhone
An iPhone 6s is used to record the bridge response. The phone has an M9 motion coprocessor
connected to an accelerometer, compass, gyroscope, and barometer for a wide range of activity
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tracking. To record the acceleration, the authors used the VibSensor® program from the App
Store®. The program records the iPhone sensors reading at 6 degrees of freedom, rotation about
three axes and displacement at three axes. The device has been simply placed over the bridge
barrier and properly fixed to the bridge. The data has been recorded during normal traffic
operation. A sample for the recorded z acceleration is illustrated in Figure 4. As shown in the
plot, the spectrum is raucous and is showing many peaks, making it difficult to identify the
bridge frequencies. Prior the implementation of the developed FI-UPSR technique, the SNR of
the recorded signal will be estimated. The signal SNR is calculated by comparing the sum of the
signal power between the contminated signal (the iPhone signal) and the pure signal. The pure
signal is the acceleration that was recorded at the mid-span by a Silicon Designs accelerometer.
It is noteworthy to mention that higher SNR refers to a pure signal, while corrupted signal
provides lower SNR values. The SNR for this signal has been found equal to -80 dB. This is
evident in the acceleration plots Figure 7-2, where the magnitude of the bridge acceleration is
perturbing between ±0.003 m/s2, while the iPhone acceleration record fluctuates between ±0.03
m/s2. The Silicon Designs accelerometers provides a signal with SNR up to 90dB. This numbers
demonstrate the dramatic difference between the sensitivity of the two devices.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4 Vertical Accelration signal for the iPhone device (a) Accelration (b) Corresponding
Spectrum

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5 Vertical Bridge Accelration recorded using the Silicon Designs accelerometer (a)
Accelration (b) Corresponding spectrum.
The signal has been processed using proposed FI-UPSR method as previously discussed. The
plot is demonstrated in Figure 6 where there are four evident peaks in the SNR plot. The
frequencies are showing good agreement with the fundamental bridge frequencies. As the figures
demonstrate, the approach successfully identified the first four frequencies.

Figure 6 FI-UPSR plot
5. Conclusion
This article investigates utilizing the Frequency Independent Underdamped Pinning Stochastic
Resonance in Identifying the fundamental bridge frequencies from a vibration recorded using a
smartphone. Smartphones are equipped with Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) which
is designed to record vibrations with high amplitudes such as human movements. If MEMS
sensors are used to record weak vibrations (in this study the bridge vibration), the signal will be
subjected to a substantial noise that masks the properties of the original signal. In this paper the
FI-UPSR filter is implemented to extract the bridge frequencies from the iPhone records. The
method has been verified using a field test data for a prestressed concrete bridge, with the first
four frequencies being successfully extracted. The proposed method provides a robust filtering
tool, that is capable to amplify feeble signals from a raucous background noise.
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Abstract
In this work, an oscillatory neural network circuit is designed and implemented using two-stage
ring oscillators. The ring oscillator comprises of two differential operational transconductance
amplifiers (OTA) with positive feedback connections. An ONN is then formed by serial
connecting several ring oscillators where each oscillator works as a network node. In the proposed
network, each oscillator is connected in serial fashion to their neighbors through Metal Oxide
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) based switches. The dimensions of the coupling
MOSFETs work as coupling weights of the network and can store associative memory pattern.
For a range of coupling weights the network goes to frequency synchronization. Different coupling
weights result different frequency of synchronization and the corresponding memory pattern.
1. Introduction
Artificial neural network is a novel and creative research field as it has attracted tremendous level
of attention for different applications, for instance, image processing, structural health monitoring,
natural language processing, pattern recognition, and sensor network [1]-[8]. Inspired by the
human brain where billions of slow and noisy neurons can outperform the modern computer, the
oscillatory neural network (ONN) can perform computation and signal processing in an efficient
way. By utilizing the network dynamics such as frequency of synchronization and time of
synchronization, ONN can perform the pattern recognition task in an efficient way than the
conventional digital processor. In this work, an oscillatory neural network circuit is designed and
implemented using two-stage ring oscillators. The ring oscillator comprises two differential
operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA) with positive feedback connections. The gain of
the OTA block is carefully selected for sustained oscillation and the oscillation frequency is tuned
by the capacitors connected at the output terminals of each OTA stage. An ONN is then formed
by serial connecting several ring oscillators where each oscillator works as a network node. In the
proposed network, each oscillator is connected to their neighbors through MOSFET based
switches and the serial connection of the network leads to frequency synchronization. By changing
the coupling MOSFETs W/L ratios different frequency of synchronization can be achieved. The
dimensions of the coupling MOSFETs work as coupling weights of the network and can store
associative memory pattern. Different coupling weights result in different frequency of
synchronization and the corresponding memory pattern.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 highlights the architecture of the oscillatory
neural network, OTA based ring oscillator and the oscillatory node formation. Section 3 shows the
simulation results of ONN under different coupling weights and coupling capacitors. The effects
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of supply voltage on synchronization frequency is also shown in section 3. Finally, section 4 draws
the conclusion of this work.
2. Proposed System Architecture
2.1 The Proposed Oscillatory Neural Network

Fig. 1: Proposed Serial Oscillatory Neural Network.
A serial oscillatory neural network (ONN) is considered as shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, the
coupling is made by using NMOS switches between the neighbouring serial connected oscillators.
The signal of previous oscillator couples through the gate of NMOS and provides output current
to next oscillator. Size of NMOSs is a critical factor in this design. As the sizes of NMOSs increase,
synchronize frequency also increases due to the increased output current. Small size of NMOSs
may not provide enough output current to next oscillator and cause out of synchronization. At the
beginning, all the oscillators oscillate with different initial frequencies. However, due to the serial
network connection, one oscillator drives current to the next one, the next oscillator drives current
to the previous one and causes negative feedback. This system is more stable and has the ability
to adjust themselves. More oscillators take more time to synchronize since every oscillator has it’s
own initial frequency.
2.2 Voltage Control Oscillator
Oscillators in this work are designed by two-stage Voltage Control Oscillators (VCO). Two-stage
VCO is made of two operating transconductance amplifier (OTAs). This OTA design includes
eight transistors, four PMOSs and NMOSs. In fig. 2, NMOSs (M1, M2, M3, and M4) latch produce
delay by positive feedback. PMOS (M5, M6, M7, and M8) can control the frequency of VCO. C1
and C2 are capacitors that can decrease frequency.
3. Simulation Results
3.1 Relationship Between Voltage and Injected Capacitors
While supply voltage decreases, the frequency of VCO would also decrease. While injected
capacitors increase, frequency of VCO decrease. Fig. 3 shows the different frequencies in different
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capacitors and voltages. Injected capacitors can be used to delay the frequency. In 1.4 V the
frequencies of oscillators drop rapidly and unstable. The reason is big injected capacitor would
cause more serious current injection, which happened when the latch of I phase and Q phase lock
each other and promote these oscillators strongly to oscillate. However, if there are more
oscillators, the I/Q phases inject each other, each oscillator would provide enough signal to the
next one and make it synchronize. This phenomenon would not cause serious problem.

Fig. 2 Topology of operational transconductance amplifiers in 130 nm.

Fig. 3 Relationship of supply voltage and frequency
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3.2 Effects of MOSFET Sizes and Coupling Weights
Different size of NMOSs can be presented as different weights. Synchronize frequency, which can
be seen as a memory will be adjusted by changing size of NMOSs. In Fig. 4, this result is the
simulation of 2 oscillators with different weights. Synchronize frequency would be changed by
different injected capacitors. While the size of weight becomes bigger, the synchronizing
frequency also becomes higher.

Fig. 4 Synchronizing Frequency with different size of NMOSs

Fig. 5 Relationship between synchronizing frequency and different capacitor values working
under 1 V supply
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3.3 Simulation of 3 Different Oscillators
Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the synchronizing frequency and the different injected
capacitors. There is three ring-oscillator with different injected capacitors and connect each other.
Synchronizing frequency is adjusted by different typed oscillators. The sequence with different
injected oscillator would also shows different synchronizing frequency. For example,
synchronizing frequency which is 400f, 300f, and 500f is higher than 400f, 500f, 300f. As a
memory, these oscillators can be represented as different parts and focus on special targets.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper reports the concept of neural network based on different ring oscillator as a memory.
By using different injected capacitor, different oscillators can be seen as neurons. Synchronizing
frequency can be changed by different oscillators (neurons) and transfer some meaningful data.
Nevertheless, weights are very essential in neural network system. Stronger size of NMOSs can
increase the synchronizing frequency. Based on these two ways, synchronizing frequency can be
adjusted and transfer into meaningful data.
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Abstract
Intelligent infrastructure mandates continuous sensing, monitoring, and assessment operations.
However, this brings a critical challenge of electrical power supply. For remote infrastructure
where electrical supply is scarce, power supply alternatives become the necessity. The ever
increasing use of fossil energy, and scarcity of transmission and distribution of electricity to remote
areas have led to the alternative energy sources with off-the-grid applications. Solar is a cheap and
readily available energy source, and suitable for off-the-grid applications. To study the
performance of an isolated solar energy generation and storage unit, a readily deployable
simulation platform is demonstrated in this work. A MATLAB-Simulink interface is utilized to
simulate solar panel, power converter with maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm, and
the energy storage unit. Two major contributing factors - Irradiation and temperature, and
perturbation and observation based MPPT algorithm is demonstrated to maximize the solar energy
generation. A buck-boost regulator with proportional-integral (PI) controller is demonstrated to
recharge a battery module. In this paper, we use the AleoSolar S16.185 as PV module with 1000
W/m2 at 25 0C. The work provided detail design and calculation of MPPT algorithm, buck-boost
converter, and battery charging unit to recharge a battery of 1.108kWh. Simulation results
successfully demonstrate the performance of the software platform. The proposed solar unit
simulation platform shows great potential for integration with other functional units and control
scheme by interfacing with actual hardware units. In future, the platform will be extended by
including other functional blocks such as transmission and distribution lines, transformers, etc.
1. Introduction
Photovoltaic solar energy is electricity produced by transforming part of the solar radiation with a
photovoltaic cell. It is definitely a non-polluting energy produced without fuel supply,
thermodynamic machinery, Atmosphere warming and waste. However, in 2014, this source of
energy represented only 3% of the world electricity generation [Stallon, Kumar and Baby (2013)].
This is due to its low efficiency of solar panels (researches are still conducting for improvement),
as well as the close dependence on weather conditions of solar energy. During the winter, night or
rain for example, the power provided by the panels is significantly reduced.
As the panels’ efficiency is not high, the maximum power of them has to be harvest at any
time. This is the role of a boost converter allowing, with the aid of a command, a tracking of the
maximum power point. The command itself is called MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking)
Algorithm. In the same way, the weather impact can be overcome by installing of a storage device
which will have the role of supplying the network during sunless periods.
We first model the photovoltaic generator. Then, we design a converter downstream the
photovoltaic module commanded by a MPPT algorithm. The last part is reserved to the energy
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storage. All design and simulation of this paper are done with Simulink.
2. Modeling Of A Photovoltaic (Pv) Generator
2.1. Implementing the PV generator on Simulink
The characteristic equation of voltage-current of the solar panel is given by (1).
I = Np Iph − Np Is (exp (

V+(RNsNs )I
p

Vt a

) − 1) −

V+(RNsNs )I
p
Rp Ns
Np

(1)

Where Np and Ns are respectively the number of cells in parallel and in series, Iph is the photocurrent; Is the saturation current, Rs the series resistance of the cell, Rp the parallel resistance of
the cell; a the ideality factor of the diode and Vt is the thermal voltage. Based on the voltagecurrent characteristic equation of the PV generator given by (1), some models have been developed
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and integrated in Simulink library. In this
paper, we will use the module AleoSolar S16.185.
The parameter of the selected PV module at 1000 W/m2 and 250C is shown in the table 1.
Table 1
Characteristics Of The Module Aleosolar S16.185
Model
AleoSolar S16.185
V at Maximum Power Point (VMPP)
24V
I at Maximum Power Point (IMPP)
7.7A
Vsc
30.4V
Isc
8.2A
P at Maximum Power Point (PMPP)
184.8

The P-V curves of the selected module are shown by Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the irradiation
(Irr.) is stable at 1000W/m2 and the temperature (T) decreases from 550C to 250C. We notice that
the maximum power, represented by the circle on each line, evolves in the opposite direction.
However, in the Fig. 3, the temperature is stable at 250C while the irradiation increases from
200W/m2 to 1000W/m2 the maximum power increases as well.

Fig. 1: P-V curves with T=550C, T=450C, T=350C, T=250C.

Fig. 2: P-V curves with Irr=1000W/m2 to Irr=200W/m2

The PV system under study is composed of 3 strings with 2 units for each string. At 1000 W/m2
and 250C,
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V = 2 ∗ VMPP = 2 ∗ 24 = 48V
P = 2 ∗ 3 ∗ PMPP = 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 184.8 = 1108.8W

(2)
(3)

3. Modeling Of The Boost Converter With Mppt Algorithm
3.1. The Boost converter
The boost converter is also known as step-up converter. It is generally used in the conversion of a
low input voltage into a high output voltage. It consists of a continuous input voltage source V in,
an inductor L, a switch S, a diode, and a capacitor C [Agarwal (2014) - Umashankar, Aparna, Priya,
and Suryanarayanan (2015)].
Fig. 3 shows the electrical diagram of the proposed boost converter.

Fig. 3: Diagram of the proposed boost converter

The relationship between the Vin input voltage and V0 output of the converter is given by (4)
[Kahoul and Mekki (2015)].
V0
Vin = 1−D
(4)
Where D is the duty cycle 0 ≤ D ≤ 1
The equations (5) and (6) respectively express the capacitance and inductance of the filter [Stallon,
Kumar, and Baby (2013)].
DV0
C = f R∆V
(5)
s

L=

Vin D
fs ∆I

(6)

In these relationships, D is the duty cycle, fs is the mosfet frequency, ∆V is the tolerable voltage
limit, ∆I is the tolerable current limit, and R is the load resistance. At 1000 W/m2 and 250C, when
Vin = 48 V and Vo = 130 V, we have: D = 0.63, P=1108.3W and I=8.5A. We choose fs = 50 kHz,
∆V= 5 and ∆I=30 the calculations of R, L and C give: R=16.9Ω, L=2*10-4 H and C=1.9x10-5F.
3.2. The MPPT algorithm (Perturb and Observe)
The Perturbation and Observation (P & O) method is a widely used approach in MPPT research
because it is simple and requires only voltage and current measurements of the PV field V and I,
respectively. This method operates by periodically disturbing the voltage of the PV generator, and
comparing the previously supplied power with the new one after disturbance.
This method makes possible to find the MPP even during the variations of the illumination and
the temperature. The flowchart of this method is given by Fig. 4 [Sholapur,Mohan and
Narsimhegowda (2014)].
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Fig. 4: Flowchart of perturb and observe algorithm

3.3.Simulation
After having modelled the PV generator and connected it to the boost converter, we performed the
simulation of its operation. An MPPT command was inserted using a programmed block on
Simulink as shown by the Fig. 5 (blue rectangle).
The result of the simulation is shown by the Fig. 6 (PV directly connected to the load) and Fig.
7 (PV connected to the load through boost converter equipped with a MPPT command).

Fig. 5: PV system connected to the load through a Boost converter (blue rectangle). Battery and charge controller
will be discussed later (red rectangle)
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Irr (W/m2)

P_PV (W)

Fig. 6: Result of the simulation of a PV system directly connected to the load

Irr (W/m2)

MPP (W) in red
P_PV (W) in blue

Fig. 7: Result of the simulation of a PV system connected to the load through a Boost converter equipped with a
MPPT command

In the Fig. 6 at times t = [0 s - 2 s], t = [2 s - 4 s] and t = [4 s - 6 s], the powers consumed are
respectively P_PV=350, 360 and 365 W, for respective irradiances G = 500, 750 and 1000 W / m2,
and for a constant temperature set at 25 ° C. The PV generator does not operate at its maximum
power because at these times the MPPs are respectively equal to 554, 831 and 1108 W. The power
consumed does not correspond to the maximum output. However, in Fig. 7 at time t = [0 s - 2 s],
t = [2 s - 4 s] and t = [4 s - 6s], we find that the power is respectively equal to 545, 810 and 1100
W, for respective irradiances G = 500, 750 and 1000 W / m2, and for a temperature set at 25 ° C.
4. Modelling Of The Energy Storage
We uses a Simulink component as a Battery with appropriate parameters. In fact, the load required
a power of 1108W under a voltage of 130 V. We consider that the battery should be able to supply
the load for a maximum of 1h. Then the battery’s capacity should be equals to 1.108kWh.
However, the battery has two functioning modes. While it is absorbing power, it operates as a load.
So its voltage should be less than the network voltage. Contrarily, when the battery is injecting the
power into the network, its voltage should be greater. So, we use a buck-boost converter to connect
the battery to the network; the buck function being a voltage divider (battery charging) and the
boost function being a voltage multiplier (battery discharging). A control philosophy has been
implemented to activate or deactivate these two modes.
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Conclusion
Due to of the energetic needs increase and the constraint to respect the environment, renewable
energies is emerging. Solar energy is one of them. However, its dependence to weather conditions
(temperature and solar irradiation) makes its less efficient. Technologies have been developed to
overcome these issues. Boost converter is used to harvest the maximum power from solar panel at
any time and within any weather conditions. Battery is used to store the exceeding energy during
good weather conditions and return it during bad one.
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Abstract
The lack of quantitative measures and location information for instances of damage results in
human-based bridge inspections that are subjective in nature and can vary significantly between
inspections. Making maintenance and repair decisions in this seemingly ambiguous condition is
cumbersome and may require additional field inspections, increasing management cost.
Therefore, it is appealing to develop a transparent bridge inspection and evaluation system that
integrates field inspection and documentation of damage with quantitative measures and georeferenced locations in a holistic process, by leveraging cutting-edge UAV techniques. Since the
current bridge inspection practices use a component based structural rating system, the new
UAV-based bridge inspection system should also follow a component-wise damage evaluation
system to enable the seamless adoption of this new technology into practice. In this context, an
approach to model component-wise damage information of inspected bridges is presented. By
using UAV-enabled photogrammetry and unsupervised machine learning techniques, this system
can automatically identify the bridge components from a 3D point cloud with minimal user
input. Then, a component-wise building information model (BIM) is established using the
segmented point cloud. In the end, the damage information is mapped to the corresponding
components of the bridge and readily visualized in the BIM. The documented component-wise
damage information with quantitative measures in conjunction with the 3D visualization function
in the proposed system can provide bridge managers with one-stop decision making support. The
feasibility of this approach is demonstrated using a case study of a Colorado bridge.
Keywords: bridge inspection, UAV, BIM, component-wise damage information mapping,
visualization, decision-making support
1. Introduction
In the United States, bridges are routinely inspected at least every two years and more often
depending on the state of the structure; however, over half of a million bridges need inspection,
which creates a substantial burden to bridge owners (Ryan, et al (2012)). Traditional, humanbased inspection techniques typically assign a qualitative rating to each component, i.e. deck,
girders, and abutments. These inspections tend to be more subjective, typically relying on the
inspector’s experience or, in the case of chain-drag tests, hearing ability (Moore et al. (2001)).
Additionally, for in-depth, fracture critical, or special inspections, snooper trucks and/or roping
rigs are typically required which are inherently dangerous to use and time consuming to set up.
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These shortcomings in current bridge inspection practices demonstrate a need to develop a more
objective and faster bridge inspection system on a more cost-effective and safer platform.
To promote the longevity of existing bridges and decrease maintenance costs, Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) are being deployed to assist bridge inspectors and managers. UAVs have the
potential to provide objective information on a faster, more cost-effective, and safer platform.
Some studies have already explored the possibility of utilizing UAVs as “eyes-in-the-sky” to
assist inspectors on the ground to visualize structural damage/defects in difficult-to-access
locations (Gillins et al. (2016)). Similarly, the Minnesota Department of Transportation has
completed a three-phase project on utilizing UAVs to assist inspectors on a wide variety of
bridges in Minnesota. They created photogrammetric models with the use of Pix4D® to log and
organize the data collected from the UAVs. They also demonstrated the potential for cost savings
of about 60% using a UAV system as opposed to traditional techniques (Wells & Lovelace
(2018)). The photogrammetric model created greatly aided inspectors and supplied a wealth of
data that would otherwise not be possible. Despite the benefits of safety, cost-effectiveness, and
valuable inspection data, these studies did not provide inspectors with an efficient data
processing system that merges UAV-based inspection data into current practice.
To enable a seamless adoption of a UAV-based technology in the current component-based
bridge rating system, component-wise damage assessment, rating, and documentation are
necessary. In this context, this study proposes a UAV enabled component-wise damage
information modeling approach for bridge inspection. The proposed system leverages advances
in photogrammetry and unsupervised machine learning to automatically identify the components
of a bridge from images collected by UAVs with minimum user input. Then, an as-built
component-wise building information model (BIM) can be readily built to document the damage
information for each component. Within the proposed system, automatic component
identification is the most challenging aspect due to the complexity of the point cloud
information, the variability of point density, and total number of points in each bridge
component. Lu et al. proposed a top-down approach to segment bridge elements; however, this
study looked at the separation of piers, pier-caps, and deck using terrestrial laser scan data which
is more difficult and more expensive to attain (Lu et al. (2018)). Based on a case study bridge in
Fort Collins, Colorado, this paper proposes a novel, effective, and innovative approach to
accomplish segmentation of an entire bridge from a point cloud created with 2D image by
photogrammetry with a high rate of “true-positive” values. With additional metadata from the
point cloud, unsupervised clustering techniques are performed in three steps to separate each
component of the bridge. These segmented sections are then used as a base to create an as-built,
component-wise BIM.
In the following, the entire procedure of UAV-based field inspection and the proposed as-built
BIM modeling will be introduced through a case study, with special focus on the automatic
component identification.
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2. UAV Based Field Inspection
To demonstrate the potential of the proposed system, a case study was performed on a bridge in
Fort Collins, Colorado. The UAV platform used in this study was a DJI Matrice 600 Pro. It was
equipped with a DJI Zunmuse X3 camera with a 12.4MP maximum photo resolution, offering
0.214 cm/pixel while hovering at 5 meters above ground level. In 2011, city officials closed the
bridge due to costly needed upgrades and low average daily traffic which provided a good test
site. Flying manually in a double grid pattern above and around the bridge, the UAV collected
455 images with a 95% overlap. Because of the bridge’s low clearance, flying under the structure
was not feasible; therefore, images of only the top and sides were taken. The North side of the
bridge is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: North Side of Surveyed Case Study Bridge in Fort Collins, Colorado.

3. Automated Identification of Structural Components
After the flight, a dense point cloud was created using photogrammetry, a process of taking a 2D
library of photographs and creating a 3D point cloud. Meshroom with AliceVision, an opensource, photogrammetry code that is based on structure-from-motion was used (Moulon et al.
(2012)). Structure-from-motion finds key points and their associated descriptors to match images
and, knowing the focal length, optical center of the camera, and these key point matches,
estimate the camera pose to create 3D points (Figure 2).

Figure 2: 3D Point Cloud Created from the 2D Library of Images using Meshroom with AliceVision.

Before starting the automatic component identification, a metric had to be defined to quantify the
accuracy of the component identification. To provide ground-truth data (GTD) for evaluating the
results, the dense point cloud was manually cropped into the 17 components (bridge deck, 2
sides/guardrails, 4 abutments, 10 beams). Each identified component was compared to the GTD
using Fowlkes-Mallows Index (FMI) (Equation 1). This index compares the GTD with the
identified components with an emphasis on True Positives and a perfect score of 1.0.
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𝐹𝑀𝐼 =

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
√(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠)

(1)

To set up the automatic component identification, a Python code was created using open-source
Open3D and Scikit-Learn libraries to implement a combination of two clustering techniques,
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Agglomerative Clustering, to automatically identify each
component with minimal user input (Fränti et al.(2006); Pedregosa et al. (2011); Zhou et al.
(2018)). The GMM assumes the clusters are generated from a Gaussian distribution and creates a
probabilistic model of the clusters. This technique incorporates information about the covariance
structure of the data. In this implementation, it is assumed that each cluster has its own general
covariance matrix. The GMM works best for distributions and groups with different, irregular, or
oblong shapes such as those found in a point cloud of a bridge. Agglomerative Clustering,
however, works best when the clusters can be circumscribed in a sphere. This technique creates a
dendrogram of the points, in this case, based on the Euclidean distances, to separate the data.
Next, the automatic process of component identification based on these two clustering
techniques is introduced. To begin, the full point cloud is classified into three sections using a
GMM, which separates out the bridge deck from the other components. To automatically
identify which cluster contains the deck, the surface normals of the point cloud were used. The
normals are typically used for visualization to determine the reflectance of light; however, they
also give information about the direction of the point by calculating the principal axis of adjacent
point using covariance analysis (Zhou et al. (2018)). It is assumed that the bridge deck is a
relatively level, flat, and smooth surface; therefore, the normals would point in relatively the
same direction and the angles between the normal vectors would be small. Calculating the
average angle between every normal vector of each cluster and choosing the cluster with the
smallest average angle identified the deck cluster. The output is shown in Figure 3(A).

(A)
(B)
Figure 3: Initial Segmentation (Green is Segmented Deck; Red and Blue are others) (A); Final Segmentation (Red is
Segmented Deck; Purple is Segmented Wing Wall; etc.) (B)

Next, the North section (red section in Figure 3(A)) and South section (blue section in Figure
3(A)) are each broken into three separate sections again using a GMM. This identifies the
bridge’s sides/guardrail from the rest of the bridge’s components. To identify which cluster
contains the bridge’s side/guardrail, the surface normals of the point cloud were used again.
Using the same method mentioned previously, the smallest average angle between the normals
was calculated and the side/guardrail clusters were identified. Once this side was identified,
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Agglomerative Clustering was implemented to separate out the rest of the components. With the
deck and sides/guardrails now eliminated, the left-over components were more centralized and
could be circumscribed in a sphere. Based on this reason, Agglomerative Clustering produced
better results when compared to a GMM or other clustering technique. The overall framework
produced an FMI of 0.81 for the entire segmented bridge (Figure 3(B)), indicating a high rate of
true positive identification. To compare with a single clustering method, such as only using
GMM or Agglomerative Clustering, the FMI is significantly different with 0.37 and 0.28,
respectively. Therefore, the proposed combination of the two techniques produces a higher FMI
and better grouping.
4. Component-wise Damage Information Modeling
With the classified dense point cloud established, a complete as-built, component-wise BIM is
developed. Based on a comparison study by McGuire et al., Revit, by Autodesk, Inc., was the
selected software. Revit can easily handle user-defined inputs and point clouds. First, each
identified component of the point cloud was uploaded, labeled, scaled, and, with additional GPS
points, georeferenced in Revit. Next, the concept of “damage cubes,” used by McGuire et al.,
was adapted (McGuire et al. (2016)). The damage that is automatically detected from the images
of the UAV is documented in the damage cube and automatically mapped to the corresponding
component (highlighted by the blue circles in Figure 4 (A)) (Perry et al. (2018)). The damage
type, (i.e. cracking, spalling, delamination), amount (i.e. length of cracks, area of spalling or
delamination), component (i.e. deck, girder, beam, etc.), specific location (i.e. x, y, z/elevation),
the images from the UAV, and any other relevant information can be automatically linked to the
damage cube with a created Dynamo Code within Revit.

(A)
(B)
(C)
Figure 4: Revit Showing Damage Cubes (A); User-Defined Properties (B); Associated UAV Images and Damage (C)

Selecting a damage cube on the user interface will display the properties box with all the
associated information (Figure 4 (B)). Selecting an image in the properties box will display the
original image from the UAV and the detected defects (Figure 4 (C)). This BIM with localized
damage cubes will help visualize the damage leading to better decisions.
5. Conclusion
The short-comings of current bridge inspection practices demonstrate a need for an efficient
bridge inspection system integrating field inspection and documentation of damage with
quantitative measures on a more cost-effective and safer platform. Utilizing UAVs and
leveraging current advances in photogrammetry and machine learning, a novel UAV-based
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bridge inspection system is proposed. This system creates a point cloud from UAV-collected
images and automatically segments each component of the bridge (i.e. girders, guardrail, deck)
using unsupervised machine learning. Each component is uploaded and georeferenced in Revit.
Next, “damage cubes” were placed at the damaged location on the components to document and
visualize the component-wise damage information. The system, however, was not able to
automatically label the segmented point cloud and required a user to provide this information
manually. The proposed bridge inspection system not only provides bridge owners and managers
with convenient damage information query and visualization to better support the decisionmaking process but also offers a seamless transition from current practices to the implementation
of a UAV-enabled bridge inspection system.
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Abstract
Aiming at the difficult problem of structural damage identification under ambient excitation, a
new method based on mutative-scale dynamic entropy is proposed. Combined with virtual
impulse response function, this method applies the principle that coding sequence consisting of
mutative-scale interval symbol contains rich information of structure frequency changes to detect
structuredamage. Virtual impulse response function of a structure under ambient excitation is
first computed, and then a probability feature vector of the virtual impulse response function
coded withmutative-scale dynamic entropy symbolization is defined as damage index.Higher
values of the damage index indicate that the structure is farther from its health state and damage
occurs. Furthermore, the proposed method is applied to a chain model to evaluate its validity. It
is shown that the proposed method works well in identifying the occurrence of slight structural
damage under ambient excitation, and can accurately determine damage severity.
1. Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM), after decades of investigation, has become a relatively
mature technology, which come into service for most major projects. Various of methods are
proposed to detect structural damage with different causes, as Fan et al (2011) reviewed, such as
material degradation, initial design defects or constant environmental erosion and other factors.
The accumulation of structural damage usually leads to the change of physical properties (mass,
damping and stiffness), and finally lead to detectable changes in modal characteristics (natural
frequency, modal shape, modal curvature, modal flexibility, modal strain energy, etc.), as
summarized by Farrar et al (1997) and Jiang (2005). Therefore, it is clear that damage can be
induced from changes in these modal properties. On this premise, a new feature extraction
method called symbolic time series analysis (STSA), has been applied to damage detection
recently, as Arroyo et al (2013) and Cammarota et al (2005) studied. STSA is based on the
change of statistical behavior of a symbol sequence and has the advantage to effectively capture
the main characteristics of a dynamic system and reduce the influence of harmful noise.
Meanwhile, virtual impulse response function as proposed by Ding et al (2008) and Diao et al
(2012) is also employed to deal with the influence of random environmental excitation.
Combining the virtual impulse response function and STSA, this paper proposes a multi-scale
symbolic time series analysis (MSTSA) method based on modified Shannon entropy. This
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method solves the difficulty of structural damage identification under environmental excitation
and can directly reflect the overall frequency change rate of a structure by multi-scale interval
symbols. Firstly, the virtual impulse response function is calculated, then based on the analysis
of MSTSA, new damage indicators are proposed for damage detection. Simulation results show
that the proposed index is positively correlated with the severity of damage, indicating that the
method can better determine the structural damage under environmental excitation.
2. Theory of mutative-scale symbolic time series analysis
2.1 Primary steps of symbolic time series analysis
According to the theory of STSA by Jin (2004), Wu et al (2011) and Xu et al (2013), the
primary steps are Symbolization, Decimal encoding, Statistical analysis, and Anomaly measures.
Symbolization is considered as a transition from state space to symbol space through discretising
the underlying time series data into corresponding symbol sequences based on Shannon entropy,
which greatly reduces the dimension of information and minimizes the impact of harmful noise.
Shannon’s entropy was introduced by Shannon (1948) and was used to characterize the statistical
characteristics of symbol series. Shannon’s entropy was a measure used to describe the
complexity and uncertainty of dynamical systems. Increased Shannon entropy implies the less
orderly system, which is equivalent to a case of increased complexity and uncertainty. In order to
provide a quantitative statistic of the frequency of individual sequences for different data, the
concept of modified Shannon’s entropy is introduced by Daw et al (1998) as follows:
HS = −

1
log N obs

 p log p
i

i

(1)

i

where pi is the frequency of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ symbol sequence in the code series, and N obs is the total
number of individual symbol sequences with nonzero probability. From Eq. (1), the size of the
modified Shannon’s entropy can represent the probability distribution of each symbol sequence
in the code series. The smaller the value of H s is, the better the regularity of the formed code
series is, and the larger the probability is at a certain symbol sequence. Therefore, when H s
acquires its minimum value, the corresponding parameters m and L respectively denote the
appropriate number of partitions and word length.
The encoding process of STSA is as follows: Assume that the dimension of the raw time series
data is N, and the number of partitions is m. Time series data xn is transformed into a symbol
series ( s0 , s1 , sL −1 , sL , sL +1 , sN −1 ) . Words are formed by defining a finite-length template L to group
symbols and this template is also shifted stepwise along the symbol series sn . The mutative-scale
interval that is used to choose symbols in each word is based on the natural vibration period T in
the current stage. The first symbol sequence can be expressed as (s0 , sT , s( L −1)T ) , and the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ
symbol sequence is (si , si +T , , si + ( L −1)T ) .
According to the relative frequencies of each word in the code series, symbol probability vectors
can be constructed to account for anomaly measures, which can be expressed as
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Ai =

I

u ,i

− I d ,i



A =  A1 A2  Ai 

(2)

where Iu ,i and I d ,i are the symbol probability vectors of the undamaged and damaged structural
models in the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ damage case. The total number of damage states is denoted by i.
Correspondingly, A is made up of each anomaly measure Ai under various conditions. The
anomaly measure constitutes an indicator of damage presence in a structure, and is a scalar value
that represents the closeness of the system between the current state and its nominal state, higher
values of which indicate that the structure is far from its initial state.
2.2 Theory development
In this section, free vibration responses of a structure with n degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
subjected to a sudden load is employed. According to the mode superposition method by Chopra
(1995), a response vector u (t ) can be expressed as
N

N

n =1

n =1

u (t ) =  ΦnYn (t )=  Φn An sin(ωDn t + φn )e − ξωn t

(3)

where Φn is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ modal shape, A is the initial amplitude, φ is the initial phase angle, ωn is
the 𝑛𝑡ℎ natural frequency, ξ is the damping ratio, and ωDn is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ damped natural frequency
expressed as ω = ω 1 − ξ .Take the first vibration period as an example. One of the sequences can
be expressed as [u1 (t0 ), u1 (t1 ), , u1 (tl ), u1 (t L −1 )] with a word length L. Then, for the first frequency
2

Dn

n

ui (t0 ) = Φ1i A1 sin(ωD1t0 + φ1 )e− ξω1t0 +Φ2i A2 sin(ωD 2 t0 + φ2 )e− ξω2t0 +  +Φni An sin(ωDn t0 + φ3 )e− ξωn t0 
ui (tl ) = ui (t0 + lTD1 )
= Φ1i A1 sin[ωD1t0 + φ1 ]e− ξω1tn +Φ2i A2 sin[ωD 2 t0 +
+  + Φni An sin(ωDn t0 +

Define the change rate

αn1 =

ωDn − ωD1
ωD1

2πl (ωD 2 − ωD1 )
+ φ2 ]e− ξω2tn
ωD1

(4)

2πl (ωDn − ωD1 )
+ φ3 )e− ξωn tn 
ωD1

as the 𝑛𝑡ℎ damped natural frequency with respect to the first

damped natural frequency.And the phase angle θ n can be expressed as θn =ωDn t0 + φn , Eqs. (4) can
be used to obtain the sequence [u1 (t0 ), u1 (t1 ), , u1 (tl ), u1 (t L −1 )] , as
ui (t0 ) = Φn1 A1 sin(θ1 )e − ξω1t0 +Φn 2 A2 sin(θ2 )e − ξω2t0 +  + Φni An sin(θn )e − ξωn t0 
ui (tl ) = ui (t0 + lTD1 ) = Φn1 A1e −2lξπ sin(θ1 )e − ξω1t0 +Φn 2 A2 e −2( α21 +1)lξπ sin(θ2 + 2α21lπ )e − ξω2t0
+  + Φni An e

Let yn (tl ) = Φni An e−2(α
expressed as

n1 +1) lξπ

−2( αn1 +1) lξπ

sin(θn + 2αn1lπ )e

− ξωn t0

(5)



sin(θn + 2αn1lπ)e−ξωnt0 , from tl −1 to tl , yn (tl−1 ) and yn (tl ) can be respectively
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yn (tl −1 ) = Φni An e−2( αn1 +1)(l −1) ξπ sin(θn + 2αn1 (l − 1)π )e− ξωnt0
yn (tl ) = Φni An e−2( αn1 +1)lξπ sin(θn + 2αn1lπ )e− ξωnt0

(6)

It is easily observed from Eq.(5)-(6) that the amplitude from tl −1 to tl is reduced by a fixed term
e −2( α +1) ξπ , and the phase angle is incremented by a fixed distance 2αn1π . Therefore, sequences with
mutative-scale intervals are found to directly reflect the frequency change rate of a structure. In
fact, other periods of a structure can also be used as sampling intervals of new words.
n1

3. Numerical simulation
3.1 Numerical model
A chain-like structure with three DOFs, as that shown in Figure 1, is considered as an example to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. In this model, the natural frequencies are
w1 = 14.52 , w2 = 31.05 , w3 = 46.50 , and the inertia force vector E = 1 1 1T . Gaussian stationary
white noise is considered an earthquake excitation applied at the foundation of the structure. The
initial velocity and initial displacement of the lumped masses are zero. Fifty second responses at
each lumped mass of the three-DOF chain-like structure are recorded. The sampling frequency is
100 Hz. The abrupt deterioration of stiffness K1 is assumed to simulate the damage at a
particular location, and seven damaged cases are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1 Chain-like structure with three degrees-of-freedom

Table 1. Deterioration of stiffness K1
Deterioration of
Case number
Stiffness K1
Case 1
0
Case 2
5%
Case 3
10%
Case 4
15%
Case 5
20%
Case 6
25%
Case 7
30%

3.2 Simulation results
In numerical simulations, the deterioration of stiffness K1 has been introduced, and the anomaly
measures are obtained in each case. The numerical simulation process is repeated ten times
independently for every period. Converting the raw time series data to the symbol sequences
with an alphabet size of three, a word length of four, the mutative-scale interval that equals 39
for the first vibration period, as shown in Figure 2, equals 20 for the second vibration period in
Figure 3, and equals 12 for the third vibration period in Figure 4.
In Figure (a) of the following figures, the horizontal axis represents the seven damage cases, and
the vertical axis is the value of the anomaly measure. The values of the anomaly measures
become larger as the damage getting worse, which means that the larger the anomaly measure is,
the greater the difference between the current and the initial cases. In Figure (b) of them, the
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horizontal axis indicates the simulation times, and the vertical axis represents the value of
anomaly measures. The values of the anomaly measures obtained at 10 different random
excitations are constantly fluctuating for one damage case, but the variation range is small
especially for the first vibration period. Anomaly measures under different damage conditions
are quite different from each other.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 (a, b) Application of anomaly measures of first vibration period

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 (a, b) Application of anomaly measures of second vibration period

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 (a, b) Application of anomaly measures of third vibration period
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5. Conclusions
(1) Compared to the symbols in each word with the use of consecutive time intervals in
conventional STSA, the proposed symbol sequence composed by mutative-scale time intervals
provides an information-rich representation of structural frequency change rate, and the
established index is more sensitive to structural damages.
(2) The combination of MSTSA and virtual impulse response function reflects inherent structural
dynamic characteristics, and ameliorated the effects of varying excitations.
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Abstract
This paper, through the experience gathered by the authors over last 30 years, investigates the
effectiveness of a long-term dynamic monitoring system as an integrative tool for offshore
platform damage assessment. The considered platform is a steel structure, named VEGA-A,
operating in the Sicily channel (Italy). This platform, one of the largest built in Italy, has been
equipped since 1988 with a monitoring system that collects both environmental (a current meter,
a depth gauge and a system for detecting speed and direction of wind) and structural (by means of
accelerometers installed on the top side of the platform) data. In a first part of the paper, variation
of main frequencies and mode shapes over these 30 years of activity of the platform are discussed
and correlated with the main storms that have affected the structure. In addition, a statistical
analysis of the accelerometer signals is performed with the aim to identify potential warning
thresholds and alarm. Subsequently, an identified numerical model of the platform has been built
and employed to perform time-history analyses according to several (artificial) damage scenarios.
The numerical results (namely, acceleration time-histories at different levels) have been employed
to investigate the ability of an improved structural monitoring system to recognize the artificial
damage. It is demonstrated that a modified Kernel-PCA method, with the inclusion of the
normalized mode shapes, is able to recognize and localize the damage together the flexibility
matrix and the Load Vectors method.
1. Introduction
The control plan for offshore structures, or the verification of such structures for use beyond their
initial life, requires a design of an inspection plan aimed to constantly check-up the structural
elements (beams and joints). The inspections, their frequency, and their typology is a critical issue
and inspection planning was for the last decade, and still is, based mainly on probabilistic Risk
Based Inspection (RBI). In addition, the close visual inspection of structural damage is in most
cases hard to perform and evermore economically demanding.
To overcome these problems, monitoring techniques for damage identification through the
analysis of the changes in the modal properties of offshore structures have been developed and the
results of previous researches showed that the MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion), the COMAC
(Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion) and the MSF (Modal Scale Factor) are indexes capable
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to detect both offshore damages and mass changes. To overcome these problems the monitoring
techniques for damage identification through the analysis of the changes in the modal properties
of offshore structures have been developed and the results of previous researches showed indexes
capable to detect both offshore damages and mass changes (Betti, Spadaccini & Vignoli 2015).
This research investigates the capacity of monitoring systems to assess possible structural damage
in presence of environmental and operational variations, the Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) and Novelty Detection are used for this scope. This output-only black box techniques, has
been applied for eliminating environmental influences on features such as natural frequencies,
which boils down to estimating a relationship between the observed features and unknown
environmental factors (Rizzo & Vignoli 2015). An effective method for Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) in changing environmental conditions is the kernel PCA (Reynders, Wursten
& De Roeck 2014). In this work the method is improved by using as control parameters, instead
of the frequencies, the eigenvectors that can approximate (by truncation) the flexibility matrix.
This matrix can be used for localize the structural damage how in the Load Vector Method (Bernal
2002). As a reference case study the VEGA-A offshore platform, an eight-leg steel fixed jacket
platform operating in the Sicily Channel, 25 km offshore, was considered.
2. The Kernel-PCA-flexibility matrix method
The original method is modified by using the mode shapes and the approximate flexibility matrix,
also as control parameter, rather than the eigen-frequencies. An improved output-only technique
to eliminate nonlinear environmental and operational influences on the monitored features is
developed and validated on real-life monitoring data; it is based on Gaussian kernel PCA, where
the parameters of the global system model are automatically determined. The parameter, which
represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian (or radial basis function (RBF)) kernel, is chosen
in such a way that the matrix of mapped output correlations is maximally informative.
If the output of the model is identified as a sequence of flexibility matrix Fk∈ Rny, k = 1, ns,
1

=

(1)

where the φki are the eigen-vectors which are damage-sensitive quantities and the approximation
of the flexibility matrix is obtained by truncation; the RBF kernel is defined as
,

/

=

(2)

In the flexibility matrix Fk are present the eigen-vectors modal, each normalized with the respect
of the unity norm. Instead of one σ for each mode shape (Rizzo, Spadaccini & Vignoli 2017) in
this work one value of σ is emploied.
The number of principal components to retain in the analysis, nu, can be determined by following
inequality (3):
nu

Σ
F≤

k =1
nt

Σ
k =1

kk

;

(3)

kk

where Σkk denotes the kth diagonal element of Σ, matrix of eigenvalues. It can be seen that K is
more informative when σ approach the optimal value which corresponds to the maximum entropy.
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The parameter σ controls the bandwidth of the inner product matrix K. When σ is very small, this
matrix is approximately diagonal. In this case, K provides no information on the correlation among
the data points and PCA becomes meaningless. When σ is very large, all elements of the matrix
are approximately equal, which makes it again uninformative. An optimal value of σ can be found
by requiring that the corresponding inner product matrix is maximally informative as measured,
in particular, σ is determined by maximizing the entropy of the inner product matrix K (Shannon
1948) and (Widjaja, Varon, Caicedo & Van Huffel 2012).
3. VEGA-A field
The VEGA field includes the platform for the exploitation of the oil field and a floating deposit
obtained from the transformation of the former oil tanker Leonis in FSO (Floating- StorageOffloading). The float is moored at SPM (single point mooring) located about 1.5 miles from the
platform and connected to it via pipelines. The platform, in 1987, was endorsed at a depth of about
122 meters under sea level using a jacket and a steel lattice structure with eight legs anchored to
the seabed by means of 20 piles; on top of these the remaining structural modules hosting
production and services plants were subsequently placed.

Figure 1. VEGA-A platform, in the dockyard, in service and actual sensor position.
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In Figure 1 the VEGA-A platform is shown. The VEGA platform is monitored by means of 9
linear accelerometers, 6 linear and 3 rotational, a depth gauge, a current meter and systems for
detecting speed and direction of wind. Therefore, the action of sea and wind on the VEGA platform
are recorded as well as its structural response. Also the meteorological data of air pressure,
temperature and humidity are recorded. The environmental data recorded are speed and direction
of wind and speed, direction of current, that together the measurement of depth, allow us to
reconstruct the wave characteristics. The Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of
the University of Florence has been in charge of the data analysis of the VEGA platform
monitoring system since 1988, when the system was first operating (Spadaccini & Vignoli 1990).
In 2001 the monitoring system has been updated with the addition of new accelerometers and a
new wave-meter (depth gauge and current meter) and in September 2015, in addition to a second
microwave wave-meter.
In Figure 2 the first three modes identified from the analysis are reported; the first two mode shapes
are characterized by a horizontal translation while the third is a torsional mode shape around the z
axis.
plan view

plan view

front view

front view

front view

side view

side view

f=0.436Hz T=2.3s

plan view

side view

f=0.505Hz T=2.0s

f=0.756Hz T=1.3s

Figure 2. Identified mode shapes of platform, f1=0.436, f2=0.505 and f3=0.756 (Hz).
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Figure 3. Variation of f1, f2 and f3, and histogram representation, years 2000-2017.
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The modal parameters are obtained through an automated processing implemented on Matlab; the
record used to extract the modal parameters from year 2001 to year 2017 have a duration of 20min
at the midnight of every day and the sampling frequency is 10 Hz until 2015 and 16 Hz after.
One of the objectives of the analysis is to capture the environmental effects, therefore it has been
considered sufficient that the analyzed time series report one estimation per day. The observation
of the evolution of the first three natural frequencies identified in the frequency range 0.4÷0.8 Hz
on the basis of the SSI method in the period December 2000 to December 2017, suggest that these
frequency estimated are stable; except for the period 2001-2002 in which the derrick on the
platform was removed and in the first mounts of 2015 where in the platform were performed heavy
maintenance work of the wells. In Figure 3 is reported the frequency trend and its histogram.
Actually in the monitoring system of the platform, for the health control, is implemented in
automatic the linear PCA method. The automated application of linear PCA indicates that the
Novelty Index from September 2015 to December 2016 remain steadily at the assigned thresholds,
so the linear PCA method does not record any substantial changes in the structural behavior. The
Kernel-PCA-modified method is necessary not only because eliminates the environmental effects
on modal shapes but because the platform shows nonlinear behavior due to the nature of its
foundations. In this case the method can recognize the non-linear behavior of the structure and
hence does not identify it as damaging.
3.1 Simulations and FE model of the Platform
A numerical model of the VEGA-A platform was built using the finite element code ANSYS.
Main columns and vertical and horizontal bracing elements were modelled by means of beam
elements assuming simple elastic behavior. The final model consisted of 175 joints and 478 beam
elements corresponding to about 1000 degrees of freedom and a three-dimensional view of the
whole model is reported in Figure 4. In a first step the numerical model has been identified in order
to reproduce the experimental results, and the dynamic identification of the model was performed
employing Genetic algorithms (GA) (Betti et al. 2015).
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Figure 4. Vega A, the three-dimensional numerical model and the three natural earthquake records employed for
the time histories
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A real-coded genetic algorithm (RCGA) was employed, and the chromosome was built in order to
collect the unknown parameters of the model: the added masses (water and marine growth) and
the stiffness of the 20 vertical steel piles. After tuning, the model has been employed to perform
time-history analyses assuming several natural ground accelerometers. As a first approach the
three natural records reported in Figure 2 and two sea storms (with height significant of the waves
3.13m and 6.81m) were considered and applied at the base of the model.
First, the actual configuration has been considered and acceleration of each level has been recorded.
Subsequently, with the aim to assess the sensibility of frequencies and mode shapes to damages,
several artificial damage configurations have been considered. From a numerical point of view the
damage of a member, or a joint, was simulated simply removing the corresponding beam element
in the numerical model. Apart the actual configuration, seven damage states have been considered
(Figure 5).

DAM01

DAM02

DAM03

DAM04

DAM05

DAM06

DAM07

Figure 5. Vega A, damage configuration, DAM01-07.

DAM01 and DAM02 assume the damage of one of main legs; DAM03 corresponds to the damage
of one of the vertical bracing; DAM04 assumes the damage of two of the vertical bracing; DAM05
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simulates the damage of one of the vertical bracing; DAM06 corresponds to, the damage of one of
the horizontal bracing; DAM07 is a combination of DAM05 and DAM06. Table 1 shows the first
two frequencies of the FEM model. For the identification of the model was chosen to monitor 16
modal displacements (4 nodes, 4 displacement in x-direction and 4 in y-direction) in the upper
deck and 16 modal displacements in the fourth deck below the sea level.
Table 1. First frequencies of the FEM models.
f1 (hz) f2 (hz) f3 (hz)

f4 (hz)

f5 (hz)

undamaged

0.4370

0.4840

0.8108

1.2214

1.3108

DAM01

0.3920

0.4733

0.8100

1.2036

1.3077

DAM02

0.4766

0.4766

0.8012

1.1516

1.2890

DAM03

0.4836

0.4836

0.7640

0.7892

0.8327

DAM04

0.4319

0.4834

0.7630

0.7892

0.8295

DAM05

0.4299

0.4838

0.7300

0.7327

0.8032

DAM06

0.4369

0.4807

0.7978

1.2211

1.3095

DAM07

0.4298

0.4804

0.7300

0.7325

0.7908

In this way it was possible to identify the 1st translational mode in the Y-direction, the 1st
translational mode in the X-direction, the 1st torsional Mode, the 2nd translational mode in the Xdirection and the 2nd translational mode in the Y-direction.
3.2 Application of the Kernel-PCA-flexibility matrix method

The proposed Kernel-PCA-flexibility matrix method, sketched in section 2, was also used for data
derived from the platform FEM model. To identify the possible damages, only the first five modes
shapes was taken into consideration. In this the case, the entropy is function of one variable σ1.
Therefore, nt=300 data points are used for training the model (random simulations of the
undamaged identification).

Figure 6. Information entropy of the inner product matrix K from the application of section ‘‘Output-only
monitoring’’ as a function of the RBF kernel parameter σ1.

The number of principal components to retain is then determined with F = 0.99 and his leads to a
value nu = 292. The rest of the data is derived from 50 simulations for each damage (in total 350
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simulations). In Figures 6 and 7 it can be seen that K is more informative when σ1 approach the
optimal values 0.196 which corresponds to the maximum entropy.

Figure 7. Inner product matrix K plotted as a function of the RBF kernel parameter σ1, and a grayscale image for
three different values of the RBF kernel parameter σ1.

The evolution of the misfit is shown in Figure 7; from the analysis of the misfit it is clear that both
the DAM01 model than DAM02-07 are clearly visible.

Figure 7. Misfit as a function of the RBF kernel parameter σ1.

4. Conclusions
In this work the dynamic behaviour of the offshore platform VEGA-A was investigated, in
reference to its mode shapes and variation over time, from the year 2000 to 2018. The method
used, Kernel-PCA flexibility matrix method, allows the control of the health status of the platform
and it’s able to detect damages that involve beam of various kinds (vertical legs or diagonal
bracings), thanks to the inclusion in the method of the mode shapes and the truncated flexibility
matrix. A monitoring system of this type provides effective dynamic information, and removing
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the seasonal effects it can be a valuable tool to detect the structural damage. Application of kernel
PCA to data collected in the long period can work as an alert system associated to the verification
of vibration serviceability limits and can be a useful support in the risk based inspections.
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Abstract
Detecting concrete cracks is required in current condition assessment of bridges. In this study, a
faster region-based convolutional neural network (faster R-CNN) was applied for image-based
crack identification, where the real-world images taken from concrete bridges were contaminated
with complex backgrounds including handwriting. For this purpose, dataset of 2489 cropped
images was created and labelled for two different objects, i.e. cracks and handwriting. The
proposed network was then trained and tested using the generated image dataset. Full-scale realworld images were then used to evaluate the performance of the trained network. The results of
this study show that the faster R-CNN can locate crack automatically from raw images, even with
the presence of handwriting scripts.
1. Introduction
Bridges are prone to structural damage and even collapse, caused by a wide range of loadings
including self-weight, service loads and environmental loads during service life (Kim et al., 2017).
In particular, cracking issues in reinforced concrete structures may cause catastrophic failure of
the entire structure, because corrosive chemicals can have access to steel bars through cracks on
concrete surface (Krauss and Rogalla, 1996). Currently, manual visual inspection for bridge
condition assessment is widely employed, which generally involves sending trained inspectors
onsite to highlight cracks with physical markings and to take images of defects for photographic
record (Yang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014). However, it is obvious that manual inspection is
subjective, time-consuming, qualitative and incapable of evaluating areas that are difficult to
access or inspect. Moreover, this practice can be unsafe for inspectors due to limited accessibility
of the bridge, and the accuracy of results generally correlates with the level of experience and
subjectivity of the inspector. There is an increasing requirement, therefore, to develop an
automated defect detection system that can mimic onsite human inspection. In this respect,
detecting the location of structural cracks from images has attracted a lot research interest. The
region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN), using a selective search to propose input
objects, was developed to provide object detection (Girshick et al., 2014). However, this method
involves a tiresome training process with relatively low computational speed. A spatial pyramid
pooling network (SPP-net) was therefore put forward to increase detection speed (He et al., 2014),
but it had difficulty in sharing computations with its pre-trained CNNs, resulting in low detection
accuracy. Consequently, a trained end-to-end network, fast R-CNN was developed to address the
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limitations of both R-CNN and SPP-net, which learned the solution of a given problem from the
dataset through back-propagation (Girshick, 2015). However, it still required an external method
(i.e. a selective search) to generate region proposals. To tackle this problem, object proposals
generated using a region proposal network (RPN) were developed and a cutting-edge network,
faster R-CNN was introduced by combining the RPN and fast R-CNN, which is promising to
achieve real-time object detection (Ren et al., 2015). More recently, a further application of the
faster R-CNN enabling detection of multiple damage types was presented (Cha et al., 2018).
However, most of the training images in this reported study were of high quality without much
background noise.
A more advanced machine learning algorithm, that can detect cracks in concrete structures with
complex backgrounds, is therefore required. So far, no research has been conducted on detecting
concrete cracks using faster R-CNN from real-world images with complex backgrounds (e.g.
handwriting scripts), such as are commonly seen in reality. This study presents an automated crack
detection framework using faster R-CNN for the detection of concrete crack based on real-world
images with disturbing background information.
2. Proposed method for crack detection
The overall architecture of the faster R-CNN consists of RPN and fast R-CNN. RPN was
implemented to generate object proposals, while fast R-CNN served as a detection network for
determining the occurrence of objects from the proposals. RPN and fast R-CNN shared
computations through a shared CNN as illustrated in Figure 1. The main function of this shared
CNN was to extract object features in which a feature map was generated after its last layer and
shared between RPN and fast R-CNN.

Figure 1. Schematic architecture of the faster R-CNN

The structure of the shared CNN in this study consists of convolution, rectified linear unit (ReLU),
max pooling, dropout, fully connected and softmax layers. The architecture of the modified ZeilerFergus network (ZF-net) (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014) was used in this study consisting of 21 layers:
5 convolutional, 7 ReLU, 3 max pooling, 2 dropouts, 3 fully connected, and 1 softmax. To develop
a detector that could differentiate concrete cracks from complex background, the output size of the
final fully connected layer of the ZF-net was modified to 3 (i.e. crack, handwriting and
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background). The last max pooling layer was replaced by a region of interest (RoI) max pooling
to generate the detection network, i.e. fast R-CNN.
3. Image dataset setup and implementation
In this section, a faster R-CNN was built to locate concrete cracks with complex backgrounds. All
experiments were conducted by applying deep learning for computer visions, MATLAB 2018a,
CUDA 9.2 on a computer with an Intel® Core™ i7-6700 @3.40 GHz CPU, 64 GB installed
memory (RAM), and 4 GB GDDR5 memory NVIDIA Quadro P1000 graphics processing unit
(GPU). This study used the Image Processing Toolbox, Neural Network Toolbox and Computer
Vision System Toolbox in MATLAB.
3.1 Data preparation
To create a dataset including the training and testing images, 32 real-world images (3264 × 2448
pixels) taken by consumer grade cameras with complex background information from concrete
bridges were used and cropped to 500 × 375 pixels so as to increase the number of training and
testing samples. In total, 2489 sub-images were generated for the database to classify objects as
crack and handwriting for both training and testing process. To generate the testing dataset, 20%
of the sub-images were randomly chosen, while the remaining data (80%) were used for the faster
R-CNN training. Examples of annotated images are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Examples of ground truth images with boxes and labels
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3.2 Faster R-CNN implementation
The faster R-CNN is trained in four steps by the stochastic gradient descent with momentum
(SGDM) loss function. A momentum of 0.9 was chosen and the training options were used to
ensure that the network had a weight decay of 0.0005 and a learning rate of 0.001. Moreover, a
MaxEpochs of 50 was chosen for the best balance between training time and accuracy. As for the
anchor size settings, anchor selections were selected for detecting elongated concrete cracks with
a complex background. For this reason, a box pyramid scale factor of 1.2 was used and automatic
settings in MATLAB were used for minimum anchor size and anchor box pyramid levels.
4. Network evaluation
The performance of the trained network was evaluated by the testing dataset. Precision was defined
as the percentage of true positive (TP) instances to all positive detection results, while recall
denoted the proportion of TP to the sum of true positive (TP) and false negative (FN). The concept
of average precision (AP), defined as the area under the precision and recall curves, was applied
to evaluate the performance of the proposed faster R-CNN. In this study, the corresponding APs
were 82% for both crack and handwriting based on the testing dataset, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Precision recall curves for crack and handwriting

5. Experimental results and discussion
The practical performance of the proposed faster R-CNN was evaluated using two new full-scale
images (3264 × 2448 resolution) taken from concrete bridges with handwriting scripts drawn by
inspectors. To keep the same level of accuracy, each full image was scanned with windows sized
500 × 375 pixels before being input to the network. Each scanned image patch was then input into
the detector and output with corresponding bounding boxes for crack and handwriting as shown
in Figure 4. It was evident that the proposed faster R-CNN could successfully locate concrete
cracks and differentiate them from handwriting scripts. However, there were some false positive
(FP) results and undetected objects in the images, which was still acceptable because the images
were taken at different angles, and the distance from the concrete surface might also affect the
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results. The intensive light and shadow also made it hard for the detector to identify real tiny cracks
compared to the dirty concrete surface. These effects could be resolved by a larger training dataset
and by changing the camera view so that the images would be clearer.
Moreover, the handwriting scripts on the images were generally successfully captured using the
proposed faster R-CNN. However, the handwriting was wrongly detected in some locations, which
can be attributed to the noisy background of the concrete surface. These errors could also be
reduced by developing a larger dataset for higher accurate detection.

Figure 4. Detected crack damages and handwriting scripts; two new full-scale test images (left) and the detected
results (right); Blue bounding boxes denote detected crack regions and yellow bounding boxes denote detected
handwriting.

6. Conclusions
This study presented a novel application of faster R-CNN to detect the two most commonly seen
objects in real-world inspection photos, namely concrete crack and crack-like handwriting scripts.
Experiments were carried out to verify the faster R-CNN trained with a dataset with different
classes of objects. The results showed that the proposed network can be used to determine crack
locations and differentiate cracks from pre-existing handwriting scripts on the concrete surface
during onsite inspection. On the other hand, the acceptable error might be attributed to different
causes, such as camera angle, lighting condition, cleanness of the concrete surface, and size of the
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training dataset. It is expected that, with the increase of dataset size, precision can be further
improved and more quantitative information about the images can be provided by the network.
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Abstract
Reinforcement of epoxy resins by inorganic fillers such as calcium sulfate particles (CS) has
been found to be an effective method to modify the epoxy properties against environmental
impacts. The use of inorganic reinforced epoxy resins in engineered timber has increased as the
long-term durability of these materials to environmental exposure (ultraviolet irradiation
from sunlight, moisture, temperature) has become a concern. CS as inorganic material filler is
one of the most appropriate fillers because it has high strength and modulus, heat and chemical
resistance, non-toxicity, and low material cost. In this work, we investigated the degradation of a
2% (w/w) CS/ amine-cured epoxy (trimethyl hexadiamine cured diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol A, DGEBA-TMDA) composite applied to different environmental conditions such
as ultraviolet light (UV), moisture, and temperatures of 50±5 °C for accelerated weathering
times between one and six months. The effects of accelerated weathering exposure on the
properties of HDGEBA-TMDA-CSW composites will be explained, along with possible
mechanisms for the increased resistance of the surface layer formed on composites to UV
irradiation and moisture conditions. Weathered and unweathered samples were monitored by
mechanical tests. The overall results showed that epoxy composites improved the mechanical
during the extended exposure to longtime UV irradiation and moisture, compared to the
epoxy resin without filler.
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1. Introduction
Timber composites are increasingly being utilised outdoors in applications such as buildings and
bridges where their service life based on a large extent on the durability of the adhesive used in
the composite (Awad, Fellows, & Mahini, 2018). Many bridge timbers are in the poor decayed
condition when they are exposed to several environmental factors such as UV irradiation, humidity,
high temperature. Hence there is a need to retrofit these bridges either through adding conventional
natural or chemical materials, particularly in the early stages of degradation(Balendra, Wilson, &
Gad, 2010).
Epoxy composites have excellent strength, stiffness, toughness, hardness, and heat distortion
temperature compared to the properties of metals. Recently, epoxy adhesive composites have been
studied for broad applications including construction, and aerospace automotive and aerospace
industries (Bank, 2006; Gabr, Elrahman, Okubo, & Fujii, 2010; Njuguna & Pielichowski, 2003).
Although the high inherent advantages of epoxy composites, they are exposed to environmental
conditions, primarily due to the degradation of the epoxy or polymeric materials. For that reason,
there are concerns related to their overall long-term durability, mainly as related to the ability for
sustained performance under harsh and changing environmental conditions (Kumar, Singh, &
Nakamura, 2002; Singh, Khait, Zunjarrao, Korach, & Pandey, 2010)
The prediction of the polymeric material service life when exposed to outdoor conditions was
investigated by White (White et al. 2017). The weather abilities of this material used outdoors have
not been analysed in details. Therefore, it was important to set up a service life prediction method
of epoxy materials. The influences of consist of solar ultraviolet irradiation (UV light), heat and
moisture attack on polymers or epoxies that are exposed to outdoors and cause a loss in the
mechanical properties. (White et al. 2017).
A previous study showed that the physical, chemical and mechanical degradation of an IM7/997
epoxy- carbon fibre reinforced epoxy composite following exposure to UV radiation and water
vapour condensation. Based on investigations of chemical-physical and degradation, it was
concluded that these two environments operate in a synergistic manner, which causes severe
microcracking and erosion of the epoxy matrix (Kumar, Singh, & Nakamura, 2002).
This work aims to develop to protect the epoxy coated timber by adding a conventional filler (CS)
as a stabiliser against the environmental conditions and enhance the longevity of the epoxy
composites.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and specimen’s preparation
Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A epoxy resin (Sikadur 330A, DGEBA) and curing agent (Sikadur
330BB, TMDA) were purchased from Sika Group Corporation (Sydney, Australia), respectively.
Calcium sulfate whisker (CSW) was prepared by mixing calcium chloride (CaCl2, 2H2O) with
sodium sulfate (Na2SO4). DGEBA epoxy mixed with CSW and continuous stirring for 10 (min) at
room temperature. The samples were applied to Teflon mould and then cured in an oven at 50◦C
for 5 h.

2.2. Accelerated weathering by using UV irradiation and moisture conditions
Both epoxies were treated using an accelerated weathering chamber, equipped with fluorescent
UV lamps to generate UVA radiation of maximum intensity at 340 nm. The specimens were
exposed to UV irradiation for one week, then turned over and exposed for a further week after
which they were exposed to 100% humidity at elevated temperature (50±5°C) for two weeks.
Specimens were tested after this procedure. This process was then repeated, to give total
accelerated weathering times of 1, 2, 3, 4 and six months for each specimen.

Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of the accelerated weathering exposure of
Timber-Epoxy/CS filled composites
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2.3 Tensile Strength Tests

Tensile strength testing was performed by a Universal Testing Machine (UTM) (Industrial Series
DX 300KN, Instron Ltd., Bayswater VIC). The samples were tested according to ASTM D638
using the dog-bone shape of all samples with dimensions 50 mm length, 20 mm width, and 2 mm
thickness. The testing speed was 10 mm.min-1. Samples were positioned vertically between the
grips of the testing machine, and stress-strain curves were plotted during the test. Five samples
were examined for each set of conditions.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Tensile Tests of epoxy and epoxy composites
Figures 2 and 3 illustrated the stress-strain curves of the DGEBA-TMDA epoxy and DGEBATMDA/2%CS composite (epoxy composite) before and after exposure to 6 months accelerated
weathering. Five specimens were tested for each material before and after exposure to DGEBATMDA epoxy and DGEBA-TMDA/2% CS composite samples. Figure 4 is exhibited the stress at
break and Figure 5 is shown elongation at break of all samples before and after exposure to
different accelerated weathering. Note the relatively high degree of reproducibility in the shape of
the curves obtained and the maximum stress and strain. Before exposure to accelerated weathering
conditions, the epoxy composite samples had higher tensile strength compared with the pure epoxy
samples that are shown in Figures 2 and 3. However, the effect of six months of accelerated
weathering was only a small loss of tensile strength of epoxy composite samples, in contrast to
epoxy samples whose strength significantly decreased over this time (Figure 4). The results in
Figure 4, before accelerated weathering, the DGEBA-TMDA/2% CS composite showed the
highest stress at break (54.5±4.2 MPa), compared with that of DGEBA-TMDA (42.7±3.5 MPa).
However, after six months of accelerated weathering, the tensile strength of DGEBA-TMDA/2%
CS was reduced by 23.9±2.4%, much less than the reduction of DGEBA-TMDA (Figure 4).
Samples exposed to accelerated weathering consistently give more elongation at break than
unweathered specimens for both epoxy resin types (Figure 5). After six months of weathering,
DGEBA-TMDA epoxy samples exhibited a higher elongation at break (1.84±0.12 %), than did
the epoxy composite samples (0.65±0.09 %). After exposure to six months, the epoxy samples
exhibited more resistant to reduce the loss in the elongation, the elongation at break of epoxy
composite samples was (1.26±0.25 %) while the elongation at break of DGEBA-TMDA epoxy
was (2.8±0.2 %) as are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 2. Five replicate stress-strain curves of DGEBA-TMDA samples before and
after six months exposure to accelerated weathering

Figure 3. Five replicate stress-strain curves of DGEBA-TMDA/2% CS composite
samples before and after six months exposure to accelerated weathering
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Figure 4. Stress at break of DGEBA-TMDA and DGEBA-TMDA/2% CScomposite
samples before and after different accelerated weathering times

Figure 5. Elongation at break of DGEBA-TMDA and DGEBA-TMDA/2%
CScomposite samples before and after different accelerated weathering times
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4. Conclusion
This project developed innovative experimental solutions to reduce environmental
degradation of timber bridges by repairing or coating epoxy to protect timber bridges from
UV irradiation and moisture. Tensile tests of the weathered epoxy and epoxy composite
samples were carried out by using a UTM according to ASTM D 638 to compare with
weathered samples. The purpose of the tests was to determine the relationship between
tensile strength and increasing exposure of specimens for different accelerated weathering
times by UV irradiation and moisture conditions. In these tests, the mechanical properties of
2% CS reinforced epoxy adhesive composites after exposure, and the results were compared
with specimens before exposure. The incorporation of CS into epoxy resins (DGEBATMDA) appeared to be more beneficial as composites and have better resistance to the loss
in tensile strength before and after exposure to accelerated weathering compared with the
epoxy systems without fillers. The measurements of the mechanical properties of epoxy
composites also showed that the maximum tensile strength increased significantly and its
elongation, as well as durability, improved before exposure compared with epoxy adhesives
(DGEBA-TMDA).
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Abstract
Nonlinear ultrasonic methods such as nonlinear resonance acoustic spectroscopy (NRAS) and
nonlinear wave modulation spectroscopy (NWMS) show higher sensitivity to microcracking
damage in concrete than the conventional linear ultrasonic testing methods. However, the NRAS
method are only applicable to small specimens, and the NWMS method needs complicate and
expensive equipment. In this work a method using thermal modulation of nonlinear ultrasonic
waves is proposed. Ambient temperature change excites and modulates nonlinear behavior of
ultrasonic waves in concrete with microcracks. Coda wave interferometry is used to analyze the
relative velocity change with temperature that is defined as thermal-modulation coefficient.
Experiments were performed on concrete samples with mechanical damage and thermal damage.
Results indicate that the concrete samples with higher damage level demonstrated higher relative
velocity change to temperature variation. Therefore the thermal-modulation coefficient can be
used as a nonlinear parameter for concrete damage characterization.
1. Introduction
Concrete damage usually manifests as cracks and microcracks. Ultrasonic wave based methods
are commonly used to evaluate damage in concrete. For example, ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV)
measures wave velocity change, and resonance test measures resonance frequency shift due to
concrete deterioration. However, these linear ultrasonic methods are insensitive to microcracking
damage in early stage of concrete deterioration, because the dimension of microcracks are much
less than the ultrasonic wavelength. In recent years, nonlinear ultrasonic techniques have attracted
considerable attention due to their high sensitivity to microcracking damage in concrete. Some
nonlinear ultrasonic methods may include: high-order harmonic generation, nonlinear resonance
acoustic spectroscopy (NRAS) and nonlinear wave modulation spectroscopy (NWMS). The highorder harmonic generation method is usually applied to homogeneous materials like metal [1].
The NRAS method [2] measures the resonance frequency shift when the sample is excited at
different strain levels. Like the resonance test, this method can only be applied on small samples.
NWMS mixes one low frequency pump wave and one high frequency probing wave and measures
the sideband energy [3]. The relationship between the sideband energy and the low frequency
impact energy level represents the material nonlinearity. This method has a high requirement for
the ultrasonic testing system and needs large input energy to drive nonlinear movement of
microcracks in the concrete. Some researchers proposed a modified NWMS method, using coda
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wave interferometry (CWI) to examine velocity change of the high frequency elastic wave instead
of calculating the sideband energy [4], [5]. CWI analysis can detect very small velocity change in
the order of 10-5 [6]. However, CWI is very sensitive to temperature variations, which is usually
treated as a pollution to the test results. Both NWMS methods require either a low frequency
pumping wave source or a high amplitude impact source to excite nonlinear response of concrete
material, which is often challenging for large concrete structures. In this study, the authors
proposed using thermal modulation of nonlinear coda wave to evaluate the concrete damage. This
method uses the ambient temperature variation as the driving force for nonlinear response of
concrete since most concrete structures are exposed in the ambient environment.
2. Coda wave interferometry
Conventional ultrasonic wave nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods typically measure wave
velocity of low frequency ultrasonic waves (<100 kHz) for evaluation of concrete. However, low
frequency ultrasound does not have enough sensitivity to concrete degradation at early stages since
the wavelengths are much larger than the size of microcracks. When the wavelengths of ultrasonic
waves are smaller than or comparable to the size of scatters (aggregates, cracks), the waves will
be scattered multiple times and the received signal has elongated duration and a noisy tail (coda
wave) (see Figure 1). The coda wave is sensitive to very small changes in material, and the CWI
method has been developed to calculate small velocity change of material.

Figure 1: Conceptual view of coda wave in concrete
Two methods have been used for CWI analysis. The doublet method was first introduced by
Poupinet et al. [7] and Roberts et al. [8]. This method evaluates the time delays between windowed
signals at different times by calculating the cross-correlation between the unperturbed and
perturbed signal. Later, Lobkis and Weaver [9] proposed the stretching technique which allows
processing the full waveform. In this work, the stretching technique is used for the coda wave
interferometry.
3. Experiment setup
3.1. Concrete specimens
Two kinds of damage: mechanical damage and thermal damage, are investigated using the
proposed method. A 4 in × 8 in concrete cylinder was cast with regular concrete. It had a
compression strength of 6.7 ksi (failure load at 85 kips). To generate mechanical damage, the
concrete cylinder was loaded on a compression machine to five loading levels: 0 kips, 20 kips, 40
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kips, 55 kips and 70 kips. The cylinder was unloaded after each loading level. After each
unloading, the cylinder was tested in the outdoor ambient environment with temperature change
from 25°C to 0°C. Ultrasonic signal and temperature changes were monitored during the
temperature drop.
Another 4 in ×8 in concrete cylinder was cast with self-consolidating concrete (SCC). The sample
was stored in a heating oven at 120°C for 4 hours to generate thermal damages. After heating, the
cylinder was placed at room temperature for 12 hours to fully cool down. The water evaporation
during the heating period would generate thermal cracks and pores in the concrete microstructure
[10]. UPV and resonance test were conducted before and after the thermal damage. The results are
summarized in Table 1. The ultrasonic velocity drops from 4717 m/s to 4405 m/s and the resonance
frequency drops from 6022 Hz to 5472 Hz, which indicates that the sample was damaged after
heating. The chamber temperature increased from room temperature to 45°C and decreased to
about 10°C. Ultrasonic signal and temperature changes were monitored during the cooling process.
3.2. Ultrasonic setup
Concrete cylinders were monitored using ultrasonic wave when the temperature changed. For each
cylinder, two piezoceramic disks were installed on opposite surfaces of the cylinder as the
transmitter and receiver (Figure 2). There was a vertical offset distance between the transmitter
and receiver, which was designed to reduce direct wave amplitude and increase coda wave
amplitude. The received signals have a central frequency around 150 kHz which is in multiple
scattering regime [11] for concrete. Meanwhile, the temperature of the cylinder was monitored
using a thermocouple sensor installed on the surface of the test sample. Another reference concrete
cylinder with an embedded thermocouple was used to monitor the internal temperature. The two
cylinders were made from the same batch, cured in the same condition, placed in the same
temperature environment during the ultrasonic test. Therefore, these two cylinders are assumed to
have the same temperature during the test. The ultrasonic and temperature monitoring setup is
shown in Figure 2.
Test
Thermocouple
sample

Reference
Thermocouple
PZT

PZT
Test sample Reference sample
Chamber
environment
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of ultrasonic and temperature monitoring system
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4. Results
4.1. Sample with mechanical damage
The relative velocity changes due to temperature changes were calculated by the stretching method
using the signal at time zero as the reference signal. It is interesting to notice that the temperature
curve and relative velocity change curve have a negative linear relationship. The slope of the linear
relationship, which represents the sensitivity of the relative velocity change to the temperature
variation, is denoted as thermal-modulation coefficient. Since thermal induced wave velocity
change is a nonlinear response of the material, the thermal-modulation coefficient represents a
nonlinear acoustic parameter due to temperature variation.
The correlations between the relative velocity change and temperature are shown in Figure 3(a)
for the five loading levels of the mechanical damage sample. The data for 0 kips level (unloaded)
shows a curved trend. The temperature range 0°C to 15°C will be used to fit the linear relationship.
The data for 20 kips level shows a good linear relationship in the range of 5°C to 23°C. For the
three higher loading levels, the data shows very good linearity in the entire temperature range. The
slopes of the five correlation curves were calculated and shown in Figure 3(b). The thermalmodulation coefficient was 0.014%/°C at the unloaded state and increased to 0.054%/°C at the
loading level of 70 kips. The increased thermal-modulation coefficient indicates increased
nonlinearity due to microcracking damage. The increase of nonlinearity can be explained by the
opening and closing behaviors of the microcracks with temperature change. The microcracks in
concrete will open when heating and close when cooling. The opening/closing of microcracks will
decrease/increase the ultrasonic velocity. Therefore, for a sample with higher level of
microcracking damage, the relative velocity change will be more sensitive to temperature changes
than a sample with less microcracking damage.

Figure 3: Mechanical damage sample: (a) Correlation between relative velocity change and
temperature, (b) Thermal-modulation coefficients at different damage levels
4.2. Sample with thermal damage
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The correlation curves between the relative velocity change and temperature are shown in Figure
5 for the sample before and after thermal damage. The correlation curve for the initial state (blue
curve) shows very good linearity with a slope of -0.0417%/C. However, the correlation curve for
the sample after thermal damage shows as a bi-linear relationship with a slope changing point at
32°C. The bi-linear curve has a slope of -0.048%/°C for temperature below 32°C, and a slope of 0.068%/°C for temperature above 32°C. Both slopes (absolute value) in the bi-linear curve are
larger than the slope of the initial state. The sample were also tested by another commonly used
nonlinear acoustic method: NRAS, before and after the thermal damage. The nonlinear parameters
α from NRSA and the thermal-modulation coefficients are summarized in Table 1. A larger value
of nonlinear parameter α indicates higher damage level. Therefore, the thermal-modulation
coefficient can also be used as a nonlinear parameter to characterize concrete thermal damage.

Figure 5: Relative velocity change and temperature before and after thermal damage
Table 1 Nonlinear acoustic test results before and after thermal damage
Initial state
After thermal damage
-5
-1.5×10
-2.1×10-5
Nonlinear parameter α
Thermal modulation coefficient
-0.0417%/C
-0.048%/C (<32°C)
-0.068%/C (>32°C)
5. Conclusions
In this work, a nonlinear ultrasonic method is proposed using thermal modulation of coda wave.
The method was validated on concrete samples with mechanical damages, thermal damages and
ASR damage. The results demonstrate the thermal-modulation coefficient can be used as a
nonlinear parameter for concrete damage characterization. Some conclusions are made based on
the results. In former research works, the relative velocity change is believed to be linearly related
to temperature changes. However, in our test, the relationship between the two parameters might
not be linear, such as the curves of mechanical damage sample at 0 kips and 20 kips. For
mechanical damage sample at 0 kips and 20 kips, the correlation curves show saturated trend in
the low temperature range. This may be explained by that in the low temperature range, most
microcracks are closed and only few microcracks will response to the temperature decreasing.
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Therefore, the relative velocity change is less sensitive than in the high temperature range. This
phenomenon is also observed on samples with high damage level in high temperature range (not
shown here).In this work, temperature gradient is not investigated by minimize internal and surface
temperature difference (less than 1°C) in the experiment. However, temperature gradient will exist
in real concrete structures. More work need to be doned on the temperature gradient effect. The
method proposed has potential application for in-situ monitoring of concrete structures since it is
a nonlinear method which is sensitive to early stage concrete damage.
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Abstract
Actual bridges always are acted by the coupled environmental factors, so the environmental effects
on damage detection of bridges cannot be avoided. To address this issue, a strain correlation-based
novelty detection is proposed in this study, which is implemented to detect the damage of several
bridges with the same or similar structural characters, e.g., the similar span, the similar width, the
cross section of superstructures etc. In this study, the cluster of bridges is deemed as the several
bridges, possessing the same or similar structural features, located at the same local region or road
network, so the environment condition and traffic flow are similar for bridge belonging to this
cluster. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by using the numerical examples with
the simulated strain data obtained by the cluster health monitoring system. Meanwhile, both the
advantages and disadvantages of this method are discussed by comparing with the traditional
novelty detection method. The numerical results showed that this strain correlation-based novelty
detection is effectively mitigated of environment factors on damage detection of the cluster of
bridges.
1. Introduction
As the service life of bridges increases, the safety, applicability and durability of bridge structures
are bound to degenerate. Therefore, the study of novelty detection methods is an inevitable
requirement for the sustainable development of bridge engineering. The strain of bridge structure
is coupled by various factors such as environmental temperature difference, material aging and
load. So, the influence of complex environmental factors on the performance of actual bridge
structure can't be ignored, and the environmental factors often mask the impact of damage on the
response of the bridge structure. Therefore, it is a key step to eliminate the influence of complex
environmental factors on the response of bridge structures in bridge damage detection.
The number of studies of temperature-based structural health monitoring has been gradually
increasing. Ni et al. (2012) studied the correlation between measured temperatures and thermal
movements of expansion joints for structural cumulative displacement prediction. Yarnold and
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Moon (2015) proposed a transfer function to calculate structural displacements and restrained
member forces from recorded temperature-induced strains. With the increase of small and
medium-sized bridges, the bridges have the same or similar structural characters , the same
temperature impact at the same time, and the same vehicle impact in clusters, which results in high
correlation of strain between the same position of each bridge in the cluster. Therefore, this paper
uses the correlation of the strain monitoring data of the bridge cluster network and constructs the
damage index that has excluded the environmental effect. Then the small damage existing in the
bridge is identified effectively by the zero-space theory-based damage index detection method. In
this paper, the method is compared with the traditional method. The numerical simulation results
show that the method is more effective in identification of small damage.
2. Theory
2.1 Elimination of environmental effects
The strain monitoring data collected by the bridge structure health monitoring system mainly
consists of the following three parts:

ε =εT  εV  ε N

(1)

Where ε is the measured value of strain; εT is the strain caused by the change in temperature, εV
is the strain caused by the vehicle load, ε N is the noise. Assume that the strain monitoring data for
any two bridges in the bridge cluster are [ε1A , ε A2 , ε 3A , , ε Am ]nm and [ε1B , ε 2B , ε 3B , , ε mB ]nm . Where n is
the monitoring data point, m is the monitoring location, and the bridge A and the bridge B have
the same monitoring location. The monitoring point is generally selected at the bottom of the
maximum bending moment section and the top of the fulcrum section. Therefore, the strain data
monitored at a certain moment can be expressed as:
ε=

M T (T )  y M V  y

 εN
E (T )  I
E (T )  I

(2)

Where M T (T ) is the secondary internal force of the bridge structure caused by the temperature
load at that moment, which is a function of temperature; M V is the bending moment value caused
by the vehicle beam load; E (T ) is the elastic modulus of the bridge material, which is a function
of temperature. The strains in formula (1) are all related to temperature; I is the bending moment
of inertia. In the bridge cluster defined in this paper, each bridge structure has a high degree of
similarity. Therefore, it is considered that the bending moment of inertia of the same strain
monitoring location is same in the calculation of the upper strain. Meanwhile, the strain sensors at
the most unfavorable section are required to have the same buried depth. The y value at the
monitoring location is also same.
In the bridge cluster, all bridges with the same age located at the same region or road network, so
the vehicles on the bridges in the same period of time is a highly similar. Therefore, in order to
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remove the effects of the environment and the vehicle, the strain monitoring data of any bridges in
the bridge cluster can be projected to the strain data at the same position of the reference bridge,
and then the difference of strain monitoring data at the same position of the two bridges can be
calculated. and the formula is as follows:
T

ε

i
A,B



εiA εiB
ε

i 2
B

εiB  ε iB 

M T  MV
y
E (T )

(3)

Where ε iA and ε iB are the vectors of the strain monitoring data at the same position of the two
bridges in the bridge cluster, and there are residual moments in the difference caused by the degree
of similarity of the bridge.
The use of bridge clusters in formula (3) has removed the effects of the environment and the
vehicle on the internal forces of the structure, but there is still the effect of temperature on the
elastic modulus of the structural material. In the bridge cluster, since the sunshine and the overall
temperature of the environment have the same influence on each bridge at the same time, in order
to remove the influence of the elastic modulus of the material with the temperature change, The
ratio ξ of ε A,B values of the monitoring point i and the monitoring point j at the same time can
be calculated. As shown in the following formula, this ratio will not have effect of temperature.

ξi, j 

ε iA,B
j
ε A,B



ΔM iT +ΔM iv
n
ΔM Tj +ΔM vj

(4)

Where n  R + , R + means positive real number. The size of the n value is related to the selection
of the measuring point i and the measuring point j . The residual moments in the reference state
in equation (4) are related to the similarity of the two bridges.
The sample set in the undamaged state of the structure is divided into two parts, one part is used
as the reference data sample set in the structural undamaged state, and the other part is used as the
test data sample set in the structural undamaged state. The data in the unknown state of the structure
is taken as the sample set to be diagnosed. The reference data sample set is as follows:
1,3
2,3
κ h  [ξ1,2
，ξ1,m
，ξ（hm-1）,m ]Tc1
h ，ξ h ，
h ，ξ h ，

(5)

Where c  C2m , m is the position of the strain sensor. Because the size of ξ i , j at each moment is
not affected by temperature and vehicle load , and its size is related to the selection of the
measuring point i and the measuring point j , the vector κ h is basically the same at each moment.
The damage detection feature vector in the reference state will be obtained by calculating the
subspace angle between the samples at each moment in the reference state and the sample at the
start time.
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Φ h (i )  subspace(κ ih ,κ1h ) i  1, 2, 3 , n

(6)

Where κ ih is the sample at time q in the reference state. Similarly, the damage detection feature
vector Φ d can be obtained under the condition to be diagnosed, and the damage detection feature
vector is not affected by temperature, and is sensitive to the damage accumulation.
2.2 Cross-detection method for structural damage
There are a total of N identical or similar bridges in the bridges. In this paper, the idea of leaveone-out cross validation is adopted. One of the bridges in the bridge cluster is selected as the
reference bridge. The the general idea of novelty detection method can be used to determine
whether other N-1 bridges have damage. Exchanging the reference bridge can diagnose the
damage of other bridges until the two bridges in the bridge cluster are diagnosed. According to the
cross-detection strategy, the damaged bridge can be finally determined.
3 Numerical example
Three finite element three-span continuous beam models were constructed by using finite element
simulation software ANSYS 15.0, which were bridge A, bridge B and bridge C. The spans of the
three bridges are all 3×30m, and there are 5 T-beams. The width of three bridges is 16m, 15m
and 14m respectively.
In the finite element model, the three bridges do not have damage in the first year, and the strain
data is used as reference state data. In the second year, a gradual damage is set in the bridge A, and
the damage region is the beam unit at 2m from the strain monitoring point in the second T-beam.
The damage is done by reducing the modulus of elasticity of the unit. The finite element model
map and the location of the monitoring points and the damage region are shown in Figure 1.
According to the maximum value of the gradual damage, a total of two working conditions are set.
The case design and noise level are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of damage region and monitoring location
Table 1 Case design
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Number
Damaged bridge
Damage degree
Noise
Case 1
A
1%
1%
Case 2
A
3%
1%
Based on the cross-detection method above, damage detection can be performed on the bridge A
and the bridge B in the bridge cluster. When the temperature influence of the simulated strain data
is removed, the strain-based bridge cluster method proposed in this paper is compared with the
traditional strain and temperature multiple regression equation method. The method uses the least
square support vector machine (LS-SVM) technique which can establish a temperature-strain
relationship model.
Figure 2~3 show the damage detection results of bridge A and bridge B under two case using the
proposed method (left) and traditional methods (Right). The damage feature vector established by
the method proposed in this paper is more sensitive to damage and has higher diagnostic stability.
The reason is that the traditional method is more difficult to remove the influence of other factors
such as the vehicle, and there is still a certain error in the fitting of the temperature. By observing
the identification results of the two bridges with no damage in Figure 4, the traditional method is
proved to have poor diagnostic stability, and it is easy to misjudge.

Figure 2 Novelty detection results (case 1)

Figure 3 Novelty detection results (case 2)
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Figure 4 Novelty detection results (bridge B and bridge C)
4 Conclusions
A strain correlation-based novelty detection is proposed in this study. The method can remove the
influence of the environment on the structural response by using the similarity of the structure and
the vehicle load in the bridge cluster, and then the damage detection of the bridge can be realized
by the constructed damage feature vector. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by
using the numerical examples. And the method proposed in this paper is compared with the
traditional methods. The results showed that this strain correlation-based novelty detection is
effectively mitigated of environment factors on damage detection of the cluster of bridges.
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Abstract
In emergency situations rescuers such as firemen or civil defense personnel are working in a harsh,
dangerous and often unknown environment: the presence of fire, smoke, water leaks, debris and
other obstacles pose severe threats on their life. In addition, in such situation it is not possible to
rely on the availability of common infrastructures such as power supplies and telecommunication
networks, nor, for indoor environments, on global positioning systems. To support rescuers in
these situations we have developed a completely autonomous solution composed by a few devices,
acting as fiducial points and called ``anchors'', that can be placed around the area of interest (e.g.
a collapsed building) and several wearable devices, referred to as ``tags'' used by the rescuers. The
tags monitor in real-time the main biometric parameters (respiration, oximetry, temperature,
movement) and the position of the rescuer and forward all these data to a control station in the
vicinity of the area. It is worth noting that the entire system is autonomous since it is batteryoperated and it uses an ad-hoc isolated communication network. Concerning localization, the
system is capable of performing very accurate ranging (distance between two points, e.g. two
rescuers) and 3D positioning (i.e. absolute position with respect to a reference system) both
outdoor and indoor, without relying on GPS or similar systems.
1. Introduction
In the aftermath of a disaster, for a fast and efficient search and rescue (SAR) in a building,
information such as the level and distribution of damage to the structure as well as the location of
victims are needed. Thus, having access to a real-time and a reliable database which includes all
these data is essential. Several technologies have been recently proposed in literature to address
indoor positioning challenges. The indoor tracking systems are generally classified according to
signal type, measurement metrics, and dependency on pre-existing infrastructure (Bastos et al.
2015). A number of applications adopting different types of techniques, such as infrared, Bluetooth,
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WiFi, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Ultra Wide Band (UWB), and Micro-ElectroMechanical Sensors (MEMS), have been developed (Liu et al. 2007).
Bahl and Padmanabhan (2000) proposed the first indoor localization system based on radio
frequency and many researchers have pursed similar approaches for indoor tracking (Hatami 2006;
Zàruba et al. 2007). Renaudin et al. (2007) presented an almost self-deployable indoor positioning
solution based on RFID Tags and MEMS sensors. The first leading firemen, equipped with MEMS
sensors, attach a RFID Tag each time they pass a door. The Tags are also placed by changing floors
deploying at the beginning and the end of the staircases. The position of the second team of
firefighters, equipped with a RFID reader, is localized through data transmission from the detected
Tags on their way. This leads to track only the emergency agents moving in corridors where
equipped with RFID Tags. In addition, a geographical coordinate database is required to identify
each Tag position (e.g. extracted from the evacuation emergency maps).
Harmer et al. (2008) proposed an indoor positioning and communication system for emergency
personnel based on an UWB wireless network. A reference coordinate system is provided by the
outdoor terminals connected to the GPS service. These units also serve as data sink to collect the
information from the mobile units which carried by emergency agents, and to transfer the data to
a control center via Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN).
Femminella and Reali (2011) presented a technology for outdoor and indoor tracking based on the
joint usage of GPS receivers and WLAN devices to augment the GPS coverage where it is scarce
or is unavailable. However, this approach requires outdoors station to be connected to GPS service
to estimate the indoor position. In addition, this system visualizes the agents’ position on a map
relying on preloaded data (e.g. Google map).
Giuliano et al. (2013) proposed an indoor localization system based on RFID technology. RFID
Tags are fixed inside a building able to detect an emergency agent equipped with a RFID reader.
The RFID reader transmits the data received from the detected Tags to a user device such as
smartphone or tablet. Finally, this device is able to transfer the information to an outdoor center to
collect and processing the positioning data by means of the internet networks. Faramondi et al.
(2013) addressed localization and tracking problems for first responders. They used inertial sensors
and magnetometer, mounted on the waist of the rescuers, to localize their positions. This
technology also requires the installation of pre-deployed RFID Tags to update the position estimate.
The positioning data are then forwarded to a control system through 2G/3G/4G wireless networks.
Many researchers have employed a Wifi-based system as it is recently available in most indoor
environment to localize smartphones (Martin et al. 2010, Kothari et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2012, Subbu
et al. 2013, Yim 2013). Omar and Koul (2017) developed an indoor localization and tracking
system based on Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI). The RSSI values are calculated with
the help of WiFi Access points installed inside the building. Then, the position of the user’s
smartphone is localized using the accelerometer and the Gyroscope sensors embedded in the
cellphone.
Despite the development of several indoor positioning technologies over the past years,
localization and tracking are still a challenge during emergencies. Most of the studies focused only
on the adopted techniques without considering a specific application for emergency condition
(Bastos et al. 2015). Recently, Peña -Mora et al. (2010) developed a digital device to support civil
engineering emergency response operation. The device is based on wireless and ad-hoc networks
and collects critical building information after a disaster. Rantakokko et al. (2011) proposed a
positioning system using multiple sensors to support first responders. In their system, GPS
receivers are used to keep the localization accuracy at acceptable levels. Another study that aimed
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to enhance the localization of trapped victims in building in fire was done by Li et al (2014). In
this study, an environment-aware beacon deployment algorithm integrated with the building
information modeling (BIM) and metaheuristics was proposed. Smartphones have been used as
mobile sensing platforms carried by the first responders and building occupants to localize their
positions. Following this study, Yoon et al. (2015) presented a smartphone-based system for inbuilding emergency response assistance comprising victim positioning system and victim status
assessment system. Smartphones connected to an existing WLAN-based indoor localization
systems are used for victim positioning. The status of victims linked to the movement (sitting,
lying, walking, running) is estimated using 3D acceleration measurements from the smartphones.
While recent research provides significant directions for improving the rescue process in terms of
safety, reliability, and accuracy, but a prototype ready to be employed in real disaster conditions
is still lacking. Maintaining communication network (e.g. internet connection) after a major
disaster such as an earthquake may be impracticable due to interruption or collapse of critical
infrastructures. This leads to reduce the efficiency and make useless the current indoor positioning
systems for emergency supports. No specific system to support emergencies, independent from
mobile phone and communication infrastructures (Wi-Fi, GPS, GPRS, cellphones, etc.), is
currently available. Therefore, an indoor positioning solution independent from both
telecommunication and power network is crucial. Furthermore, the real time monitoring of vital
parameters of the agent during SAR procedures is an essential feature that should be implemented
in an effective localization and tracking system.
The present research is part of a funded project (Ideal Sensor, European Research Council) to
develop a wearable device to support emergency conditions. The developed system covers all the
features of those available in literature, plus additional unique features such as vital signals and
indoor-outdoor localization in the shape of a smart watch. The proposed system has the peculiar
characteristic of being independent from internet infrastructure or cell phone connection. The
system creates its own independent communication infrastructure through a customized Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) system (Anchors network) to identify and locate rescuers and possible
indoor victims from an external control unit. Furthermore, the system can be used for post-disaster
damage detection procedures equipping the Anchors units with additional sensors (e.g.
accelerometers).

Figure 1. On-duty US firefighter fatalities including 9/11/01 WTC deaths.
The proposed device is designed to work efficiently in different sectors. The primary application
is to support first responders operating after a disaster such as firefighters. Very often the
firefighters are injured or in severe cases becoming victims of the disaster. Team members most
at risk are those who enter first the building in fire because they do not know the map, the source
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of fire, the location of victims, and the building’s level of the damage. Figure 1 shows US
firefighter deaths in line of duty from 1977 to 2016 (USFA 2017). It depicts, despite the
development of the modern technologies, there are still about 67 firefighters deaths in 2016. Also
most victims die from smoke or toxic gases and not from burns (Hall 2004). Therefore, an efficient
SAR of people inside the building is the key to reduce casualties. The proposed system provides
real-time data including the accurate map of victims and emergency agents, their vital conditions,
and the state of the building. This information can help firefighters to operate a fast and efficient
SAR.
In addition, the proposed system is also of possible interest for industries operating in hazardous
condition, aiming to protect their workers by means of real-time localization and health monitoring
status. Explosives and ordinances producers, tunneling and mining companies, chemical and
electrical manufacture are some examples of these potential customers.
As secondary application, building control and automation segments can be interested to control
the lights, temperatures, etc., which cause higher level of energy efficiency and comfort for
inhabitants. Health care facilities and schools, nonprofit organizations tracking wild animals, and
insurance companies are other examples that could be interested in the system.
In this paper, first the developed system is described highlighting algorithms, signal metrics, and
procedures adopted to transmit the data information. The methodology to measure the vital signals
including heart rate and oximetry using the pulsed-infrared reflection is presented. Then, the
prototype’s architecture and components are presented and two system applications including
indoor tracking and emergency rescue are provided. Finally, some conclusion remarks are reported.
2. System Description
The system is based on a Wearable Sensor Network (WSN) and a customized SHM system for
indoor tracking of rescuers and victims. The wearable devices are nodes (Tags) of the WSN, while
the customized SHM system is composed of fixed Anchors installed to the buildings. The Anchors
are able to communicate with the Tags, independently from the communication infrastructure,
collect the data from the Tags, and transmit to a control unit. The data is in real time including
victims’ indoor position and overall status (dead/alive and conscious/unconscious). The SHM
system can also be used for structural health monitoring applications (by measuring vibration,
displacement, temperature, and etc.). In addition, by using rechargeable batteries, all the system
can work without any external power supply. Hence, in case of power outage, the network
maintains functional being able to receive data from the wearable nodes (victims).
The localization system is based on the UWB technology and consists of two subsequent phases.
To locate an agent that is associated with a Tag, a set of fixed reference points, the Anchors, with
pre-defined positions are necessary. Such Anchors are positioned according to local arbitrary
coordinates in a 3D space. The position of Anchors does not rely on the GPS/GNSS or any other
global positioning system. Figure 2 shows as an example of the positioning of Anchors (A) and a
Tag (T) in x-y plane.
At the first phase, UWB pulses are exchanged between Anchors (A1, A2, …) and the Tag (T), and
the delay from the outgoing pulse and the response pulse is measured. The Tag transmits a very
short pulse to one Anchor. The Anchor re-transmits the same pulse back to the Tag, with a defined
delay. The retransmitted pulse is finally received (along with some potential reflections due to
multipath effect) by the Tag. Thus, the total time of the pulse flight corresponding outgoing and
ingoing pulses is calculated by subtracting the known delay at the Anchor from the total pulse
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delay (Figure 3). This time interval is proportional to the distance travelled by the pulse and thus
allows to define a set of length measurements (d1, d2, …) from the Tag and each Anchor of the
network (Figure 2). This procedure is referred as “ranging”.

Figure 2. An example of Anchors positioning (SHM system set up).

Figure 3. Pulse transmission from Tag (T) to Anchor (A).
Through the set of distances generated by the ranging phase and the absolute position of the
Anchors, the trilateration method (Figure 4) can be applied to determine the Tag coordinates
(XT,YT) with respect to the Anchors coordinate system. Since ranging measurements are affected
by statistical deviation, each measure is repeated at the frequency of 100Hz and the mean value is
used in order to provide a more accurate result at a down-sampled rate of up to 10Hz. The current
implementation of the systems produces positioning data at 5Hz, which means at each 200ms.
The second phase is pulsed-infrared reflection for heart rate and oximetry estimation. An infrared
pulse is transmitted with a certain frequency (typically 100Hz) from the tag source (at the bottom
part of the Tag in contact with the skin) towards the skin. Part of the pulse is absorbed by the
epidermis, the derma and the subcutaneous tissue, and part is reflected back to the source. The
difference between the transmitted and the received pulse allows indirectly measuring the entity
of the absorption. The average value of the absorption is related to the blood oximetry, while the
variations are correlated to the blood flow over the veins indicating the heart-rate. Figure 5 shows
schematically the pulsed-infrared reflection for heart rate and oximetry estimation.
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Figure 4. Trilateration method for Tag (T) localization.

Reflected pulse

Figure 5. Pulsed-infrared reflection for heart rate and oximetry estimation.
The last feature of the system related to the data transmission. The DecaWave UWB module
(DecaWave, 2018) is used based on a time-division approach, according to which a fixed time
interval is divided into “slots” (Figure 6). Out of N time slots, N-1 are dedicated to the UWB pulses
needed for ranging against N-1 Anchors and one is reserved for data transmission. In the present
implementation of the firmware provided by DecaWave, the data slot cannot be accessed and thus
no additional data (e.g. biometric information) can be packed into that slot and sent over the UWB
network. To overcome this limitation, the parallel backhaul network based on a multi-hop, selforganizing ZigBee network (IEEE 802.15.4-based specification) is implemented.

Figure 6. Time division approach related to data transmission.
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3. System Architecture
The system is composed of five different components illustrated in Figure 7. Each of the
components is described in detail below.

Figure 7. Overall system architecture.
Anchors (A): UWB receivers and transmitters with manually assigned position in 3D space. They
are installed in the building and collect the information from the WSN (Tags) transferring to a host
station located outside of the building. They may serve also for SHM. Tags (T): In the form of
wristwatch, Tags are mobile devices, intended to be worn by the person being monitored. Tags
collect information about the distance from the Anchors and the biomedical conditions (heartrate
and oximetry) of the monitored individual. Routers (R): Information collected by Tags and
Anchors are then transmitted through the network to the external unit. A battery-operated backhaul ZigBee network has been employed to transfer data over the UWB network. Coordinator (C):
A ZigBee-to-USB device interfacing the data network to a host PC (the external control unit). A
graphical user interface (GUI) running on the host PC to visualize the monitored data and the area.
Figure 8 shows the developed components within this project.
4. Application
GPS performance in indoor cases is very limited because of impaired line of sight (LOS) to the
GPS satellites. Through the proposed system it is possible to use the WSN for the indoor
localization to obtain the accurate position of the Tags. The network (Tags and Anchors) provides
the possibility to measure absolute location or relative location between group of nodes both in 2D
and 3D spaces. The positioning infrastructure is sufficiently accurate and the average maximum
error in normal operating conditions is below 1m. The real-time position of Tags is transferred to
a host station located outside the area of the monitored building and it can be visualized through
the GUI. Therefore, it is possible to obtain in real time the position of victims who have been
trapped inside a damaged building.
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Anchor

Tag design
Figure 8. Developed IdealSensor components.

Tag

The performance of the prototype for the indoor localization has been investigated via a series of
validation tests. In this paper, the validation test was carried out at the 2nd floor of Department of
Structural, Geotechnical, and Building Engineering (DISEG) of Politecnico di Torino located in
Turin, Italy. The building has been equipped with 8 Anchors (A1-A8) distributed along the
corridor and their local positions have been defined in GUI. The real-time positions of two persons
worn the wristwatches (Tags: ID:1 and ID:2) have been monitored through a unit control located
outside the building. Figure 14 shows the plan of the building and the distribution of the Anchors.
The result of the test for a moment of indoor tracking is shown in Figure 9. Results show an
acceptable level of accuracy about 1m for positioning persons inside the building. In addition, the
vital signal of the Tags (hear rate and oximetry) can be visualized through the GUI.
5. Conclusions
This paper describes a novel indoor tracking system based on Ultra Wide Band network, especially
designed for emergency management after a major disaster such as an earthquake, in which the
communication and power networks are usually out of services. The system creates its own
independent communication infrastructure that is a major advance considering the large amount
of constraints in post-earthquake emergency interventions. It is able to continuously evaluate the
position and vital signals of mobile users in both indoor and outdoor environments. In order to
assess the feasibility of the proposed technology, an experimental test for indoor tracking has been
implemented. The results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed system and are very promising
both in terms of position accuracy (average accuracy of 1m) and system robustness. Future work
will focus on extensive performance evaluation and optimization of the overall system, especially
in terms of independency on the pre-installed structure.
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Figure 9. Building plan, Anchors distribution and indoor localization test.
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Abstract
The grillage adaptive beam string structure (ABSS) is a new type of smart structure, which can
self-adjust its working status such as deformation and internal force according to environmental
conditions change by controlling the length of a group of active struts. Several algorithms have
proved effectively to a single ABSS for static control. With the structural span increasing, the
feasible space of the control instructions growing, the control algorithm is required both
effectively and efficiently. In this paper, a new type of internal force control method based on
gradient-genetic algorithm (GGA) is proposed, and proved have application for grillage adaptive
beam string structures(GABSS). To begin with, an optimization model of GABSS is established,
which takes the adjustment value of the actuators as the control variable and the internal force of
beam as the control optimization objective. The new improved algorithm is introduced afterward,
which has the advantage of global optimization ability of genetic algorithm and local search
ability of gradient algorithm at the same time. Next, the adjustment value of actuators are
calculated by GGA, and the algorithm can solve the geometric nonlinear problem by introducing
nonlinear iterative process in finite element analysis. At the end, example shows that the method
has a good adaptivity and capability to the internal force control problem of GABSS.
1. Introduction
The adaptive structure, as stated by Korkmaz (2011), is based on the idea that the behavior of a
structure is not established only once during the initial design phase, but the structural response
is controlled continuously in a predesigned and beneficial manner. An adaptive structure can
monitor and self-adjust its working status according to the environmental conditions via the
integration of sensing and active components. The beam-string structure(BSS) have a good
prospect of application with the advantages of beautiful form and convenient construction. If the
vertical strut is converted into a kind of adjustable component, the traditional BSS would become
an adaptive structure with self-adjustment ability which called the adaptive beam string structure
(ABSS). ABSS owns better working performance and stronger environmental adaptability than
the traditional BSS.
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The adaptive BSS is a new type of adaptive structure, there are few relevant research to be
referenced. Some similar researches on other adaptive structure have been reported, including
tensegrity, cable dome and truss and so on. Kmet and Mojdis (2014) describes a newly
developed Levy form adaptive cable dome, which has the ability to alter its stiffness
configuration and stress properties to adapt its behavior to current loading conditions. Senature
(2018) built an active control optimization model of truss structure based on sequential quadratic
programming algorithm, which verified the superiority of adaptive truss structure in building
energy consumption and structural performance. Sobek and Teuffel (2001) took the structure
displacement as the control goal to study the two-struts BSS control problem. Noack et al. (2006)
took the hydraulic cylinder as the strut to change the shape of the BSS, studied the displacement
control strategy of one-strut BSS under the moving load, the improvement of the performance is
presented theoretically and experimentally.
All the above researches focus on unidirectional BSS with a small number of active components.
While other kind of structure such as grillage ABSS(as shown in )are rarely mentioned in the
domain. And with the structural form getting complex, the feasible space of the control
instructions growing in geometric progression, traditional exhaustive algorithm is almost
impossible to achieve the control process of the structure, therefore it’s necessary to develop
large space random search algorithm to solve the problem effectively and efficiently, Xu(2009)
and Shen(2013). Considering these factors, this paper sets the grillage adaptive beam string
structures (GABSS) as the research object in order to extend the engineering applicability of
adaptive beam string structures. And a new algorithm for structural active control is developed
which combined with the genetic algorithm and the gradient algorithm, namely the gradientgenetic algorithm(GGA).

Figure 1: Diagram of an adaptive GBSS

2. Optimization model of internal force control for GABSS
Regard the working state of the upper beam as the working state of entire structure. We divides
the upper beam into n sections by finite element method, and defines ki as the i th section of the
internal force coefficient of upper beam:
 /  t ,  i  0;
ki   i ic
 i /  i ,  i  0;
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Where it and  ic refer to the allowable tensile and compressive stress of the i th section,
 i is the stress of the i th section after control.
i 

Ni Mi

Ai Wi

（2）

In which Ni and M i are the axial force and bending moment of the i th section., Ai and Wi are
the cross-section area and inertia modulus of the i th section.
At the same time, the working state coefficient of the whole structure is defined as:

  max ki

（3）

Since the ABSS is limited by the material characteristics and actuator performance, the following
conditions should be met for the displacement control of the ABSS:

 ic   i   it

（4）

 cL   c   ct

（5）

Tc  T  Tt

（6）

sL  ea  sU

（7）

Where  i 、  c and  T are the stress of the i th section of the upper beam、cable and strut
a
respectively. e is the elongation of the struts. it and  ic refer to the allowable tensile and
compressive stress of the i th section.  cL and  ct are the lower bound of tensional stress and the
allowable tensional stress of the cable.  Tc and  Tt stand for the allowable tensile and
L
U
compressive stress of the struts. s and s are the lower and upper bound of the adjustment
length range of the active components.
In summary, the internal force optimization model of GABSS is:
min 
s.t.( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7)
When geometric nonlinearity is considered, the result of formula 2 is calculated by ANSYS
using Newton-Raphson iteration method.
3. Internal force control through gradient - genetic algorithm of the GABSS
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a wide-used random search algorithm inspired by the natural selection
and genetic mechanism of the biology. GA have excellent global search capabilities, but they are
less efficient at local search period. The gradient descent method is a descent method based on
the minimization of the negative gradient direction of the objective function, which is faster and
easier to get to the local optimal point near the iterative point. But this method can hardly find
other local optimal solution away from the current location.
In order to optimize the working state of the beam string structure to the maximum extent, this
paper presents an improved genetic algorithm, namely, the gradient-genetic algorithm (GGA).
The basic idea of the gradient-genetic algorithm is to combine the global search ability of the
genetic algorithm with the local search ability of the gradient algorithm. Obviously, this new
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algorithm combines the advantages of both genetic algorithm and gradient algorithm to achieve
global optimization.
The flow chart of gradient genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: flow chart of Gradient Genetic Algorithm

4. Example

Figure 3: schematic diagram of GABSS

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of full
span variable live load

As shown in Figure 3, a GABSS is considered as an example to verity the control algorithm. The
straight beam employs a square cross section steel tube, and the size of the cross section is
150mm in width,300mm in height, and 15mm in wall thickness. The four active struts are
circular pipes with the cross section area of 1200mm2.The cable consists of 6 steel wires with a
diameter of 12.7mm. In calculation, all constraint conditions are detailed as shown in Table 1,the
elasticity modulus of the beam and struts is 2.06×105N/mm2,and that of the cable is
1.95×105N/mm2. For a roof structure, there are usually four types of external loads being
considered, namely, the dead load G =4kN/m, the full span live load Q=4.65kN/m.
Three typical load case is calculated for the next discussion as: 1.0 × G+1.0 × Q.
The load distribution diagram is shown in Figure4.
Table 1: constraint conditions for calculation
Allowable
displacement of the
beam(mm)
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Allowable stress of
the struts(N/mm2)

Allowable
adjustments of the
struts(mm)

Allowable tension
of the cables
(N/mm2)

Allowable stress of
the beam (N/mm2)
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𝑑𝐵𝐿
-96

𝑑𝐵𝑈
96

𝜎𝑇𝑐
-215

𝜎𝑇𝑡
215

𝑠𝐿
-200

𝑠𝑈
200

𝜎𝑐𝐿
53.82

𝜎𝑐𝑡
1960

𝜎𝐵𝑐 (𝑥)
-215

𝜎𝐵𝑡 (𝑥)
215

The ultimate load of Q1 for non-controlled BSS is calculated as Q1=4.65kN/m, and all the results
of the non-controlled GABSS, the linear force control (LFC) and the nonlinear force control
(NFC) are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that under load case1, the working state coefficient of
BSS after LFC and NFC decreased by 20.15% and 19.71% respectively using GGA. While the
displacement of the beam is greatly reduced, decreased by 82.57% and 83.12% respectively, the
results of LFC and NFC are very close, so the impact of geometric nonlinearity can be ignored.
The geometrical shape of the beam is improved when the internal force of the beam is reduced,
which is of great significance for the GBSS, and the control effect is also at a good level after
control.
Table 2: results under load case 1 of the Grillage BSS
Working
status
factor
Notations
Noncontrol
LFC
NFC

𝛽
0.416
0.328
0.334

Minimal and
maximum tension
of cables(N/mm2)

Adjustments value of
struts(mm)
𝑎1

𝑒
0
74.47
75.00

𝑎2

𝑒
0
74.47
75.00

𝑎3

𝑒
0
74.47
75.00

𝑎4

𝑒
0
74.47
75.00

𝜎𝑐 𝑚𝑖𝑛
399.26
423.44
412.35

Maximum
stress of the
beam(N/mm2)

𝜎𝑐 𝑚𝑎𝑥
417.72
442.09
431.47

|𝜎𝐵 |𝑚𝑎𝑥
89.448
70.562
71.898

Maximum
displacement
of the beam（
mm）
|𝑑|𝑚𝑎𝑥
95.929
16.719
16.194

The ultimate load of Q1 for GABSS is calculated as Q1=20.5kN/m, and all the results are shown
in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the load capacity of the GABSS is improved by 340.86%
compared with that of GABSS after NFC. It can greatly improve the bearing capacity of the
beam string structure so as to provide better environmental adaptability. Comparing Table 2 with
Table 3, it can be seen that the ultimate bearing capacity of the Grillage BSS is controlled by
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 of the upper beam under the action of full span uniform live load, and the bearing capacity
limit of the GABSS is controlled by 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the range of the actuator elongation. The bearing
capacity of the materials can be fully used after control.
Table 3: results under load case 1 of the GABSS
Working
status
factor
Notations
Noncontrol
NFC

𝛽
1.284
0.996

Minimal and
maximum tension
of cables(N/mm2)

Adjustments value of
struts(mm)
𝑎1

𝑒
0
200.0

𝑎2

𝑒
0
200.0

𝑎3

𝑒
0
200.0

𝑎4

𝑒
0
200.0

𝜎𝑐 𝑚𝑖𝑛
1131.85
1112.00

𝜎𝑐 𝑚𝑎𝑥
1190.54
1168.22

Maximum
stress of the
beam(N/mm2)
|𝜎𝐵 |𝑚𝑎𝑥
276.06
214.11

Maximum
displacement
of the beam
（mm）
|𝑑|𝑚𝑎𝑥
300.847
52.525

5. Conclusion
(1) A new gradient-genetic algorithm is proposed by introducing the gradient operator into the
traditional genetic algorithm, this algorithm has good local search ability, fast convergence and
excellent global optimization ability at the same time, can be well used in structure static control
process.
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(2) A Static control method of Grillage adaptive beam string structure is developed, an
optimization model is established and the finite element calculation is carried out by using
gradient-genetic algorithm. The optimization results of the example show that this method has
good adaptivity and capability to the internal force control problem of the GABSS.
(3) Compared with the traditional Grillage beam string structure, the load-bearing capacity of
the GABSS with static control system is increased by 340.86% under the load. When the
structure is subjected to the downward load, the larger actuator range is, the greater ultimate
bearing capacity of the structure will own.
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Abstract
To measure 3D postures of a semi-submersible floating wind turbine model in wave test, a
stereovision measurement method based on a reference plane established by calibration board is
proposed in this paper. The world coordinate system transforms from the left camera system to the
surface of the measured structural model through the coordinate transformation. A regular wave
test of semi-submersible floating wind turbine model is proceeded with the stereovision
measurement system. The displacements and angles of rotation in three direction on the measured
model are acquired simultaneously, and the power spectral densities of the model’s displacements
are calculated. Experimental results indicate that the displacement time-histories measured by the
proposed stereovision method agree well with those obtained by the laser displacement meter. This
verifies that the proposed stereovision approach is reliable and useful for measuring the 3D
postures of multiple points on the model.
1. Introduction
In marine engineering, not only three displacements of structures on three coordinate axes but also
three intersection angles around of three axes are necessary to obtained, namely six degrees of
freedoms (Keller (2006)) . Three displacements and three intersection angles are typically called
the sway, surge, heave, roll, pitch and yaw in marine engineering. More and more people have
paid attention to measure six degrees of freedoms of marine floating structure (Esteban and Leary
(2012)).
To solve the problems in the traditional measurement methods, a stereovision measurement
method is proposed to measure six degrees of freedoms of the floating offshore wind turbine model
under wave loads in the present paper. Firstly, three-dimensional dynamic response of floating
structures on three coordinate axes was obtained, and then the intersection angles of floating
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structures in three directions was obtained according to the conversion formula of six components
of floating structure (Li (2008)). The proposed stereovision measurement method has some
advantages such as non-contact, high precision, automatic data processing, low price，dynamic
measurement, etc. which overcomes the shortcomings of the traditional methods which are
empoyed to measure six degrees of freedoms of floating structure (Ishihara et al (2007)).
2. Stereovision principle
Considering the general case, that is no requirement of two cameras’ position. As shown in Fig.1,
assume that the left camera coordinate system ol − xl yl zl coincides with the world coordinate
system ow − xw yw zw , Ol − X l Yl is the corresponding left image coordinate system, or − xr yr zr is the
right camera coordinate system, and Or − X rYr is the right image coordinate system accordingly.
The origins of Ol − X l Yl and Or − X rYr superpose the principal points of cameras. Pl ( x, y, z ) and
Pr ( xr , yr , zr ) are the 3D coordinates of a spatial point P( xw , yw , zw ) in ol − xl yl zl and or − xr yr zr
with the projected imaged points pl ( X l , Yl ) and pr ( X r , Yr ) , respectively.

Fig. 1. Binocular stereovision model

The 3D coordinates of a spatial point P in the left camera coordinate system ol − xl yl zl is given
as follows (Sun et al (2006)).
 xl = zl X l f l

 yl = zl Yl f l

fl ( f r t x − X r t z )
z =
l

X r (r7 X l + r8Yl + f l r9 ) − f r (r1 X l + r2Yl + f l r3 )

(1)

where f l and f r are the scale factors of left and right cameras, respectively.
From Eq. (1), if the scale factors f l , f r and the image coordinates ( X l ,Yl ),( X r ,Yr ) of point P in
left and right image coordinate systems are all known, the 3D coordinates of the spatial point P
in left camera coordinate system can be calculated provided that rotation matrix
t x 
 r1 r2 r3 
 


R lr =  r4 r5 r6  and translation matrix Tlr = t y  can be solved. Among of them, the extrinsic
 
 r7 r8 r9 
tz 
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parameters [ R lr

Tlr ] and intrinsic parameters of stereovision system can be acquired by Zhang’s

calibration algorithm based on 2D planar pattern (Zhang (2000)).
3. Regular wave test
3.1 Experimental setup
The experimental prototype is a semi-submersible floating wind turbine, the scaled ratio of model
is 1:60. The regular wave test was conducted in the closed return wind tunnel and wave flume
(WTWF) joint laboratory of Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT). The detailed description about
the wind tunnel and wave flume (WTWF) joint laboratory of HIT can refer to the reference by
Zhou et al (2017). The components and dimensions of a semi-submersible floating wind turbine
model can be also accessed in this reference.

a)
Fig.2 Experimental setup: a) layout of circular target; b) experimental photo

b)

In the present paper, the proposed stereovision method is employed to acquire six freedoms of the
semi-submersible floating wind turbine model. As shown in Fig. 2a), some circular targets are
pasted on the model to track deformations by the proposed method, the outer diameter and inner
diameter of circular target are 50mm and 30mm, respectively. To compare with the experimental
results of the proposed stereovision method, two laser displacement sensors are adopted to measure
displacements in the present paper, which are mounted on the same height as the fifth circular
target on the model. As shown in Fig. 2b), the stereovision measurement system composed by two
Pike-F-100c cameras with the lens of 12mm focal length are used to capture images of the model
during test, which is far away 3.4m from the model. Before test, the stereovision measurement
system is calibrated by a checkerboard pattern with the gird size of 60mm, and the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the stereovision system can be obtained.
3.2 Experimental results
The effect of wind and wave was not considered in test. The model was measured under the regular
wave with the spectral period of 3.227s, and the data sampling time of each period was 3 minutes.
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Under the regular wave, the three-dimensional dynamic response curves of the 1st-3rd circular
target on three coordinate axes were obtained by the proposed stereovision measurement method.
The 3D displacement time-history curves of 1st-3rd circular targets are similar to Figs. 3a), 3c) and
3e), there only exist a tiny difference in amplitude, and which are not given separately in the
present paper.
As shown in Figs. 3a), 3c) and 3e), the heave, sway and surge of the 5th target under the regular
waves are accessed by the proposed stereovision method, which are compared with that of the
laser displacement meter, and the error curves of two methods are also given. According to the
angle calculation formula proposed by Li (2008), based on the 3D displacements of the 1st -3rd
targets, the intersection angles of the model around three coordinate axes, namely roll, pitch and
yaw, are given in Figs. 3b), 3d) and 3f).
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Fig. 3. Six components of the model under the regular wave:
a) Heave; b) Roll; c) Sway; d) Pitch; e) Surge; f) Yaw
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As can be seen from Fig. 2, no laser displacement sensor is installed on the vertical direction of
the model, so there only exist the measurement result of the stereovision method in heave curve of
Fig. 3a). In addition, it can be seen that the sway and surge curves of two methods coincide well
with each other. Fig. 3 shows that the roll of the model has a maximum of 2.293 °, a minimum
value of 0.397 ° and the average value of 1.181 °under the regular wave; The pitch has a maximum
value of 2.293 °, a minimum value of 0.393 ° and the average value of 1.21 °; the yaw has a
maximum value of 0.491 °, a minimum value of 0.948 ° and average value of 0.306 °.
4. Conclusions
In the present paper, a stereovision method is proposed to measure six degrees of freedoms of
floating structures, whose measurement results are compared with the corresponding displacement
curves acquired by the laser displacement sensors. Experimental results show that dynamic
response curves obtained by two methods agree well with each other, this demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed stereovision method, which can satisfy with the measurement
requirement of actual engineering.
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Abstractt
Long-term
m monitorin
ng of fatiguee cracks in laarge-scale bbridge structuures poses uunique challeenges
due to th
he randomness of crack occurrences,
o
, small crackk openings thhat impose nnegligible im
mpact
on global structural responses,
r
sllow crack prropagation, and environnmental impaact. In this ppaper,
ntly-created integrated wireless fattigue crackiing monitorring system with
we descrribe a recen
several unique
u
featurres aimed at addressing
g these challlenges. Thesse features iinclude: 1) a low
cost larg
ge-size skin-ttype capacittive strain sensor to covver large brridge surfacees. A netwoork of
such sensors is deplo
oyed to captture potentiaal crack initiiation and prropagation oover large faatigue
susceptib
ble regions, 2) a novell crack grow
wth index dderived from
m the measuured capaciitance
response, which is robust again
nst long-terrm signal drrift due to environmenntal impact, 3) a
dedicated
d capacitancce sensor bo
oard to enable robust wiireless data acquisition through thee next
generatio
on wireless sensing plaatform Xnod
de, 4) a novvel low-pow
wer triggerinng mechanissm to
enable au
utonomous and
a continuo
ous sensing and data accquisition foor long-term monitoring. The
integrated monitoring
g system waas deployed in a full-scaale steel highhway bridgee and prelim
minary
field dataa are presentted in this paaper.
1. Introd
duction
c
are of
o critical strructural safeety concernss that comm
monly exist inn many old steel
Fatigue cracks
bridges in
i the United
d States. Deetecting and monitoring fatigue cracck growth aare essential such
that retrrofits or reehabilitationss can be conducted
c
iin a timelyy manner. Currently, state
governm
ments in the United
U
Statees mainly rely on traine d bridge enggineers for pperforming crack
inspectio
on in a two-y
year intervall (FHWA, 2004). This aapproach, hoowever, is prone to erroor due
to the randomness
r
of crack occurrences
o
and small crack sizees. Recentlyy, novel sennsing
technolog
gies have sh
hown great promises fo
or fatigue crrack monitooring in steeel bridges. S
Some
research efforts inclu
ude acoustic emission ap
pproach (Yuu et al., 20133); piezo-flooating-gate (PFG)
(
et all. 2017); an
nd computer vision-bassed methodss (Yeum annd Dyke, 22015).
sensors (Alavi
Nevertheeless, improvements aree needed fo
or these appproaches if long-term ccontinuous crack
monitorin
ng of steel bridges
b
is dessired.
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In this paaper, we rep
port an integ
grated wireleess fatigue ccracking moonitoring sysstem with seeveral
unique features
fe
inclu
uding: 1) a low cost laarge-size skiin-type capaacitive strainn sensor to ccover
large bridge surfaces; 2) a noveel crack gro
owth index derived from
m the meassured capaciitance
response, which is robust agaainst noise content in the collectted signals; 3) a dediicated
nce sensor board
b
to enab
ble robust wireless
w
dataa acquisitionn through thee next generration
capacitan
wireless sensing plaatform Xnod
de; and 4) a novel low--power trigggering mechhanism to ennable
autonomous and co
ontinuous sensing and data acquiisition for long-term monitoring. The
integrated monitoring
g system waas deployed in a full-scaale steel highhway bridgee and prelim
minary
field dataa is presented
d.
2. Backg
ground
ge-area Senssnig Skin for Crack Mo
onitoring
2.1 Larg
A large-aarea sensing skin, termed
d the soft elaastomeric caapacitor (SEC
C), serves ass the fundam
mental
crack-sen
nsing unit. Developed
D
by
b Laflammee et al. (20112), the SEC
C is a large area and fleexible
capacitiv
ve strain gau
uge for civil infrastructurre monitorinng. Figure 1aa shows the schematic oof the
SEC. Th
he SEC has been validatted for fatig
gue crack m
monitoring thhrough frequuency analyssis to
extract a fatigue sen
nsitive featurre from the raw capaciitance measuurements (K
Kong et al. 22017,
2018b). This
T feature,, termed the crack growth index (CG
GI), is a robust indicatorr of fatigue crack
growth against
a
noisee content, lon
ng-term drift
ft of the SEC
C measuremeents, and thee varying loaading
characterristics. Figurre 1b illustraates typical CGIs underr the fatigue crack grow
wth of small--scale
compact C(T) specim
mens. Despitte the differeent loading ccharacteristiics adopted iin these tests, the
CGIs shaare a similar increasing trend
t
under fatigue
f
crackk growth.

(a)
(b)
Figurre 1. (a) Schem
matic of the SEC;
S
and (b) CGIs
C
extracteed from SEC measuremennts, showing aan
increasing
i
treend under fatiigue crack gro
owth. (a) is reeproduced froom Kong el all. (2017b)

2.2 Capa
acitance sen
nsor board and
a wirelesss sensing
To enablle wireless sensing
s
of th
he SEC, a deedicated cappacitance sennsor board w
was developped to
convert low-level
l
dy
ynamic capaacitance chan
nges to voltaage signals, which can be capturedd with
wireless sensing plattforms. In particular,
p
th
his sensor booard was deesigned to innterface witth the
Xnode platform
p
(Sp
pencer et al. 2017) utillizing its caapabilities inncluding 3.3V power suupply,
analog-to
o-digital con
nversion, onb
board signall processingg, and wireleess data com
mmunicationn. The
hardwaree design of th
he sensor bo
oard consistss of an AC-eexcitation, a precisely baalanced De-S
Sauty
Wheatsto
one bridge circuit, a two
o-step signal amplifier, aan AM demoodulation cirrcuit, and a sseries
of filterin
ng circuits. Furthermore,
F
, a two-step Shunt calibrration strateggy was also been propossed to
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avoid thee effect of th
he parasitic capacitance
c
from
f
the leadd wires. Moore details off the sensor bboard
design caan be found in Jeong et al.
a (2018).
Figure 2aa shows thee prototype sensor
s
board
d. A series oof tests weree carried ouut to comparre the
developeed sensor bo
oard with an
n off-the-sheelf DAQ (PC
CAP02 capaacitance-to-ddigital conveerter).
Figure 2b
b shows a comparison
c
of
o strain resp
ponse of a ssmall-scale sshear buildinng column uunder
dynamic excitation generated
g
by
y a shake tab
ble. The deveeloped sensoor board shoowed better noise
performaance.

(a)
(b)
Figuree 2. (a) Capaciitive sensor board;
b
and (b)) measuremennt comparisonn under randoom excitation..

2.3 Wireeless Sensing
g Platform
Xnode, a wireless smart
s
sensorr platform developed
d
bby the Univversity of Illlinois at Urrbana
Champaiign for civil structural heealth monito
oring (Spenccer et al. 2017), was adoppted in this study
to enablee wireless seensing of thee SECs via the
t developeed capacitivve sensor boaard. As show
wn in
Error! Reference
R
source
s
not
found.a, the Xnode consists of
three boards
b
inccluding a
processorr board, a radio/power
r
board, an
nd a sensor board. The
sensor bo
oard consistss of a 24-bit
(a)
(b)
high preccision, analo
og-to-digital
Figuree 3. (a) The sttructural layoout of the Xnoode; and (b) thhe
converterr with 8 differential
hard
dware enclosuure of the Xnoode. (Spencerr et al., 2017)
channels of analog input, and
antialiasiing filters. It
I is capablee of measurring 1) acceelerations inn three direcctions for gglobal
response monitoring
g, and 2) generic voltag
ge signals frrom externaal sensors, suuch as the S
SECs
through the
t capacitiv
ve sensor bo
oard. Among
g the 8 sensinng channelss of the Xnode, three of them
support a 3-axis acccelerometer,, leaving 5 channels avvailable for external seensors. The three
boards are
a stacked together to complete the
t sensor nnode as shoown in Figuure 3a. An IP67
environm
mentally hard
dened enclossure is used to
t package tthe sensor noode as shownn in Figure 33b.
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2.4 Event-Triggered Sensing
Wireless smart sensors are typically powered with batteries with a finite power supply. To this
end, duty cycling is therefore commonly adopted to save power. As a result, important events
could be missed if the sensors are in the sleep mode during the occurrence of the event. To
address this issue, a demand-based sensing strategy has been developed with the Xnode (Fu et al.
2018). Specifically, a low-power trigger accelerometer (ADXL362) is integrated to the Xnode,
which has very low power consumption hence is able to run continuously to monitor the ambient
vibration level. The ADXL362 is able to sample at a frequency up to 400 Hz with 12-bit
resolution. Moreover, using an integrated buffer, it can store up to 512 samples which
correspond to 1.7 seconds of three-axis data if sampled at 100 Hz. The ability to store data using
the integrated buffer and at the same time trigger the main sensor node for high-fidelity data
collection enables robust event-triggered sensing. The designed prototype for event-triggered
sensing provides three basic functionalities including: 1) communications of commands and data
between the Xnode and the low-power trigger accelerometer; 2) ability to wake up Xnode from
its deep sleep mode; and 3) initiation of high fidelity sensing with the Xnode. More details of
event-triggered sensing can be found in Fu et al. (2018).
3. Field Deployment and Preliminary Results
The test steel bridge was a part of the I-70 highway near Kansas City, Kansas, USA, as
illustrated in Figure 4a. The steel bridge consists of bridge concrete decks, longitudinal steel
girders, and bridge piers. An exterior girder was selected for the SEC installation as shown in
Figure 4a. One of the target regions for sensor deployment was selected as the web-gap region
on the exterior side of the girder (Figure 4b). According to the inspection records marked on the
steel girder during inspections in 2013 and 2017, two fatigue cracks can be found. Crack 1 is
located between the top flange and web, while Crack 2 initiated at the web-gap region. Both
cracks propagated during the inspection interval (Figure 4c). In addition, the interior side of the
girder was also selected for instrumentation, but is not presented here due to space limitation.
Relevant details can be found in the report by Li et al. (2019).
An SEC array was deployed to monitor the above region. As shown in Figure 4d, SEC a1 and a2
covered the two ends of Crack 1, while the rest three SECs were attached to cover the path of
Crack 2. The deployed sensor network is shown in Figure 4e. A breakout box was used to serve
as the interface between the Xnode and the sensor boards. To determine the threshold
acceleration level for traffic-triggered sensing, several measurements were taken during regular
traffic, and the threshold was selected as 100 mg. For calculating the CGIs, a strain gauge was
installed at the cross frame on the interior side of the girder to indirectly measure the load level
(Figure 4f). Figure 4g shows a typical strain measurement under the traffic loads. As can be seem
in the figure, several impulse-like peaks indicate the traffic load caused by the passing vehicles.
The corresponding SEC measurement under the same traffic is shown in Figure 4h. Only a
measurement of SEC a1 is illustrated. Similar to the strain measurement, the SEC data also
captured the same peaks as the strain data. Due to the space limitation, more data analysis results
are available in the report by Li et al. (2019).
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Figure 4. (a) The steeel bridge forr field deploym
ment; (b) exissting fatigue ccracks; (c) deetails of existiing
cracks; (d) installatio
on of the SEC
C array; (e) wireless
w
sensorr network; (f)) strain gaugee installation; (g)
ty
ypical strain measurement
m
t under trafficc; and (h) typiical SEC meaasurement undder traffic.

4. Conclusions, Disccussions, an
nd Future Work
W
per reports a recent field applicatio
on of a wirreless soft eelastomeric capacitor sensor
This pap
network for monitoriing fatigue cracks
c
in civ
vil infrastruccture. The seensor networrk consists oof the
SEC skin
n sensors, a novel capaacitive senso
or board, a w
wireless sennsing platforrm (Xnode) with
event-trig
ggered sensing capabiliity. The mo
onitoring sysstem was ddeployed in a steel highhway
bridge fo
or monitorin
ng fatigue craack activitiees. Preliminaary data inclluding capaccitance and sstrain
was succcessfully colllected in thee field, show
wing potentiaal for long-teerm crack m
monitoring off steel
bridges.
Due to th
he unique ch
hallenges of the
t field env
vironment, thhe collectedd field data contains relattively
higher no
oise level co
ompared witth lab condittion. The strrain measureement in Figgure 4g has large
quantizattion error, which
w
could
d be removeed by addinng extra siggnal amplificcation. The SEC
measurem
ments, on th
he other han
nd, contain unexpected
u
long-period fluctuationss (Figure 4ff), for
which th
he electromagnetic interfference is co
onsidered ass a potential contributorr. Additionall data
processin
ng strategies are needed to enhance the
t quality oof both the strain and SE
EC measurem
ments
in the field.
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Health Monitoring of Battery Structures for Electrical Vehicles
Fukuo Chang
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Abstract
Due to recent rapid advancements in high-energy storage batteries such as lithium-ion (Li-ion)
batteries, electric vehicles are receiving more and more attention in both automotive and aviation
industries. However, those high-energy batteries are often susceptible to mechanical intrusion
and deformation, along with thermal runaway. Typical battery packs are therefore compounded
by layer upon layer of vehicle level mechanical enclosures and protection systems to guard the
cells and provide mechanical stability while maintaining intimate contact between the functional
components. In addition, there is a lack of reliable prediction methods for battery state of health
(SOH) and remaining service life (RSL) which leads to significant conservation in battery energy
capacity design. These overhead components significantly reduce both the packing factor and the
system-level energy density. For example, in state-of-the-art EVs, the weight and volume of the
complete energy storage ‘system’, including protection systems and enclosures, can be as much
as twice those of the cells alone. Additionally, the advantages of high-energy cells are also
largely offset by the complexity and cost of the more demanding system-level engineering
requirements.
In this presentation, we introduce a new multifunctional energy storage composite (MESC) for
the design of battery-power electrical vehicles. MESC is made of high-strength carbon-fiber
composites embedded with lithium-ion battery materials and built-in piezoelectric sensors. A
novel interlocking fabrication technique is developed to seamlessly integrate lithium-ion
batteries in composites without sacrificing the structural integrity of the host while maintaining
the energy capacity and electrical performance of the original battery materials. At the same
time, the SOH of the integrated batteries can be monitored accurately simultaneously using the
built-in sensor networks in the composites. Prototypes of the multifunctional energy-storage
composites have been fabricated and demonstrated the feasibility of potentially providing up to
40% weight savings on the combined battery and structural weight of existing commercial
electric vehicles.
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Abstract
The fast development of the construction for underground infrastructures urges the needs of
efficient inspection and monitoring techniques for the infrastructures that are put into operation.
The structural health condition may deteriorate over long time period, which threatens the safety
of the assets and the publics. Artificial intelligence in tunnel inspection and monitoring mainly
refers to two major aspects, including the automatical machineary that liberates the intensive
manpower in severe underground environments and the efficient defect detection and recognition
by using deep learning based algorithms. During the past 10 years, fast mobile inspection systems
have been developed by using the MTI-200a. However, the image data of tunnel defects that are
captured by these systems are extremely complex due to the unfavorable environmental conditions
and geometrical nonlinearity of tunnel linings. Although the recognition method of cracks based
on luminance difference and contrast difference in a local grids and recognition method of leakage
based on water leakage infrared radiation have been proposed with certain accuracy, this paper
will show that both the efficiency and accuracy have been greatly improved by using the deep
learning of AI based image recognition method. Later, a novel diagnosis index named tunnel defect
index for the structural defects of tunnel after the recognition is discussed with a field case
application. Given the experiences on the inspection, recognition and diagnosis for tunnel lining
over two decades, new practical oriented views in future studies are summarized briefly at the end
of this paper.
1. Introduction
As the main part of urban rail transit, metro shield tunnel inevitably has some structural defects of
different severity, such as cracks and water leakage. Traditional defect inspection is implemented
by human inspectors walking along the surface of shield tunnel with their naked eyes and recording
the location, size and other key parameters of structural defects (Richards, 1998, Yuan, et al., 2012).
Obviously, it is very time-consuming, tedious, even more labor intensive. Sometimes, it is not easy
to measure those typical parameters such as the crack at the tunnel crown, which is really a
challenge for tunnel operators.
Under the fast development of artificial intelligence (AI), lots of researchers at home and abroad
have carried out automatic inspection of tunnel defects based on computer vision (CV) and deep
learning (DL) (LeCun, et al., 2015, Long, et al., 2015, Gu, et al., 2015, Cha, et al., 2017). However,
the image data of actual lining surface is extremely complex due to the unfavorable factors such
as lots of segmental joints and cables, high randomness of defect patterns, uneven light condition
etc., which pose the difficulties in capturing the quantization parameter of structural defects
quickly and accurately. Furthermore,
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the existing methods for defect diagnosis cannot evaluate the severity of structural defects
objectively and reasonably according to the results of image recognition.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, this paper proposes an innovative method that includes
the developing of a fast moving tunnel inspection system, the deep learning based image
recognition by using the full convolution network (FCN) and diagnosis of structural defects for
shield tunnel. The flowchart of the method is first introduced part by part. Then, a real case
application example is introduced based on a typical Shanghai metro tunnel.
2. Moving Tunnel Inspection System
Previously, the tunnel inspection had been carried out by manpower normally by using naked eyes
in midnight. It is no doubt for its time consuming and low efficiency. More importantly, the
accuracy can not be guaranteed. Hence, it is quite necessary to apply the artificial intelligence in
terms of the automatic machinery to replace the manpower. In order to capture the image of the
inner surface of shield tunnel lining, a new type of equipment (MTI-200a) is updated from the
previous version of MTI-100 (Huang, et al., 2017, Huang, et al., 2018). MTI-200a consists of six
linear cameras (GigE version), 19 light sources (white LED), computers, displays, encoders,
batteries, etc. The camera taken has a single row photosensitive sensor (CMOS). The total number
of photosensitive sensors is 8192, the size of each CMOS unit is 7.04 μm×7.04 μm, and the focal
length of lens is 60m. The schematic associated with the work site of MTI-200a is shown in Figure
2. There are some objects on the lining surface of Metro tunnel, including LED lighting, pipelines,
cables and so on, which are quite different from other structures on the ground. The metro tunnel
is segmental shield tunnel, which consists of concrete segments and joints between segments.
Hence, there are many joints and bolt holes observed in the inner surface of tunnel lining. Due to
the continuous scanning process, the captured tunnel lining image is seamless in the longitudinal
direction. To avoid the loss of image information, there is an overlapping area (1000 pixels wide)
between the views of adjacent cameras.

Cameras
Light source

MTI-200a

Monitor

Battery
Computer
Encoder

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 Schematic of MTI-200a: (a) Sketch map; (b) Working scene in metro shield tunnel.

When MTI-200a moves along the subway tunnel, six linear sensor cameras work independently
and synchronously to scan the lining surface line by line under the signals triggered by the encoder.
In order to facilitate image processing, the captured images are cropped into smaller images of
3000×3000 pixel resolutions in which crack or leakage defects are contained. In this study, the
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image of six cameras is simply stitched together. MTI-200a captured 1380 images of lining defects
of metro shield tunnels, including 309 images of cracks and 1071 images of leakage. The original
size of all captured images is 3000×24576 pixels. In order to facilitate image processing, the
captured image is cut into smaller images with resolution of 3000×3000 pixels, including cracks
or leakage defects.
3. Image Data Collection and Traditional Defect Recognition
3.1 Image Data Collection
The acquired surface image of metro shield tunnel lining is shown in Fig. 2(a). The height of the
image is 49152 pixel (8192 pixel/platform×6 cameras = 49152 pixel). In order to observe the
structural defects of the lining surface more clearly, the local area of the imaginary frame in Fig.
2(a) is enlarged and demonstrated in Fig. 2(b). For the case shown in Fig. 2(a), one crack and five
leakage defects can be seen in Fig. 2(b).

Leakage
渗漏水

Cracks
裂缝

Water

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 Collected Image Data: a) raw image; b) defect founded image
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3.2 Traditional Defect Recognition
Normally, the defect recognition methods are different for crack and leakage. The following
traditional crack recognition method based on local grids (Wang and Huang, 2010) and the
traditional leakage recognition method based on infrared radiation are introduced for the observed
defect images (Dou, et al., 2010).
裂缝长度方向
裂缝长度方向
Local grids based crack recognition: Fig 3(a) shows two local
grids, crack grids and background
裂缝宽度方向
裂缝宽度方向
grids of an image. Gray-level profiles along cracks
width and along cracks length are shown in
裂缝网格
裂缝网格
Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. From the graph, it can be seen from the graph that the gray level
方向1
profile along the width direction of the cracks presents obvious trough
shape, 方向1
while
the gray level
背景网格
背景网格
profile along the length direction of the cracks presents gentle shape. The方向2
gray-level
profiles along
方向2
direction 1 and 2 in the background grid are demonstrated in Fig. 3(d) and 3(e). It can be seen that
(a)(a)
图像局部网格
图像局部网格
the gray-level profiles in both directions are flat.
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Fig. 3 Local Grid Based Crack Recognition

Infrared radiation leakage recognition: The image is smoothed by means of mean filtering by
using the image processing program of MATLAB, then the image is transformed into binary image
by threshold segmentation (Otsu algorithm). The area of leaking water is calculated by using
Bwarea function (14524 pixels in model test and 6715 pixels in laboratory test). The calculation
results are displayed in Fig 4. The four images in Fig.4 are: grayscale image of the original image
(Fig 4(a)), image after smoothing (Fig 4(b)), image after threshold segmentation (Fig 4(c)) and
image reversed for calculating leakage area (Fig 4(d)). It can be found that the normalized
threshold of model wall test image segmentation is 0.3725, which is different from the normalized
threshold of indoor test image 0.349, because Otsu algorithm has the function of threshold
adaptation, which is better than the fixed threshold algorithm.

(a) Grayscale image of
original image

(c) Image after threshold
segmentation (threshold
0.3725)
Fig. 4 Infrared Radiation Based Leakage Recognition
(b) Smoothed image

(d) Image inversion for
calculating leakage area

4. Deep Learning Based Semantic Segmentation for Quantification of Defects
However, the above traditional recognition method is limited by its processing efficiency in terms
of time and accuracy. Nowadays, because of the fast development of artificial intelligence, some
deep learning (DL) based image process algorithms are developed for fast and accurate recognition
of defect images in complex conditions. In this paper, the authors developed a DL based semantics
segmentation for quantifying the crack and leakages of tunnel defects in the following. Aiming at
semantics segmentation of shield tunnel lining cracks and leakage images, this paper builds up a
full convolutional network (FCN) model based on VGG-16 network with Caffe deep learning
framework (Jia, et al., 2014, Kruthiventi, et al., 2017, Tarolli, et al., 2017, Yuan, et al., 2017), and
its schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 5. In the FCN model, local information from shallow and
fine-grained network layer are used to determine the location of defect, and global information
from deep and coarse-grained network layer are used to determine the type of defect. Hierarchical
abstract features are obtained through local and global non-linear mappings between different
layers. In order to take account into both local and global information, the FCN model uses Skip
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Architecture, which can preserve image feature information of multiple scales at the same time,
and significantly improves the accuracy of defect target recognition.
The training of FCN model is composed of several iterations. Each iteration includes two processes:
(1) forward reasoning process, which is used to calculate the loss value of the whole model; (2)
reverse learning process, which is used to update the weights of the network. The image in the
training set of defect image is the input for FCN model. After many iterations, the loss value tends
to converge, and a set of optimal network weights of the FCN model is obtained, which is the final
model from training. Given a new test image into the FCN model, each pixel in the defect image
can be predicted by calling the trained model. At this time, the binary image of the defect image
can be obtained only by forward reasoning process, without reverse learning process. The pixel
area with gray value of 1 in binary image is the defect target, and the pixel area with gray value of
0 (such as segment joints, bolt holes, pipelines, shadows, etc.) is the image background, so as to
realize the image recognition of shield tunnel structural defects.
Inference
Convolution

ReLu

Deconvolution Scale

Pooling Drop
Crop

…

…

Learning
Raw images

Ground truths

Fig. 5 Schematic of the FCN based image recognition

The process of crack recognition revealed in Fig. 6 is followed: For the crack area in the image,
the sliding window operation is used to traverse the sub-area of the image, and the sub-area of 500
pixel×500 pixel is obtained. Then each image sub-block is input into the cracks model to get the
semantically segmented cracks binary map. According to the position of each image sub-block in
the original image, image restoration is carried out to get the crack binary image under the size of
the original image. Similarly, the open and closed operations in the morphological image
processing method are used for post-processing.

Fig. 6 Two-stream algorithm for crack and leakage image data
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The method adopted in this paper is a full convolution network composed of multi-layer
convolution neural network, mainly including convolution operation and pooling operation. And
the advanced image features of tunnel defects can automatically be extracted and learned. As
traditional image recognition methods, the ATA and RGA can only use low-level features such as
gray level, edge and texture when extracting leakage defects. These low-level features are easily
disturbed by noise such as segment joints, bolt holes, pipelines, shadows, etc. And it will lead to
high false detection rate. But the advanced features can significantly reduce the error detection rate
with strong generalization ability and robustness.
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Fig. 7 Comparison between the proposed algorithm and traditional methods: (a) Error rates; (b) Inference time.

The results of defect image recognition are shown in Fig. 7. In terms of error detection rate and
running time, this method has greater advantages compared to the other two traditional image
recognition methods ATA and RGA. This method can effectively avoid the influence of
interference such as segment seam, bolt hole, pipeline, shadow, etc. especially in overcoming
pipeline occlusion with superior robustness. Under the influence of complex disturbances on the
lining surface of metro shield tunnels, it is difficult for ATA and RGA algorithm to identify the
exact area of cracks and leakage defects. The error detection rate of this method is the lowest, with
an average of 0.8%, which is much lower than that of ATA and RGA. The average running time
of ATA is the shortest but the error detection rate is higher. The average running time of this
method is 1.1s more than ATA and significantly shorter than RGA.
5. Diagnose of Tunnel Health State using TDI
When the detected tunnel defect, the structural working condition should be assessed and
diagnosed in the next step. The flow chart of defect diagnosis is described in Fig. 8. The final
classification of the defect is carried out by obtaining binary images of tunnel cracks and leakage
water through their respective parameters.
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SHIELD TUNNEL
Digital image of lining surface
Binary Image of Structural Diseases

Tunnel cracks

Length
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width

Seepage water

Crack fractal
dimension

Measure
of area

Seepage water
fractal dimension

Circularity

Number of disease grading grades
Diagnostic Indicators of Tunnel Diseases (TDI)
Classification of Diseases in Tunnel Section

Fig. 8 Flowchart of the diagnosis of detected defects

Fig. 9 shows the calculation of fractal geometry of crack defect. It mainly includes the binary graph
of crack defect on the lining surface of shield tunnel (as shown in Fig. 9(a)) and the lnN(r)~ln(1/r)
scatter plot of fractal dimension of crack defect image (as shown in Fig. 9(b)). The symbol r is the
fractal dimension. It can be seen from the scatter plot that there is an obvious linear relationship
between lnN (r) and lnN (1/r). And the slope value is the box dimension of crack defect in the
binary graph, and FD = 1.1001.
6
5.5

lnN(r)

5
4.5
4
y= 1.1001x + 7.1062

3.5
3
2.5
-4

-3.5
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(a) Binary image of tunnel cracks (b) The lnN(r)~ln(1/r) scatter plot of crack defect image
Fig. 9 Calculation of fractal dimension of crack defect

lnN(r)

The binary picture of leakage water defect on the lining surface of shield tunnel is present in Fig.
10(a). The scatter plot of lnN (r) - ln (1/r) of the leakage water defect image is illustrated in Fig.
10(b). It can be seen from Fig. 10(b) that there is a clear linear relationship between lnN (r) and ln
(1/r), and the slope value is 1.2094. The slope value is the box dimension of the leakage water
defect in the binary graph, and FD = 1.2094.
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(a) Binary image of tunnel leakage water (b) The lnN(r)~ln(1/r) scatter plot of leakage water defect image
Fig. 10 Calculation of fractal dimension of crack defect
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6. Application Example
The following section will present a real case application example following the above tunnel
inspection sequence from fast moving inspection using MTI200a, tunnel defects semantic
segmentation for efficient quantification of tunnel defects to the final assessment of tunnel working
condition. The shield tunnel is based on one Shanghai metro tunnel with a ourter surface diameter
of 6.2m and wall thickness of 0.35m. The width of each ring is about 1.0m. This is the typical size
for Shanghai metro tunnel. The length of the tunnel is about 1200m for 1200 rings.

Fig. 11 Surface image of lining structure

The obtained surface image of the lining structure by using MTI200a is displayed in Fig. 11.
Diagram of tunnel cracks and leakage water is shown in Fig. 12, and its size is 3000 pixel × 3000
pixel. It can be seen that the crack defect mainly occurs at the corner of the segment joint, while
the leakage water defect mainly occurs at the segment joint. From the above structural defect
images, cracks and leakage water defects can be captured more clearly.

(a) Image of cracks defect

(b) Image of leakage water defect
Fig. 12 Original image of tunnel defects

The DL based image recognition is adopted to quantify the defects. In order to overcome the
problem of semantic ambiguity of pixels in overlapping cracks and leakage regions, a dual-flow
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algorithm is proposed in this paper. Through the dual-flow algorithm, the recognition results of
the cracks defect image (Fig. 12(a)) are shown in Fig. 13(a), and those of the leakage image (Fig.
12(b)) are displayed in Fig. 13(b). In order to facilitate the subsequent calculation of defect
quantization parameters, the pixel value of defect target area is set to be 1, and the pixel value of
background area is set to be 0. Through this method, cracks and leakage water defects can be
quickly and accurately extracted. The average identification time of crack defect is 2.1 s, and that
of leakage defect is 1.2 s.

(a) Identification results of tunnel cracks

(b) Identification results of tunnel leakage water
Fig. 13 Defect identification results

In this paper, the quantitative parameters of cracks defects are maximum width, length and fractal
dimension, and the quantitative parameters of leakage water defects are area, circularity and fractal
dimension. These six quantitative parameters can be used to help consider the length, width,
distribution and shape of structural defects from the perspective of Euclidean geometry and fractal
geometry. Table 1 shows the calculation results of quantization parameters corresponding to Fig.
13(a), and Table 2 shows the calculation results of quantization parameters according to Fig. 13(b).
Table 1 Calculating Quantitative Parameters of cracks Defects
Figure name
Fig. 13 (a) Left
Fig. 13 (a) Middle
Fig. 13 (a) Right

Maximum width(mm)
1.6
1.6
2.5

Length(mm)
179.7
192.1
255.0

Fractal dimension(1)
1.1783
1.2101
1.2059

Table 2 Calculation of Quantitative Parameters of Leakage Water Defects
Figure name
Fig. 13 (b) Left
Fig. 13 (b) Middle
Fig. 13 (b) Right

Area(mm2)
57739.2
18840.2
11657.6

Circularity(1)
0.4
0.1
0.1

Fractal dimension(1)
1.0947
1.1709
1.2884

In this paper, taking 200 lining rings as the diagnostic scale, there are total of 1200 rings. Hence,
six tunnel sections should be diagnosed. The cumulative values of six structural defect quantitative
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parameters of crack defects are calculated (Table 1 and Table 2). The concrete results are shown
in Table 3. The numerical value of TDI for tunnel defect diagnosis and the results of defect grade
assessment for different tunnel sections are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the defect grade
of No. 2 tunnel section is the highest, and the development trend of service performance of the
structure should be paid close attention to.

Table 3 Diagnosis of Structural Defects in Tunnel Section
Crack defect
Leakage water defect
Tunnel Section
Maximum width
Fractal
Circularity
Fractal
Number
Length/mm
Area /mm2
/mm
dimension /1
/1
dimension /1
1
46.21
6400.39
23.36
343492.47
0.74
3.8
2
172.85
30867.31
77.21
11212968.24 26.24
117.47
3
68.35
12928.35
25.51
0
0
0
4
54.52
8536.53
12.64
552494.79
1.45
7.53
5
28.18
3231.79
13.95
0
0
0
6
92.87
14135.22
43.99
31757.76
0.24
1.22

TDI

Defect
grade

59
428
79
63
29
107

Ⅱ
Ⅲ
Ⅱ
Ⅱ
Ⅱ
Ⅱ

Fig. 14 shows the planar diagram of the diagnosis results of the above structural defects. The tunnel
section with the most serious defects can be displayed intuitively. It is convenient for the metro
tunnel maintenance and guarantee department to take necessary engineering measures in time.
Ⅱ
Ⅲ

1#

2#

6#
5#

3#

4#

Fig. 14 Diagram of Diagnostic Results of Tunnel Interval Structural Defects

7. Conclusion
The operated tunnel will inevitably degrade as time elapses. As more and more tunnels are being
put into the service, the fast detection and diagnosis of the tunnel working condition is of great
necessity for practical engineers. This paper has summarized the authors’ current development in
this area including the upgrade of the moving tunnel inspection system, the proposed deep learning
based image recognition method for fast detection and quantification of defects, and the associated
comprehensive condition assessment and diagnosis of tunnel with defects observed.
The moving tunnel inspection system MTI200a mainly with six linear cameras was designed and
assembled for fast inspection. All the captured images can be cut into smaller images with a
resolution of 3000×3000 pixels. The full convolutional network (FCN) model is adopted for the
image recognition. Multi fine-grained network layers are adopted to capture the image features
efficiently. Both the error rates and inference time has been reduced significantly by using the
FCN model compared to the traditional RGA and ATA methods. A fractal geometry based tunnel
diseases index has been proposed to diagnose the condition of operated tunnel. Finally, the
proposed general framework of the inspection, recognition and diagnosis of structural hearlth for
tunnel lining has been applied into a real Shanghai metro tunnel. Six sections with each of 200
rings were diagnosed. The condition for each section has been visualized along the alignment,
which is helpful to the decision of tunnel maintenance.
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Abstract
It is estimated that the annual global expenditure of the architecture, engineering and
construction industry attained $10 trillion in 2018. Construction involves the largest use of mined
raw materials. To improve sustainability, we need to learn to do more with less. Placing sensors
on structures can help. The vast majority of research in structural monitoring is related to defect
detection and much work is focused on physical-model-free signal analysis to identify anomalies
accurately and in a timely manner. While this work may be useful in areas outside of structural
engineering, it provides insufficient support to managers of civil-infrastructure assets. Asset
managers need to make million-dollar decisions such as retrofit versus structural replacement
and if retrofit, choosing the best strategy. Such decisions require knowledge of the physical
behavior of the structure. Engineers use improved physical-principles models to extrapolate into
retrofit scenarios to ensure that cost estimates of alternatives are accurate. Fortunately, there is
often reserve capacity (beyond safety factors) in structures such as bridges. Therefore, sensing
can result in significant savings. This paper describes experience using a data-interpretation
strategy that has been specially developed for infrastructure asset management. A summary of
results of over twenty cases of full-scale testing confirms that most structures have significant
amounts of reserve capacity. This interpretation strategy is thus a useful tool for asset managers
and more generally, it has the potential to help develop less conservative design practices in a
material-scarce future.It is estimated that the annual global expenditure of the architecture,
engineering and construction industry attained $10 trillion in 2018. Construction involves the
largest use of mined raw materials. To improve sustainability, we need to learn to do more with
less. Placing sensors on structures can help. The vast majority of research in structural
monitoring is related to defect detection and much work is focused on physical-model-free signal
analysis to identify anomalies accurately and in a timely manner. While this work may be useful
in areas outside of structural engineering, it provides insufficient support to managers of civilinfrastructure assets. Asset managers need to make million-dollar decisions such as retrofit
versus structural replacement and if retrofit, choosing the best strategy. Such decisions require
knowledge of the physical behavior of the structure. Engineers use improved physical-principles
models to extrapolate into retrofit scenarios to ensure that cost estimates of alternatives are
accurate. Fortunately, there is often reserve capacity (beyond safety factors) in structures such as
bridges. Therefore, sensing can result in significant savings. This paper describes experience
using a data-interpretation strategy that has been specially developed for infrastructure asset
management. A summary of results of over twenty cases of full-scale testing confirms that most
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structures have significant amounts of reserve capacity. This interpretation strategy is thus a
useful tool for asset managers and more generally, it has the potential to help develop less
conservative design practices in a material-scarce future.
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Abstract
Most of damage diagnosis methods for actual bridges belong to the open-loop technique, i.e., there
is no feedback between the input and output of structures. Although many research achievements
have been acquired, this type of methods has encountered a dilemma in mining the structural
features that are sensitive to the damage of structures. To address this issue, a close-loop damage
diagnosis method is proposed by applying the specific active excitation to the superstructure of
bridges, which obtain the features with high sensitivity to damage of bridges. Considering the
observability condition of system, a certain number of measured DOFs (degree of freedom) of
structural response are necessary, which sometimes is difficult to be realized for the actual
condition. Aiming at this issue, the structural strain of superstructure of bridge, obtained by using
the distributed BOTDA (Brillouin optical time domain analysis), are applied to be the output
feedback of the proposed method since the high spatial resolution of measured points supplied by
BOTDA technique can ensure the sufficient measured DOFs of response of bridges. Finally, the
effectiveness of the proposed method is proved by using the numerical examples.
1. Introduction
At present, most of methods for detecting the damage of bridges depend on open-loop technique
which has no feedback applied to structures. In the last few years, researchers have accomplished
massive output in open-loop approach, promoting the development of damage detection methods
and advanced sensor technique such as Aktan (1994) and Li (2012) etc. However, the methods
based on open-loop technique have encountered a dilemma in investigating the more structural
features and enhancing the damage sensitivity. To address the above issue, the close-loop diagnosis
method is put forward by applying active excitation to structures, aiming at fetching features with
high sensitivity information to damage.
The idea of close-loop diagnosis theory was proposed by Ray and Tian (1999) who purposefully
assigned the system poles with a single input state feedback, enhancing the sensitivity of closeloop system frequency to structural mass and stiffness changes dramatically. In a subsequent study,
Jiang (2007) used the fact that the expression for close-loop sensitivity was a function of the right
and left eigenvectors and solved the issue of damage detection by carrying out an optimization
algorithm in eigenstructure assignment. Soon later, Jiang (2009) kept on his research and verified
his method by detecting the damage accurately in an experimental steel beam. Due to the difficulty
of obtaining the state vector in system control, D. Bernal (2018) conducted the pole placement
method based on output feedback to acquire information sensitive to the damage of structures.
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With state feedback, the eigenstructure is typically assignable and stable in the reference state of
structures system. With output feedback, however, only parts of the assignments are feasible, and
it is hard to satisfy the system stability with insufficient output. Meanwhile, the conventional
sensing technique cannot supply enough output information; and thus, there is an essential need
for replenishing the output response of structures.
To obtain sufficient output used for the method based on output feedback control, the distributed
BOTDA (Brillouin optical time domain analysis) technique is adopted to gain the strain response
(output). With high special resolution, amounts of measured strain information of bridge
superstructure are obtained by BOTDA technique. In this study, the theory of damage detection
based on strain output feedback is proposed, and the effectiveness of the methodology is
demonstrated through numerical studies on a beam bridge example.
2. Theory and method
Comparing to open-loop technique, close-loop damage diagnosis has higher sensitivity. In order
to obtain enough output information to satisfy stability of the assigned system, structural vibration
displacements can be measured based on the distributed fibre strains along the structure, and this
can be realized by accumulation of the fibre strains along its axial line.
2.1 Damage diagnosis method based on active excitation
Consider a linear second system with disturbance forces f(t) and active excitation u(t), the equation
of dynamic system motion in a state space is shown as follows
z = Az + B f f + B u u

(1)

where z  R 2 n1 is the state vector, f  Rl1 is the excitation input vector, u  R r1 is the control
input vector, and A  R 2 n2 n , B f  R 2 n f , B u  R 2 nr denote the system, excitation input, control
input matrix respectively. Suppose that the measurements are without accelerations, then the
measurement equation has the form as follows
y  Cm z

(2)

where y  R m1 is the output vector and Cm denotes the output matrix. The relation between input
u and output y can be written as

u  Gy

(3)

where G  R rm denotes the gain matrix. From eqs.1, 2 and 3, it follows that

z   A  B u GCm  z  Bf f

(4)
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Let A c  A  B u GC m , thus the j-th right and left eigen equations satisfy

A c ψ j  ψ j λ j , φ Tj A c  φTj λ j

(5,6)

where λ j is the j-th close-loop eigenvalue, ψ j and φ j are the j-th right and left close-loop
eigenvectors respectively. Let α be one of the structural parameters, and differentiate eqs.5 with
respect to α

A c' ψ j  A c ψ 'j  ψ j λ'j  ψ 'j λ j

(7)

Pre-multiply eq.7 by the transpose of the left close-loop eigenvectors, make use of the eq.6 and
finally normalize the left and right close-loop eigenvectors, the sensitivity of the j-th eigenvalue
can be written as

λ'j  φTj Ac' ψ j

(8)

Rewrite the j-th right and left close-loop eigenvectors
 • 
 ν j 

φ j    , ψ j  
γ j 
 ν j λ j 

 0
Supposing that α only relates to stiffness and consider that A   nn1
 M K
then the sensitivity can go as follows

λ'j  γ Tj M1K ' ν j

(9)

I nn 
 R 2n2 n ,
1 
M C 

(10)

Obviously, the sensitivity depends on the close-loop eigenvectors. To enhance its sensitivity and
obtain a corresponding gain matrix, we rewrite the eq.5

ψ 
A  λj I Bu   j   0

 bj
 

(11)

where b j  GCm ψ j . The solutions of the eq.11 fall into the null space of  A  λ j I B u  , assume
the number of the preassigned close-loop eigenvalue λ is l, then the solution formula goes as
follows

GCm  ψ1 ψ 2  ψ l   b1 b 2  bl 
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Let L  Cm  ψ1

ψ 2  ψ l  , the gain matrix G is guaranteed to have a solution if L is square
and full rank. The gain matrix G is closely related to the output matrix Cm, it is more likely to
assign a close-loop system satisfying both the observability and stability condition with more
outputs. To solve the problem, a measuring technique obtaining sufficient structural dynamic
response must be adopted.
2.2 Deformation measurement using distributed strains
In order to get sufficient measured DOFs of response, BOTDA technique is adopted to obtain the
distributed fibre strains, and the displacement of DOFs can be acquired using the relation among
curvature, section angle and deformation. For any given cross-section without axial forces, its
curvature ϕi can be calculated as follows

ε im

d2 y
ϕi =

h d x2

(13)

where ε im is the strain of the measured point, h is the distance between the measured point and the
neutral axis of the structure, x and y denote the horizontal and vertical direction. Assuming that the
deflection curve is a linear combination of the basis functions, and can be expressed as follows
k

y ( x )=A( x) Ei hi ( x)

(14)

i 1

where y(x) denotes the deflection, A(x) is a function satisfying the boundary conditions, hi(x) are a
set of linearly independent basis functions, and the Ei denotes the corresponding constant
coefficients.
It is generally acknowledged that the deflection curve is in the form of polynomial, therefore, the
deflection of a simply supported beam bridge can be expressed by
y ( x )=( x  l1 )( x  l2 )( E1  E2  x 2  E3  x 3    Ek  x k 1 )

(15)

where l1, l2 denote the boundary locations of a simply supported beam. Finally, the deflection of
each node can be derived by solving eq.12 and 14. In each point of time, the deflection curve can
be calculated by the distributed strain data, meantime the control input u will be generated to fulfill
a close-loop system. In a pre-assigned system, the sensitivity of the close-loop eigenvalue will be
well enhanced, which can work effectively in damage diagnosis.
3. Numerical simulation
In this section, we illustrate the damage detection method based on strain output feedback using
the structure depicted in figure 1. The figure shows the location of the excitation input, control
input and the optical fibre adherence. The simply supported rectangular beam is supposed to be
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homogeneous and evenly divided into 5 elements. Besides, the control input is applied on node 4,
while the excitation input locates at node 3. The excitation input is in the form of Gaussian white
noise with 0 mean and 75 dBW noise intensity. The basic parameters of the system are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 Basic parameters of the system
Parameters

Value
3

Density(kg/m )
Length(m)
Width(m)
Height(m)
Young’s modulus(N/m2)

7600
5
0.2
0.4
2.061011
Feedback controller

Excitation input
1

2
1

3
2

Control input

4
3

5
4

6
5

Optical fiber
Figure 1 Schematic of the system model

To enhance the eigenvalue sensitivity, the eigenvectors placement is achieved while the first three
eigenvalues are reduced from 9.1010-13±236.62i, -1.4710-12±943.27i, 1.3310-12±2079.55i to
8.4610-13±220.06i, -1.4010-12±896.11i, 1.1610-12±1809.21i. In the simulation, the distributed
strains under the beam are recorded every time step (0.001s) based on the BOTDA technique,
which are used to calculate the beam deflection and obtain the control input by the feedback
controller at the meantime. The vibration response and result of frequency analysis are shown in
figure 2.

a) Vibration response of node 4
b) Frequency analysis
Figure 2 Comparison of vibration analysis of the close-loop and open-loop system
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Seen from figure 2, the vibration response of close-loop is larger than that of open-loop with the
close-loop frequency reduced. Based on the assigned system, assuming the damage is equivalent
to 10% stiffness reduction on one structural element, the frequency shifts are obtained in table 2.
Table 2 Frequency change based on element damage
First frequency change
Second frequency change
Third frequency change

Damage element
location

Open-loop

Close-loop

Open-loop

Close-loop

Open-loop

Close-loop

1
2
3
4
5

-0.28%
-1.40%
-2.08%
-1.41%
-0.27%

4.63%
2.46%
-12.35%
0.09%
3.95%

-0.86%
-1.66%
-0.33%
-1.66%
-0.86%

-2.09%
-2.60%
-0.35%
-1.14%
0.15%

-1.15%
-0.87%
-1.30%
-0.87%
-1.15%

-0.76%
-0.52%
-1.41%
-1.52%
-2.06%

In table 2, the frequency shifts of open-loop and close-loop are listed in adjacent columns, it is
obvious that most of the close-loop frequency shifts are more apparent. Obviously, the assigned
close-loop system implements the enhancement of eigenvalue sensitivity, also it can be seen the
sensitivity to damage varies from the location of damage.
4. Conclusions
This study investigates the method of damage detection using the strain output feedback, which
combines the advantages of high sensitivity of close-loop frequency shift to the structural damage
and the high spatial resolution of BOTDA technique. With the numerical example, it is
demonstrated that the deformation measurement using distributed strains can effectively assign the
close loop system. Seen from the results of the simulation, this method has a high sensitivity of
damage detection, besides, the sensitivities are different due to variations in damage location and
close-loop assignment.
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Abstract
With advances in technology approaches for capturing acceleration data for a modal test on civil
engineering structures is changing rapidly. This paper presents a study carried out to examine the
feasibility of using a number of independent acceleration recorders to capture the mode shapes of
a tied arch highway bridge. The acceleration recorders used comprise a MEMS accelerometer
mounted on a circuit board, where data from the accelerometer is read to a memory card on the
circuit board. These devices are intended to measure acceleration however, to calculate mode
shapes the individual recorders need to be synchronised. For conventional sensing system this is
easily achieved as data from all sensors is being recorded by a central data logger. For individual
recorders this is not the case, i.e. each recorder is logging the data directly to its own memory.
Where a unique identifier (i.e. clapper board type event) can be implemented simultaneously at
the start of all the recorder signals this will allow the signals be lined up in post processing.
However, there is no guarantee that the signals won’t drift from one another subsequently. While
the potential loss in synchronisation is a problem, gathering the necessary acceleration data using
independent recorders is vastly easier than using a wired system. This paper shows for the tied
arch highway bridge used in the study the independent recorders provided a very good estimation
of the bridge mode shapes.
1. Introduction
Hester et. al. (2018) used a set of independent accelerometers all with on board data logging
capability for bridge modal testing, where the individual accelerometers communicate with each
other wirelessly to ensure that the clock in each of the units remain synchronised. This current
paper looks at the possibility of using individual accelerometers/loggers each with their own clock
but without wireless communication between the individual sensors. Therefore, if the individual
clocks drift significantly from one another the acceleration data will not be suitable for modal
identification. This rather unconventional approach to modal testing arose out of necessity, in that
on the bridge to be tested the working area on the north side of the bridge was limited and as a
result it was not feasible to install wired sensors. However, unfortunately on the week of the test
we had no time synchronised wireless accelerometers to hand, so it was decided to attempt the
modal test with a set of individual accelerometers/loggers each with their own clock. To allow
synchronisation between the individual accelerometers to be checked in post processing a mutually
experienced hammer hit even is implemented at the start and at the end of the recording. Although
some drift occurs between the individual clocks it was found to be sufficiently small that the mode
shapes could still be identified accurately. The mode shapes from the wireless accelerometers were
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checked using partial mode shapes from a set of wired accelerometers deployed on the south side
of the bridge and a good match was observed.
2. Bridge used in this study
The tied arch bridge used in the study is shown in Figure 1. The bridge is approximately 100 m.
The arch is formed using circular hollow sections and the deck is a conventional ladder deck
formed using I sections. It should be noted that on this bridge the footpath on the south side is
appreciably wider than the footpath on the north side, with the actual dimensions of the footpaths
being 3.5 m and 1 m on the north and south sides respectively. See Figure 2.

Figure 1 A tied arch bridge at Toome, North Ireland, United Kingdom

The limited working space on the north side of the bridge meant that despite the speed restriction
in place for H&S reasons, we could only spend limited time in this zone, and we did not want to
have to run cables in this area, hence there was a need for a wireless sensing solution. On the day
of the test we did not have time synchronised wireless accelerometers to hand, so we decided to
go for an improvised test with non-synchronised accelerometers. However, we would check the
mode shapes obtained with data from a wired test on the south side of the bridge.
3. Modal test
To obtain dynamic features of the structure, ambient traffic was used to excite the structure and
output only techniques were employed to perform system identification.
3.1 Test grid
The test grid was the set 26 points as shown in Figure 3. Test point numbers 1, 13, 14 and 26 are
at the supports, so we assume no significant movement and hence do not place sensors at these
points during the modal test. The blue cross represented south side footpath test points, while the
red cross indicated as north side footpath test points. Because of the limited number of
accelerometers, the modal test is split into a number of swipes to collect the data. To implement
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the further modal analysis, point 10 was selected as a reference point location for each swipe, and
this point is indicated as a dashed red box in Figure 2.
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Reference location of all sensors

Figure 2 Test grid of the modal testing, all dimensions shown in mm

3.2 Collecting data with MEL sensor
Figure 4a was shown a wireless accelerometer (MEL sensor) be placed on the bridge footpath
adjacent to the parapet. The accelerometer chip was enclosed by the yellow box ( 140  100  45
mm) with the power unit. Five MEL sensors were utilised and roved over the entire bridge by five
swipes relying on Figure 2 testing grid. Each MEL sensor had their onboard local clock. To
synchronise each sensor time clock, a physical hammer was selected to provide several hits
(impulse force) to all in use sensors as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows approximatly 20 minutes
data. The initial and the end parts of time history were related by the hammer hits. The impulse
response could use for manual shifting the time sequence data at the same initial time as shown in
Figure 4 subplot. It can be seen that if the initial part of the impulse response was synchronised,
the end part of the time series had slightly shifted, but the error was under 0.05 seconds delay.
While any time drift is undersedeseriable it was felt that because in this case we were mostly
looking for bridge frequencies less than 5 Hz a delay of 0.05 seconds might be acceptable. It is
noted the same syncronisation technique is used in the other swipes. Figure 5a shows a truck was
passing through the east side end of the bridge on northside traffic lane. Figure 5b was the
acceleration time histories of five MEL sensors that was placed on the north side footpath.
3.3 Collecting data with Kistlers
In this study, a wired sensor was also used to verify the wireless sensor measurement. Hence, the
southside footpath was selected to line up cables and settle sensors on the parapet (Figure 6a),
since this footpath was wide enough to allow easy/safe installation of the cables. Figure 6b was
shown the data acquisition equipment (data logger, signal conditioner and computer, etc.), which
was located under the bridge near east abutment.
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Acceleration (m/s2)

(a) MEL wireless sensor
(b) Synchronised all MEL sensors with hammer hit
Figure 3 Photo of MEL wireless sensors

Figure 4 Acceleration time-history synchronisation of the first swipe test grid

(a) Screen capture of truck
(b) Corresponding acceleration time-history
Figure 5 Acceleration signals obtained

4. Modal anaylsis results
In this study the modal identifucaiton approach used is the approach described in Brownjohn
(2003). This is essentially a multi-swipe NexT/ERA approach. Where NexT/ERA refers to Natural
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Computer
NI data logger
Kistler
accelerometer

Cable reel

Signal
conditioner

Battery
(a) Kistler sensor set up with connecting cable
(b) Data accquisition system
Figure 6 Photo of Kistler sensor

Excitaton Technique / Eigen System Realisation Algorithm. The second column of Table 1 shows
the first four mode shapes and relevant eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of the wireless sensor
measurement. It can be seen that the first mode of the structure has a second bending behaviour
with 0.942 Hz and damping ratio 3.2 %. The shape of the mode is consistent with similar tied arch
highway bridges (Zordan et. al (2014)). Also, the second mode is a torsional mode. The third and
fourth modes are the higher order bendings. Finally, the third column of Table 1 shows the
equivalent mode shapes from the wired sensors on the south side of the bridge. It is evident that
the modes and frequencies are as similar to the mode shapes from the wireless sensors shown in
column 2. This means that for this test the low cost portable wireless sensor provided reliable
dynamic data.
Mode
number

MEL sensor

Kistler snesor

1
f1=0.942 Hz, ζ1=3.2 %

f1=0.937 Hz, ζ1=4.3 %

2
f2=1.62 Hz, ζ2=2.7 %

600
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3
f3=1.73 Hz, ζ3=1.1 %
f3=1.74 Hz, ζ3=1.1 %

4
f4=2.25 Hz, ζ4=3.5 %

f4=2.25 Hz, ζ4=3 %

Table 1 Mode shapes of the bridge

5. Conculsions
It was found that for the bridge used in this study and that for the 20 minute swipe length used the
wireless independently recording accelerometers gave sensible mode shapes. It remains to be seen
how repeatable this result is on other bridges, in other environments, or for longer swipe durations.
It is not proposed as being a substitute for collecting proper time syncronised data for modal
testing. However, it does appear that in some circumstances these independent recording
accelerometers can be used to quickly collect acceleraton data that would allow approximate mode
shapes to be calculated.
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Abstract
Most elements of current civil infrastructure have either reached or surpassed the end of their
design lives, and this usually leads to serviceability and safety-evaluation challenges. Under
conditions of increasing demand, replacement of all aging infrastructure is economically and
ecologically unsustainable. A better understanding of real structural behavior through
measurement improves asset-management decision making. The engineer, responsible for
decision making, has at disposal various structural identification methods for interpreting
measurements of structural response. Probabilistic methodologies, such as Bayesian model
updating (BMU) and error-domain model falsification (EDMF), incorporate uncertainties from
various sources, including modelling assumptions, to provide interpretations that may or may not
be understandable to practicing engineers. These methodologies rely on sampling algorithms to
help explore model-parameter-value combinations for accurate identification of important modelparameter values. While these methodologies address challenges related to accurate solution-space
exploration, they do not address challenges faced by engineers when using these methodologies in
practice. Engineers need data-interpretation methodologies that are accurate and compatible with
existing practice. In the context of civil infrastructure, where the cost of an inaccurate decision can
be potentially very high, engineers also need to be provided with tools to validate structural
identification results. In this paper, EDMF and BMU are evaluated based on computational and
engineering criteria. An important conclusion is that EDMF is computationally efficient when
implemented with grid sampling and multi-core computing and this facilitates leave-one-out crossvalidation (LOO-CV) at no additional expense compared with BMU.

1. Introduction
Most present-day infrastructure elements in Europe and North America were built in the second
half of twentieth century and have either reached or surpassed their design lives. With increasing
demand for civil infrastructure and decreasing supply as infrastructure elements become obsolete,
there is a perceived need to build new infrastructure. The construction industry is already the
largest consumer of mined raw materials. Building new infrastructure to replace existing stock is
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not economical and sustainable for development. Existing infrastructure elements are generally
designed and built using conservative practices. There is much reserve capacity beyond codeprescribed safety limits. Quantifying this reserve capacity using model-based data-interpretation
may determine which asset-management decision, such as improvement, replacement and no
action at all, is the most appropriate. Information related to structural behavior is obtained
continuously over the service-life of civil infrastructure. As new information becomes available,
asset-management actions are re-evaluated by updating understanding of structural behavior. The
decision-making process is thus unavoidably iterative in nature. For example, Pasquier and Smith
(2015) proposed an iterative sequence-free identification framework to assist asset-management
decision making. Successful implementation of such decision making in practice depends on the
transparency of data-interpretation methodologies and their computational costs. In this paper, two
data-interpretation methodologies are compared using this criteria.
2. Data-interpretation methodologies
The two data-interpretation methodologies compared in this paper are error-domain model
falsification (EDMF) and traditional Bayesian model updating (BMU). Residual minimization
(Alvin 1997) is the most commonly used data-interpretation methodology in practice. In residual
minimization, model parameter values that minimize the error between model response and
measurements are assumed to be the optimal solution. Traditional BMU (Beck and Katafygiotis
1998) can be explained as a probabilistic application of residual minimization, wherein model
parameter values that provide lower error are attributed higher likelihood than those values that
provide large error between model response and measurements. Traditional BMU is an application
of Bayes theorem for model updating, wherein samples from the posterior distribution of model
parameters are typically drawn using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. No
systematic uncertainties are allowed, except for some implementations where global bias variables
are used to fit data without physical meaning (Kennedy and O’Hagan 2001).
EDMF is a model-based data interpretation methodology (Goulet and Smith 2013) developed for
identification of systems with large systematic sources of uncertainty, such as civil-infrastructure
systems. Models of civil infrastructure are generally conservative design-style approximations of
real structural behavior. These approximations involve significant model bias and uncertainties. In
EDMF, many sources are used to quantify the combined uncertainty associated with the system.
This combined uncertainty helps determine thresholds Tlow and Thigh, used for model falsification
as shown in Figure 1.
In EDMF, response from a physics-based model for a set of model parameter values are compared
with measurements at sensor locations. If the residual between model response and measurement
for each sensor location lies within pre-determined uncertainty thresholds, then the model
parameter values are accepted as candidate-model parameter instances. Model instances whose
responses are not compatible with measurements are falsified. The thresholds for falsification are
determined using the combined uncertainty associated with the system from many sources (Goulet
and Smith 2013; Pasquier and Smith 2015). All contributions to uncertainty have physical meaning.
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Figure 1 EDMF using grid sampling

Candidate model instances obtained using EDMF have been utilized for model prediction
(Pasquier and Smith 2015), leak detection (Goulet et al. 2013), fatigue life evaluation (Pasquier et
al. 2014, 2016) etc. By 2016 the EDMF methodology had been developed and successfully applied
to fourteen full-scale systems (Smith 2016) and since then, more than ten additional full-scale
cases have been evaluated.
3. Structural identification of Ponneri Bridge
Two data-interpretation methodologies are compared by updating a physics-based model of the
Ponneri Bridge, see Figure 2 (a). The Ponneri Bridge is a steel railway bridge near Chennai, India
with a simply-supported span of 18.3m.
Strain
gauges

A

B

I-section steel beam

A
(a)

18.3m

B

(b)

Figure 2 (a) Ponneri bridge, Chennai India (Credits: IMAC-EPFL), (b) strain gauges locations on the upper and
bottom flange of the Ponneri bridge

Measurements of strain at 16 locations on the bridge were simulated using this physics-based
model. The locations of the strain gauges on the bridge is shown in Figure 2 (b). The measurements
are simulated by assuming base values for model parameters. The model parameters associated
with the model and their probability distributions are provided in Table 1. The base parameter
values used to simulate measurements are also provided in Table 1. Using EDMF and traditional
BMU, the model parameter distributions are updated to obtain posterior parameter distributions
that are compatible with measurements.
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Apart from these model parameters, the measurements are simulated by assuming a settlement of
support B with displacement 6.5mm vertically and 10 mm horizontally. As the base values and
source of model error (settlement of support) are known, an estimate of model error is calculated.
The measurement error for the simulated measurements is assumed to be a normal zero-mean
random variable with a standard deviation of 2.
Table 1 Model parameters, their probability distribution and real values used for simulating measurements

Id.
1
2
3
4

Parameter
Modulus of elasticity of steel
Rotational stiffness of support A
Horizontal stiffness of support B
Rotational stiffness of support B

Es
Ra
Hb
Rb

Units
GPa
log Nmm/rad
log N/mm
log Nmm/rad

Distribution
U(185, 215)
U(10, 13)
U(3.5, 7)
U(10, 13)

Real values
210
10
3.5
10

For model updating using EDMF, uncertainty from model and measurement are combined using
Monte Carlo sampling to obtain the falsification thresholds, Thigh and Tlow, for each measurement
location. For model updating using grid sampling, four equally-spaced samples of each parameter
are drawn. A grid with various combinations of these samples is used as input into the finite
element model. For four samples of each parameter with a grid of four parameters, there are a total
256 initial model instances in the grid. Response from each model instance is compared with
measurements using the falsification thresholds. Out of 256 model instances, 13 candidate model
parameter instances provide responses that are compatible with measurements at all sensor
locations. The updated model parameter range is provided in Table 2.
Table 2 Updated parameter range using EDMF

Id.

Parameter

1
2
3
4

Modulus of elasticity of steel
Rotational stiffness of support A
Horizontal stiffness of support B
Rotational stiffness of support B

Units
Es
Ra
Hb
Rb

GPa
log Nmm/rad
log N/mm
log Nmm/rad

Updated
distribution
U(185, 215)
U(10, 11)
U(3.5, 4.67)
U(10, 11)

Real values
210
10
3.5
10

As can be seen in Table 2, the updated parameter ranges include the real model parameter values,
thus model updating acquired using EDMF is accurate. Evaluation of each model parameter
combination using the physics-based model took 0.28 minutes using an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2670 v3 @2.30GHz processor. For the 256 combinations, the total time taken was 72 minutes.
However, as only 13 candidate model instances are identified, the time taken to obtain one
candidate model instance is 5.5 minutes. The advantage of grid sampling is that the computation
of different parts of the grid can be parallelized. For model falsification of the Ponneri Bridge, ten
cores were utilized, thus reducing computation time per candidate model instance to 0.55minutes.
Another advantage of grid sampling is that simulations are completed before model updating.
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV) is an important tool to assess accuracy of model
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updating. In LOO-CV data from one sensor is excluded during model updating. After model
updating, the updated model is utilized to predict the response at the sensor left out. If the updated
prediction is compatible with observation, then the model updating is accurate. For nm
measurements, nm validation tests are possible. Using grid sampling, it is possible to carry out
LOO-CV without significant computational cost to verify the accuracy of model updating. Model
updating is accurate when all cases of LOO-CV provide satisfactory predictions. For the Ponneri
Bridge, 16 cases of LOO-CV are possible using each of the 16 sensors.
Using traditional BMU, the model parameters were updated using a zero-mean Gaussian
likelihood function. Updated marginal posterior distributions of model parameters are shown in
Figure .

Figure 3 Kernel plot of posterior distribution of model parameters obtained using traditional BMU

In Figure , the maximum likelihood estimate of each updated model parameter is biased from the
real parameter value used for model updating as the bias in the model due to settlement of support
is not included in model updating using traditional BMU. In EDMF, the model bias due to
settlement of support was taken into account, thus leading to accurate model updating.
Using MCMC sampling for traditional BMU, 1000 samples are drawn from the posterior
distribution of model parameters in 613 minutes. Thus, the average time taken to obtain a single
sample is 0.6 minutes, which is lower than the time taken for grid sampling, when multi-core
computing is not utilized. Using multi-core computing, grid sampling is computationally more
efficient. However, in MCMC sampling, samples are drawn adaptively based on a one-step
memory process. Thus, when LOO-CV is performed, the sampling process needs to be repeated
the number of times that the cross-validation is carried out. For the 16 sensors on the Ponneri
Bridge, 16 iterations of traditional BMU with repeated evaluations of the model parameter samples
are required for LOO-CV. Therefore, the total time taken including cross-validation is
approximately 613 multiplied by (16+1), which is 10421 minutes.
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From a practical standpoint, traditional BMU, unlike EDMF and residual minimization, provides
non-uniform probability distributions for model-updating solutions. Interpretation of non-uniform
probability distributions is not straightforward for subsequent use in decision-making. EDMF
provides engineers with a range of model parameter values that explain structural behavior and are
compatible with observations. Since each model parameter combination is equally likely, the
engineer can select the model-parameter combination that provides safe estimates of structural
behavior to evaluate asset-management alternatives.
4. Conclusions
EDMF is an engineering approach to structural identification. EDMF applied using grid sampling
with multi-core processing provides computationally efficient identification that supports LOOCV with no additional computational cost. For the case studied in this paper, computational cost
for EDMF was 140 times lower than the computational cost of using traditional BMU. Moreover,
the discrete model parameter representation of model updating in EDMF is intuitive to practicing
engineers, thus making EDMF an engineer-compatible and more accurate alternative to the
existing engineering practice of residual minimization.
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Abstract
This study aims at developing a method for prediction of response in unmeasured locations of a
bridge system under operational conditions for its potential application to fatigue estimation. This
”non-collocated” response prediction is typically completed using an “observer.” Observers take
advantage of system equations of motion and a numerical model to yield predictions of behavior
of interest at unmeasured locations. Equations of motion traditionally necessitate including
external forces, which are typically unknown when dealing with bridges under operational
conditions. The most widely used stochastic observer is the Kalman Filter (KF), which addresses
modelling and measurement errors in a systematic manner. KF assumes inputs are either known,
or stationary, which is not the case for railway or vehicular bridges. In this study, a recently
developed Kalman-based, augmented Kalman filter (AKF), estimation algorithm was used to
simultaneously predict response and unknown input in bridge-type structures under operational
conditions. In doing so, the interactions of moving loads and the bridge were neglected in the
numerical model, and a linear time invariant model was used for response prediction. Results from
the study helped assess the AKF performance for non-collocated response prediction in railway
bridges incorporating modelling and measurement errors. It also facilitated investigating the
applicability of predicted response for accurate fatigue damage estimation using sparse response
measurements.
1. Introduction
This study contributes to the problem of fatigue damage prediction in the entire body of metallic
structures through sparse output-only vibration measurements. The use of limited vibration
measurements for output-only estimation of fatigue accumulation in structural systems subject to
ambient excitations was first proposed by Papadimitriou et al. (C. Papadimitriou, Fritzen, Kraemer,
& Ntotsios, 2011). Within the presented scheme, online stress estimates obtained from vibrational
response measurements are combined with S-N fatigue curves, damage accumulation models and
rain-flow cycle counting procedures to predict accumulation of fatigue damage over the entire
body of the metallic structure. To achieve a precise estimate of fatigue damage, an accurate
estimate of stress time histories is required, which in turn it necessitates high quality estimates of
the states at corresponding degrees-of-freedom of the model. State estimation in presence of
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modeling uncertainties have been studied extensively, however, the input itself is typically
assumed to be either known or broadband. In practice, the acquisition of precise load
measurements is often impractical and sometimes impossible. Moreover, in operational cases such
as bridges under the action of vehicles the condition of stationarity is seldom satisfied. In this
study, the mail focus is on the bridge-type structures subject to moving loads. In this study, the
methodology is applied to bridge-type structures subject to moving force excitations.
In the realm of automatic control, recently the problem of joint input-state estimation in absence
of input measurements has gained considerable attention (Hsieh, 2000, 2009; Kitanidis, 1987).
Kitanidis was the first scholar to develop an optimal recursive algorithm for identification of state
and input of linear systems without placing any assumption on the input (Kitanidis, 1987). The
solution to the problem was further developed by Hsieh (Hsieh, 2000) and Gillijn and De Moor
(Gillijns & De Moor, 2007a, 2007b). In last few years, Kalman filters have gained for treating the
problem of online state-input estimation. Lourens et al. have used an augmented Kalman filter
(AKF) for identification of concentrated impulse inputs and resulting state time histories in a
bridge type structure (Lourens, Reynders, De Roeck, Degrande, & Lombaert, 2012). Papadimitriou
et al. have adopted the filter proposed by Gillijn and De Moor to identify the stress time histories
and use it for fatigue estimation of a beam subject to concentrated impulse (C Papadimitriou,
Lourens, Lombaert, De Roeck, & Liu, 2012). Several authors have conducted theoretical
investigation on the stability, observability and invertibility conditions of the AKF when used for
joint input-state estimation (Maes et al., 2015; Naets, Cuadrado, & Desmet, 2015). It has been
concluded that in order to achieve a stable estimate of input when a modally reduced model is
coupled with the AKF, the number of sensors for measuring displacement or strain must be at least
as many as the number of the modes of the reduced model. Eftekhar Azam et al. have used a dual
Kalman filter (DKF) for tackling the problem of joint input-state estimation (Eftekhar Azam,
Chatzi, & Papadimitriou, 2015). Through an extensive numerical campaign, they have shown that
the DKF can provide highly accurate estimates of the states, by relying on sparse acceleration
measurements. In this research, it was assumed that there are sufficient number of strain
measurements available to ensure estimation stability. Therefore, both the AKF and JIS would
yield stable response estimation. Eftekhar Azam et. al showed that JIS is prone to divergence in
presence of modelling errors. Therefore, in this study the AKF was adopted for the input-state
estimation.
In doing so, a thin beam is assumed to be subject to a series of equally spaced and identical
travelling forces. This is frequently presumed as a model of a train passing over a bridge and
customarily Eigen-function expansion method is exploited for analysis of the forward problem
with simple geometries. This approach can be readily extended to thick beams (Eftekhar Azam,
Mofid, & Khoraskani, 2013) or plates (Nikkhoo, Ebrahimzadeh Hassanabadi, Eftekhar Azam, &
Vaseghi Amiri, 2014). Thereafter, noise contaminated simulated response of the structure in terms
of strains were fed into the AKF for achieving the task of input and state estimation. The response
of the structure in arbitrary spots is then used for fatigue damage estimation.
2. Fatigue Damage Accumulation From Operational Vibrations
In this study, the Palmgren-Miner rule (Miner, 1945; Palmgren, 1924) was used for predicting the
fatigue damage accumulation. This rule is widely used for fatigue estimation in metallic structures
and assumes a linear damage accumulation law at a point in the structure subjected to variable
amplitude stress time history. The mathematical representation of such formula reads
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𝑛

𝐷 = ∑𝑘𝑖 𝑁𝑖

(1)

𝑖

where 𝑛𝑖 denotes the number of cycles at a stress level σi , 𝑁𝑖 stands for the number of cycles
required for failure at the stress level σi , and 𝑘 signifies the number of stress levels considered for
fatigue damage assessment at a certain point of the structure. Standard S-N fatigue curves available
from laboratory experiments on simple specimens subjected to constant amplitude loads, are used
to describe the number of cycles 𝑁𝑖 required for failure in terms of the stress level σi . The number
of cycles 𝑛𝑖 at a stress level σi is usually calculated by employing stress cycle counting techniques,
for instance the rainflow cycle counting, on the stress time histories measured or estimated for the
point under consideration (Macha, Lagoda, Nieslony, & Kardas, 2006). The fatigue accumulation
model can be revised to account for a non-zero mean stress according to the Goodman relationship
(Nieslony & Böhm, 2013; Tunna, 1986). The fatigue damage accumulation at a point requires that
the full stress time histories are available. These estimates are obtained in Section 3 based on
monitoring information provided from a limited number of acceleration, and/or strain vibration
sensors attached to the structure.
3. Online Prediction Of Stress Time Histories From Operational Vibrations
The objective of this section is to outline the output-only procedures employed herein for
estimating the stress time histories at various (measured and/or non-measured) points of the
structure. Consider the set of stochastic state-space equations
𝐱 𝐤+𝟏 = 𝐀𝐱 𝐤 + 𝐁𝐩𝐤 + 𝐯𝐤
𝐝𝐤 = 𝐆𝐱 𝐤 + 𝐉𝐩𝐤 + 𝐰𝐤

(3)
(4)

where 𝐯𝐤 and 𝐰𝐤 denote zero mean white Gaussian noises with the covariance matrices 𝐐 and 𝐑,
respectively. To accomplish the objective, the unknown input vector is augmented into the state
vector:
𝐱𝒌
𝐱 𝒌𝐚 = [𝐩 ]
(5)
𝒌
The state transition for unknown input is an identity matrix for transition in time, i.e. 𝐩𝐤+𝟏 = 𝐩𝐤 .
However, in order to permit the filter to adjust the value of the unknown input, a fictitious noise
𝐩
𝐯𝐤 is added to the relevant process equation:
𝐩

𝐩𝐤+𝟏 = 𝐩𝐤 + 𝐯𝐤

(6)

The covariance of the fictitious noise must be adjusted by trial and error to obtain accurate
estimates.
Once the unknown input to the system is augmented, the state-space model can be rewritten and
cast into its augmented form. Hereafter matrices that pertain to the augmented formulation are
denoted by a superscript ∎a . The relevant system matrices are as follows:
𝐀 𝐁
𝐀𝐚 = [
(7)
], 𝐆𝐚 = [𝐆 𝐉]
𝟎

𝐈

Once the augmented state-space equation is formulated, it is easily incorporated into a standard
Kalman filter, as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. It must be noted that, in this case
one needs to feed the Kalman filter with initialization values for the state as well as the input.
Moreover, the value of the fictitious process noise must be adjusted to achieve accurate estimates
of state and input. A standard Kalman filter, once the filter is initialized, provides the estimates in
two stages. The first stage takes advantage of the model of the system to provide guesses of the
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expected value and covariance of the augmented state, whereas the second stage uses observations
to correct the guess made at the first stage of Bayes’ rule of conditional probability. The latter
correction is applied to the estimates in the form of an adjustment factor multiplied by the
innovation in the observation. In the realm of automatic control, the adjustment factor, which
corrects the estimates of the augmented state, is known as the Kalman gain.
Table 1: The general scheme of the AKF algorithm for input and state estimation

-

•

Initialization at time t 0 :

𝐱̂0a = 𝔼[𝐱0a ]
𝐏0𝐚 = 𝔼[(𝐱0a − 𝐱̂0a )(𝐱0a − 𝐱̂0a )T ]

At time t k , for k = 1, … , Nt :
Prediction stage for the augmented state:
1. Evolution of the input and prediction of covariance input:
𝐚
𝐱 ka− = 𝐀𝐚 𝐱̂ 𝐤−𝟏

a
𝐏ka− = 𝐀𝐚 𝐏k−1
𝐀𝐚 𝐓 + 𝐐𝐚
• Update stage for the augmented state:
2. Calculation of Kalman gain for input:
𝐋ak = 𝐏ka− 𝐆𝐚𝐓 (𝐆𝐚 𝐏ka− 𝐆𝐚𝐓 + 𝐑)−1
3. Improve predictions of input using latest observation:
a
𝐱̂𝐤𝐚 = 𝐱ka− + 𝐋k (𝐝k − 𝐆𝐚 𝐱ka− )

𝐏ka = 𝐏ka− − 𝐋𝐚k 𝐆𝐚 𝐏ka−

4. Numerical Example
A single span, simply-supported beam featuring 𝐼𝑃𝐸 600 for its cross section was considered for
the numerical examples. The beam span is 𝑙𝑓 = 20 𝑚. It was assumed that 25 equally spaced
moving loads, each 85 𝑘𝑁, were crossing over the beam at a constant velocity. The moving loads
are equally spaced from each other and the load spacing is 𝑙𝑓 = 4. There is a velocity 𝑉𝑟 = 𝑙𝑓 𝜔1
for travelling loads in which the beam starts resonating. By substituting the value of the first
resonance frequency of a Euler-Bernoulli beam 𝜔1 the following relation for the resonance
velocity is obtained 𝑉𝑟 = 𝑙𝑓 𝜔1 = √𝐸𝐼/𝑚(𝜋𝑙𝑓 ⁄𝑙𝑏2 ), where 𝑙𝑓 stands for the distance between the
loads. To perform simulated experiments, forward analyses were performed using 15 vibration
modes to ensure convergence to true structural response. The corrupt measurement signal is
obtained by adding a zero mean white Gaussian noise to the simulated response of the beam,
featuring a noise to signal ratio of 5%. For the filtering purpose, reduced models featuring 6 modes
are studied, and the performances of the AKF was compared against the reference solution
featuring 15 modes. The latter introduced modelling errors in the prediction problem. In Figure 1
the estimates of the strain time histories are shown. It is observed that, when 2 observations are
available, the AKF fails to capture the dynamic evolution of the strain time history in vicinity of
the supports. However, it is evident that as the number of observations increase, the quality of the
estimates is enhanced. In Figure 2 the fatigue estimation results are presented for different
velocities of the series of masses when the AKF is used for state and input estimation. It is observed
that, the AKF provides more accurate results when a dense array of sensors is deployed. It is also
seen that in the vicinity of supports the error in the fatigue damage estimation increases. The latter
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is due to the fact that the dynamic model of the structure does not provide the same accuracy for
strain estimation at all spots over the beam, which leads to a less accurate time history estimation
in some parts of the structure.
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Figure 1: Time histories of the estimated strains furnished by the AKF for cases in which there are 6, 4 and 2 strain
measurements, at 0.1 𝑙𝑏 , 0.3 𝑙𝑏 and 0.5 𝑙𝑏 from top to bottom, respectively

Figure 2: Fatigue damage estimation for time histories obtained by the AKF: the cases of pure strain measurements
and moving load velocities 𝑉 = 0.5 𝑉𝑟 , 𝑉𝑟 , 1.5 𝑉𝑟 , from left to right, respectively

5. Conclusions
In this paper a general scheme for estimating fatigue damage in entire body of metallic structures
via sparse vibration measurements is proposed. In accomplishing this objective, a state-of-the-art
approach based on Kalman filtering was employed for simultaneous estimation of states and
external excitations of a bridge-type structure. Additionally, the estimated responses were used for
fatigue damage estimation using a rainflow cycle counting method and S-N curves. To validate
the framework, a thin beam subject to a set of travelling loads was studied. The framework is
currently being verified by its implementation to a double-track through girder railway bridge in
central Nebraska.
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Abstract
The numerical substructure of a real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS) has been considerably
simplified through condensation methods to relieve the burden incurred by computation.
However, this simplification severely limits the application of RTHS to structures whose
numerical parts are complex and require a large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) to model.
Thus, in this study, a vector form intrinsic finite element (VFIFE) analysis is introduced to
RTHS with numerical substructures containing a large number of DOFs. A field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) is also employed to speed-up the numerical simulation of the VFIFE through
parallel computing in RTHS. The characteristics of this parallel RTHS platform using VFIFE
and FPGA are discussed in detail in this paper. A simple RTHS was carried out to verify the
feasibility of this platform, followed by a complex virtual RTHS to show its powerful
computational capability.
1. Introduction
Hybrid simulation is a novel method to analyze dynamic responses by combining numerical
simulation with experimental analysis, where the structure is divided into the numerical
substructure and the experimental substructure. The RTHS were then introduced to analyze the
structures with rate dependent components which have to be conducted in real time (Nakashima
et al. (1992), Horiuchi et al. (1999)). A major challenge in RTHS is to run the numerical
simulation as quickly as possible in both algorithmic and hardware efficiency.
For numerical analysis, the VFIFE is used to handle nonlinear dynamic problems with large
deformations or rigid motions (Ting et al. (2004)). The structure is modeled as mass particles and
massless elements. Dynamic analysis is conducted based on each particle and element. Therefore,
the VFIFE is highly flexible and suitable for paralleling. For hardware design, the FPGA is a
kind of electronic chip equipped with excellent performance in parallel computation and
deterministic timing, which was widely used in measurement and control engineering.
The parallel RTHS platform proposed in this paper takes advantage of the intrinsic independence
of the VFIFE and the parallel computing capability of the FPGA. All programs are designed in
LabVIEW and integrated on a FPGA-based device. Compared to traditional hardware designed
language, this system based on LabVIEW is familiar to engineers. Two examples were executed
to demonstrate the feasibility and promising computing capability of this RTHS platform.
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2. FPGA Platform for VFIFE-based Parallel RTHS
2.1 Parallel Computations of VFIFE Model on FPGA
Based on previous illustration, each particle in VFIFE follows Newton’s second law of motion.
The solution can be mainly divided into particle displacement prediction and element force
evaluation. Particle displacements are predicted by the central different method. Element forces
are determined by fictitious reverse motion.
The displacement prediction and element force evaluation can be performed in parallel for each
particle (or particle group) as well as for each element (or element group) based on previous
introduction. Figure 1 depicts the parallel computing in the proposed method for the numerical
substructure, where the particles and elements in VFIFE are divided into n and m groups. The
speeds of the two operations in Figure 1 are hence accelerated n and m times, respectively.
VFIFE Model

Particle Displacement Prediction
u n , u n1

fn

Particle Group 1

Particle Group 2

fn

Element Force Solution

u n1

Store Disp.

u n 1 , u n

Element Group 1

Element Group 2

u n 1 , u n , u n 1
Particle Group 3

RAM

Store Force

f n 1 , f n
RAM

...

...
Particle Group n

Element Group 3

f n1

Element Group m

Parallel

Parallel

Next
Step

Next
Step

Figure 1. Parallel computations for particle displacements and element forces in VFIFE-FPGA model

2.2 Verification of Parallel Computing on FPGA
A simply supported beam subjected to a step force (10N) at mid-point, was used to evaluate the
parallel computing performance on FPGA. The beam length is 4m with the mass density of
50kg/m3, area of 0.125m2, Young’s modulus of 103kN/m3, and inertial moment of 2.6e10-3m4.
The beam was modeled with 11 mass particles and 10 plane beam elements, divided into 5
groups. Considering the inherent damping, a damping force at each particle is added as Rayleigh
damping. In this case, the damping ratios were same as 2.5%, and the first two modal frequencies
were 1.99 Hz and 7.81 Hz.
The dynamic response at the mid-point is shown in Figure 2(a), with good fitness with ANSYS
results. The difference between the two results was quantified with an index of the root mean
square (RMS) error norm (Carrion et al. (2007)). The RMS error norm in this case is 0.18%. To
further verify the solution, the damping force was respectively calculated by the two method.
Figure 2(b) shows that the proposed method can agree well with ANSYS and the dissipate
energy by VFIFE reasonably fits the result of ANSYS.
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Figure 2. Relevant results

3. FPGA Platform for VFIFE-based Parallel RTHS
3.1 System Design of RTHS based on FPGA
The proposed parallel RTHS platform has three components: a laptop, an FPGA-based device,
and a loading system. All programs were integrated into on FPGA, dividing into preprocessing
and generating a real-time solution. All steps are programmed in a sequential manner and carried
out one by one. Figure 3 shows the framework of this platform in detail.
Preprocessing

Real-time Solution
In parallel

Timing control
1. Initialization
2. Parameters read

Analog input

Particle
Displacement
prediction
In parallel

Element force
evaluation

Data update
within steps

Direct memory
access

Analog output

Analog output

Outer-loop
controller

FPGA VI

Laptop(Host VI)

Figure 3. Framework of the proposed parallel FPGA-based platform

3.2 Experimental Verification of VFIFE-based Parallel RTHS
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To verify the VFIFE-based parallel RTHS platform, a simple case was conducted. The numerical
substructure was a three-story structure. The relevant story stiffness and floor mass are
respectively K1= K2=42 kN/m, K3=35 kN/m, m1=m2=483.93 kg, m3=241.96kg. The natural
frequencies were 0.76 Hz, 2.02 Hz, and 2.72Hz. A step force of 0.5kN was horizontally applied
to the first floor, shown in Figure 4(a). The linear spring is the experimental substructure.
The entire RTHS is shown in Figure 4(b). A USB 7856R was used as the FPGA-based device
and connected to the laptop. The USB 7856R issued the FPGA signals to the PID controller
through the SCB-68 to control the actuator, thus, the displacement can be imposed to linear
spring. For this case, the structural response was compared by pure VFIFE and ANSYS. The
displacements of the first floor were shown in Figure 5. The result of RTHS-VFIFE was almost
same with those of two analysis results.
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Idealization
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(a) Overview of the test structure
(b) Experimental configuration of RTHS
Figure 4. Simple case of RTHS
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Figure 5. Displacements of the first floor

3.3 Verification of a Virtual VFIFE-based Parallel RTHS on a Cable-damper System
A virtual VFIFE-based Parallel RTHS was conducted to evaluate the performance of the
dampers for reducing the cable vibration. A cable, J-26 of the Second Jiaojiang Bridge in China,
was taken as a numerical substructure. The cable was divided into 51 mass particles and linked
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by 50 elements as shown in Figure 6(b), divided into 3 groups. The cable length is 255.47m, with
the mass per unit of 100.8 kg/m, axial rigidity (EA) of 2.35×106kN and the pre-tension force of
6261 kN. The cosine of slope angle (cosθ) is 0.9137.
North

South

Cable J-26

51

26


1

3

(a) Overview of the bridge
(b) VFIFE model of Cable-J-26
Figure 6. Schematic of the stay cable in The Second Jiaojiang Bridge

In this virtual RTHS, a viscous damper located at Node 2 was used as experimental substructure
for simplicity. The values of the servo hydraulic system parameters were taken from the
reference (Carrion et al. (2007)), and the properties of the viscous damper were assumed as: mt=0,
k=0, ct =0.3 kN·s/mm. The transfer function was obtained as
Gxu 

71901.6
s  303.956s 2  828.55s  71901.6
3

(1)

The entire virtual RTHS on FPGA is presented in Figure 7. A sinusoidal excitation F=1000 sin
(πt), at the first-order natural frequency of the cable, was applied perpendicularly to Node 48.
The response at mid-point was compared with Galerkin method (Johnson et al. (2007)) and
ANSYS in Figure 8. The result was very close to the ANSYS with a RMS error norm of 4.37%.
However, the result by Galerkin method was a little bit off from the ANSYS with a RMS error
norm of 12.6%. This may be due to the difference in assumptions regarding cable sag.
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Figure 7. Block diagram of the virtual RTHS on FPGA
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Figure 8. Comparison of the results of the virtual RTHS with those of analysis
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4 Conclusions
A parallel RTHS platform is proposed based on the VFIFE method and the FPGA chip for the
fast execution of RTHS with numerical substructures containing a large number of DOFs. The
results obtained from two cases are summarized as: i) The proposed parallel platform can well
integrate the numerical simulations, real-time control, and data acquisition on a single
FPGA-based device. ii) Experiment on a three-story building structure with a linear spring shows
that the proposed VFIFE-based RTHS performs very well. iii) Virtual parallel RTHS on a cabledamper system with 147 DOFs shows that dynamic response can be simulated accurately.
Future research works are suggested regarding the proposed VFIFE-based parallel RTHS
platform: i) The present VFIFE method is based on conditionally stable, unconditional stable
numerical schemes may be employed in the future study. ii) More refined and complicated
structural behaviours such as the hysteretic model shall be considered in the numerical
substructure for the VFIFE-based RTHS.
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Abstract
A study on the behavior of a bridge support (column, footing and foundation piles) with refoundation is presented. Re-foundation was carried out because two out-of-six piles, that make up
its foundation, presented doubtful integrity. Therefore, the construction of three new piles and
expansion of the shoe to improve the load capacity was proposed.
For this study three numerical models were developed: two elastic (based on finite elements) and
one non-linear (based on multi-springs). In one of the finite element models, "solid" elements were
used; while in the other used frame elements. The models were calibrated with the results of
ambient vibration. The multi-springs had the ability to represent the inelastic behavior of the
structural components. Likewise, each model was analyzed for five case studies emulating
scenarios the foundation pile with doubtful integrity.
To determine the support’s behavior, the numerical models were studied applying dynamic
response analysis using a series of grond motions (i.e. synthetic earthquakes obtained from the
project design spectrum). For the multi-springs model, additional non-linear static analysis
(pushover) was performed to obtain the yielding displacement.
According to the obtained results, it was seen that, from a structural point of view, the improved
support has adequate load capacity to resist the expected acting loads.
1. Introduction
A railroad train is under construction to transport people, achieving social, economic and service
benefits between two neighboring cities. Given the magnitude of this work, the quality of it is an
essential requirement for its operation; therefore, it is necessary to thoroughly review all the
infrastructure included in the project.
Figure 1 shows the nomenclature of the piles that make up the foundation of the studied support,
as well as the redistribution of the piles due to the increase in the shoe geometry after re-foundation.
All piles had a diameter of 1.5 m. The reader is aware that the redistribution was conceived by the
designer and these authors did not have influence on that. Only the effects are studied in this paper.
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Figure 1 Original project and modification of the support shoe studied

From the results of P.I.T. (Pile Integrity Tests), carried out by the constructor, three piles with
"doubtful integrity" were detected, namely: piles D, E and C. Since additional piles were
constructed, the capacity of doubtful piles E and C was neglected, while the effect of pile D was
further studied. An imperfection on pile D was located at a depth of 10 meters. In figure 2, images
of the studied support are shown.

Figure 2 Photographs of the studied support

2. Ambient vibration tests
To identify the dynamic characteristics of the structural systems (frequencies and vibration modes)
ambient vibration tests were carried out. These tests consisted of measuring the response of the
structure to ambient loads, such as: wind, vehicular or pedestrian traffic, etc.
For this, three high-sensitivity triaxial accelerometers with their respective digitizers were used.
Figure 3 shows the location and nomenclature of the sensors installed on the support for the
purpose of analyzing acceleration records in locations identified as 1, 2, etc.
From the proposed test program, the measured acceleration records were processed by means of a
conventional spectral analysis (Bendat and Piersol, 1989). Recorded signals were analyzed in the
frequency domain by applying the Fourier transform. Thus, the spectral density, coherence, phase
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angle and transfer functions, corresponding to selected acceleration records, were calculated.
Transfer functions were obtained by dividing the Fourier transform between two points in the
direction of interest. Frequencies and vibration periods were identified. They are shown in Table
1 for the support column studied during the first stage of the construction process.

Pier column analized

Figure 3 Schematic representation of the instrumented points

Results of the ambient vibration tests were used to calibrate the numerical elastic models. Although
this calibration is limited to the support’s linear-elastic behavior and only valid in the measured
points, it is useful to have a preliminary insight into the support’s properties. During the calibration,
the concrete modulus of elasticity was adjusted to 37,193.34 MPa; while a reduced mass of 1´487,
915.00 kg, which was found in the workplace during the tests, was considered.
Table 1 Frequencies and vibration periods identified in the railway support column
Mode
1
2

Component
L
T

Frecuency [Hz]
1.17
1.42

Period [s]
0.853
0.706

3. Modeling and analysis
To determine the structural behaviour of the support, three numerical models were developed: two
elastic (based on finite elements) and one non-linear (based on multi-springs). On each model, five
cases were studied, as described below:
• Case 1. The characteristics used by the designer, obtained according to ACI 318-14 (ACI, 2014),
without considering variation in the length of the pile with doubtful integrity.
• Case 2. Calibrated model without variation in the length of pile D.
• Case 3. Calibrated model, with 30% reduction in the diameter of pile D, at a depth of 10 m, and
with a considered reduction of 1 m length.
• Case 4. Calibrated model with length reduction from 29 m to 10.3 m on the pile D.
• Case 5. Calibrated model considering that pile D does not exist.
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Additionally, in the studied support soil properties were obtained and included in the numerical
model by means of springs with stiffness equivalent to the reaction modules. This according to the
stratigraphy of the terrain. Two numerical models (one with solid finite elements and one with
frame elements) of the studied support were developed in the structural analysis program SAP2000
(CSI, 2017). Additionally, with the structural analysis program CANNY-2010 (Kang Ning, 2010),
a model of multi-springs was done. In figure 4, a view of the solid finite element model is presented
for studied case 3. It is possible to appreciate details of the model’s head, column, shoe and
foundation piles; as well as a diameter reduction for pile D.

Figure 4 Mathematical model of railway support considering a reduction of 30% in its diameter in pile D

To establish the variation in the dynamic behavior for different support analysis conditions,
frequency and period of the first two modes of vibration on each mathematical model were
calculated. Also, the structural behavior of the models was computed by means of a linear stepby-step dynamic analysis in which three synthetic earthquakes, obtained from the design spectrum,
were used as excitation.
According to NTCS (2004), for the support revision it was considered that the earthquake acts 100%
in the transverse direction and 30% in the longitudinal direction (Sx + 0.3 Sy) and then 30% in the
direction transversal and 100% in longitudinal direction (0.3 Sx + Sy).
4.0. Results
The results obtained from the analyzed models of the support with a foundation pile with doubtful
integrity are shown below.
Figure 5 shows the variations of maximum and minimum stresses at 1 m depth in pile C (Case 5),
at 10 m depth in pile D (Case 3) and in the bottom face of the foundation (Case 5). The results are
normalized with respect to model 1 (design properties). It is seen that some stresses are higher than
those of the design case. However, they are stresses located at a point that may not represent the
full capacity of the studied support, therefore, further comparison were carried out. They are
presented below.
Figure 7 shows the interaction diagrams of the piles for model of case 5. In the calculated demands,
bidirectional effects of the earthquake were considered. It is observed that for this case of analysis
the load capacity of the pile is not exceeded.
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Figure 5 Maximum stress, normalized with respect to those of model 1 (design properties)
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Figure 6 Diagram of interaction of a pile at 3 meters and acting loads obtained with model of case 5

Figure 8 shows the capacity curves of the system and the demand curves obtained from the design
spectrum. It includes demands by NTCS (2004) and surface demand obtained with program
SHAKE (Idriss and Sun, 1992). The performance of analyzed cases, respect to demand spectra,
can be seen. NTCS demands were located in the ascending branch of the capacity curves, showing
elastic behavior. However, non-linear behavior is observed for the spectrum of the demand in the
surface (as calculated from SHAKE).
5.0. Conclusions
Analysis of the structural behavior of a railway support with a pile of foundation with "doubtful"
integrity was presented. A re-foundation proposal of the shoe was assessed. For analysis purposes,
three numerical models of the support were developed (namely: two elastic models and a multispring inelastic model). The models were calibrated with the results of ambient vibration tests.
Although this calibration is only valid for linear elastic behavior and reduced number of points
were measured, it is still useful to have a preliminary insight into the support’s properties. A
dynamic step-by-step analysis with synthetic earthquake ground motion was also carried out. For
the multi-spring model, which was also calibrated with the results of the environmental vibration
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tests in its elastic range, pushover analysis was conducted to evaluate the structural performance
under the expected design earthquake.
From the review of the structural behavior it is concluded that the dynamic characteristics of the
support did not vary significantly due to the "anomaly” detected in pile D. The maximum
mechanical elements in pile D, calculated at 3 m of depth for the different studied cases, did not
exceed the load capacity of the piles. Capacity curves showed the performance points of analyzed
cases respect to demand spectra. Elastic behavior was seen by the NTCS-2004 demand spectrum,
while limited non-linear behavior was observed for the demand spectrum on the surface.
The evaluation of the structure studied with environmental vibration (i.e. non-destructive tests)
allowed evaluating indirectly its expected behavior without affecting its physical and mechanical
properties during the construction stage at this time. It is necessary to continue reviewing it
throughout the construction process to keep that the structural behavior is adequate during its
useful life.




Cap.curve of calíbrate model
Cap. curve of design properties
Cap. curve of model with short pile
Idealized capacity curve

Demand spectrum, NTCS-2004 Appendix A)

Capacity without doubtful integrity

Figure 8 Demand-capacity curves in the longitudinal direction
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Abstract
Tornadoes are violent, short-lived wind phenomenon that can result in catastrophic damage to
homes and property. Often times, the occurrence of tornadoes is unpredictable and emergency
alerts offer short notice. This leads to families and individuals taking shelter in their own homes
or nearby buildings that may not have safe rooms available. The failure of buildings may endanger
people’s lives. As such, it is imperative to investigate the failure modes of civil structures under
tornadoes in order to properly design tornado-resistant buildings. In this study, a comprehensive
literature review will be conducted on structural damage to investigate the failure modes caused
by real-world tornadoes. To be specific, this research includes the identification of common
damage conditions (such as the discontinuity of the load path resulting in the failure of structural
components and the breaching of building envelopes resulting in the failure of nonstructural
components). The overall goal behind this research is to improve the safety and welfare of the
families and individuals living in high tornado risk areas by increasing the knowledge base
regarding tornadoes, ultimately making recommendations to update existing building codes in an
economically accepted manner.
1. Introduction
Tornadoes are violent wind phenomena, which often result in the death and destruction of people
and buildings that are in their paths. On average, tornadoes result in 90 fatalities, 1500 injuries,
and $1 billion worth of property damage annually, Changnon (2009), McCarthy et al (2004), Storm
Prediction Center (2014), and Simmons (2013). They occur frequently in the United States,
roughly 1200 per year based on National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
statistics, Edwards (2018). With such a large frequency of events and high levels of destruction, it
is important to determine methods by which people can protect themselves and their property.
Previous studies on failure modes following tornado events have been performed by researchers
and engineers, but these reports and damage surveys were mostly on a case by case basis, Doswell
III & Brooks (2002), Kuligowski et al (2014), Marshall (1993, 2001, 2004), Simmons et al (2013),
URS Group, Inc. (2007), VanDerostyne & Hallet (2013), and Womble et al (2017). That is to say
that they looked at each building, or tornado event, individually rather than attempting to find a
common denominator among the failures, beyond generalizations and common elements, such as
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roof inadequacies. In order to increase the safety of buildings with respect to different types of
tornadoes and find a universal/economically accepted improvement to increase that safety, a
different perspective must be taken of reports and damage surveys.
To bridge this research gap, a thorough study of the failure modes of buildings induced by
tornadoes will be performed to determine if a common factor or set of factors exist, which may be
paramount in the failure of said buildings. If such a commonality is found, these factors may be
eliminated or remedied in future and existing structures to improve the life expectancy of the
buildings and their occupants during tornadoes. To accomplish this, this paper has been prepared
with the following sections: 1) Review of Noted Post-Damage Cases, 2) Identification of Common
Failure Modes, and 3) Observations made from Failure Modes.
2. Review of Noted Post-Damage Cases
A review of the damage caused by an F-5 tornado near Oklahoma City, OK on 3 May 1999
(subsequently referred to as the “Oklahoma City Tornado”) was conducted by Marshall (2001).
He made an important note that the connections of the building to the foundation can make the
difference between a building being secured during a tornado and it being moved 90 meters away
from its original location. The building in Fig. 1 did not have any connections between the floor
and the reinforced concrete block foundation, Marshall (2001). In addition, he stated that the extent
of damage observed appeared to be from an F-5 (Fujita scale) tornado based on the damage criteria
of the F scale, but the wind speed may not have reached the specified range for an F-5. The wind
speed may fall into the range of F-1 or F-2 tornadoes.

Fig. 1: The foundation was not connected to the floor
of this building that was thrown 90 meters away from
its original location during the Oklahoma City
Tornado, Marshall (2001).

Fig. 2: The continuous load path is the interconnection
between the roof of the building, the walls, and the floor
and/or the foundation, Doswell and Brooks (2002).
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Another key note from Marshall’s (2001) study was that roofs that were lifted by tornadic winds
experience a change in connection resistance direction. That is to say that the roof may have been
adequate for gravity or downward loads, but when uplift occurs the roof will experience upward
forces that may cause connections to fail in a pullout manner. Unfortunately, upon Marshall’s
(2001) return to the damage area three months later, he found that new construction was still being
built to minimum requirements for wind force, which reflects the public’s resistance to using
higher safety design options, which may be more expensive.
Doswell and Brooks (2002) performed a review of the Oklahoma City Tornado damage as well,
focusing on key elements from the post-event survey. From their review, they determined that
failures of the continuous load path, interconnections from the roof to the walls and to the
foundation, as shown in Fig. 2, were resulted from inadequate connections that were either built
nearly to code or not to code. Additionally, they pointed out that impact from debris projectiles,
from the surrounding area and other damaged buildings, resulted in openings of building
envelopes, reducing the integrity of buildings. Doswell and Brooks (2002) ultimately concluded
that the overall best practice for reducing damage to buildings is to construct a tornado-ready
community of buildings, to reduce debris generation from less secure buildings and ensure
consistent construction practices.
An EF-5 (Enhanced Fujita scale) tornado occurred in Greensburg, KS on 4 May 2007
(subsequently referred to as the “Greenberg Tornado”). A post damage survey was published by
the URS group under FEMA, URS Inc. (2007). In this report they reviewed 46 residential
structures as well as other buildings in the town: a school, a church, a hospital, and a John Deere
building, and assessed the EF related damage degrees for each building, to determine localized
ratings throughout the event area. From their assessments they found that most of the residential
buildings were not built to modern code standards. From the buildings that were built closer to
standard, which were the newer buildings, they found that failure of the connection between the
roof and walls resulted in ultimate loss of the roof and failure of the overall structure.
Another key tornado event for post-survey analysis was the EF-5 tornado that occurred in Joplin,
MO on 22 May 2011 (subsequently referred to as the “Joplin Tornado”). This tornado involved an
extensive property loss of $2 billion and life loss of 164 people, Huang et al (2016). This tornado
was investigated extensively by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
Kuligowski et al (2014). A major finding from their investigation was that 83.8% of deaths during
this tornado were related to building failures. This further intensifies the need for tornado-resistant
design of civil structures, extensive tornado research, and post-damage review. From their
investigation they found that buildings that did not have extensive bracing for lateral stability, such
as light steel roof decking, suffered collapse more frequently than those that did, such as buildings
with concrete reinforced roofs. Similar to the Oklahoma City Tornado, failure of most roofs started
with upward forces that resulted in a failure of connections between the roof and the walls. It is of
note that residential buildings that performed better during this event had “hurricane hooks” in
place, which are strong connectors that improve the fixity between the walls and the roof.
Additionally, they found that the main cause of the loss of usability of the St. John’s Regional
Medical Center in Joplin, MO was the failure of the building envelopes and not the structural
strength, Kuligowski et al (2014).
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3. Identification of Common Failure Modes
From the work of previous investigators and reviewers (Doswell III & Brooks (2002), Kuligowski
et al (2014), Marshall (1993, 2001, 2004), Simmons et al (2013), URS Group, Inc. (2007),
VanDerostyne & Hallet (2013), and Womble et al (2017)) it is clear that a weakness in the
continuous load path exists in the majority of buildings that suffer severe failure or collapse. A
common observation among all reviewers is that the roof connection to the walls fails by a
significant uplifting force induced by a tornado. Additionally, higher level tornado intensities
resulted in the largest spread of damages, which is to be expected due to higher rotational wind
speeds and therefore higher pressures on building faces.
When establishing an EF rating for a tornado, the degree of damage to buildings is assessed to see
what level of straight-line wind speed could induce said damage, Wind Science and Engineering
Center (2004). The EF scale ranges from EF-0 to EF-5, and the three second gust speed (the
maximum wind speed in a three second time window) for these ratings range from 29 m/s (65
mph) to 104.6 m/s (234 mph), as shown in Fig. 3, URS Group, Inc. (2007). This EF rating can
depend upon the proximity of the building to the center of the tornado’s path, such as in the case
of the Greenberg Tornado, as shown in Fig. 4. The core radius of a tornado is the radius where the
maximum tangential velocity is reached. When a building is closer to the core radius of the tornado
it will experience wind speeds that are much higher than if it were further away from the core
radius.

N

0 900ft
Fig. 3: EF scale with related wind speed ranges, URS
Group, Inc. (2007).

Fig. 4: Overlay of the town of Greensberg, KS with
different colors for different EF ratings, depending
upon degrees of damage, as follows: Red = EF-4,
Orange = EF-3, Yellow = EF-2, Green = EF-0 to EF-1,
URS Group, Inc. (2007).

4. Observations made from Failure Modes
Some general observations can be made from the failure modes that were observed by the postevent damage surveys. They include:
1) The strength and versatility of the connections between the roof and the walls and those
between the walls and the foundation must be enough to resist varying loads in terms of
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significant uplifting force and rotational moment, which helps to achieve a continuous load
path.
2) Even though the structural components of a building are designed to resist higher wind speeds,
if its envelope is breached by windborne debris, the overall structure can still fail.
3) Damage to the same type of building can vary, depending upon the location of the building
with respect to the tornado center, as the tornado-induced wind forces/moments can vary in
intensity at different locations inside the tornadic wind field.
Based on these observations, Doswell III & Brooks (2002) have made recommendations on
improving the entire communities and requiring that they all be built to a set standard; and
Kuligowski et al (2014) recommended increasing the strictness of building codes. However, often
times, the recommended codes are either too involved to be practical, such as requiring
community-wide improvements to buildings built by private home owners and businesses, or
publically disliked, such as increasing the number of building codes required to be followed. These
options would both, theoretically, increase the safety levels of high tornado activity areas the most.
However, when choosing between high cost and low occurrence, in the case of improvements and
tornadoes respectively, versus low cost and high risk of casualty public opinion can vary widely.
5. Conclusions
The goal of this paper is to investigate failure modes across different large-scale real-world
tornadoes and determine if they possessed a common factor or factors to develop a clear path to
increase building safety during these events. From the review of post-event damage surveys and
observations from researchers in the field of structural engineering, three primary factors have
been gleaned. They are: the presence of significant uplift forces on roof to wall connections, the
danger of failure to the building envelope, and the variability of wind intensity with respect to
location relative to the tornado center. Using these observations, recommendations can be made to
increase safety in high tornado activity areas, some of which agree with the recommendations of
previous researchers and thus serve to re-emphasize their importance to future designs. These
recommendations include:
1) Research into improving existing building continuous load paths and resistance to upward
pullout by determining the strength of different types of connectors between the roof and the
walls.
2) Research into finding an improved and economical building envelope to reduce windborne
debris penetration and subsequent envelope failure.
3) Community wide regulations for improving the previously stated factors in existing buildings
and future buildings.
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Abstract
A new mobile impact testing method using a moving vehicle as the excitation and its
corresponding flexibility identification theory is proposed for rapid bridge tests. While
maintaining the advantage of an impact test, i.e. both the impact force and structural reactions are
measurable, the proposed moving impact can be more efficient than traditional point impacts
such as the sledge hammer impact and the drop-weight impact. But a subsequent challenge lies
in the structural identification theory because the proposed impact test produces a spatially
continuous excitation force while classical impact forces are spatially discrete. Therefore, a novel
data processing strategy is proposed to make use of the continuous excitation force to identify
the basic modal parameters as well as the structural flexibility. Finally, laboratory and numerical
experiments are performed and identification results successfully validated that the proposed
impact test is suitable for rapid dynamic tests for bridges
1. Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has been developed over a long time and SHM systems have been
installed on many long-span bridges (Adewuyi and Wu 2015; Kim et al. 2007; Deng and Cai. 2007;
Brownjohn et al. 2010; Catbas et al. 2013; Fujino et al.2015; Lynch 2004;Lynch 2007; Liu et al. 2017;
Rahbari et al. 2015; Soyoz and Feng 2010; Sabato et al.2017)．However, due to limited budgets for
short-span bridges, especially for those in rural areas, an economical, efficient and effective testing
method is necessary for evaluation of their safety. Some attempts have been made to develop testing
methods using mobile vehicles.
Pioneering work by Yang and Lin (2005) led to the identification of basic modal parameters from a
moving vehicle’s acceleration. Guo et al. (2009) evaluated bridge performance by establishing the
relationship between a passing vehicle’s reactions and structural damage. A modified vehicle capable of
producing an impact upon a bridge whilst simultaneously scanning for structural damage based on its
reactions was developed by Xiang et al.(2005). Though these methods were efficient, they were limited
to the identification of basic modal parameters and preliminary damage.
As a kind of forced vibration test, the impact test, by measuring both input forces and output responses,
has the merit to extract the Frequency Response Function (FRF) consistent with analytic solutions,
including its shape and amplitude, while ambient vibration testing data is restricted to the shape of the
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structural FRF (i.e. it does not include amplitude). As a result, the impact test can be used to successfully
identify not only basic modal parameters (frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes) but also deeplevel parameters, such as the scaling factor and flexibility matrix (Zhang et al. 2014).
Although impact tests have long been studied, they have not been widely used in engineering practices for
the following reasons. First, it is not easy to excite a bridge because the energy generated by the available
impacting equipment is limited. For example, a sledge hammer cannot fully excite the dynamic
characteristics of a bridge because of its low impact force (less than 20 kN), and despite De Vitis et al.
(2013) and Zhang and Moon (2012) developing a drop-weight exciter which could generate a 100kN
impact force with a wide frequency band (0–200Hz), even this excitation device was inefficient because it
needed to be stopped when exciting the bridge. Second, the lack of a structural identification theory to
impact testing discourages use of the method; such a theory must be based upon impact test data, and this
work is still in progress. Brownjohn et al. (2007) performed bridge vibration tests using an exciter, but the
impact force was not used in the data processing stage. Catbas et al. (2004) and Brown and Witter (2011)
developed a flexibility identification theory by using impacting forces and structural responses, from
which the structural deflection under any static load can be accurately predicted, and Zhang and Moon
(2012) applied it to several short-/middle-span bridges and proved that predicted deflections from the
impact testing data were comparable with those from static truck load tests.
In order to overcome limitations of the impact tests described above, we have developed a bridge testing
method using continuous wheel forces excitation, and we put forward a corresponding structural
flexibility identification theory. Our method utilizes a moving vehicle to continuously excite a bridge
under conditions in which the wheel forces are measurable. By continuously instead of intermittently
exciting the bridge, the proposed test is more efficient than a sledge-hammer test or a drop-weight test.
However, current test data processing methods are no longer applicable because the vehicle–bridge
interaction forces act on the continuous bridge space, whereas the traditional impacting forces from a
hammer or a drop-weight exciter act on discrete bridge nodes. Thus, it is necessary to develop a new
structural identification theory for our proposed test.

2. Equivalent load distribution
The moving-vehicle impact test is more rapid to perform than the sledge-hammer test or the drop-weight test, but a
challenge is that traditional impact theories only deal with excitation forces acting on discrete nodes, which is
unsuitable for the wheel force acting on continuous space. In this part, the continuous wheel force is transformed
into nodal forces by the equivalent load distribution. The equivalent load distribution in fact originates from the
shape functions in the finite element analysis.The equivalent nodal loads distribution functions:
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where 𝑥 ⋯ 𝑥 , 𝑥 ⋯ 𝑥 , 𝑥
⋯𝑥
,𝑥 ⋯ 𝑥
are coordinates of the distributed force, the
superscript represents the element and the subscript represents a specific position in the element. ∆𝑥 is the distance
between two continuous coordinates and it is assumed that all coordinates are uniformly distributed though not
𝑁 𝑥 𝑁 𝑥 𝑁 𝑥 𝑁 𝑥 . 𝐹 𝑡 , 𝑁 𝑥 , 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑡 are equivalent nodal loads, the
necessarily. 𝑁 𝑥
distribution function and the distributed force of the bridge respectively.
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3 Displacement flexibility identification
Once the continuous impacting force is transformed into equivalent nodal loads, FRF can be estimated using
equivalent nodal loads and structural accelerations. It should be noted that each node has two inputs (the vertical
force and the bending moment) and a single output signal (the acceleration). Namely, the number of inputs N of the
bridge is greater than that of the outputs N . However, only the relationship between the vertical force and the
acceleration is of interest here. Thus, the concerned parts need to be stripped from the original FRF. By performing
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the original FRF matrices, the left singular matrix, the right singular
matrix and the singular value matrix can be obtained. Then, natural frequencies and mode shapes are identified by
the Complex Mode Indicator Function (CMIF) method.
Subsequently, eFRFs are constructed to improve the accuracy of the structural identification. The FRF is a
superposition of modal parameters in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, the modal parameter
identification of a single FRF will be affected by the coupling between different modes. Even if advanced
algorithms can solve the modal coupling problem, a new problem is likely to appear that identified modal
parameters by different single mode FRFs cannot be identical due to the noise and the modal node. Therefore, in
order to identify more modal parameters (such as system poles, damping ratios and modal scaling factors) and more
accurately, it is necessary to reduce the multi-mode FRF to single mode FRFs in the frequency domain. The
complex problem of the multi-dimension modal coupling is transformed into a simple problem of a single mode
FRF, i.e. the eFRF:
𝜙
𝑒𝐻 𝜔
𝑢
𝜙,
𝑢,
(2)
where r represents the r th modal order, 𝑒𝐻 𝜔 is the eFRF, 𝑄 is the modal scaling factor, 𝜆 is the system pole,
𝜙 is the displacement mode shape, 𝜙 ,
is the vector of the displacement mode shape coefficients at all
driving points (load points), 𝑢 is the first left singular vector, 𝑢 ,
is the vector of the first left singular vector
coefficients at all driving points (load points).
The key issue to identify the flexibility matrix is to identify the modal scaling factors, defined by the linearly
proportional factor of the displacement flexibility matrix identified by the impact test to the displacement flexibility
matrix by the ambient vibration test. By using the polynomial fitting algorithm to fit the eFRF, the modal scaling
factor 𝑄 can be calculated as
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Now, with available displacement mode shapes, system poles and scaling factors from all necessary modal orders
(𝑟 1, … 𝑁), the flexibility matrix of the structure can be identified by
𝐹𝑙𝑒𝑥

∑

∗

∗

∗
∗

(4)

where ∗ represents the complex conjugate operation. It is observable that the displacement flexibility matrix is the
superposition of the modal parameters in the complex mode.
The flexibility indicates the stiffness distribution of the structure. Assume that a static force vector acting on the
structure is 𝑓
and then the static deflection of the structure can be predicted by 𝐷 𝐹𝑙𝑒𝑥 𝑓
.

4 Laboratory experiment
4.1 Experiment design and monitoring strategy
In order to verify the proposed methodology, a laboratory experiment in which a loaded tire past through a simply
supported beam was investigated. Real-time measurements included the tire pressure, vertical beam accelerations
and vertical beam displacements. The tire pressure data was utilized to calculate the wheel force. Accelerations was
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utilized to identify the structural parameters and static displacements aimed to verify the predicted deflection by
identified structural flexibility
The structure to be studied was a simply-supported beam with a length of 5868mm as shown in Fig. 1(a). It is a hotrolled channel-section steel beam with a Chinese standard steel material Q235. The beam is divided into 12 elements
(E1~E12) and 13 nodes (N1~N13) as shown in Fig. 1(c).The monitoring system of the beam is constituted by 11
accelerometers (type: ICP 393B04), 11 cable-extension position transducers (type: CELESCO PT1DC).
Accelerometers and displacement transducers dynamically measured the vertical deformation of the beam’s central
axis from nodes N2 to N12. The single tire (type: Giti Wingro 165/70R13) was adopted to simulate the tire force on
the beam structure as shown in Fig. 1(b). An axle penetrating through both sides of the tire served as a bar for the
load control and additional masses were hung symmetrically. The monitoring system of the tire was constituted by a
pressure sensor (type ICP 106B52), which was installed on the valve stem of the tire. All sensors were wired to the
data acquisition system (type: NI PXIe-1082) and all data were collected simultaneously.

Fig. 1 Experiment design: (a) Beam; (b) Tire; (c) Monitoring strategy of the beam.
4.2 Experiment case description
Two kinds of tests were conducted. One test was a tire-beam interaction experiment and the other one was a static
load experiment to verify the reliability of the identified flexibility.
(1) Tire-beam interaction experiment
The experiment was conducted by using the load tire to roll on the beam with the speed of 0.88m/s, and the total
mass of the tire was 120kg. Strip-shaped magnets were placed on the steel beam to become surface obstacles. The
tire pressure data were utilized to calculate the wheel force. And vertical beam accelerations was combined with the
wheel force to calculate the structural parameters.
(2) Static load experiment
In order to verify the reliability of the identified parameters, namely the flexibility and basic modal parameters
constituting flexibility, static load tests were conducted by applying mass blocks at specified nodes on the simply
supported beam and its static deflections were measured by displacement transducers. Two static load cases were
conducted: CASE 1, where 3 mass blocks weighing 30kg were placed on nodes N5 and N9 respectively; CASE 2,
where 2 mass blocks weighing 30kg were placed on nodes N3, N4, N6, N8 and N11 respectively.
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4.3 Parameter identification and verification
The equivalent nodal loads of the simply supported beam were calculated firstly. Since the beam was divided into 12
element, i.e. the length of the element 𝑙 is 489mm. Based on the aforementioned equations, equivalent loads of each
node were obtained.
The simply supported beam was regarded as a MIMO system, consisting of 26 inputs (13 vertical forces and 13
bending moments) and 11 outputs (vertical accelerations). The FRF representing the relationship between vertical
forces and vertical accelerations was an 11 11 matrix. By performing the SVD of the FRF, a CMIF plot was
drawn. It should be noted that the number of curves in the CMIF plot was determined by the reference nodes. For
instance, there are 13 curves. because there were 13 equivalent impacting nodes in the test. Natural frequencies were
identified from CMIF peaks. The natural frequencies of the first six modes were 4.78, 18.89, 41.49, 71.52, 106.19,
142.18 (Hz), and the damping ratios 4.44, 0.05, 0.82, 0.33, 0.34, 0.71(%). The mode shapes and the modal
participation factor matrices were identified to construct the eFRF, which was further used to identify the mode
shapes.
The modal scaling factor was identified via Eq. (3). Then, the structural flexibility matrix of the beam was identified
via Eq. (4) and structural deflections of the structure under any static load could be predicted. Static loads Case 1
and Case 2 were used to verify the effectiveness of the identified flexibility. For instance, the predicted deflection
under the static load Case 1, i.e. 882N, 882N at the node N5, N9 was shown in Fig. 2(a) and the predicted deflection
under Case 2, i.e. 588N, 588N, 588N, 588N, 588N at the node N3, N4, N6, N8, N11 was shown in Fig. 2(b). In both
predictions, curves denoted by ‘3 modes’ means that the flexibility was calculated from the modal parameters of the
first three modes. It is seen from Eq. (4) that the flexibility is estimated as the sum of the residuals normalized by the
eigenvalues and its conjugate in all identified structural modes. Due to the simplicity of this structure, Fig.2
illustrates that the flexibility calculated only using the first mode could accurately capture the real structural
characteristics.
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Fig. 2 Deflections prediction: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2.

5 Conclusions
To overcome the limitations of the traditional impact test, a moving-vehicle based rapid impact test and its related
structural identification theory are proposed in this paper. It uses the moving vehicle to impact the bridge rapidly,
and real-time monitoring of the wheel forces and the bridge accelerations is utilized to identify basic modal
parameters as well as the flexibility. The advantages of the proposed methodology are as follows:
(1) Convenient and efficient. Different to the intermittent point impact tests, it uses a moving vehicle to excite the
bridge continuously and monitors the wheel force and bridge accelerations in real time.
(2) Deep-level parameter identification. Due to the characteristics of the spatially continuous excitation, traditional
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impact testing theories are no longer applicable. Therefore, a theory supporting the new method is developed.
Firstly, equivalent nodal loads can be calculated using the wheel force and the load distribution function.
Secondly, an MIMO FRF is estimated by using nodal loads and accelerations. Finally, deep-level parameters
are identified by reconstructing the eFRF.
(3) Results prove the theory reliable. Laboratory examples show that the proposed methodology is reliable and can
be applied to practical engineering structures. The identified deep-level parameters can show the structure
stiffness distribution, and can be used for damage identification and structural bearing capacity evaluation, so as
to realize the reliable diagnosis of the bridge.
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Abstract
Heritage structures are culturally significant because they provide documentation of engineering
feats and link current generations to those of the past. Thus, these structures are worthy of
preservation and ongoing assessment. This work aims to acknowledge the benefits of utilizing
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) throughout the life cycle of preserved buildings. This work
uses a case study of the Morris Island Lighthouse in Charleston, SC to develop a workflow for
the preservation of historic structures in four parts: (1) data collection, (2) analysis, (3)
recommendations, and (4) preservation intervention. This workflow demonstrates how SHM fits
into the broader aims of an ongoing preservation project. In particular, the case study shows how
monitoring the structure at discrete points can be used to assess the health of the lighthouse’s
masonry tower as a whole. The results of SHM are complimented by Distinct Element Modeling
results and compared with current documentation to ensure a comprehensive understanding of
the structure’s behavior. The lighthouse case study is an example of successfully integrating
SHM into a preservation project such that the health of the structure can directly inform
recommendations for preservation intervention.
1. Introduction
Historic structures provide a record of cultural advancements in engineering so long as they are
properly preserved. Preservation is a cyclical process that requires the structure to be continually
inspected and assessed for damage. Due to the repetitive nature of preservation projects, a
standardized workflow aids engineers in obtaining complete structural information each time an
assessment is performed. This paper outlines the development of a specific workflow for heritage
structures that emphasizes the importance and usefulness of SHM during the preservation
process in combination with structural analysis techniques.
SHM allows for the engineer to continually record data on the health of the structure that can be
reviewed periodically for changes to the structure. It allows direct quantitative comparison of the
structure’s past and current condition making it a useful and appropriate tool for heritage
preservation. It is particularly useful for structures subjected to perpetual, harsh environmental
loads. This work will explore integration of SHM in preservation workflow through a case study
of the Morris Island Lighthouse off the coast of Charleston, South Carolina, which is subjected
to such harsh conditions.
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The workflow developed on this case study outlines preservation in four steps that are in
accordance with the guidelines set forth by the International on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS)
General Assembly (ICOMOS 2003): (1) data collection, (2) analysis, (3) recommendations, and
(4) preservation intervention. Existing literature sets a precedent for combining different
techniques and technologies to accomplish these steps, but no specific workflow for their
execution has been outlined (DelloRusso et al. 2008; Pappas et al. 2018; Zonta et al. 2008). This
paper will discuss the effectiveness of the proposed workflow as it is applied on the case study
with a focus on the role of SHM as a tool for structural analysis.
2. Case Study
The historic Morris Island Lighthouse in Charleston, South Carolina was built in 1876 and is an
iconic staple of the city’s architecture, see Figure 1. The light station was retired in 1962. Since
then, the monument has been adopted by the non-profit Save the Light, Inc. and registered to the
National Register of Historic Places. The group manages preservation of the structure that faces
several environmental load risks.

Figure 1. Photograph of the Morris Island Lighthouse taken in September of 2015.

In 1886 Charleston suffered an approximately magnitude 6.7-7.1 earthquake (Nuttli et al. 1986)
and the lighthouse sustained two large vertical cracks. The cracks were inspected at the time and
no structural repairs were made to the lighthouse. Severe erosion of the soil beneath the tower
caused it to lean significantly necessitating a foundation repair completed in 2007. Additional
damage to the structure has occurred over time from exposure to ocean waves and wind. High
category hurricanes occur often, and the region has the potential of more large seismic activity.
For this work, the Morris Island Lighthouse serves as an apt example of a historic structure that
faces complex threats. These types of structures require continued assessment that can best be
executed using a standardized workflow.
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3. Methodology
Documentation of the structure was performed using aerial and terrestrial photography using a
DJI Phantom 4 Pro (DJI 2017) and Canon EOS DSLR camera (Canon 2017), respectively. The
images and videos produced were used to perform crack mapping of the structure according to
best practices (Napolitano et al. 2019a; Napolitano and Glisic 2019), see Figure 2. These maps
are used in combination with results from SHM and numerical modeling to draw conclusions
about the present damage and potential failure mechanisms.

Figure 2. Crack mapping of each side of the lighthouse based on aerial photography.

The SHM system was installed during the 2007 foundation repair to monitor any changes to the
structure due to construction. The system was reinstated in November 2017 to perform shortterm monitoring of the structure under environmental loads. It consists of four crackmeters and
three functioning tiltmeters. The crackmeters vibrating wire displacement transducers (VWDT)
(Geokon 2007; Slope Indicator 2007a). Each is outfitted with a thermocouple that records local
temperature. The inclinometers are electrolytic (EL) tiltmeters (Slope Indicator 2007b). The data
presented in this work was collected from November 2017 through March 2018. Each sensor
performed measurement every 4 hours throughout the day.
Numerical modeling was performed using the Distinct Element Modeling (DEM) method, which
is appropriate for masonry blocky structures (Napolitano et al. 2019b; Sarhosis et al. 2016). For
theory and background on the method refer to the existing literature (“3DEC” 2018; Asteris et al.
2015; Lemos 2007). The structure was modeled using the 3D modeling software Rhino
(“Rhinoceros” 2015) and input to the DEM software 3DEC (“3DEC” 2018). Gravity, wind, wave,
and seismic loads were applied to the structure according to worst-case conditions outlined by
ASCE 7-10 (ASCE 2011). Thirty-eight loading variations were run and results of the simulations
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compared with the crack maps to determine the most accurate loading directions. These
directions were used to apply load combinations that were modified from those given in the code:
1.2D +1.0W + 2.0F + L
(1)
1.2D + 1.0E + L
(2)
1.0D* +1.0W + 2.0F
(3)
1.0D* + 1.0E
(4)
D – dead load W – wind load F – wave load L – live load
*ASCE 7-10 originally specifies 0.9, equation altered for simplification (ASCE 2011)
Note that difference between Equations 1 and 3, and 2 and 4 is in dead load safety factor and
presence of live load (that are practically removed from Equations 3 and 4). The live load for the
lighthouse was determined in accordance with similar structures with very low inhabitance
according to ASCE 7-10. The results of these analyses are presented in the next section and were
compared with each other to obtain a holistic view of the structure’s behavior.
4. Results and Discussion
As previously mentioned, the SHM data presented in this work was obtained from November
2017 to March 2018. During this period of time, the sensors indicated there was no significant
change in the lean of the tower. This is to be expected given the recent foundation stabilization
repair work, and thus the data from these sensors is omitted here.
The SHM system showed far more interesting results with respect to the crackmeter readings,
see Figure 3. This data could be directly compared with the results of the DEM analysis. In
particular, the long vertical crack that is measured by VWDT-3 and 4 mirrors the exterior crack
on the northwest elevation that was caused by the 1886 earthquake is of particular interest. The
load combinations discussed in the previous section were applied to the structure in the DEM
software. The loads derived with Equations 1 and 2 caused failure on the two sides of the tower
where the vertical cracks exist, whereas the loads derived with Equations 3 and 4 did not cause
failure. Figure 4 shows the southeast and northwest elevations compared to their respective crack
maps. Given the magnitude of the vertical cracks produced and the resulting geometry of the
masonry, analysis shows that the loads cause failure. This indicates that the additional 20% of
dead load and the inclusion of live load cause the loading to exceed the capacity of the building;
thus, it can be concluded that the capacity of the structure has a very low safety factor with
respect to the loads prescribed in the ASCE code.
Such a low safety factor calls into question the stability of these cracks under the current loading,
not just the maximum load given by the code. This is particularly important on historical
structures because it is impossible to know the past loading history on the structure and the
effects it had on the structure’s integrity. The data presented in Figure 3 show that all of the
crackmeters follow similar trends in the opening of the cracks that all cyclically return to the
baseline reading. The crack monitored by VWDT-2 is an order of magnitude larger than the
others, however since the trends are similar and the magnitude of the openings is small it can be
concluded that the cracks are stable and not a danger to the structure at this time. The structure
should continue to be monitored over a longer period of time to confirm these results.
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Figure 3. Crack width opening over the monitoring period as compared to a baseline reading taken in 2007.
VWDT-2 is plotted on the secondary axis.

Figure 4. Results of DEM on the northwest and southeast
elevations.
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5. Conclusions
The case study of the Morris Island Lighthouse helped explore and build the preservation
workflow that is proposed in Figure 5. In particular, it was demonstrated how a variety of tools
and analysis techniques could be brought together to make conclusions about the structural
integrity of a monument. Aerial photography and crack mapping was used to visually observe
the tower’s exterior, and DEM was used to evaluate potential failure mechanisms in the future.
SHM was used as the cornerstone of the project to evaluate how the structure is behaving
currently. By observing that the cracks in the tower are stable, it can be concluded that the failure
mechanisms identified through DEM are not a present threat. On the other hand, DEM indicates
relatively low safety factors of the structure. Continued monitoring and iterative application of
the workflow can allow for early detection of structural weaknesses and proactive preservation
intervention.

Figure 5. Proposed preservation workflow highlighting the role of SHM in the preservation process.
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Abstract
Welded I-section steel members are widely used in engineering, and it is prone to fatigue damage
at the web/flange junction under cyclic load. Due to the sudden damage and the heavy losses, it
is necessary to detect the damage in time. Based on the study of stress wave propagation
mechanism in steel beam, a broadband impact wave is generated by a hammer striking on the
surface of a steel I-beam, and the fiber interferometer is attached to the surface of steel beam to
receive the stress wave signal. By analyzing the impact echo signal spectrum with FFT, the
existence and location of the damage is determined. Experimental results show that it is feasible
to detect the damage at the flange/web junction of the steel I-beam by impact-optic method.
Keywords: impact-echo, fiber interferometer, frequency spectrum, broadband impact wave,
fatigue damage, FFT, stress wave.
1. Introduction
I-shaped steel has excellent mechanical properties thanks to its two symmetrical axes, horizontal
and vertical. As a result, it is widely used in various engineering of buildings, bridges, support,
machineries, and so on (Kuang and Wu 2013). For the connection of the flange and web in
welded I-shaped steel, there is complicated stress condition, and this part is the most prone to
fatigue damage. In the case of fatigue failure in a factory installed rail platform, the welded
beams connecting the edge and web all cracked, causing a sunk beam on the track (Chen 2003)1
In the detection of steel structure fatigue damage, the traditional non-destructive testing
technology has some shortcomings: magnetic powder and eddy current detection can only detect
surface defects (Avdelidis et al 2013, Goulios et al 2001). The permeation method can only detect
defects in surface openings, and the detection cost is relatively high (Zhao 2009). Although the
ray method is more convenient, it induces great harm to the human body (Chen 2003). Therefore,
many new non-destructive testing methods emerged, but most of them are very inmature. The
ultrasonic method is currently the most widely used steel structure fatigue damage detection
technology, with good penetration, high sensitivity, low cost, harmless to the human body, and
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so on. The impact echo method is one of the most commonly used method of ultrasonic testing
(Carino et al 1989).
This paper combines the impact echo method, which stimulates the broadband signal echo, with
optical fiber sensor, so as to propose the impact-fiber non-destructive testing technology and it
has the following advantages compared to piezoelectric ceramic (PZT) sensors (Tani 1997): (1)
optical fiber interferometric sensors can exhibit much higher sensitivities than conventional PZT
receivers or other types of optic fiber sensors (Liu 1992). (2) The optical fiber can be preattached along the surface of the steel beam flange which is more suitable for the case when only
one surface of the steel beam is reachable. (3) In the present investigation, the impact load can be
simply applied through the tap of a hammer along the surface of the beam flange. Therefore, it
has the advantages such as fast detection process and convenient data processing (Xu 2007). For
the detection of the stress wave, an optical fiber sensor is employed. The sensor is simply
adhered to the bottom of the member and its total elongation is measured with fiber
interferometry. Being the integral of the strain along the member, the total elongation contains
all the frequency components of the stress wave arriving at the sensor..
2. Theoretical Study of Damage Detection at Web/ Flange Junction of Welded I-section
Steel Beam
The proposed damage technique is based on the measurement of reflected stress wave from the
damaged region (Figure 1). The physical principle is discussed in the present section. With
loading applied through the deck, damage will occur at the upper web/flange junction of the Isection. An impact hammer is placed at the top of the I-section (and at the middle of the width)
to generate an impact wave that propagates through the member. When there is no damage, the
wave will travel through the whole depth of the specimen, reflect at the top and then reach the
bottom again. A sensor mounted on the bottom surface will be able to sense the signal every time
it returns to the bottom. While the sensor can also pick up other vibrations and noises, as well as
reflections from other surfaces (due to the complex geometry of cross section of I-beam), the
repeated reflections of waves from the top will lead to the presence of a dominant frequency in
the sensor output, given by (Carino et al 1989)
f =

Cp
2D

(1)

where, D is the depth, Cp is the P-wave speed in steel, and, f is the frequency of the resonance
due to multiple reflection of the ultrasonic pulse between the top and bottom surfaces.
Ultrasonic transmitter

Position 1

Position 2

Fiber

Pulse-echo

Position 3

Delamination

Figure 1. schematic of damage detection for steel I-beam structure.
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If the impact hammer is placed at a location above a damaged part of the web/flange junction,
the generated stress wave will also undergo multiple reflections between the sensor (at the
bottom of the member) and the damage. An additional dominant frequency will then appear at
fd =

Cp
2d

(2)
where d is the distance between the sensor and the damage, and fd is the frequency of the
resonance due to multiple reflection of the ultrasonic pulse between the damage and the bottom
of the beam (Xu 2007).
3. Experimental Investigation
3.1 Experimental Set-up
To demonstrate the sensing technique, several steel I-beams with damage at known positions
along the web/flange junction are employed. The cross-sectional geometries of I-beams are
shown in Table 1 and the length of beams is 1m. The damage properties are given in Table 2.
The schematic experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2. The member was simply supported at
both sides by mechanical rollers that allow free rotation and axial sliding. The span between
supports was 1000mm. An artificial damage is produced by cutting at prescribed location
according to Table 2. The thickness of the damage is 0.5mm. For convenience of testing, the
damaged web/flange was placed at the bottom of the beam, and the hammer is moved along the
top. Note that the testing condition is similar to the real situation in the sense that impact hammer
is applied on the flange further away from the damaged junction.
To pick up the dynamic strain, the sensing arm of the fiber interferometer was glued to the upper
surface of the I-beam. The sensing principle of the Fiber Optic Sensor is illustrated in (Xu 2007).
A hammer with iron head was employed for generation of impact waves in the steel member
(Figure 2). To illustrate the damage detection method, the broadband ultrasonic wave was
introduced by impact hammer at two points on the upper flange surface along the longitudinal
direction. As shown in Figure 1, the location above the damage was denoted as Position 1.
Position 2 or Position 3 represents an arbitrary damage-free position along the length. At each
impact position, the total elongation of the fiber is measured as a function of time with the
interferometer. For the test, a data acquisition rate of 150 kHz is employed and a high pass filter
( f ≥ 100 Hz ) is used to remove the low frequency phase drift effect from the measurement. In
order to compare the results between damaged beam and intact beam, this experiment also
applies impact loadings at the same positions for an intact beam.
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Table 1. cross-sectional geometries of No.1~5 I-beams (mm)
Flange Width
Flange Depth
Web Thickness
No. of I-beam
Height D
B
h
T
1

100

68

7

4.7

2

120

74

8

4.6

3

140

80

9

5.5

4

160

88

10

6.0

5

180

94

11

6.5

Table 2. location and length of damage of No.1~5 I-beams
Length of damage (mm)

No. of Ibeam
1-5

Midspan
100

50

1/4 span
30

100

50

midspan&1/4 span
30

100

50

3.2 Detection for damages of I-section steel beams with different cross-section
Figure 3(a)~(f) shows the frequency spectrum of No.1~3 I-beams with 100mm midspan damage.
In Figure 3(a), 3(c), 3(e), the first peak is in close agreement with the value calculated for the
wave reflected between the top and bottom of No.1~3 beam from theoretical calculation. The
second peak of the spectrum is in close agreement with the value calculated for the actual
damage depth of 92.5mm, 111.5mm and 130.5mm, respectively. Due to small size of damage
(100mm), it is supposed that only partial of the stress wave will reflected between top surface
and damage, and the rest part of it will still reflected between top and bottom surface of the
beam. This will lead to two corresponding peaks in Figure 3(a), 3(c), 3(e).

Figure 2. Schematic of Experiment set-up
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(b)Excitation far from the damage on

No.1 beam

No.1 beam

Amplitude(mm)

Amplitude(mm)

(a) Excitation is above the damage on

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

(d) Excitation far from the damage on

No.2 beam

No.2 beam

(e) Excitation is above the damage on

(f) Excitation far from the damage on

No.3 beam

No.3 beam

Amplitude(mm)

(c) Excitation is above the damage on

Figure 3. Frequency spectrum of No.1~3 I-beams with 100mm midspan
damage
For the undamaged sections of the beam, the impact loading is applied on the surface of the
flange 250 mm away from the midspan damage and the frequency spectrum is shown in Figure
3(b), 3(d), 3(f). As shown in the figures, only one dominated peak appears which is in close
agreement with the frequency of the wave reflected between the top and bottom of the beam
from theoretical calculation. Since there is no additional dominated frequencies in Figure 3(b),
3(d), 3(f) besides the value of 27.38kHz, 23.63 kHz, and 19.25 kHz, respectively, the result
indicate that there is no damage at the corresponding positions (so an additional resonant
frequency is not present).
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Table 3 presents a summary of experimental results for No.1~3 types of steel I-beams with
100mm-long damage. it can be seen from experimental results (Table 7) that the presence and
location of the damage can be approximately identified for different types of I-beams. Table 4
presents a summary of experimental results for No.1~3 steel I-beam with 1/4-span 50mm-long
damage. By comparing Table3, and 4, it can be seen by that the frequency values for
corresponding I-beams at damages are very close to each other. Hence, the experimental results
are basically consistent with theoretical result, thus verifying the feasibility of the proposed
detection method even the damages are only 50mm long.
Table 3. Experimental results for No.1~3 steel I-beam with midspan 100mm-long damage
No. of I-section beam
1
2
3
fD,E (kHz)
27.38
23.63
19.25
fd,E (kHz)
29.76
25.21
20.45
Distance between damage and 7.9
7.52
8.22
bottom flange (mm)
Thickness of bottom flange t (mm)
7
8
9
Table 4. Experimental results for No.1~3 steel I-beam with 1/4-span 50mm-long
damage
No. of I-section beam
fD,E (kHz)
fd,E (kHz)
Distance between damage and
bottom flange (mm)
Thickness of bottom flange t (mm)

1
27.64
29.82
7.31
7

2
23.38
25.26
8.93
8

3
19.26
20.57
8.92
9

4. Conclusion
A impact-optic NDE technique for damage detection at web/flange junction of I-section steel
beam is proposed. The technique consists of an impact hammer that can generate impact wave
inside an I-section steel member and an optical fiber interferometric sensor with high sensitivity
for the accurate measurements of deformation along the surface of the member. The sensor
output is then transformed to the frequency domain to identify the dominant frequencies. From
the laboratory validation, it is found that the proposed technique is capable of detecting midspan
damage, non-midspan damage and multiple damages in different types of I-section beams. The
experimental show that only one dominant frequency can be observed when the impact loading
is above an undamaged location. The additional frequency component can only be observed
when the impact loading is above a damaged region and at the resonant frequency relating to the
damage depth. The dominant frequencies for both cases are found to be in good agreement with
values obtained from theory. Consequently, a database connecting surface deformation
measurements and damage characteristics can be established for the rapid interpretation of
results in practice.
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Abstract
Skewed masonry arch bridges form an important part of the rail and road infrastructure networks
in the UK, as well as other European countries. However, the precise flow of forces in these
structures is not well understood, which can pose a problem when it comes to assessment and
maintenance. The skewed masonry arch railway bridge considered in this study has suffered
significant historic damage, which led to a pronounced response under live loads and prompted
extensive repair work. Subsequently, a network of fibre-optic Fibre Bragg Grating sensors was
installed on the arch barrel of the repaired bridge. In this paper, the monitoring method is
outlined, and the detailed measurement of the dynamic response under train loading is presented.
Results quantify both the principal directions of strain and the strain magnitude in a skewed arch
barrel during the passage of a train. Thus, the monitoring data provide rare insight into the
structural response of skewed masonry arch bridges.
1. Introduction
Masonry arch bridges account for a significant proportion of road and railway infrastructure in
European countries. Many of these structures are now approaching a working life of 150 years
and there is a growing interest in improving understanding of their structural behaviour under
service loads. It is service loads which will drive deterioration of these bridges and yet load
restrictions are likely to be based on limit analysis of ultimate collapse, which may be difficult to
correlate to the service response.
The high level of redundancy in masonry arch bridges can make it difficult to identify a clear
load path and this is made more complex when the bridge is also skewed. While most arch
bridges span square, meaning that the bridge is rectangular in plan view and the arch spans the
shortest distance possible, this cannot always be achieved. In skewed bridges, it is necessary to
orient the span direction at an angle to the square span such that the bridge is a parallelogram in
plan view. For instance, considering the railway bridge studied in this paper, skewed
construction was required so that the railway could pass a road to which it was not perpendicular.
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1.1 Bridge CFM-5
Barkston Road Bridge, designated CFM-5 by Network Rail, is a single-span, skewed masonry
arch railway bridge dating from 1868. It carries trains over the A162 road just south of Barkston
Ash, UK, and serves the railway line between Leeds and York. The abutments, spandrels and
wing walls are built in stone, while the arch barrel is masonry brickwork, laid helicoidally.
Throughout this paper, figures are oriented such that the skewed span is horizontal. An elevation
view of bridge CFM-5 is shown in Figure 1(a).
The bridge shows clear signs of damage, including separation cracks between the arch barrel and
spandrels. At their peak, these were several centimetres in width. Pattress plates and tie bars had
previously been fitted to mitigate crack propagation but as this continued the historic repair was
regarded as insufficient. In 2016, a thorough intervention was carried out, with ten additional tie
rods fitted. The cracks were also comprehensively stitched and grouted.
One reason for such an extensive repair was uncertainty regarding the structural response of the
skewed bridge to its working loads. The length of time that the intervention is effective is also
uncertain. To address these uncertainties, monitoring of the bridge was commissioned.
The results that are reported in this paper relate to a network of Fibre-Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensors that was installed on the arch soffit. This network forms part of a larger monitoring
scheme at bridge CFM-5, which is the result of collaboration between the Cambridge Centre for
Smart Infrastructure and Construction (CSIC) and AECOM, an engineering consultancy.
1.2 Analysis of Skewed Masonry Arch Bridges
Computational studies of skewed masonry arch bridges exist in the literature, using approaches
such as Discrete Element Modelling (Sarhosis et al., 2014) and Finite Element Modelling
(Milani and Lourenço, 2012). Studies such as these tend to indicate that the flow of force follows
the square span direction, taking the shortest load path to the abutments. This is in keeping with
guidance issued to asset managers (McKibbins et al., 2006). However, although these studies
may refer to laboratory tests, it is far rarer to find a comparison with monitoring data from real
bridges (Harvey, 2013). Even when this data does exist, it is often obtained from static tests
instead of dynamic vehicle loads, providing clear motivation for the work presented here.
2. FBG Methodology
FBGs are point sensors embedded into fibre-optic cables during their manufacture, by
periodically varying the refractive index of the fibre over a small region. This periodicity means
that light at a corresponding wavelength, known as the Bragg wavelength, is strongly reflected
over this region of the fibre. As the fibre is strained, the length of this region changes, causing a
variation of the Bragg wavelength which is proportional to the combination of thermal and
mechanical strain. For short-duration load events, such as the passage of a train, the thermal
component can be neglected if only the dynamic change in mechanical strain is of interest.
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In this installation, clamps were drilled into the masonry arch soffit and used to connect the
fibre-optic cables. As a result, each FBG measured average strain over a gauge length given by
the clamp separation. Manufacturing limits mean that a maximum of 20 FBGs can be built into a
single fibre, while current Micron Optics FBG interrogators are able to take measurements on 4
fibres simultaneously at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Therefore, 80 FBG sensors are available in a
standard installation using this system.
2.1 Innovative FBG Implementation at Bridge CFM-5
Figure 1(a) shows an elevation view of bridge CFM-5, while Figure 1(b) shows a typical FBG
rosette as installed on the arch soffit. The overall FBG installation is shown in Figure 1(c). Two
lines of triangular rosettes were specified on the arch soffit, fitted directly beneath the centreline
of the northern track (labelled rosettes 1-10 in Figure 1(d)) and the centreline of the bridge
(labelled rosettes 11-20 in Figure 1(d)). These are analogous to strain gauge rosettes but
represent a novel application of FBGs. By installing FBGs in triangular formation, the three
measurements represent an average of the strain state over the 0.25 m2 area of the triangle and
permit calculation of principal strains.
In general, the three rosette strains ϵa , ϵb and ϵc are related to a local strain state, described by the
three unknowns ϵx , ϵy , ϵxy , by Equation (1) in which θ represents the angle between the local x
axis and the strain direction in question.
ϵa,b,c =

ϵx +ϵy
2

+

ϵx -ϵy
2

cos(2θa,b,c ) +

ϵxy
2

sin(2θa,b,c )

(1)

The principal strains are aligned with the coordinate system for which ϵxy = 0. By calculating
strains in this coordinate system for each triangular rosette, the flow of force along these lines
can be visualised.
2.2 Assumptions
The northern portion of the bridge, where rosette strains were measured, is the least damaged
region of the arch, and it was hoped that results here would be reasonably representative of the
behaviour of a general, undamaged, skewed arch.
Furthermore, symmetry is assumed in the arch response because the northern track only carries
trains travelling east, while all trains travelling west will use the southern track. Consequently,
by recording data for trains travelling on both tracks, it is assumed that the results can be
extended to cover imaginary rosettes on the centreline of the southern track (these rosettes are
labelled 21*-30* in Figure 1(d)). In this way, results for the northern rosettes when a train travels
west on the southern track are taken to correspond to results for imaginary southern rosettes
when a train travels east on the northern track. This allows a full picture of the arch response to
be developed.
During installation of the FBG system, a breakage of one fibre meant that an FBG was lost
among the rosettes on the bridge centreline. The remaining FBGs were installed so that all but
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the easternmost rosette remained intact. Results for this final, incomplete rosette (labelled 20* in
Figure 1(d)) were inferred from the westernmost rosette, using symmetry as described above.

Figure 1: Photos of (a) elevation view at bridge CFM-5 and (b) typical FBG rosette as installed on the arch
soffit; schematic plan views of (c) the FBG installation and (d) rosette locations over the arch soffit

3. Results and Discussion
An example of the time history analysis of principal strains is presented in Figure 2. Here,
compressive principal stains are blue while tensile strains are red. The angle ϕ represents the
orientation of the compressive principal strain to the skewed span direction, facing east, with
positive ϕ corresponding to clockwise rotation when the arch is viewed in plan. Clear variation
of ϕ with time can be seen in Figure 2. However, in practice, the dominant principal strains
remain approximately aligned with the skewed span direction while changing in sign, between
compressive and tensile, depending on the point of application of loading.
Figure 3 shows typical principal strains for a 2-carriage, class 144 train, travelling on the
northern track, plotted at times when axle loads are applied at (a) the western quarter point and
(b) the arch crown. Near the application point of the axle load, tensile principal strains are
observed; these become compressive outside of this region. This is in keeping with the thrust
lines that would be expected for a point load applied to an arch. The largest tensile strains are
attained when loads are applied to the arch crown, because here the fill depth is minimised and
so loads are least distributed when they reach the arch extrados. Meanwhile, maximum
compressive strains are seen in the asymmetric response when loads are applied to the arch
quarter point; at the opposite quarter point the measured strains at the arch intrados are highly
compressive because it is here that the thrust line comes closest to the intrados.
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While the observed strains in Figure 3 are in keeping with the anticipated thrust lines, it is
striking that the direction of dominant principal strains appears to consistently align with the
skewed span rather than the shorter square span. It is possible that historic damage has left the
square span as a less favourable load path; future work will analyse laser scan data of the bridge
and interpret historic deformations with a view to assessing this possibility.
Compressive principal strains in Figure 3 are within the range of -7 to -56 µε, while tensile
principal strains vary between 2 and 40 µε. While strains of such small magnitude can be reliably
measured by the FBG system, it may be the case that less importance should be attached to the
calculated principal strain directions for cases in which the strain magnitudes are very small.
This is because the principal strain calculation is an average over the 0.25 m2 area of the rosette.

Figure 2: Time history analysis of principal strains for the measured rosettes 1 to 19

4. Conclusions
The novel implementation of FBGs in rosette formations has allowed for magnitudes and
directions of principal strains to be mapped across the soffit of this skewed masonry arch bridge.
This has shed light on its mode of response: contrary to expectations, loads appear to follow the
skewed span to the abutments. Further work will investigate possible causes of this behaviour.
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This application of FBGs for the monitoring of principal strains is also relevant to other types of
civil engineering structure and could be particularly useful in cases where the mode of response
might be expected to vary, as this could be observed as a change in principal strain direction.
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Abstract
For prestressed concrete (PC) structures, it is extremely important to apply and maintain a
required amount of loading force on a tendon. Similar to a load cell, conventional sensors can
measure the force only at specific locations of the tendon. These sensors can detect variations in
the loaded force but cannot detect the location of anomalies. To monitor the force along the
tendon, an optical fiber sensor is embedded along a strand. Distributed strain information
obtained by a Brillouin-based technique can determine the force along the whole length of the
optical fiber-embedded strand. Owing to its long lifetime, the strand can be expected to
contribute toward construction as well as maintenance of PC structures. The authors have
developed two types of optical fiber-embedded strands, i.e., for bonded and unbonded tendons,
and experimentally investigated the basic performance of the strands in the laboratory and
applied them to a PC bridge under construction. When the strand is gradually tensioned by jacks,
the force distribution along the tendon is successfully measured in situ. The measurements can
reveal the friction and anchoring losses. Moreover, it can be confirmed that the loaded force is
greater than the designed force.
1. Introduction
Applying and maintaining a designated force on a tendon is required for structural performance,
and it ensures higher quality and durability of a prestressed concrete (PC) structure. When under
construction, the tensioning force is indirectly calculated by both the pressure gauge of a hydraulic
pumping unit and the elongation of a strand measured using a scale. Alternatively, a point sensor,
such as a loading cell or an electrical strain gauge, is directly installed on the PC strand to measure
the loading force. Other existing studies show the possibility of the PC strands structural integrity
monitoring via vibration-based measurements [Saiidi et al., 1994] and elasto-magnetic sensors
[Sumitro et al., 2002]. Recently, an optical fiber sensor (OFS), mainly a fiber Bragg grating sensor
[Kim et al., 2015], can be directly installed along the prestressing steel strand (hereafter ‘PC strand’)
because of its small size and lightweight. In addition to the abovementioned method for measuring
forces at specific locations, no other methods exist to monitor forces along the tendon. Certain
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research demonstrates that the advantages of distributed OFSs in this application [Butler et al.,
2016]; however, it is at the level of laboratory verification.
Brillouin-based sensors are based on Brillouin scattering that occurs everywhere in the optical
fiber core, thus, distributed strain information can be measured along the optical fiber. By
integrating an optical fiber strain sensor into a PC strand, the authors tried to develop a method
that can directly monitor the tensioning force along the whole length of a tendon for construction
and in-service purposes.
2. Measuring Tendon Force
2.1 Optical Fiber Sensor
Over the past decades, optical fiber strain sensors have attracted increasing attention because the
Brillouin-based sensor, particularly, can use fully distributed strain measurements [Hartog, 2017].
Brillouin scattering in optical fibers spontaneously occurs due to acoustic disturbance when a light
wave passes. Therefore, the scattering occurs throughout the optical fiber, and it is well known
that the wavelength of scattering depends on the strain at the location where the scattering occurs.
An example of Brillouin-based measurements called Brillouin optical time domain reflectometry
(BOTDR) [Ohno et al., 2001], is illustrated in Fig. 1. Injecting pulsed light waves, Brillouin
scattering occurs along the optical fiber. The frequency of the backscattered light wave provides
the strain information and return time of the scattering stands for position information. As a result,
the strain profile along the whole length of optical fiber can be measured.
Optical
analyzer
Backscattering

Pulsed light wave

Intensity

Strain

Position

Position
Frequency

Fig. 1 Strain measurement principle of BOTDR

2.2 OFS-embedded PC Strands
Leveraging optical fiber strain sensors, the authors integrate an OFS into a PC strand. The optical
fiber is embedded with strands, and thus, force distribution can be calculated using strain
distribution measurement. The methodology of OFS-based monitoring is represented in Fig. 2.
Currently, a bared-type strand and an epoxy-coated and filled (ECF)-type strand are produced as
shown in Fig. 3. In both types, the optical fiber is settled in the gap between the stranded cables;
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hence, it will not be damaged during delivery and construction. Owing to such inserting, stressing,
and anchoring of the strands, the OFS-embedded PC strand can be handled like a common strand.

Optical connector

.

Optical fiber

Optical analyzer

Fig. 2 Methodology of tendon force monitoring
Bare strand (For bonded tendon)

ECF strand

Optical fiber is directly bonded to strands with adhesive.

Optical fiber is embedded into epoxy coating.

Fig. 3 Two types of OFS-embedded strand

Various laboratory experiments have been conducted to evaluate the strands in terms of quality,
workability, and durability. For instance, the performance was examined via tensile tests in straight
and curved lines at first. Thereafter, tests on a single strand and multiple strands with or without
cement grouting were executed. Moreover, pinhole test on the ECF-type was performed for
ensuring its long durability.
2.3 In Situ Monitoring Under Construction
The OFS-embedded bare strands were applied to the tendons of the upper slab and web of the box
girder under construction. Fig. 4 shows the longitudinal cross-section of the pier of Tsukidate
viaduct, and it should be noted that the slab tendon is almost a straight line, and the web tendon is
a curved line. The following are the specifications of Tsukidate viaduct:
Location:
Date-shi, Fukushima, Japan
Structural type: 6-span continuous rigid frame girder bridge
Bridge length: 462.0 m
Span:
44.5 m + 4 @ 91.0 m + 51.5 m
Effective width: 12.0 m and 14.5 m
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Bare-type OFS-embedded strand

Slab tendon
Web tendon
Hydraulic jack

Hydraulic jack

P1

Fig. 4 Monitored tendon at pier

Because of protective structure of OFS-embedded strand, the construction process was
successfully completed on the site, and the OFS survived. On tensioning by hydraulic jacks at both
ends, the applied force on the strands was measured. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 present the measured
tensioning force along the tendon on the slab and the web, respectively. Measured force provides
good agreement with analyzed result. On the slab tendon, a constant force is always applied
because of its linear shape. On the web tendon at the final stressing, it can be easily seen that the
tensioning force decreases from both ends to the center because of friction loss. Moreover, the
anchoring loss can be revealed both on the slab and web. Consequently, the applied force is
satisfied with design along the whole length of the tendon. After anchorage, OFS was connected
to the extended optical cable for long-term maintenance, thus, the force can be monitored if
required.
3,000

Loading force [kN]

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
Final stressing
Analysis

500

After anchoring
Designed force

Analysis

0
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8
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Fig. 5 Measured force distributions on slab tendon.
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Fig. 6 Measured force distributions on web tendon.

Additionally, the OFS-embedded ECF strands were applied to tendons between two spans under
construction. Fig. 7 shows the longitudinal cross-section of the viaduct; the total length of the
strands is more than 182.0 m (2@91.0 m). Two jacks at both the ends applied force on the strands.
ECF-type OFS-embedded strand

P4

P3

P2

Hydraulic jack

Hydraulic jack

Fig. 7 Monitored tendon between spans

Fig. 8 presents the measured tensioning force along the tendon. Similar to the bare strands
mentioned above, it can be easily seen that the tensioning force decreases from both ends to the
center because of friction loss in final stressing. Furthermore, the anchoring loss can be revealed
in after anchoring. Importantly, it can be said that the applied force is satisfied with design along
the whole length of the tendon, even for such long-range.
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Fig. 8 Measured force distributions on tendon.
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3. Conclusion
A measurement method that can monitor tensioning force along the whole length of the tendon by
permanently embedding an optical fiber strain sensor in the PC strand has been developed. The
method was applied to an internal tendon post-tensioned concrete viaduct. It was confirmed that
this method is capable of measuring tensioning force along the whole length of the tendon during
tensioning and after the bridge is constructed.
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Abstract
The application of vibration-based structural health monitoring strongly depends on quantifying
the variation of modal parameters caused by the environmental effects. It was elucidated in a recent
work by the authors that the traffic intensity is obviously the most crucial environmental factor to
alternate the bridge deck frequency of a cable-stayed bridge. For more systematically exploring
this trend, the ambient vibration measurements on a concrete box girder bridge are firstly
conducted in the current study. The standard deviation of the measured velocity history is taken to
represent the root-mean-square (RMS) response and serve as the indication of traffic intensity. The
results clearly show that the frequency of the first bending mode is highly correlated with the RMS
velocity in a negative manner. The decreasing tendency for the modal frequency with the
increasing traffic intensity can be explained by either the increase of vehicle mass or the possible
relaxation of boundary conditions induced by vehicle excitations to reduce the stiffness. To further
clarify the effects of these two factors, a live load test with heavy trucks sitting or moving on the
deck is carried out for another concrete box girder bridge near its completion. Comparison of the
identified frequency values for the first bending mode in different load cases reveals that both the
vehicle mass and vehicle excitation contribute to the reduction in modal frequency. Moreover, it
is also discovered that the relaxation of boundary conditions from vehicle excitations may play a
more dominant role than the addition of vehicle mass.
1. Introduction
Several vibration-based methods lately developed have confirmed that structural health monitoring
(SHM) is one of the feasible solutions to effectively assess the structural condition or even detect
the damage of critical civil structures. In addition to the material degradation and structural
damages, the effect of environmental factors may also play an important role in the variations of
structural responses and modal parameters. Therefore, the application of vibration-based SHM
techniques strongly depends on quantifying the variation of modal parameters caused by the
environmental effects. Mostly focused on long-span bridges, quite a few studies in recent years
have examined the influences of various environmental factors such as temperature, live load from
traffic, or wind speed to gain important insights into this complicated topic.
Recent works by Wu et al. (2016) established a new methodology based on the covariance-driven
stochastic subspace identification (SSI) by proposing an alternative stabilization diagram and a
hierarchical sifting process to comprehensively identify the modal frequencies, damping ratios,
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and mode shapes of civil structures. This novel SSI methodology clearly demonstrates the
advantage in accuracy and was more recently applied in the long-term health monitoring and
evaluation of environmental effects for two office buildings (Wu et al., 2017a) and a cable-stayed
bridge (Wu et al., 2017b). In those cases, it was found that the root-mean-square response of
structure can be conveniently taken as a faithful index for representing the excitation intensity or
traffic loading and highly correlates with the variation of modal frequencies in a negative manner.
The decreasing tendency for the modal frequency with the increasing traffic intensity can be
explained by either the increase of vehicle mass or the possible relaxation of boundary conditions
induced by vehicle excitations to reduce the stiffness. For more systematically exploring this trend,
the ambient vibration measurements on a concrete box girder bridge are firstly conducted in the
current study. To further clarify the effects of vehicle mass and vehicle excitation, a live load test
with heavy trucks sitting or moving on the deck is also carried out in this research for another
concrete box girder bridge near its completion.
2. Traffic Effects on the Modal Frequencies of a Concrete Box Girder Bridge
As shown in Figure 1(b), Da-Han-Hsi Bridge locates in New Taipei City of Taiwan and is a
concrete bridge made by box girders prestressed with 4 external tendons. This bridge consists of
4 spans with a length of 50 m or 48 m and its construction was completed in 2013. Ambient
vibration measurements were conducted in August of 2017 for identifying its modal parameters
and evaluating the environmental effects on its modal frequencies. Considering the busy traffic
running on this bridge, the vertical measurements aimed for the identification of vertically bending
and torsional modes were taken inside the box girder with the deployment of 5 sensors as illustrated
in Figures 1(a) and 1(c). The sensors employed are the broad-band servo velocity-meters VSE15D from Tokyo Sokushin. Starting from 13:20 in the early afternoon, a duration of 24 hours is
adopted for the vibration measurement with a sampling rate at 100Hz. In addition, the air
temperature inside the box girder is measured every one hour.

(a) Schematic

(b) Photograph

(c) Sensor Deployment

Figure 1 Da-Han-Hsi Bridge and Its Sensor Deployment for Vibration Measurement
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(a) Mode B1

(b) Mode B2

(d) Mode T2

(c) Mode T1

(e) Mode B3

Figure 2 Identified Mode Shapes of Da-Han-Hsi Bridge

Taking the measurements in the first 30 minutes as an example, the SSI analysis with a robust
algorithm recently developed by Wu et al. (2016) is performed to demonstrate the identified modal
parameters of Da-Han-Hsi Bridge. After going through all the three sifting stages as described in
Wu et al. (2016), the 25 normalized mode shape vectors passing the three stages of sifting in each
of the first 5 clustered groups are exhibited in each part of Figure 2. In this figure, the mode shape
components located at spots D and E are depicted in green and yellow, respectively, for clear
distinction. From Figure 2, it is clear that the first two and the fifth modes with frequencies 1.871
Hz, 2.344 Hz, and 5.523 Hz correspond to the first three bending modes of the bridge and are
signified by B1, B2, and B3, respectively. On the other hand, the third and fourth modes with
frequencies 3.048 Hz and 3.914 Hz obviously indicate the first two torsional modes and are
denoted by T1 and T2, respectively.
The 24 hr monitoring data of Da-Han-His Bridge are then analyzed to investigate the trend of
variation in its modal frequencies and assess the possible effects from several environmental
factors. The whole velocity measurements are divided into 48 sets of data, each with an interval of
30 minutes. The SSI analysis is subsequently conducted to identify one set of modal parameters
every 30 minutes. The standard deviation of the measurement obtained from Sensor B located in
the middle point of span is taken to represent the root-mean-square (RMS) velocity for each
interval and serve as the indication of structural response level. The variations in 24 hours for the
identified frequencies of Modes B1, B2, and B3 are compared in Figure 3 with those of the air
temperature and RMS velocity. It should be noted that the frequency values of Modes T1 and T2
are not presented because they can only be successfully identified from less than half of the totally
48 sets of measurements. Among the three vertically bending modes, the identification for Mode
B1 is most stable to cover all the 48 intervals. As for Modes B2 and B3, their frequencies can not
be effectively identified in 8 and 3 sets of measurements, respectively.
。

From Figure 3, it is firstly observed that the variation of air temperature is minor (less than 2 C
in 24 hours) in this case and it is hardly correlated with those of the identified modal frequencies.
Moreover, Figure 3(b) also indicates that the RMS velocity is much larger in the daytime and
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Figure 3 Variations for Identified Modal Frequencies of Da-Han-Hsi Bridge and Environmental Factors

becomes noticeably smaller in the nighttime to faithfully reflect the instantaneous effect of the
traffic passing through the bridge deck. Comparison of Figures 3(b) and 3(c) clearly reveals that
the frequency of Mode B1 is closely correlated to the RMS velocity representing the passing traffic.
The frequencies of Modes B2 and B3, however, do not exhibit similarly strong correlations with
the RMS velocity. More specifically, the correlation coefficient between each modal frequency
and the RMS velocity can be determined as 0.83, 0.69, and 0.60 for Modes B1, B2, and B3,
respectively.
3. Distinction of Vehicle Mass and Excitation Effects with a Live Load Test
The decreasing tendency for the modal frequency of a box girder bridge with the increasing traffic
intensity, as shown in the previous section, can be explained by either the increase of vehicle mass
or the possible relaxation of boundary conditions induced by vehicle excitations to reduce the
stiffness. To further clarify the effects of these two factors, a live load test with heavy trucks sitting
or moving on the deck is also carried out in this research for another girder bridge near its
completion. As shown in Figure 4(b), An-Shuo Bridge locates in Taitung County of
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(a) Schematic

(b) Photograph

(c) Sensor Deployment

Figure 4 An-Shuo Bridge and Its Sensor Deployment for Vibration Measurement

Taiwan and is also a concrete box girder bridge. This bridge consists of 6 spans with the length of
40 m + 45 m + 45 m + 50 m + 40 m + 35 m, as illustrated in Figure 4(a). It is noteworthy that the
bridge deck is rigidly connected with two piers in the middle spans and the other 5 connections
with the pier or abutment can be regarded as the roller supports because of the application of pot
bearings.
The live load test and vibration measurements were conducted in April of 2018 with two heavy
trucks, each with a weight of 140 kN. Since the asphalt pavement of the northern lanes was under
construction during the test, the trucks were only allowed to pass through the southern lanes. To
avoid the interference with moving trucks, the vertical vibration measurements were taken along
the southern lanes of a side span with 6 broad-band servo velocity-meters VSE-15D uniformly
distributed as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(c). For distinguishing the effects from the vehicle mass
and from the vehicle excitation, several load cases are designed in this test including Case 1 with
no traffic at all during the nighttime, Case 2 with one heavy truck sitting at the middle point of the
tested span, Case 3 with two heavy trucks sitting at the two quarter points of the tested span, Case
4 with one heavy truck moving at an average speed of 2.9 kph, and Case 5 with one heavy truck
moving at an average speed of 6.7 kph. A measurement duration of 15 minutes is adopted for the
five cases with a sampling rate at 100Hz.
The SSI analysis is then performed to identify the modal parameters of An-Shuo Bridge. For the
first three load cases whose response levels are all very small due to the situation of no moving
traffic, it is found that merely one fundamental bending mode based on its determined mode shape
can be evidently identified. According to the observation in Section 2, this does not cause a
problem for the subsequent investigation herein because the frequency of first bending mode for a
girder bridge is most significantly influenced by the passing traffic. The identified frequency
values for such a fundamental bending mode are 4.100 Hz, 4.078 Hz, and 4.076 Hz for Cases 1 to
3, respectively. The difference between Case 1 and Case 2 discloses that the mass from one truck
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sitting at the middle point of span does mildly cause a decrease in the frequency of the investigated
mode, but only with a drop of 0.6%. Even though two heavy trucks are employed in Case 3, their
positions at the two quarter points of span induce similar effect on the frequency value as in Case
2. As for Cases 4 and 5 where the moving trucks would apparently increase the response level to
crease further influence from vehicle excitations, the corresponding frequency values from
identification are 4.067 Hz and 4.011 Hz for Cases 4 and 5, respectively. The difference between
Case 2 and Case 4 seems to indicate a very minor relaxation of boundary conditions due to a
particularly slow truck with a speed under 3 kph. But whenever the moving speed is increased to
a slightly higher level at around 7 kph as in Case 5, the drop of 1.7% in the frequency value
compared to that of Case unveils that the possible relaxation of boundary conditions from vehicle
excitations may play a more dominant role that the addition of vehicle mass.
4. Conclusions
Equipped with the new SSI method recently developed by the authors, the ambient vibration
measurements on a concrete box girder bridge are firstly conducted in this study to verify that the
frequency of the first bending mode of this bridge is highly correlated with the RMS velocity in a
negative manner. The decreasing tendency for the modal frequency with the increasing traffic
intensity can be explained by either the increase of vehicle mass or the possible relaxation of
boundary conditions induced by vehicle excitations to reduce the stiffness. To further clarify the
effects of these two factors, a live load test with heavy trucks sitting or moving on the deck is also
carried out in this research for another concrete box girder bridge near its completion. Comparison
of the identified frequency values for the first bending mode in different load cases reveals that
both the vehicle mass and vehicle excitation contribute to the reduction in modal frequency. In
addition, the results further indicate that the possible relaxation of boundary conditions from
vehicle excitations may play a more dominant role than the addition of vehicle mass.
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Abstract
An experimental load rating procedure that considers system behavior and the effect of skew is
presented in this paper. In the proposed procedure, the bridge is tested in the field using a
calibrated truck load and the measured internal forces are used to determine the experimental live
load ratings for positive and negative moments. The procedures qualify and quantify factors that
contribute to the experimental rating capacity for direct comparison to analytical rating
procedures. In this paper, a four-span, steel girder bridge was field tested, and the experimental
ratings were compared to the analytical AASHTO Load Factor Design ratings. The results
showed a 46% increase in the experimental load rating for positive moment, even when the
contribution from unintended composite action was removed. For the negative moment, the
experimental load rating did not significantly increase and, when unintended composite action
was removed, actually decreased by 25%. The effect of skew was a 9% increase in the
experimental rating capacity. The study showed that the proposed experimental load rating
procedure is a promising method for performance-based design and analysis of highway bridges
where an explicit understanding of behavior is necessary.
1. Introduction
Highway bridges are a vital aspect of the transportation infrastructure. In conventional practice,
highway bridges are designed based on idealized conditions that may not accurately correspond
to the actual bridge behavior (Frederick, 1998). For example, although bridges are routinely
designed without utilizing composite action between the deck and the girders, additional capacity
is often available through unintended composite action (Yarnold, 2018). Similarly, the actual
longitudinal and lateral distribution of loads and additional stiffness contributed by curbs and
railings can provide additional capacity (Barker, 2001). Furthermore, the effect of skew of the
supports may not be fully accounted for in the design (Stone, 1997). As a result, the analytically
predicted behavior of bridges can be inaccurate, often leading to an underestimation of the
bridge’s true capacity (Barker, 2001). The difference between design and actual behavior is
significant because an overly conservative analytical load rating can lead to unnecessary—or a
lack of appropriate—postings, traffic re-routing, and replacement (Sanayei et al., 2016).
Therefore, for performance-based design, it is critical to close the gap between analytical and
actual behavior.
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The objective of this study is to develop an experimental load rating procedure that employs field
testing. The proposed procedure is an extension of a prior procedure developed by Barker (2001)
and includes the effect of skewed supports and an estimate of the load rating for the negative
moment. In this paper, the procedure is illustrated using a four-span highway bridge with steel
girders. However, it is expected that the proposed approach could be applied to other types of
highway bridge systems.
2. Methodology
In the proposed procedure, the bridge is analyzed based on a calibrated live load equal to the
truck load to be used in the experimental field test. The analysis is used to identify maximum
positive and negative moments of the bridge, their location, and the corresponding statical
moment. Selected bridge girders are instrumented with strain gages at the maximum positive
and near the maximum negative moment locations and a test truck crosses the bridge in
successive lateral runs. The resultant strain-history profiles at each girder in the span of interest
are recorded for each run and used to calculate peak internal moment and axial forces, separating
the non-composite and composite action components. The calculated internal moments obtained
for individual truck runs are then superimposed to obtain internal moments for side-by-side truck
runs. Experimental live load ratings are calibrated to the AASHTO Load Factor Design HS20
loading (AASHTO 1996) where the effect of the critical span adjustment, longitudinal and lateral
load distribution, additional stiffness due to curbs, railings and skew, unintended composite
action, and deck flexure are qualified and quantified.
2.1 Bridge
The eastbound highway bridge on Interstate 80 (I-80) over the Bear River in Evanston,
Wyoming is used in this study to illustrate the proposed procedure. The Bear River bridge was
selected because it has the most stringent restrictions for overweight vehicles on I-80 in
Wyoming. The bridge has four-spans (84 ft, 120 ft, 120 ft and 84 ft), and five steel plate girders
in the eastbound lane. The bridge was originally constructed using four non-composite girders
and was later widened by adding an outside fifth composite girder. The clear roadway width is
approximately 40 ft. The plate girders are haunched at the interior supports. The superstructure
is supported by piers and abutments with a 43° skew relative to the longitudinal direction.
2.2 Preliminary Analysis
Maximum positive and negative moments of the bridge, their location, and the corresponding
statical moment were determined by analyzing the bridge with a live load equal to the weight of
the calibrated load (truck) to be used in the experimental field test. The locations of critical
moment were identified by a one-dimensional line-girder analysis in LRFD Simon steel bridge
design software (AISC 2015). LRFD Simon does not consider multiple lateral distribution factors
to be input. As a result, for purposes of the preliminary analysis, all girders were treated as noncomposite and the lateral distribution factor, 𝐷𝐹𝐴 was taken equal to 0.82, corresponding to an
interior girder according to the Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges (AASHTO 1996).
Although the maximum moments for the bridge are found at the inner span, the inner span was
not accessible due to the river and a railway under the bridge. Therefore, the maximum positive
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moment in the outer span and the maximum negative moment at the pier between the inner and
+
outer span were selected for this study. In the outer span, the maximum positive moment, 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
is equal to 657 k-ft and is located at a distance 0.4 times the span length measured from the
abutment. The maximum negative moment (located at the pier between the inner and outer
−
span), 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
is equal to 553 k-ft and occurs when the truck is on the inner span. When the truck
−
is on the outer span, the negative moment, 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
𝑂𝑆 is equal to 420 k-ft. Although the LFRD
Simon analysis provided the moment envelope for the calibrated truck load, a one-dimensional
model of the bridge in VisualAnalysis finite element software (IES 2017) was necessary to
determine the analytical statical moment for the outer span. The calibrated truck load was
modeled as three concentrated loads corresponding to the axle loads (11.5 k for the front axle,
+
and 17.1 k for each rear axle). The negative moment corresponding to 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
is equal to 388 k-ft
and, as a result, the analytical statical moment is equal to 812 k-ft. The positive moment
−
corresponding to 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
𝑂𝑆 is equal to 543 k-ft, and the analytical statical moment is equal to 711
k-ft. The one-dimensional bridge model was also used to determine maximum positive moment,
+
−
𝑀𝐻𝑆20
and maximum negative moment, 𝑀𝐻𝑆20
corresponding to an HS20 load defined in
Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges. For the positive moment, the HS20 truck loading
+
controlled and 𝑀𝐻𝑆20
is equal to 956 k-ft. In contrast, for the negative moment, the HS20 lane
−
loading controlled and 𝑀𝐻𝑆20
is equal to 1340 k-ft.
2.3 Field Test
Prior to the field test, the five bridge girders in the outer span were instrumented with ST350
strain gages (BDI 2012) at the maximum positive and negative moment locations. Girders were
numbered from left to right, relative to the direction of travel (e.g., Girder 1 is the innermost
girder, and Girder 5 is the exterior girder). The strain gages were installed at the positive
moment location and at 8-ft from the negative moment location (the pier). The negative moment
gage location was offset from the pier to minimize the influence of the support (Barker, 2001).
At each location, two strain gages were installed on each girder to obtain a strain profile. One
gage was placed in the center of the bottom flange, and the other gage was placed on the web 4
in. below the top flange. In the field test, the calibrated truck was driven at crawl speed over the
bridge in defined transverse paths, as required by The Manual for Bridge Evaluation (2011). In
the first path (“Run 1”), the left front wheel center was positioned 3 ft from the left curb. The
position of each successive path was 2 ft to the right of the previous path. A total of 15 runs
were required to traverse the entire roadway. The strain histories were recorded for each run.
For each run, the girder with the peak positive strain, and the corresponding time, was identified
and used to determine a linear strain profile of each girder at the positive moment location. For
the negative moment location, the girder with the peak negative strain (when the truck was in the
outer span) was identified and used to determine the linear strain profile of each girder. Internal
moments and axial forces were computed based on the peak strain profiles, separating the noncomposite and composite action components. Internal stresses were calculated based on the
internal strains using the nominal material and geometric properties of the girder and the deck.
The total stress profile for each girder was decomposed into an axial component and a flexural
component. The girder axial stress, 𝜎𝑐𝑔 is equal to the total stress at the centroid of the girder.
The maximum girder flexural stress is equal to the stress at the extreme fiber of the bottom
flange, 𝜎0 minus 𝜎𝑐𝑔 . The axial force in the girder, 𝑁 = 𝜎𝑐𝑔 𝐴𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 . The axial force in the deck
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was assumed to be equal to the axial force in the girder based on equilibrium and no external
force. The internal moment in the girder, 𝑀𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 (about its own axis) was calculated as the
product of the girder flexural stress and the girder section modulus, 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 . The internal
moment in the deck (about its own axis) was computed as the product of 𝑀𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 times the ratio
of the deck flexural stiffness, (𝐸𝐼)𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 and the girder flexural stiffness, (𝐸𝐼)𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 . The internal
moment due to interaction between girder and deck was calculated as the product of 𝑁 times the
distance from the girder to deck centroids, 𝑎. The total internal moment, 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 for a girder was
then the sum of the internal moments. It was expected that side-by-side truck loading would
control (e.g., produce larger internal moments) compared to a single truck load. Therefore, the
calculated internal moments and statical moments obtained for individual truck runs (which were
within the elastic range) were superimposed to obtain internal moments for side-by-side truck
loading. A total of ten two-truck side-by-side combinations, and five three-truck side-by-side
combinations were considered. Accordingly, the analytical moments determined in the
preliminary analysis were scaled by a factor of two, for two-truck combinations, and by a factor
of three, for three-truck combinations. For the positive moment, three-truck loading (Runs 3, 8
+
and 13 superimposed) controlled and 𝑀𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
is equal to 234 k-ft and the maximum total
moment occurred in Girder 3. The 3-truck loading controlled even though 90% of the live load
was used to account for the improbability of coincident maximum loading, as defined in
Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges. This is equivalent to a multiple presence factor
for live load, 𝑚 equal to 0.9 (LRFD Bridge Design Specifications [AASHTO 2015]). For single
and two-truck loadings, 𝑚 is equal to 1.0. For the negative moment, the critical moment
occurred at Girder 4. However, the load rating based on this moment is uncertain because test
data indicated that load was shared with the adjacent composite girder (Girder 5). As a
consequence, the next critical side-by-side truck loading combination (two-truck loading, based
on Runs 1 and 6 superimposed) was used and the critical moment occurred in Girder 2. The
−
corresponding 𝑀𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
is equal to -236 k-ft.
4. Results
To calculate the experimental live load effect, 𝐿𝐿𝐸 , the internal moment in the girder was scaled
to the HS20 load and, for negative moment, the moment in the inner span (maximum) was
projected based on the ratio to the outer span, as follows: 𝐿𝐿𝐸 = (

𝑀𝐻𝑆20

𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾 𝑂𝑆

) 𝑀𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 (

𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾 𝑂𝑆

)𝑚 .

Note that for positive moment, the 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾 is equal to 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾 𝑂𝑆 . To calculate the analytical live
load effect, 𝐿𝐿𝐴 , the girder moment corresponding to an HS20 load is multiplied by the
analytical Distribution Factor, 𝐷𝐹𝐴 as follows: 𝐿𝐿𝐴 = 𝑀𝐻𝑆20 𝐷𝐹𝐴 . The load rating ratio is
obtained by the ratio of the experimental to the analytical inventory strength rating factors
defined in the Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges. Since no field inspections were
conducted, the nominal dimensions of the members were used for the calculations of the
experimental rating factor. Since the capacity and dead load of the members were assumed to be
the same for both experimental analytical rating factors, the ratio of rating factors (load rating) is
the inverse of the live load ratio (𝐿𝐿𝐴 /𝐿𝐿𝐸 ). Based on this approach, this load rating ratio is equal
to 2.56 for positive moment and equal to 1.11 for negative moment. The effect of the critical
span adjustment, longitudinal and lateral load distribution, additional stiffness due to curbs,
railings, and skew, unintended composite action, and deck flexure are given in Table 1. A ratio
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greater than 1.0 indicates that, for a given factor, the factor increases the experimental rating (by
reducing the experimental girder moment) compared to the analytical rating (Sanayei et al.,
2016). Projecting the negative moment in the inner span to the outer span was termed the
“critical span adjustment” factor, and therefore does not apply to the positive moment. This
−
−
factor was calculated as 𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾
𝑂𝑆 /𝑀𝑇𝑅𝐾 . As the live load in the inner span is expected to be
larger than the live load in the outer span, the critical span adjustment factor for the maximum
negative response is expected to be less than 1.0. The effect of skew was calculated as the
inverse of the skew correction factor for lateral distribution, based on the LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications. (The Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges does not account for skew.)
The effect of skew is the same for both positive and negative moments. The effect of additional
stiffness caused by curbs, railings and other components was calculated as the ratio of the
analytical and experimental statical moments, multiplied by the correction factor, in order to
prevent double counting the effect of skew. A relatively small increase in positive moment due
to additional stiffness (excluding skew) is expected. The calculated additional stiffness due to
curbs and railings appears to be high for positive moment. Therefore, the skew correction factor
calculated according to the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications is likely conservative. A lower
bound of the skew correction factor could be based on the ratio of the shortest path from the
abutment to the outer pier to the bridge outer span length. The other factors in Table 1 were
calculated as previously described by Barker (2001). The results show that unintended
composite action has the dominate effect on both positive and negative moments. However, the
effect of composite action may be unreliable because the friction resistance between the deck and
the girder would be overcome for loads that exceed the elastic range (Lantsoght et al., 2017).
Therefore, it is recommended to exclude the effect of unintended composite when calculating the
experimental load rating. When removing the effect of unintended composite action by simply
dividing the factor out, the load rating is equal to 1.46 for positive moment and equal to 0.75 for
negative moment.
Table. 1 – Ratio of Experimental to Analytical Moment.
Factor
𝑀+
Critical span adjustment
-Longitudinal distribution
0.993
Additional stiffness (curbs, railings)
1.374
Additional stiffness (skew)
1.089
Unintended composite action
1.753
Slab (deck) flexure
1.009
Lateral distribution
0.972

𝑀−
0.760
0.880
1.134
1.479
1.007
0.902

6. Conclusions
The results showed a 46% increase in the load rating for positive moment for the bridge analyzed
in this study, even when the unintended composite action was removed. For the negative
moment, the experimental load rating is lower compared to the analytical load rating by 25%,
when the unreliable composite action contribution is removed. The reduction in the load rating
at the negative moment is expected because, for a given statical moment, a rating increase in
positive moment must be accompanied by a decrease in negative moment (i.e., the load rating
cannot be increased for both positive and negative moment simultaneously). Although
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additional research is required to refine the skew effect factor and to better comprehend the
interaction between the composite and non-composite girder, the study demonstrates that load
rating using field testing is a promising method to better understand actual highway bridge
behavior. The experimental load rating method not only allows the engineers to quantify the
effects that each factor has on the bridge load capacity, but also facilitates the identification of
unreliable factors such as unintended composite action whose contribution should be removed
when loads applied go beyond the elastic region. The load rating procedure developed in this
research facilitates a performance-based design approach because the actual behavior is
determined. By computing the experimental bridge load rating as well as the contributions that
each effect has thereof, engineers can explicitly evaluate bridge performance (e.g., to protect
girders, deck, and other bridge components from damage due to overload) rather than solely
follow prescriptive requirements (i.e., to safeguard against collapse). As the in-situ conditions of
the bridge is obtained, unnecessary postings or replacements are avoided which may also permit
more cost-efficient maintenance. In case of overloads, including both legal and illicit overweight
trucks, the load rating procedure described in this paper could be employed to determine
adequate rehabilitation measures. Finally, the behavior estimated using the experimental load
rating procedure approximates the real behavior and includes effects not accounted for in design,
such as the bridge skew effect.
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Abstract
Recently, Buchanan County, Iowa, cooperated with the U.S. Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory (FPL), and Iowa State University’s
Bridge Engineering Center (ISU–BEC) and the National Center for Wood Transportation
Structures (NCWTS) on a project involving the construction and monitoring of a gluedlaminated (glulam) timber bridge superstructure on geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) integrated
bridge system (IBS) abutments. The research team installed sensors within the substructure, at
the girder bearings, and on the superstructure. Together, the system creats an autonomous
structural health monitoring system that remotely transmits continuous data. Long-term
monitoring enables researchers to evaluate GRS–IBS system performance with respect to
variables of time, ambient conditions, and loading.
1. Introduction
This Demonstration Smart Timber Bridge, see Figure 1, is one of the first timber bridge
superstructures to be installed on geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) abutments in the United
States, and provided the opportunity to collect key performance data using an array of sensors
integrated into a structural health monitoring (SHM) system. The process of monitoring smart
timber bridges is described in Phares et al. The project detailed herein is a joint effort between
the USDA Forest Products Laboratory (FPL), Iowa State University’s Bridge Engineering Center
(ISU–BEC), and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). This paper provides an
overview of the design and construction phases, installation of sensors for SHM of the
substructure and superstructure systems, and a review of the preliminary monitoring data
collected to date.
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Figure 1 Demonstration Smart Timber Bridge on GRS Abutments, Buchanan County, Iowa

2. Substructure Monitoring
The stability and constructability of GRS abutment are two of its most valuable characteristics.
Movement of any abutment is critical, and potentially detrimental to any superstructure. To date,
monitoring of the movement of GRS–IBS abutments has come from manual surveying and are
typically collected only at intervals of days, weeks, or months. Specific areas of interest within
the GRS abutment targeted for monitoring include: movement or tilting of the back wall and
wing walls, settlement at the superstructure sill and approach roadway joint, lateral soil
movement within the GRS abutment, and soil pressure in high stress areas of the GRS abutment.
To gain a better understanding of the stability of a GRS abutment, sensors were place within the
layers of the GRS. The monitoring sensors installed within the abutment are shown in Figure 2.
The cross section shown was adapted from the abutment design plans for the site and used with
permission from Buchanan County, Iowa. The sensors include tilt meters, moisture and
temperature sensors, extensometers, earth pressure cells, and soil profile sensor arrays.

Figure 2. Sensor placement within GRS abutment. Adapted from site design plans prepared by Buchanan County,
Iowa, and used with permission
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Vertically oriented extensometers (VE), referred to as borehole extensometers, measure
abutment settlement. There are six sets of VE in the abutment: four sets of two VE are positioned
under the beam seat, two sets of four VE are positioned within the roadway approach to the
superstructure. Horizontally oriented extensometers (HE), referred to as soil extensometers,
measure lateral soil movement. Four HE are used in total: one set of two HE are positioned
parallel to the roadway and placed near the midpoints of each of the two driving lanes, and one
set of two HE are positioned perpendicular to the driving lanes below the interface between the
bridge and the approach. Soil profile sensor arrays (SPA), also referred to as shaped
accelerometer arrays, involve a series of accelerometers connected by 0.5 m segmented rods. The
accelerometers monitor relative movement at each of the connection points, providing internal
soil profile information. Two sizes of SPA were used, 3 m and 7 m: two 3-m SPA were placed
parallel to the roadway and near the midpoints of each of the two driving lanes, and three 7-m
SPA were placed perpendicular to the driving lanes. Three moisture–temperature sensors were
placed at the midpoint of the roadway 15 cm adjacent to each of the 7-m SPA. Two earth
pressure cells were placed at the bottom of the abutment, near the midpoints of each of the
driving lanes and directly under the beam seat. Two sets of two tilt meters were affixed to the
abutment back wall to measure the angle of tilt of the back wall parallel and perpendicular to the
driving lanes. Several ambient condition sensors were mounted in and around the abutment for
monitoring wind speed, wind direction, solar radiation, and precipitation. Temperature and
relative humidity are also measured on site, both above the level of the abutment and below the
superstructure. Data are collected from the abutment and ambient conditions sensors every 30
minutes by a CR1000 datalogger (Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT) and the data are
transmitted via cellular connection for processing and permanent storage.
3. Superstructure Monitoring
The foundation of the instrumentation plan and monitoring system for the glulam superstructure
is a modification of the BECAS (Lu, et al.) monitoring system developed by ISU–BEC. The
system was first modified and tested on a glulam girder superstructure in Delaware County,
Iowa, in 2012 (Boechler et al). After monitoring and fine-tuning that system for several years,
minor changes and improvements were made prior to implementing the system on the bridge of
this project.
The two main objectives of the SHM system on this bridge were to (1) collect structural
performance data from the bridge and (2) provide real-time, continuous load rating of the
superstructure for damage and deterioration detection. The SHM system for the GRS timber
bridge consists of 36 strain gages installed on the glulam girders, six strain gages installed on the
underside of the transverse glulam deck panels, three moisture sensors (two in the girders and
one in the deck) (Pence et al), and two temperature sensors. All 47 of these sensors are connected
to, and monitored by, a CR9000X datalogger (Campbell Scientific). Figure 3 illustrates the
instrumentation layout for the GRS timber bridge. An on-site desktop computer collects the data
from the data logger and pushes them wirelessly via cell modem and router to the BEC main
servers at the home office in Ames, IA. After the data are received by the servers, they are
filtered and reduced, separating out data files with a detected truck event for further analysis and
evaluation.
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Figure 3. Superstructure instrumentation layout.

Girder strains are used for multiple analyses of the structure, including but not limited to, the
neutral axis, peak tensile strain, girder end rotation, transverse load distribution, and various
truck detection–evaluation calculations. Deck strains are collected at key locations, using the
same shim gage configuration discussed previously, to obtain vehicle information as well as deck
performance measures. The deck gages allow the BECAS system to not only detect the presence
of a vehicle, but determine the speed of the vehicle, the transverse position of the vehicle on the
bridge, the number and spacing of axles on the vehicle, as well as assess glulam deck
performance. The raw strain data collected in the SHM system are continuously stored in the
database as 1- minute data files. Truck events are identified using the deck strains; data files not
found to have a truck event are discarded, and only data files representing truck events are
further analyzed. A typical strain three-axle truck response is shown in Figure 4, which allows
for calculation of vehicle speed along with number and spacing of axles.
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Figure 4. Truck strain response from deck gages.

The change of the strain response caused by creep, shrinkage, and temperature changes within a
1- minute period are considered negligible and can be neglected during the data process, which
was also discussed by Doornink et al. and Lu. The baseline strain for each sensor can be
identified by finding the mode of the sensor data, which represents the value most frequently
occurring in the 1-minute data collection. The raw strain data of each sensor can then be zeroed
with respect to the baseline strain to eliminate the creep-, shrinkage-, and temperature-induced
strain components.
The approach taken for monitoring the superstructure dynamic behavior is to consider that the
superstructure is a black box composed of structural governing equations with unknown
parameters that takes in first-order inputs in the form of forces and yields displacements as firstorder outputs. Forces are measured using two LBM-20K load cells (Interface, Inc., Scottsdale,
AZ) capable of measuring up to 89.0kN under each end of the six glulam stringers. The use of
two load cells per stringer end ensures static equilibrium and facilitates measuring stringer
torsion. Load cell signals are conditioned and digitized using six-input LabJack T7 Pro
multifunction DAQ devices; four LabJack devices are utilized in all. Force measurement data are
transferred from the LabJack via USB to a Raspberry Pi 2 single-board computer, which
transmits the information to the remote server for archiving. The displacement output of the
bridge is measured by fixed reference frame cameras monitoring the movement of infrared laser
LEDs. The infrared laser LEDs have a divergence of 2° and are imaged using the camera settings
as a white dot in a black background. The centroid of this dot is tracked in real time to monitor
the movement of the bridge with subpixel accuracy. Two types of cameras are used to monitor
the bridge; a Raspberry Pi NoIR Camera, which is attached to each of the four Raspberry Pis and
converts the image of the LED to a digital coordinate; and the Pixy CMUcam5 which utilizes an
embedded microcontroller to calculate the image to coordinate conversion onboard at 50Hz. The
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displacement data is sent with the force data to the server. An additional Raspberry Pi is utilized
to act as a master to coordinate the timing between the four data acquisition Pis and to serve as a
gateway between the locally networked Pis.
The generated force displacement data will be utilized to inversely solve for the unknown
superstructure parameters by satisfying the governing system of equations. Each vehicle
becomes an excitation to the system that adds to the behavior space for which to characterize the
black box and which to subsequently compare against for indications of degradation.
4. Conclusions
In total, approximately 100 sensors have been installed in or on the substructure and
superstructure of the Demonstration Smart Timber Bridge in Buchanan County, Iowa.
Independent systems power, collect data, monitor the bridge, and transmit collected data back to
servers for additional processing 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Both the substructure and
superstructure systems continue to be actively monitoring data from the GRS abutments and the
bridge superstructure. The continuous monitoring is and will continue to be helpful in assessing
the overall health of the bridge and furthermore improving the long-term performance of the
structure, above and below the ground, by detecting structural deficiencies and/or triggering
timely maintenance actions.
In addition to the long-term structural monitoring being conducted by the SHM system, routine
short-term live-load tests are included in the program for this structure. The initial load test was
conducted in the spring of 2017, with subsequent tests to follow every 6 to 12 months for a
period of 2 to 3 years. Data from the live-load testing will be used to validate strains collected
from the SHM system, verifying vehicle recognition parameters for the system, and provide
additional structural performance information on the structure. In addition to the structuralrelated measurements, moisture readings will be taken during the live-load testing using typical
moisture meters to validate moisture readings collected by the SHM system.
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Abstract
The measurement of concrete working stress is important for the safety assessment of the
structure. Currently, the method for measuring the working stress of concrete is mainly the stress
release method. The advantage of stress release method is direct, while the parameters of the
drilling or grooving are not uniform due to stress release, resulting in different measurement
results. Moreover, the stress release process is susceptible to interference from external
vibrations, making the measured values inaccurate. In this paper, the concrete working stress
sensor is fabricated by piezoelectric sheet. The change of the signal under the stress of the sensor
is studied. The relationship between the relative peak area of the signal index and the stress is
established. The sensor is imbedded in the concrete to predict the internal working stress of the
concrete. The experimental results show that the average relative error of the predicted stress
under lower stress is higher than the average relative error under higher stress. After the average
cross-sectional stress is higher than 15 MPa, the relative error of the predicted stress is around
10%. The fabricated sensor can be used to monitor the working stress of the concrete structure,
and the accuracy is higher when the stress is larger than 15 MPa.
1. Introduction
As an indicator of the state of structural stress, concrete working stress is very important for
structural safety assessment. The strength of concrete is destroyed because the stress in the
concrete exceeds the strength of the material, and irreversible cracks occur, which eventually
leads to structural damage. Therefore, it is an effective method to arrange health monitoring
systems for important building structures and perform stress monitoring on key stress-bearing
members. Evaluation based on monitoring results and proper reinforcement and maintenance can
effectively prevent disasters.
The traditional method for measuring the working stress of concrete is the stress release method.
The basic principle is to drill or cut in the concrete stress measurement area, so that the stress is
released, the strain before and after the stress release is measured, and the stress of the concrete
is obtained after calculation(Zhang and Qiu(2015)). With the development of intelligent sensing
materials, high-performance sensors and their testing technologies provide a new way for the
research and development of structural intelligent health monitoring systems. Structural
intelligent health monitoring has become popular in many fields(Ou(2005)). Piezoelectric
ceramic materials are widely used in structural damage detection due to their low cost, fast
response, simple structure and good reliability (Li and Zhao(2004)). Among them, the research
on concrete is mainly the use of piezoelectric materials for damage monitoring and monitoring of
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concrete hydration process (Saafi et al. (2007,2008), Kong et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2009), Zou
et al. (2013)). At present, the embedded piezoelectric sensor can measure the dynamic stress of
the concrete, which is based on the positive piezoelectric effect, and the charge is measured to
obtain the pressure value. However, since the charge cannot be stored, the piezoelectric sensor
can only measure the stress under the dynamic load. The static stress value cannot be measured
(Algueró et al. (2001)). Therefore, how to obtain the static working stress value of concrete
through piezoelectric materials is worth studying. In this paper, the concrete working stress
sensor is fabricated, and the stress-related stress wave signal index is found. Further, the
relationship between the signal index and the concrete stress is established, and the concrete
working stress is monitored by the signal index.
2. Production of cement paste stress sensor
2.1 Production of cement paste stress sensor
First of all, the PZT patch is capsulated to make it waterproof and shield the irrelevant
electromagnetic interference. Also the effect of water resistant and the signal noise ratio of PZT
patch after capsulation are tested to be good. Then five cement paste specimens(40 mm×40
mm×160 mm) with capsulated PZT patches imbedded inside are casted, which ae called cement
paste stress sensors. In order to reduce the influence of the boundary echo on the signal, the
position of the piezoelectric patch needs to be far from the boundary, and the distance between
the two piezoelectric sheets is selected to be 60 mm. Five cement paste stress sensors were
fabricated, two for waveform parameter and stress correlation research, and three for verification
of monitoring after embedded into concrete specimens.

PZT
sheet

Fig. 1 Scheme of cement paste stress sensor

2.2 Research on relation between waveform parameters and stress
After the sensor is fabricated, the sensor is loaded by the press, and the variation of the
piezoelectric stress wave signal at different load levels is monitored by the wave method to
establish the relationship between the waveform parameters and the stress. The schematic
diagram of the monitoring system is shown in Fig. 2. The acquired signal is a 5-peak sine wave
signal, and the NI system is used to transmit a 5-peak sine wave signal with frequency of 150
kHz. The power amplifier can amplify the sine wave signal and the oscilloscope is used to
acquire the signal.
The procedures of the test is as follows: First, the sensor was placed vertically under the press
and adjusted to ensure that the sensor shaft is pressed. The signal was acquired once before
loading, then the sensor was loaded to 4 kN at 0.005 mm/s, and the load was held for 15 minutes.
After that, it was loaded to 8 kN at the same loading speed, and the load was held for 15 minutes,
during which the signal was collected, and the load was incremented until the sensor was broken.
The load history diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
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paste sensor
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Fig. 2 Scheme of monitoring system

Fig. 3 Load history

The peak area A is defined as the absolute integral of the amplitude of the received signal from 0
to 0.065 milliseconds. Due to the difference of the sensors, the peak area A of the two sensors
under the same load is different. The normalized method is used to divide the peak area A under
each load by the peak area A0 (when the load is zero) to obtain the relative peak area. The
relationship between the relative peak area(average value of the two sensors) and the stress is
obtained by polynomial fitting:
𝑓(𝑥) = −6.977𝑒 −6 𝑥 3 + 5.975𝑒 −5 𝑥 2 − 9.67𝑒 −3 𝑥 + 1
(1)
The fitting curve can be found in Fig.4. The relative peak area has a significant correlation with
the stress. As the stress increases, the relative peak area decreases continuously, and the relative
peak area varies by about 0.9, indicating that the amplitude is sensitive to the change of stress,
therefore, the relative peak area is utilized to avoid errors. In summary, the relative peak area can
be used as a parameter to monitor the working stress of concrete.

Fig.4 Relative peak area versus stress

3 Verification of Piezoelectric Monitoring Method for Concrete Working Stress
3.1 Test design and procedures
Three concrete columns(C1, C2, C3) with dimension of 150 mm × 150 mm × 300 mm were
casted, with the cement paste sensor imbedded inside(see Fig. 5), and cubic specimens(150 mm
× 150 mm × 150 mm) were casted for following the strength of concrete at the 28th day, which
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was measured to be 45.7 MPa. It should be noted that the cement paste sensor must be fixed in
the central position of the column to ensure the stress uniformly distributed.

NI

Power amplifier

Concrete
column

Oscilloscope
Stress machine

Fig. 5 Concrete column with stress
sensor imbedded

Fig. 6 Monitoring system

The test procedures are as follows: first, the concrete column was placed vertically to the test
machine and the position should be adjusted to ensure that the concrete column was pressed
axially. The stress of the concrete column after loading is 0, 5 MPa, 10 MPa, 15 MPa, 20 MPa,
25 MPa, 30 MPa, 35 MPa. The monitoring procedures(which is the same with that of the
aforementioned cement paste stress sensor test, and the monitoring system is shown in Fig. 6)
were performed before loading and then loaded to the corresponding load at 5 kN/s, with each
stage being held for 15 minutes, during which monitoring procedures were performed. The
signal acquired is a 5-peak sine wave signal with frequency of 150 kHz.
3.2 Test results
The relative peak area of the received signals was obtained. According to Eq. 1, the stress values
of C1, C2 and C3 under load are obtained by inverse calculation, and the relative error of
predicted stress of each concrete column can be calculated(see Fig. 7). The relative error of the
predicted stress of C1 are 42.2% (5 MPa) and 22.6%(10 MPa), respectively. As the average
stress of the section increases, the relative error tends to decrease. The relative error is the
smallest(1.5%) when average cross-sectional stress is 30 MPa. With regard to C2, the relative
errors are 1.9% and 42.2% with average cross-sectional stress of 30 MPa and 5 MPa,
respectively. In terms of C3, the smallest relative error is 5.4% when average cross-sectional
stress is 15 MPa, and the largest relative error is 36.5% when the average cross-sectional stress is
5 MPa.
The relative errors of the three concrete columns are averaged to obtain the average relative error
variation under the average stress of different cross sections, which is illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7 The relative error of predicted stress

Fig. 8 Average relative error of predicted stress

The sources of error between predicted stress and average cross-section stress include:
(1) The non-homogenous characteristic of concrete results in the internal stress redistribution,
and the stress distributed on the cement paste sensor is not equal to the average stress of the
section.
(2) Creep occurs after the concrete is stressed, and the deformation increase with time. At the
beginning of the load, the deformation was insufficient and the force was not completely
transmitted into the concrete. The average relative error of predicted stress under low stress is
larger than that under high stress. When the average cross-sectional stress is larger than 15 MPa,
the relative error of the predicted stress is around 10%. According to the above analysis, the
fabricated cement paste stress sensor can be used to monitor the working stress of the concrete
structure, and the accuracy is better when the stress is larger than 15 MPa.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, a cement paste sensor was fabricated. The change of the peak area of the sensor
under different loads was studied, and the relationship between the relative peak area and the
stress was established. The sensor is imbedded in the concrete column, and the predicted stress
of each stage load is obtained according to the relationship between the relative peak area and the
stress. Finally, the relative error of using this method to predict the working stress of concrete
structures is analysed. The main conclusions are as follows:
(1) The average relative error of the predicted stress using the relative peak area under low
stress is higher than that under high stress.
(2) When the average stress of the section is larger than 15 MPa, the average error of the
predicted stress is around 10% by using the relative peak area. Therefore, the fabricated
sensor can be used to monitor the working stress of the concrete structure, and the
accuracy is higher when the stress is larger than 15 MPa.
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Abstract
This paper is intended to discuss changes in modal parameters due to artificial fatigue cracks that
propagated from the base plate of bearings to the web plate of a steel plate girder bridge through
vibration and damage experiments. During the experiments the bridge was excited by a moving
vehicle and the resulting acceleration signals are used to identify modal parameters. First three
bending modes and first two torsional modes were successfully identified. It was observed that
identified natural frequencies were changed due to artificial fatigue cracks. However, the
frequencies for the first bending and first torsional modes were increased due to the cracks, while
the frequencies for other three modes were decreased due to the cracks. Observations from the
static loading test showed that the longitudinal displacement at a support purely under vehicle
loading was decreased as the crack propagates, which demonstrated that changes in boundary
condition can be a major reason for the increase of the first bending and torsional modes due to
damage. The sensitivity analysis for the change in the natural frequencies under varying spring
constants showed that these two modes were more sensitive to the change in boundary condition
than stiffness changes. On the other hands frequencies of other three modes were more sensitive
to varying stiffness than change in the boundary condition.
1. Introduction
Vibration-based structural health monitoring (SHM) has been studied as one of the efficient ways
for maintenance of civil infrastructures including bridges. Many studies for damage detection by
means of SHM examine the change of modal properties of bridges such as frequency, damping
ratio and mode shape since these modal properties change as the bridge is damaged or deteriorated
(Zhang (2007), Chang and Kim (2016)). The frequency is one of the typical modal parameters of
bridges in terms of SHM and those modal properties of bridges can be identified from vibration
responses of bridges.
This study is intended to investigate the feasibility of the vibration-based SHM to detect damage
on an actual steel plate girder. Especially, changes in frequencies due to the damage of the plate
girder bridge are examined. Stochastic subspace identification (SSI) is used as a modal
identification method (Van Overschee and De Moor (1991)). The eigenvalue analysis for the
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Figure 1: Sensor deployment and damage scenario.

bridge is also conducted. In the finite element (FE) model for the eigenvalue analysis, structural
parameters were calibrated by means of the model-updating using the identified modal properties. ,
This study investigates the feasibility of the vibration-based SHM comparing the frequencies of
the reference bridge with those of damaged bridge. In addition, those modal properties from
eigenvalue analysis are also compared to identification results from experimental data so as to
confirm the feasibility of the FE model for the eigenvalue analysis. Further discussions are
provided to investigate disagreement between the FE analysis and field experiment in one of
identified modal properties.
2. Field Experiment
The field experiment was conducted on a real steel plate girder bridge shown in Figure 1, whose
span length is 40 m and width is 4.0 m. Figure 1 also shows sensor deployment of the experiment.
Ten accelerometers were installed on the lower flange of the bridge to measure the vertical
vibrations. The displacements of the both edge of the span were measured by displacement sensors.
Artificial fatigue cracks (hereafter called artificial damage) at the girder-end near the base plate of
supports are considered in the experiment by severing the lower flange and the web plate by an
Oxyacetylene cutting torch. The location of the artificial damage is at the east main girder
(upstream girder) on the bearing at Ab1 abutment as shown in Figure 1. Two damage levels were
considered. One is the lower flange cut (hereafter called DMG1) and another is the web plate cut
(hereafter called DMG2) as shown in Figure 1. The bridge condition before the artificial damage
is assumed as the intact condition (hereafter called INT).
Modal properties of the bridge were identified from accelerations of the bridge for each damage
condition. The vehicle used for the moving vehicle test was a passenger car and the speed of car
was about 20 km/h. The moving vehicle test was conducted 30 round trips for the intact condition,
and 15 round trips per damage condition. Sampling rate and length of the vibration data set were
200 Hz and 15 s, respectively. Air temperatures were 29 ºC during INT experiment, and 34 ºC
during DMG1 and DMG2 experiments.
The mechanical properties of the bridge were also examined through static-loading test. The
loadings were given by a heavy vehicle whose weight on front and rear axles were 21.66 kN and
54.88 kN, respectively. In the static loading test, the loading position of the heavy vehicle was
changed with every 6750 mm interval. The loading test was operated two times for each scenario.
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3. FE model calibration
To investigate the structural characteristics of the bridge, the eigenvalue analysis using the FE
model of the bridge was conducted utilizing ABAQUS 6.14. The FE bridge model shown in
Figure 2, was built based on the documents of periodic inspection and information obtained from
the field experiment for the original design document of the bridge is not available. The concrete
deck, main girder, and vertical and horizontal stiffeners were modelled with shell element, and
cross beam and lateral bracing were modelled with beam element. According to the static loading
test which will be discussed in Section 4.1, the boundary conditions were given as follows: fixed
supports were assumed on the Ab1 abutment, and movable supports with longitudinal springs were
assumed on the Ab2 abutment. Specific gravities of steel and concrete were assumed as 7.85 and
2.40 respectively. Young's moduli of steel and reinforced concrete were assumed as 210 GPa and
22.02 GPa, respectively.
Since the bridge model has some differences from the actual bridge due to deterioration and
construction errors, the bridge model needs calibration of structural parameters. The cross entropy
(CE) method was applied to update the bridge model so that the natural frequencies of the bridge
model become comparable to those of the actual bridge (McGetrick et al. (2015)). The spring
constant on Ab2 abutment was calibrated by the model update, and the artificial damage was
modelled to pseudo cracks in the updated FE model to investigate the change in structural
characteristics. This crack was created by removing the connection of elements (see Figure 2). The
eigenvalue analysis was conducted for each damage scenario such as INT, DMG1 and DMG2. In
the analysis for the damage scenarios DMG1 and DMG2, the same spring constant with INT
scenario was considered in the longitudinal direction.
4. Results
4.1 Static loading test
Static responses of the bridge under vehicular loadings are investigated through the static-loading
test. Figures 3a and 3b show longitudinal displacements measured at each of the upstream and
downstream sides of the girder on Ab1 and Ab2 abutments, respectively. The horizontal axis
corresponds to the loading position from the Ab2, and the vertical axis shows the relative
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Figure 4: Histograms of the frequencies identified from the experiment data in each bridge condition:
horizontal and vertical axes denote frequency and identified number, respectively.

displacements taken from the displacement under the dead load. The displacements adopted in the
curves are obtained from the displacement sensors installed nearby the lower flange of each girder
at supports (see D1, D2, D8 and D10 sensors in Figure 1). For each scenario, the vehicular loading
tests were taking place twice, and averages of the results are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3a shows that the supports on Ab2 abutment allows little displacement, while Figure 3b
shows that supports on Ab1 abutment allows longitudinal displacements of the bridge girder.
Therefore, the longitudinal spring was assumed at the Ab2 in the FE model as shown in Figure 2.
The downstream-side girder showed larger displacements than the upstream-side one. Focusing
on damage scenarios, the displacements became smaller when the damage propagates. This
observation will be discussed in Section 5.
4.2 Identified modal properties
The three bending modes and the two torsional modes were stably identified from the experimental
data by means of the stochastic subspace identification (SSI) (Van Overschee and De Moor
(1991)). Histograms of the identified frequencies in each bridge condition are shown in Figure 4
with normal distribution fits, where the bin width was chosen as 0.01 Hz. The histogram was
created utilizing 30 samples of the identified frequencies. The statistical distributions show that
frequencies for the 2nd and 3rd bending modes and the 2nd torsional mode tend to decrease as
damage becomes severe, i.e., in the order of INT, DMG1 and DMG2. However, the frequencies
of the 1st bending mode and the 1st torsional mode tend to increase as damage becomes severe.
Reasons for the increase of the frequencies for these two modes will also be discussed in Section 5.
4.3 Comparison between FE analysis and field experiment
Frequencies and mode shapes from the eigenvalue analysis utilizing the calibrated FE model are
compared to those identified from monitoring data. In the model calibration utilizing the
experiment data of INT scenario as reference, the initial finite element model is correlated and
tuned towards frequencies. The calibrated FE model of the bridge led to eigen-frequencies of
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Table 1: Frequency and MAC obtained from
eigenvalue analysis.
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2 bending
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Figure 5: Results of sensitivity analysis of the spring.

3.13Hz, 9.36Hz, and 22.06Hz for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd bending modes respectively. Those for the
1st and 2nd torsional modes were 5.03Hz and 10.69Hz respectively.
MAC values between mode shapes from the eigenvalue analysis and those identified from
experimental data were 0.96 for the 2nd torsional mode and more than 0.99 for the other modes.
This means the mode shapes from the eigenvalue analysis and experiment were comparable with
each other. Frequencies of eigenvalue analysis considering pseudo cracks as damage of the plate
girder are summarized in Table 1. The frequencies for all modes decreased according to damage
severity. The decrease of the 1st bending frequency was much less than the frequencies of the other
modes. MAC values for these modes also decreased according to damage severity. Changes in
frequency due to the damage obtained from the eigenvalue analysis showed similar tendency to
those from experiment data except the 1st bending and torsional modes.
5. Discussions
In this section, the disagreement between the FE model and the experiment is discussed. Although
there might be several reasons for the disagreement, this study suggests that changes in the
boundary condition of the bridge is the one of possible causes. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the
supports on Ab2 abutment allow longitudinal displacements of the bridge girder whereas supports
on Ab1 abutment do not allow. In fact, the supports at Ab2 abutment are the cantilever-like
supports which deform elastically and act as if springs in the longitudinal direction. Therefore, the
‘spring stiffness’ of those cantilever-like supports can affect to boundary condition on Ab2
abutment as well as the FE model in Figure 2. According to the monitored horizontal displacement
shown in Figure 3a, the ‘spring stiffness’ increased as damage become severe. It means the damage
caused not only stiffness reduction on the bridge girder, but also changes in the boundary condition
on supports.
To investigate the relationship between the boundary condition and the modal properties, a
sensitivity analysis is performed utilizing the FE model. Figure 5 shows the results of the
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sensitivity analysis, in which the horizontal axis shows the spring constant, and the vertical axis
shows each of the modal frequencies. These results demonstrate that the spring constant has
stronger influences on the change in frequencies of the 1st bending and torsional modes than the
other frequencies. From these considerations, the 1st bending and torsional modes were strongly
influenced by changes in the boundary condition, rather than changes in stiffness by local damage
of the girder. Contrarily, the other modes were strongly influenced by changes in the stiffness local
damage of the girder rather than changes in the boundary condition.
6. Conclusions
This study investigated the feasibility of damage detection of an actual steel plate girder bridge
utilizing identified modal parameters from vehicle induced vibrations of the bridge. Especially,
the frequency was considered as damage sensitive features of the bridge. Frequencies identified
from the experimental data were changed due to the artificial damage. Frequencies of the 2nd and
3rd bending modes and 2rd torsional mode decreased depending on the damage severity. However,
the frequency of the 1st bending and torsional modes resulted in an increase due to damage.
The finite element (FE) model is constructed using the results of the static-loading test and the
model updating based on observed frequencies. The eigenvalue analysis utilizing the FE model
showed that the frequencies of the three bending and two torsional modes decreased due to the
artificial damage. Tendency of changes in frequency due to the artificial damage obtained from
the eigenvalue analysis was similar to that from experiment data except the 1st bending and
torsional modes. Observations from this study showed that the 1st bending and torsional modes
were strongly influenced by changes in the boundary condition, rather than changes in stiffness
local damage of the girder. On the other hand, the other modes were strongly influenced by changes
in the stiffness of the girder rather than changes in the boundary condition.
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Abstract
In tunnels/underground infrastructures, the mechanical ground pressure leads to cross-section’
convergence. Concerning tunnels built for wastes storage, the gap between the tunnel coating and
the waste containers must remain in a range that allows their retrieving during a long period. For
that purpose, structural health monitoring is ensured by sensors (Vibrating Wire Extensometers,
VWE) measuring the tunnel section deformation locally. The challenge of this study is to optimize
the number and location of these sensors to monitor the convergence of the tunnels.
A simple numerical model whose input parameters are the mechanical properties of the tunnel
cross-section and the surrounding soil, as well as virtual sensors, has been developed in order to
provide the tunnel cross-section strains.
The physical model integrates the intrinsic error of the VWE and the Young’s modulus variation
of the ground. It generates a numerical database from which an inverse model, based on discrete
Bayesian approach, is built. This approach calculates, for an observed strain, the ground stress
probability. Genetic algorithms have been applied in order to optimize the sensor locations in the
tunnel coating. The ability of the inverse model to find the loading case, compared to the database,
is the criterion to optimize. The genetic algorithm converges to the best placement of a given
number of VWE and the inverse model gives very good stress results for various couples of VWE.
When taking into account the dispersion, the number of sensors increases and the inverse model
quality decreases.
1. Introduction
Structural monitoring requires both high-performance instrumentations and optimization of the
sensor locations. This second goal is also the focus of the surveillance observation program of
Andra (French national radioactive waste management agency) for measuring the tunnel
convergence in which the radioactive wastes are stored. Indeed the project of deep storages, project
named: Cigéo radioactive wastes, aims at disposing the average long life activity wastes in tunnels
built at 490m in a clay layer. The constraints of the project require both the progressive storage of
waste packages over 100 years and the reversibility during the operating period. In order to respect
these constraints, it is necessary to monitor the tunnels and to optimize the sensor locations. The
used sensors are Vibrating Wire Extensometers (VWE) that measure local strain of concrete tunnel
coating. The objective of this work is to develop a methodology of optimization of the sensor
number and location at the level of tunnel cross-section.
Retrievability of the waste package can be ensure by little convergence of the repository cells. This
implies to have the knowledge of the convergence at any point of the cells whatever the reason of
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the convergence of the cell. A methodology is here developed in view to have a minimum of
sensors correctly positioned and able to inform if the waste package can be safety retrieved.
In a first step, the methodology aims at estimating the ground pressure from strain measurements
taking into account the uncertainties on the strain measurements (sensors intrinsic error and
position). The next step aims at determining the optimum number and positions of the sensors by
using genetic algorithms.
The irregularity of the fitness function requires optimization by metaheuristics (Collette and Siarry,
2011). From the principal method, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the Particle Swarm (PSO) are
the best approaches with rapid convergence in few iterations (Hammouche and al., 2010). Finally,
GA are chosen because they require fewer parameters to adjust and do not require search space as
PSO.
After introducing the numerical model of the tunnel cross-section taking into account the sensor
uncertainties, the inverse model is presented on the basis of a Bayesian approach, allowing to
estimate the ground pressure on the tunnel cross-section from strain measurements. Finally, the
proposed genetic algorithm to optimize the number and the location of the sensors is presented and
the results are discussed.
2. Tunnel cross-section modelling taking into account uncertainties
A simple 2D finite element model of the tunnel cross-section is built with Cast3M software. The
coating of the tunnel is an elastic linear concrete annular. The surrounding ground is represented
by Winkler springs, having variable rigidity Buco (2007) (Figure 1).
As Cigéo project is not yet built, demonstrators of repository cells have been realised at – 490 m
in an underground laboratory called Andra’s Underground Research Laboratory (URL).
The input parameters used in our model come from a demonstrator of Andra’s URL (Table 1).
Depending on the gallery orientation, horizontal stress σh varies between 12 and 18 MPa. Vertical
stress σv is constant and equal to 12.7 MPa. To take into account the surrounding ground variability,
the spring rigidity k is dependant on the soil Young’s modulus Esoil which varies between 3 and
9GPa and Poisson’s ratio νsoil which is equal to 0.29. (Rm is the average radius of springs.) In a
given cross-section, the horizontal stress is constant and the rigidity is variable. Every 45°, a new
rigidity normal random variable is drawn randomly, in the allowable range. Between two
successive springs, the rigidity is calculated by linear interpolation. For the structure, Young’s
modulus concrete is Ec = 39.1 MPa and Poisson’s ratio νc = 0.25.
Table 1 : Input parameters.

Structure
5m
Diameter
Thickness 0.3 m

Figure 1 : Model of tunnel cross-section.

σh
σv

Ec

39.1
MPa

k

νc

0.25

νsoil

Surrounding soil
12 MPa to 18 MPa
12.7 MPa
𝑬𝒔𝒐𝒊𝒍
𝒌=
𝑹𝒎 (𝟏 − 𝝂𝟐𝒔𝒐𝒊𝒍 )
With 3 GPa ≤ Esoil ≤ 9 GPa
0.29

VWE sensors are set up orthoradially every degree at intrados and extrados to create a database of
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strains whatever the ground pressure applied to the tunnel cross-section. Two uncertainties are
taken into account for the VWE: the intrinsic error and the angle in relation with the theoretical
position. Due to their resonance mode, the intrinsic error is of 1.75 %, according to Mei (2016).
The angle in relation with the theoretical position whose maximum is ± 20° compared to its
theoretical orthoradial position. This is represented by a standard normal distribution
corresponding to ± 3 standard deviations.
For each horizontal stress and each position of intrados and extrados orthoradial sensors, the model
provides the strain distribution. Figure 2 provides one example of normal laws obtained of local
strain for the VWE at 0° (P0e) and 90° (P90e) extrados with a 14 MPa horizontal stress.

Figure 2 : Normal strain law for the VWE P0e and P90e (Figure 1) on a cell cross-section for a stress of 14 MPa.

3. Probabilistic inverse model estimating the ground pressure
The second step of the methodology consists in building an inverse model to estimate the
horizontal stress value σh from strain observations. A Bayesian approach is used to find the
probability of occurrence of each horizontal stress from a strain observation measured by the VWE
sensors at a given location. The inverse model is based on the database established at the first step
and is calculated with Eq. 1 (Bayes, 1763) :
𝑃(𝜎𝑖 |𝑂1 , 𝑂2 , … , 𝑂𝑛 ) =

𝑃(𝑂1 , 𝑂2 , … , 𝑂𝑛 |𝜎𝑖 )∗𝑃(𝜎𝑖 )
∑7𝑗=1 𝑃(𝑂1 , 𝑂2 , … , 𝑂𝑛 |𝜎𝑗 )∗𝑃(𝜎𝑗 )

(1)

with O1, O2,…,On strain observations and σi = {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 MPa} the horizontal soil
pressure ; n represents the number of VWE in one cross-section. To consider several observations
of strains, a naive approach is used:
𝑃(𝑂1 , … , 𝑂𝑛 |𝜎𝑖 ) = 𝑃(𝑂1|𝜎𝑖 ) ∗ … ∗ 𝑃(𝑂𝑛 |𝜎𝑖 )

(2)

In equation 1, the denominator serves to normalize the posteriori law. P(O|σi) creates a confidence
interval of ± 0.1 % around the value O and counts the occurrence number in the considered interval
for each horizontal stress. P(σi) = 1/7 because each pressure σh has an equal probability.
Using O = 1.1 mm/m, with 1 to 4 sensors, the inverse model provides the different distributions
presented in Figure 3. If a strain ε of 1.1 mm/m is observed at 0° (see P0e on Figure 1), the inverse
model gives the most likely stress of 13 MPa at 28 % (curve point P0e). If there is only P90e, the
probability of each stress is the same between 15 and 18 MPa with 15 % (P90e curve). With two
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observations (P0e and P90e curve), the most probable stress is 14 MPa at 28 %. Three couples of
VWE (curve points P0e, P90e and P180e) give 36 % to take a horizontal stress of 14 MPa. There
is no improvement with a forth sensor at the cross vault (point P270e, yellow curve). This proves
the influence of the VWE position.

Figure 3 : Horizontal stress distribution for a set of strains, according to the number of sensors.

It has been observed that the increase of the number of sensors gives better results but the
placement of VWE arch (P90e) and cross vault (P270e) does not give additional information.
4. Optimization of the number and position of sensors
The optimization is realised on a population of individuals. Each of them has a number and a
position of VWE and the objective of the optimization (Figure 4) is to find the best number and
position of VWE to minimize the difference f between the stresses provided by the inverse model
σh % and the numerical model σh dir: 𝑓 = [𝜎ℎ % (𝛽𝑖 ) − 𝜎ℎ 𝑑𝑖𝑟 ].

Figure 4 : Implementation of the optimization.

4.1 Fitness function
To select the best individual in the population, each of them is evaluate by a fitness function:
𝑓 = [(1 − 𝛼)

∑71 𝑃%(𝜎ℎ % −𝜎ℎ 𝑑𝑖𝑟 )2
𝜎ℎ 𝑑𝑖𝑟 ²

]+𝛼

− ∑71 𝑃%𝑖 ∗𝑙𝑛(𝑃%𝑖 )
−𝑙𝑛

1
7

(3)

The first term represents the difference between the target value σh dir and the results of the inverse
model σh %. The second term is a measure of Shannon’s entropy dispersion. P% is the occurrence
probability of each stress, σh % is the stress of the inverse model and σh dir is the target stress that
the inverse model should find. α allows to weight the two terms of f.
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4.2 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are based on biology and presented by Goldberg and Holland (1988).
They are applied here in to optimize the number and the location VWE in a given cross-section of
the tunnel. To create a population, VWEs are randomly positioned on each individual. They are
evaluated by inverse model and fitness function and all of them are classified according to their
quality. Then, some of these individuals are selected in order to cross and mutate them to create
new individuals and thus change the population. New individuals are evaluated (by inverse model
and fitness function) and inserted and sorted (according to their quality) into the current population.
For the next generation, only the best individuals are preserved (they become the new parents) to
work at constant population.
4.3 Results
For a stress between 12 and 18 MPa and with different spring rigidities (depending on the Young’s
modulus which vary between 3 and 9 GPa), the results are presented for different α values. The
purpose of the VWE optimization for different stresses is to agree to all possible loads. When α
=0, only the difference between the target value and the results of the inverse model (first term in
f) is taken into account. When α = 1, only Shannon’s entropy is considered (i.e. second term in f).
When α varies, there is an influence on the VWE number (Table 2 and Figure 5). Whatever the α
values, the fourth curves have the same shape and f decreases when the number of the VWE
increases. So, for α = 0, f < 0.001 (inverse model better than 95 %) for four sensors. The same
results appear for ten sensors when α = 0.25. It is impossible to obtain the same values of f when
α > 0.25. For f < 10 %, five sensors are required when α = 0.5 and six sensors when α = 1.

Fitness function

Table 2 : Results of the fitness function f according to the number of VWE for various α values.
VWE number
α
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0.009
0.003
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0
0.481
0.221
0.087
0.044
0.019
0.009
0.004
0.002
0.001
0.25
0.948
0.477
0.209
0.079
0.034
0.014
0.007
0.003
0.002
0.5
1.883
0.855
0.411
0.173
0.064
0.026
0.010
0.004
0.002
1

Evolution of fitness function according to the sensors' number

2

alpha = 0
alpha = 0,25
alpha = 0,5
alpha = 1

1,5
1
0,5
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

VWE Number
Figure 5 : Fitness function according to the number of VWE for various α values.

If six sensors are chosen, the position of the VWE are given in Table 3. The measure of the
dispersion influences the optimization of the VWE positions. This seems logical in the sense that
taking into account the dispersion adds uncertainty which is therefore countered by an increase in
the number of sensors.
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Table 3 : VWE position and fitness function results, according to α.
VWE

α

1
22
26
26
22

0
0.25
0.5
1

2
53
70
70
144

3
132
159
159
159

4
152
171
171
171

5
205
192
192
202

f

6
325
317
317
355

11
1850
3350
6380

For six sensors, the inverse model has about 100 % of good results for all σh dir when α = 0 (Figure
6 a). When α ≠ 0 and σh dir = 17 MPa, the inverse model is wrong because the result is about 100 %
for σh % = 16 MPa (green curve, Figure 6 b). So, the measure of the dispersion influences the
inverse model results; taking into account the dispersion decreases the efficiency of the inverse
model.
Probability of σh % for all σh dir when α ≠ 0

Probability of σh % for all σh dir when α = 0
100%

P(σi|O) P%

P(σi|O) P%

100%

50%

50%

0%

0%
12

13

14

15

16

Stress σh % [MPa]

17

18

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Stress σh % [MPa]

Figure 6 : Inverse model for 6 VWE. a) For α = 0. b) For α = 0.25 and α = 0.5 and α =1.

5. Conclusion
For sensor placement optimisation, three steps methodology has been successfully developed. The
results show that the dispersion plays a significant role on the inverse model results and
consequently on the number and the position of sensors.
Further research will focus on the methodology to optimizing VWE position and number for
finding the deformed shape of the tunnel. The uncertainty about the thickness variation of the
coating will be also taken into account.
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Abstract
This paper aims at finding indicator(s) to specify damage type or its progress for Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) of a degraded concrete bridge. In SHM of bridge structures, several
indicators are observed to identify damages such as vertical displacement, natural frequency,
mode shapes and crack widths. However, effectiveness of these indicators in damage
identification for large complex bridge is questioned by researchers. Moreover, for long term
observation, static monitoring system fails to detect damages for a very large complex structure
which has been seen as the current problem of the focused bridge. In this context, a series of nonlinear structural and Eigen value analyses were conducted using Finite Element (FE) Model of
the bridge. The accuracy of FE model was verified with on-site load test results and then present
damages of the bridge: corrosion of tendons, rupture and missing of tendons, and concrete
degradation were introduced in the FE model. Results obtained from the numerical analyses are
vertical displacement changes with the type of damages. However, some damage types
show about same displacements. Whereas, natural frequencies and mode shapes remain constant
for all type of damages and cannot identify the damages. Therefore, it is necessary to combine
vertical displacement with other indicators to detect damage or its progress.
1. Introduction
Bridge structures are the lifeline civil engineering structures for a country. Unfortunately, these
structures are deteriorated due to ageing, increasing loads, natural calamities and so on. To bring
these structures back to their service life, proper inspection, monitoring and maintenance are
required. In these scenes, SHM is the long-term health status observation of a structure by using
some forms of instruments and methods. Over the past two decades, extensive studies have been
conducted and advances have emerged enormously in SHM techniques for instance use of
wireless sensors, fiber optical sensors, radar technology and vision based sensor technology
Lynch and Loh (2006), Li and Wu (2007), Gentile and Bernardini (2010), Carden and Fanning
(2004), Feng (2018). The vision based sensor technology is the latest and new method in SHM
but still requires improvements Feng (2018). However, monitoring system has some limitations
including expensive installation and maintenance of sensors and the system cannot identify all
sorts of potential damages especially in the case of a large complex structure Carden and
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Fanning (2004). In addition, for SHM the conventional visual inspection method is still used and
has some limitations and inadequacies for instance hidden cracks and their propagation are
unidentified, difficult to explain internal problems and inaccessibility Aktan et al. (2000), Feng
(2018), Dessi and Camerlengo (2015) and Agdas et al. (2015). The current problem in SHM
system of the investigated bridge is the failure of real time damage detection by the static
measurement system of that bridge. For instance, a total 22 post tensioned tendons were found
corroded from the visual inspection made in 2006. In addition, literature shows several indicators
for SHM of bridge structures such as vertical displacement, natural frequency, mode shapes,
ductility curve ratio and so Carden and Fanning (2004), Ercolani et al. (2018), Teng (2015), Das
et al. (2016). However, effectiveness of these indicators are questioned in many studies in
damage identification for large complex bridges Chen et al. (1995), Roeck et al. (2000), Salawu
and Williams (1995). Besides, these indicator(s) have been studied for very simple structures or
laboratory samples Carden and Fanning (2004), Feng (2018). Therefore, the main objective of
this study is to find indicator(s) in damage detection for SHM of a large complex bridge structure
like the focused bridge.
To meet the objective, a three dimensional FE model of the studied bridge was developed and
verified with on-site load test results. Afterwards, several damage were assumed and introduced
in the FE model based on the existing condition of the bridge. Non-linear structural and
Eigenvalue analyses were conducted for all FE models. Then, vertical displacement, natural
frequency and mode shapes were compared.
2. Investigated Bridge
The analytical investigation has been conducted by considering a continuous post tensioned real
bridge, built in 1972. The bridge has a complex geometrical shapes with a total length of 300 m.
The length of four spans are 64.2m (A1 ~ P1) + 85m (P1 ~ P2) + 85m (P2 ~ P3) + 64.2 m (P3 ~ A2).
The cross sectional dimension of the bridge includes a constant thickness of upper flange (230
mm), variable thickness of bottom flange and web, and two sided cantilever portions of 2500
mm.
3. Finite Element Model
A three dimensional FE model of the investigated bridge was developed by using commercial FE
software DIANA, 10.2. The accuracy of the FE model was verified and used to conduct nonlinear structural and eigenvalue analysis considering with and without damages in order to obtain
vertical displacement, natural frequency and mode shapes. Fig. 1 shows the discretization of FE
model of the bridge. A 500 mm mesh size was chosen to reduce the computational time and
corresponding number of nodes and elements were generated 176420 and 31089 respectively.
The concrete section was modelled using eight-node iso-parametric brick element (HX24L) and
Posttensioned strands were modelled using embedded bar elements. The pre-stressing force was
applied for vertical, transverse and longitudinal tendons are 600 MPa and 900 MPa respectively
following the “Specification for highway bridges, part III concrete bridges” [JRA (2012)].
Concrete design strength have been used as the properties of concrete: strength (f’c) = 40 MPa,
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Rupture of PC cable
Fig. 1 : FE Model discritization of the analyzed
bridge

Fig. 2 Damages of post tensioned tendons in the
investigated bridge

Elastic modulus (Ec) = 31000 MPa, Poisson’s ratio (ϑ) = 0.2, and tensile strength (ft) = 2.69 MPa.
Cross-sectional area, elastic modulus, yield strength, and Poisson’s ratio of vertical post
tensioned tendons, transverse and continuous tendons are: 855 mm2, 200 GPa, 785 MPa, 0.3; 650
mm2, 200 GPa, 1480 MPa, 0.3 and 135 mm2, 200 GPa, 1675 MPa, 0.3 respectively. Multidirectional fixed crack model and Von-Mises plasticity model were considered for concrete and
steel respectively. FE models with and without damages has been designated as with different
names based on the type of damages in Table 1. The analysis was conducted considering load
step of 0.0025. The force control norm was used for fast convergence criteria. Moreover,
geometrical and physical non-linearity of the structure were considered in the FE models.
The reference FE model was verified with the on-site load test results of several years since
2009. On-site load test was conducted by applying 120 tonnes (6 trucks of 20 tonnes) load on 1st
and 4th span of the bridge. Fig. 3 represents values of vertical displacement obtained from load
test and FE model. Displacement obtained from onsite load tests conducted in 2011, 2012, 2013,
2015 and 2017 were higher than the reference FE model results because of degraded condition of
the bridge. Therefore, H23, H24, H25, H27 and H29 shows higher displacement than the FE
model results. However, a good agreement between displacement values of FE model and onsite
load test was observed.
20

FEA (No Damage)
H 29
H 27
H 25
H 24
H 23
H 21

Displacement (mm)

15
10
5

0
1

4

7

10

13

16

19

22

Segment Number

Fig. 3 Displacements at segments 4, 8 and 10 (1st span)

Fig. 4 Rupture of tendons at segment 8

4. Damage Scenarios
Damage scenarios were assumed based on the existing condition of the real bridge. The bridge
was built in 1972 in a snowy area hence deicing salt is used in the bridge during whole snowy
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season of the year. Therefore degradation of concrete was considered. Additionally, breakage of
22 post-tensioned tendons out of 504 continuous tendons was confirmed from chipping of
concrete Fig. 2. Although, it is difficult to assume all the damages accurately however
degradation of both concrete and post tensioned tendons were incorporated in the FE model see
Table 1. Rupture of tendons were considered at segment 8, segment 20, 21 and segment 23. A
total 15 tendons were ruptured, 9 from segment 8 ( A28 ~A21 and A15) Fig. 4, and 3 from
segment 20-21 (P15, P23 and P28) and 3 from segment 23 (P6, P11 and P30). Since, corrosion
of the continuous tendons at the 1st span of bridge was found from visual inspection, therefore in
the FE model, a total 9 (A28~ A21 and A15) and 20 tendons were assumed as the corroded
tendons. Corrosion of tendons were simulated by lowering the cross-sectional area of tendons
with various percentages Haskins et al. (2016). Moreover, concrete compressive strength is
decreased due to the damage of concrete and depends on the degree of damages Yuan et al.
(2013), Wang et al. (2005). Study shows that damages occur in concrete and strength of
concrete is significantly decreased over around 50% due to the effect of using different deicing
salts Wang et al. (2005). However, degradation of concrete was considered in the FE models, by
reducing the compressive strength of concrete with various percentage such as 10%, 20% and
30%.
Table 1. Damage scenarios for FE models
Damage type
Reference model
(without damage)

Location

Model ID

-

RM

9 Cables
20 Cables
Locally: 9 cables (segment 8); 3
(segment 20 & 21) and 3
(segment 23)
9 cables (40%)
9 cables (60%)
9 cables (80%)
20 cables (40%)
20 cables (80%)

1 Span (bottom slab)
1st Span (bottom slab)
Segment 8 (bottom slab),
segment 20,21 and 23 (upper
slab)
1st Span (bottom slab)
1st Span (bottom slab)
1st Span (bottom slab)
1st Span (bottom slab)
1st Span (bottom slab)

TM_9
TM_20

Tendon rupture
and concrete
degradation

8 cables (seg. 8); 3 cables (seg. 20
& 21); and 3 cables (seg. 23)

30% concrete degraded in
bottom slab

TR_CD

Concrete
degradation

10% loss
20% loss
30% loss
30% loss

1st span (bottom slab)
1st span (bottom slab)
1st span (bottom slab)
1st span at segment 8

CD_10%
CD_20%
CD_30%
CD_30%_S8

Tendon missing
Tendon ruptured
(15 cables)

Corrosion of
Tendon

Nature of Damage
st

TR
TC_9_40%
TC_9_60%
TC_9_80%
TC_20_40%
TC_20_80%

5. Results and Discussion
Vertical displacement at segment 4, 8, and 10 was extracted from the FE models for all damage
conditions. The maximum displacement in the reference model RM was 16.79 mm at segment 8.
Table 2 represents values of vertical displacement and natural frequencies obtained from FE
models with and without damages. Displacement changes with damage types compared to the
reference model, RM. vertical displacement is increased rapidly from 16.79 mm to 19.77 mm
when damage of concrete is considered. In contrast, displacement for all other damage
conditions (corrosion and ruptures of tendons) was almost closer and increased marginally
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compared to the reference model. The effect of tendon rupture has the lowest influence in
changing the vertical displacement, as seen in FE model TR. However, with increasing the
corrosion level in tendons displacement is decreasing. A 40% and 80% corrosion of 20 tendons
yield the vertical displacement of 17.77 mm and 17.51 mm. Similarly, corrosion of 9 tendons
shows the displacement of 17.92 mm, 17.85 mm and 17.80 mm at respectively 40%, 60% and
80% corroded conditions.
Table 2. Vertical displacement and Natural frequencies obtained from FE models
RM
TM_9
TM_20
TR
TC_9_40%
TC_9_60%
TC_9_80%
TC_20_40%
TC_20_80%

Max. Disp.
(mm)
16.79
17.87
17.66
16.81
17.92
17.85
17.80
17.77
17.51

Natural
frequencies (Hz)
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

TR_CD
CD_10%
CD_20%
CD_30%
CD_30%_S8

17.05
18.50
19.08
19.77
18.65

0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

Damage type

Model ID

Reference model (without damage)
Tendon missing
Tendon ruptured (14 cables)

Corrosion of Tendon

Tendon rupture and concrete degradation
Concrete degradation

On the other hand, natural frequencies (Table 2) and mode shapes remained unchanged for all FE
models. Fig.5 shows the representative mode shapes for all damaged FE models. These values
remain constant because natural frequency and mode shape are the global response of a structure
whereas damages are the local phenomena. Moreover, due to corrosion of posttensioned tendons
stiffness do not changes significantly and mode shapes and natural frequencies remains
unaffected.
Mode 4

Fig. 5(a) Mode shape for FE model TC_9_40%

Mode 6

Fig. 5(b) Mode shapes of FE model TR

6. Conclusions
The main objective of this study was to find out the indicator to identify damages in large
complex bridges for SHM. The study was focused based on the existing monitoring problem of a
real bridge. In the investigated bridge, it is difficult to detect damages from the existing static
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measurement system in real time. However, damage and its progress was confirmed from the
visual inspection made in 2006 for instance corrosion and breakage of post tensioned tendons. In
SHM, researchers propose several indicators in damage detection such as: vertical displacement,
mode shapes, natural frequency, ductility curve ratio and so on. However, the effectiveness of
these indicators in damage detection for large complex bridges are questioned in many studies.
And most of these indicators were effective only for simple laboratory structures. Therefore, it is
necessary to find indicator that could detect damages in real time for a large complex bridge
structure, like the investigated one. Based on the obtained numerical results following
conclusions are drawn:
1) Natural frequencies were constant at 0.95 Hz and mode shapes remained unchanged for
all type of damages. Mode shape and natural frequency do not change because damages:
corrosion of tendons and missing of tendons are local phenomena whereas modal
response is the global response of a structure. Therefore, it is hard to detect damages by
observing natural frequencies and mode shapes for large complex bridges.
2) Vertical displacement changes with types of damages. However, nearly similar vertical
displacements were observed for the FE models TM_9, TC_9_60% and TC_9_80%
because of the similar nature of damages. Therefore, sometimes damages are
unspecifiable by observing the vertical displacement. In contrast, large difference in
vertical displacement was found when damage of concrete was considered. For rupture of
tendons, vertical displacement increased marginally compared to the reference FE model.
3) In this study, SHM of a very large bridge structures like the investigated bridge is
recommend by combining the vertical displacement with other indicator.
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Abstract
The frozen soil is always a great threat to the safe operation of buried pipelines, due to the
sensitivity to temperature change, which lead the bending deformation of buried pipelines during
the soil freeze-thaw cycle. Therefore, it is of great significance to monitor the deformation of the
buried pipelines to ensure the safety evaluation. In this paper, a distributed fiber sensing method
based on the principle of optical frequency domain reflection (OFDR) was proposed to monitor
the real-time deformation buried pipe models during the soil freeze-thaw process. A serials of
tests of buried pipe deformation was conducted on a test pipe in a refrigeration chamber and the
strain values measured by the distributed fiber sensor and FBG strain sensor were obtained
during the soil freeze-thaw process. According to the strain distribution of each point on the test
pipe, the various bending deformation states of test pipe in the freezing and thawing process
were monitored and the strain values measured by distributed fiber sensor have a high precision.
The distributed fiber sensor is a promising device in buried pipelines safety monitoring during
soil freeze-thaw process.
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the industrial economy, the consumption needs of oil and natural
gas, which are important resources for human development, are increasing. The pipelines, an
important means to transport oil and gas through long distance, whose amount of usage is also
increasing(Frings & Walk, 2011; Ren et al., 2017). However, due to the geospatial differences in
energy origin and consumption area, the most of pipelines are buried underground and inevitably
cross the partially frozen soil or warm permafrost site. It is well known that frozen soil is a kind
of soil which is extremely sensitive to temperature change. During the freeze-thaw cycle, the soil
is subjected to expansion and contraction, which may lead bending deformation, local damage or
even leakage of the pipeline. Therefore, the deformation monitoring of buried pipelines during
soil freeze-thaw process is very important for its safety evaluation.
Thus, a number of pipeline detection technologies have been developed to detect buried pipeline
deformation and ensure pipeline safety. The stress and strain state of the buried pipelines was
simulated through a simple thermal elastoplastic finite element computation model (Wen et al.,
2010). However, the numerical simulation methods are unable to reflect the true deformation
state of buried pipelines. A prototype “DN800 diameter-detector” was developed for detecting
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deformation of a pipeline based on high-precision diameter detection technology (Shi et al.,
2018). However, oil and natural gas has flammability. There are flammable and explosive risks
to monitor the pipeline deformation with electric sensors. A fiber optic sensor is more and more
recognized because of its superior immunity to electromagnetic interference, corrosion
resistance, no electricity directly, long distance transmission, good embeddability and reliability
(H.-N. Li, Li, & Song, 2004). The FBG strain sensor is a point-type measurement. Thus, it is
unable to monitor the overall deformation of pipelines only by the FBG sensor at several specific
positions of the buried pipelines. The distributed fiber sensor is a very simple system for
providing overall monitoring of the pipeline deformation over large distances, just as an amount
of the FBG strain sensors are connected in series. There is no specialized sensing point required
(Ren et al., 2018; Tanimola & Hill, 2009). However, few studies have explored that the
distributed fiber sensor monitor the whole deformation of the buried pipelines under the
relatively harsh conditions of the soil freeze-thaw process.
In this paper, a new method based on the distributed fiber sensor was proposed to monitor the
buried pipelines deformation during the soil freeze-thaw process. A test of buried pipe
deformation was conducted under the soil freeze-thaw cycle condition to verify the reliability of
monitoring method.
2. OFDR-based Distributed Sensing Measurement Technique
In most practical cases the effects of temperature and strain will dominate the spectral response
of the Rayleigh backscatter (Mark Froggatt & Moore, 1998; M. Froggatt, Soller, Gifford, &
Wolfe, 2004). A strain or temperature sensor is formed by first measuring and storing the
Rayleigh scatter signature of the fiber under test at an ambient state; this data is stored as the
Baseline Measurement. A change in temperature or strain from the baseline condition results in a
shift in the spectrum of light scattered in the fiber. According to the ODiSI-A optical distributed
sensor interrogator user guide, this shift in the spectrum in response to strain ε or temperature Т
is analogous to a shift in the resonance wavelength  or the spectral shift  of a Bragg
grating:



 KT T  K 
(1)





where λ and υ are the mean optical wavelength and frequency, and K and K are the temperature
and strain calibration constants, respectively. Both temperature and strain cause a change in the
light scattered from the fiber. In the absence of strain, the temperature change be written as:
T

T  


cKT



(2)

where  is the central wavelength of the scan and c is the speed of light. Similarly, in the
absence of a temperature change, the strain can be written as:

 


cK



(3)
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It is we known that c is a constant. Assuming a scan central wavelength, we can use the spectral
shift to represent the temperature change and the strain. Thus the distributed temperature and
strain curves are merely rescaled copies of the spectral shift distribution.
In a word, OFDR-based distributed sensing measurement technique, in essence, utilizes sweptwavelength interferometry to measure the Rayleigh backscatter as a function of position in the
optical fiber (Soller, Wolfe, & Froggatt, 2005). The Luna ODiSI-A utilizes swept-wavelength
interferometry to interrogate fiber optic sensors. Therefore, any position of the sensing fiber can
be used to measure the strain and temperature (W. Li, Chen, & Bao, 2013).
3. Experiment and Results
3.1 Sensor Installation
The distributed fiber sensor and the FBG strain sensor were installed on the surface of the test
pipes. There are two test pipes: one is for the test pipe and the other for the comparison pipe.
Both of the two pipes are Q235 steel with length of 1400 mm. As shown in Fig. 1, two
distributed fiber sensors were installed on the surface of the test pipeline with 502 super glue and
then coated with epoxy-resin adhesive: one was installed on the upper side and the other was
installed on the lower side of the pipeline axis. Two FBG strain sensors were installed next to the
distributed fiber sensors in the same way. In this paper, a FBG strain sensor was composed of
three FBG with central wavelength of 1540 nm, 1550 nm, 1560 nm, respectively (shown in Fig.
1). The three FBG were bonded to the test pipe at the same interval of 300mm and concatenated
into a straight line near the distributed fiber sensor with the distance of 2 mm. The position of
distributed fiber sensor and FBG strain sensors are displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Installed sensors on the surface of test pipe.

The test box size is 1200  600  1100 mm (shown in Fig. 2). There are three FBG temperature
sensors: the first one was fixed inside of the test pipeline, the second one was in the soil and the
third one was in the refrigeration chamber. The refrigeration chamber (shown in Fig. 2) can
reduce the temperature to -25 ℃ and keep the temperature constant. It is a crucial factor for
measuring strain data of the test pipe to obtain enough frost heave amount of soil. As shown in
Fig. 2, the silty clay with a water content of 20 % was loaded into the test box. And the filling
soil height was 900 mm away from the bottom of the test box. Before simulating freeze-thaw
process, the upper face of the test box was sealed with the waterproof cloth to prevent the
evaporation of water during the experiment (shown in Fig. 2). The comparison pipe shown in
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Fig. 2 was placed near the test box in the refrigeration chamber. The strain data measured by
distributed fiber sensors and FBG strain sensors were recorded by an ODiSI-A optical distributed
sensor interrogator and a FBG demodulator shown in Fig. 2, respectively.

Fig. 2 Experiment of buried pipe deformation.

3.2 Experiment Results
The experiment results were shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.4. In the freezing process, the test pipe
generated upward bending deformation in the frozen soil. Simultaneously, the distributed fiber
sensor on the upper surface of the test pipe was pulled and the positive strain values increased
gradually. The distributed fiber sensor on the lower surface of test pipe was compressed and the
negative strain values increased gradually. In the thawing process, the strain absolute values of
each point on the upper surface of test pipe and on the lower surface of test pipe are close to 0
micro-strain gradually along with the extension of thawing time.

Fig. 3 Results measured by distributed fiber sensors in the freezing process. (a) On the upper surface of test pipe and
(b) On the lower surface of test pipe.
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Fig.4 Results measured by distributed fiber sensors in the thawing process. (a) On the upper surface of test pipe and
(b) On the lower surface of test pipe.

As shown in Fig.5, the strain data recorded by the distributed fiber sensors are compared with the
data measured by the FBG strain sensors. The data demonstrated that the experimental results
measured by distributed fiber sensors are similar to the experimental results measured by FBG
strain sensors.

Fig. 5 Comparison test results

4. Conclusions
A new application was proposed to monitor the buried pipeline deformation by the distributed
fiber sensor. To verify the feasibility of this method, an experiment of buried pipe deformation
was conducted. The experiment results were compared with the results of the FBG strain sensor
monitoring. Based on a series of the test results, the following conclusions can be obtained. The
strain variation at each point and deformation behavior of the buried pipeline during the soil
freeze-thaw process can be monitored by the distributed fiber sensor. According to the test
results in the freezing and thawing processes, the distributed fiber sensor using OFDR technique
have distributed measurement with high accuracy, which make up the imperfection of Quasidistributed measurement.
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Abstract
Accurate forecasting of structural strain response is essential to detect anomalous structural
behavior by analyzing the discrepancy between the measured and predicted strain. Temperature
action has a significant influence on structural behavior, and the temperature-induced strain may
even exceed the traffic-induced strain. In this regard, the anomaly detection approaches should
take into account the temperature action, which highlighs the importance of modeling and
forceasting of the temperature-induced strain response. In this study, Bayesian dynamic linear
model (BDLM) is employed to forecast the temperature-induced strain response of a long-span
cable-stayed bridge using structural health monitoring data. The presented BDLM for forecasting
is to break the target response into different components, including a trend component, a
seasonal component, a regression component, and an autoregressive component. Specifically, the
relationship between temperature and strain response is modeled by the regression component.
Results show that the presented BDLM could efficiently forecast the temperature-induced strain
response using combination of the four different constituents.
1. Introduction
In-service long-span bridges are inevitably subjected to age-related deterioration, which causes
increasing concerns regarding structural safety and service performance (Ni et al. 2011; Wan and
Ni 2018). Anomaly detection is an efficient tool for structural health monitoring (SHM) and
detecting anomalous structural behavior. Recently, temperature-based structural identification
(TBSI) methods have been gradually applied to assess the structural condition of bridges, leading
to an easier structural identification (Yarnold and Moon 2015; Murphy and Yarnold 2017). In
most cases, the TBSI method is performed by establishing the structural transfer function from
the temperature and temperature-induced response (e.g., strain, displacement, and tilt) (Xia et al.
2016; Kromanis and Kripakaran 2014). Kromanis and Kripakaran (2016) proposed a
temperature-based anomaly detection approach by comparing the measured and predicted
structural responses. Quite evidently, the accuracy of forecasted strain is critical for the
reliability of TBSI method.
The prediction methods based on the autoregressive (AR) model have been extensively applied
due to its computational simplicity and efficiency. However, the AR model only describes the
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relationship between the current output and previous output of only one variable, which is unable
to model the relationship between different variables. Bayesian dynamic linear model (BDLM) is
a powerful state-space model that can be used to forecast different measurements in SHM field
(Wang 2017). The traditional BDLM method is used to forecast observations mainly by utilizing
its trend form, seasonal form, regression form, or superposition of the three forms. However,
some components cannot be captured in the three terms, which would affect the efficiency and
accuracy of BDLM.
In this paper, to further improve the forecasting performance of BDLM, trend, seasonal,
regressive and AR components are all considered as the components of BDLM. The present
BDLM is employed to forecast the temperature-induced strain response of a long-span cablestayed bridge.
2. BDLM for modeling strain response
BDLM is a system determined by observation and system equations. Lots of time series
problems can be handled with the BDLM forms including trend, season and regression models.
However, the forecasting performance would be affected by the residual which cannot be
captured by the three constituents. To further promote the predicted accuracy, the autoregressive
(AR) model is introduced as one component of BDLM.
Therefore, the measurement Yt can be defined as
Yt  Yt Trend  Yt Season  Yt Re  Yt AR  vt

(1)

where Yt Trend is the observation vector of trend component; Yt Season is the observation vector of
seasonal component; Yt Re is the observation vector of regression component; and Yt AR is the
observation vector of AR component.
The trend components of BDLM are
 t Trend = t Trend , Ft Trend  1 , Gt Trend  1 , Vt Trend  (vt Trend ) 2 , Wt Trend  ( wt Trend ) 2

(2)

Seasonal components with the different periods are described as

 tSeason =[ t Season (1) ,  t Season (2) ,  ,  t Season (i ) ,  ,  t Season ( n ) ]T ,

Ft Season  1 0 1 0  1 0 , Vt Season   vtSeason  ,
2

Gt Season  block diag ( J1 , J 2 , , J i ,  , J n ) ,

(3)

Wt Season  block diag ( wt Season (1) , wt Season ( 2 ) ,  , wt Season ( i ) ,  , wt Season ( n ) )
The regression model can be expressed by

 tRe = t , Ft R e  x t , GtRe  1 , Vt Re  (vtRe )2 , Wt Re  ( wtRe )2

(4)
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The AR model is expressed by
 tAR  [1AR ,  2AR ,  ,  nAR ]T , Ft AR  1 0  0 , Vt A R  (vtA R ) 2 ,

1 2  3 n 
1 0  0 0 


(5)
T
AR
AR
AR 2



G

0
1
0
0


Wt   ( wt ) , 0, 0,  , 0  , t


     
 0 0 0 1 0 
where  is the state parameter vector; F is the observation matrix; G is the evolution matrix; v is
the observational error; w is the evolution error;  t is the temporal evolution; and  is the
autoregressive coefficient.
3. Application: Sutong Cable-Stayed Bridge
The Sutong Cable-Stayed Bridge (SCB) with a main span of 1088m (Figure 1), which was the
longest cable-stayed bridge in the world when it opened to public traffic. After completing the
construction of SCB, a sophisticated structural health monitoring system was installed on the
bridge (Wang et al. 2016). 18 temperature meters and one strain gauge located at the mid-span
are selected to apply the presented method. The average strains of every hour are used as the
target quantities, and a 3-month period strain data are of concern. The moving average method is
used to extract temperature-induced strain, which is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Sensors layout in the structural health monitoring system of SCB
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Figure 2. Temperature-induced strain response of SCB
3.1 Model construction
The strain is forecasted using the preceding procedure with BDLM. Four components are
involved in the BDLM: a trend component, a seasonal component, a regression component, and
an AR component. Spectral analysis method is used to identify the main period of strain. As a
result, the periods of the presented strain time series are 12 h and 24 h. The overall matrixes
defining BDLM are
T
Yt  Yt Trend , Yt Season (1) , Yt Season (2) , Yt Re , Yt AR 

 t   tTrend ,  tSeason (1) ,  tSeason (2) ,  t ,  tAR 

T

Ft  1,1,0,1,0,1,0,,0,Temperature(t )
Gt  block diag GtTrend , GtSeason , GtRe , GtAR 
Vt  block diag Vt Trend , Vt Season , Vt Re , Vt AR 

(6)

,

Wt  block diag Wt Trend ,Wt Season ,Wt Re , Wt AR 

The EM algorithm is employed to estimate the unknown parameters of BDLM. The convergence
criterion of EM algorithm in this study: when the variation of log-likelihood between iterations is
below 10-5 or the number of iterations reaches 1000.
3.2 Forecasting of strain response using BDLM
In this work, the unknown parameters are obtained by the EM algorithm. The Akaike
information criterion (AIC) and root mean squared error (RMSE) are employed to select the
suitable order of AR model in BDLM. Results of AIC and RMSE are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Results of AIC and RMSE
AR model order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

AIC
-317.9783
-2737.9822
-3031.6573
-3094.071
-3140.6485
3568.595
3891.8372

RMSE
0.9095
0.4476
0.4105
0.4028
0.3971
2.8292
3.1081

Strain /με

As shown in Table 1, the AIC and RMSE values of BDLM with AR (1) model are -317.9783 and
0.9095, respectively. The forecasting results of AR (5) model in the lowest AIC and RMSE
values. However, both values become obviously larger when the order over five. Therefore, the
suitable order of AR component in BDLM is five. The forecasting results using BDLM with AR
(5) is shown in Figure 3. Based on the optimal BDLM, multi-step-ahead forecast is performed,
and the forecasting results compared with the BDLM without AR component are presented in
Table 2. It can be readily seen that the RMSE values become larger with the increase of forecast
steps. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the forecasting uncertainty increases as
it forecasts further ahead, which is also found by Wan and Ni (2018). Besides, the BDLM with
the AR component leads to better forecasting performance.

Figure 3. One-step-ahead forecasting results using BDLM with AR (5)
Table 2. Results of RMSE
Forecast step
1
2
3
4
5
718

RMSE
BDLM with AR component BDLM without AR component
0.3971
0.4821
0.7758
0.9983
1.0136
1.3281
1.5712
2.1371
1.8818
2.2787
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4. Conclusions
This paper presented an improved BDLM method, which consists of the trend, seasonal,
regression, and AR components, for forecasting temperature-induced strain response. The
appropriate order of AR component in BDLM is chosen by using the measure criteria of AIC and
RMSE. The EM algorithm is adopted to estimate the parameters of BDLM. The temperatureinduced strain response from a long-span cable-stayed bridge is used to demonstrate the
forecasting performance of the improved BDLM method. Its performance is compared with the
traditional BDLM method which does not include AR component. The comparison results show
that the improved BDLM maintains higher forecasting accuracy than the traditional BDLM
method.
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Abstract
This paper designed a wind load field measurement system based on wireless sensor network
(WSN) to study wind load on large span roof which was difficult to measure in full-scale in the
past. This system realized large-area and long-time multipoint synchronous data acquisition with
high sampling rate. The sensing unit, wireless control init and wireless communication network of
the monitoring system are introduced. This system was successfully applied on a large span roof
with a span of more than 100m, over 4 hours continuous data acquisition was stably carried out.
By the temporal and spatial correlation analysis between different measurement nodes, the
measured system was proved to successfully capture the traveling wave effect of fluctuating wind,
which further indicated that the field measurement system had a well synchronization.
1. Introduction
Wind load has always been an important part during structural design and there are three major
methods to study the characteristic of wind load on structure surface: theoretical analysis or
numerical simulation, wind tunnel experiment and field measurement. Numerical simulation is
mainly based on computational fluid dynamic, this method can simulate the flow vector of every
point in the flow field and calculate wind pressure on the structure by specific simplifications and
transformations by Fu (2015). However, the dynamic pressure on complicated structure surfaces
accurately can not simulatted well and simulation still requires long time for calculation. Wind
tunnel experiment is the major method in wind engineering due to its repeatability and result
accuracy. However, the Reynold number effect due to scale model does not have a good solution
yet. Tieleman (1996) have compared wind tunnel test with field measurement, the test result has
some disagreement during some specific circumstances such as typhoon flow. Therefore, field
measurement is still a direct solution for providing accurate wind load in real environment.
Since field measurement has strict requirements for test equipment and the real flow field is
difficult for repetition as wind tunnel test, thus researches on wind field measurement are still
limited. Wind field measurement mainly consists of wind flow field measurement and wind
pressure measurement, while wind pressure measurement is more valuable for building structure.
Up to now, wind pressure measurements were mainly focused on low building roofs and facade of
high-rise buildings, measurements on complicated roof especially large-span roof were still rare.
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This is because of two reasons: first, most field measurement used wired equipment, which could
only applied in limited area and have strict requirement of arrangement of wires; second, the
existing wireless sensing system (WSN) have relative high consumption which needed frequent
maintenance and replacement, which is impractical on complicated large-span roof. Therefore, a
reliable and durable WSN is a critical requirement for wind load field measurement on large-span
roofs. This paper designed a low consumption wind load field measurement system based on WSN,
and successfully applied this system on a large-span railway station roof.
2. Design of wind load field measurement system
2.1 Overview
The wind load field measurement system consists of several independent sensing nodes which are
connected through a specific wireless network. Each sensor node contains a sensing unit and a
wireless control unit, the sensing unit is responded for data measurement and the wireless control
unit is responded for command controlling, data processing and data returning. During the
measurement, the sensor node firstly sent data to base station through wireless communication
network, then the base station will automatic upload the original data to cloud database for postprocessing, next, the original data will be processed into parameters for the practical application
in cloud server, finally the remote monitoring system or portable devices will render the wind load
distribution image or send disaster alarm based on the existing measured parameters result.
2.2 Sensing unit
As the measurement system needs to be subjected to different harsh environment and needs to
reach long-time measurement, a stable, reliable and adaptable sensing equipment is needed.
Considering the stability, durability and power consumption of the sensor, a mechanical aluminum
alloy wind cup anemometer is adopted. The parameters of the anemometer are shown in Table 1.

Fig.1 Self drain differential wind pressure sensor (a): top view, (b): front view
10 inches D-DO pressure sensors from All Sensors® were used, through the combination of
appropriate piping system, a self drain differential pressure sensor was designed as shown in Fig.1.
The parameters of the sensor are shown in Table 1. Since the drain tube is also connected to the
air which may interfere the measuring result, an absorbent but airtight dense porous sponge was
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placed in the drain pipe to block the air but absorb the water. The sensor could directly fixed on
the measured surface, the wind entrance hole was paralleled with measured surface, and the low
pressure side was connected to the reference pressure through a rubber tube. The sensor used SPI
protocol for data communication with collection device.
Wind pressure will have a certain degree of distortion after passing through a piping system, the
frequency response of the sensor should be calibrated to ensure that the dynamic pressure is
reliable. Hu (2016) calibrated frequency response of T type pipeline system and found that
pipeline length and diameter has little effect on the amplitude frequency response function when
the sampling frequency was below 20Hz, the maximum increment of amplitude frequency
response function below 20Hz was 2.2%. Since the sensor designed in this paper only used a
 3  150 connecting pipe and the sampling frequency is less than 20Hz, the frequency response of
the system can be believed close to 1 and satisfied measured requirements.
Table 1 Parameters of mechanical anemometer and wind pressure sensor
Mechanical anemometer
Sensor type
Wind pressure sensor
Wind velocity
Wind direction
Range
0m/s~40m/s
0°~360°
±2.5kPa
Accuracy (FSO)
±5%
±5°
±2.5‰
Resolution
0.1m/s
5°
0.076Pa
Rain resist level
Water proof
150mm/h
Working temperature range
-30℃~60℃
-25℃~90℃

2.3 Wireless control unit
The wireless control unit is composed of low consumption central control module, wireless sensing
module, clock module and synchronization module. Each module could be independently operated.
The system used a lithium battery for power supplying and automatically entered deep-sleep state
when free from working. When system was in deep-sleep state, only part of the wireless
communication module was kept awake for signal transmitting. Aiming at the difficulties of wind
load field measurement, this unit had 3 characteristic: relative high sampling rate, long time
measuring and synchronized multi-point measuring.
In order to guarantee a high sampling frequency, a dynamic storage module was added. The
original collected data will be saved directly to the memory chip without wireless transmission.
When the sampling data quantity met requirement, the original data will be packed, compressed
and transmitted back in sequence. Obviously, using a large storage module is very useful for long
time data acquisition. However, if the storage module capacity is too large, the overall power
consumption of the unit will increase which leads to lower durability. Therefore a storage module
of 2Mbytes was chose to balance power consumption and storage capacity. This module can store
over 3.5 hours of measured data at the highest sampling rate, which satisfied the requirement of
field measurement. If the sampling rate was appropriately reduced, the effective sampling time
will over 24 hours.
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In order to solve siganal delay, a clock module was added to the unit, synchronization acquisition
could be realized by using timing function of the clock module. However, due to the existence of
individual error of each clock module, the timing start time might not exactly the same. In order
to eliminate the influence of this error, a synchronization module was added to the unit and a
synchronous calibration mechanism was designed. The synchronization module transformed the
hourly chime of civil FM broadcast into the electrical signal, then the central control module
intelligently identified the signal and calibrated the clock module. After calibration, the individual
error of the clock module was greatly reduced, so as to ensure the synchronization of multi-point
data acquisition.
2.4 Wireless communication network
To make the wireless signal cover large span roof with complicated shape, a customized wireless
communication network was used. The base station had the highest level address, sensor nodes
had the lowest level address, and router node had different level of address due to the position of
the node in the whole network. Basically, after network initialization, each node could only
respond to the command from the superior node which had a higher level address in order to avoid
the command conflict in the network. However, router node had another function of returning data
to the base station, thus it could also respond to the command from subordinate node with a special
judgement. A command including source address, destination address and the terminal router
address could be exactly transmitted to the target node without affecting other irrelevant nodes.
3. Application: Wind field measurement on the roof of Hangzhou East Railway Station
In order to test the performance of the field measurement system on the actual structure roof, the
system was applied on a standard large-span structure roof. Hangzhou east railway station is a
rectangular cylindrical grid structure, the plan size of the roof was 507m and 282m. The
surroundings was open which was mainly flat ground, trees, grass, railways and city roads.
3.1 Arrangement and installation of measuring nodes
Since the roof is symmetric in two directions, thus two separate measurement system was applied
on the half part of the roof, respectively. The anemometer was arranged on the top of monitoring
camera bracket which is about 3 meters higher than the roof surface, as shown in Fig.2 (a). The
wind direction of the anemometer was shown in Fig.3. Wind pressure nodes were evenly arranged
on the roof surface on the basis of a 50m grid, and the wind pressure nodes were arranged densely
at the edge of the roof, and the arrangement was sparse in central region. The wind pressure node
were fixed on the roof clamps as shown in Fig.2 (b). 6 router nodes were evenly arranged on the
roof to transmit signal as shown in Fig.3. The router nodes were also fixed on the roof through
clamps as shown in Fig.2 (c). The layout of west part of measurement nodes and router nodes was
shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.2 Installation of measurement equipment: (a) anemometer, (b) wind pressure node, (c) router node

Fig.3 Plan of router node, pressure node and anemometer on Hangzhou East Railway Station

3.2 Field measurement result
In order to verify the reliability of the measurement system, a long time measurement test was
proceed after the equipment was installed. The sampling rate of wind pressure was 2Hz and the
sampling rate of wind speed and direction was 1Hz, and the sampling time was 4h.
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Fig.4 Time history of a series of pressure nodes in windward direction

A series of wind pressure measuring nodes along the inflow direction were selected as shown in
the red rectangle box in Fig.3. The fluctuating time history curves of the wind pressure and the
wind speed were shown in Fig.4. It can be seen that wind speed had a rapid increase during the
time period in the ellipse, meanwhile, each pressure node also appeared a rapid change of negative
pressure, but changes of different nodes did not appear at the same time. The red lines in Fig.4
showed the measuring node being farther from the windward edge, the pressure time history was
larger delayed. Therefore, the traveling wave effect of fluctuating wind pressure could be
successfully captured by the measured system.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a wind load field measurement system based on WSN was designed to overcome the
difficulties of wind field measurement on large span roofs. This system was successfully applied
on a typical large span roof. Some useful conclusions were obtained: The pressure sensor was
waterproof by using a pipeline system; the wireless control unit realized large-scale, long time and
high synchronization data acquisition; the wireless sensing network could cover large and
complicated area through different topological forms by a specific custom wireless network. By a
series of time histories of pressure nodes in windward direction, the measured system was proved
to successfully capture the traveling wave effect of fluctuating wind, which further verified that
the synchronization precision of different measuring nodes in the system was good.
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Abstract
Supplemental dampers are an attractive mean to mitigate the response of dynamically excited
structures. Typically, dampers are designed only after the main structure is completed, and they
are added with the goal to increase structural damping and effectively reduce the dynamic
response. Topology optimization offers the possibility of obtaining material layout distribution to
meet the loading demands; however, most approaches only accommodate static deterministic
loads, but dynamic responses are required to design damping systems and many of the most severe
dynamic loads that civil structures withstand are stochastic in nature. Therefore, this paper
proposes a reliability-based scheme to obtain simultaneously optimal topology and size/location
of discrete dampers for stochastically excited structures. The excitation is modeled as a stationary
zero-mean filtered white noise, the excitation model is combined with the structural model to form
an augmented representation, and the stationary covariances of the structural responses of interest
are obtained by solving a Lyapunov equation. An objective function of the optimization scheme is
then defined as the first-passage probability, which is computed using the stationary covariances.
The proposed topology optimization scheme is illustrated for a mid-rise building subjected to
stochastic ground motion excitation. The results presented herein demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed approach for efficient simultaneous optimization of topology and damping distribution
of stochastically excited structures.
1. Introduction
Topology optimization provides a general approach to obtain optimal material layout in a
prescribed domain according to some cost function with appropriately specified design constraints
(Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003). It has been successfully applied to solve the minimum compliance
problem for general structures subjected to deterministic static loading and dynamic problems
(Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003). However, such deterministic approaches cannot accommodate
stochastic dynamic loads which civil structures frequently undergo, such as winds, earthquakes,
traffic, etc. (Soong and Grigoriu, 1993), and therefore, produce suboptimal designs.
Optimization of stochastically loaded structures has been slower to develop than its deterministic
counterpart. For example, Xu et al. (2017a,b) proposed a parametric optimization method of shear
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buildings subjected to stochastic excitation. Recently, Gomez and Spencer (2018b) developed a
general topology optimization framework for structures subjected to stationary stochastic
excitation; the performance function was formulated in terms of the response covariances, which
are obtained through solution of a large-scale Lyapunov equation. The previous optimization
framework is expanded to include reliability-based functions.
Analytical and experimental studies have shown that a significant reduction in seismic response
can be achieved by including supplemental damping devices, and consequently, significant
research has been focused on the optimal distribution of such devices for seismic applications
(Zhang and Soong, 1992). However, simultaneous optimization of topology and damping
distribution has only been studied recently by Gomez and Spencer (2018a) due to the complexity
of the problem given by the stochastic dynamic nature and the non-proportional damping.
This study extends the topology optimization framework for stochastically excited structures
presented in Gomez and Spencer (2018a,b) to perform simultaneous optimization of topology and
discrete viscous damping distribution; the performance function is given in terms of the probability
of failure, obtained by solving a large-scale Lyapunov equation. The material volume and sum of
damping coefficients are constrained. An illustrative example is provided for the optimization of
a mid-rise building subjected to a stochastic ground motion. The results demonstrate the efficacy
of the proposed approach for reliability-based topology optimization of stochastically excited
structures with supplemental damping devices.
2. Problem Formulation
This section formulates the topology optimization of structurea with stochastic excitation. An
augmented state space representation is formed, and the stationary covariance of the responses are
obtained via solution of the Lyapunov equation. Some numerical details are presented and further
details can be found in the studies by Gomez and Spencer (2018a,b).
2.1 Stochastic Response and First-Passage Probability of Failure
The excitation is assumed as a zero-mean stationary stochastic process that can be modeled as a
filtered white noise (Soong and Grigoriu, 1993). Combining the structural and excitation systems,
the state space representation of the augmented system is given as

x a = A a xa + B a w  t 
y  Ca x a

(1)

where the matrices Aa, Ba, and Ca are the state and measurement matrices; and w(t) is a multidimensional white noise. The covariance matrix for the stationary responses of the augmented state
is obtained by solving the Lyapunov equation
0 = A a Γ xa + Γ xa A Ta  2πB a S o B Ta
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For a Gaussian stationary process x with  and  as the standard deviation of the process and its
time-derivative, respectively, then the crossing rate of the limit in absolute value a is given by



 a2 

exp   2 

 2 

(3)

The occurrence of the crossing can be assumed to follow a Poisson process, then the first-passage
probability of failure in the time window 0  t  T is given by
Pf  Pr  x  a   1  exp  T 

(4)

2.2 Topology Optimization Formulation
Design variables in continuous-domain topology optimization are chosen as the relative density in
each element. For element n, the relative density variable is denoted by zn. Additional design
variables ck are chosen to represent supplemental damping at the kth floor and are normalized such
that their sum is at most 1. The optimization formulation is thus given by



min max Pr i (Γ xa )   max
z ,c

i 1,..., Nf



s.t. V  z   Vmax  0 and cT 1  1  0
zi   ,1 for i  1,..., N el

(5)

ci   cmin , 1 N d  for i  1,..., N f
where θi is the interstory drift of the ith floor, θmax is the interstory drift limit, V is the volume, Vmax
is the volume limit, ε is the lower bound on the density variables, Nel is the number of elements,
Nf is the number of floors, cmin is the lower bound on the damping variables, and Nd is the minimum
number of dampers specified.
2.3 Numerical Solution
The material properties for intermediate relative densities are obtained using an interpolation rule;
in this work SIMP interpolation is used for stiffness (Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003) and modified
SIMP interpolation is used for mass to avoid spurious modes (Tcherniak, 2002) given by

E  z    0  1   0  z p  E0
 z q 0
if z  0.1
p 3
a0 z  0 if z  0.1

 z  

(6)

where E0 and ρ0 are the Young’s modulus and density of the solid material, respectively, p and q
are the penalization parameters of stiffness and mass, respectively, ε0 is the Ersatz parameter, and
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a0 is a coefficient to ensure continuity. In addition, defining csum as the maximum sum of the
damping coefficients, the damping force in each floor is given by
f i d  ci csum  ui  ui 1 

(7)

To update the design variables, the method of moving asymptotes (Svanberg, 1987) is chosen,
which requires the first-order sensitivity of the performance and constraint functions. A linear hat
filter was applied to the performance function sensitivities to avoid numerical instabilities
(Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003). An adjoint method is employed to obtain the sensitivities that
requires the solution of an additional Lyapunov equation to obtain the Lagrange multiplier matrix
(Gomez and Spencer, 2018b).
3. Illustrative Example
In this section, the proposed framework is illustrated by minimizing the probability of failure of a
9-story building subjected to a seismic ground motion in the horizontal direction.
The design domain is a 9 m x 36 m rectangle, which is depicted in Figure 1, adapted from a 9story benchmark building (Ohtori et al, 2004). The solid linear elastic material has the following
properties: Young's modulus E0 = 210 GPa, Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3, density ρ = 7500 kg/m3, and
Ersatz parameter ϵ = 10-4. The domain has a uniform thickness of 0.10 m; the continuum domain
is assumed to be in plane stress; and the maximum allowable volume is 30% of the solid domain.
The domain is bounded by columns with area of 0.0703 m2, inertia of 8.28×10-4 m4, and the same
material properties. The continuum domain and the column are discretized using 27 x 108 Q4 and
216 frame elements, respectively, such that their nodes coincide. Two additional floor lumped
masses of 80 000 kg are included at each floor to simulate floor mass (red dots in Figure 1), which
is equivalent to 19.8 times the total allowable mass of the design domain. The radius of the filter
is equal to 0.50 m. Rayleigh damping is used with 0.1% damping ratios for the first 2 modes to
account for intrinsic damping in the structure.

Figure 1. Domain for 9-story building subjected to ground motion.
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4. Conclusions
This paper proposed a method for reliability-based optimization of topology and supplemental
damping of buildings subjected to stochastic excitations. The input was considered as a filtered
white noise, and the performance was given in terms of the first passage probability of failure,
computed using the covariance matrix obtained by solving a large-scale Lyapunov equation. A
volume constraint was imposed to limit the design space, and the design variables were chosen as
the relative densities in each element and the relative damping coefficient in each floor.
The proposed method was illustrated by conducting topology optimization of a rectangular domain
with Q4 elements, frame elements in the lateral boundaries, and additional lumped floor masses,
representing the lateral system of a 9-story building under stochastic earthquake loading. The
ground motion is modeled using a Kanai-Tajimi model. The results demonstrate the efficacy of
the proposed approach for simultaneous topology and damping distribution reliability-based
optimization of stochastically excited buildings.
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Abstract
The protection of a building structure from natural hazards, such as the earthquake, tsunami, and
hurricanes, has been studied for several decades. A large amount of research has conducted on the
adaptive control force generation with a response tracking philosophy. In this study, to explain the
influence of reference systems to seismic control performance, various reference models are
generated with different virtual influence terms. Then, the base-superstructure interaction is
investigated regarding different reduced-order models of the superstructure. The simulation results
imply the beneficial effect of the base-superstructure interaction to the seismic control
performance. Overall, the feedback adaptive control framework is fulfilled with a favorable control
performance.
1. Introduction
The significance of structural protection from natural disasters has been recognized for several
decades. For the realization of seismic vibration mitigation, one commonly used methodologies
are structural control, including passive, semi-active, and active control strategies Spencer, et al.
(2003). Amongst passive control strategies, because an isolation layer elongates the structural
fundamental period, base isolation systems are widely implemented to mitigate structural response
Gutierrez Soto, et al. (2018). However, due to the low-frequency components in pulse-like ground
motions, a large base deformation could cause structural failure. To address this issue,
supplemental dampings are introduced into base isolation systems; while the effect is to decrease
base deformation with a cost of internal motions increment of a superstructure Alhan, et al. (2016).
Then, as alternatives, the semi-active and active strategies may promisingly achieve a reduction in
both the base deformation and superstructure response Ramallo, et al. (2002).
In terms of the progress at sensing, computing, as well as actuation technologies, a smart control
strategy could be carried out by utilizing semi-active or active control algorithms Casciati, et al.
(2012). The semi-active control policy has been widely accepted due to its reliable performance
and high flexibility Gu, et al. (2017); specifically, because the control algorithm used for the semiactive and active control strategies are intrinsically the same Suresh, et al. (2012), the effectiveness
of semi-active control is determined by the control algorithm. To date, numerous sophisticated
control algorithms have been adopted in base-isolated structures, including optimum control
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Miyamoto, et al. (2018), model reference adaptive control Shan, et al. (2018), and neural network
control Subasri, et al. (2014). Although the effectiveness of the optimum controller has been
carried out, the introduction of model uncertainty and the limited state measurement condition
Subasri, et al. (2014) could deteriorate the control performance. To tackle this problem, a selfadaptive realization is recommended to incorporate into a control strategy Subasri, et al. (2014).
Accordingly, for a nonlinear base-isolated system with unknown model parameters and limited
sensors allocation, an adaptive feedback controller is designed with a Lyapunov stability analysis.
Although numerous researchers have studied tracking controllers Coppola, et al. (2015), Ghaderi,
et al. (2017), few of them give a systematic comparison of the control performance regarding
various reference systems. In specific, an optimum reference model is proposed, according to a
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) strategy, in Shan, et al. (2018); and the idea of disturbance
rejection is deliberated into the reference signal generation as presented in Tu, et al. (2014).
Meanwhile, in the current study, the order and degree-of-freedom (DOF) of a reference model is
not clearly suggested for a general reference design. For example, in Shan, et al. (2018), the
reference order is defined the same as the controlled system; however, in Chu, et al. (2010), a
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) reference system is used for the multi-degree-of-freedom
(MDOF) system’s control. Because the control performance is expressed and determined in terms
of a reference model Yang, et al. (2014), a comprehensive study, as well as a general reference
design instruction, are carried out.
In this paper, a feedback adaptive control framework is proposed to improve a nonlinear baseisolation structure’s performance. The second part represents the formulation of the proposed
strategy. Then, an illustrative MDOF base isolation model is evoked within a comparative study;
subsequently, the influence of the order of a reference model is considered with a specific
placement of monitoring sensors.
2. Formulation
2.1 Structural Motion Equation
The governing equation of a general controlled nonlinear MDOF system subjected to earthquake
excitations is illustrated as:
N

miYi  ciYi  fi (Yi , Yi )   m j 
xg 
j i

N

 m x

j  i 1

j

j

 mi 
xi 1  ui

f i (Yi , Yi )   i kiYi  (1   i ) ki D y ,i Z i

i  1...N

(1a)
(1b)

where the subscript i denotes the floor number; N is the number of substructures; Y , Y and Y
denote the interstory drift, velocity and acceleration, respectively; m and c represent the mass
and damping value; k ,  , and D y are the pre-yield stiffness, post-yield ratio and the yield
deformation, respectively; Z denotes the Bouc-Wen hysteretic component Wen (1976); xg
represents the seismic excitations and u is the control signal.
The general expression of a reference system for real-time performance tracking is given as
Equation (2). Although a favorable control performance has been achieved utilizing reference
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generators proposed in Shan, et al. (2018), substructure interaction information adjoining
controlled floors is the necessity for generating reference signals. Therefore, herein, two different
virtual terms are generally given as follows. And, for simplicity, the dynamic parameter pair
[ r ,  r ] is utilized.
N

miYi r  ciYi r  kiYi r  mi 
xg  i ;  I   k rY r  c rY r ;  II  k rY r  c rY r   miro airo

(2)

i 1

where Y r , Y r , and Yr represent the reference signal of interstory drift, velocity, and acceleration,
respectively;  denotes the virtual influence term for the redesign of the substructure; k r and c r
represent additional stiffness and damping coefficient; a ro and m ro represent the estimated
acceleration and lumped mass of the i th substructure of the superstructure; N is the number of
substructures; the parameter pair is defined as ( r ) 2  (k  k r ) / m and 2 r r  (c  c r ) / m .
2.2 Design of Reference Controller
The tracking error system, utilized for the control force generation, in Equation (3), stems
from the difference between the controlled dynamic system Equation (1) and a designated
reference system Equation (2). Thereafter, the backstepping variables are derived as Equation (4).

mi ei  ci ei  ki ei   i  ui ;

1  e ;

 2  e 1 ;

 i  g i  mi 
xg  kiYi  f i   i
 3  e   1  1  2 2 ;
F  F  Fˆ

ei  Yi  Yi r ;

(3)
(4)

where e is the tracking error of the displacement;  i denotes the cumulative effects, originated
from modeling errors, unspecific nonlinear behavior as well as the uncertainty of measurement
information; 1 denotes the virtual control variable; F is the upper boundary constant value of
 .
the derivative of cumulative effect 
1
1
1
1 2
Theorem: The function of V   12   22   32 
F is a Lyapunov function for the
2
2
2
2m f
system (3) with a control signal according u  mu  Fˆ sgn( 3 ) . And the adaptive control law is

regarded as u   2  θε  2  3 3 , 1   1 1 , 2   1  1   2 2 , F  F  Fˆ and Fˆ   3  f .

Where  f , 1 ,  2 and 3 denote the positive design parameters; the variable θ  [ k / m, c / m ]T
and ε  [e, e]T ; the operator sgn() is the signum function.


Proof: Taking the virtual control variable 1   1 1 , 2   1  1   2 2 , and  f  3  F  0
while utilizing a control law u  mu  Fˆ sgn( ) , the derivative of the Lyapunov function of
3

system (3) is derived as Equation(5). Accordingly, the stability of the proposed controller is proved.
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 F 
 f  3  F
 3
3
2
2
2


V   1 1   2 2  3 3 
F
0
m
m f

(5)

3. Numerical Simulation
In this section, the physical parameters of the elucidative model, such as the lumped mass,
stiffness, damping coefficients, and the Bouc-Wen isolation model, are assigned in Table 1.
Control performance indices, such as peak base drift reduction J3 and peak superstructure
acceleration reduction J5, were used for the evaluation process; the fault-normal (FN) component
of ground motions, namely Kobe and Jiji, were selected as the excitation scenarios Narasimhan,
et al. (2008). The sampling frequency was 1,000 Hz, and the adaptive control signal is generated
by adopting a parameter pair [ f , 1 ,  2 , 3 ] as [1,100,100,100]. Moreover, discrete values of the

parameter  r (rad/s) were appointed from  10 to 16 5 with an interval of  10 ; the damping
ratio  r was appointed from 0.01 to 0.5 with an interval as 0.01 and from 0.6 to 1 with an interval
as 0.1. In this case, the total number of computational reference models is 1760.

[ m1 , , m8 ] (kg)

Table 1 The model setup of the nonlinear isolation bearing
Lead Rubber Isolator (LRB) model


0.21
3.57×106
8
D
n
0.02
4.10 10
y

1
9.85 106
A
Superstructure physical information
[2.58, 2.25, 2.06, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05] 106

[k1 ,, k8 ] (N/m)

[6.58, 4.01, 2.85, 2.35, 1.98, 2.28, 1.83, 1.17] 109

[c1 , , c8 ] (N-s/m)

[15.1, 8.47, 5.20, 3.73, 2.58, 2.90, 2.38, 1.57] 107

Mass (kg)
Stiffness (N/m)
Damping (N-s/m)

-0.08
2
1.08

First, the comparison of the contour of performance index J 3 and J 5 is shown in Figure 1.
As illustrated, with the influence term  I , the performance indices J 3 and J 5 are less than a unit
value in a separate case, in Figure (1a) and (1c), respectively; however, there is no optional solution
which could satisfy J 3  1 and J 5  1 , simultaneously. On the contrary, as a comparison in Figure
(1b) and (1d), the introduction of base-superstructure interaction indicates a better control
performance. Specifically, zones with optional solutions expand in each earthquake scenario with
influence term  II , and the feasible zone is demonstrated as the dashed zone. Therefore, although
the relative motion of the first floor to the base isolation layer is small Pozo, et al. (2008), the basesuperstructure interaction is suggested to be considered in the reference generator.
Furthermore, to investigate the effects of the DOF in a reference model, different reducedorder superstructure models were performed, considering different measurement conditions, in
Figure (2a). An iteration procedure to obtain an optimal reference model was carried out with the
implementation of a virtual term  II , and the cost function was defined as   min (max( J i )) ,
eq 1~7 i 1~5

where eq denotes the index of ground motions; J is the performance index defined in
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Narasimhan, et al. (2008). The optimal cost function value of the SDOF case is 1.202 in Figure
(2b), which indicates an SDOF model is not sufficient to represent the interface interaction. Then,
in the cases with 2DOF and 3DOF model, the controlled system works more satisfactory.

Fitness value

Figure 1 The contour comparison of performance index J 3 and J 5 , utilizing two different virtual influence terms,
with various simulation models under the excitation of Kobe and Jiji

Figure 2 The placement of sensors and the corresponding iteration procedure for optimal reference models using a
reduced-order superstructure model

4. Conclusions
A feedback controller was proposed with a systematical comparison of control performance. The
base-superstructure interaction and different reduced-order models of the superstructure were
considered in the study. Overall, the simulation results imply a favorable control performance of
the feedback adaptive controller.
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Abstract
Safety of buildings after a seismic event should be confirmed before resume of occupation.
Therefore, the condition of individual buildings need to be evaluated to minimize interference of
lives and businesses. However, manual inpection by experts depend on each skill and also time
consuming. Structural Health Monitoring provides a means to accelerate the required evaluation.
This paper proposed to develop a cost-effective method for rapid damage assessment in buildings
after seismic events. First a damage sensitive feature is defined that can distinguish damaged and
undamaged structure. An artificial neural network is then explored to describe the complex
relationship between the damage sensitive features and the damage index. In this paper, the
maximun inter-story drift angle is proposed as a reliable damage index to classify the safety of
buildings after seismic events. A five-story steel structure in which the nonlinear floor stiffness is
represented by a Bouc-Wen model is developed to validate the proposed strategy. These results
demonstrate the potential of the proposed framework for rapid damage assessment of buildings
after seismic events.
1. Introduction
Japan has experienced large earthquakes in the past, resulting in damaged, or have even collapsed
buildings. After an earthquake occurs, structures must be inspected by experts (e.g., certified
structural engineers) to determine whether the structures are safe or must be retrofitted or even
demolished. However, this process is laborious and time consuming, especially in urban areas, and
such an inspection is currently the only way to confirm if a building is safe to reoccupy. The 2011
Great East Japan earthquake resulted in many buildings and other civil infrastructure being
damaged because of the severe ground motion and tsunami. More than 5 million people were
stranded in the Tokyo Metropolitan area and unable to return home on the day of the earthquake
because of limited operations of the transportation system. In response to the problems caused by
this event, the Tokyo Metropolitan government published guidelines for citizens and employees
to refrain from heading home immediately after a disaster to help prevent chaos in the city of
Tokyo. However, issues remain in that people cannot decide to stay in a building without any
information about the building safety after seismic events.
Researchers have proposed rapid damage assessment (RDA) system to evaluate the state of a
building after seismic events. Voigt et al. (2011) reported the aftermath of the earthquake in Haiti.
Satellite-based earthquake damage assessment was performed to show the difference before and
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after the seismic event, seeking to determine how severe the damage was in the region. This
approach is very effective at rapidly assessing the situation at a regional level; however, applying
this approach to individual structures is difficult. Mita et al. (2016) proposed using a limited
number of sensors to estimate the inter-story drifts in high-rise buildings. Modal analysis using the
lower vibration modes of a linear shear-beam model was employed; however, this method has
limited applicability, because it cannot be employed for nonlinear structures. Hoskere et al. (2017)
proposed a new damage localization and classification technique of various types of damage based
on computer vision algorithm. By training for various kinds of damage, the system can identify
damage found in exposed structural components. This approach has great potential for structures
in which the structural components are externally visible; however, when applying to buildings for
which the structural components are not visible, assessing their conditions is difficult.
In this paper, a cost-effective method for rapid damage assessment in buildings after seismic events
is proposed. The proposed approach is based on estimates of the maximum inter-story drift angle
using a limited number of accelerometers, regardless of whether the responses are linear and
nonlinear. A damage sensitive feature (DSF) is first defined as the difference between the predicted
linear and the measured responses and shown to be able to distinguish damaged and undamaged
structure. An example of a five-story building with nonlinearity described by a Bouc-Wen
hysteresis model is developed to illustrate the approach. An artificial neural network is then applied
to describe the complex relationship between DSFs and maximum inter-story drift angle. A
convolutional neural network (CNN) is presented to estimate the maximum inter-story drift angle
based on selected DSFs. The results demonstrate the potential of using the proposed system for
rapid building condition assessment after an earthquake.
2. Damage Sensitive Feature (DSF)
A DSF is a feature that can distinguish damaged from undamaged structure. This section explains
the difference in responses between the linear and nonlinear model using a simplified 5-DOF
system to pursue the most possible effective feature that can characterize damaged and undamaged
structures. Monte Carlo simulation is conducted for both linear and nonlinear models using various
kinds of random excitation to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed DSFs.
2.1 Modeling of Analysis Model
Analysis models for linear and nonlinear models are developed with a simplified 5-DOF structural
system. The Bouc-Wen hysteresis loop is used for the nonlinear model to represent the difference
from the linear model. The equation of motion of this structural system is given by second-order
differential equation. The restoring force at each story and the parameter 𝑧
𝑡 is formulated by
𝑟 𝑡
𝑧

1
𝑥

𝛾|𝑥 𝑡 ||𝑧

𝛼𝑘𝑥 𝑡
𝑡 |

1
𝑧

𝛼 𝑘𝑥 𝑧
𝑡

𝑡

𝛽𝑥 𝑡 |𝑧

(1)
𝑡 |

𝐴𝑥 𝑡

(2)

where 𝑥 𝑡 is the relative inter-story displacement, 𝑘 is the linear story stiffness, 𝑥 is the yield
displacement, and 𝛼 is the ratio of the post-to pre-yield stiffness. The dimensionless parameters 𝛾,
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𝛽, A, and n control the shape of the hysteresis loop. The parameters of the Bouc-Wen model used
in this simulation are listed in Table 1.

Floor
1
2
3
4
5

H
(m)
3.3
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

Table 1. Parameters of the Bouc-Wen model for 5-DOF shear-beam system
𝑥
𝑚
𝑘
α
A
𝑛
(105 kN/m)
(kN)
(cm)
5446
13.0
2.28
0.08
1.0
6
5446
10.0
2.42
0.11
1.0
6
5446
8.4
2.32
0.13
1.0
6
5446
7.5
1.93
0.15
1.0
6
7879
6.6
1.53
0.15
1.0
6

𝛽

𝛾

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

2.2 Qualitative Description
Monte Carlo simulation is performed with various kinds of random excitation to assess a difference
in responses between linear and nonlinear analysis models. Random excitation is created using
white noise with a Kanai-Tajimi filter to generate the ground motion. A total of 40,000 (with 20
different power intensity) different ground motions are generated. Results of maximum
acceleration based on linear and nonlinear model are shown in Figure 1. The mean value of each
response is considered with each power intensity to easily describe the difference of each response.

Figure 1. Mean of maximum accelerations: Linear model (red) and nonlinear model (blue)
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From Figure 1, results clearly indicate that as power intensity increases, the difference of linear
and nonlinear response similarly increase, especially after yielding is developed. This
characteristic represents a feature that can distinguish between damaged and undamaged structures
as a DSF. Therefore, a DSF can be defined as to calculate the difference between the linear model
predicted and measured acceleration, which is given by,
DSF: ∆𝑥

𝑥,

𝑥,

where 𝑥 ,
is the ith story of measured acceleration and 𝑥 ,
acceleration predicted from the linear model.

(3)
is the ith story of

3. Damage Assessment Method
This section explains to develop a reliable strategy for assessing the complex relationship between
DSFs and maximun inter-story drift angle. In this paper, machine learning using a convolutional
neural network (CNN) is proposed that can extract significant characteristics of input layer.
3.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Machine learning is very powerful technique for both classification and regression that can account
for linear and nonlinear system. It is known to be effective for determining underlying relationships
for complex phenomena. To estimate the maximun inter-story drift angle for safety classification,
the CNN method is applied. The CNN consists of input and output layer with multiple hidden
layers, which are composed by convolutional, pooling, and fully connected layers. A convolutional
layer has the main computational role and consists of a set of learnable filters, which have a small
receptive window and extend through the full depth of the input volume. This lernable filter
enables detection of some specific features at some special position in the input layer. In this paper,
ground motion and selected DSFs are proposed as the input layer that can extract features (e.g.,
maximum values) simultaneously by setting the learnable filter into two dimensions.
3.2 Robust system for CNN
Training data that depend on the damage level of a building under different earthquake is required
to develop reliable CNN system. Data that include real damage information are preferred so that
DSFs and maximun inter-story drift angle can be obtained; however, such data are not available.
Therefore, a reasonable analysis model that can represent the damaged structure is needed to
provide training data for CNN. In addition, consideration of a robust system is an important factor
that can cover gaps in uncertainties. Uncertainties always exist in a nonlinear analysis model with
as-built building, which are basically assumed by a full-scale model. A specific ground motion
also needs to be applied that is representative of the specific building site. Training data for CNN
should include these uncertainties to be robust. Training data consist of input data (ground motion
and DSFs) and output data (maximun inter-story drift angle) for Monte Carlo simulation. In this
paper, six uncertainty factors are proposed to increase the robustness performance of the proposed
framework: ground motion with different (i) power intensity, (ii) natural period, (iii) damping
coefficient, (iv) time duration, nonlinear model with different (v) secondary slope after yielding,
and (vi) yielding point.
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4. Numerical Examples
4.1 Modeling of building
A five-story steel structure is considered to validate the proposed framework for RDA system. A
full three-dimensional nonlinear analysis model is first developed by using SAP2000 (Figure 3) to
conduct pushover analysis to obtain the nonlinear performance of a structure. To develop a linear
model for calculating DSFs and nonlinear Bouc-Wen model for generating training data and
measured accelerations, pushover analysis are used. The parameters for the Bouc-Wen hysteresis
model are adjusted to match with the pushover curve. Each paremter of the linear and nonlinear
model is listed in Table 1. Comparison of natural periods are illustrated in Table 2.

Figure 3. Full 3-D nonlinear analysis model (SAP2000)

Mode
1st
2nd
3rd

Table 2. Comparison of natural periods (unit: sec)
SAP2000 (3-D)
Bouc-Wen (1-D)
0.5356
0.5356
0.1758
0.1920
0.0953
0.1205

4.2 Robust CNN
Monte Carlo simulation using nonlinear model is performed to create training data for robust CNN.
Because of cost-effective system, three accelerometers are considered; ground, 3rd, and 5th floor.
As discussed in section 3.2, robustness of the ground motion and nonlinear parameters are
considered. The range of each characteristic is listed in Table 3. These values are randomly chosen
within the range defined while Monte Carlo simulation is computed.
Table 3. Parameter range for input ground motion and nonlinear model
Contents
Range
0.01 - 0.39
Power intensity
0.2 - 1.0 (s)
Natural period
Ground motion
0.2 - 0.5
Damping coefficient
20.0 - 40.0 (s)
Time duration
0.002
𝛼
Secondary slope
Nonlinear paramter
𝑥,
0.001
Yielding point

The input layer is composed of ground motion and DSFs at 3rd and 5th floor. Convolutional layer
has three layers with 32 filters and 3x10 learnable filters. Fully connected layer consists of three
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hidden layers with 128 cells, and ReLU function is used as activation function. The output layer
provides maximun inter-story drift angle from all the floors.
4.3 Validation Results
Testing data for validation are generated using the same condition listed in Table 3, which are
randomly chosen with a total of 4,000 data. A scatter plot is illustrated in Figure 4 (left) to evaluate
the accuracy of the prediction with true values. Figure 4 (left) indicates that the proposed system
can estimate maximun inter-story drift accurately regardless of linear and nonlinear responses. On
the basis of these estimation data, safety classification is performed in accordance with safety
divisions; safe if it is less than 0.5%, caution if it is between 0.5% and 1.0%, and danger if it is
more than 1.0%. The accuracy of these classification is validated using confusion matrix (Figure
4, right). The result of the confusion matrix clearly indicates that this proposed system has high
potential for safety classification, resulting in 97.9% of accuracy. These results indicate that the
proposed framework that estimates maximun inter-story drift angle by using robust CNN with
selected DSFs is largely useful with any structural condition.
max. floor

0.05
0.045
0.04
0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035

0.04

0.045

0.05

prediction

Figure 4. Scatter plot between predictions and true values (left)
Confusion matrix of safety classification (right)

5. Conclusions
This paper proposed to develop a cost-effective system for rapid damage assessment of buildings
after seismic events. A damage sensitive feature was first defined to take a difference between
linear and measured accelerations that can distinguish damaged and undamaged structures from
the measured system response data. A convolutional neural network was next proposed to uncover
the complex relationships between DSFs and maximum inter-story drift angle. A robust CNN that
can cover gaps of uncertainties in the nonlinear model and specific ground motion was also
proposed. The proposed framework was finally validated using a five-story steel structure to
illustrate the efficacy of the proposed approach. The results indicated that using robust CNN with
DSFs explicitly estimated the maximum inter-story drift angle and classify the safety of building.
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Abstract
Real-time (‘snapshot’) hyperspectral imaging is a recent advance in remote sensing technology
that captures hundreds of spectral bands at a pixel within a scene of interest without scanning the
scene linearly as it is in the traditional ‘push-broom’ hyperspectral imaging. This real-time
mechanism enables the capability of collecting a large number of hyperspectral images in a short
time; and also, it leads to the superb readiness when integrating with unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), especially the small multi-copter UAVs (colloquially drones). This capability provides
the unique opportunity of performing 4-dimensional spatial-spectral reconstruction and
hyperspectral-imaging based visual computing. More importantly, it provides the signal basis for
the contextual information of any object in both the spectral dimensions and the local
neighborhood. Hence, any pixel is equipped with more discriminative power in recognizing
damage at materials level besides the spatial-variability based visual cues (e.g. edges and texture
based on pixel intensities). In this paper, we will demonstrate this capability of hyperspectral
imaging in identifying complex structural damage using traditional low-level feature extraction
and classification methods (relative to deep learning methods). At the application level, different
scenarios that challenge regular optical imaging will be attempted, which includes identifying
structural concrete crack within complex scenes, identifying the degree of steel corrosion from
visually similar corrosion artifacts, and pavement distress against pavement texture and
contamination.
1. Introduction
Hyperspectral imaging is a very powerful tool for remotely inferring the properties of the material
in the view of interest and characterized by their spatial as well as the spectral resolution at each
pixel along with wide bandwidth and narrow sampling interval. Spatial resolution can be defined
as the smallest discernible detail in an image which can be treated as the smallest individual unit
in an image (Gonzalez, 2009). Spatial resolution measures the geometric resolution of the image
pixels to each other while spectral resolution determines the variation of the spectrum of light
transmitted or reflected from each pixel within the image. The hyperspectral imagery consists of
light intensity variation across a large number of spectral bands (Willett, Duarte, Davenport, &
Baraniuk, 2014). However traditional airborne hyperspectral imaging technique is operated using
a scanning mechanism called the ‘push-broom’ technology, which relies on the sensor hence the
vehicle linearly passes above the scene to obtain images line by line.
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In the communities of infrastructure health and condition monitoring and inspection, the
development of an automated structural damage identification solution has been a key objective.
Imaging methods have been regarded promising in the research community as the spatial extent
and spectral variation of damage usually manifest themselves in the captured images. Subsequently,
one can employ photogrammetric or image analysis methods to extract these damage
characteristics quantitatively. A variety of imaging technologies that have been widely used and
imaging devices include infrared thermography, microwave imaging, acoustic imaging, X-ray
imaging, and other radiography-based methods. In civil structural and infrastructure engineering,
the passive optical imaging by means of commercially inexpensive cameras has widely used.
Regular optical color images (i.e. featuring red, green, and blue color bands at a pixel) encounter
significant difficulties when dealing with real-field images. Considering an image taken in the field
for a bridge abutment, although one can visually identify the cracks in the picture (due to our
cognitive power), many noisy artifacts (discoloration, occlusion and solar illumination-related
photometric variabilities) are found and challenging to a machine learning algorithm in general.
These artifacts, however, are distinctly discriminative in terms of hyperspectral imagery data.
Furthermore, even for the cracks themselves, the spectral characteristics of cracks in civil
engineering structures are known to be rather complex as they potentially are formed due to various
reasons and are subject to various environmental disturbance, and such causal factors (the
mechanical triggering factor and the environmental contributing factors) need to be inferred from
images as well. It is recognized in this paper that although image-based crack detection methods
are being actively perused to date including ones using deep learning methods (Cha, Choi, &
Buyukozturk, 2017)the endeavors to this date only focus on crack detection (or namely detection
of the cracks as morphologically specific shapes), and none attempts to identify cracking causes
and contributing factors. We envision that hyperspectral imaging approach would address this
challenging task as a novel approach to detect the causal factors for crack formation towards a
precision approach to structural crack detection, diagnosis, and quantification. This paper serves
to explore primarily the applicability of real-time hyperspectral imaging to complex infrastructure
damage detection.
2. Systems and Methodology
2.1 Hyperspectral imaging system and Operation
Hyperspectral imaging has emerged as a promising tool in the identification of an object by their
chemical and material composition. Hyperspectral imaging acquires spectral information of each
pixel location across a wide range of light spectrum. The proportion of energy reflected, absorbed
and transmitted will vary from different civil engineering features. The hyperspectral imaging
system used in this research consisted of a high-performance S185 FireflEYE SE camera which
combines the precision of hyperspectral camera with the ease of snapshot camera, accurately
capturing the data over the whole field of view. This device has the wavelength range of 450nm
to 950nm with 129 channels and a pan resolution of 2500 spectra per cube providing a complete
hyperspectral cube with global shutter in 1/1000 of a second, without the need of IMU.
2.2 Preliminary Evaluation of Hyperspectral Pixels
Academic studies are abundant in the literature with the use of hyperspectral reflectance data in
civil engineering material classification. The main problem in most of the cases of civil
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engineering structure inspection and monitoring can be broadly classified into two parts, Firstly,
many structures or some part of the structure are difficult to access by the human eye and even if
possible, adds a huge cost to the research. Secondly, civil engineering damage, in reality, appears
much more complex due to the addition of the moisture, vegetation, rust, human factor and many
more. The general spectral range that is most often used is 10nm to 400nm (Ultra Violet, UV),
400nm to 700nm (Visible), 700nm to 1.4µm (near infrared, (NIR), 3.0µm to 8.0µm (mid-infrared,
MIR) and 30µm to 1mm (Far infrared, FIR)(Clark, 1999). Broadly categorizing, the approximate
wavelength range of 0.4µm to 1.0µm is called visible/near-infrared (VNIR) and the range 1.0µm
to 3.0µm is referred to as shortwave infrared (SWIR). In principle, in the spectral range of 500 to
2500 nm (Visible/VIS, 400-750 nm; near-infrared/NIR, 750-1400nm; to shortwave infrared/SWIR,
1400-2500 nm), new asphalt surfaces have the lowest reflectance with an increasing signal towards
2100 nm (Herold, 2007). The older the asphalt, and the poorer the road surface condition (e.g.
cracks), the more the reflectance increases in all parts of the spectrum (Mohammadi, 2012).

Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 1, 2 and 3 shows hyperspectral images and their spectral characteristics of fresh grass, soil, asphalt and
concrete surface respectively.

The use of hyperspectral imaging provides a different horizon with the depth of data for research
along with some difficulties in processing and analysis. Unlike much other imaging systems, the
hyperspectral imaging system can not only be used to distinguish crack or not a crack but also
define each component around the crack. For the purpose of this project out of all 139 bands of
hyperspectral images first and last two bans is omitted and only the rest 135 bands are considered
for the research. The difference in spectral characteristics of the vegetation and soil, cracked
asphalt surface and plain concrete surface is shown in Figure 1, figure 2 and figure 3 respectively.
2.3 Reflectance Calibration
The raw spectral image collected using hyperspectral imagining is actually detector signal
intensity, hence a reflectance calibration is performed to calibrate the raw intensity image into
reflectance with black and white reflectance images. The white response (‘B’) was obtained by
collecting a hypercube from a certified uniform white reflectance board (provided by Cubert
GmbH) whereas the dark response was acquired by covering the lens with its cap and recording
the camera response. The corrected reflectance value (R) was calculated from the measured signal
on the pixel by pixel basis as shown below
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𝑙𝑗 − 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
(1)
𝑊𝑗 − 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
Where lj is the reflectance light signal in raw unit, and j = 1,2, 3. ..., n, and n is the total number of
pixels.
𝑅𝑖 =

2.4 Methodology Workflow.
Among many available machine learning algorithms for the purpose for classification, the support
vector machine (SVM) proposed by Vapnik (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995) has attracted a high degree
of interest in machine learning, which is treated a benchmarking algorithm and widely employed
in problems such as text categorization (Joachims, 1998), tone recognition (Melgani & Bruzzone,
2004) and object detection and data classification (Guodong, Li, & Kapluk, 2000). SVM has been
highly capable of dealing with high-dimensional feature vectors and delivering high performance
in terms of classification accuracy than other commonly used classifiers (Srivastava & Bhambhu,
2010).

Figure 4: Image classification pipeline

2.5 Preparation of Imagery Dataset and Training / Testing Data
Over the past 50 years, many methods were proposed to detect the surface distress. Surface crack
detection and isolation is the first and foremost steps in automated surface distress classification
system. Using mean standard deviation, (Cheng et al., 2001) trained a neural network to select a
threshold for pavement image segmentation. (Bray, Verma, Xue, & He, 2006) also proposed a
neural network-based technique. (Zhou, Huang, & Chiang, 2003) used wavelet transformation for
pavement distress image comparison. As listed above, many efforts have been made in this field
and varying degree of success were achieved. However, these methods are either time consuming
or needs supervised training. Local binary pattern is a gray scale and rotation invariant operator,
and has been proven to be theoretically very simple, yet computationally efficient approach for
texture classifications (Ojala, Pietikainen, & Maenpaa, 2002).
1 𝑥≥0
2<=
𝐿𝐵𝑃2,4 = ∑2>?
𝑠(𝑔2 − 𝑔8 ) ∗ 22 ,
𝑠(𝑥) = A
(2)
0 𝑥<0
Local binary pattern (LBP) operator works in a 3*3pixel block of an image. According to definition,
the LBP operator describes each neighboring pixel by comparing to the central ones. The pixel in
this block are threshold by its center pixel value, multiplied by power of two and then summed to
obtain a label for the center pixel. If the gray level of the neighboring pixel is higher or equal to
the central, the value is set to one, otherwise to zero. The gray values of neighbors which do not
fall exactly in the center of pixels are estimated by bilinear interpolation. The output of the operator
is a P-bit binary number with 2P distinct values.
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The hyperspectral image in the training sets has been categorized into 2 groups. The first set of
hyperspectral images is acquired from 72 different images of cracked surface. The first set defining
cracked surface has all together 10008 pixels automatically selected using LBP. The second set of
the hyperspectral image represents plain asphalt and concrete surface and hence provides ground
truth data for classification. The second set consists of 3892-pixel of plain concrete and asphalt
surface from 28 different hyperspectral images.1251-pixel points from 27 different images are
selected for the testing the classifier, 417-pixel points are selected from the image of the cracked
surface and 834-pixel points are selected from images of non-cracked surface respectively.
3. Results and discussion
SVM has been employed in a wide range of real-world problems such as text categorization,
handwritten digit recognition, tone recognition, object detection, and image classification since
purposed by Vapnik (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995). In this research Radial Basis Function (RBF) is
implemented to train and test the data set of the cracked and non-cracked image. Receiver
operating characteristics (ROC) curve is implemented to measure result accuracy of every
evaluation conducted. RBF is the most popular choice of kernel types because of their localization
and finite response across the entire range of the real x-axis.
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis is used in engineering and imaging to qualify
how accurately a detection system can discriminate between binary classes. The plot of sensitivity
versus specificity defines the ROC curve and the area under the curve (AUC) is an effective
measure of the accuracy of the test. ROC curves are able to provide a richer measure of
classification performance. The accuracy of the test depends on how well the test separate the one
group from the rest of other, which is described by the total area under the curve (AUC). AUC is
an effective and combined measure of sensitivity that describes the inherent validity of test
performed. The total area of 1 represents a perfect test whereas the area of 0.5 is considered to be
a worthless test.

Predicted Class
Actual
class

279

5

138

829

Figure 5: ROC and confusion matrix for the classification.

Figure 7 shows the ROC curve for the classification of crack against non-crack surface. The curve
plotted is much promising with AUC of 0.8315. At the optimal classification, the confusion matrix
is obtained as [279, 5; 138, 829], indicating the true positive rate (sensitivity), true negative rate
4. Conclusions
Among imaging techniques, the role of hyperspectral imaging in the classification an identification
of material and physical parameter cannot be stated enough. Discrimination of cracked and non749
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cracked surface along with vegetation using ROC graph obtained from the hyperspectral image
was explored and investigated. It was found that the ROC graph is a very useful tool for visualizing
and evaluating classifier and its performance. For the classification of the cracked surface against
the other two class, classifier yield an accuracy of 83.15%. This research demonstrates that with
the rich training set of the different class increases the potential of the classifier and calls for the
further work in this direction.
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Abstract
With the development of the highway system in China, the large stock of bridges has been
constructed, which aroused great demand for bridge maintenance. As one of the critical parts in
bridge, bearings, where connecting the super- and sub-structure, should be kept their performance
in good condition, however, the current practice to assess their conditions is basically relying on
human visual identification, which is time consuming, costly, and often dangerous to inspectors
when the bridge was built in mountainous or marine area. This paper proposes a new method to
identify the defect of bridge bearings based on deep learning using Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs ). Data Augmentation techniques based on image processing are implemented to generate
the database of bridge bearings. Using the database, a few deep net models are trained to acquire
the capability of defect detection. In addition, Transfer Learning with pretrained models is applied
to achieve better performance recognition. The results showed that the proposed method is
effective and promising to be used in real-world bearings inspection.
Keywords: automatic defect detection, deep learning, convolutional neural network, bridge
bearings, transfer learning
1. Introduction
There are about 832,500 highway bridges over 52.25 million meters have been constructed in
China by the end of 2017 according to the report of the Ministry of Transport of the People's
Republic of China (2018). As one of the most important component, bridge bearings require
regular effort to ensure the safety of the bridge. The current practice to assess the condition of the
bridge bearings has been heavily relying on human visual identification, which is time consuming,
costly, and easily influenced by the inspector’s subjective view. In addition, It is dangerous to
inspectors when the bearings are difficult to reach. Therefore, automatically bridge bearing
detection is highly desirable to replace the human visual inspection.
There have been a number of proposed vision-based methods for detecting the damage of civil
structures based on image processing techniques (IPT). A method to detect the loosened bolts is
proposed in the study (Cha et al., 2016) which using prior knowledge to conduct feature extraction,
and a linear support vector machine is trained as a classifier. However, the traditional pattern
recognition methods require domain expert to manually extract the features based on their domain
knowledge which is tedious due to the complexity of the real-world situation. Thus, an end-to-end
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data-driven method is highly desirable. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) can provide a
preferable end-to-end solution and have been successfully applied for concrete cracks detection
(Cha et al. 2017). They proved that abundant labeled data set along with appropriate designed
architecture can be utilized to handle the complex background of the crack picture.
Although the considerable efforts were made to automatically detect civil structures, there are still
few studies conducted for automatically bridge bearing detection. In this study, a new method is
proposed to identify the defect of bridge bearings based on deep learning using CNNs. First, data
augmentation techniques based on image processing are implemented to create a database of realworld bridge bearings. Using the database, different CNNs are then trained to acquire the capability
of defect detection. In addition, transfer learning which is a technique that applies the knowledge
from the source domains to the target domains is applied to achieve better recognition performance.
Finally, the effect of fine-tuning different layers of the CNNs on prediction accuracy is further
investigated.
2. Methodology
An overview of the entire process to automatically detect the condition of bridge bearings is
introduced in this section. To train a CNN classifier, raw images of bridge bearings are obtained
from bridge inspection companies and manually annotated as different types. These images are
randomly divided into training and validation sets. Different data augmentation skills based on
image processing are applied to training sets to improve the performance of the classifier. A
classical VGG-16 is used in this study and batch normalization layers as well as dropout layers are
added to it to make the training process more stable. (Simonyan et al. 2014; Ioffe et al. 2015;
Srivastava et al. 2014) A self-designed architecture is also trained to fulfill the assignment of
defect detection.
The basic layers of CNNs, such as convolutional layers, pooling layers, Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) layers, batch normalization layers, Softmax layers and so on, can be found in detail in Cha
et al. (2017). Figure1 shows the different architectures of CNNs adopted in this study. All CNNs
described in this figure require the dimension of input layer to be 224×224×3, where each
dimension represents the height, width, and channel of the pictures, respectively. The input picture
is processed by convolutional, pooling, and activation layers to extract features. Then the final
feature matrix is reshaped to be a vector. Finally, the vector generated from the previous process
is fed through a fully connected layer with a Softmax activation function to predict the output
scores.
Training a deep CNN requires a large amount of labeled data to achieve a desirable result, whereas
the real-world images of bridge bearings are sometimes difficult to be collected. A study done by
Zeiler and Fergus, (2014) shows that low-level features learned in the shallower layer are very
similar in CNNs to those trained from different domains. Therefore, it is possible to get a well
performed CNN classifier at the target domain by fine-tuning the high-level layers of a pre-trained
model. Figure2 shows the transfer learning flowchart. A modified VGG-16 described in Figure1
is used to investigate the effect of transfer learning. The weights for convolutional layers are taken
from pre-trained VGG-16 model which is trained using ImageNet dataset whereas weights for all
fully connected layers are retrained. (Deng et al., 2009)
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Figure1 The architecture of different CNNs: (a) the architecture of modified VGG-16 and (b) the self-designed
network. C 64@3 ×3/1 is a convolutional layer with 64 filters of kernel size 3 ×3 with stride 1.
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Figure2 Transfer learning flowchart.

3. Bridge Bearings Database
The defect of bridge bearings is the condition of the bearings that affect the functionality of bridges.
The dataset of bearings used in this study is collected from bridge inspection companies. Only
rubber bearings are discussed in this study and two most common defects of bearings including
bearing cracking and bearing shearing over the limit are investigated to conduct the automatic
defect detection. The pictures of normal bearings are also included in the data sets to highlight the
difference between good bearings and bad ones. Figure3 shows the different types of bridge
bearings. The shearing limit is retrieved from the Technical Standards for Faults judgment of
rubber bearings of highway bridges. (Jiang et al, 2012)
Overfitting is one of the major issues when it comes to training a CNN classifier, which means the
model performs well at the training stage but cannot generalize well to the validation set. Two
different forms of data augmentation are applied in this study. The first one consists of geometric
transformation, such as horizontal flip, vertical flip, anticlockwise rotate and clockwise rotate. The
second form of data augmentation is conducted by applying the method proposed by Krizhevsky
et al. (2012) to alter the intensities of the RGB channels in training images. Table1 shows the
dataset for the defect detection task.
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(a) Normal

(b) Shearing over limit

(c) Cracking

Figure3 Different types of bridge bearings. The presented images have 224 × 224 pixel resolutions
Table1: Dataset for image classification of bridge bearings defect

Class
Normal
Shearing
Cracking
Total

Number of originals
images
310
308
309
927

Total number of images
(original and
augmented)
1860
1848
1854
5562

Number of images
from the dataset
used for validation
78
77
77
232

4. Training Result and Discussions
4.1 Hyperparameters and Training Environment
Hyperparameters play an important role in training CNN classifiers and often require great effort
to set. The CNNs described above are trained using a stochastic gradient descent algorithm with
the minibatch size of 64 and the learning rate is all set to be 0.001. The dropout rate is set to 0.5 in
all architectures that use dropout layer. A popular deep learning framework called tensorflow is
adopted in this study. All training processes are performed on a workstation with a single GPU,
(Memory: 128G, Processor: Intel Xeon E5-2650 V4 processor 14 core, 2.40 GHz x2, Graphics:
NVIDIA TITAN XP Pascal, Operating system: CentOS 7.3 64 bits)
4.2 Training and validation results
The accuracy represents the ratio calculated by the number of correctly classified images over the
total number of it. The training and validation accuracy is calculated separately. Figure4 shows
the overall performance of modified VGG-16，The highest accuracy in training and validation is
99.24% at 56 epoch and 77.08% at 35 epoch, respectively. The accuracy in the training stage is
much higher than its counterpart in the validation phase, which indicates that the model is
overfitting. The classical VGG-16 is designed for ImageNet dataset which is much larger than the
bridge bearing dataset used in this study. Therefore, it is reasonable to design a relatively smaller
network architecture to adapt to the specific dataset.
The performance of the self-designed network is displayed in Figure5. The accuracy in training is
97.95% at 10 epoch for the self-designed networks whereas it is only 58.62% at the same epoch
for modified VGG-16. The highest accuracy in training and validation is 99.84% at 60 epoch and
80.73% at 58 epoch, respectively. The highest accuracy in validation is improved compared to
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modified VGG-16 which indicates that the relatively smaller network is more suitable when the
training set is not very large. The smaller network also accelerates the training process significantly.
It costs about only 16 seconds to train one epoch while about 50 seconds are needed for the
modified VGG-16 in our system.

(a)
(b)
Figure4 Accuracy and loss at each epoch for modified VGG-16: (a) training; and (b) validation.

(a)
(b)
Figure5 Accuracy and loss at each epoch for self-designed networks: (a) training; and (b) validation.

(a)
(b)
Figure6 Accuracy and loss at each epoch for modified VGG-16 with transfer learning. (a) training; and (b)
validation.

Figure6 presents the result of training modified VGG-16 with pre-trained weights. The highest
accuracy in validation is 86.98% at 30 epoch which is much higher than the highest accuracy,
77.08% when training the same modified VGG-16 without transfer learning. The training time
per epoch is about 26 seconds which is also faster than training modified VGG-16 without transfer
learning which takes about 50 seconds to train one epoch in our system.
5. Conclusions and Future Works
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An automatic method of detecting the conditions of bridge bearings using deep learning is
proposed in this paper. Different data augmentation skills are applied to our dataset to reduce the
effect of overfitting. The highest accuracy in validation for modified VGG-16 and self-designed
networks are 77.08% and 80.73%, respectively. Additionally, it also takes less time to train the
self-designed network. The results show that the self-designed network is more suitable for the
relatively small bridge bearings dataset considered in this study. Training a CNN classier with
transfer learning using pre-trained weights not only accelerates the training process but also
improves the performance significantly. The highest accuracy in the validation sets for the
modified VGG-16 is 86.98% when using transfer learning. It is much higher than the abovementioned one which is 77.08% when training the same network without transfer learning. The
result shows that the vision-based method for detecting the defect of bridge bearings using CNN
classifiers is a very promising alternative to the expensive and inefficient human visual
identification. The future work will focus on combining the algorithm with an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) to achieve a higher level of automation for bridge bearing inspection. A larger
dataset of bridge bearings will be built in the future to achieve better accuracies.
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Abstract
Bridge inspection is essential to ensure the safety and structural integrity. The current practice for
bridge inspection is human-based visual inspection, which is time consuming and subjective. To
improve the bridge inspection of civil infrastructure and complement human-oriented inspection,
computer vision-based techniques have been employed to detect structural damages, such as cracks
in images. To provide effective and efficient detection and localization of crack damage on the
structure, a crack detection method based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is proposed.
Using transfer learning technique, different convolution deep neural network networks are trained
and tested for this study using bridge inspection dataset. The robustness of the trained model is
evaluated and demonstrated using real test case scenario on buildings and bridges with 3D reality
modelling.
1. Introduction
Civil infrastructures, such as bridges, dams, roads, and highways, are becoming more susceptible
to lose their designed functions as they deteriorate over time. These structures are often subjected
to fatigue stress and periodic loading which leads to cracks on the structures’ surface. The cracks
on the structure reduce the local stiffness and cause material discontinuities (Budiansky &
O'connel, 1976; Aboudi, 1987). This inevitable process has prompted an early detections as
preventive measures to avoid further damage and possible failures. Manual inspection is still the
standard practice for any damage or crack detection. In manual inspection, the process is performed
by human inspector who prepare the sketch of the crack damage by recording any irregular
conditions on the structures. Since this approach completely depends on the inspector’s expertise,
it lacks objectivity in the quantitative analysis. Therefore, many researches have been conducted
to replace the process with automatic vision-based crack detection.
Due to its simplicity, several vision-based methods for detecting crack damages, primarily using
image processing techniques (IPTs), have been proposed. An early comparative study was done
by Abdul-Qader et. al (Abdul-Qader, Abudayyeh, & Kelly, 2003) in which they used four edge
detection methods to detect crack damages on bridges. Unfortunately, using edge detection to
detect crack damages is an ill-posed problem since the results are significantly affected by the
image noises such as irregular illumination and shading. Recently, many researchers have
implemented a combination of IPT-based feature extractions and machine learning based
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classifications (Moon & Kim, 2011; O'Byrne, Schoefs, Ghosh, & Pakrashi, 2013; Jahanshahi,
Masri, Padgett, & Sukhatme, 2013; Wu, Mokhtari, Nazef, Nam, & Yun, 2014). However, the
results of these approaches still suffer from the false feature extraction of IPTs since the extracted
features using IPTs are still considered hand-crafted and does not necessarily represent the true
characteristics of crack damages.
To overcome this issue, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been adopted and
implemented for an effective crack detection (Cha, Choi, & Buyukozturk, 2017; Zhang, Cheng, &
Zhang, 2018). Although the previous applications of CNN prove to be effective for crack detection
with bounding box, the detected crack damages are neither segmented nor statistically evaluated
for condition assessment. Mask region-based CNN (Mask R-CNN) (He, Gkioxari, Dollar, Girshick,
& Ross, 2017), a state-of-the-art image segmentation with relatively fast detection speed, is found
to be an effective method for this task. Mask R-CNN can generate mask image for every detected
object. In this paper, Mask R-CNN is applied to detect and segment crack damages for civil
infrastructures, together with 3D mesh and texture model for intuitive visualization and crack
evaluation.
Deep learning is one of machine learning techniques. It is multi-layered artificial neural networks
which can learn and represent data using multiple levels of abstraction. Deep learning models are
different from traditional machine learning techniques in that they can learn the representations of
the data without introducing any hand-crafted rules or knowledge. This means that deep learning
technique is highly flexible and effective for solving many challenging problems, including but
not limited to image processing, medicine, biometrics, and engineering (Vargas, Mosavi, & Ruiz,
2017). One of deep learning method is Mask R-CNN which achieves state-of-the-art performance
for object detection and instance segmentation. This method is directly applicable and appropriate
for crack damage detection and segmentation.
2. Deep Learning: Mask R-CNN Architecture
Mask R-CNN is built and improved upon Faster R-CNN. The original Faster R-CNN has two
outputs for each candidate object, a class label and a bounding box offset. Mask R-CNN adds a
third branch that outputs the object mask giving a much finer spatial layout of an object. As a
result, Mask R-CNN can perform object detection and segmentation with better efficiency and
accuracy (He, Gkioxari, Dollar, Girshick, & Ross, 2017). Mask R-CNN has the same two-stage
detection process as Faster R-CNN, as seen in Fig. 1. For the first stage, region proposal network
(RPN), will choose a set of potential regions of interest (RoI) from the feature maps (i.e. the output
of CNN). During the training stage, the algorithm will evaluate whether these regions contains
object or not. These RoIs will then become the input for the second stage. In the final stage, the
algorithm will generate bounding box locations, the class name, and binary mask for each object.
The loss function is defined for the three tasks on each sampled bounding box refinement (RoI),
class prediction, and mask generation. Class prediction and bounding box regression loss are
collected from both RPN and mask generation stages, whereas mask loss is taken only from mask
generation stage.
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Fig. 1: Mask R-CNN architecture for instance segmentation (Hui, 2018)

3. Training Mask R-CNN
The image dataset was acquired from a provider of field inspection applications and asset
management services for bridges. In this dataset, all the images were captured by the field inspector
using regular camera and taken without any prior conditioning. 1250 images of bridges and
structures were selected where crack damages can be seen visually. The dataset was split into two
categories, 1000 images are used for training and 250 images are for testing. Training and testing
samples were annotated manually using Microsoft Paint for generating crack mask labels. Fig 2
shows some examples for the image and the mask label in the datasets.

(raw input)

(ground-truth mask)
(raw input)
(ground-truth mask)
Fig. 2: Some examples of the image in the crack damage datasets.

3.1 Transfer Learning
Deep convolutional neural network usually contains millions of trainable parameters to train;
therefore, a relatively large dataset is needed. Directly training such a huge number of parameters
is problematic, especially when the training dataset is small. Transfer learning provides a way to
improve one model by transferring the knowledge of another model that has been trained
previously. In transfer learning, a base network is first trained on a base dataset and task, and then
the learned features were transferred to a second target network to be re-trained on the target
dataset and task. The improvement is extremely significant. With transfer learning, the models
(Huang, et al., 2017) are first initialized using weights obtained from pre-training on the MSCOCO dataset (Lin, et al., 2014) then they are fine-tuned using the prepared training images. The
weights are updated using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm for 30,000 iterations with
a learning rate of 0.0002 and momentum of 0.9. Although a greater number of training iterations
were performed, additional training did not lead to noticeable improvement while shorter training
led to underfitting. For the RPN, only top 300 crack proposals were chosen. The experiments were
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performed on a single NVIDIA K80 GPU with a mini-batch size of 1. The gradients are clipped
to a threshold of 10.0 during the training to avoid exploding gradient problem. Additional
experiments with other network parameters schedules were also performed, but they gave no
significant improvements and are not reported here. To help avoid overfitting, the dataset was
augmented using 90° random rotations, random vertical, and random horizontal flips with a
probability of 0.5. In this study, four representative network architectures, including ResNet-50,
ResNet-101 (He, et al., 2016), Inception-V2 (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015), and Inception-Resnet-V2
(Szegedy, et al., 2017) were selected and retrained via transfer learning for crack identification.
4. Result
Some examples of the crack damage segmentation results on bridges and structures can be seen in
Fig. 3. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and advantage of Mask R-CNN in
detecting crack damage in a complex scenery.

(input image)

(result image)
(result mask)
Fig. 3: Some samples of segmentation result for crack damage detection.

4.1 Evaluation Metrics
The primary and common metric for model evaluation in image segmentation is to use Jaccard
Index (or referred to as intersection-over-union) or Sørensen–Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)
(Taha & Hanbury, 2015). In this paper, DSC will be used to evaluate the segmentation performance
of the trained models on different network architectures. DSC measures how close or similar the
predicted mask is to the manually marked mask (the ground truth), ranging from 0 (no overlap) to
1 (complete congruence). Given two sets X and Y, DSC is defined as
2|𝑋∩𝑌|
𝐷𝑆𝐶 = |𝑋|+|𝑌|
(1)
where |𝑋| and |𝑌| are the cardinalities of two sets. The mean and standard deviation of DSC for
two approaches studied in this paper are shown at Table 2. The greater the value of average DSC
is, the better the performance of the trained model.
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Table 1. Crack segmentation evaluation of the trained models with different CNN architectures
FRCNN-FED
Mask-RCNN
CNN Architecture
DSC Mean
DSC STD
DSC Mean
ResNet-50
0.34
0.15
0.51
ResNet-101
0.36
0.15
0.50
Inception-V2
0.36
0.15
0.39
Inception-Resnet-V2
0.36
0.15
0.54

DSC STD
0.17
0.16
0.20
0.13

The information given in Table 1 shows that ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 perform very similarly
in term of crack segmentation result. Inception-ResNet-V2 outperformed the others while
Inception-V2 shows the worst performance. In evaluating the crack damage statistics, reality
modeling technology (Bentley 2018) was used to construct the 3D model with crack-detected and
segmented images. For every connected crack in the inferenced mask images, the area of the crack
is first measured by calculating the number of pixels in the inferenced mask image. The length of
the crack was obtained by applying thinning algorithm iteratively until the shape of the crack only
shows one-pixel width. Once this is achieved, the average crack width is estimated with the area
divided by the length. Finally, all the quantified cracks are classified in different categories or
levels according to the estimated width, and the crack statistics can be generated for the assessment
of infrastructure condition.

(a) Cracks segmented with 3D mesh model
(b) Cracks segmented with 3D texture model (c) Crack statistics
Fig. 4: Visualization of detected cracks with 3D models and crack evaluation.

The result is illustrated in the Fig 4, where a set of images of crack damages on the wall was taken
and using the 3D mesh model, a fused image was reconstructed. The inferenced segmented crack
damage was color coded based on the width level of the crack. Purple color (level III) is crack area
with width greater than 20 pixels, green color (level II) is crack area with width of 10-20 pixel,
while red color (level I) is crack area with width of 1-10 pixels.
5. Conclusion
In this study, deep learning-based crack damage detection using Mask R-CNN was performed to
automatically detect and segment crack damage on bridges and structures. Two base networks
were trained using 1250 images of bridges and structures which was split into training and testing
datasets. The results show that predicting crack damage in images is possible with a good level of
precision. The low average precision score is believed to be attributed to the insufficient quantity
of data and suggests further training using larger dataset. A new approach to get crack damage
statistics was provided using 3D reality model software. This research study shows that the
detection and quantification of crack damages on bridges and structures can be used as an
alternative approach for manual inspection with a very satisfactory result.
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Abstract
Concrete elements of steel or concrete bridges, such as piers, slabs, or girders, may exhibit
various signs of surface distress or deterioration, most noticeably, cracks. Accurate mapping and
monitoring of existing cracks is important to bridge deterioration modeling because some cracks
may grow due to the effects of loads and environment but others may remain unchanged over
time. The current practice of mapping concrete cracks is primarily manual, making accurate
identification of crack growths difficult. The manual records are generally subjective and
practically impossible to be complete and accurate. The required field operations can be time
consuming and often cause traffic disruptions. Recent advancements in digital imaging
technologies, including equipment hardware and image processing techniques, make mapping of
concrete cracks more objective, more complete, and more accurate. The use of unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS), or drones, makes field data collection more productive and less disruptive to
traffic. This paper discusses application of an advanced UAS for mapping existing concrete
cracks on bridge piers. Topics include field data collection, 3D photogrammetric modeling,
orthographic imagery, digital image processing for crack identification, as well as temporal
subtraction for deterioration assessment.
1. Introduction
Intelligent bridge asset management requires deterioration modeling of bridge elements.
Mathematical deterioration models should be validated and calibrated upon analysis of bridge
condition data over a period of time. For concrete elements of steel or concrete bridges, reliable
field data on the growth of existing cracks and the occurrence of new cracks is critical to the
development of rational deterioration models.
The current practice of mapping concrete cracks in bridge elements is primarily manual, making
accurate identification of crack growths difficult. The manual records are generally subjective
and practically impossible to be complete and accurate. The required field operations can be time
consuming and often cause traffic disruptions.
Recent advancements in digital imaging technologies, including equipment hardware as well as
photogrammetry and digital image processing techniques, make mapping of concrete cracks
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more objective, more complete, and more accurate. The use of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS),
or drones, makes field data collection more productive and less disruptive to traffic.
2. Background
Close-range imaging to measure structures has been implemented by many researchers in the
past (Tommaselli et al. 2005, Jáuregui et al. 2006). Image processing to identify and quantify
cracks in concrete surfaces has been investigated more recently (Dare et al. 2002, Hutchinson &
Chen 2006, Fujita et al. 2006, Sunil & Fieguth 2006, Yamaguchi & Hashimoto 2010, Otero et al
2016).
Point cloud modeling software such as Agisoft Photoscan, Pix4D, and Bentley ContextCapture
has expanded image registration into a 3D environment (Khaloo et al. 2017, DAmico & Yu 2017,
Remondino et al. 2017).
Digital photographs have an associated perspective distortion due to the nature of the stationary
photographer with respect to the plane of interest. In previous work, photographs were rectified
using direct linear transformations (DLT) to create orthomosaic images (Zhou et al, 2016). The
method employed planar point correspondences via a cruciform fiducial of known dimensions to
rectify the image projection skew and apply a true dimensional scale. This method has some
drawbacks. First, the fiducial markings must be manually applied to the surface of interest and
each photograph needs to include a fiducial marking. Second, images need to be manually
aligned; seams need to be blended; and scaling is determined based on a small portion of the
overall image. Third, the process is time consuming and may accumulate errors including
misalignment, scaling errors, accidental blending of cracks in the seam areas, etc.
3. Three-Dimensional (3D) Photogrammetric Modeling and Orthographic Imagery
Advanced digital imaging techniques such as structure from motion (SFM) photogrammetry can
create high quality 3D photogrammetric models from which planar orthographic images can be
extracted. Successful construction of high quality digital models depends on the quality and
resolution of images from data acquisition. Photographs need to be acquired in a way that allows
for consistent viewing angles without sharp skews, significant overlaps, multiple perspectives,
and sufficient quantities for depicting the entire object. Blurred, distorted, poorly exposed, or
otherwise faulty photographs need to be excluded. To meet the above requirements, image
acquisition needs to be performed along multiple circular paths at several heights around the
object (for example, a bridge pier) for sufficient overlaps and varying perspectives (Fig. 1). UAS
has unique advantages in access, maneuverability, and supplemental GPS information.
Bentley’s ContextCapture software was used to construct 3D photogrammetric models through a
multi-step process. The process begins with the identification of “tie points” in each photograph,
which is done automatically by the software and can be supplemented manually as needed. Tie
points have spatial geometry in a relative scale as established by the software and are used to
correlate photographs of varying positions and perspectives. Identified tie points then go through
an iterative validation process for checking reprojection errors of common tie points in
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overlapping photos. Collectively plotting all the validated tie points through spatial triangulation
using built-in 3D projection algorithms yields a photogrammetric point cloud model (PCM).

Figure 1: Typical Acquisition Strategy in SFM Photogrammetry

Figure 2 (Upper-Left) shows the tie points in a photograph that are automatically identified by
the ContextCapture software, where both the green and yellow dots satisfactorily meet the
reprojection error requirement but the yellow dots have a higher level of error. Figure 2 (UpperRight) shows a 3D PCM of all tie points where the red dot represents the camera position and the
green prism illustrates the viewing angle of the photograph on the left. Figure 2 (Lower) shows
examples of the green and yellow tie points, their corresponding reprojection errors, as well as a
summary of the overall triangulation for the point cloud model (PCM) based on the tie points.

Figure 2: Tie Points in One Photograph (Upper-Left), PCM (Upper-Right), and Reprojection Errors (Lower)
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Upon completion of the PCM, a geometrically accurate and photorealistic 3D photogrammetric
model can be created by defining one known dimension and overlaying photographs. During the
process, more points are added through interpolation between the tie points to increase the point
cloud density. The software then generates a triangular mesh model by connecting all the tie
points from the PCM and overlaying corresponding photographs for the photorealistic
appearance (Fig. 3). After a 3D photogrammetric model becomes fully functional, orthographic
images can be extracted through the software (Fig. 4).

Figure 3: Construction of a Digital 3D Photogrammetric Model

Figure 4: An Orthographic Image Extracted from 3D Photogrammetric Model

4. Identification of Surface Defects
Orthographic images are used to capture and document surface defects for condition assessment
of bridge elements. Algorithms for identifying and quantifying surface defects such as cracks and
spalls can be developed using MATLAB’s image processing toolbox. Digital image processing
for defect identification consists of three general components: 1) preprocessing of color images
to enhance quality in regions of interest and eliminate noises; 2) conversion into binary and
morphological segmentation for identification of surface defects; and 3) post-processing for
qualitative and quantitative referencing of identified defects.
In preprocessing, an area of interest needs to be defined first. The image is cropped and scaled as
needed, and enhanced for quality. Reference boundary lines are then added manually (Fig. 5).
Conversion of color images into binary requires threshold intensity values per the RGB color
code, which need to be defined independently for optimal results. The binary image then
undergoes a filtering process that accounts for the shapes and sizes of objects to isolate areas of
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concern. Manual interventions based on engineering judgement may be implemented to remove
image features deemed not to be structural defects (Fig. 6).
Image post-processing adds qualitative and quantitative referencing of identified defects in color
scales, such as mapping of crack widths and locations (Fig. 7).

Figure 5: Preprocessing of Color Images

Figure 6: Defects Identification in Binary through Image Morphology and Manual Interventions

Figure 7: Post Processing of Images for Qualitative and Quantitative Condition Assessment
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5. Temporal Subtraction for Deterioration Assessment
Identification of condition changes, or deterioration, over a period of time can be determined in
an automated manner through temporal subtractions between two digital defect maps at two
different times, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
2018 Defects

2016 Defects

2016-2018 Deterioration

Figure 8: Temporal Subtraction for Deterioration Assessment

6. Field Implementation Example
Digital imaging technologies were applied to assess existing cracks in reinforced concrete pier
caps of a steel bridge in Maryland. In August 2018, photographic images of 17 pier caps were
collected using a DJI Matrice 210 RTK UAS system with a 20 megapixel DJI X5S digital
camera (Fig. 9). These images were compared with similar images of the same pier caps
manually collected in March 2016 for the purpose of establishing a condition baseline.
In 2018, around 500 photos were collected from all sides of each pier cap with an overlap of
approximately 80% in order for the ContextCapture software to identify sufficient tie points for
the construction of accurate 3D photogrammetric models. Each pier face was flown for a
minimum of two times, with the corners and undersides of the pier cap photographed from three
different angles. In addition, the drone was flown in a circular pattern to capture overviews of the
entire pier cap, which were used in combination with close-up views to formulate 3D models.

Figure 9: Photographic Imaging of Bridge Piers Using UAS

Image processing procedures as discussed in preceding sections were implemented for
identifying surface defects and assessing deterioration in the pier caps. As illustrated in Fig. 10,
key results include: 1) orthographic images of complete surface condition, 2) surface defects
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identified by a multi-step digital image processing procedure, 3) featured defects after manual
interventions, and 4) deterioration from 2016 to 2018 identified from temporal subtraction.

Figure 10: Results of Digital Imaging and Deterioration Assessment of Bridge Pier Caps Using UAS

7. Conclusions
Advanced UAS and photogrammetry software can establish high quality 3D digital models of
bridge components as well as accurate orthographic images with complete surface features.
Digital image processing techniques, such as pattern recognition, morphological segmentation,
temporal subtraction, etc., can identify concrete surface defects and assess deterioration in an
accurate and efficient manner. These technologies can assist bridge engineers for better solutions
in deterioration modeling of bridge elements for intelligent asset management.
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Abstract
Bolted joints are important forms of connections in bridges, buildings, pipelines, transmission
towers and other civil structures. Loose structure may cause damage to the connection structure
of the system or even collapse, so surveillance and inspection bolted structure is very important.
Usually, the inspector can visually inspect loose bolts to assess health. However, the traditional
visual inspection is time consuming, cumbersome and inaccurate. With the development of
digital image processing technology, it can be applied fast, safe and accurate way to detect largescale structure of the loose bolts. This paper proposes an automatic detection method of bolt
looseness, in which all testing processes are automatically completed, including image
preprocessing, edge recognition, image correction to the parallel plane of the lens and angle
calculation. The applicability of this method was experimentally verified by NDI Optotrack
three-dimensional measurement system(NDI), and the proposed method error was less than5.5%,
which suggested that this method could accurately detect the looseness of bolts.
1. Introduction
Large span steel bridges, high-rise buildings and large transmission tower, the connecting bolt is
an important element of the structural member.

Figure 1 Examples of bolts

Various techniques have been developed to detect loose bolts.(Qiao and Esmaeily, 2011; Qiao et
al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013)For example: guide wave method and impedance method. Changes
in transducer technology based on the use of piezoelectric ultrasonic guided waves generated by
the piezoelectric transducer by a joint plate, detecting loose bolts.(Kim and Hong, 2009)When
the loss of the bolt preload changes the dynamic characteristics of the splice plate, the received
ultrasonic waves are changed.(Yang and Chang, 2006)The impedance-based approach has high
sensitivity to local structural damage and wideband bandwidth. It is particularly suitable for
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monitoring the screw connection, these connections Hydrodynamic high-frequency
characteristics by a decision.(Huynh et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017)The main problem of these
high-tech in civil engineering is that it is too expensive.In the actual project, the bolt loosening
inspection method is mainly checked by the inspector, and its reliability depends on the expert's
working status and proficiency.(Results et al., 2001)

Figure 2 Bolt loosening detection method commonly used in practical engineering

Thus, there has been proposed a method of using image processing techniques to identify steel
bolts loose algorithm.The basic idea is transforming the problem of monitoring the angle of
rotation of bolts into the problem of angle recognition of bolt edges We verified the applicability
of our method through field experiments. Experimental results show that the detection method
can be used to loosen the bolt practical engineering.
2.Automatic Detection Method
This paper presents an image processing method for automatically detecting bolt looseness. The
method mainly includes the following steps: First, the image is preprocessed by Gaussian
filtering algorithm to eliminate environmental noise. Then, the image is corrected by the affine
transformation algorithm to obtain a positive image parallel to the lens. Then the image
processing is used to extract the bolt edges by using the Minkowski morphological algorithm, the
RAMMER algorithm and the CANNY edge detection algorithm. Finally, the angle calculation is
performed to obtain an angle value relative to the same coordinate system.
Preprocessing

Image
Correction

Edge
Recognition

Angle
Calculation

Figure 3 The process of loose bolt automatic detection

2.1Preprocessing
When the camera captures an image, due to various environmental factors, random variation
occurs in the range of the image intensity collected. This change of the captured image gradation
value is referred to as noise, which is ubiquitous and cannot be completely eliminated in the
image acquisition process. Noise is mainly in high-frequency region of the image of the Fourier
transform. Common noises are Gaussian noise, Rayleigh noise, and impulse noise.(Steger et al.,
2007; Vu et al., 2014) For the image noise suppression, commonly Gaussian filter, mean filter,
median filter image smoothing method is accomplished. In this paper, Gaussian filtering methods
have been used for image denoising.
2.2 Image correction
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For measuring the angle between a straight line, if captured image is a positive image, the image
can be directly measured angle. But it is difficult to ensure the parallel relationship between the
imaging plane of the orthogonal projection plane of the object. Typically, the captured image is a
general perspective view of the image, which does not have measurement feature. Therefore,
before the measurement, it needs to be changed to a parallel image by the correction method.The
core algorithm we use here is the projective transformation method.
2.3Edge recognition
After the image is corrected, we process the image to get the edges of the image. Firstly, the
feature extraction method and the morphological algorithm are used to obtain the bolt to be
tested. The core algorithm is Minkowski addition and subtraction. Then use CANNY(Canny,
1986) edge detection method to get the edge of the bolt to be tested, and finally use the
RAMMER algorithm to divide the bolt into 6 sides.
2.4 Angle Calculation
After adjusting the image, we get just as bolts. At this time, the angle of the edge of the bolt is
calculated actual angle bolt. As shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Angle calculation of bolt looseness

3.Experimental Verification
In this study, a set of experiments was established to simulate the working conditions of the
actual steel bolts, and the applicability of the loose bolt testing method was verified. As shown in
Figure 5（b）. At the same time we use the NDI Optotrack 3D measurement system to verify
the accuracy of the method. The NDI Optotrack 3D measurement system is a measurement
instrument based on the tracking position of the optical activity marked in a given space. Finally,
the parameters obtained by the three-dimensional measuring system are compared with the
angles of the bolts obtained by image processing.

(a) Test model

(b) NDI Optotrack three-dimensional measurement
system
Figure 5 experiment equipment
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Figure 6 Bolt groups shot at different angles before loosening

In order to detect loosening bolted model and assess the feasibility of this method, we set up
different degrees of loose bolts series of experiments. We used a camera to shoot bolt sets at
different angles without looseness. As shown in Figure 6 Affine transformation algorithm is then
used to correct the image, as shown in Figure 7. Then we use image processing methods to
analyze the collected images. As shown in Figure 8. Finally, we draw a perspective view of each
side.

(a) Bolt group images are taken at any angle

(b) Affine Transform Correction of Bolt Group Image

Figure 7 Affine transformation correction

(a) Bolt edge line after edge
extraction by Canny edge detector

(b) Use the RAMMER algorithm to
segment the bolt edge line

(c) The number of bolt group

Figure 8 Digital image processing
Table 1 angles of the bolts obtained after the bolt groups are taken at different angles
Bolt
(First shooting
position of the
same scene)

Bolt 1

Bolt 2

774

Side
(6 edges of the
bolt)

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3

Angle(θrad)
(The angle of each
edge relative to the
horizontal plane of
the image)
2.484
1.452
−2.719
−0.763
−1.740
0.373
2.590
-1.588
-2.684
-0.572
1.609
0.474
2.171
1.164
0.076

Bolt
(The second
shooting position
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Figure 9 The nut rotation angle calculated by the automatic image processing method
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Figure 10 Histogram of rotation angle relative error of the proposed technique

As shown in Figure 9 and Table 1, three bolts are loosened a certain angle, the actual value of the
rotational angle of the bolt by NDI Optotrack three-dimensional measuring system. The results
showed that the looseness angle detected on each side was the same, and the standard deviation
was less than 0.35. By evaluating the results of a plurality of images, the maximum and
minimum error image processing techniques were only 1.81 degrees and 0.0426 degrees. The
relative error between the average value and the measured value is within 5.5%, which can be
shown in Figure 10.
4.Conclusions
In this paper, a bolt loosening detection algorithm based on image processing is proposed and the
applicability of the method is verified by a series of experiments. From the results, the following
conclusions can be drawn: (1) Techniques with a relative error of less than 5.5% to meet the
requirements of actual engineering. (2) The whole image processing process is fully automatic
and takes less than 0.02 ms, which proves that the method is fast, simple and accurate, and
provides a basis for further development.
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